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Foreword
'This history of ancient philosophy tries to give a comprehensive

but wholly introductory sketch of a diflBcult and changing historical

terrain. We are still learning about the beginnings of philosophy

and the scholarly contributions to our knowledge mount almost

menacingly, intimidating one who would attempt an over-all sim-

plified presentation. Writing a memo in anticipation of the Libyan

battles, Churchill predicted that renown awaited the commander
who would restore artillery,,- to "its proper place on the battle field:

later he seemed as pleased with his phrasing of the claim as of its

fulfillment. Perhaps a relieved welcome, if not renown, awaits an

introductory history which is not studded with the artillery of foot-

notes apprising the bewildered neophyte of esoteric studies on the

fine points of recent scholarship in the period he is encountering

for the first time. It is my feeling that there is little point in

cluttering an introductory work with such references: the teacher

does not need them and the student is not ready for them. Better

unabashedly to popularize the period so as to make it as immediately

and painlessly accessible as can honestly be done. The short reading

lists at the back of the book will enable the interested reader to

begin study in that scholarship on which such books as this are

based. Of course, in the narrative, broad divergences of interpretation

are mentioned and occasionally even adjudicated, but in every in-

stance the attitude has been irenic and permissive. It is an Aristote-

lian axiom that we must begin any study with a confused view of

the whole and this volume provides only a first step in the study of

ancient philosophy.

The present work was not conceived to fill some glaring gap in

the works available for classroom use; there is a plethora of good

histories of ancient philosophy. This effort differs from some in the

manner indicated in the preceding paragraph; it differs from others

in being more brief; it differs from all, hopefully, in the style of its

approach which may appeal to student and teacher alike. It is

difficult to resist the impulse to put what one has learned into his

own words even when what he knows is neither a private possession

nor a personal discovery. In the course of teaching the history of
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ancient philosophy at the University of Notre Dame, on campus as

well as in Moreau Seminary, I amassed folders of notes, made

sketches of chapters, had visions of a volume. When an opportunity

came to prepare this book for Henry Regnery Company I was willing

if not wholly ready to accept it. The result, being actual, seems

almost a betrayal of the shimmering possibility I had cherished. But

that is often the way with actualities. I shall now let my imagination

play on the possibility that this book will be of some aid to teacher

and student in courses in the history of ancient philosophy. That

hope, at once modest and immense, is why it was written.
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Introduction

. Our basic reason for undertaking the authorship of this work is

to promote the return of the history of philosophy to its rightful

place of honor and usefulness in the academic program. This return

is long overdue; it is becoming painfully clear that philosophy cannot

be pursued in an historical vacuum. Indeed, in a very real sense

philosophy is identical with its history and torn from this context it

loses its particular character and force.

Philosophy pursued in arv unhistorical or ahistorical manner
cannot help but warp the" individual and social consciousness at

whose heightened refinement it is aimed. To pursue philosophy,

one must either enter into the rich heritage of its history or run the

risk of falling victim to a kind of speculative barbarism.

The form of these works has been determined by the authors*

conviction that the history of philosophy itself can be fully ap-

preciated only when taken as a basic element in the whole cultural

complex of the West. Philosophy is not a specialized but a pervasive

discipline. It finds its interest everywhere in the life of the spirit and
it takes form as a response to all of the needs of the spirit. Philosophy

is never a part of a culture but a pervading influence and mode of

awareness. For this reason, in these volumes the chief architectural

principle has been to place philosophy as firmly as possible in the

cultural context, seeing it in this living relation to all the interests

of culture and the life of the spirit.

It is our belief that the division of the work into four volumes
and the articulations of the history of culture within which the

history of philosophy has been placed is justified and even demanded
by that history itself and has nothing artificial or contrived about it.

For this reason, the student and the general reader will, we believe,

be able to relate the flow of philosophical speculation directly to

what he already knows about the general architecture of the history

of Western Culture and will immediately experience the history of

philosophy as an enrichment in depth of his cultural consciousness.

It is hoped that the student will come to perceive that it is precisely

the quality of its philosophical experience which gives an age its

special character and it is precisely its philosophical discontent

XV



whicli, stirring in one age, prepares and induces the vast labors

which usher in a new
While the volumes have been so planned that they may be read

profitably bv the general reader, they have a special orientation

toward the academic world of the classroom. It is the authors’

conviction that the basic book used in an academic course ought to

be the meeting ground for the minds of both teacher and student.

To this end, both will find that these volumes contain something

which suits their particular needs and functions.

The particular need of the student is background; he can profit

little from any contact with even the best of teachers unless he

brings the richest possible preparation to this encounter. Therefore,

these volumes are addressed to him in the hope that he will be

drawn into them by a natural and spontaneous response. Frankly,

we hope that the student will enjoy reading them and not find that

reading a chore.

The need of the teacher, by contrast, is for an instrument of

focus; something which will enable him, in the limited time at his

disposal, to select the points of greatest impact with the student

mind and those which will bring about the most significant student

discussion and mutual exchange. The flexible construction of these

books should meet this need. The teacher may assess and evaluate

the whole and/or parts according to his own needs and interests

and select for treatment in the classroom those articulations which

will give him the greatest direct access to the minds of his students.

In this process of selection, the volumes may be used as a guide to

serve him by indicating the structure of the history of philosophy.

They do not undertake to make that selection for him or dictate to

him, by their structure, what his selection should be. He too, it is

hoped, will enjoy teaching with this book (note we carefully avoid

saying teaching this hook) because it ministers to his own irre-

placible activity and does not dictate or constrain it.

in the text, reference to original sources and to the best secondary

sources has been constant. In every way the authors have made an

effort to place the student in contact with these sources in the

context in which they will be most beneficial. In addition, lists of

supplementary readings have been appended at important junctures.

The quality of these reading lists should be clear from the start.

'Fhey are not mere bibliographical lists nor are -they “outside

readings” in the current, vague sense of that term. These readings

have a utilitarian purpose; they are closely related to the process

of the narrative of the text itself. It is the authors’ hope that as

specific issues arise in class discussion, corresponding readings may be

found which may extend the discussion or give it direction and

emphasis. Again, it is hoped that the composition of studies will

XVI



always be made a part of the student obligation in any course in the
history of philosophy. The supplementary readings are so planned
that the student will find in them direct help in the researching,
planning and composition of such papers.

In closing, the authors would emphasize again one salient point:
they hope that from these pages the reader will derive above all a
renewed sense of the universal relevance of philosophy to the life

of the mind and of the spirit.

Philosophy is above all a humanistic pursuit in the basic sense
of that term; namely, philosophy takes for its own all that touches
man. Only when seen in this perspective can philosophy be ap-
preciated and enjoyed. Only in this way, will it inevitably be
recognized by every man as the supreme human discipline, the one
activity of mind and spirit from which he cannot isolate himself
and still achieve stature and maturity as a human being.

Notre Dame, Indiatm

September 1, 1963
A. Robert Capon igri

and
Ralph M. McInerny
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CHAPTER I

Before Philosophy
In presenting the history of philosophy from its beginnings to

Plotinus, we are assuming that philosophy did indeed have a begin-
ning and that it is possible to pass a more or less satisfactory judgment
as to when this took place. In the records and tradition which have
come down to us, Thales of Miletus is said to be the first philosopher;
accordingly, if we examine what he is said to have done and taught,
we can formulate a notion of->what philosophy meant for the Greeks
—even before their word philosophy” existed. In doing so, however,
we are explicitly or implicitly contrasting Thales with liis predecessors,
by definition non-philosophers. An examination of the prior state
of affairs will sharpen our understanding of what philosophy itself is.

The procedure suggested seems wonderfully simple, but it is no
easy matter to follow it out to the desired term. An examination of
the activities and writings of the predecessors of Thales turns up a
good many ways of viewing man and the world not wholly different
from those which have come to be called philosophical. In the absence
of a sharp line of demarcation in the documents and tradition, we
might approach the past armed with our notion of what philosophy
is and, when we find something answering to it, say: here is where
philosophy begins. Obviously such a method could produce as many
opinions on the identity of the first philosopher as there are dif-
ferent contemporary views on the nature of philosophy. The method
may be made less arbitrary by accepting the view of some important
Greeks that philosophy arose out of myth, religion, or poetry. Yet it

IS possible-and indeed frequently done-to understand this opposi-
tion in terms of what we mean by myth, religion, and poetry, and
doubt arises as to whether the transition described is the one that
historically occurred.

The fact that some ancient Greeks themselves spoke of oppositions
behveen philosophy and other pursuits, for example, myth and poetry,
and seem to imply, when they do so, that non-philosophy and philos-
ophy are related not only absolutely but chronologically as well,

possibility of a defensible statement of what philosophy
was for the Greeks, as well as of the state of affairs out of which it
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arose. By pursuing such oppositions we will not find ourselves pro-

vided with so clearcut a distinction that all philosophy can be placed

on one side of a line and all non-philosophy on the other, but we will

have poles which will enable us to evaluate particular documents. And

then we will be able to see why the Greeks thought Thales was the

first philosopher. All we shall do here is to briefly document the op^si-

tion in question, say a few things about the supposed non-philosophers,

and leave it to the sequel to show whether early philosophers are set

off from their predecessors in the way claimed.

A. The Quarrel Between Philosophy and Poetry

In the tenth book of the Republic, having decided that poetry will

have to be banished from the ideal city he is describing, Plato says,

“But lest poetry should convict us of being harsh and unmannerly,

let u’s tell her further that there is a long-standing quarrel between

poetry and philosophy.” (607B; Cornford) It is not difficult to docu-

ment this quarrel from the side of philosophy.i Xenophanes says:

“Homer and Hesiod have attributed to the gods everything that is

a shame and reproach among men, stealing and committing adultery

and deceiving each other.”

2

“But mortals consider that the gods are

bom, and that they have clothes and speech and bodies like their

own.” (#170) With Xenophanes and Plato, the charge against the

poets is reduced to the way the gods are treated; this suggests that

philosophers speak more accurately of the gods, that theology and

philosophy are somehow ultimately connected. Heraclitus also criti-

cizes the type of religion which is celebrated by Homer and Hesiod.

They vainly purify themselves with blood when they are defiled with

blood, as though one who had stepped into mud were to wash with

mud; he would seem to be mad, if any of men noticed him doing

this. Further, they pray to these statues, as if one were to carry on

a conversation with houses, not recognizing the true nature of gods

or demi-gods. (Kirk and Raven, #224)

Thus very early philosophy entered the arena of public opinion to

correct the abuses and practices of religion and to make statements

about the gods. Equally it showed a concern with the actions of

men, and thus implied that philosophy provides a guide for conduct,

if not a way of life .

2

Philosophy, then, is not so much ordered to

expunging religion as it is meant to purify it by its rationally defen-

sible statements about the gods and rites which would not demean

man in his worship of the gods.

If philosophers are critical of the poets’ theological remarks, they

1 See R. L. Ncttleship, Lectures on the Republic of Plato (London: Macmillan,

1937), pp. 340ff.
, , . ,

•

2 Quoted from G. S. Kirk and J.
E. Raven, The Presocratic Philosophers (Cam-

bridge, England: University Press, 1957), #169.

3 See C. J. de Vogel, “What Philosophy Meant for the Greeks,” International

philosophical Quarterhj, Vol. I, No. 1, pp. 35-57.
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take no single attitude towards poetic myths. “I can tell you, Socrates,
diat, when the prospect of dying is near at hand, a man begins to
feel some alarm about things that never troubled him before. He
may have laughed at those stories [mythoi] they tell of another
world and of punishments there for wrongdoing in this life; but
now the soul is tormented by a doubt whether they may not be true.”
(Republic, 330D) There is a juxtaposition of poets and makers of
myth (Ibid., 329D), such that one can state the opposition between
philosophy and poetry as one between philosophy and myth. And
all mijthos means in these remarks of Plato is a story or narrative.
Still because myth is grouped with poetry and poetry with state-
ments about religion, we must inquire into both the poetry in ques-
tion and the religion it reflects. In Plato the opposition between phi-
losophy and myth is not clear, since his own employment of myth
is notorious and self-avowed. The following exchange from the
Protagoras is a good example. “Shall I, as' an elder, speak to you as
a younger man hi an apologhe or myth, or shall I argue out the
question?—To this several of the company answered that he should
choose for himself.-Well, then, he said, I think that the myth will
be more interesting” (320C). Whatever his own practice, however,
Plato here and elsewhere (e.g., ibid., 324D; Gorgias, 523A; Timaeus,
23E) distinguishes behveen mythos and logos. The latter is charac-
teristically philosophical whereas the former is poetical.

When we turn to Aristotle, the opposition between philosophy and
myth sharpens, but there is also present an indication of what they
have in common. Note how the following text states the opposition.

rhe disciples of Hesiod and all the theologians have been satisfied
with explanations that seem to them credible, but that makes no
sense to us. For when they present the principles as gods and say
that anything that has not tasted nectar and ambrosia is born mortal,
it is clear that they are using words which, though familiar enough
to them, are explanations completely above our heads. If the gods
take nectar and ambrosia for the sake of pleasure, their doing so does
not explain their being; and if tlie gods do so for the sake of their
very being, how could beings who need nourishment be eternal? But
why should we examine seriously the spurious wisdom of myths?We must look for information to those who use the language oJF
proof, and we must ask them why it is that if all things consist of
the same elements some are by nature eternal, whereas others perish
(Metaphysics, 1000a5-23).

^

Those who fabiicate myths do not use the language of proof or
demonstration, the opposition is between speaking mythically and
apodictically. When one fails to make use of the “language of proof,”
his talk becomes like that of the poet, a lapse of which Aristotle thought
Plato had been guilty. (See Metaphysics, 991al8 If.) As we shall see
later, Aristotle also argues that myth and philosophy have tilings in
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common; his final position seems to suggest a graded scale of argu-

mentation with poetry at one extreme and apodictic proof at the

other. Aristotle quotes with approval the line “Bards tell many a

lie” (Metaphysics, 9S3a3), but his developed view on that point must

be sought in the Poetics (Chaps. 24-5).

B. The Theological Poets

Notice that it is Homer and Hesiod who are the object of the

critical remarks the philosophers direct at poetry, although popular

religion also comes in for criticism. Why do the philosophers con-

sider Homer and Hesiod important enough to be singled out for

special attention? The answer to this question sheds light on Greek

culture both before and during the golden age of philosophy.

Until recently students in America usually knew Homer only

through laboriously wrestling with a small portion of the Greek

text of the Iliad, often reproduced in editions containing one or several

books (of the twenty-four) surrounded by learned notes, ingenious

word studies, and a general aura of Teutonic scholarship. Sometimes

despite tlie method the student caught glimpses of the poem’s beauty

and could therefore perhaps appreciate that the Iliad and the Odyssey

were composed for oral delivery and were to be memorized. It was

not unusual for the Greek schoolboy to have his Homer by heart,

that is at least substantial portions of the two epics. There is nothing

comparable in our own times to the influence Homer had on tlie

Greeks. Even Plato, to whose criticism we have already alluded, is

forced to acclaim Homer as the most divine of the poets. Another

ancient view, that of Herodotus, pays tribute to Homer and Hesiod.

“Homer and Hesiod composed a poetical theogony for the Hellenes,

gave the gods their significant names, assigned to them their proper

honors and arts, and indicated the various kinds of them.”

The Iliad, concerned with the fall of Troy, opens with a quarrel

between Agamemnon and Achilles over two captive girls. Achilles loses

both the argument and his girl, and enraged at the Greeks for the

injustice, withdraws from the battle. Things go badly for the Greeks

and Agamemnon asks Achilles to rejoin the battle. He refuses, but

lends his armor to his friend, Patroclus, who does brilliantly until he

is killed by Hector, son of Troy’s king, Priam. The death of Patroclus

moves Achilles to return to the battle; he slays Hector, and drags liis

body around the walls of Troy. His grief undimmed, he returns the

body of Hector to Priam for burial out of pity for the old man.

The inadequacy of these remarks cannot be conveyed simply by

saying that no great poem can be replaced by a paraphrase. Obviously,

we have not even begun to suggest the richness of action in the epic

nor will we try to do Homer’s poetry the poor service of our praise.

What we have hinted at may be termed the terrestrial or human plane
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of the epic; there is another plane, that of the gods, whose actions,

rivalries, and involvement in the acts of men is an essential part of
the story Homer is telling. The names of these Olympian gods are
familiar to everyone: Zens, his wife Hera, Aphrodite, Ares, Athene,
etc. The world of Homer fairly swarms with gods and not very exem-
plary gods at that. They quarrel, they fight, they deceive one another;
they are at once involved in human affairs and disclaim responsibility

for the evil men do. All this may seem perplexing to a modern man,
much more so than it did to Homer’s critics in antiquity. For while
Zeus has some sort of supremacy over the other Olympians, he is not

the oldest of the gods and has surprising limitations on his power.
Tlius his deception by Hera is an element in the beginning of the

Trojan war, and he is confessedly limited by fate or moira. (II. XVI,
431 ff.

) The parents of the gods are Kronos and Rhea, and their three
sons are Zeus, Hades and Poseidon, each of whom has been allotted

a portion of the world as his proA^ince (moira). Thus Poseidon speaks
(II, XV, 185 ff. )

;

For we are three brothers, horn of Kronos and Rhea, Zeus and I

and Hades, the lord of the dead. And in three lots were all things
divided, and each took his appointed domain. When we cast the
lots, to me fell the hoary sea, that I should dwell therein forever;
and Hades drew the misty darkness, and Zeus the broad heaven
among the bright air and the clouds: the earth and high Olympus
are yet common to all.**

Fate or destiny is above the gods and all must bow to it. In Homer,
fate is not sometliing which detracts from the freedom and responsi-
bility of human acts; it is rather an expression of the seriousness of our
acts, all of which we will be held accountable for. Particularly is this

true in the case of pride (htjhris); when a man transcends the limits
of his estate, an inevitable retribution follows. We should not be
misled, then, by the intervention of the gods in the epics of Homer.
Such intervention is never looked upon as fixing the human action in

a set pattern. The evil consequences of a man’s actions cannot be
blamed on the gods. Zeus says in the Odyssey (1.26), “Alack, see
how mortals lay blame ujDon the gods. For they say that evils come
fiom US; but it is they who, from the blindness of their own hearts,

have sorrows beyond what is ordained.”

Recognition of the divine dimension in the Homeric epics does not
mean there is a systematic theology in Homer, nor that all gods
are Olympian personalities. Although the genealogy just sketched
could lead us to believe that Kronos is the origin of all the gods, yet

Homer speaks of Okeanos as the source (genesis) of all the gods, and
Okeanos as a river wliich surrounds the world. So too the sky

¥

4 For these passages from Homer, see F. M. Cornford, Greek Religious Thought
{London: S. M. Dent & Sons, 1923).
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(Oiiranos) and earth (Gaia) are gods, sleep is a god, the winds are

gods, as is justice, and so on. Is it possible to find the divine in

Homer? Hack^ suggests that any power or influence on human lite

is likely to be called divine, and that such powers are immortal and

always have cosmic significance; they play a role in the history of

the universe. But it is not Homer’s purpose to develop a theory about

the divine and the interrelationships between the gods. He is telUng

a story about human conduct seen against the background of a

world where injustice does not go unpunished, where the deeds of

men have consequences which are inexorable. This motif is clear

from the opening lines of the Iliad.

Sins, goddess, the destructive wrath of Achilles, son of Peleus, whic

brought countless sufferings upon the Greeks and hurled many va lan

souls of heroes to Hades and made them the prey of dogs and birds

and yet the will of Zeus was all the while being done. (1,

Achilles’ wrath at the loss of Briseis to Agamemnon leads to his

refusal to fight, and is destined to have consequences which cannot

be avoided. Many will die because of his refusal among them. Ins

friend, Patroclus; and Achilles himself, when he has dragged the

body of Hector around Troy and delivered it to Priam, feels compas-

sion for the bereaved father. The will of Zeus mentioned in the pas-

sage is not the arbitrary will of Hera’s husband but rather that to

which Zeus too is subject-fate or destiny. In the Odyssey also the

punishment of the suitors and Odysseus’ reunion with Penelope show

the triumph of justice. The world of Homer is above all a moral

world-a world of law and justice, both of which transcend the quar-

rels of the Olvmpians. Moreover, his later criticisms of the gods

he depicts, reminds us that Homer does not always approve of their

activities.
, , , i r u

What in Homer is liardly more than the background or human

action becomes in Hesiod’s Theogony the major object of concern-

Who are the gods; what are the relationships between them; how did

the world and man come into being? The muses, daughters of Zeus

and Memory, provide tlic answers.

And they, uttering their immortal voice, celebmte m song first of all

the reverend race of the gods from the beginning those whom Earth

and wide heaven begot, and the gods sprung of these givers oi good

things. Then, next, the goddesses sing of Zeus-the father of gods and

men as they begin and end their strain-how much he is the nriost excel-

lent among the gods and supreme in power. And again, they chant

the race of men and strong giants, and gladden the heart ot Zeus

(Theogonij, 43-51)®

5R. K. Hack, God in Greek Philosophy (Princeton: Princeton University Press,

^^o\Ve cite Hesiod from H. G. Evelyn-White, Hesiod: The Homeric Hymns and

Homerica (Cambridge: Loeb Classical Library, 1943).
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The poem has a threefold burden. First, the coming into being
of tlie world, the cosmogony, which is spoken of in terms of the first

race of the gods. Secondly, the sequence of generations of the gods
is given, tlie theogony proper. Thirdly, the story of how Zeus gained
supremacy over the other gods. We are faced here with a shifting
notion of divinity. Hesiod puts us on guard against confusing the
first race of the gods with the anthropomorphic gods most prominent
in Homer. Indeed, we find in the prologue to the Theogony evidence
of a critical attitude towards what the muses sing, since the muses
themselves observe, “We know how to speak many false things as
though they were true; but we know, when we will, to utter true
things.' (27-8) These lines indicate a critical attitude toward the tradi-

tional stories concerning the gods, and Hesiods approach to the
Olympian gods is such that the preceding cosmogony is seen as all

but identical with the later efforts of the philosophers.

We have seen that Homer speaks of Okeanos as the source of all

the gods. The word he uses (genesis) suggests a giving birth, and we
might feel that the other gods are sons of Okeanos in the way that
later gods are said to be sons of Zeus. Hesiod does not put Okeanos
first, but he too speaks in terms of generation.

Verily at the first Chaos came to be, but next wide-bosommed Earth,
tlie ever-sure foundation of Tartarus in tlie depth of the wide-pathed
Earth, and Love, fairest among the deathless gods, who unnerves
the limbs and overcomes the mind and wise counsels of all gods and
all men within them. From Chaos came forth Erebus and black
Night: but of Night were born Aether and Day whom she conceived
and bore from union in love with Erebus. And Earth first bore starry
heaven, equal to herself, to cover her on every side, and to be an ever-
sure abiding place for the blessed gods. And she brought forth long
hills, graceful haunts of the goddess-nymphs who dwell among the
glens of the hills. She bore also the fruitless deep with her raging
swell, Pontus, without love or marriage. (116-132)

^ ^

By saying that Chaos first came to be, Hesiod clearly does not
mean that first there Was chaos in our meaning of that term since
chaos is not unqualifiedly first-it came to be. What is Chaos? The
only meaning it has here is gap or opening, and Hesiod is probably
saying that the beginning of the wdrld as we know it occurred when
earth was separated, presumably from sky, though sky is later spoken
of as if its becoming were distinct from that of earth. Despite this

reduplication, we can understand Hesiod as saying that at first earth
and sky were one and then were separated—that is, chaos, or the gap
between them, came to be. Elsewhere (Theogony, 700) he speaks of
chaos in this sense, and Aristophanes uses the word to mean that
in which, or through which, birds fly. (Birds, 192) Thus, “came to be”
(genef) seems to mean “to be separated,” or the phrase can mean,
separation came to be. This is a straightforward kind of remark which
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leads us to conclude that, although Earth and Sky and the rest are

spoken of as gods here, they are nevertheless plain old earth and sky

as well. That Hesiod, in this passage, is striving for a non-anthropo-

inorphic explanation is also suggested by the denial accompanying

the description of how earth gives birth to the sea without love or

marriage. In other words, here is a birth which is not a birth m the

human sense, but results in the separation of sea and dry land. 1 er-

haps this passage should be collated with that in which the muses

tell of the ambiguity of their tales.
. , c •-

Hesiod is not necessarily spurning, in some sharp and dehmtive

way, the mythical and anthropomorphic approach of Homer. The

very passage before us is one of mixed quality since, if the giving

birth to sea by earth is said to be without love or marriage, earth

bore Aether and Day from a union in love with Erebus; what is more.

Love or Eros is also spoken of as coming into being as if things once

separated needed a principle of union to beget other things. Neverthe-

less, the non-anthropomorphic picture of the world which emerges

from these lines is one with earth below and sky above. In the gap

between, night and day come to be; the sky is starry and the earth

hilly with dry land separated from the sea. This picture must also

accommodate Eros and the goddess-nymphs in the glens. In other

words, while we seem to be reading of sky and earth, hills and sea,

night and day, stars and atmosphere, we are also told of nymphs and

love, the former personified, the latter almost so. This ambiguous

cosmogony prompts the judgment that Hesiod deserves to be num-

bered among the philosophers, though his description trails mythical

elements. Resistance to this interpretation is sometimes based on a

failure to recognize troublesome elements in unquestioned philosoph-

ical accounts, while insistence on the mythical in early philosophical

statements has led to an important generalization concerning the

origins of philosophy, the rclarion of philosophy to myth.'

Immediately following the cosmogonical passage (pioted, the theo-

gony proper bi'gins; earth and heaven become parents in the usual

sense and their progeny is listed. In this third generation such familiar

gods as Okeanos, Rhea, Themis, Memory, and Kronos are born.

Sky, or Ouranos, is not unecjuivocally proud of his offspring and keeps

some hidden away in earth (Gaia), an outrage the latter finds diffi-

cult to countenance. She urges Kronos to revenge the injustice; he

does so by castrating his father as he lies upon the earth, throwing

his members into the sea. In their flight, drops of blood fall on earth

and giants spring up, and from the drowned members Aphrodite rises

from the foam of the sea. The generations of the gods are stars and

planets, winds and seasons, the emotions of man and the evils which

7 See F. M. Cornford, From Religion to Philosophij (New York: Ilaq^er Torch-

book, 1957).
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plague him, and the familiar Olympians. All in all, it is an attempt
at a systematic theology which can account for everything and every-

one hitherto called divine and which ends with Zeus as the chief god
of Mount Olympus. As in Homer, Zeus, together with Hades and
Poseidon, is a son of Kronos and Rhea. Kronos is depicted as devouring
his sons as soon as they are born lest someone replace him as king of

the gods. Predictably, Rhea looks darkly on this and when she is

about to give birth to Zeus, seeks for some way to prevent the usual

outcome for her offspring. She consults her parents, earth and sky,

who presumably are familiar with such marital difficulties, and they
spirit her away to Crete where she gives birth to Zeus. In place of

the new-born Zeus, a wrapped stone is rushed to Kronos; he swallows
it. Subsequently Rhea induces him to cough up all his sons; and
when the stone comes forth first, it is set up by Zeus for the veneration
of mortals. All that now remains for Zeus is to vanquish the Titans
and Typhaeus, the fire-breathing monster.^ When he does so, his

supremacy is complete.

We have still .to consider tlie origin of man as the Greeks saw
it. A somewhat melancholy account is given in another poem of Hesiod,
Works ami Days. A famous passage (11. 110-201) tells of the five

ages of man. First, the gods made a golden race of men who lived
when Kronos reigned supreme; their life was without toil or care
but eventually they died out. Their spirits still dwell on earth and
they are kindly guardians of mortals. Secondly, a silver generation,
less noble than the first, was made. It took a hundred years for a
child to reach maturity, and their ])rime was brief and filled with
sinning because of their foolishness. Their spirits dwell in the under-
world and are worthy of men’s honor. Thirdly came a race of bronze
men, a war-like breed. These killed one another oflF and were sent to
Hades. As with the second and third, the fourth generation of men
was made by Zeus, and it was a race of heroes, god-like men. These
are they who fought at Troy, for example, and some of them live now
along the shores of Okeanos, ruled over by Kronos; their life is similar
to that attributed to the golden race. Lastly comes the race of iron,

those men of vvffiom Hesiod is one, though to his great sorrow. Upon
these men the gods lay troubles, though some good is given with
the evil. This race will degenerate to the point where children will be
born old and grey-haired and then die out. In the meantime, they are
known for their injustice, their lack of respect, the ease with which
they break their oaths. The time will come when the gods will desert
this race, and only evil will remain.

This story of the races of men parallels in its way that of the
races of the gods, and in Works and Days Hesiod urges his brother,
a prodigal son, to turn himself to hard work—farm work, which is

not romanticised, though it is preferred in no uncertain terms to the
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life of the seafaring man. Man’s lot is one of toil, of doing what he has

to do; let the knowledge of that be its own reward.

The position of Hesiod vis-a-vis the beginning of philosophy is

difficult to assess. While the Theogony gives a story of the coming

into being of the world in terms which reveal the priority of certain

deities other than the Olympians, Hesiod is not simply giving an

account of how things came to be. For if the latter stages of the

Theogony embrace the Olympian gods, the cosmogony is a rational

account of a religion more primitive than the Olympian; it is t e

depiction of a myth of creation which antedates the Olympians and

has much in common with non-Greek views of the origin of things.

Viewed as a defense of a more fundamental myth—one originally

embodied in ritual-this cosmogony appears to separate itself quite

definitively from philosophical accounts. Tliese do not so much

constitute interpretations of myth as replacements of it. Nevertheless,

it has been argued that it is just tlie relation of Hesiod’s cosmogony

to mvth which make? it so much like philosophical accounts.

C. Greek Primitive Religion

The myths and rituals of the barbarians (in the Greek sense)

contemporary with Homer make a grim and depressing story, and

we turn from them to the bright world of Homer with no little relieb

How unlike other ancient peoples the Greeks seem. For all their

anthropomorphic defects, the gods of Olympus are out in the open,

probably not really believed in, but a conscious and convenient poetic

fiction to overlay the mystery and difficulty of human life. It all seems

so sun-bathed and reasonable-unlike the dreary rites of Egypt and

Babylon so dark and primitive and inhuman for being all too human.

This attitude towards the Greeks-the conviction that they had, so

to speak, no dark, irrational, and primitive side—is one that has been

dispelled by recent additions to our historical knowledge. The Olym-

pian religion, the state festivals, are seen to cover, but not wholly

conceal, a religion which is literally of the earth, earthy. We can see

an indication of this in Hesiod’s account of the generations of the

gods in which Zeus and the other Olympians are represented as re-

placing an earlier generation of gods, gods whose mother is the

earth. The victory, moreover, involves the imprisonment of various

Titans, giants, and monsters in the darkest regions below the earth.

This suggests a polar opposition between the Olympian and the sub-

terranean or earth gods or, as it is usually put, between the Olym-

pian and Gthonic or earth religions. The point to remember is that

the Olympian gods do not so much replace the underground gods

as that their cults are grafted on those of the Gthonic deities. It is

noteworthy, too, that Hesiod reserves the appellation ‘'givers of good
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things” to the Olympian deities, for the Cthonic gods are rather

looked upon as doers of evil to be placated.

In such works as Jane Harrison's Prolegomena to the Study of

Greek Religion,^ ample evidence is presented for the view that tlie

cults of the Olympian deities were grafted on to an already existing

cult which was that of a local deity, and very often a Cthonic or

underworld god. The Olympian rite seems to have consisted in an
offering to the god, say, of an animal, part of which was burnt in

sacrifice and the rest eaten so that the day was turned into a feast

and various contests were held. This offering to the god was made to

enlist his help. But there is another side to such rites, where the

attitude is rather that of urging the god to leave the cultists alone,

not to heap evils on them. For example, an examination of the feast

of Zeus Meilichios—Zeus of placations—reveals that the original cere-

mony had nothing to do with Olympian Zeus at all, but rather is

a cult of a snake, an apt underword god, and the idea was to get

rid of the snake god and the evil lie represented. The sacrifice of

an animal was not to share tKe meat with the god, but to burn it

entirely; and the whole business was carried out, not with an air of

cheerful festivity, but with re\'ulsion. Thus, by adding Meilichios as

an epithet to Zeus, we see how the Greeks gradually replaced the

cult of the Cthonic deity with that of the Olympian, of the primitive

superstition with that of the above board antiiropomorphic god. With
all their imperfections, these Olympian deities form an important part

of what sets the Greeks off.

Further, the layers of gods systematized in Hesiod’s Theogony,
for instance, represent successive invasions of what became Hellas.

Zeus and the other Olympians represent the ascendancy of the Hellenes

whose gods were then grafted on to the objects of superstitious cult

by the conquered peoples. Tliis explains the hyphenated deities which
abound in Greek mythology, whereby local deities are identified with
Zeus or another of the Olympians. This pre-eminence of the Olympian
gods is visible in Homer, while in Hesiod another step is taken which
brings us to the threshold of what came to be called philosophy.

What precisely is the step Hesiod has taken? The movement is

from Cthonic or underworld gods—objects of superstition and placa-

tion and aversion—to the Olympian gods, full-blown anthropomorphic

projections, recognizable persons if somehow supermen are more or

less conscious personifications of natural forces. In Homer all this

is background, part of an interpretation of what is basically the hu-

man world, the stage of actions whose consequences have to be

® (New York: Meridian Book Edition, 1955); also see Gilbert Murray, Five
Stages of Greek Religion (Garden Gity: Doubleday Anchor, 1955), and A.

J.
Festugiere, Personal Religion Among the Greeks (Berkeley: University of Cali-

fornia Press, 1954).
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accepted. In the Theogomj, the gods arc tliemselves the objects of

concern and tliey are invoked to explain, not just the realm of action,

but the make-up of the world around us. In the cosmogonical pas-

sage we analysed, the world of nature is explained; but the gods and

what become gods are the principles of explanation. Perhaps this is

what Aristotle has in mind when he calls Hesiod a theologian.

The myth and ritual, then, which precede philosophy are, re-

spectively, anthropomorphic and emotional attempts to adjust to the

world; the sympathetic magic of the rite, the attribution of the ob-

served world to deities, represent a first attempt at an explanation.

Moreover, in Plesiod, there is a preoccupation with putting order into

the chaos of existing mythical accounts. If the attempt is unsuccessful,

it nevertheless provides a relatively stable jumping-off point for tlie

efforts which came to be called philosophical. As we turn next to the

earliest philosophers, notice the imperfect line of demarcation between

the Ionian thinkers and their poetic and theological predecessors.

Anything hke a precise elucidation of the distinction beriveen myth

and philosophy must await our consideration of the figures of the

classical period and its sequel.



CHAPTER II

The lonians
I'irst we shall examine three thinkers, all natives of Miletus and

eaeh seeking a basie nature or stuff as the ground of the visible uni-

verse. Xenophanes of Colophon does not seem to share the interest

of Thales, Anaximander, and Anaximenes in the physieal world, but

his attitude towards the official religion and his obvious acquaintance

with the efforts of the natriral philosophers is what makes him of in-

terest here. Heraclitus is difficult to classify. There is a temptation

to see him as an erratic but genuine natural philosopher and thereby

reduce the import of his ethic'al utterances; on the other hand, it is

easy to succumb to the view that he is primarily a moralist and that

his cosmological fragments are unimportant. In treating his dark

and difficult dicta, we shall trv to strike a balance between these

extremes.

A. Thales of Miletus

While Thales of Miletus is traditionally hailed as the first philos-

opher—a designation we find in Aristotle—most things concerning him
are matters of dispute. We are not certain when he lived or whether

he wrote; nor is there anything like general agreement as to the

meaning of the doctrines attributed to him by later authors. Our
main source for his doctrine is Aristotle. Herodotus has a number
of things to say about his life and what he is reputed to have done,

but neither Aristotle nor Herodotus seems to have much more than

liearsay to go on; both express some doubt as to what is said about

Thales. What underpins the doctrine attributed to him is particularly

open to conjecture. Diogenes Laertius^ account of Thales teems with

anecdotes, most of which are nowadays rejected; one safe fact re-

counted by him, however, is that Thales always finds a place in

the changing lists of the seven sages of the ancient world.

Herodotus and others speak of Thales’ knowledge of astronomy,

and it is the mention of Thales’ prediction of an eclipse of the sun

during the war between the Medcs and the Lydians which enables

® Diogenes Laertius, Lives of Eminent Philosophers, 2 vols., edited and trans-

lated by R. D. Hicks (Cambridge: Locb Classical Library, 1950).
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us to fix the time in which he lived. Tl.e eclipse in question is thought

to have been that of 585 13.C. In the ancient doxographical tradihon,

it was a simple matter to move from such an important accomphs -

ment to the date of Thales’ birth, since it was assumed that he made

his prediction in the prime of his life-about forty years of age. What-

ever the dates of his birth and death-he is said to have had a long

life-the date of the eclipse locates Thales early m the sixth century

before Clirist.

Did Thales’ prediction of the eclipse involve knowing what an

eclipse really is? This question refers to the tradition that Thales

spent time in Egypt where he learned geometry from the priests and

brought it to Greece.io Connected with the possibility of such a so-

journ is the view that Thales “actually measured the pyramids by their

shadows, having observed tlie time when our own shadow is eqiial

to our height” (Diogenes Laertius 1,27) Moreover, a theory on the

Hooding of the Nile is ascribed to Thales and recorded by Herodotus

(11,20), which makes a visit to Egypt at least probable.

We have mentioned that Thales probably learned geometry from

priests in Egypt. The Greeks, from the time of Herodotus (11,4,109),

had a tendency to speak glowingly of the wisdom of the East-of

Egypt and Babylon. Aristotle bears witness to this penchant in tlie

bednning of his Metaphysics. Connecting the rise of wisdom with

leisure, he writes: “Hence it was in Egypt that the mathematical

arts were first developed; for there the priestly caste was set apart

as a leisure class.” (981b23-5) What we know of Babylonian and

Egyptian mathematics gives little support to the view that the

Greeks could have borrowed geometry from them, certainly nothing

on a plane with the geometry of Euclid,n The renown of Thales

as a geometer is based on the tradition that he computed the

heights of pyramids and the distance of ships from shore. But neither

of these feats demands a knowledge of geometrical science, though

of course the problems involved are later seen as simple applications

of known geometry. The mathematics of the Egyptians appears to

have been a matter of more or less crude calculation, no more

than this need be attributed to Thales. Proclus, in his commentary

on the first book of Euclid’s Elements, reports the view of Eudemus

that Thales knew that two triangles are equal when they have one

side and the two adjacent angles equal. The calculation of the

distance of ships from shore was thought to depend upon the truth

10 See Diels-Kranz, Die Pragmente dcr Vorsokratiker (Berlin: Weidmann,

1954)

iiLeon Robin, Greek Thought and the Oriains of the Scientific Spirit {New

York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1928) pp. 30ff; see also Paul Tannery, Pour I histoire

de la science hellene (Paris: F. Alcan, 1930); and R. Baccou, llistorie de la

science grecque (Paris: Aubier, 1951).
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of this proposition. Since a simple rule of calculation would suffice to

solve the problem, there is no need to think that Thales knew
geometry in the rich sense of science or that he had learned it from

the Egyptians. What he could have gotten from them, directly or

indirectly, is a rule of calculation, such as that recorded in the Rhind

papyrus. 12

The same reservation must be made about Thales’ prediction of

the eclipse. Such a prediction can be made without knowing the

cause of the eclipse; and since this was certainly not known by the

immediate successors of Thales at Miletus—and it does not seem
likely that such an important bit of knowledge could have been

lost so soon—it seems safest to hold that Thales himself had no know-

ledge of the true nature of the eclipse. Priests in Babylonia had

compiled records of eclipses for religious purposes and could have

gained a knowledge of a cycle of solstices within which eclipses

could be predicted to occur at certain intervals. Since the Greeks

traveled a great deal, it is not at all unlikely that Thales gained

access to these records and made" his prediction on their basis. This

leaves unexplained, however, the implication that his prediction was

exact although Herodotus seems to suggest only that Thales said that

an eclipse would occur in a given year. This relative inexactness

would not, of course, detract from the wonder the actual occurrence

elicited. The fact that it came about on the day of an important

battle, though presumably explainable only in terms of chance, would
serve to increase the wonder and make Thales himself the object

of a good deal of adulation.

These remarks are not intended to minimize the reputation Thales

enjoyed in antiquity nor the role he plays in the history of thought.

The esteem in which Thales was held in ancient times has a wider

base than we have hitherto indicated. He is pictured as urging the

lonians to unify and name a single capitol (Herodotus, 1,170), and

as having averted the streams of a river to make it fordable by King

Croesus and his army (Herodotus is somewhat dubious about this

incident). He is credited as well with the discovery of the Little

Bear as an aid to navigation; indeed, the book ascribed to Tliales

was called “Tlie Nautical Star Guide.” The picture that emerges

is one of a legendary sage, statesman, engineer, geometer, astron-

omer; so great was his reputation that any man of great practical wis-

dom came to be called “a veritable Thales” (Aristophanes, Birds,

1009). In Plato, Thales becomes the type of the absentminded pro-

fessor or philosopher.

1 will illustrate my meaning, Theodorus, by the jest which tlie clever

witty Thracian handmaid is said to have made about Thales, when

12 See John Burnet, Early Greek Philosophy (New York: Meridian Books,

1957), p. 45.
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he fell into a well as he was looking up at the stars. She said that

was so eager to know what was going on in heaven^, that he ^ould

not see wLt lay before his feet. This is a jest which is equally ap-

plicable to all philosophers.” (Theaetetus, 174A).

The incident is not considered to be historical, no more than that

recorded by Aristotle which shows the other side of the coin. In

this story, Thales, knowing that it was to be a good year for olives

obtained a corner on all the olive presses in the country and hired

them out at a handsome profit when the crop came in. “Thus demon-

strating that it is easy for philosophers to be rich, if they wash, but

that it is not in this that they are interested. {Politics,1,11)

But it is his doctrines which have won for Thales the title of the

first philosopher-docti-ines for the knowledge of which we are in-

debted almost exclusively to Aristotle. The three ascribed to Thales

may be stated thus: (1) Water is the nature of all things. (2) All

things have soul in them. (3) The all is divine. The passages are

so brief it is worth letting Aristotle speak himself.

(1) Thales, the founder of this kind of philosophy, says that the

principle is water [and therefore declared the earth to be on water]

perhaps talking the supposition from the fact that the nutriment of

all things is moist and that heat comes to be and is sustained by the

moist, that from which they come to be is the principle of things . .

He also noticed that the seeds of everything have a moist nature and

that w^ater is the beginning of the growdh of moist things . . . Thales

at any rate is said to have explained the principles and origins of

things in this way. {Wetaphysics, I, 3, 983b20-984a2)

(2) Thales seems also, from what they say, to have supposed that

soul was something moving, if he said that the stone possesses soul

because it moves iron. {De anima, I, 2, 40oal9)

(3) And some say that soul pervades everything, for w4iich reason,

perhaps, Thales thought that all things are full of gods. {De anima,

I, 5, 411a7)

Notice that in each of these passages there is an indication that

Aristotle is dependent on reports and not on any written work of

Thales himself. If there was a book or books, we would expect a

more positive tone; moreover, when Aristotle attempts to give rea-

sons which might underlie what Thales is reported to have said, he

has to settle for probability and his conjectures are framed in

terms of his own more advanced understanding. Although these

passages tend to bolster the view that no written woik of Thales was

known in Aristotle’s time, Galen gives the following as a direct quote

from Thales: “Water is the substrate and all things are derived from

it; the manner has already been described by me in Book One.” But

this sounds very much like a later description of what Thales said.

Of the doctrines attributed to Thales, the first includes the view

that water is the principle (arche) of all things and that the earth
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floats on water. This last point, mentioned as an aside in the

Metaphysics, is criticised in Aristotle’s De Caelo. ( 11,13,294a28)

:

Others say the earth rests on water. For this is the most ancient ac-

count, which they say was given by Thales the Milesian, tliat it stays

in place by floating like a log or some other such thing ... as though

the same argument did not apply to the water supporting the earth

as to the earth itself.

To call water a principle in Aristotle’s sense of “principle,” namely

“that from wliich a thing comes and which remains within it

{Metaphysics, V, l,1013a4), is most likely to go beyond what Thales

meant. Perhaps we can put it in the most general terms by saying

that Thales held that water is somehow involved in the origin or

becoming of things.

Wliat prompted him to take this stand? The reasons Aristotle

gives as possible ones are all biological. Nutriment is moist and

seeds are moist. Another supporting factor was his observation that

corpses dry out. Burnet thought the idea would have been suggested

to Thales by meteorologicak/ rather than biological considerations.

For example, he would have noticed that water is now liquid, now
solid, now a mist, and this would have suggested a cosmological

view, since neither air nor fire—certainly not earth—appears in this

diversity of states. Water is drawn up in evaporation and descends

in rain; in ancient times it may even have been thought to turn

to earth because of the Nile delta. While Burnet’s contention that bio-

logical considerations could not have influenced Thales must be

ruled out, for reasons given by Kirk and Raven (p. 89) as well as by

Freeman there is no need to rule out Burnet’s own suggestion. In

any case, we can see why Thales is considered the founder of science

and was so thought of in antiquity. He sought to name what under-"

lies the diverse things around us, that from which all things take

their origin. Water seemed to him to fill the bill and plausible rea-

sons can be adduced for his choice. In putting it this way, we do

not intend to overlook Aristotle’s reminder that the primaey of water

had a long history before Thales, particularly in mythology.

Some think that those ancients who, long before the present genera-

tion, were the first tothcologize, had a similar idea of nature, because

they presented Ocean and Tethys as tl)e parents of becoming and

water as that bv which tlie gods swore, which these people stvied

tlie Styx. (983b27-32)

Aristotle lakes the primitiveness and antiquity of the opinion

to be questionable, but the mention of theology is noteworthy in

view of what we considered earlier. Other doctrines attributed to

Thales include the view that soul pervades the universe—that is, all

Kathleen Freeman, The Presocratic Philosophers (Oxford: Clarendon Press,

1946), p. 52.
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tilings are alive, a view said to be suggested by the magnet and

by amber. Notice that the general proposition is based on observa-

tion of the magnet; if something as seemingly inanimate as a stone

has soul (i.e., a power to move) in it, well, what might not be

alive? The vaew is also said to be based on amber which becomes

active only when rubbed. (Diogenes Laertius, I, 24) As Freeman

remarks

:

It has been thought odd that he should posit life in all inanimate ob-

jects on tlie strength of the magnet, which was a unique manifesta-

tion; but if he treated amber and got the same manifestation, it may

be that he thought that all objects had the same power if one knew

how to invoke it; and tliat he therefore thought that the whole Cos-

mos was a living thing, nourished by the life-giving water of which

it was composed, and that each particular object in it was likewise

alive, (pp. 53-4)

All things are full of gods or daemons. The note of divinity is

power as well as immortality; and it seems to be as much the former

as the latter which connects this remark (also quoted by Plato, Laws,

X, 899B, though not there attributed to Thales) to that which says

all things have soul in them. There is a force or power—call it soul—

which pervades all things and from which they take tlieir origin; it

is water.

The putting together of these three things—water, soul, god, or,

abstractly, nature, life, divinity—is something which we cannot

ignore in any appraisal of Thales as the first philosopher. The con-

nection or the identification of these three with mythical thought is

one which many scholars feel is too easily overlooked when we

stress the first doctrine and let the other two fade away or find their

explanation solely in the function of water as principle. This, how-

ever, is a question wider than the interpretation of Thales.

We can say, in conclusion, that Thales himself is a somewhat

mythical figure. Remarkable engineering feats, political wisdom, un-

canny calculations, a cosmology-all these are attributed to Thales,

but by way of legend or hearsay. In written accounts, there does

not seem to be one sentence that can be pointed to with certainty

as the written or spoken words of Thales. Hence, inevitably guess-

work attends any assessment of his scientific or philosophical im-

portance. One thing at least is certain. The beginning of philosophy

is shrouded in obscurity.

B. Anaximander of Miletus

In 547-6 B.C. Anaximander was sixty-four and he died soon after

thus, he was not a great deal younger than Thales of whom, accord-

ing to tradition, he was a kinsman, student and successor at the

“school” of Miletus. Tradition tended to describe in terms of later
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history the relationships between the early philosophers, and we

need not take too literally the talk of a school of Miletus and of

masters and disciples. The very least we must say is that Anaximander

carried on what was considered to have begun with Thales, that he

was younger than Thales and a citizen of Miletus. Of course, it is

not pure conjecture to say that Anaximander knew and learned from

Thales, given the considerable reputation of the latter.

Anaximander was the first one known to the later Greeks to

have ventured a written account of Nature. The title was thought

to be just that. On Nature; but it was common to attribute a

book of that title to each of the ancients Aristotle designated as physi-

cal philosophers. A number of other specifically titled works were said

to have been written by Anaximander, but we can have no certitude

that they were actually written by him. What we can be sure of,

however, is that he did write; for a sentence of his is preserved

by Simplicius in his commentary on Aristotle’s Physics, and it is

thought that Simplicius in his turn is indebted for the information to

Theophrastus, Aristotle’s disciple. It is with that fragment that we
shall begin our consideration of Anaximander. A few remarks on

the difficulties of intepretation provide a concrete example of the

character of our sources for thinkers prior to Parminides. More im-

portantly, we shall use the doctrine of the fragment to control our

other more indirect information though, of course, not all of the

latter should be considered operative in the fragment.

Anaximander . . . said that the principle and element of things is

the Boundless, having been the first to introduce this very term

‘principle;’ he says that “it is neither water nor any other of the

so-called elements, but some different, boundless nature, from which
all the heavens arise and the world within them; out of those things

whence is the generation for existing things, into these again does

their destruction come to be, according to necessity; for they

make amends and give reparation to one another for their offence,

according to the disposition of time,’ speaking of them thus in rather

poetical terms. It is clear that, having observed the change of the

four elements into one another, he did not think fit to make any one
of these the material substratum, but something else besides these.

(After Kahn)^^

In placing the quotation marks where we have, we are adopting the

interpretation of Kahn; the more common interpretation would re-

strict the direct quote in such a way that it begins “out of these

things. . .
.” That a direct quote, whatever its length, is involved in

this passage from Simplicius seems assured by the comment on the

poetical style of Anaximander. Those who feel the quotation is shorter

than we have made it point out that, since Theophrastus, like Aristotle

See Charles II. Kahn, Anaximander and the Origins of Greek Cosmology

(New York: Columbia University Press, 1960), p. 166.
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liinnself, inevita\)ly sees early philosophy from a Peripatetic viewpoint

we must he on our guard against attributing to the earliest philoso-

phers notions elaborated only much later. In the present instance

•Veneration” and “corruption (“destruction" m the given translation)

are taken to he technical terms of later philosophy and s^aid not be

have been used bv the pre-Socratics. Kahn (pp. 168-78) has argucc

that these terms, in a sense close to that Ana.ximander requires, are

used even in pre-philo.sophical literature (we have seen that Homer

uses iienesis, Hesiod genet’) and that it is not utterly impossible that

these verv words and, at the least, the thoughts they convey are Anax-

imandrian. If his arguments are valid, the passage gives us a sohe

textual base in Anaximander for much of what has been traditiona y

ascribed to him. .

The doctrine of Anaximander is often epitomized by observing

that, while Thales gave water as the origin or principle of evep'thing

/ in tile universe, his pupil Anaximander said that none of the ele-

1
ments could serve such a function and that consequently it must

rather be some boundless or indefinite (apeiron) nature. The passage

-.brings this doctrine immediately to the fore and we must ask what

Anaximander meant by the boundless and what relation this bore to

the elements. We notice that Simplicius speaks of the four elements

which is perhaps a later restriction of their number. What could

Anaximander’s own view of the elements have been?

At the end of the quotation, Simplicius gives a reason for Anaxi-

mander’s choice of the boundless as the origin of things, namely that,

1 laving seen that the elements change into one another, Anaximanc ei

would have concluded that no one of them could be the source

of all else. There is a passage in Aristotle which makes the same

point and is thought to have been written with Anaximander in

mind.

But yet, nor can the infinite hody he one and simple, whether it be,

as some say, that which is beside the elements, from which they

generate the elements, or whether it be expressed simply. For there

are some people who make what is heside the elements the infinite

suhstance; for the elements are opposed to each other (for example,

air is cold, water moist, and fire hot), and if one of these were

infinite the rest would already have heen destroyed. But, as it is,

they say that the infinite is different from these, and that they come

into being from it. {Physics, 111, 5, 204h22ff.)

The elements are considered to be opposites which change into

one another; the boundless of Anaximander is not one of the ele-

ments because then it would seem necessary that sooner or later all

things would change into it. Not being an element, the boundless

is not opposed to any of the things that are, to any of the elements

which are in opposition to one another. There seem to be two notes

of the boundless, namely, indeterminateness in quality or nature
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and boundlessness in extent—that which cannot be traversed. It is

this latter sense which accords best with previous usage ot the term

(ipeiron, we are told, and indeed it answers best to the later discussion

of infinity. Indefiniteness in quality seems to follow from the denial

that the boundless is one of the elements.

From the boundless nature are said to arise the heavens and

the worlds witliin them.

For some posit one substance only, and this some posit as water,

some as air, some as fire, some as finer than water and thicker than

air; which they sav surrounds all the heavens, being infinite.

{De Caelo, III,5)

The boundless here seems in the present state of things to be a

kind of enclosure for the heavens. “And this is the divine; for it is

immortal and indestructible, as Anaximander says;” it is said “to

be the beginning of the other things and to surround all things and

to steer all.” (Physics, III,4) It seems that Anaximander taught that

things had their beginning when the opposites “separated off”

(
Physics, 1,4 )

from the boundless- nature due to the eternal motion

of the latter.

He says that that which is productive from the eternal of hot and
cold was separated off at the coming to he of this world, and that a

kind of sphere of flame from this was formed round the air surround-

ing the earth, like the bark round a tree. When tliis was broken oft

and shut off in certain circles, the sun and the moon and the stars

were formed. (Ps.-Plutarch, Strom. 2; Kirk and Raven)

The picture suggests the separation of fire and mist from the

boundless with the fire encircling the mist like bark or skin. At

the core of the air or mist, the earth condensed and its shape is

that of cylinder whose diameter is to its height in a proportion of

three to one. The fire encircling an* bursts, forming wheels of fire

enclosed by air. The earth is at the center of things, not floating on

water as for Thales, but it is where it is from considerations of

geometrical symmetry. Men live on one side of the cylinder of earth

and the sea is what remains of the original mist. The heavenly bodies

are simply the fire, disclosing itself through holes in the wheels

formed in the way indicated a moment ago. Eclipses are explained

as the temporary closing of these holes in the fire-encircling wheels

of mist. Since Anaximander explained eclipses in this way, it is

thought to be highly unlikely that Thales had hit upon the true

explanation earlier.

With this sketch of Anaximander’s picture of the universe, we
can turn once more to our basic text. Just as the position of the

earth is dictated by the notion of geometrical symmetry—if it is at

the center, why should it go elsewhere?—so the alterations of the

opposites separated off from the boundless are seen in terms of a
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proportion expressed by a judicial metaphor. Out of those things

from which is generation for existing things, into these again does

their destruction take place’-the plural here is sign enough that the

passage does not say that as all tilings come from the boundless na-

ture so do they return to it, but rather, tlie elements originally

separated olf are such that one comes to be from another and ceases

to be in the reverse change. If we think of day coming to be from

night and then once more giving way to night, Anaximander asks us

to see something like injustice in the coming to be, an imbalance

which is righted when day is destroyed by night. In some such way,

the elements are related and the rhythm from hot or cold and back

again is seen as injustice and retribution, according to necessity, ac-

cording to the disposition of time. The world is thus looked upon

as governed by a law likened to human justice^ proportion is

achieved in time. One wants to see here a connection with the geo-

metric inspiration operative in the view of the place of earth and in

the proportion of its dimensions. The interchange of opposites every-

where observable in the w’orld is what arrests Anaximander s atten-

tion in the extant fragment, and Simplicius’ comment on his style

must, in the light of the previous chapter, arrest ours. The “rather

poetical terms” of Anaximander refer to the justice metaphor. The

opposites Anaximander has in mind are first of all the hot and cold,

namely fire and air, and then wet and dry, corresponding to water

and earth. We have recognized here what were to become, with

Empedocles, the four elements, but there is no cogent reason for

saying that the Empedoelean doctrine is already taught by Anaxi-

mander. Indeed, Aristotle tells us that Empedocles was the first to

speak of four elements. We should add that a striking point of con-

tinuity with Thales is found in Anaximander’s teaching that living

things come from the moist element.

The view that some boundless, unlimited, indefinite thing was

the first stage in the coming to be of the world and even now sur-

rounds and steers the universe is something of a giant step beyond

Thales. This is true if Anaximander made his choice from a considera-

tion of the consequences of singling out one of the elements as the

origin and beginning of all else. Moreover, the sentiment expressed

by the fragment is that the ceaseless ehanges in the world around

us are governed by a law likened to that of the courts and attributed

to the divine which steers all things. In his cosmological teachings,

the heavenly bodies are explained in terms of wheels rotating above

the earth, with the sun ring being the farthest from earth; the aper-

ture through which what we call the sun is visible is said to be

approximately the diameter of the earth cylinder. Tlie moon ring

is closer and then comes the star wheel which, of course, has many

openings.
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There are far fewer anecdotes connected with the name of Anaxi-

mander than with that of Thales. We might mention the story that

he set up a gnomon at Sparta, that is, an instrument for measuring
time, presumably erected on an inscribed surface on which the hour
and the seasons could be read. He is also credited with having made
a map of the known world.

C. Anaximenes of Miletus

Citizen of Miletus, pupil of Anaximander, Anaximenes is the

last major figure of the Milesian school. That he wrote a book is

known from the description of his style (“. . . he used simple and un-

extravagant Ionic speech.” [Diogenes Laertius, 11,3]) and from a re-

maining fragment. His continuity with Thales and Anaximander is

found in his choice of the material principle. "Anaximenes and Dio-
genes make air, rather than water, the material principle above the

other simple bodies.” (Metaphysics, 1,3) Air took on the characteristic

of Anaximanders primary stufiF, namely, infinity, and a new method of

origination is hit upon by Anaximenes which is more determinate
that the “separating ofi” of Anaximander.

Anaximenes, son of Eurystratus, of Miletus, a companion of Anaxi-
mander, also says that the underlying nature is one and infinite like

him, but not undefined as Anaximander said but definite, for he iden-
tifies it as air; and it differs in its substantial nature by rarity and
density. Being made finer, it becomes fire, being made thicker it be-
comes wind, then cloud, then (when thickened still more) water,
then earth, then stones; and the rest come into being from these. He
too makes motion eternal, and says that change, also, comes about
through it. (Simplicius, Physics, 24,26; Kirk and Raven)

We are also told that Anaximenes made "gods and divine things”
come from air. A first form of air is such that it is invisible; it becomes
perceptible insofar as it is hot or cold or wet—forms taken on because
of the changing density of air. Thus Anaximenes has hit upon a stuff

from which the basic elements and consequently all else can be de-
rived. He indicates the method of such deriviation, namely, the con-
densation and rarefaction of the basic material. By making air the
boundless, Anaximenes seems to imply that he recognizes the two
meanings of the term and intends it only in the quantitative sense—
there is an inexhaustible supply of air—but not in the sense of

qualitative indetermination. If the elements are simply different states

of the basic stuff, we might wonder why it is designated as air, since

air could be explained as a different state of fire or earth. It may
be that Anaximenes is here influenced by Anaximander and the

other meaning of “infinite,” for of all the elements air seems the

least determined. The comparison of air and breath in the extant frag-

ment suggests a more antliropomorpliic motive for Anaximenes’ choice.
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A primary stuff from which the other elements arise by a change

of density and the difference of density seems joined with the notion

of temperature, since the hot and cold are caused by rarefaction and

condensation. Condensed air is cold; expanded air is hot. Anaximenes

is said to have offered proof for this by observing that when we blow

on our hand with compressed lips, the stream of air is cold, while

when the mouth is open our breath feels warm on the hand. Aristotle

was to reject this by pointing out that when the lips are puckered,

we are blowing the^iir in front of our face onto our hand, whereas

when the mouth is open, it is the warmth of our breath that we feel.

What is of interest here is both the appeal to an easily conducted

experiment to ground the point and the resultant scale of elements

which differ in density and, accordingly, in temperature. Moreover,

unlike the “separating out” process taught by Anaximander, the prin-

ciple of change among the elements that Anaximenes chose enables

the process to go in either direction with ec^ual ease.

Our earth is formed by the condensation of air. In shape it is

cylindrical; and Anaximenes spoke of it as riding on air, thereby re-

joining Thales who had thought earth needed some support. The

flatness of the earth is used to explain its buoyancy; it presses

down on the air beneath it and is thereby supported like a cosmic

hovercraft or, better, kite. In much the same way, it is their flatness

which explains the heavenly bodies; they are borne upon the air

and, indeed, can be blown from their courses by strong winds. In

the heavens there are said to be fiery bodies as well as earthy ones.

This is difficult to interpret, since Anaximenes is said to have given

the earth as the origin of heavenly bodies; the sun is earth and gets

its heat from the swiftness of its motion. It has been conjectured

that the bits of earth which differ from the heavenly bodies were ap-

pealed to for an explanation of eclipses. Anaximenes denied that the

heavenly bodies pass under the earth, as was the case with Anaxi-

mander’s wheels of fire; at night the sun goes out of sight behind

mountains in the north and the earth is apparently thought to be

raised at its northern end as well. This does not seem to accord well

with the doctrine of the flatness of the earth nor with the doctrine—

also attributed to Anaximenes—that holds the sky is a hemisphere

which fits snugly to the edges of the earth somewhat like an over-

turned cup set on a diminutive saucer. The bodies are said to swing

above the earth as a cap spins on the head, an allusion which has

called forth much ingenuity from commentators. There are as well

fixed stars, studding the surface of the heavens.

The following passage from Aetius is thought to contain a frag-

ment of Anaximenes’ writings.

Anaximenes . . . said that air is the principle of existing things; for

from it all things come to be and into it they are again dissolved.
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‘As our soul,’ he says, ‘being air holds us together and controls us,

so does wind and air enclose tlie whole world.’ Air and wind mean
the same thing here. (Diels, B2; Kirk and Raven)

We added quotation marks around the words thought to be those

of Anaximenes. What is the intent of the simile? Perhaps what it

means is something like this. We require air to breathe and are sur-

rounded by an inexhaustible supply of it. Now air is the origin of

all things in the world and the world is surrounded by an inexhaustible

supply of air which can be drawn in and, by rarefaction and con-

densation, produce many things. If this is the meaning of the compari-

son,' we might ask if Anaximenes conceived the world as some kind

of giant animal, alive and breathing much like ourselves although no

certain answer is possible, in each of the Milesians there is an identi-

fication of the material principle and of the divine; in Thales and

Anaximenes, soul and life are also referred to as the primal stuff. It

is this which leads to the view that the mythological cosmologies only

gradually cease to influence the efforts of the first philosophers.

D. Xenophanes

Xenophanes, first non-Milesian we will consider—like Thales,

Anaximander and Anaximenes—was an Ionian. He was a native of

Colophon and 570 B.C. is the likely year of his birth. Tradition has

it that he was expelled from his native city and spent the rest of

a very long life wandering throughout Greece, particularly in the

western part. He tells us he left Colophon in his twenty-fifth year and

was still on the move at the age of ninety-two. “Seven and sixty are

now the years that have been tossing my cares up and down the

land of Greece; and there were then twenty and five years more

from my birth up, if I know how to speak truly about these things.”

(Diogenes Laertius, IX,2) Several towns in Sicily are mentioned

in the tradition as well as Elea, on the Italian peninsula, which has

led to the assertion that he was the founder of the Italian or Eleatic

school of philosophy. Although Xenophanes is much influenced by

the Milesian school, whose doctrines he could have known as a boy,

there are significant differences between him and his Ionian pred-

ecessors, not the least of wliich is the fact that he wrote in verse.

In his wanderings, Xenophanes declaimed his own poetry; some have

thought that he was a Homeric rhapsode, i.e., one who publicly re-

cited the Homeric epics. Inevitably, a work On Nature was attributed

to Xenophanes, but this seems unlikely since the natural world was

not as such a major concern of his. His poetry has l)een described

as satire, doubtless due in part to his attacks on Homer from whom,

as he said, all men have learned from the beginning. This attack on

earlier poets is aimed principally at their depiction of the gods and
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V

it is in his theological obiter dicta that we find Xenophanes im-

portance for the beginnings of philosophy.

We have seen the change in the discussion about the gods which

takes place in Hesiod. The Theogony attempts to derive the Olympian

gods from earher generations by a method which is either unabashedly

that of human reproduction or something modeled on it, with the

possibility that Hesiod was attempting to achieve a notion of becom-

ing that escaped the limits of anthropomorphism. Despite this eflFort

at a systematic theology, Hesiod’s statements about the gods do not

^satisfy; and it is this that Xenophanes may be thought of as insisting

_on first of all. "Homer and Hesiod have attributed to the gods all

things that are a shame and blameworthy among men, stealing and

committing adultery and deceiving each other.” (Fr. 11) “But men

consider that the gods are bom, and that they have clothes and

speech and bodies like their own.” (Fr. 14) This complaint of Xeno-

phanes—that the gods of the epics are allowed to do things for

which men would be punished and that these same epics were the

chief instrument of instruction of the young—was destined to find

a responsive echo in later writers until, in the early books of the

Republic, it received its masterly statement. It is not merely the

description of the gods in terms of what is reprehensible in men that

bothers Xenophanes, however; the more innocuous anthropomorhism

which attributes generation, dress, bodies and speech to the gods also

earns his censure, for it is this that leads to an utterly provincial at-

titude towards the divine. “The Ethiopians say their gods are snub-

nosed and black, the Tluacians that theirs have blue eyes and red

hair.” (Fr. 16) What Xenophanes is getting at in his negative way

is that the divine should not be localized, so that there is a god or

gods of the Greeks, and other gods for the different barbarian peoples.

We have already seen that this was a sentiment in some ways shared

by Xenophanes’ countrymen, since they made great efforts to reduce

the numerous gods of local cults to the Olympian deities. Moreover,

in the Iliad, Homer does not think of the Olympians as the gods of

the Greeks alone. Despite this, the Homeric deities are still made in

the image of man. When we consider the animal gods of the

Egyptians and the snake god of Gthonic religion, we might wonder

how, with those in mind, Xenophanes would have rephrased the

following remark. “But if cattle and horses or lions had hands, or

were able to draw with their hands and do the works that men

can do, horses would draw the forms of the gods hke horses, and

cattle like cattle, and they would make their bodies such as they each

had themselves.” (Fr.l5) We can imagine that Xenophanes would

only show greater disgust for men who fashioned gods after the ani-

^ mals. The import of these censures of Xenophanes is that anthropor-

I morphism must be abandoned in talking about the divine. But
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Xenophanes' influence is not confined to negative statements—to what
we must not say of the gods; he has also more positive remarks.

Thales and the other Milesians applied the note of divinity to

the underlying nature and have nothing to say of any god even

remotely resembling the Homeric deities. From this silence we can

conclude that they had either rejected such gods as anthropomoro-

phic or, at the very least, that they saw no need to accord a cosmo-

logical function to such imaginative entities. As the quotations indi-

cate, Xenophanes did not content himself with a switch of interest

away from the divine; indeed, he may be said to differ from the

Milesians in this above all: that divinity is his major concern. None-
theless, we may feel that the Milesians' search for unity had its

effect on Xenophanes. “One god, greatest among gods and men, in'^

no way similar to mortals either in body or in thought." (Fr. 23) Let

us see what Xenophanes has to say of this greatest of gods.

Always he remains in the same place, moving not at all; nor is it

fitting for him to go to different places at different times, but without
toil he shakes all things by the thpught of his mind. (Fr. 26,25)

No doubt inevitably, Xenophanes' more affirmative remarks about

god proceed by way of denying him what he conceives as imperfec-

tions. God is immovable and unchanging, primarily in terms of

place; the reason is that it would not be fitting for god to go from
place to place to accomplish his desires. Rather, he operates without

toil, simply by thinking a thought. The model for Xenophanes' state-

ment is the king immobile on his throne, for whom it is not fitting to

run his own errands. Still there is no need to see a latent anthropomor-
phism in Xenophanes' theology; even if it were present, what trans-

cends the world of man is the dictum that god accomplishes his

effects by his thoughts. Not that Xenophanes wants us to think of

god as somehow parceled out in his being. He has no limbs distinct

from one another, certainly; but neither are his faculties multiple.

“All of him sees, all thinks, all hears.” (Fr.24)

How seriously can we take this talk of one god? If we take

Xenophanes' pronouncements as indicative of an unequivocal mono-
theism, we run into the difficulty of explaining why he called this god
the “greatest among gods and men." Obviously there is either one
god or many. Tliere are several ways of handling this problem. One is

to take the mention of many gods as a concession on Xenophanes’

part to the polytheism of the multitude. In this view, Xenophanes,

while holding to his conviction that there is but one god—supreme
and quite unlike man—nevertheless makes use of the familiar gods

to speak of the widespread power of the one god. Thus, the rainbow

is the god Iris, and this would mean that this striking phenomenon is

only one manifestation of the divine power.

It is possible, on the other hand, to doubt seriously that Xeno-
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phancs gives us anytliing like a clear-cut view on the one and the

many as applied to the divine. One finds it all too easy to read the

fragments of Xenophanes as if they referred to a transcendant deity

like the Judaeo-Christian God. To get a true picture, we must

take into account Aristotle’s judgment. In the Metaphysics (9S6b21 fi.)

he writes, “Xenophanes, however, who first expounded the theory of

unity (Parmenides is said to have been his disciple), made no clear

statement and seems not to have understood either material or formal

explanarion; but, gazing at the whole sky, he says: ‘Unity is God’"

Later in this passage, Xenophanes is dismissed, together with Melis-

sus, for being too crude. We see in this remark the suggestion of

an affinity between Xenophanes and Parmenides, an affinity bolstered

by the conjecture that the former was the teacher of the latter.

Quite possibly Aristotle was here influenced by Plato s remark in the

Sophist (242D) “Our Eleatic tribe, beginning from Xenophanes and

even before, explains in myths that what we call all things are

actually one.” But Plato’s references to his predecessors are seldom ob-

jective, and the remark in question is not meant to convey any histori-

cal fact. Xenophanes’ relation to the Eleatic school aside, what are we

to make of his one god? It is clear that, as Aristotle understands him,

Xenophanes is saying that the one or the all—this is, the world—is

divine, and god is coextensive with the universe. This shifts the

ground entirely, and we are bound to think of the Milesian attribu-

tion of divinity to the stuE out of which everything comes-the stuff

which permeates the universe. On this, Xenophanes himself says in

the fragments that, “All things come from the earth and in earth all

things end.” (Fr. 27) “All things are earth and water that come

into being and grow.” (Fr. 29) These words show we are faced with

a view very much like those of Thales, Anaximander and Anaxi-

menes, but with a change of emphasis to the divinity of the stuE

from which things come. Burnet aptly comments that Xenophanes

would have been (piite amused to learn he would gain the reputation

of a theologian in later times.

Aristotle, however, does not give us a license for this interpreta-

tion-at least not as an exclusive view. Wluit is perhaps most important

in Aristotle’s account of Xenophanes is that the wandering poet

made nothing clear. In other words, Aristotle can be taken as drawing

nur attention to the many contradictions in the statements of

Xenophanes. God, for Xenophanes, has a body and yet he moves

all things by intellect; god is motionless and yet all things move—can

the all be god? By saying that Xenophanes made nothing clear, then,

Aristotle appears to recognize that some of the poets reniaiks sug-

gest the interpretation of a transcendent deity, others that the

world is god, and that the incompatibility of these two lines of

thought vitiates the eEort of Xenophanes to arrive at a clear position.
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Surely, if the notion of a transcendent god, clearly other than the

corporeal world, were obvious in the doctrine of Xenophanes, Aristotle

would have seized on it as an indication of a truth he himself wished

to establish. But Xenophanes does not get the consideration from

Aristotle that Anaxagoras does. This shows that, unless Aristotle was
here uncharacteristically insensitive to a hint of the truth in his pred-

ecessors, the doctrine of a transcendent deity was hopelessly obscured

in the writings of Xenophanes.

Difficult though it is to settle on Xenophanes’ positive contribu-

tion to philosophical theology, he is not thereby bereft of all im-

portance. His eloquent rejection of the naive anthropomorphism of

the earlier poets was at least an important adjunct to the efforts of the

natural philosophers to lay aside the seductive myth explanation and

turn to the things themselves. His critique of the Olympian gods is

accompanied by an obviously sincere belief in divinity; he is clearly

calling for a purification of belief rather than its rejection. While

the Milesian’s retention of the notion of divinity in speaking of the

ultimate stuff may seem ambigpous (and even indicative of a kind of

conscious hypocrisy to hide his atheism ) ,
Xenophanes’ attitude

towards the divine is clearly that of a man convinced. It is for this

reason that we can confidently reject the guess that Xenophanes was
a public reciter of the Homeric epics. The man who emerges from the

fragments is not one who could declaim the very poems he thought

conveyed a gross and reprehensible picture of the gods.

From the side of natural philosophy, Xenophanes’ importance

may lie principally in creating a climate in which the new science was
welcomed throughout Greece. The fragments which speak of the

derivation of things from water, of living things from water and

earth, i.e., mud, are clearly reminiscent of Thales and Anaximander.

Nevertheless, Xenophanes, apparently made direct contributions to

natural science, by way of observation and interpretation. In one of

In's fragments, he observes that water oozes from the ceilings of

caves, which may have been taken to suggest that water is indeed

in everything since it shows up in such unlikely places. More im-

portantly, Xenophanes reports on the finding of fossils of fish im-

bedded in rock far inland, and of shells and seaweed found in many
landlocked places. These are taken as indicative of a time when
eartli and water were mixed, a time which was followed by a

period of separation which will lead finally to a return to water; and

so on in cyclic progression.

A final consideration should be drawn from another theme of

the fragments of Xenophanes.

“There never was nor will be a man who has certain knowledge

about the gods and about all the things I speak of. Even if he
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should chance to say the complete truth, yet he himself knows not

that it is so.” (Fr. 34)

We have here a conviction of the limitations of human knowledge

wliich can be looked on once more as a criticism of earlier attempts

to give the genealogy of the gods.

“Yet the gods have not revealed all things to men from the begin-

ning; but by seeking, men find out better in time. (Fr. lo)

Although Xenophanes seems to request that his own remarks be

taken only as resembling the truth, not as conveying it whole, more

likely than not, he principally intends to censure the presumption of

the earlier poets.

It may seem somewhat surprising that Xenophanes, the farst we

have considered who wrote in verse, is the first to level an explicit

criticism at the poets. Their anthropomorphism is the main object

of his attack; and by pointing it out with the sharpness he did, he is

implicitly calling for another kind of approach to the things that are.

Even if he himself makes at best but slight contributions to philosophi-

cal knowledge, he had an important role in the movement of thought

tlien gaining momentum, and which he, in the course of his long life,

saw moving steadily away from the kind of assessment of reality

found in the poems of Homer and Hesiod. His negative role seems

easy to describe. When we seek to determine his positive contribu-

tions, however, we encounter difficulties which baffled even the

Greeks and continue to provide grounds for conflicting interpretations

today.

E. Heraclitus of Ephesus

Heraclitus, an Ephesian who lived out his life in his native town,

was in his prime between the years 504 and 501 B.C. According to

the doxographical tradition, this would place his birth about 540 B.C.

and his death around 480 B.C. All we can be sure of is that Her-

aclitus was active in the year 500 B.C. Of his life we know little. It

is said that he refused an hereditary kingship in Ephesus in favor

of his younger brother; and, on the basis of the fragments, we get

a picture of a proud misanthrope, bitterly critical of the multitude.

That Heraclitus wrote is certain from the wealth of quotations

from him found throughout ancient literature. When these are

brought together, we have a list of approximately 120 fragments.

The question naturally arises whether these were originally in one

book or many; or, as has also been suggested, simply individual ut-

terances. The difficulty with this last interpretation is that one of

the fragments seems to suggest a connected plan.

Of the Logos which is as I describe it men always prove to be un-

comprehending, both before they have heard it and when once they
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have heard it. For although all things happen according to tliis

Logos men are like people of no experience, even when tliey ex-
perience such words and deeds as I explain, when I distinguish each
tiling according to its constitution and declare how it is; but the
rest of men fail to notice what they do after tliey wake up just as
they forget what they do when asleep. (Fr. 1)

This would indicate that the fragments we have formed part of
whatever literary plan he contemplated. It is sometliing else again,
however, to agree witli the tradition recorded by Diogenes Laertius
(IX,5) according to which Heraclitus’ book was entitled On 'Nature
and contained tliree divisions, the first deahng with the universe, the
second with politics, the last with theology. We have already seen
that anyone whom Aristotle considered to have contributed to

natural philosophy was assigned a book with the generic title

On Nature.

If it is always hazardous to attempt the construction of a coherent
doctrine from a few direct quotes and the comments of ancient
writers, the matter becomes a ggod deal more complicated in the
case of Heraclitus. Even in antiquity he had a reputation for opaque-
ness, and “the obscure” was usually appended to liis name. The frag-

ments are largely gnomic, oracular utterances, highly paradoxical,
replete with metaphors and puns. Aristotle tells us that Heraclitus
is diflBcult to understand because his sayings are difficult to punctu-
ate. [Rhetoric HI,5) The contents of several of the fragments suggest
that his was a studied obscurity.

The Sibyl with raving mouth utters solemn, unadorned, unlovely
words, and reaches over a tliousand years with her voice, thanks
to the god in her. (Fr. 92) The lord whose oracle is at Delphi
neither utters nor hides his meaning, hut shows it by a sign. (Fr. 93)

Since Heraclitus does not have a high opinion of men’s ability
to understand what he has to say, it is not unlikely that he deliberately
chose his arresting style to sting his readers to think. He does not"]
advocate knowledge of many things-polymathy-since this does not J
make one wise (if it did, he suggests, Hesiod, Xenophanes and others
would have been wise [Fr. 40] ); Heraclitus would draw our at-

tention to the one thing which will guide us through the maze of
particular understandings. “Men who love wisdom should acquaint
themselves with many particulars.’ (Fr. 35) He uses the term Logos
to convey this central point, and by it he does not mean what he
says precisely as what he says. “Listening not to me, but to the Logos,
it is wise to agree that all things are one.” (Fr. 50) Heraclitus is not
communicating a private vision, but drawing attention to what is

public and common. Therefore it is necessary to follow the common;
but although the Logos is common, the many live as though they
had a private understanding.” (Fr. 2)
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What is the common Logos which is tlie burden of the HeracUtean

fragntents? Heraclitns- renrark that the all is one is °

the Milesian philosophers; now when we consider the role at

Heraclitus assigns to fire and that, living but a few miles from M Ic-

tus he would have been accpiainted with the teachings of Thales and

his followers, it is all too easy to conclude that we have lere a

different choice for the primal stuff out of which all things come to be

and into which they return.

J All tliines are an exchange for fire and fire for all things, as wares

^
for lolfaiid gold for wares. (Fr. 90) The transfomat.ons o hre

are,^first, sea; and half the sea becomes earth, half the lightning

, flash. (Fr. 31)

y Such remarks as these have led to the listing of Heraclitus as the

^ fourth in a sequence which exhausts the possibility o c loices or

underlying nature, given the list of the five elements-Thales: water,

Anaximander: the boundless; Anaximenes: air; Xenophanes: earth

(?)• Heraclitus: fire. There is clearly something to be said tor this

interpretation as the fragments indicate; the difficulty is that it tends

to make us overlook what is most characteristic of Heraclitus. For,

while it is true that water and air, for example, have rather start mg

iiroperties attributed to them by the Milesians, something more t lan

this seems to be operative in Heraelitus’ remarks about fire. If hre

plays a role similar to that of water and air in Milesian cosmologies

it also is a symbol of what the word Logos means. The unity m all

things that Heraclitus sees is not simply that of an indestructible stutt

the whence and whither of whatever is, but the unity of a law, ot

proportion, of balance and harmony. It is this that we must see;

and the best approach is through the fragments whose paradoxical

tone almost seems to defy understanding.

The note of paradox is sounded even in the fragments which speak

of the undertaking of the impiiry itself. We have seen Heraehtus say

that knowledge of many things docs not make a man wise (Fr. 40)

and that men who love wisdom should be acquainted with many

things. (Fr. 35) So, too, he says, “Nature loves to hide,” (Fr. 123)

and, “The things of which there can be sight, hearing, learning, these

arc what I especially pri/e.” ( Fr. 55) “Eyes and cars are bad

witnesses to men having barbarian souls, (kr. 101a) Heraclitus

seems to be saying that a multiplicity of knowledge without a unifying

goal is pointle.ss; that nature is difficult to know, but reveals itself to

careful observation, if we arc able to read the testimony of the senses.

If the senses speak an alien tongue, if, as we should say, it is all

Creek to us (or all barbarian to a Greek), then nature will remain

hidden. If we read correctly, we will sec that all things are one and

our wisdom will be one. “Wisdom is one thing. It is to know the

thouglit by which all things are steered through all things.” (Fr. 41)
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This, Heraclitus finds lacking in the teaching of others. “Of all whose

discourses I have heard, there is not one who attains to understanding

that wisdom is apart from all.” (Fr. 108) What is the one thing?

“This world, which is the same for all, has not been made by anyy^^Q,

god or man, but it always has been, is, and will be, an ever-living

fire, kindling itself by regular measures and going out by regular* ' ^

measures.” (Fr. 30) Fire emerges here as of central importance fo

Heraclitus, but its importance is somewhat overshadowed by the

notion of proportionate give and take which is also present in this

fragment. There is a balance in the coming and going of fire and

indeed of all things and once this is recognized, opposed things

seem hot so opposed since they are part of a harmony or proportion.

“Sea is the most pure and the most polluted water; for fish it is

drinkable and healthy; for men it is undrinkable and harmful.” (Fr.

61) “Disease makes health pleasant; hunger satiety, weariness rest.”

(Fr. Ill) Much more is involved here than the relativity expressed

by Xenophanes: “If god had not made yellow honey, men would

consider figs to be sweeter than they do.” (Fr. 38) The difference is

clear in the following, much qijolecl remark. “The path up and the

path down is one and the same.” (Fr. 60) Before looking at the pos-

sible cosmological intent of that dark saying, let us consider another

statement. “And as the same thing there exists in us living and dead

and the waking and the sleeping and young and old: for these having

changed around are those, and those changed around are these.”

(Fr. 88) HeracHtus’ concern is with change as taking place between

opposites. But since the change binds the opposites together and

the change can go in either direction, what originally appear utterly

other are seen to be in some way the same. This unity of opposites

can be interpreted first of all in a cosmological sense.

Things taken together are whole and not whole, something which

is being brought together and brought apart, which is in tune and

out of tune; out of all things there comes a unity, and out of a unity

all things. (Fr. 10)

Notice that the emphasis here is not on a common substrate.

Anaximander tended to look on change as the encroachment of one

element on the territory of another so that what results from change

is an instance of injustice calling for retribution, that is, corruption.

That Heraclitus has a different view—one that has sometimes been

taken as an implicit criticism of Anaximander—is clear from the

fragments. “It is necessary to know that war is common and right

is strife and that all things liappen by strife and necessity.” (Fr. 80)

“War is the father and king of all . .
.” (Fr. 53) Strife and encroach-

ment is not an aberration, not unjust; the warring of things \vith

one another is precisely justice. Heraclitus wants to find unity in the

strife itself. “Men do not apprehend how being brought apart, it is
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brought togetlier with itself: there is a. back-stretched connection,

as in the bow and lyre ” As the two hands of the bowman pull apart

from one another, the tips of the bow come together, and we must

see in this tension of opposites rectitude and justice.

But what has this metaphor to tell us of the natural world? In

what is without a doubt his best known fragment, Heraclitus says,

“You cannot step twice into the same river; for fresh waters are con-

Hnually flowing on.” (Fr. 91,12) The sameness of the river depends

upon the ceaseless change of its constituent parts, ^o too the uni-

verse is one and the same in the ceaseless warring of its components;

The^vay up and the way down are one and the same. It is possible,

of course, to interpret this quite simply as meaning that ascent and

descent are accomplished along the same road, that one does one or

the other depending on his starting point. There is as well, however,

a cosmological interpretation insofar as it refers to the emanation of

all things from fire and their subsequent return to this source. Frag-

ment 31 indicates that from fire, sea comes to be, and that earth and

what is called the lightning flash come from the sea. Is this process

irreversible? If that is the downward path from fire, is there an

upward path at the term of which all things disappear into fire?

There are partisans of both viewpoints.

The Stoics, who taught that our world would end in a fiery confla-

gration, found support for their view in Heraclitus. The Stoic view

was that this conflagration was a periodic one, occurring at the end

of what was called the Great Year, which was sometimes said to be

a period of 18,000 years, sometimes 10, sometimes 800. The last figure

was arrived at by taking 30 years as representing a human generation

and multiplying it by 360. That is, the Great Year is a year of human

generations. In the theory that interests us, the world is destroyed

by fire at the end of the Great Year and is replaced by another which

has a duration of one Great Year, and so on and on. It was generally

held in ancient times that this was the view of Heraclitus. The ap-

parently opposed view expressed in Fragment 30 was explained by

saying that Heraclitus is not there talking of a particular world, but

the pattern or order (cosmos) involved in any world, and this is

indeed unchanging. The cycle is explained in terms of the downward

and upward paths. Heraclitus is faced with the fiery heavenly bodies,

the dry land, and the sea. Rain comes from above, from the fiery

region and the land seems to come in some way from the sea. Earth

returned to sea when islands sank and when new springs and streams

welled up from below, washing away the earth. The sea was drawn

up again in the process of evaporation. When tlie upward path is

looked upon as total and cataclysmic, we have the eepyrosis, the

consuming of the world by fire. Did Heraclitus teach this? Aristotle
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{De caelo, 1,10) seems to say so and after Theoplirastus the judgment
becomes fairly fixed.

What are the arguments against it? Kirk gives five.is (i) Ecpijrosis

goes contrary to the whole tenor of Heraclitean thought as expressed
in the fragments. The unity of opposites, balance, constant strife with-
out ultimate victory—these seem to underpin the notion of Logos.
Homer is rebuked by Heraclitus for thinking strife unnatural. “Homer
was wrong in saying, ‘Would that strife might perish from among
gods and menl’” (2) Ecpyrosis would entail the abandonment of the

balance and measure in the exchange of fire with all things. (3) Frag-
ment 30 quite clearly speaks of this world or order. ( 4 ) Plato

( Sophist,

242 D) is clear in saying that unity and multiphcity coexist and do
not succeed one anotlier. (5) Even some Stoics doubted this inter-

pretation of Heraclitus.

Wheelwright addresses himself to each of tliese five points, (l)
He finds this the strongest argument, but tlrinks it not unassailable.

If the dominance of fire in an ecpyrosis were to entail the destruction
of all strife, then admittedly a situation would arise—an interval of
absolute peace and rest—such '-as is expressly denied by several of
Heraclitus’ staternents. (p. 52)

Wheelwright finds no need to see the conflagration, which would be
decisive with regard to the destruction of tliis world, as in itself pure
and total. “Surely the cosmic fiery state would have to be somehow
impure in order to allow the seeds of a future universe to emerge
from it. (p. 53) Wheelwright feels tliis consideration weakens (2)
and (3) as well. As for (4), are we to take Plato as an unimpeachable
source for what Heraclitus really meant? With respect to other Pla-
tonic remarks on Herachtus, it is rather generally agreed that Plato
has in mind contemporaries of his own, like Cratylus. Argument (5)
does little more than indicate that all the evidence is inconclusive, be
it Stoic or otherwise. And that is just how Wheelwright would leave
the issue—unsettled. While he is alive to the arguments that can be
adduced to support either side of the matter, he is convinced that tliis

is one of many points where our knowledge can be at best conjectural
and inconclusive. It is easy to subscribe to this view.

From ancient times Heraclitus has been taken as the founder of

the eternal flux school of thought. All things flow, says a phrase at-

tributed to Heraclitus. This, some have argued, is not so much
an explanation of knowledge as the destruction of its very possibility.

If everything is always changing, nothing is ever fixed enough to be
an object of knowledge. What these two views fail to take into ac-

G. S. Kirk, Heraclitus, The Cosmic Fragments (Cambridge: University
Press, 1954), pp. 335-8.

16 Philip Wheelright, Heraclitus Princeton: Princeton University Press
1959).
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count is tlic notion of Logos, for beyond fire as substrate and the

constant cliangc of it and everytinng else, there is the Logos the

orderly process whereby all change takes place. The i-ogos, i

been argued, is the true One in the doctrine of Heraclitus isJojn '=>

one; Heraclitus has said, “Wisdom is one and unique; it is both willing

and unwilling to be called by the name of Zeus. (Fr. 3l) Zeus

the name we give that which governs all thinp in so far as we

conceive it anthropomorphically, and this is all right so far as i

troes. There is a law governing things in the universe, which prevents

die sun from overstepping its bounds. (Fr. 94) Fire is the veliic e

for e.spressing this divine governance: “The thunderbolt steers a

things” (Fr 64) The thunderbolt, in mythology, was the missile

Mhereby Zeus expressed his displeasure and, by extension, his will

and governance. Logos conveys the idea of law. intelligence, sonie-

thing apart from the material. Yet in Heraclitus it is inextricably

bound up with fire. Thus for him, fire is a symbol. The measures of the

ceaseless changes in the universe are not, however, immediately ob-

vious to us. “An invisible harmony is better than a visible one.

(Fr. 54) This harmony is the basis for wisdom; to attain to a recogni-

tion of it is the task of philosophy and its attainment sets the

philosopher off from the mass of men. They are as men asleep; le

alone is awake.

When men are asleep, each has his own private world; awake

there is one world common to all. (Fr. 89) The waking state enables

us to participate in the Logos which governs all and is common to

all things. The soul is said to have its source in the moist (Fr. 11-);

while in this sense it is a thing among other things, “You could not

discover the limits of the soul if you traveled every road to do so;

such is the depth of its meaning.” (Fr. 45) One is tempted to see in

this a switch to an ethical perspective, a warning as to the dilficulties

involved in obeying the oracle’s injunction, “Know thyself.’ The

same may be said of some other remarks about soul. “A dry soul is

wisest and best.” (Fr. 118) Rut “Souls take pleasure in becoming

moist.” (Fr. 77) The cosmological priority of fire is here applied to

soul and made to serve an ethical function. To be fiery and dry is

best for soul, but there is a contrary tendency towards moistness,

symbolized by intemperance. “A drunken man has to be led by

a young boy whom he follows stumbling, not knowing where he is

going, for his soul is moist.” (Fr. 117) “It is death to souls to become

water, and it is death to water to become earth. On the other hand,

water comes into existence out of earth, and souls out of water.”

(Fr. 36) Once more there is present the cosmological perspective,

the upward and downward paths. The tendency in our nature to what

is harmfid to us is summed up in the following fragment. “It is hard

to fight against pride; whatever it wants it will buy at the cost
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of soul.” (Fr. 85) The ethical message of Heraclitus is dilficult to

discern. We will be morally awake insofar as we are alive to the Logos;

dry and fiery, insofar as we see the hidden harmony in the constant

strife which is the universe. This strife is microcosmically present in

ourselves; we must not be led by the masses or allow ourselves to

sink into drunkenness where it is difficult to hide our ignorance. (Fr.

95) In vino veritas—hut this is not the truth of the Logos. Wisdom
comes when we expect the unexpected and are stirred up in our

nature to the proper proportion, for “Even the sacred barley drink

separates when it is not stirred.” (Fr. 125) If there is a conflict in

nature we must, like the universe as a whole, impose a Logos on the

warring opposites to achieve a harmony—like a drink which requires

constant stirring.

The very character of our contact with the thought of Heraclitus-

fragmentary, enigmatic, oracular and paradoxical—invites prolonged

speculation. But the further we go along the path of interpretation,

the deeper we get into mere conjecture. But we can safely conclude

by saying in Heraclitus there seei^ little or no distinction between

statements about the universe, '^'the constitution of our soul and the

ethical demands made on the individual.



CHAPTER III

The Italians

Now we U.rn to philosophers who, while *1*®

type of problem which bothered the lonians.

striking wavs The Pythagoreans, for example, speak of the physical

SS,7,, w„ cLtLed ,I .umb».

hand overwhelmed by what he conceives to be logical truths, de

the reality of the world we see or think we see. His argumen s again

motion 7nd multiplicity provide a difficulty for

J
which is not solved until Aristotle. Moreover his distmcbon-belwe

what appears to be and what is-is destined to have a long history

in Greek philosophy and beyond.

A. The Pythagoreans

This group of philosophers takes its name from Pythagoras, a

native of Samos in western Greece, but whose career vvas spent mainly

in Italy. We speak of Pythagoreans rather than of Pythagoras, because

little is known of the founder and, therefore it is difficult to assign

to any individual the characteristic Pythagorean doctrines. The in-

formation we have from Aristotle about this school sffidom be^ns with

anything but the vaguest designation, e.g.. Certain Pythag

reans . .
.” From an historical point of view, this presents difficulties.

This is particularly true when we attempt to make use of Hellenstic

testimonies, since the span of centuries, together with the anonymi y

of the members of the school, tends to blur the difference between

very early Pythagorean teachings and later ones. For these were

formulated with an eye to Plato, Aristotle and the Stoics.

1 )
Pythagoras of Samos

The life of Pythagoras can be told rather briefly. Born in Samos,

an island in the Aegean off the Ionian coast, where he is said to have

lived until his fortieth year, perhaps 532/1 B.C., he then fled the

tvrannv of Polycrates. lie then went to Croton in southern Italy where

he 'was well received and, according to tradition, exercised no little

political influence. His pupils there were said to have numbered

40
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some tliree hundred. The citizens of Croton finally revolted and set

fire to a house in which the elder Pytliagoreans were meeting, but
Pythagoras himself escaped. He went to Metapontium where he
died many years later.

The school that Pythagoras formed in Croton must not be thought
of as the same sort as the “school” of Miletus. The Pythagorean com-
munity was structured more like life in a religious order. The com-
munity embraced men and women. There was a common doctrine
but it was not to be divulged to outsiders; indeed, we have no men-
tion of a Pythagorean writing anything until Philolaus at the end
of the fifth century before our era. Pythagoras himself wrote nothing,

but the practise of the society was to attribute every doctrine to its

founder. Renowned for their secrecy, the Pythagoreans and a fortiori

Pythagoras himself early became the object of mystery and specula-
tion. Plato and Aristotle, consequently, are not in the habit of saying
that Pythagoras said such-and-such, but that he is said to have
said such-and-such, or, more usually, that the Pythagoreans or some
Pythagoreans say such-and-such. There seems to be no doubt, how-
ever, that Pythagoras did live. ^

One very early testimony is that of Xenophanes who says of

Pythagoras,

Once they say that he was passing by when a puppy was being
whipped, and he took pity and said: ‘Stop, do not beat it; for it is the
soul of a friend that I recognized when I heard it giving tongue.*

Thus, Pythagoras is said to have held the doctrine of the transmi-
gration of souls; indeed, he is said to have remembred four pre-
vious incarnations of his own! Much later. Porphyry summarized his

doctrine thus: (1) he believed in the immortality of the soul; (2)
that it changes into other kinds of living things; (3) that events oc-

cur in definite cycles such that, to adapt the words of one commenta-
tor, the time will come when I will once more be writing these words
and you will be reading them. That is, nihil novi sub sole: nothing is

new and unique; (4) that all living things should be regarded as

akin. There is a persistent tradition, begining with Herodotus, that

such doctrines were imported into Greece from abroad. Herodotus
claimed that the doctrine of the transmigration of souls was borrowed
from the Egyptians; but the Egyptians seem never to have held the

belief themselves.

The belief that human souls could show up in other living

things is connected with certain taboos or prohibitions observed by
the Pythagoreans, such as abstention from meat and an injunction

against associating with butchers. The testimony on these points in

conflicting, however, since Pythagoras is said to have sacrificed an ox

when he discovered the Pythagorean theorem. Later writers listed
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rules of conduct u IncU were said to guide the Pythagorean cominuni-

impression left on one’s bed, not wearing rings,

^
‘

^
nest under one’s roof, etc. One that still has a peculiar force is tins.

“Snink not of Pythagorean matters without liglit.
. , , , ,

^ We see then that the Pythagoreans were a community guided by

a i mX’ of primitive and somewhat foolish rules of eondiie a

seerel soeiety formed for the spiritual good of its membms witl a

view to the Lrvival of the soul. And this survival seems to involv

reward or punishment for the deeds of ones present °
^

This is but half of the Pythagorean story, however; for to this

mystic fervor was coupled an interest in science, particularly mat le-

S,o. I.clo«l. .1.= »d..y IKII l"t« »<
f,3 *J '

death of Pythagoras, the “Acousmatics (hearers) and the Mathema

ticians” (kLwers). The former probably concentrated on the religion

aspect of the society, while the latter devoted themselves to the moie

scientific aspect^^^^arity pytp^gorean view of number winch

controls the scientific contributions of the society, ancl some at lea

of this view seems to go back to Pythagoras himse f. Tradition has

that Pythagoras discovered that the chief musical intervals can be

expressed in numerical ratios. If he arrived at this by measming 1

1

leiUh of the strings on a monochord, he would have expressed the

octave as 2/1, the fifth as 3/2 and the fourth as 4/3.

What we have to understand about Pythagoras’ attitude is that le t ic

not think of the numerical ratios as statements about sound by way

of some applicaUon, but came to hold that there was an ‘^>en i y

between number and sound. In other words, he did not aiiivc at . y

distinction between number and what is numbered, measure and 1

1

measured. This identification of things with numbers was to become

the characteristic Pythagorean doctrine. The first four numbeis,

moreover, were thought to contain the whole nature of number, since

1-1-2 + 3 + 4=10. When one gets to 10 he simply begins counting

over again, besides the Pythagorean theorem itself, Pythagoras seem-

iiiglv can be credited with the discovery of the incommensurability

of the diagonal and the side of the square. There is a story that one

Ilipiiasus of Mctapontiiim was drowned for having revealed this to

outsiders. Much speculation has been spent on why he should be so

minished. One explanation is that the discovery of incommensurabili-

tv of the aloaon or irrational, was such a blow to the belief that there

is a proportion or harmony in all things, that the initiates were parti-

cularly enjoined against revealing what could only seem a scandal.

The figure of Pythagoras is a shadowy one, not, as with the

philosophers considered earlier, because of scanty information, but

almost by design. lie is the founder, the master, to whom all doc-
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trines are attributed. (The Pythagoreans were famous for introducing

statements with, “He himself said so.”) And who is regarded as

more than human, the son of Hermes. In one legend, for example, he

is described as revealing his golden thigh. Soon the historical figure is

lost behind the stories and our knowledge of what he taught is re-

duced to a view of tiie kinship of all things and an interest in mathe-

matics which, apart from some mystical interpretations on the

power of numbers, seems genuinely scientific. There seems to be as

well the identification of things with numbers, leading perhaps to a

belief in the harmony of all things—a belief called into question by

the discovery of the incommensurability of the diagonal and side

of a square.

2) Pythagorean Doctrines

A remark attributed to Pythagoras describes perhaps for the

first time an important aspect of what had been begun by Thales

and was carried on by subsequent thinkers.

Life, he said, is like a festival; just as some come to the festival to

compete, some to ply their trade^'but the best people come as specta-

tors, so in life the slavish men go hunting for fame or gain, the

philosophers for the truth. (Diogenes Laertius, VIII,8)

We have here a distinction between the practical pursuits of men,

the mark of which is activity and striving, and the pursuit of

truth, described in terms of seeing or understanding for its own sake.

Because the philosopher wants to see, he must purge himself. The

Pythagoreans held that as medicine purges the body, so does music

purge the soul; and music—proportioned sound—is number. Number

is the nature of all things. We must in this connection consider a

lengthy passage from Aristotle.

Contemporaneously with tliese philosophers, and before them,

the Pythagoreans, as they are called, devoted themselves to mathe-

matics; they were the first to advance this study, and having been

brought up in it they thought its principles were the principles of all

things. Since of these principles numbers are by nature the first, and

in numbers they seemed to see many resemblances to the things that

exist and come into being—more than in fire and earth and water

(such and such a modification of numbers being justice, another being

soul and reason, another being opportunity—and similarly almost

all otlier things being numerically expressible); since, again, they

saw that the attributes and the ratios of the musical scales were

expressible in numbers; since, then, all other things seemed in their

whole nature to be modeled after numbers, and numbers seemed so

be the first things in the whole of nature, they supposed tlie ele-

ments of numbers to be the elements of all things, and the whole

heaven to be a musical scale and a number. {Metaphysics^ I, 5)

Pythagoras is said to have coined the tenn “philosophy.” See Kirk and Raven.^

p. 229.
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Here Aristotle expresses what he learned of the Pythagoreans.

They were interested in mathematics, Aristotle says, and this indi-

cates an interest in the abstract, the formal, a science which does not

have for its object the sensible things around us. Now the Pytha-

goreans, Aristotle says, thought of numbers as the stuff out of which

things are made, as the lonians had spoken of air and water as the

primal matter out of which all things are fashioned. This is a difficult

transition, and Aristotle gives us a few preliminary clues as to how

it should be understood. Justice is a number, as is soul, and all other

things* they are different arrangements of units and are thus made

up of ’numbers. When Aristotle says that the Pythagoreans noticed

that the attributes of the musical scale were expressible in numbers,

he is speaking in terms of the recognition of a distinction which was

most likely not known at the outset of the Pythagorean school. There

is an unavoidable tension in the Aristotelian passage between the

view that number is material cause and that it is somehow formal,

applied to natural things, but itself different from natural things.

Because they had not adequately distinguished between material and

formal causes, the Pythagoreans seem to be making the same thing

do service as both kinds of cause; number is that out of which things

are made, and the particular arrangement of the elements is their

nature. Consequently, we are faced with a doctrine according to

which there is no distinction betxveen natural science and mathe-

matics, according to which the study of number tells us about

the natural world as natural world. For the elements of number are

the elements of all things.

What is meant by the elements of number?

Evidently, then, these thinkers also consider that number is the prin-

ciple both as matter for things and as forming their modifications

and their permanent states, and hold that the elements of number

are the even and the odd, and of these the former is unlimited, and

the latter limited; and the 1 proceeds from both of these (for it is

both ev'en and odd), and number from the 1; and the whole heaven,

as has been said, is numbers. (986a 15-21)

In this continuation of the previously quoted passage, Aristotle

recognizes that number is matter and form for the Pythagoreans.

What we must understand, if we are to grasp the identification of

physics and mathematics, is the notion of oddness and evenness as

the “elements of number,” the relation between these and the number

one and the numbers proper which follow from it.

If we must set aside the distinction between mathematics and-

physics to get an idea of Pythagoreanism, it seems that we must also

abandon any sharp distinction between arithmetic and geometry. If

we find this last shift considerably easier to accept, we must not

think tliat the Pythagoreans anticipated any later view on the re-
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lationship between geometry and aritlimetic. The Pytliagoreans did

not have, of course, anything hke a simple system of notation for

numbers. Very much later, Nicomachus indicates the difference

between linear, plane and solid numbers in such a way that we
understand tliat the source of this application of geometrical adjec-

tives to numbers is quite pictorial. Linear numbers are obtained by

setting down the unit once, twice, etc. Thus, 1 is fl, 2 is aa, 3 is aaa,

etc. Of course, the Greeks used letters of the alphabet as shortliand

for such linear numbers (e.g., iota for 10; kappa for 20), but the

Linear numbers are basically what they stand for. Linear numbers are

of one dimension and the unit is their principle. Plane numbers are

generated from Linear number and have three as their root. Here is

Cornford’s illustration of plane numbers. is

a

a a

a

a a

a a a

a

a a

a a a

a a a a

a

a a

a a a

a a a a

a a a a a

L-f2 = 3, 3 + 3 = 6, 6 + 4 = 10 10 + 5 = 15...

The first solid number is composed of four units and is illustrated

by a tetrahedron. Tliese remarks from later Greek mathematics give

us an indication of the way in which the manner of depicting numbers

leads to speaking of types of number progressing in terms of dimen-

sions. The immediate relevance of these remarks is that they enable

us to understand why the Pythagoreans spoke of odd and even num-

bers as square and oblong, respectively, and said that the former

is finite, the latter infinite.

Further, the Pythagoreans identify the infinite with the even. For

this, they say, when it is taken in and limited by the odd, provides

things with the element of infinity. An indication of this is what
happens with numbers. If the gnomons are placed round the one and

without the one, in the one construction the figure that results is

always different, in the other it is always the same. (Physics, III,4,-

203al0)

If we start with the unit and enclose it with the first odd number,

the figure obtained is a square; if we enclose the resultant figure with

the next odd number, the figure remains the same, and the ratio of

the sides is the same and the numbers obtained will be called squares,

4, 9, 16, and so on. Thus, square, odd and limit go together for the

Pythagoreans. The following illustration will be of assistance here.

• •

See F. M. Comford, Plato and Varminides (New York: Liberal Arts Press,

1957), pp. 1-27.
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The obloiit^ numbers, on the other hand, are obtained by beginning

with 2 aiufenclosing it with the next even number. The continuation

ut this procedure is said to produce figures which are always different,

that is, the ratio of the sides is never the same; the oblong numbers

thus obtained are G, 12, 20 etc.

Thus, oblong, evon aiul imliniitecl are grouped together l)y the

lA'thagoreans.
• i-u

When we grasp that numbers are conceived in terms of different

configurations of units in space, we can see how the Pythagoreans

could have come to believe that the elements of number are the ele-

ments of all things. The crude way of making this identification was

to take pebbles and form with them a picture of an object and, by

counting the pebbles used, assign the number-nature of the object.

From Aristotle’s account, we know that according to the Pytha-

goreans numbers have magnitude. “Now the Pythagoreans also be-

lieve in one kind of number-the mathematical; only they say it is not

separate but sensible substances are formed out of it. For they con-

struct the whole universe out of numbers-only not numbers consisting

of abstract units; they suppose the units to have spatial magni-

tude . .
.” {Metaphijsies,Xin,6,m0hl6) The illustrations we have

seen indicate the identification of the arithmetical unit and the geo-

metrical point; the point, however, while considered to be indivisible,

is not without extension. Because of this, physical things could be

looked on as in someway composed of such units as of their matter.

Before looking into the cosmology which followed from this view

of mathematics, however, we must consider an important point made

by Aristotle in his account of Pythagorcanism at the outset of his

Metaphijsies.

Other members of this same sehool say there aie ten piineiples,

which they arrange in two columns of cognates—limit and unlimited,

odd and even, one and many, right and left, male and female, resting

and moving, straight and curv'ed, light and daikness, good and bad,

scpiare and oblong. In this way Alcmaeon of Croton seems also to

have conceived the matter, and either he got his view from them or

they got it from him . . . For he says most human affairs go in pairs,

meaning not definite contraries such as the lythagoieans speak of,

but any chance contrarieties, e.g., white and black, sweet and bitter,

good and bad, great and small. He threw out indefinite suggestions

about the other contrarieties, but the Pythagoreans declared both

how many and which their contraries are. {Metaphysics, 1,5)

Alcmaeon of Croton, who is thought to have flourished at the be-
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ginning of the fifth century, was primarily concerned with medical

matters, and one indication of his interest in contraries is to be found

in his view that health is a balance of moist and dry, cold and hot,

sweet and bitter, and so forth, and that sickness is the result of one

contrary getting the upper hand. Certain Pythagoreans, as Aristotle

says, were more systematic in pursuing the recognition of the role

of opposites in the world and tried to summarize in ten oppositions

the major types. We have already seen the reason for linking limit,

odd and square, on the one hand, and unlimited, even and oblong,

on the other. Even numbers are unlimited or infinite not, as Simplicius

held, because the even number is infinitely divisible—this is manifestly

absurd—but only in the sense that nothing prevents their being

divisible into halves. The odd number is limited since, by adding one

to an even number it prevents such equal division and, like three,

the first odd number, has “a beginning, a middle and an end.” Ex-

planations of other contraries in the right or left column of opposites

emerge when we look at Pythagorean cosmology.

If the elements of number are the elements of all things and odd
and e\^en are these elements, the nun>ber one, which is odd and even,

must somehow be the source fro'fn which ail tilings flow. Looked at

from what for us would be the mathematical angle, we understand

how bodies can be generated from points. The number one is repre-

sented by the point; in the order of linear numbers, 2 ( . . ) would
already be the line, where line is a cluster of at least two points. The
first plane number, 3 (.*.) is the triangle; and 4, the first solid num-
ber, is the pyramid The solid body, accordingly, is a number
in the sense of a multitude of unit-points. Now, as has been men-
tioned earlier, just as the distinction between discrete and continuous

quantity is not operative in Pythagorean mathematics, neither is

there any distinction beween geometrical solids and physical bodies.

Since their way of depicting numbers produced plane and solid

figures, bodies and even physical bodies, were taken by the Pythago-

reans to be composed of units and, consequently, these bodies are

numbers. Aristotle is clear on this even as he objects to it. “For not

thinking of number as capable of existing separately removes many
of the impossible consequences; but that bodies should be composed
of numbers, and that this should be mathematical number, is im-

possible. For it is not true to speak of indivisible spatial magnitudes;

and however there might be magnitudes of this sort, units at least

have not magnitude; and how can a magnitude be composed of in-

divisibles? Ihit arithmetical number, at least, consists of abstract

units, while these thinkers identify number with real things; at any

rate tliey apply their propositions to bodies as if they consisted of

those numbers.” ( Mcfaphi/sics,Xlll,8,lOSShlO) Once more, the Pytha-

goreans did not consciously maintain that physical bodies are mathe-
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inutical bodies, that the physically concrete is really the conceptually

abstract—they simply failed to make the distinction. The indivisibility

of the unit-point is, as Aristotle pointed out, suspect if it is to possess

magnitude. But this is what the Pythagoreans maintained. They were

not consciously adopting a mathematical interpretation of the uni-

verse; for them mathematics was about the physical universe. The

things in the universe are numbers and they are generated from the

one. Pythagorean mathematics is a cosmology.

It is sti-ange also to attribute generation to eternal things, or rather

this is one of the things that are impossible. There need be no doubt

whether the Pythagoreans attribute generation to them or not; for

thev obviously say that when the one has been constructed, whether

out' of planes or of surface or of seed or of elements which they can-

not express, immediately the nearest part of the unlimited began to

be drawn in and limited by the limit. {Metaphysics, XIV,3,1091al2)

Now this has in common with Ionian thought the fact that it is a

way of explaining how the world began; “tliey are describing the

making of a cosmos and mean what they say in a physical sense,” as

Aristotle adds. Aristotle is contrasting the Pythagorean view with the

Platonic one according to wliich there are subsistent numbers, existing

apart from physical bodies. Aristotle is under no illusions about the

Pythagorean view of the extent of reality. Already in his account of

their doctrine at the outset of the Metaphijsies he wrote:

They employ less ordinary principles or elements than the physical

philosophers, the reason being that they took them from non-sensible

things (for the objects of mathematics, except those of astronomy,

are without motion); yet all their discussions and investigations

are concerned with Nature. They describe the generation of the

Heaven, observing what takes place in its parts, their attributes

and behavior, and they use up their causes and principles upon this

task, which implies that they agree with the physicists tliat the real

is just all that is perceptible and contained in what they call the

Heaven.’ (989b29fF)

\Vc must keep in mind the identification made by Pythagoras himself

of sounds and numerical ratios—identilication, not application—lest

we delude ourselves into thinking that the Pythagoreans have turned

from the objects which concerned Ionian philosophy to other, more

real entities. It is an appraisal of physical reality in both cases, not

a conscious change of objects. The first stage of the cosmogonical

process which Aristotle attributes to the Pythagoreans, consists of

the formation of the first unit, though elsewhere he objects that the

Pythagoreans are at a loss to describe the nature of his formation.

{Metaphysies,XlU,6,l0S0h20) Subsequently, the unit draws in the

unlimited and by imposing limits on it produces other units. As to

the formation of the first unit, Aristotle mentions several possibilities:

it could have been formed of planes or of surface, of seed or of some
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other elements. If composed of planes or surfaces, the first unit would

be a solid. The supposition that the constituents of this first unit are

seed would fit in with the location of “male” in tlie same column of

opposites as limit. Its complement, the female, is the unlimited which

it “draws in.” The picture delineated becomes very much like the

cosmogony of Anaximines when we learn that tlie unlimited is air and

that the first unit breathes it in. Air or void is drawn in and keeps

tilings apart, for it seems likely that the first unit grows and splits and

is kept apart by the void or air. The continuation of this growth re-

sults in the universe we know.

Perhaps we have here the answer to the difficulty expressed by

Aristotle: “For natural bodies are manifestly endowed with weight

and lightness, but an assemblage of units can neither be composed

to form a body nor possess weight. ( De Caelo,III,l
)
Kirk and Raven

suggest tliat bodies would vary in weight according as they contained

more or less void. This solution, of course, presupposes that the units

have weight, and it is that assumption Aristotle is questioning. Aris-

totle is also perplexed by the fact that the Pythagoreans seem to leave

qualitative distinctions unexplained.

To judge from what they assume and maintain, they speak no

more of mathematical bodies than of perceptible; hence they have

said nothing whatever about fire or earth or the other bodies of this

sort, I suppose because they have nothing to say which applies

peculiarly to perceptible thinks. {Metaphysics 1,8)

Even when we recognize that the Pythagoreans did not distinguish

mathematical and physical bodies, their failure to explain sense quali-

ties is a serious gap.

The Pythagorean view of the universe represents a significant

shift from the geocentric view of Ionian philosophy. Fire, not earth,

is the center of things and the earth is one of the stars for which

night and day is caused by its circular motion around the central

fire. They are said to have invented a planet, the so-called counter-

earth, to bring the number of planets to ten, the perfect number. The

counter-earth follows the earth in its path around the sun, always re-

maining invisible to us because of the bulk of the earth. “In all tliis,”

Aristotle comments, “they are not seeking for theories and causes to

account for observed facts, but rather forcing their observations and

trying to accomodate them to certain theories and opinions of their

own.” (De CflcZo,II,13) It is thought that the notion of the counter-

earth dates from the time of Philolaus; another astronomical theory,

that of tlie ‘Tiarmony of the spheres” is considered to be of earlier

origin in the school.

From all this it is clear that the theory tliat tlie movement of the

stars produces a harmony, i.e., that the sounds they make are con-

cordant, in spite of the grace and originality with which it has been
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stated, is nevertheless untrue. Some thinkers suppose that the ny)tion

of bodies of that size must produce a noise, since on our earth the

motion of bodies far inferior in size and in speed of movement has

that effect. Also, when the sun and the moon, they say, and all the

stars, so great in number and in size, are moving with so rapid a

motion, how should thev not produce a sound immensely great.

Starting from this argument and from the observation that then-

speed, as measured by their distances, are in the same ratios as musi-

cal concordances, they assert that the sound given forth by the cir-

cular movement of the stars is a harmony. (He Caelo, II, J)

do not hear this sound only because we have always heard

it and are unable to contrast it with any opposed silence.

The Pythagoreans have lumped together unit and a point with

magnitude, from which point the line is generated and so on to

solids. Just as no differentiation is made between number and exten-

sion, so no distinction is recognized between mathematical and physi-

cal bodies, although this causes many rather obvious aspects of sensi-

ble bodies to go unexplained. The coming into being of our world

is likened to the generation of the number series and the series of

solids. The universe has grown from a primal unit which breathes in

air or void and then splits up, imposing limits on the previously un-

limited. The unit is considered to be male, the unlimited female.

Earth is not at the center of the universe, but swings in a circular mo-

tion around a central fire, which motion produces day and night. In

their movements, the heav'enly bodies produce a wonderful music

which has been singing in our ears since birth, and so is imperceptible

by us.

B. Parmenides of Elea

In his dialogue, Parmenides, Plato gives us information which

enables us to arrive at the approximate time of Parmenides life. 1 lato

says that Parmenides once visited Athens with his pupil, Zeno, when

Parmenides w^as sixty-five and Zeno forty. Socrates w as a young man

at the time and had occasion to talk with the distinguished visitors;

and that is the hook on which Plato hangs the dialogue. Since w'e

know that Socrates was seventy wiien he was put to death in 399 B.C.,

the visit probably occurred about 451-449 B.C. With this information,

we can arrive at the probable date of Parmenides’ birlb and say that

he was in his prime about 475 B.C. This does not agree with the

date assigned by Diogenes Laertius, but there is fairly general agree-

ment that Plato can be relied on in this matter. The best argument

for accepting the accuracy of Plato’s information is that there would

have been no need to have been so specific; and that since he w^as,

it is more likely than not tliat the ages he gives are true.

Elea was a town in southern Italy, not far from Croton and Meta-

pontium, where the Pythagoreans were influential. It is not surprising,
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therefore, to learn that Parmenides was a Pythagorean. It is said

that Parmenides was converted to the contemplative life by Amcinias,

a Pythagorean, although he is also said to have been a pujiil of

Xenophanes. Cornford (Plato and Parmenides, p. 2H), speaks of

Parmenides as “a dissident Pythagorean” and we will see the basis

for tliis description in our analysis of Parmenides’ poem. We have a

good deal more to work with in the case of Parmenides tlian was true

of any philosopher we have previously considered. We have the in-

troductory portion of his poem \\ Inch tells us in an allegorical fashion

a good deal about wliat follows; moreover, large portions of the body
of the poem have come down to us and we are able to arrange them
in what seems to have been their original order. As we shall see,

there is very little of the “poetic” in the Parmenidean doctrine; the

prologue gives us a hint as to why he chose the form of presentation

he did. As a poet, Parmenides is not held in very high esteem by
knowledgeable scholars. Besides Xenophanes, there are only two
philosophers who wrote in verse, Parmenides and Empedocles, who
imitated Parmenides. Perhaps we can say of Parmenides what Aris-

totle said of his imitator: the poetry does' not matter. We mention
this to indicate that Parmenides presents no special instance of the

problem raised in tlie first chapter because he expressed himself in

verse. It is Simplicius, incidentally, to whom we are primarily indebted
for our possession of so much of what Parmenides wrote; he introduced
much of it in his commentaries on Aristotle. The prologue was pre-

served by Sextus Empiricus.

The fragment opens abruptly with the statement that Parmenides,
the man who knows, is being borne in a car on the renowned way
of the goddess through all the towns. Attended by maidens, Par-

menides describes the sound made by the whirling axle and then,

the daughters of the sun throw back the veils from their faces and
leave the abode of night. At the entreaty of the maids, the gates

of the ways of night and day are thrown open, Parmenides enters

and is greeted by the goddess.

Welcome, O youth, that comest to my abode on the car that bears

thee tended by immortal charioteers! It is no ill chance, but right and
justice that has sent thee forth to travel on this way. Far indeed does
it lie from the beaten track of men. Meet it is tliat thou shouldst learn

all things, as well the unshaken heart of well-rounded truth, as the

opinions of mortals in which is no true belief at all. Yet none the less

thou shalt learn these things also-how passing right through all

things one should judge the tilings that seem to be.

The heightened tone of this prologue is thought to have been

adopted in order to win respect for what is to follow. In fact, some
think the prologue and the epic form were chosen to dress up an

otherwise dull doctrine; but the prologue seems to be saying that
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I'armenicles has in hand what must be regarded as a divine revela-

tion The goddess has spoken to him, even as a young man, and 1 1

is to learn all things. This is by way of conversion and the opening

sentence seems to suggest that Parmenides has sought m va'" *;^0“gh

many towns the knowledge that his heart desired, while aU a^^

unbeknownst to him, he was being led on to t e ga es
i ^ .

day, and to the goddess whose revelation he would make l^no'^n to

us ^ The goddess instructs Parmenides in two ways; he is to

all tiling^ both “well-rounded truth” and the opinions of men

The first is far from the usual thoughts of men; but “ ^
truth. The same cannot be said for the opinions of men But do

tliou restrain thy thought from this way of mquiry, nor let habit by

its much e.xperience force thee to cast upon this way a wandermg

eye or sounding ear or tongue; but learn by arpment
1

“®

inuch disputed proof uttered by me. There is only one way [eft that

can be spoken of . . .
.” We find in this passage, sbll part of the

prologue apparently, an opposidon between the two ways, t a o

opinion and of truth, e.xpressed in terms of an opposiUon between t

senses and argument or reason. The goddess asks that Parmenides

eschew the senses and listen to the argument she will give m orpr

that he might grasp the truth. As will appear, Parmenides is attacking

tlie views of liis predecessors, both those of the Ionian physicists and

of the Pythagoreans whose cosmogony has many points of similarity

with the Ionian.

The fragments wliich hiive come down to us can be divided ac-

cording to the indications of the prologue into those pertaining to

the way of truth and those belonging to the way of opinion. It has

been a matter of much discussion as to why the poem of Parmemps

should contain doctrine which he himself describes as utterly false.

Why should he not confine himself to well-rounded truth and forget

false opinions? Surely because the goddess revealed both; but why

was this done? He is to learn all things, the false as well as the true;

but above all, he is going to learn how to distinguish between tlie

two. First we must consider the way of truth.

Come now, I will tell thee-and do thou hearken to my saying and

carry it away-the only two ways of search that exist for thinking.

The first, namely, that it is and cannot not be is the way of belief,

for truth is its companion. The other namely that it is not and it

must needs not be-that, I tell thee, is a path that none can learn of

at all. For thou canst not know what is iiot--that is impossible—nor

utter it; for the same thing exists for thinking and for being.

We have here the initial statement on which all else ultimately de-

pends for Parmenides; unfortunately, it is not a very clear statement.

Let us take him to be saying that, if a thing is, it is and cannot not

be, since it is impossible to think of sometliing as not being. Parme-
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nides is convinced that it is nonsense to speak of something as not

being, since it would seem that it somehow is and then is said not

to be; but he will not allow that we can think of what is not as if

it were. Indeed, if something can be spoken of and thought, it is,

and that is all there is to it. “It needs must be that what can be

spoken and thought is; for it is possible for it to be, and it is not

possible for what is nothing to be. That is what I bid thee ponder.”

The goddess now suggests that the false way is twofold. The truth

is that it is; the false that it is not, but there is a variation in falsehood

insofar as men speak as if something could both be and not be.

I hold thee back from this first way of inquiry, and from this other

also, upon which mortals knowing naught wander two-faced . . . un-

discerning crowds who hold that to be and not to be are the same,

yet not the same, and that of all things the path is backward-turning.

Comford suggests that the attempt to reconcile being and non-being

is actually an effort to accept both reason and the senses and that,

once more, Parmenides is saying that we must leave the reports of

the senses behind and rely on reason alone. Xenophanes and Heracli-

tus expressed some doubts aboqt sense perception; Parmenides, how-

ever, goes far beyond them, for he maintains that nothing but falsity

can be gotten from the senses. The senses give rise to the notion of

opposites and contraries, to the belief that one thing is such-and-such

and another is not such-and-such.

Thus far the doctrine of Parmenides seems utterly abstract and

unrelated to the thought of his predecessors. lie has insisted, in

effect, on the difference between being and non-being. Being is being

and non-being is non-being, and there is an end to it. Despite the

differences, we can detect a continuity between Parmenides and his

predecessors. The lonians had each spoken of some one, primal thing

whose modifications and states produce a multiplicity of things—

things which are contrary to one another: this one is not that one and

vice versa. Nonetheless, there is some one nature, alive and divine,

which pervades all things and which survives the ceaseless change of

the many things perceived by the senses. When Xenophanes speaks

of the one divine thing and the deceptiveness of the senses, he is not

really going against the physical philosophers; he can be seen rather

as laying even greater stress on the one which is stable and unchang-

ing. Heraclitus finds unity in the proportionate and ordered changing

of one opposite into another and back again. What is unchanging is

change; and given the fact that one thing can change into another,

opposites in a sense are not as other as we might think. The Pytha-

goreans, too, speak of the world as proceeding from a primitive unit;

growing out of that unit in its multiplicity and variety. Parmenides

reacted against all these views, though like his predecessors he begins

with the one—with what is. The one thing can be called being and
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the doctrine of Parmenides is that, when reason reflects on this one,

it will seem that what philosophers had hitherto said is imacceptable

to thought. The senses, of course, report multiplicity, the opposition

of one thimr to another and so forth; but this simply cannot be tlie

case. Being is; non-being is not. Given the truth of that proposition,

the falsitv of earlier doctrines can be made manifest, even though the

truth is surprising and far from the beaten path of men; for trut i

appeals to reason alone and can be attained only if we abandon

the senses Parmenides does not seem to be saying that anyone

would explicitly maintain that nothing exists, that non-being is but

the variant of the position-that being is somehow the same and yet

not the same as non-being-is held by many. As we shall see, it is

this variant of the way of falsity which is at issue m the second part

of the body of Parmenides’ poem. His predecessors had all main-

tained in one way or another that being arose out of non-bemg.

What is the argument Parmenides is asked to heed?

One path only is left for us to speak of, namely, that It is. In this path

are verv many tokens that what is, is unborn and imperishable, for

it is whole, immovable and without end. Nor was it ever, nor will

it be; for now it is, all at once, a continuous one.

Being—what is—will be shown to have certain properties, namely,

that it did not come to be nor will it cease to be. “For what kind of

origin for it wilt thou look? In what way and from what

source could it have drawn its increase? If being has come to be, we

must be able to assign some source for it. “I shall not let thee say nor

think that it came from what is not; for it can neither be thought

nor uttered that anything is not.” Can being come from nothing? This

cannot be since we cannot say nor think that nothing is. W e have al-

ready seen Parmenides maintain that what is thought and what is are

one, so that non-being is unthinkable and unutterable. This may seem

curious, since Parmenides insists that others have thought and said

just this. Cornford suggests that what Parmenides means is that

false statements—statements about non-being—have nothing to refer

to and consecpicntly are meaningless. Moreover, Paimenides adds, if

being came from nothing, what prompted it to arise when it did?

There is no reason for it to come forth at one time rather than

another. Being, therefore, is simply being all at once and ever, or

there is simply nothing and always will be.

Our judgment thcrcou depends on this: Is it or is it not? Suiely it

is adjudged, as it needs nuist he, that we are to set aside the one

wav as unthinkable and nameless (for it is no true way), and that

the other path is real and true. How then can what is be going to

he in the future? Or how could it come into being? If it came into

being, it is not; nor is it if it is going to he in the future. Thus is

becoming extinguished and passing away is not to be heard of.
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Being cannot come to be because tlieie is nothing from which it could
come save nothing and it cannot come from that. Being is, right now
and always the same; tenses have no meaning in speaking of being
since it has neither a past nor a future.

There are other properties of the one being.

Nor is it divisible, since it is all alike, and there is no more of it in
one place than in another, to hinder it from holding together, nor
less of it, but everything is full of what is. Wherefore it is wholly
continuous; for what is, is in contact with what is.

The Pythagoreans explained the coming into being of the many by
saying that the primal unit breathed in the void which then served
the function of keeping the split-up units separated from one another.
Thus, in this view, there are interstices in being, and the void of non-
being is employed to explain a multiplicity of things. Parmenides will

liave none of this. Being is a plenum indistinguishable into parts as

if there were more being here than there or as if something inter-

vened between what is and what is. Being is one, homogeneous, the
same throughout, containing and permitting 'no void or non-being.
We see once more that Parmenides does not want to go beyond the
one with wliich his predecessors can be said to begin. First there
was some one nature and then by one process or another, it broke
up into many things and so forth. Parmenides wants to begin and
end with the one being which is wholly the same, unique, admitting
no gaps or distinctions within itself, utterly homogeneous.

Not only is being ingenerable and incorruptible, it does not move.

Moreover, it is immovable in the bonds of mighty chains, without
beginning and without end; since coming into being and passing
away have been driven afar, and true belief has cast them away.
It is the same, and it rests in the selfsame place, abiding in itself.

And thus it remaineth constant in its place; for hard necessity keeps
it in the bonds of the limit that holds it fast on every side. Where-
fore it is not permitted to what is to be infinite; for it is in need of
nothing; while, if it were infinite, it would stand in need of every-
thing.

Being cannot be undetermined, since then it would require a deter-

mination from something else. Rather it is limited and thus complete,
something which leads Parmenides to provide us with an image of
the being he is speaking of.

Since then it has a furthest limit, it is complete on every side, like

the mass of a rounded sphere, equally poised from the center in
every direction; for it cannot be greater or smaller in one place
than in another. For there is nothing that could keep it from reach-
ing out equally, nor can aught that is be more here and less there
than what is, since it is all inviolable.

The well-rounded truth-that what is, is and cannot be-involves a
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^iew of being us a solid sphere in which there is an

lion of being throughout, no gaps, no imbalance. This is

the in liter whatever the senses report. There is one being, unique, im-

mobile, absolutely unehangeable and indivisible. These

have been deduced from the original statement by showing that any

Other possibility is contradictory.

Thus Parmenides has rejected the dualism which defines t o

l\ thacorcan doctrine. Indeed, it can be seen that he has chosen one

column and rejected the other. The left-hand column of opposite

contains limit, Imity and resting or immobility-the

the way of truth. Parmenides is, in the words of Aristotle a non-

natural philosopher, since it is not the world of change w ic i lu

tcrests Wm, that world being for him an illusion from which we are

freed by the way of truth. The being we come to know by reason

one, timeless, unchanging, devoid of all perceptible quahties, a mo-

tionless sphere of completely homogeneous mass.

With Parmenides, philosophy reaches a crisis that is aciite y y

all who follow on him. The vaUdity of the senses has been called

into question and with them, the world of opposites, of hot and

cold smooth and soft, and all other perceptible contraries. W e are

driven by cold reason to a view of being which is austere and un-

compromising and which threatens the beginnings o natural science

aehiLed by Parmenides’ predecessors. We will see later the centra

place Aristotle accords to Parmenides and how important he feels is

his own resolution of the Parmenidean dilemma which makes change

and multiplicity impossible.
in.

The methodology of the Parmenidean poem must be caretull

considered. For the first time, we have a use of reasoning w uc i

moves from an initial statement to inescapable consequences. This

dialectic is something which will be employed by Zeno the pupil of

Parmenides, and we must see in it the beginnings of what comes

to be called logic. The basic procedure is a reduction to absuidity.

Parmenides makes progress by showing that views contrary to his

own involve impossible consequences; when we see this, we are

prepared to accept as the truth the doctrine he would maintain; what

is is and cannot not be. What is not, is not and cannot be. There

is’ no way in which being and non-being can be construed as m any

way the same. To maintain that being is gcnerable or corruptible,

measured by time, divisible or mobile is to fly in the face of these

premises. We must then accept the premises as true and abandon all

hope of reconciling with them the world we see around us. Nonethe-

less the poem of Parmenides has things to say about the ordinary

world. “Here shall I close my trustworthy speech and thought about

the truth. Henceforward learn the beliefs of mortals, giving ear to

the deceptive ordering of my words.
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Before turning to the way of opinion, that part of his poem in

which Parmenides sets forth a doctrine about the world around us,

a doctrine revealed to him by the goddess so that no other mortal will

appear wiser than Parmenides, there is an important question to be

asked. Is the one being of which Parmenides speaks immaterial? In

favor of an affirmative answer is the sharp dichotomy Parmenides

draws between what the senses grasp and what is real for mind. The
latter, the only true being, is then stripped of all sensible qualities

and has none of the properties we should normally associate with the

corporeal or material. On this interpretation, Parmenides’ example of

the sphere would be just that—an example, a simile, an aid to under-

standing—but not a literal description of the one being. Perhaps it

is safer to hesitate here and ask ourselves whether Parmenides can

seriously be taken to have arrived at the notion of a wholly im-

material being, the only being that is. True enough, in speaking of

the one being, he denies of it many properties of sensible bodies, a

process which may suggest all too easily to us an incorporeal, non-

spatial reality. We may even want to suggest that Parmenides was
groping towards sueh a notion, but the fragments we have do not

permit any eategorical statement to the effect that Parmenides has

arrived at the recognition of immaterial reality. Aristotle was of the

opinion that the Eleatics, Parmenides and Melissus, were aware of

no reality beyond the corporeal although they were forced by their

dialectic to the recognition of the need for something unchanging as

a ground for true knowledge. (De Caelo,III, i,2gShi4) What they did

was to question the validity of sensation, deny sensible qualities of

the one being which nevertheless remained a body. In other words,

the Parmenidean being retains the note of spatial extension and, if

doubtless a strange one, is nevertheless a body. As with the Pytha-

goreans, Parmenides speaks in such a way that what he has to say

could be taken to be applicable to non-physical being—provided of

course that tliere is such being and we have some cognitive access to

it. This recognition, on our part, is no argument that the Pytha-

goreans themselves or Parmenides recognized there was such being.

In short, Aristotle’s opinion that they made no such explicit recogni-

tion seems deserving of acceptance. This is not to say that the

procedure of the Pythagoreans and of Parmenides was not destined

to have great influence on later attempts to achieve scientific knowl-

edge of non-physical being. And, again, the method of Parmenides

and his immediate follower, Zeno, had no Little influence on the

development of what came to be called logic.

In tlie way of opinion or of seeming, the poem of Parmenides

passes from what is accessible to reason alone to what the senses re-

port. The goddess has urged Parmenides to give ear to the deceptive

ordering of her words, wluch may refer to the earlier remark that
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hingiKig(^ about what is not is meaningless and that, in tin’s part of

ihe" poem, we find a doctrine concerning things which, truly speak-

ing, arc not. The reason given in the poem for this part of the revela-

tion is that rarmcnidcs must not appear less than anyone else. There

has been much coujccture about the motive for the natural doctrine

of Parmenides, and of course it will occur to one that Parmenides will

enjoy a poor sort of superiority if he surpasses others in the order of

falsehood. Burnet feels that Parmenides is here giving a review of

popular beliefs concerning the physical world, that it is, in effect, a

sketch of the Pythagorean cosmology. Kirk and Raven are unim-

pressed by this estimate, since they fail to find the characteristic

notes of the Pvthagorean doctrine. More positively, they point out

that the ancients uniformly considered the cosmology to be of

I^arrnenides’ own devising. Aristotle feels that Parmenides, in the way

of opinion, is attempting an explanation of the way being appears

to man with his senses, something he could do without in any way

changing his mind that this world in\olves features which are

contradictory to pure reason. Whatever the explanation of this

second part of the body of his poem, it does not contain the influen-

tial portion of Parmenides doctrine; indeed, neither Melissus nor

Zeno seems to e.xhibit the slightest interest in anything save the con-

tent of the way of truth. Moreover, much less of the way of opinion

has come down to us than of the way of truth. It is mainly for this

reason that we shall content ourselves with having given some slight

indication of the difficulties posed by the existence of the way of

opinion, and not go into the many attempts to make sense out of

the few fragments of it we possess. Whatever his motives for setting

it down, Parmenides’ physical doctrine seems to be pretty nearly the

same sort of attempt as his predecessors had made. What is utterly

distinctive of the Eleatic philosopher is the dilemma he poses for

anvone who would take seriouslv what his senses tell him of the

world. All that is false, Parmeudies has argued; what is, is one,

immobile, indivisible, atemporal; it has neither been generated nor

can it ever be destroyed. To put it most succinctly, Parmenides has

called into question the existence of change and multiplicity. Change

is impossible, for if something has come into being, it must first of

all not have been; that is, we would have to say that something

came from nothing. Multiplicity too is unacceptable. Tf there are two

things, two beings, how do they differ? They cannot differ in being,

because that is what they have in common; they cannot differ in

nothing, since that is no difference. There can be no difference in

what is, accordingly, and we must recognize that being is a mono-

lithically unique body. This type of doctrine and the argumentation

which sustains it is the major contribution of Parmenides to the de-

\elopment of Creek philosophv. We can now turn to the defence
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and development that doctrine received in the hands of the followers

of Parmenides.

C. Zeno of Elea

We have seen that Zeno made a journey to Athens with Parmenides
when the latter was sixty-five years old. At that time, Zeno was forty

and, on the basis of the earlier analysis, we can place Zeno’s birth

at approximately 490-485 B.C. The story of his life, meager as it is,

parallels the little we know of his master’s. Zeno is a native of Elea,

and a converted Pythagorean. In liis Parmenides, Plato speaks of a

book written by Zeno in which the pupil essays the defence of

his master against those who object to his doctrine of the one, a

defence that pays the attackers back in their own coin, for, as they

had maintained that many absurdities follow from the position of

Parmenides, so Zeno is intent to show that absurdities equally if not

more great follow from adopting a view opposed to that of Parmeni-
des. Tradition has it that Aristotle, in a lost dialogue of his, credits

Zeno with being the founder of dialectic or logic. Zeno seems to have
been primarily concerned witl; showing that impossible contradic-

tions issue from our acceptance of the reality of motion and of

multiplicity. Let us turn immediately to the consideration of some
of these arguments which have come down to us.

As we have indicated, the arguments of Zeno are directed against

multiplicity and motion. What is the multiplicity against which Zeno
argues? There are at least two possibilities. We may take Zeno
as arguing against the possibility of there being many things in the

macrocosmic world around us; or, and this is the more likely one,

Zeno is arguing against the Pythagorean doctrine that things are

numbers and consequently aggregates of unit-points. Thus anything
is a plurality of such monads which in themselves are indivisible but
have position, that is, are in space, \^fith this in mind, we can turn

to a few of the more than forty arguments Zeno is said to have de-

vised against multiplicity.

If there is a plurality, things will be both great and small; so great
as to he infinite in size, so small as to have no size at all. If what is

had no magnitude, it would not even be. For if it were added to

something else that is, it would make it no larger; for being no size

at all, it could not, on being added, cause any increase in size . . .

But if it is, each thing must have a certain size and bulk, and one
part of it must he a certain distance from another; and the same
argument Iiolds about the part in front of it—it too will have some
size and there will be something in front of it. And it is the same
thing to say this once and to go on saying it indefinitely; for no such
part of it will be the last, nor will one part ever be unrelated to

another. So, if there is a plurality, things must be both small and
great; so small as to have no size at all, so great as to be infinite.
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Zeno may here be seen as putting liis finger on tlic difficulties

which attend the attempt to identify mathematical and physiea

bodies. Any determinate thing vWll be given number ol units; thus

it will be finite in arithmetical and geometrical quantity, such-and-such

a number, and a body of determinate size. Zeno wants to show t la

if we hold that the units have magnitude, things composed of them

are coinc to have to be infinite in size. Between any two units there

must be room for another, and so on to infinity. This point is made

explicitly in another fragment.

If things are a many, they must be just as many as ^ey are, a

neither^more nor less. Now, if they are as many as they they

will be finite in number. If things are a many, tliey will be mhnit

in number; for there will always be other things between them, and

others again between those. And so things are infinite m number.

In mathematical magnitude, we never run out of points; between

any two points on a line, an infinity of points can be designated. When

physical bodies are spoken of as composed of points having magm-

tude, we apply the geometrical doctrine and arrive at the need to

say the physical body is infinite in size. If, on tlie other hand, we

try to elude tlie difficulty by denying that the points of which physi-

cal bodies are composed have size, then we would be hard pressed

to explain how something having size is made up of parts having

no size. This view of things as pluralities of units, then, involves the

idea that bodies are infinite in size and that they have no size at all.

On this interpretation, then, Zeno is looked on as defending the

views of his master against the attacks of the Pythagoreans. The

plurality which involves contradictory consequences is the plurality

of units physical bodies are said to be. But Zeno was also concerne

to defend his master’s doctrine that being is immobile. Plis procedure

is the same; the acceptance of motion involves one in contradictory

consequences. Zeno is credited with four arguments against motion;

they are preserved by Aristotle and are important enough in tliem

selves and for subsequent philosophy to be examined in their enUrety.

The impossibility of traversing a race track-

You cannot traverse an infinite number of points in a finite time.

You must traverse the half of any given distance before you ti-averse

the whole, and the half of that again before you can traverse it.

This goes on to infinity, so that there is an infinite number ot points

in any given space, and you cannot touch an infinite number one

by one in a finite time.

Once more, we have the consequences of the Pythagorean identi-

fication of the mathematical and physical drawn out. If a length is

infinitely divisible and if a physical length is composed of points

having magnitude, then the traversal of a finite space implies the
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traversal of infinite spaces. Aristotle, in first mentioning this paradox

in Book Six of his Physics (233a21), sets it aside by pointing out that

Zeno should have put the same question to time that he puts to

space. The finite time in which one is held to traverse an infinite

distance is itself infinite in much the same way as the finite distance

is. That is, Zeno begins with some such situation as this. I run a mile

in five minutes. The mile, of course, is a finite distance but it can be

infinitely divided into lesser distances. Therefore, in five minutes, a

finite time, I traverse an infinite distance. But, Aristotle observes, the

finite time, five minutes, is divisible to infinity in much the same way

that the mile is. This is not, of course, anything hke a complete answer

to the dilemma, nor did Aristotle think it was. In a neglected passage

in Book Eight of the Physics he returns to the matter, pointing out

the inadequacy of the previous reply. (263a4ff.)

Achilles and the tortoise—

Achilles will never overtake the tortoise. He must first reach the

place from which the tortoise started. By that time the tortoise will

have got some way ahead. Achilles must then make up that, and

again the tortoise will be ahead. He is always coming nearer, but he

never makes up to it.

This is not essentially different from the previous argument, only

more complicated, since we have to do with two moving bodies and

division of space in fractions other than halves. Once more, it is

directed against the view that physical magnitude has the same

properties as mathematical extension.

The arrow—

The arrow in flight is at rest. For, if anything is at rest when it oc-

cupies a space equal to itself, and what is in flight at any given

moment always occupies a space equal to itself, it cannot move.

Once more, the assumption is that time is composed of moments

in the way that the line has been taken to be composed of points.

The moving rows—It will be best to approach this argument by

wav of a diagram.

(a) AAAA
(b) BBBB->
(c) ^CCCC

Imagine a race track on which the four bodies in (a) are sta-

tionary, and consider the bodies in rows (b) and (c) to be moving

past them in opposite directions, with those of (b) occupying a posi-

tion between the goal and middle point of the track and those of (c)

between the midpoint and the start. With this example, Zeno wants

to .show that half a given time is equal to twice the same time. As
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the race ends, the first body in (b) reaches the last body in (c) at

the same moment as the first in (c) reaches the last in (b), but at

this moment, the first in (c) has passed all the bodies in (b) whereas

the first in (b) has passed only half tlie bodies in (a). Thus, the

first in (b) has taken up only half the time as the first in (e). The

movement of (c) with respect to (b) is double the movement of

(e) with respect to (a), since the first body of (c) passes all the

bodies of (b) and half those of (a). Thus, while each body in (b) has

passed two in (a), each body in (c) has passed four in (b). Zeno

can be taken to have proved that it is impossible to think of space

and time as composed of indivisible units. That is, he is making the

point that the sensible and the mathematical are not the same thing,

that the properties of the latter cannot be attributed to the former.

It is just this confusion that the Pythagoreans seem guilty of, and

Zeno is justified in drawing out the implications of that confusion.

Here is the wav Aristotle deals with this argument.

The fourth argument is that concerning the two rows of bodies,

each row being composed of an equal number of bodies of equal

size, passing each other on a race-course as they proceed with equal

velocity in opposite directions, the one row originally occupying the

space between the goal and the middle ]‘)oiut of the course and the

other that between the middle point and the starting-post. This, he

thinks, involves the conclusion that half a given time is equal to

double that time. The fallacy of the reasoning lies in the assumption

that a bodv occupies an equal time in passing with equal velocity

a body that is in motion and a body of ecpial size that is at rest;

which is false. (P/if/s/c5,VI,9,239b33)

D. MeJissus of S(U7WS

Although Mclissus moves us geographically back to the area

where Greek philosophy began, his acceptance of the doctrine of

Parmenides dictates his inclusion with the Italian school. He led the

Samian fleet that defeated that of the Athenians in a battle fought

in 441-140 B.C. We know little else of the life of this man; and

it is dubious whc*tlier he was ever in personal contact with Parmenides,

although he is said to have been his pupil. This is thought to have

been based on what lu‘ wrote rather than on any knowledge of, or

association with, the Ideatic philosopher.

Wo have already seen that Parmenides maintained that being

was finite, meaning bv this that it was perfect of itself and needed

nothing outside itself in order to attain perfection. Melissus, many of

whose fragments arc simply repetitions of Parmenides, departs from

his master on this matter of the finitude of being.

Since, then, it has not come into being, and since it is, was ever,

and ever shall be, it has no beginning or end, but is without limit.

Imr, if it had come into being, it would have had a beginning (for it
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w'ould have begun to come into being at some time or other) and an
end (for it would have ceased to come into being at some time or
other); but, if it neither began nor ended, and ev’er was and ever
shall be, it has no beginning or end; lor it is not possible for any-
thing to be over unless it all exists. (Fr. 2)

This argument did little to earn for Melissus the esteem of Aris-

totle, who points out that Melissus thinks he has a right to say that if

that whicli has come into being has a beginning, that that which has
not come into being has no beginning. Despite the fallaciousness of

his reasoning, we can conjecture why it was that Melissus felt he must
depart from Parmenides on the matter of the finitude of being. If

being were a finite sphere, one could easily imagine that the sphere
was bounded by the void, which could sound very much like saying
that nothing is, what makes being what it is. The fragment just

quoted seems to fluctuate between talk of a beginning in time and a
spatial beginning; Melissus wants to deny both of being. It is eternal in

duration and infinite in extension. This infinite extension is of a very
curious kind, apparently, since Melissus also denies that being can
be a body. If being is, it must be one; and^ being one, it must have
no body. If it were to liave bulk, it would have parts and be no longer
one.” (Fr. 9) Tannery held that Melissus had arrived at the concep-
tion of immaterial being, but tliat this is not unequivocally so appears
from the way in which Melissus speaks of the infinity of being. It

had no beginning in time; but as well it has no limits as to spatial

extension. It seems one thing to say that something is not spatially

limited and that the notion of spatial limitation or illimitation is in-

applicable to it. Fragment 9 is surely difficult to reconcile with Frag-
ment 2, and we must admire Melissus’ grasp of what seems to have
escaped Parmenides, namely, that his spherical being despite his

protestation, is divisible.

If we permit ourselves a few summary remarks on the Eleatic

school, it is because something of extreme importance seems almost
to have been reached by its members—though doubtless for the wrong
reasons. The sharp dichotomy drawn between reason and the senses
is destined to liave a great impact on subsequent philosophy, together
with the allied implication that the object of reason must be immut-
able if there is to be a foundation for true knowledge. Whatever the

senses report, change seems impossible for, if we admit it, we seem
committed to the view that something comes from nothing. Better,

then, to reject sense perception and accept only what makes sense

to reason. This leads to extremely Pickwickian statements about
being. With Parmenides we are faced with a unique, homogeneous
sphere devoid of all sense qualities. Zeno defends this conception

against attack by taking the opposed position and showing that it

inv^olves contradictory consequences. One might say that Zeno leaves
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the enemy demolished but the vietory meaningless-a reeognition

that has led to the deseription of Zeno as a seeptic for whom nothing

is true, sinee all positions are suseeptible of fatal attack W^atev

the truth of this description, Zeno is engaged solely m attacking the

opposition and does not directly defend the position of Parmenides.

Melissus, on the other hand, makes the Parmenidean doctrine lus

oxvn altering it when he feels that it is in need of alterations lest it

become an untenable position. Hence his great correction of the mas-

ter when he says that being must be infinite. Further, being canno

be a body, since this would involve having parts. Though none of

this leads to a definitely established grasp of the existence of

being other than corporeal being, the language in which tiese rnen

express themselves is such that what they say, as Aristotle pomted

out, seems to have application beyond the physical world i ere

is such a beyond; for surely this is not evident. Doubtless it is anach-

ronistic to speak of Parmenides as the first metaphysician but equally

doubtless he has managed to present his thought m such a way that

later thinkers saw a path opening before them which they were t e

first to trod. Another extremely important aspect of the Parmemdean

school, particularly in Zeno, is its awareness of the force of the form of

argumentation. An ideal is thereby set for future philosophizing and,

consequently, a need gradually becomes recognized of examinmg tor

their own sake the forms of argument. It may be that when Aristotle

called Zeno the father of dialectic, he meant dialectic m the sense

of his own Topics, such that Zeno is seen to take the position granted

him and to proceed from that. Nonetheless, Zeno can be called the

father-or at least the grandfather-of logic in the wide sense, in that

his rigorous procedure made men conscious of their own procedures

in establishing the desired conclusion. Of more immediate impact was

the doubt cast on the possibility of change and motion. If the admis-

sion of change involved the admission of something coming from

nothing, then natural philosophy was in an impossible quandry. No

one who wanted to continue the kind of speculation that had begun

with the lonians could conscientiously avoid the Parmenidean attack

on motion and change. It is from this vantage point that we can best

appreciate the efforts of Empedocles and Anaxagoras.



CHAPTER IV

Empedocles of Acragas
Empedocles was said to have been in his prime in 450 B.C., to

have been younger than Anaxagoras, whom we shall consider next,

but to have begun his pliilosophical career earlier. A native of

Acragas in Sicily, he was very active politically, an ardent democrat

to whom many wondrous feats were attributed and duly recorded

by Diogenes Laertius. It is possible to argue, as Freeman has, that

these anecdotes are more likely than not based on elements in the

works of Empedocles rather than on independent knowledge of

what he did. The same is perhaps true of the stories that he was a

miracle worker.

We possess some one hundred and fifty fragments of the writings

of Empedocles, and tlie survivals of two poems, which together origi-

nally totaled five thousand lines, the one called On Nature, tlie other

Kaiharnwi or Purifications. We are, then, in a rather better position

to grasp the teaching of Empedocles than of earlier thinkers. The frag-

ments reveal a man interested both in knowledge about the natural

world and in religion. A prose work on medicine, numerous tragedies

and other poems were also said to have been written by Empedocles;

but the assumption is that the fragments we possess are from the two

poems first mentioned and that, whatever the truth about other

writings, our estimate of Empedocles must be based on his On Nature

and Purifications. We will see that it has been thought difficult to

reconcile the contents of these two poems. We indicated in an earlier

chapter that Aristotle did not have a high opinion of Empedocles as

a poet, saying that about the only thing he had in common with

Homer was the fact that he wrote in verse, that he should be classified

as a physiologue rather than a poet, and that his verse is a poor vehicle

for expressing scientific views, since it is filled with ambiguity.

(Poetics, 1447bl7) He is one of those, Aristotle feels, who writes in

verse to conceal the fact that he has nothing to say. {Rhetoric,

1407a31) As an example of these defects, Aristotle observes that to

call the sea the sweat of the earth, as Empedocles did, makes a good

metaphor but is not a scientific statement. {Meteorology, 357a24)

65
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Given this judgment, one is permitted to wonder if there is not a

little irony in Arist()lle’s calling Empedocles the father of rhetoric as

Zeno is the father of dialectic. Lucretius, of course, had a different

view of Empedocles and praised both his style and his doctrine. {De

reriim noturo, 714ff.
)
Empedocles’ poem On Nciture is addressed to

his pupil, Pausanias; Purifications addresses itself to the citizens of

Acragas.

Empedocles is said to have been, with Zeno, a student of Parme-

nides, and Theophrastus says that he is an imitator of Parmenides,

something which surely has in view the fact that both men wrote

in verse, fie is also said to have listened to Pythagoreans.

A. On Nciture

Before turning to the intrinsic evidence of the influence of

Parmenides on Empedocles, we shall examine the introductory portion

of the poem, for that too reveals a debt to the great Eleatic thinker.

Empedocles asks Pausanias to give ear to what he has to say tliat

he might learn all that a man can learn. That it is difficult for a man

to acquire wisdom is clear from the severe limitations on each of us;

we are necessarily restricted to our own particular experience, which

is ours largely by chance, and which is circumscribed by birth and

our all too swift death. Moreover, the senses constantly break in upon

and disrupt our thought.

For straitened are the powers that are spread over their bodily

parts, and many are the woes that burst in on them and blunt the

edge of their careful thoughts. They behold but a brief span of

life that is no life, and, doomed to swift death, are borne up and fly

off like smoke. Each is convinced of that alone which he had chanced

upon as he is hurried every way, and idly boasts he has found the

whole.

Pausanias is fortunate to have found the way here, but Empedocles

promises him only what a man can learn. Empedocles then appeals

to the gods to turn his own tongue from the madness of those who

think they possess knowledge, and asks tliat he might “hear what is

lawful for the children of a day. Speed me on my way from the abode

of Holiness and drive my willing car.” (Fr.4) The allusion to Par-

menides’ own divinely directed chariot ride seems clear.

The influence of Parmenides is seen in the content of the poem as

well. “Fools!— for they have no far-rcacliing thoughts—who deem that

what before was not comes into being, or that aught can rise from

what in no way is, and it is impossible and unheard of that what is

should perish; for it will always be, wherever one may keep putting

it.” (Fr.11,12) “And in the All there is naught empty and naught too

full.” (Fr.l3) We could ask for no clearer indication that Empedocles

has accepted the argument of the way of truth as utterly inescapable.
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Being cannot come from nothing nor can it become nothing; the all

is a plenum, with no more being here than there, and the void or
non-being is impossible. Now we have seen that, for Parmenides, this

argument leads to the view that the physical or natural world, the
world of change and becoming, is only an illusion. If Empedocles
had accepted that consequence, he would hold considerably less in-

terest for us than he does, \\diat gives him importance in the story

we are attempting to follow is the fact that he accepts the position

of Parmenides, the way of truth, and yet writes a work on nature. He
does not, as we shall see, discount the testimony of the senses, nor is

he willing to dismiss the world around him as an illusion that simply
cannot be what it so clearly is, a world of many things which come
and go. The reconciliation of this unquestioned presupposition of
Ionian cosmology and the way of truth of Parmenides is Empedocles’
great contribution and the surest indication that Parmenides had in-

deed posed a problem that later thinkers did not feel they could
ignore.

First of all, Empedocles comes to the defense of the validity of
sense perception. ^

'/

Hold not thy sight in greater credit as compared with thy hearing,
L e thy resounding ear above the clear instructions of thy

tongue; and do not withhold thy confidence in any of thy other bodi-
ly parts by which there is an opening for understanding, but consider
everything in the way it is clear. (Fr. 4)

The senses are to be accepted for what they are, the paths to un-
derstanding, the openings we have on the world through which
leality can come to be known by us. \Vith this departure from Par-
menides, the diffieulty of the task Empedocles sets himself becomes
even more acute. Trust in the senses is to be coupled with the ac-
ceptance of the austere and non-natural argument of the way of
truth. How is this to be accomplished?

fleai fiist the four roots of all things: shining Zeus, life-bringing
Hera, Aidoneus and Nestis whose tear-drops are a well-spring to mor-
tals.” (Fr. 6) Empedocles is here assigning the four roots or elements
out of which all things grow and he gives them names of gods, names
which were intended to convey fire, air, earth and water. The
mythological flavor of Empedocles’ poem is clear here, and there has
been some discussion as to which divine name was to be taken for
which element. Nestis is clearly water; Zeus and Hera are probably
fire and air respectively, and Aidoneus earth. (See Freeman, p.181)
These roots are uncreated. (Fr.7)

And I shall tell thee another thing. There is no nature (phtjsis) of
anv of all the things that perish, nor any cessation for them of bane-
ful death. They arc only a mingling and interchange of what has
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been mingled. Nature is but a name given to these things by men.

(Fr. 8)

The things around us that come and go are not anytliing other than

a coming together of the four roots, a coming together that cedes to

separation.

But they (hold?) that when Light and Air (ehance?) to have been

mingled^in the fashion of a man, or in the fashion of the raee of wild

beasts or of plants or birds, that tlrat is to be born
I

things have been separated once more, they call it woeful death.

follow tlie custom and call it so myself. [Fr. 9]

It is just here, in Diels' ordering of the fragments, that we find

Empedocles repeating the argument of the way of truth. This sug-

gests that what we call being and becoming and perishing is not Uuly

Ling, becoming and perishing; for they apply to things like men and

beasts and plants which are simply the coming together of the four

roots or elements. This is no true becoming and such collections have

no true nature (physis) of then: own. What truly are are the four

elements and of them there is no becoming or perishing. We can

begin to see here how Empedocles is going to eat his Parmemdean

pie and keep it, too. The senses tell us that there are many things in

the world, things that come and go, and in our language we speak

of nature, of becoming and perishing. But these are not the things

which truly are and consequently we should not take the language o

change too seriously, as if it applied to being in the rich sense, ^^mat

brings about what we call becoming and perishing?

I shall tell thee a Uvofold tale. At one time it grew to be one only

out of many; at another, it divided up to be many instead of one.

There is a double becoming of perishable things and a double passing

away. The coming together of all things brings one generation into

being and destroys it; the other grows up and is scattered as things

become divided. And these things never cease continually changing

places, at one time all uniUng in one through love, at another each

borne in different directions by the repulsion of Strife. Thus, as far

as it is their nature to grow into one out of many, and to become

many once more when the one is parted asunder, so far they come

into being and their life abides not. But, inasmuch as they never

cease changing their places continually, so far they are ever im-

movable as tliey go round the circle of existence. But come, hearken

to my words, for it is learning that increaseth wisdom. As I said

before, when I declared the heads of my discourse, 1 shall tell

tliee a twofold tale. At one time it grew together to be one only

out of many, at another it parted asunder so as to be many instead

of one;-Fire and Water and Earth and the mighty height of Air;

dread Strife too apart from these, of equal weight to each, and

Love in their midst, equal in length and breadth. Her do thou con-

template with thy mind, nor sit with dazed eyes. It is she tliat is

known as being implanted in the frame of mortals. It is she that

makes them have droughts of love and work the works of peace.
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They call her by the names of Joy and Aphrodite. Her has no mor-

tal yet marked moving around among them, but do thou attend to

the undeceitful ordering of my discourse. For ail these are equal and

alike in age, yet each has a different prerogative and its own
peculiar nature, but they gain the upper hand in turn when the time

comes round. And nothing comes into being besides these, nor do

they pass away; for, if they had been passing away continually, they

would not be now, and what could increase this All and whence could

it come? How, too, could it perish, since no place is empty of these

things? There are these alone; but, running through one anotlier,

they become now this, now that, and like things evermore. (Fr. 17)

Tiiis lengthy passage contains the nub of Empedocles’ cosmology.

We now learn that, besides fire, air, earth and water, there are two

other principles, the causes of their coming together to form beings

and of their separation in the destruction of those things. There seem

to be opposite poles at one of which love has collected the elements

together in a whole or one, at the other of which strife has driven

apart into a many. There is a continuous shuttling back and forth be-

tween these two extremes in a cosmic cycle that is ever repeated. This

cycle does not entail that being, the four elements, change, for they

are ever the same throughout tjie 6ycle. This, we have sfeen, is Em-
pedocles’ way of accepting the strictures of Parmenides. Nothing real-

ly real comes to be or ceases to be but only compounds of the things

that really are. E;npedocles further observes that the process itself is

unchanging. We have, then, overtones of Herachtus as well as of

Parmenides. What is more, it is difficult to avoid being reminded of

Anaximander when we read Empedocles’ description of the way in

which what we call beings arise. Notice that Empedocles draws our

attention to the “undeceitful ordering of his words,” as opposed

doubtless to the goddess’ deceptive ordering of words when she speaks

to Parmenides of the world of nature. The principles of Hate and

Love differ in this, that Hate is outside the elements whereas Love

is in them, though botli are of equal weight with fire, air, earth and

water. And, Love, while it is described as that which men name as in

themselves, is described, as is Strife, in bodily terms; both have

length and breath. When the elements are brought together by Love to

form a one, we find yet another instance of affinity with Parminides.

“But he was equal on every side and quite without end, spherical

and round, rejoicing in his circular solitude.” (Fr. 28) This notion

that tlie one brought about by the influence of Love is spherical is

repeated in many other fragments. Strife is excluded from this sphere,

doubtless explaining the earlier description of it as outside. Somehow

or other. Strife begins to work its way into the sphere which is

described in personal terms as a god.

But when Strife was grown great in the limbs of the god and sprang

forth to claim his prerogatives, in tlie fulness of the alternate time
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set for tliein by tfie iiiiglily oath . . . for all the limbs of the god in

turn quaked. (Fr. 30,31)

Tliis conjures up the image of the breaking up of the sphere by Strife

and the consequent dispersal of the elements, capable, however, of

lesser comings-together which produce the things of our sense experi-

ence. Before seeing a cosmogony in this disruption of the sphere,

we might point out that the oath of Love and Strife seems to intro-

duce a seventh element into Empedocle’s picture of ultimate explana-

tions. The echo of Anaximander is here, too, of course, and with it a

mythological element which seems to go contrary to Empedocles'

assertion that he is simply describing the way things have to be; the

oath may be a metaphorical expression of this natural necessitation,

but it is a factor that has been the occasion of no little discussion.

Empedocles' doctrine as to how the world we are in came to

be constituted by the disruption of the sphere has not come down

to us in the fragments, although ancient writers have things to say

on the subject. From them we learn that air was first separated off

from the sphere, then fire which hardened the air thus forming the

outer sphere of our world which is half fire and causes day, the other

mainly air and the cause of night. Earth was separated off and re-

tains a central position in the cosmos because of the whirling move-

ment of the heavens, kept in place, Aristotle suggests, in the way

water stays in a swung bucket. W’ater is squeezed out of the earth.

All this happens by chance, Empedocles insists. (Fr. 53)

Empedocles lias a good deal to say about how living things arose.

The following passage from Aetius indicates how strange Empedo-

cles’ doctiane was.

Empedocles held that the first generations of animals and plants

were not complete, but consisted of separate limbs not joined

together; the second, arising from the joining of these limbs, were

like creatures in dreams; the third was the generation of whole-

natured forms; and the fourth arose no longer from the homo-

eomerous substances such as earth or water, but by generation, in

some cases as the result of the condensation of their nourishment,

in others because feminine beauty excited the sc.xual urge; and the

various species of animals were distinguished by the quality of the

mixture in them (Diels, A72; Kirk and Raven)

\Vc have, in the fragments, soiiu* indication of these various stages.

“The kindly earth received in its broad funnels two parts of gleaming

Nestis out of the eight, and four of Ilcphaistos (fire). So arose white

bones divinely fitted together by the cement of proportion.” (Fr. 96)

And the earth, anchoring in the perfect harbours of Aphrodite

(Cypnis), meets with the.se in nearly equal proportions, with

Hepnaistos and Water and gleaming Air—either a little more of it,

or less of them and more of it. From these did blood arise and the

manifold forms of flesh. (Fr. 98)
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We are asked to notice the influence of tlie Pytliagorean notion of

proportion or liarmony in this description of tlie formation of bone,

flesh and blood by the coming together of tlie elements. Once these

have been explained, the existence of limbs seems accounted for, and

Empedocles says “Solitary limbs wandered seeking for union.”

(Fr. 58) Or, yet more graphically, “On it (the earth) many heads

sprung up without necks and arms wandered bare and bereft of

shoulders. Eyes strayed up and down in want of foreheads.” (Fr. 57)

These surrealistic scenes answer to the first stage mentioned by

Aetius. The second sta^e is covered bv other fragments. “But as

divinity was mingled still further with divinity, these things joined

together as each might chance, and many other things l^esides them

continually arose.” (Fr. 59) Empedocles tells of many handed crea-

tures (Fr. 60) and of:

Many creatures with faces and breasts looking in different directions

were born; some, offspring of oxen with faces of men, while others,

again, arose as oflspring of men with the heads of oxen, and creatures

in whom the nature of w'omen and men was mingled, furnished wntli

sterile parts. (Fr. 61)

Aristotle suggests that successful compounds survived, others

perished.

Wherever, then everything turned out as it would have if it were
happening for a puipose, there the creatures survived, being acci-

dentally compounded in a suitable way; but where this did not hap-

pen, the creatures perished and are perishing still, as Empedocles
says of his ‘man-faced ox-progeny.’ (P/ij/.s/cs,lI,8,198b29)

Fragment 63 seems to describe the third stage mentioned by Aetius,

and, of course, the fourth stage is covered by all the fragments in

which Empedocles is speaking of the world as we know it.

Empedoeles’ explanation of how sensation takes plaee has always

oecasioned comment. “For it is with earth that we see earth, and water

with water, by fire destroying fire; l)y love do we see love, and hate

by grievous hate.” (Fr. 109) We perceive what is outside us through

the same thing within us, so that perception involves like answering

to like. Moreover, Empedocles speaks of things as giving off a stream

of particles which are picked up by the same element within us in

sensation. “Know that effluences flow from all things that have come
into being.”(Fr.89;Burnet) Plutarch tells us that Empedoeles sav’

this as an eroding process the term of which was the destruction of

the thing from which the effluenees flow. This theory of knowledge'

would seem to entail that we ouglit to get into the presence of the

right things in order that their effluences might flow into us and

transform us. (Fr.l06) We saw earlier (Fr.4) that the senses provide

an opening for understanding. All knowledge seems to involve the

response of like to like; to know is to become what we know, in
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what would seem to be a physical change and, consequently, a

resultant physical resemblance.

For, if, supported on thy steadfast mind, thou wHt contemplate

tliese things with good intent and faultless care, then shalt Aou av

all these things in abundance throughont thy life, and *ou shall

gain many others from them. For these things pow of themselves

fnto thy heart, where is each man’s true nature. But if thou strivest

after things of another kind, as it is the way with men that ten

thousand lorry matters blunt their careful thoughts soon wi 1 the e

things desert thee when the time comes round; for they long to

return once more to their own kind; for know that all things have

wisdom and a share of thought. (Fr.llO)

Somehow one retains possesion of what he has learned by contempla-

Hon- distraction leads to the escape of what is gotten by knowledge

back to like things outside of man. It is not surprising, on tWs explana-

tion of thought, to learn that all things have a share of thought; ttas

is repeated in another fragment. “Thus have all things thought by

fortune’s will ’’(Fr.103) Indeed, what we call thought is iden-

tified with the flow of blood. “(The heart), dwelling in the sea of

blood that runs in opposite directions, where chiefly is what men call

thought; for the blood round the heart is the thought of men. (Fr. 105)

Both sensation and thought are explained in a purely matenahstic

fashion, then; knowledge is picking up the particles of things which

flow ceaselessly from them until they are destroyed. By the same

token, distraction can cause what we have learned to seep from us.

As for blood as thought, Theophrastus conjectures that this w-as

chosen because it is in the blood that the elements are especially

blended. v j

Empedocles had begun his poem on nature with a somber de-

scription of the evanescence of the life of man, ^he brief span of

time allotted to him, his being buffeted hither and thither, until all

too soon his life is snuffed out. While this description is by way of

preparing Pausanias for the recognition that wisdom has hitherto gone

undiscovered by man, Empedocles will promise to teach only what

a man can learn. Fragment 111 suggests that Empedocles thought the

working of marvels to be among such objects of learning, and his

theory of knowledge would seem to lend itself rather easily to magical

interpretations. However, the note we want to end on here, one

which provides a bridge to the consideration of Empedocles* other

poem, is that our Sicilian wise man has such a view of human exis-

tence’ that we could expect him to seek consolation soniewhere to

offset the chancey aspects of our existence. This is something that he

seems to have done in his other poem.

B. Purifications

We have mentioned earlier that this poem is addressed to Empedo-
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cles’ fellow citizens of Acragas. Approximately one-third of the frag-

ments of Empedocles are thought to be survivals of this poem, so

that we have somewhat less to go on than we had in discussing the

other work. What appears to be the opening passage has its startling

aspects.

Friends that inhabit the great town looking down on the yellow

rock of Acragas, up by the citadel, busy in goodly works, harbors

of honor for the stranger, men unskilled in meanness, all hail. I go

about among you an immortal god, no mortal now, honored among
all as is meet, crowned with fillets and flowery garlands. Straightway,

whenever I enter with tliese in my train, botli men and women,
into the flourishing towns, is reverence done me; they go after me
in countless throngs, asking of me what is the way to gain; some
desiring oracles, while some, who for many a weary day have been

pierced by the grievous pangs of all manner of sickness, beg to hear

from me the word of healing. (Fr.ll2)

Empedocles had a reputation for being arrogant, and it is not un-

likely that the view was based on such passages as this. His modesty

is superhuman. “But why do I harp on these tilings, as if it were

any great matter that I should surpass mortal, perishable men?” (Fr.

113) Empedocles goes on to explain diow it is that he is immortal.

There is an oracle of Necessity, an ancient ordinance of the gods,

eternal and sealed fast by broad oaths, that whenever one of the

daemons, whose portion is length of days, has sinfully polluted his

hands with blood, or followed strife and forsworn himself, he must
wander thrice ten thousand seasons from the abodes of the blessed,

being born throughout the time in all manners of mortal forms

changing one toilsome path of life for another. For the mighty
Air drives him into the Sea, and the Sea spews him forth on the dry

Earth; Earth tosses him into tlie beams of the blazing sun, and he
flings him back to the eddies of Air. One takes him from the other,

and all reject him. One of these I now am, an exile and a wanderer
from the gods, for that I put my trust in insenate strife. (Fr. 115)

An exile from the gods due to a lapse, Empedocles is rejected in

turn by each of the elements—rejections which of course involve the

taking on of different and varying forms of life. “For 1 have been ere

now a boy and a girl, a bush and a bird and a dumb fish in the sea.”

(Fr.ll7) A god, Empedocles has fallen from a state of honor and

bliss (Fr.119) that make the earthly honors of which he is the

recipient (Fr.ll2) pallid things indeed, and scant consolation for

what he has lost.

Empedocles* description of himself as a fallen god making

retribution for a past fault by a cycle of incarnations finds its parallel

in the view that all men are now in a fallen condition which calls for

purification in order that they might escape from it. Indeed, Empe-

docles is often interpreted as uttering a fact common to all men when

he speaks of himself as a fallen daimon, so that transmigration, the
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c^X’lc of incarnations, is not In's personal afilietion but the common lot

In one fragment he seems to describe a golden age prior to the alli-

ance with strife which has brought about the need for the thrice

ten thousand seasons of wandering through various forms of life.

Nor had they any Ares for a god nor Kudoimos, no nor king Zeus

nor Kronos nor Poseidon, but Kupris as Queen. Her did they propi-

tiate with holv gifts, with painted figures and perfumes of cunning

fragrancy, with offerings of pure ni\rrh and sweet-smelling frankin-

cense, casting on the ground libations of brown honey. And the altar

did not reek with pure bull’s blood, but this was held m the greates

abomination among men, to eat the goodly limbs after tearing out

the life. (Fr. 128)

The golden age is ended by the eating of the flesh of animals, and

Ismpedocles seems to adopt many of the taboos we have seen to have

been part of Pvthagoreanism. Kupris here is Aphrodite or Love, and

Empedocles seems to be describing what is called the reign of love

in the poem on nature. At this time the kinship of man with all

life-another Pythagorean view-was recognized. “For all things were

tame and gentle to man, both beasts and birds, and friendly feelings

were kindled everywhere.” (Fr.130) We remember that Empedocles

attributes his own fall to putting his trust in strife; the god Ares, ab-

sent from the golden age, can be taken to stand for strife and, to

draw a parallel between what Empedocles says in the Purifications

and in On Nature. With strife, dissolution enters in and we have a

descent from unity and wholeness.

Empedocles has some things to say about divinity which deserve

attention; he himself does not think it a small matter what view men

have of the gods. “Blessed is the man who has gained the riches of

divine wisdom; wretched he who has a dim opinion of the gods

in his heart.” (Fr.l32) Now, God is not something which can be

grasped by the senses. “It is not possible for us to set God before

our eyes, or to lay hold of him with our hands, which is the broadest

way of persuasion that leads into the heart of man.”(Fr.^3) We

have already seen how the senses are openings into mans undei-

standing; here Empedocles suggests that there is another way to

wisdom. Since man cannot attain knowledge of divinity from the

things around him in any direct way, there must be some other mode

of aceess. God is not like any of the things we encounter in the

world around us.

I’or he is not furnished with a human head on his body, two

branches do not sprout from his shoulders, he has no feet, no svyift

knees, nor hairy parts; hut he is only a sacred and unutterable mind

Hashing through the whole world with rapid thoughts. (Fr. 134)

This description bears a remarkable similarity to the description of

the sphere of being during the leign of love, contained in a frag
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ment thought to belong to the poem On Nature. “Two branches do
not spring from his back, he has no feet, no swift knees, no fruitful

parts; but he was spherical and equal on every side.”(Fr.29) Such
parallels make it quite likely that Empedocles is striving for a unity

of thought in these two poems, the first of which speaks of the world,

the second of man’s relation to reality. It is man’s misdeeds which
disrupt the unity of things and bring him into his present sorry state.

Crimes of bloodshed, not only of man against man, but the slaying

and devouring of animals, cry out for punishment and man is

punished. Father slays son, son father. Tlie consumption of animals,

too, leads to impurity. “Ah, woe is me that the pitiless day of death

did not destroy me ere ever I wrought evil deeds of devouring flesh

with my 'lips.” (Fr.l39) The picture of the dissolution of the sphere

formed by love, when strife waxes strong in it and separates the ele-

ments bringing into being our present cosmos, is paralleled bv man’s

fall from a state of innocence in a lost golden age, the commission
of crimes which leads to the soul’s migration through various forms
of life. There is an escape for man from the cycle of incarnations

just as our cosmos must give way once more' to the reign of love.

When the soul has made the roiu^s "of forms of life, it reaches the

state in which Empedocles, the immortal, finds himself.

But, at the last, they appear among mortal men as prophets, song-
writers, physicians, and princes; and thence they rise up as gods
exalted in honor, sharing the hearth of the other gods and the same
table, free from human woes, safe from destiny, and incapable of

hurt. (Fr. 146,147)

Finally, the soul is set free from the wheel of birth and enjoys a life

of bliss with the gods, where the sorrows of this life can no longer

touch it.

There are, of course, great difficulties in reconciling the fragments
of the two Empedoclean poems that have come down to us. In the

first, the view of life and knowledge that is expressed seems to re-

duce them both to the material elements out of which they arise.

Thought, we remember, was referred to the movement of blood about
the heart. In the Purifications on the other hand, the soul comes to

the body as to its exile; it is a fugitive from the realm of the gods
and must pass through a cycle of birth, until it reaches the stage oc-

cupied by Empedocles himself, after which there is a transition to a

life of bliss with the immortals once more.

Empedocles is under a number of influences and he responds to

each of them. He accepts the Parmenidean way of truth, and yet

finds a way to account for the validity of sensation and tlie reality

of the world the senses report. With Parmenides he rejects the

Pytliagorean notion of the void or non-being, but the Pythagorean

notion of harmony or proportion is employed by Empedocles; what
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Since they are not truly beings, we do not violate the Parmcn dean

logic eve3hen we say, as doubtless we must, that they come to be

and cease to be. The further question of the relation of Empedocles

views to earlier mythological doctrines-a PHU much y

Cornford-and to Orphicism is not one we shall discuss now Later

when we look back over the terrain of Presocratic philosophy,

shall try to exhibit the relevance of tlie questions we raised in our

opening chapter. For the present, we must now turn to the ‘'dtemp

of AnaLgorL to meet the difficulty posed for natural philosophy by

Parmenides’ way of truth.



CHAPTER V

Anaxagoras of

ClaT^menae
With Anaxagoras we move once more back to eastern Greece

whence philosophy had originally come. We have seen that Anaxa-

goras was older than Empedocles, but that he began his philosophical

activity later than the Sicilian. Tliis would be helpful if we could

achieve more determination about Empedocles’ dates and if we did

not have the puzzling information to the effect that Anaxagoras came
to Athens and began philosophizing at the age of twenty. It may
be safe enough to think of him as flourishing about 460 B.C. We
are told that Anaxagoras was forced to flee Athens and that he died

at Lampsacus. We need not here go into the speculation and dis-

cussions about when and why he left Athens. Anaxagoras is said to

have studied under Anaximenes, but this remark seems prompted by
certain doctrinal tenets.

Anaxagoras is said to have written only one book; this seems
virtually certain, although in late antiquity many writings were at-

tributed to him. We have a little over twenty fragments of his book
and they are such that we can surmise that we have the core of

his doctrine. That doctrine seems to be a quite conscious response
to the challenge of Parmenides’ way of truth; and Anaxagoras answers
it in a way that goes beyond the efforts of Empedocles, though some-
what in the same line. The tenor of his solution is found in the first

fragment.

All things were together, infinite both in number and in smallness;

for the small too was infinite. And, when all things were together,

none of them could be distinguished for their smallness. For air and
aether prevailed over all things, being both of them infinite; for

amongst all things these are the greatest both in quantity and size.

(Fr. 1)

Simplicius, who has preserved most of the fragments we have of

Anaxagoras, tells us that this remark was the first in Anaxagoras’

77
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sense e.xpericnce, was present in a confused wliole. That is, if not g

can be said to come to he, let everything exist from the beginning,

since thereby we can save what our senses tell us and not violate

the Eleatic logic.

But before they were separated oil when all things vvere together

not even was anv color distiiigiiishahle; for the mixture ->'> *mgs

prevented it-of the moist and the dry, and the warm and the cold

ind the light and the dark, and of much earth that was ‘h

of a multftude of innumerable seeds in no way like each othen

For none of the other things either is like any other And thes

tilings being so, we must hold that all things are in the whole. (Fr. 4)

It is not mere conjecture that Anaxagoras begins as he does because

of what Parmenides had taught.

The Hellenes follow a wrong usage in speaking of coming into being

and passing away; for nothing comes into being or passes away, bu

there is mingling and separation of things that are. So t ey wou

be right to call coming into being mixture and passing away separa-

tion. (Fr. 17)

Empedocles had met the difficulty by speaking of the four roots of

all things, the elements which alone are fire, air, earth and water.

Anaxagoras accepts the diversity of things and says that something

like gold is not to be reduced to non-gold as to its elements, but

rather to particles of gold, particles which must be thought of ulti-

mately as infinitesimally small but of the same nature as that with

which we began. “How^ can hair come from what is not hair, or flesh

from what is not flesh?” (Fr.lO)

We have here a much more radical heeding of the argument of

the way of truth. To say, as Empedocles had, that what we call the

coming into being of something like flesh is a new combination of

elements, themselves not flesh, seems to give too much meaning to

becoming. If, on the other hand, before flesh comes to be, as we

would say, it has already existed as flesh, but as very small particles,

then the notion of becoming is too strong to describe what is happen-

ing, and we would do belter to speak of mingling and separation.

If we take something like flesh and think of it as being broken into

smaller particles of flesh, and each of those as being further broken

down, we will never, Anaxagoras maintains, come to an end.

Nor is there is a least of what is small, hut there is always a smaller;

for it eannot be that what is should cease to be by being cut. But

there is also always something greater than what is great, and it is
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equal to the small in amount, and, compared with itself, each thing
is both great and small. (Fr.3)

If fragments quoted earlier seem to refer to Parmenides, this

one, as Kirk and Kaven liave argued (pp.371-2), seems clearly to

have Zeno in mind. The paradoxes of Zeno were directed against

those who confused physical and mathematical magnitude. In mathe-
matics, we can speak of infinite divisibility, but Zeno attempted to

show that we encounter insurmountable difficulties if we think of

physical extension in this way. Anaxagoras refuses to be intimidated
and appears to insist quite consciously on the infinite divisibility of

physical matter. There is no end to the process whereby flesh could
be cut down into small particles of flesh; and just as that with which
we begin has magnitude, so too must the infinity of infinitely small
particles it contains. Tims, no matter how small the particle of flesh

we imagine, it is great because it can be further subdivided into parts

of the same kind. Aristotle uses the word hoiiioeoiiierics to convey this

notion that the parts of the whole are of the same nature as the
whole. Difficult as it is, Anaxagoras is deliberately sa)dng that some-
thing like flesh has this in common with the line that however far you
divide it, you will still be left witlvsmaller versions of that with which
you began. The assertion that things are at once great and small seems
clearly an open retort to Zeno.

Thus far the view of Anaxagoras would seem to lead to an image
of the world according to which things are rigorously set off from
each other, since the parts of any thing are simply smaller instances of
its nature. Flesh and bone, then, would seem to have nothing in com-
mon. A first corrective to this is Anaxagoras’ cosmogonical remark
about the way things were first of all. In Fragment I we find Anaxa-
goras speaking of when all things were together, at which time they
were indistinguishable because of their smallness. So too in Fragment
4, quoted l)efore, we read of the innumerable seeds present in the
original mass where none of the opposites was yet obvious. More
emphatically, Anaxagoia.s maintiiins that everything is in everything.

And since the portions of the great and of the small are equal in
amount, for this reason, too, all things will be in everything; nor
is it possible for them to he apart, but all things have a portion of
everything. Since it is impossible for there to be a least thing, they
Ciinnot be sepaiated, nor come to be by themselves; but they must
he now, just as they were in the heginning, all together. And in all
things many things aie contained, and an equal number both in the
greater and in the smaller of the things that are separated off. (Fr.6)

This would mean that we could take any object in the universe and
it would contain within itself everything else. Change, consequently,
would involve the separation off of some particles so that the original
object would appear different afterwards than it had before what we
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call the change took place. Not tliat there could be a complete deple-

tion of particles of a certain kind from a given physical object

There is an infinity of particles of any given type in anythmg both

before and after what we would call a change.

Now, as iVristotle pointed out, this leads to a perplexing question.

If anything contains everything, why do we call some things es ,

others bone, yet others gold, etc.? Anaxagoras’ equally perplexmg

answer, according to Aristotle, is that what we call flesh has more

portions of flesh than anything else-although of course it has an

infinity of parts of anything else. It is well to recall once more why

Anaxagoras is putting forward this paradoxical doctrine. If every-

thing is in anything, then no change, however surprising, is going to

involve the coming into being of something which did not exist

before. Aristotle gives a more concrete and plausible statement of

this motivation. Anaxagoras accepted the ratlier obvious fact that a

thing seems to arise from its opposite and its opposite again from it,

hot from cold, dry from wet. Now Anaxagoras, given the Parmemdean

way of truth, would not want to say that before hot comes to be,

hot did not exist; therefore, he is led to say that hot already existed

in the cold, that it was there in parts and particles, and that when

portions of cold are removed we notice the portions of hot and

designate tire object accordingly. Such a process could never be

completed, however, as if all the particles of cold might be removed:

everything is in everything. “The things that are in one world are not

divided nor cut oft from one another with a hatchet, neither the

warm from the cold nor the cold from the warm. (Fr. 8 )

The perplexing thing about the theory of Anaxagoras is that his

cosmogony seems repeatable in every particular thing in the world.

That is he speaks of all things being together in the beginning, present

in one mass in infinitely small particles so that the whole would not

seem to have any particular nature, except perhaps that of air or

aether. (Fr. 1) Then begins a process of separating off. For air and

aether are separated off from the mass that surrounds the world, and

the surrounding mass is infinite in quantity.” (Fr.2) This separaUon

is accomplished by a whirling motion (Fr. 13), and after separating,

things begin to mingle again.

The dense and the moist and the cold and dark came

together where the earth is now, while the rare and the warm and

the dry (and the bright) went out towards the further part of the

aether. (Fr. 15)

In the area of the earth, the things that we know appear. “From these

as they are separated off earth is solidified; for from mists water
^

separated off, and from water earth. From the earth stones are solidi-

fied by the cold, and these rush outwards more than water. (Fr.l6 )

Tims far, the doctrine of Anaxagoras emerges as an ingenious if
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difficult attempt to circumvent the difficulties Parmenides had posed
for those who would accept motion and change and multiplicity as re-

quiring no explanation. Anaxagoras is more thoroughgoing in his

attempt to have change without novelty, becoming without any altera-

tion of the things that are; but the difference would seem to be one of

degree rather than kind.

There is a good deal more than this in the fragments of Anax-
agoras, an element of doctrine that caused Aristotle to say that he
sounded hke one sober man in a chorus of drunks (Metaphysics I

3,984bl5-18). Aristotle is referring to Anaxagoras' doctrine of Nous
or Mind. The few tilings said about Mind in the fragments indicate

that a great advance is being made, a positive contribution, and not

simply an ingenious reaction.

If everything is in everything, tliere is at least one exception to this

dictum.

All other things partake in a portion of everything, while Nous
is infinite and self-ruled, and is mixed witli nothing, but is alone,

itself by itself. For if it were not by itself, but were mixed with any-
thing else, it would partake in all things if it were mixed with any;
for in everything there is a portion 'of everything, as has been said
by me in what goes before, and the things mixed with it would
hinder it, so that it would have power over nothing in the same
way that it has now being alone by itself. For it is tlie thinnest of
all tilings and the purest, and it has all knowledge about every-
thing and the greatest strength; and Nous has power over all things,
both greater and smaller, that have life. And Nous had power over
the whole revolution, so that it began to revolve from the begin-
ning; but the revolution now extends over a larger space, and will
extend over a larger still. And all the things that are mingled to-

gether and separated off and distinguished are all known by Nous.
And Nous set in order all things that were to be, and all things that
were and are not now and that are, and this revolution in which
now revolve tlie stars and the sun and the moon, and the air and
the aether that are separated off. And this revolution caused the
separating off, and the rare is separated off from the dense, the warm
from the cold, the light from the dark, and the dry from the moist.
And there are many portions in many things. But no thing is al-

together separated off nor distinguished from anything else except
Nous. And all Nous is alike, both the greater and the smaller; while
nothing else is like anything else, but each single thing is and was
most manifestly those things of which it has most in it. (Fr.l2)

Empedocles of course had introduced a pair of causes beside the
elements to account for the changes that occur. Anaxagoras speaks of
Nous, of Mind, as the motive force behind the revolution, causing the
separating off from the primal whole and the consequent constitution

of our world. Why does this make Anaxagoras more deserving of
praise than Empedocles? One way would be to suggest that when
Empedocles wants to explain what he means by love he says that men
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have felt it as they feel tlie effects of Aphrodite. Now this would siig-

crcst being propelled along a given course of action, rather than

choosing it with reason; and, indeed, Empedocles does not want to

sugf^est that cosmological processes take place otherwise than by

chVnce. Moreover, love and strife or hate are manifestly corporeal for

Empedocles, just as thought is the surging of blood about the heart.

The Nous of Anaxagoras is described in such a way that it seems quite

clear that he is striving in a wholly new way to speak of a principle

which transcends the material order. Nous is unmixed, it does not

contain portions of all things; and it is this freedom from admixture

which is said to explain both its power over all things and its ability

to know all things. This way of speaking of knowledge goes quite

a distance beyond Empedocles’ explanation, whereby knowing was

like answering to like. Here it is utter difference in nature which

underlies knowledge. The dichotomy between Nous and the matenal

world is sharply described in the long fragment we have just quoted.

Nous is over against the cosmos; unmixed, itself by itself. If it con-

tained any bit of physical matter it would contain all, since everything

is in everything. Thus Anaxagoras speaks of Nous as thinnest and pur-

est, striving to express what is utterly unlike the other things he is

speaking of. Nous directs the cosmogonical process and continues to

govern the movements of the heavens and this means that things do not

come about by chance. They are caused by mind, by intelligent direc-

tion. Later Greeks-Socrates and Aristotle-could not refrain from prais-

ing Anaxagoras for stating that the world involves rational direction, in-

telligence; if they then went on to make reservations about the use to

which Anaxagoras put this new principle—reservations we shall discuss

presently-we should not let this distract us from the magnificence of

Anaxagoras’ contribution to Greek philosophy. The world is no longer

something that just happened, that is, a state consequent on a previous

state for purely mechanical reasons; it is caused by a rational principle

who initiates the process, and, thanks to his unmixed nature, knows

and has power over all things.

In the Phacclo, Plato allows Socrates to speak of how overjoyed he

was when he found that Anaxagoras had taught that all things

were directed by Mind; and yet Socrates was disappointed because the

principle remainetl so abstract and Anaxagoras had not employed it in

any particular explanation. Aristotle suggests that Anaxagoras, despite

the merit of his introduction of Nous to explain the cosmogonical proc-

ess, has set Nous an impossible task. Nous is given as the cause of

separating off; but this, according to Anaxagoras, is a process which

can never achieve its term. Thus, Mind is engaged in an irrational

enterprise. As Freeman points out (p. 269), the complaint of Socrates

is not wholly justified, since Nous is said to be tlic cause of wliatevcr

was, is, or will be; the statement may be general, but it could hardly
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l)t* more comprehensive. Aristotle’s criticism would be a good deal
harder to meet, and Anaxagoras’ doctrine acquires, in the face of it, a

bifurcated look. On the one hand there is his strange and difficult re-

sponse to Parmenides; on the other, the new principle. Nous, the direct-

ing cause of whatever goes on in the physical world.

Doubtless we must caution ourselves against attributing too much
to Anaxagoras, as if his doctrine on the Nous emerges unequivocally
from the few fragments we possess. We have seen earlier attempts—the
first notable one being that of Xenophanes—to achieve clarity in speak-
ing of wliat is beyond the things grasped by the senses. Obviously, the

way which proceeds by negating of such a principle the qualities of

physical things is the only way open to us. So Xenophanes denies that

the divine is at all like men or other things. So, too, Parmenides
would speak of a being which is devoid of all sensible qualities—al-

though it seems to have spatial extension. Despite the dangers of exag-
geration, it seems undeniable that Anaxagoras has taken a significant

step beyond earlier efforts to speak of a principle which is other than
physical things. \\'hat is more, as Aristotle liked to point out, the

dissimilarity of Nous with physical things is explained in function of

such activities as knowledge and governing. If Anaxagoras is making a

significant forward. step in the effort to transcend the material, it is

equally true that there is still a long way to go; only with Plato and
Aristotle, and with significantly different underpinning, will we en-

counter clearcut statements of entities beyond the material. From the

vantage point of their aclhevements, a backward glance at the contri-

bution of the first Greek philosojdier associated with Athens will en-

able us to make another and perhaps surer appraisal of the extent of

that contribution.

The doctrines of Empedocles and Anaxagoras are not the last

efforts by prcsocratic jdiilosophers to escape the dilemma Parmenides
had posed for natural philosophy. Extreme as their doctrines may
seem as reactions to the Eleatic philosopher, there is another species

of pluralism, atomism, to which we must now turn.



CHAPTER VI

Atomism
In this chapter, we shall discuss a doctrine first advanced by

Leucippus and carried on by Democritus, although the latter cannot

technically be called a Presocratic, being roughly a contemporary ot

Socrates. There is good reason, as we shall see, for linking die two

men, something that has been done since earliest times. Leucippus is

said to have been a native of Elea, but also of Miletus; there seeni to e

better reasons for regarding him as a Milesian, although there is litt e

strong evidence either way. As a matter of fact, we are not very well

informed about Leucippus; even in ancient times there were those who

doubted that he had existed at all. Democritus tells us in his The Little

World Order that he was forty years younger than Anaxagoras, mak-

ing it likely that he was born about 460/457 B.C. Now the assumption

is that Leucippus first put forward the doctrine of atomism and that

Democritus accepted and elaborated it. Freeman gives 430 B.C. as

the floruit of Leucippus and 420 B.C. as that of Democritus. Leucip-

pus was said to have written a book entitled The Great World Order

and a book On Mind of which one sentence has come down to us:

“Nothing happens at random, all happens out of reason or by neces-

sity.” The sentiment of this remark hardly accords with the implica-

tions of atomism, however, and it is conjectured that the remark is

not really his, but that of a follower of Anaxagoras. Democritus, on

the other hand, seems to have written a good deal, certainly much

more than any of his predecessors. We are told that his works were

later listed in groups of four, much as Plato's were, and that the total

number of his writings was fifty-two. Among his physical works were

The lAttle World Order, Cosmography, On the Planets. In later lists,

his works were divided into Physical, Mathematical, Musical, Tech-

nical, and Ethical; it is from these latter works that most of the sm^i-

ving fragments come. These included works on Pythagoras, on the

philosophical nature, on courage and imperturbability, and on the

next world. There were also works grouped under the heading, Causes.

We are told that many of these works may have been written after

the time of Democritus, but later collectors and listers tended to

attribute them all to Democritus. Our ancient sources sometimes speak

84
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of Leucippus and Democritus separately but more often together;

our presentation will not lay great stress on one man or the other.

We shall regard the doctrine involved as one common to Leucippus,

Democritus and their followers. Although the attribution of the

theory may have to remain fuzzy, the theory itself is precise and

fairly easy to set forth.

Aristotle leaves no doubt as to the motivation for the doctrine

attributed to Leucippus and Democritus. He tells us of it after setting

forth the Eleatic rejection of nature and of other reactions to it.

But Leucippus thought he had a theory which, being consistent

with sense-perception, would not do away with coming-into-being

or perishing or motion or the multiplicity of things. So much he con-

ceded to appearances, while to those who uphold the one he granted

that motion is impossible without void, that the void is not-being

and that no part of being is not-being. For being, in the proper

sense, is an absolute plenum. But such a plenum is not one, but

there is an infinite number of them, and they are invisible owing
to the smallness of their bulk. They move in the void (for the void

exists), and by their coming together they effect coming-into-being

by their separation perishing. {De gen.,l,8,325a23ff.)

Being in the strict sense does pot come to be or perish, it simply is.

But it is not one, but many, indeed, infinite in number. What truly are,

are quite small particles, so small as to be invisible. If these are the

things to which being properly applies, there is as well void, empty
space, not-being, in which the particles move. Clusters of them form

visible bodies and the things we mistakenly regard as beings in the

proper sense; these things come to be and perish, to be sure, but not

what is truly being, the small, invisible particles. As Aristotle remarks,

this explanation saves the facts of sense perception but not at the ex-

pense of the Eleatic logic. We see that this reaction has much in

common with those of Empedocles and Anaxagoras; where atomism

differs is in its insistence that the void, too, must exist and that if

by not-being we mean empty space, then not-being exists. Thus being

and space, the plenum and the void, become the elements of explana-

tion.

Leucippus and his associate Democritus hold that the elements are

the full and the void; they call them being and not-being respectively.

Being is full and solid, not-being is void and rare. Since the void

exists no less than body, it follows that not-being exists no less than

being. The two together are the material causes of existing things.

And just as those who make the underlying substance one, generate

other things by its modifications, and postulate rarefactions and con-

densation as the origin of such modifications, in the same way these

men too say that the differences in atoms are the causes of other

things. They hold that these differences are three—shape, arrange-

ment and position. Being, they say, differs only in ‘rhythm, touching

and turning," of which ‘rhythm’ is shape, ‘touching’ is arrangement.
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and ‘turning is position; for A differs from N in shape, AN differs

from NA in arrangement, and from H in position. {Metaphysics

1
,
4

,
9851 )4 )

deserves the name “l)eing” are very small bodies, atoms, a

word whieh means indivisibles, things which cannot be cut. Not only

are these imperceptible, there is a countless number of them and they

differ from one another in the ways indicated in the al)ove passage,

basically by size and shape. As irreducible elements of what we

ordinarily call beings, the atoms cannot come from one another; each

is given in its being and is not subject to change, to becoming or

perishing. The void is where tlie atoms are not rather than where they

are; each atom is full, compact, and endowed with motion whereby

it can move through the void. Now, if visible, everyday bodies are

compounded of atoms; the differences which strike us in such bodies

are finally explicable in terms of the arrangement and shape of the

component atoms. The usual opposites, hot-cold, wet-ciry, etc., will

be explained in this way. This reduction of the differences grasped by

our senses to quantitative and local differences tends to commend the

atomistic doctrine to contemporary thinkers, as if it were an anticipa-

tion of the physical theories with which we are familiar today. The

atoms just happen to be the shape they individually are and they

just happen to move around, so that the bodies we perceive and the

world they compose seem reducible to chance.

The movement of the atoms may have been assigned to their

weight, although we have conflicting testimony as to whether Demo-

critus assigned weight to the atoms; some say that this was a later

addendum of Epicurus. At any rate, that atoms had weight would

seem to have been part of the theory of the Democritean school. It

seems that weight was not invoked to explain particular kinds of mo-

tion-motion in this direction as opposed to that—but simply the ran-

dom motion of the atoms in the void. In the case of the atoms, the

weight would be in direct proportion to bulk or size, something not

true of the bodies of our sense experience. A large mass of cotton will

weigh less than a relatively small stone; this was attributed to the

different ])ortions of void in the two. A body with fewer interstices be-

tween its atoms would weigh more than another bodv of the same size

comprising less atoms, and hence more cmjity space. This gives us an

indication of why atoms and the void were said to be the (flements of

atomism, dflie shapes of tlic atoms were said to account for their cling-

ing together when they collided, and the arrangements thus formed

led to the further differences mentioned by Aristotle. If compounds re-

sult from collision, they can, of cour.se, be destroyed in the same way,

or larger compounds can be formed, the whole thing occurring by

chance. The bodies which we would say come to be, then, arc such

that their becoming is con.scquent upon the local motion of atoms.
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Simplicius quotes the following from a lost work of Aristotle’s, On
Democritus.

As they move they collide and l)ecoiiie entangled in siicli a way

as to cling in close contact to one another, hut not so as to form

one substance of them in reality of any kind whatever; for it is

\ery simjile-ininded to suppose that two or more could ever become

one. The reason he gives for atoms staying together for a while is

the intertwining and mutual hold of the primary bodies; for some of

them arc angular, some hooked, some concav^e, some convex, and

indeed with countless other diflerences; so he thinks they cling to

each other and stay together until such time as some stronger necessi-

ty comes from the surrounding and shakes and scatters them apart,

( Kirk and Raven, n, 581, pp. 418-9)

This passage emphasizes that nothing which is simply one results

from the entanglement of the atoms—not a further atom, surely;

but just as surely the atoms are not somehow subsumed in a being of

a higher order. Atoms are the only real being there is; what might

appear to us to be a being of a higher order is merely the result of

the collision and sticking together of the atoms.

This account of the formation of the world (or worlds) is attri-

buted to Leucippus by Diogenes Laertius. (IX, 31-32)

He declares the All to be unlimited, as already stated; but of the

All part is full and part empty, and these he calls elements. Out
of them arise the w'orlds unlimited in number and into them they

are dissolved. This is how the worlds are formed. In a given section

many atoms of all manner of sliapes are carried from the unlimited

into the \^ast empty space. These collect together and form a single

vortex, in which they jostle against each other and, circling round

in every possible way, .separate off, by like atoms joining like. And,

the atoms being so numerous that they can no longer revolve in

equilibrium, the light ones pass into the empty space outside, as if

they were being winnowed; the remainder keep together and, becom-
ing entangled, go on their circuit together, and form a primarily

spherical system. This parts off like a shell, enclosing within it

atoms of all kinds; and, as these are whirled round by virtue of the

resistance of the center, the enclosing shell becomes thinner, the

adjacent atoms continually combining when thev toucli the vortex.

In this way the earth is formed by portions brought to the center

coalescing. And again, even the outer shell grows larger by the influx

of atoms from outside, and, as it is carried round in the vortex,

adds to itself whatever atoms it touches. And of these some portions

are locked together and form a mass, at first damp and airy, but,

when they have dried and revolve with the universal vortex, they

af terwards take fire and form the substance of the stars.

The whirling vortex which is the first stage in the formation of a

world is something we have already encountered in Anaxagoras, al-

though then it had been begun by Nous. Here it just happens, giv^en

atoms and their motion; moreover, it can happen many times simul-
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taneously, since there is no dearth of atoms and we need not think that

all the atoms there are have gone into the composition of our world.

The wliirling motion causes like to be attracted to like. The similarity

involved here would seem to be that of weight, though shape is not un-

important since the outer ring of fire-atoms were thought to be round

and smooth, thus accounting for their mobility. Leucippus and Demo-
critus were said to have maintained that each world is enclosed in a

kind of skin, formed by the linking of hooked atoms, and through this

more atoms were taken in after the initial stages of world-formation.

Not all worlds are like our own; some have animals, some do not;

some do not have sun or moon, or have ones of a much different size

than ours. Presumably when a world stops growing—by absorbing

more atoms through its outer skin—it begins to break up, its atoms

returning to the common fund whence they can proceed to form

another world at another time.

That the atomists meant that the world came about by chance

seems clear enough. Siurely it is not enough to suggest, as Freeman

does, that motion, collision and formation of conglomerates is some-

thing which follows on the very nature of the elements. “The second

stage was the collision of atoms, and consequent coagulation; this,

the original formation of each cosmos, seems to be assigned to chance;

but it was a ‘chance’ arising out of the essential nature of tilings.” (p.

303) Precisely, and it is the world that comes about by chance, since

the essential nature of things does not determine that their random
movements, collisions and coagulations should result in just this order

of things.

The first members of living species, including tlie human, were

generated from mud or shine; simply appearing by chance. Procreation

somehow becomes natural and Democritus compared the sexual act

to epilepsy—an atomic collision which is itself a kind of disease. Many
biological opinions arc attributed to Democritus, in the realm of

embryology, generation, etc. He did not think death instantaneous,

since nails and hair continue to grow; the corpse is still alive and per-

ceptive, though heading toward complete dissolution. Democritus’

views on sense perception are of interest here, although Aristotle

wrote, “Democritus and the majority of natural philosophers who dis-

cuss perception are guilty of a great absurdity; for they represent all

perception as being by touch.” (De Sensu, 442a29)

Aristotle’s criticism is of a position that seems inevitable for

atomism. We recall that the atoms, the only things that really are, are

imperceptible because of the smallness of their size. Now, if what
really is cannot be grasped by the senses, the objects of perception

must be appearances, in the sense of not being wholly real. If percep-

tion is of what is not wholly real, this docs not mean that it is false;

what we must grasp is that the wholes we perceive are compounds of
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atoms, but this is sometliing we grasp by understanding. To know
about the atomic structure of macrocosmic things is knowledge and to

speak of perceptible things in terms of atoms is to speak the truth.

The atomistic explanation of color, tastes, hot and cold entails reduc-

ing them to atoms and their movements; thus, though we retain these

words out of custom, we will not say that they really are.

Sweet exists by convention, bitter by convention, color by conven-
tion; atoms and Void (alone) exist in reality . . . We know nothing
accurately in realty, but (only) as it changes according to the bodily

condition, and the constitution of those tilings that flow upon (tlie

body) and impinge upon it. (Fr.9; Freeman)

If this should lead us to look with condescension on the senses, one
fragment gives their reply. “Miserable Mind, you get your evidence

from us, and do you try to overthrow us? The overthrow will be your

downfall.” (Fr. 125) Thus, perception is not dismissed as totally un-

real; if we did not perceive the things we do, we could never go on
to the knowledge that they are composed of atoms and the void. Our
perceptions consist of an impingement of things on our senses, much
as Empedocles had explained them.

They attributed sight to certain images, of the same shape as the

object, which were continually streaming off from the objects of sight

and impinging on the eye. This was the view of the school of

Leucippus and Democritus . . . .(Alexander)

The same explanation apparently served for thought, since the soul

is itself composed of atoms. “Democritus says that the spherical is the

most mobile of shapes; and such is mind and fire.” (De Anima, 1,2,405

all
)
These atoms are subtle, easily moved, and, if quite eorporeal, at

the extreme of fineness and thinness. Sensation and thought seem to

involve the movement of the atoms of percipient and thinker in re-

sponse to tlie impingement from without. The soul is spread through-

out the body, although what we call mind is a concentration of atoms
in tlie bosom. Breathing has as its result the keeping of the soul atoms
in tlie body; death is the escape of the soul atoms—an escape which is

gradual, not instantaneous.

Democritus does not so much account for the divine as for man’s
behef in tlie gods. Fear and awe of natural phenomena, such as

thunder, storms, eclipses, and gratitude for unlooked for goods, tend

to underpin belief in the gods; but Democritus will allow for no in-

corporeal reahty. He seems to accept the reahty of visions, both those

seen in dreams and when awake, and attaehes divinity to these,

though they are not immortal. From the point of view of his natural

and psychological opinions, there is no role for the gods to play. That

is why it would appear that Demoeritus is simply trying to aecount for

tlie belief of his fellows. Visions are produced by atoms present in the
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air; this bc'inii so, animals arc as mucli struck by what men call the“O' *

cli\ine as are men themselves. In his ethical remarks, however, Demo-

critus sometimes relics on this belief in gods.

We have already mentioned that the bulk of the fragments of

Democritus that have come down to us is from his ethical writings.

The Democritean ethics is ordered to the acquisition of happiness.

‘ Happiness docs not dwell in flocks or in gold. The soul is the dwelling

place of the (good and evil) genius.” (Fr. 171, Freeman) The ethieal

\ ie\\’s of Democritus seem to bear little relation to his atomism; there

is no mention of atoms in the ethical fragments which have come down

to us. We have seen that, for Democritus, the soul pervades the body,

that it is, so to say, a body within a body, since the soul atoms are cor-

poreal; mind however is centered in the breast. This division in the

soul, between what we may call its rational and irrational parts, finds

its analogue in the distinction of soul from body. “It is right that men

should value the soul rather than the body; for the perfection of soul

corrects the inferiority of the body, but physical strength without

intelligence does nothing to improve the mind.” (Fr. 187, Freeman)

Pleasure is to be surmounted, or at least pleasure in mortal things, since

pleasure is a criterion.

The criterion of the advantageous and the disadvantageous is enjoy-

ment and lack of enjoyment. (Fr.l88, Freeman) The best w'ay for

a man to lead his life is to have been as cheerful as possible and to

have suffered as little as possible. This could happen if one did

not .seek one’s pleasures in mortal things. (Fr. 189, Freeman)

What is called for, then, is a discrimination between pleas-

ures, for the w'orks of justiee bring cheerfulness.

The cheerful man, who is impelled towards works that are just

and lawful, rejoices by day and by night, and is strong and free

from care. But the man who neglects justice, and does not do W'hat

he ought, finds all such things disagreeable when he remembers any

of them, and he is afraid and torments himself. (Fr.l74, Freeman)

A man should be concerned wdth society and with public affairs.

One must give the highest importance to affairs of the State, that

it may be w'ell run; one must not pinsue quarrels contrary to right,

nor acquire a power contrary to the common good. The well-run

State is the greatest protection, and contains all in itself; when this

is safe, all is safe; when this is destroyed, all is destroyed. (Fr.252,

Freeman)

Justice is wdiat sliould be done; injustice its opposite. (Fr. 256)

This is not very enlightening, of course; nor is concern with the

common good urged for altruistic reasons.

To good men, it is iu)t advantageous that they should neglect their

own affairs for other things; for their private affairs suffer. But if a
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man neglects public affairs, he is ill spoken of, even if he steals

nothing and does no wrong. And if he is negligent and does wrong,

he is liable not onlv to be ill-spoken of but also to suffer bodily

harm. To make mistakes is inevitable, but men find it hard to for-

give. (Fr.253; Freeman)

Nev^ertheless, it is not the censure of others we should fear, but

rather our own.

One must not respect the opinion of other men more than one’s own;

nor must one be more ready to do wrong if no one will know than

if all will know. One must respect one’s own opinion most, and this

must stand as the law of one’s soul, pre\enting one from doing any-

thing improper. (Fr.264, Freeman)

Democritus has a lively sense of the role chance plays in human
affairs.' “Courage is the beginning of action, but Fortune is the ar-

biter of the goal.” (Fr. 269, Freeman) But only fools are shaped by

the gifts of chance (Fr. 197), and more men become good through

effort than by nature. (Fr. 242) An important aspect of Democritus’

ethical pronouncements is his injunction that we should limit our de-

sires, strive for the possible. (Fr. 285, 286) The key to true pleasure is

moderation. (Fr. 211)

Cheerfulness is created for m^n flirough moderation of enjoyment

and harmoniousness of life. Things that are in excess or lacking are

apt to change and cause great disturbance in the soul. Souls which

are stirred by great divergences are neither stable nor cheerful. There-

fore one must keep one’s mind on what is attainable, and be content

with what one has, paying little heed to things envied and admired,

and not dwelling on them in one’s mind. Rather must you consider

the lives of those in distress, reflecting on their intense sufferings, in

order that your own possessions and condition may seem great and

enviable, and you may, by ceasing to desire more, cease to suffer

in your soul. For he who admires those who have, and who are called

happy by other mortals, and who dwells on them in his mind every

hour, is constantly impelled to undertake something new and to run

the risk, through liis desire, of doing something irretrievable among
tliose things which the laws prohibit. Hence one must not seek

the latter, but must be content with the former, comparing one’s own
life with that of those in worse cases, and must consider oneself for-

tunate, reflecting on their sufferings, in being so much better off than

thev. If you keep to this way of thinking, you will live more serenely,

and will expel tiiose not-negligible curses in life, envy, jealousy and

spite. (Fr.l91, Freeman)

While in no way in conflict with his natural doctrine, the ethical

pronouncements of Democritus are relatively independent of atomism

and seem a continuation of the Greek concern with moderation, re-

sponsibilit)' and justice. Tlie similarity between several of the moral

dicta of Democritus and those of Heraclitus is often pointed out. If

there is a more or less distinctive note, it is that the popular religion

is one of fear and that moral maturity can enable one to surmount
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such fears. “People arc fools who hate life and yet wish to live through

fear of Hades.” (Fr. 199, Freeman) The fact is that death is the

end, and tales of an afterlife are the products of imagination.

Some men, not knowing about the dissolution of mortal nature,

but acting on the knowledge of the suffering in life, afflict the period

of life with anxieties and fears, invenUng false tales about the period

after the end of life. (Fr. 297, Freeman)

Democritean ethics promises no great solutions. Contentment,

moderation, restraint—these are the keys. When things go badly,

consider that there are others worse off, but do not take pleasure in

their misfortune. “Those to whom their neighbors’ misfortunes

give pleasure do not understand that the blows of fate are common to

all; and also they lack cause for personal joy.” (Fr. 293, Freeman)
With atomism, the reaction to Parmenides’ way of truth, which

nonetheless accepts its logic, has gone about as far as it can go. Being

can neither come to be, nor can it cease to be. Empedocles and Anaxa-

goras agree but see no reason why a multiplicity of beings is impos-

sible; many beings which do not come to be, do not perish. The atom-

ists add the void or not-being, speak of an infinity of like ultimate

beings which differ only in shape and size. What all these reactions

have in common is the view that the things we customarily call beings

are really not such, largely because they undeniably come to be and

pass away. This calls for a new look at the validity of sense perception,

and while none of these reactions rejects sense perception out of hand,

there is the sharpening of a distinction between appearance and reality.

Anaxagoras stands out from the others because of Iris attempt to assign

a role to Nous or Mind, an entity he manages to describe in such

a way that he more nearly achieves success in delineating the incorpo-

real. Empedocles had introduced, over and above the foiu: elements.

Love and Strife, but they seem clearly corporeal principles. Atomism
has no room at all for anything other than atoms and empty space;

whatever regularities and apparent laws we may think to discover in

our world, the world has come about by chance. Once more, these are

three reactions to the austere Parmenidean pronouncement that being

docs not become; no direct questioning of the pronouncement is

involved in these reactions, but rather all three are ways of accomodat-

ing the world we prcceive to the Parmenidean laws. Only in the next

period of ancient philosophy, the Golden Age of Greek philosophy, do

we encounter frontal assaults on the way of truth.

A. Diogenes of Apollonia

Diogenes of Apollonia is said to have flourished in the second half

of the fifth century, that is, about 440-430 B.G. He is consequently con-

sidered to be one of the last of the natural philosophers; his doctrine
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is often called an eclectic one and his fragments indicate his indebted-

ness to his predecessors. We know from Simplicius (see Kirk and
Raven, n. 600, p. 428) tliat Diogenes wrote several works, but at the

time of Simplicius only one was extant. On Nature. Here, as so often

before, it is on Simplicius that we principally depend for our knowl-

edge of the doctrine.

“In beginning any discourse, it seems to me that one should make
ones starting point something indisputable, and one’s expression

simple and dignified.” (Fr. 1; Burnet) In obvious conformity with

this metliodological remark, Diogenes writes;

My view is, to sum it all up, that all things are differentiations of

the same thing, and are the same thing. And this is obvious; for,

if the things which are now in this world—earth and water and fire

and air, and other things which we see existing in this world—if

any one of these things, I say, were different from any other,

different, that is, by having a substance peculiar to itself; and if

it were not the same thing that is often changed and differentiated,

then things could not in any way mix with one another, nor could

they do one another good or harm. Neither could a plant grow out
of the earth, nor any animal nor anything else come into being
unless things were composed in such a way as to be the same. But
all these things arise from theysame thing; they are differentiated

and take different forms at different times, and return again to the
same thing. (Fr.2; Burnet)

Diogenes is often linked with Anaximines because, like the earlier

philosopher, Diogenes makes the common nature, air. Air is life and
intelligence, which men and animals draw in by breathing; deprived

of air, they necessarily die. (Fr. 4) Air is divine and pervades the uni-

verse; indeed, it has the attributes Anaxagoras assigned to Nous.

And my view is, that that which has intelligence is what men call

air, and that all things have their course steered by it, and that it

has power over all things. For this very thing I hold to be a god,
and to reach everywhere, and to dispose everything, and to be in

everything; and there is not anything which does not partake in it.

Yet no single tiling partakes in it just in the same way as another;

but there are many modes both of air and of intelligence. (Fr. 5;

Burnet)

It is by transformations described in terms of rarefaction and
condensation that many things are produced from the divine air. The
order among things so produced can only be ascribed to intelligence;

this is the best of all possible worlds. (Fr. 3)

The cosmology of Diogenes is one of the last positive efforts of

pre-Socratic natural philosophy and it manages to combine ele-

ments from all preceding attempts, from the earliest Ionian to the

doctrines consequent upon Parmenides’ way of truth. While Diogenes

does little to advance natural philosophy, his fragments indicate to us
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the tradition in terms of wliich the individual talent sought to develop.

It is that tiadition which not even Parmenides had been able to dis-

rupt, which is called radically into question by the Sophists.



CHAPTER VII.

The Sophists

If we think of a progression from Homer to Hesiod in terms of

a passage from concern with human action, its sanctions and conse-

quences,' to concern with the role of the gods, not only relative to man
but also with respect to the constitution of our world, the emergence

of the Ionian natural philosophers can be seen as a new concern with

the world itself and with man as a part of that world rather than as

moral agent. To be sure, Ionian natural philosophy retains its links

with the myths which form the background of the epics as well, but

the beginnings of philosophy appear as a deliberate movement away

from an anthropomorphic interpretation of the universe and a conse-

quent decrease in interest in man as moral agent. There is no com-

plete break, of course. Xenophanes and Heraclitus exhibit a deep

concern with conduct; the Pythagoreans express best of all the two-

fold concern with a scientific explanation of the world and with man’s

achievement of his moral possibilities. This is present as well in

Empedocles and in Democritus. We cannot say, therefore, that concern

with man begins with the Sophists. It is rather the quality and causes of

this concern that make the Sophists a breed apart and allow them to

play an important if transitional role in the development of Greek

thougilt.

It is not a negligible fact that the Sophists do not figure in the

sketch of previous philosophy Aristotle gives at the outset of his

Metophtjsics. In that sketch Aristotle is intent on pointing out previous

efforts to arrive at the various principles of explanation of the things

that are. The absence of the Sophists from this historical summary

would lead to the conclusion that their interests were quite different

from those of others Aristotle finds important for his purposes. Now
if philosophers we have considered previously were concerned with

man—with human existence, with man’s place in the universe—this

was not their only concern. Is it perhaps because the Sophist was

interested only in the human that he differs from his predecessors?

The truth is that the Sophists can best be assessed in terms of the

context which favored their flourishing.

95
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The best analogue for the Sophists is Xenophanes. We recall that

Xenophanes was a wanderer, that he recited his own verse; thus set-

ting himself up in opposition to the declaimers of Homer, particu-

larly in the content of his verse. lie opposes the Homeric view of

the gods, he ridicules the emphasis on sports, he visits city after city,

seeking to make an impact—to direct and educate his fellows. In this

he differs from the Milesians, who can be related as master and pupil

only by reading back into the past later forms of philosophical edu-

cation. There are, of course, many legends about the political prowess

of the Milesians, but the fact of the matter is that their concern was

with knowledge, with research, and not primarily with teaching, and

certainly not with the changing of men’s lives. Xenophanes is primarily

concerned with education, with persuading his fellows; he is aware of

the research of the Milesians, and makes use of its results for his own
purposes, but he is not himself directly engaged in the same endeavor.

If Homer and Hesiod had become the teachers of Greek youth, Xen-

ophanes aspires to supplant them in that very role. It is in this hght

that we can best appreciate his criticisms of the immorality apparently

set up for emulation by the epic poets. With the Pythagoreans, the

blending of the efforts of the Milesians and Xenophanes results in the

formation of a philosophical school, but it is restricted to members of

the order—to the initiates, who must by ascesis and purgation free

themselves from the cycle of birth. The Pythagoreans were said to

have been politically active in southern Italy, but their efforts ended
in disaster, and their cult seems never to have achieved any political

success, so as to have general educative significance. It was efficacious

rather as a rule of conduct for a select few living in a community,
which cut them off from the general run of mankind. The Sophists, it

seems, must be looked upon primarily in terms of the educative role

they strive to play with respect to the multitude; like Xenophanes, tliey

are wanderers. They go from town to town and offer to teach what is

necessary for the citizen of the city state. They do this for a fee; some
of them become quite wealthy in the process. In the words of Jaeger,

they literally live by their wits. This historical milieu which favored

the flourishing of the Sophists was the Greek polis, the city state.

The Greek polis, from whieh our word “pofitics” comes, is an entity

difficult for us to imagine. It was an autonomous unit, composed of

citizens who were primarily farmers. Their houses were in town, siu--

rounding the acropolis—the upper city, a citadel indispensable because

of the many wars—beneath which would be the market place. The
members of the polis were connected by the land from which they all

came, by the gods they worshipped in common, by economic and
geographic boundaries, by the political life they shared. These group-

ings of people were small. Plato says the ideal city should have 5,000

citizens, i.e., free males of a given age; and Aristotle feels that the
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citizens of a polis should all know one another by sight. In such a city

it was possible for each citizen to have his say about common affairs,

and it became a problem to prevent one or a few citizens from acquir-

ing power over the others. The eompactness and community of purpose
of such a group fostered a type of government in which everyone par-

ticipated—in which each man could speak up and be heard, in whieh
matters of polis policy were objects of street corner discussion by
men whose opinions could matter in a direct and efficacious way. There
would be leaders, of course, and leadership in such a community re-

quired a number of skills—those of rhetoric and jurisprudence which
do not always come naturally. It was to meet this felt need for political

skills, for arete or excellence, that the Sophists arose. They offered to

teach those who came to them everything necessary for human excel-

lence, for leadership in the polis.^ ^ Their activity was most pronounced
at the end of the fifth and the beginning of the fourth centuries B.C.,

that is, just before and during the life of Socrates.

The purpose of the Sophist was-in the words Plato attributes to

Protagoras in his dialogue of that name—to educate men. This, we
will see, is one thing the Sophists had in common. Theirs is a practical,

a pedagogical, activity, and this they^share even though we would be
hard put to enumerate character^fically sophist teachings. It does not

seem profitable to think of them as a philosophical school, complete
with common points of doctrine; this is one reason why Aristotle

would not have included them in his discussions of his predecessors.

The Sophist is a professional teacher and proud of it, often overly

proud; he will teach, for a fee and over a space of perhaps four years,

everything a man must know in order to achieve political success.

What he will teach is summed up in the word arete, which is often

translated virtue; and this led to the socratic criticism, in the form of

a question: can one man teach virtue to another? The socratic

critique, presented immortally in the dialogues of Plato, has done more
than anything else to make the term “sophist” one of abuse, of

denigration. It was not always so.

As used by earlier writers, the term “sophistes” meant an expert,

one well-versed in a particular craft; poets used it to describe the

poet and the musician; Herodotus to describe seers. Plato will use it to

describe the creator of the world. Notice how Cornford translates the

passage. “Tell me, do you think there could be no such craftsman at

all, or that there might be someone who could create all these things

in one sense, though not in another?” {Republic, 596D) The Sophist

or wise man was one who knew the principles of an art or craft; later

we will see Aristotle begin from this humble notion when he wants
to depict the wisdom which is First Philosophy. Moreover, Aristotle

Of course, and ironically, only the wealdiy could benefit from their instruc-

tion. See Burnet, p. 109.
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will follow early usage and speak of the seven sages as Sophists. The

word early has the eonnotation of elever or shrewd and, we might

surmise, through sareasm eomes to he a word of abuse in eertain eon-

texts. The use of the term to designate the teaehers we are about to

eonsider would not in itself involve the eensure whieh we rather

easily assoeiate with it; that assoeiation—the idea that there is some-

thing reprehensible in the idea of going from town to town offering to

teaeh wisdom for a price— is made once and for all by Socrates and his

followers. From then on, the word becomes largely unsalvageable ex-

cept for purposes of criticism. By turning now to individual Sophists,

we \\ ill be able to learn to what degree the judgment of Socrates was

well-founded and to what degree it may have been exaggerated.

A. Protagoras of Ahdera

\\c have it from Plato that Protagoras was a native of Abdera. He

lived in the latter half of the fifth century B.C. although his precise

dates are difficult to determine. Protagoras was said to have been

taught by Persian Magi, though this is considered doubtful, ffe is also

said to have studied under Democritus, an allegation which may be

jointly based on their being natives of the same place and of probable

influences of Democritus on the thought of Protagoras, rather than be-

cause the Sophist was actually a pupil of the great atomist. Protagoras

is said to have begun his own traveling—teaching career when he was

thirty and, in Plato’s Protagoras, he is made to say that he was the

first openly to declare that he taught for money. W'hile his fees were

high, it is said that Protagoras demanded payment only at the comple-

tion of the course and the disappointed student could pay only what

he thought the instruction had been worth. Tradition has it that

Protagoras amassed a huge fortune in his teaching career.

Protagoras visited Athens a number of times, perhaps three, and it

is one of these visits that forms the setting of the Platonic dialogue,

Protagoras. In Athens he became friends with Pericles, Callias and

Euripides; on a journey to Sicily he met Ilippias. On his last visit to

Athens, Protagoras was accused of impiety and all his books were

burned.

ft is no easy matter to determine what exactly Protagoras or any

other Sophist wrote, although tradition attributes a great many titles

to the Sophist from Abdera. Jaeger feels that their works did not sur-

vive because of their purpose, namely to influence the men of a given

time; they were not interested in posterity or in a timeless wisdom, but

wanted to p(TSuade the hearers of the moment. The famous sentence

of Protagoras, “Man is the measure of all things, of the things that are,

that they are, and of the things that are not, that they arc not,” (Fr.

1 ;
Freeman

)
was said, by Plato, to be the opening of a book entitled
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On truth; but Sextus says it was the opening of a book entitled

Refutatorij Arguments. Untersteiner-*^ feels that Antilogiae is the title

of one book of whieh the other titles indicate subdivisions. This book,

he feels, (p. 10) dealt with four fundamental problems:

the gods; being; laws; and arts. The work itself was divided into two

books containing several sections, such as the ones entitled On the

Gods, and On being. Porphyry will claim that the latter is used ex-

tensively by Plato, who borrows it arguments. In this way, Untersteiner

is able to accomodate most of the titles attributed to Protagoras, taking

them to be parts of the four major sections of the Antilogiae. This, to-

gether with a work On Truth, would be the literary production of Pro-

tagoras. His oral teaching was the elaboration of themes discussed in

these writings.

The work, or section, devoted to the gods is said to have begun with

the following sentence. “About the gods, I am not able to know
whether they exist or do not exist, nor what tliey are like in form; for

the factors preventing knowledge are many; the obscurity of the

subject, and the shortness of human life.” (Fr. 4; Freeman) Is this

simply a reiteration of earlier criticism, notably that of Xenophanes

or Heraclitus, or is it more involved? Of Protagoras, Diogenes Laertius

writes, “He was the first to maintain that in every experience there

are two logoi in opposition to each other.” ( IX, 51 ) It is thouglit that

the story to the effect that Protagoras had been instructed by the

Persian Magi, considered agnostics, would have led him to see the

difficulty of reconciling Greek and Oriental statements about the

divine and to the further conclusion that only opinion is possible in

this matter. This sentiment would seem to underlie the sentence

quoted earlier, to the effect that man is the measure of all things, of

those that are that they are, of those that are not, that they are not.

What does Protagoras mean by this statement? It could mean that

whatever seems to me to be at any given moment is and what to me
seems not to be, is not. That it may seem otherwise to me later, or to

another now, indicates that no truth is possible, and that every judg-

ment is opinion at best. The subjectivity implied may seem to apply

only to sensible objects, so that a breeze will seem warm or cool to me
depending on my condition, and may seem different to different in-

dividuals at the same time. There is no point in arguing whether it is

really the one or the other; we can only know how it appears to us.

There is no need, however, to restrict the scope of the remark to sen-

sible objects. The word Protagoras uses for things can mean moral

judgments as well and, indeed, statements about the gods. As applied

to physical tilings, the proposition can be taken to mean that things

are when we perceive them and cease to be when we cease to perceive

Mario Untersteiner, The Sophists (New York: Pliilosophical Library, 105''}).
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them. Man, then, need not be the individual man, but rather mankind.

Plato apparently takes the statement to mean this, since he asks why

Protagoras did not say a pig or a baboon is the measure of all things,

since they too have perception. The statement of Protagoras, then,

comes to mean that things exist when they are perceived and that the

perceptions of individuals are equally true.

To say that conflicting statements on the same thing are equally

and simultaneously true is an assault on the principle of contradiction,

and Aristotle, when he discusses that principle in die Fourth Book of

his MetaphysieSy refers to Protagoras several times. “We observe, next,

that if all contradictories were true at the same time of the same

thing, it is clear that all things would be one. For if anything may be

affirmed or denied of everything (as those must maintain who say what

Protagoras says), then the same thing would be a trireme, a wall, and a

man. For, if someone should hold that a man is not a trireme, clearly

he is not a trireme; then, if the conti*adictory be also true, he also is a

trireme.” (1007bl8ff) If contradictory statements about the world

are true, all things are one, all statements are both true and false in-

cluding the statement about statements. The application of Pro-

tagoras’ doctrine of equal truth to his own statement is first said to have

been done by Democritus. Plato, too, made use of this device to dis-

miss Protagoras.

The net effect of the teaching of Protagoras would seem to be the

calling into question of the possibility of fixed knowledge, and, conse-

quently, the disparaging of the efforts of earlier philosophers. Prota-

goras cannot offer to give what he holds to be impossible and if he

teaches at all it cannot be that he thinks some statements are more true

than others but only more desirable—in his opinion. What he can

teach is the art of getting along in a society where conflicting opinions

are inevitably maintained; he can teach the art of persuasion, the

technique of leading others to accept one’s own views. Somewhat less

practically, he can teach how contradictory propositions can be shown

to be equally true and equally false. Such argumentation relied heavily

on word study and grammar, and on tlie analysis of ancient poets who
were taken to be saying things of contemporary significance. In Plato’s

Protagoras there is a parody of such poetical exegesis. Protagoras

wrote out rhetorical exercises wliich, in the opinion of Aristotle, in-

volved not reasoning but plays on words and other eristic tricks to

achieve their end.

We will close our discussion of Protagoras by posing a riddle to

which we will have to return after having looked at a number of

other Sophists. The doctrine of Protagoras, since Plato, has been taken

to be a sceptical one, or nearly so; nonetheless, in the Platonic dialogue

named for him, Protagoras is allowed to tell a story which will justify

his function and it is difficult not to feel the idealism in what he says.
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The story or myth speaks of how man, unlike the animals, was created
naked and defenseless, and that Prometheus stole the arts of Athene
and Plephaestus together with fire to compensate for man's natural
lacks. These arts are not made known to all men but only to a few,
and after their appearance there was still a lack of political wisdom
which left men open to the attacks of animals for they had not yet
grouped into cities. It was then that Zeus granted justice and reverence
to men, not just to a few-as with the arts-but to all. The sign of this is

that all men are held to profess them and are punished when they do
not. Now surely, this would not be the case if men were incapable of

acquiring virtue and political excellence. And, Protagoras argues,

as a matter of fact, men do try to teach their sons excellence. This is

what he Hmself can teach, and to do so is a very noble function, since

it brings men to tlie perfection expected of them. {Protag. 320-328)
The riddle of course is this: how can this high ideal of sophistic in-

struction be reconciled with such destructive doctrines as that of Pro-
tagoras which we have just examined. Surely it would be quite im-
possible if, in the polis, one statement were as true as another, one
mode of conduct as justifiable as another. Moreover, if my opinion
is no better than another’s, for me to persuade Tiim to see things my
way is unwarranted despotism. This diflBculty becomes more pro-
nounced in Sophists other than Protagoras.

B. Gorgias of Leontini

Gorgias was a native of Leontini, in Sicily, and flourished in the
latter part of the fifth century B.C. Gorgias came to Athens in 427 B.G.
at the head of an embassy from his native city and won the Athenians
to its cause over the pleas of the respresentative of Syracuse, Teisias,

who is said to have been the author of the first textbook of rhetoric.

His success was overwhelming, and he seems to have repeated it on a
number of occasions, at Olympia, at Delphi about 420 B.G. where his

reception was such that a statue of him in pure gold was erected, al-

though he also is said to have paid for it himself—an indication of his

financial status. The Athenians once asked him to deliver the funeral

oration for those who had died in battle, a rare honor for a non-
Athenian. With these successes it is not surprising to learn that he
was much in demand as a teacher of rhetoric. Pie knew Socrates,

and Isocrates was his most notable Ahtenian pupil. As for his

own background, Gorgias is said to have studied under Empedocles,
his fellow Sicilian. Gorgias enjoyed a long life, and it is said that he
lived over a hundred years.

Gorgias is said to have written a textbook of rhetoric but, if we can
believe what Aristotle says in his own Rhetoric, these earlier efforts

did not so much teach the rules of rhetoric as they gave sample
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speeches to be ineinorized. Most of the other writings of Gorgias,

except that on nature, were speeches lie had given-an encomium on

Helen, the funeral oration, the Olympian oration and a few others.

I'ragments troin the orations mentioned have come down to us. It

would seem that the work on nature. On Not-being or on Nature, is

(’Orgias* main claim to heing numbered among the philosopheis.

We w'ant to set down in some detail the arguments of a significant

section from that work which has been preserved for us in Sextus. The

passage in cpiestion sets out to prove three propositions. (1) Nothing

exists. (2) If anything exists, it is incomprehensible. (3) If it is com-

prehensible, it is incommunicable. (1) Nothing exists. The first pro])-

osition is proved by showing that neither being nor not-being can

exist. Not-being cannot exist since if it existed it would have to be be-

ing, and that is clearly impossible. In showing that being cannot

exist, Gorgias will show that it is not everlasting, nor created, nor

both, nor is it one or many. Here is the argument which purports to

sliow that being is not everlasting. “It cannot be everlasting; if it were,

it would have no beginning, and therefore would be boundless; if it is

boundless, then it has no position, for if it had position, it would be

contained in something, and so it w^ould no longer be boundless; for

that which contains is greater than that which is contained, and noth-

ing is greater than the boundless. It cannot be contained by itself, for

then tlie tiling containing and the thing contained would be the same,

and Being would become tw’O things—both position and body—which is

absurd. Hence if Being is everlasting, it is boundless; if boundless it

has not position (‘is nowhere’); if without position, it does not exist."

(Fr. 3; Freeman) One notes the identification of extension in time

and space which gives the argument its specious cogency. Gorgias

argues that being cannot be created either, since it must come either

from Being or not-being, both of which are impossible. If being can be

neither everlasting nor created, it cannot be both and being does not

exist. In showing that being cannot be one, Gorgias points up the

major flaw in the Barmenidean sphere of being. “Being cannot be One,

because, if it exists, it has size, and is therefore infinitely divisible; at

least it is thi(‘efold, having length, breadth and depth.” (Fr. 3; Free-

man) If being cannot be one, it cannot be many either, Gorgias argues,

for the many is a plurality of ones and it is impossible for being to be

one. Being cannot exist; not-being does not exist; a mixture of being

and not-being cannot exist. Nothing exists. Q.E.D.

(2) If anything exists, it is incomprehensible.

If the concepts of the mind are not realities, reality cannot be

thought; if the thing thought is w'hite, then white is thought about; if

the thing thought is non-existence, then non-existence is thought

about; tin’s is ecjiiivalent to saying that ‘existence, reality, is not

thought about, cannot he thought.’ Many things thought about are
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not realities: we ean coneeive of a ehariot running on the sea, or a

winged man. Also, since things seen are the objects of sight, and

things heard are the objects of hearing, and we accept as real

things seen without their being heard, and vice versa; so we would

liave to accept tilings thought without their being seen or heard;

but this would mean believing in things like the chariot racing on

the sea. Therefore reality is not the object of thought, and cannot

be comprehended by it. Pure mind, as opposed to sense perception,

or even as an equally valid criterion, is a myth. (Fr. 3; Freeman)

Gorgias here embraces a radical empiricism; we accept as real

w'hat is seen but not heard and vice versa, but thought cannot be set

up over against perception nor as an equal criterion of reality. Why?
Because many thoughts are of non-existent things, imagined entities,

which cannot be corroborated by perception. If what does not exist

can be thought about, reality or existence cannot be thought, accord-

ing to Gorgias. If we should point out that thought is often of existents,

Gorgias would doubtless reply that we know this is the case because

we perceive the thing to be. Pie begins by sa)dng that if the thing

thought is white, then white is thought about. But white is grasped by

sight, not thought. Thought as something above perception is a myth;

it has no object: being cannot be thought.

(3) If anything is comprehensible, it is incommunicable.

The things which exist are perceptibles; the objects of sight are

apprehended by sight, the objects of hearing by hearing, and there

is no interchange; so that these sense perceptions cannot com-

municate with one another. Further, that with which we communi-

cate is speech, and speech is not the same thing as the things that

exist, the perceptibles; so that we communicate not the things

which exist, but only speech; just as that which is seen cannot be-

come that which is heard, so our speech cannot be equated with that

which exists, since it is outside us. Further, speech is composed

from the percepts which we receive from without, that is, from per-

ceptibles; so that it is not speech which communicates perceptibles,

but perceptibles which create speech. Further, speech can never

exactly represent perceptibles, since it is different from them, and

perceptibles are apprehended each by the one kind of organ, speech

by another. Hence, since the objects of sight cannot be presented to

anv other organ but sight, and the different sense-organs cannot

give their information to one another, similarly speech cannot give

anv information about perceptibles. Fr.3;Frceman)

Tlic argument of Gorgias, then, is that nothing exists; if it did it

couldn’t be known; and if it could be known it couldn’t be communi-

cated. Are we to take this as a serious position? When one considers

such Gorgian efforts as the defense of Helen, it seems plausible that

the tripartitite argument of Gorgias is but a tour de force, one more

exliibition of his willingness to defend any position, however impossible

it may seem. Strangely enough, the argument was seldom treated as a

joke in antiquity. Isocrates, the pupil of Gorias, seems to believe that
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his master seriously maintained that nothing exists. If taken seriously,

the argument refers us to Parmenides and we would then see Gorgias

as a bifurcated Zeno arguing, in effect, a pox on both your houses.

Lycophron, a pupil of Gorgias, is referred to by Aristotle in the Physics.

Even the more recent of the ancient thinkers were in a pother lest

the same thing should turn out in their hands both one and many.

So many, like Lycophron, were led to omit ‘is’, others to change

the mode of expression and say ‘the man has been whitened’ instead

of ‘is white’, and ‘walks’ instead of ‘is walking’, for fear that if they

added the word ‘is’ they should be making the one to be many—as

if ‘one’ and ‘being’ were always used in one and the same sense.

(1,2, 185b25)

Indeed, Aristotle is said to have written a study of Gorgias him-

self. That Gorgias should have been taken seriously is of course no

argument that he took himself seriously; the lengthy passage we
have just seen may very well have been, in the intention of the Sophist,

a display of his prowess and his willingness to discourse on any subject

whatsoever. An Aristotle could turn such a display to serious pur-

pose by an analysis of the mode of argumentation, showing how the

eristic attained his objective of dazzling his audience. Once more, we
shall have to ask ourselves what useful purpose someone like Gorgias

thought himself to be serving. Untersteiner has an elaborate and un-

convincing argument that Gorgias was bent on showing the tragic

character of human thought. The reader is rather struck by a cocky

ebullience and finds it difficult to see the Platonic depictions of the

Sophist as unjust caricature.

G. Prodicus of Ceos

Prodicus, a native of Geos, an Aegean island, lived at the end of the

fifth century, and came frequently to Athens on official business of

his island. Socrates himself is said to have paid to listen to Prodicus

on one such occasion, although there seems to be a note of irony in the

admission that he could only afford the one drachma course. Euripides,

Isocrates, Thrasymachus and Xenophon were also said to have heard

Prodicus. Prodicus is often mentioned by Plato and the references, as

in Aristotle, are to Prodicus’ concern with correct terminology. He is

said to have written on this subject and to have produced a book en-

titled either On Nature or On the Nature of Man. Like the other

Sophists, he also composed exercises on various themes, to illustrate his

own method and for the instruction of pupils. Prodicus said that the

Sophist is “on the borderline between the philosopher and the states-

man.” (Fr. 6; PTceman) If his own reputation as one who made a great

point of terminology, of distinctions in words, etymologies and so forth

can be taken to indicate what he thought his own metier was, it can be
said that the philosophers did not remain uninfluenced by his
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attempts. If Plato allows Socrates in the dialogues to treat Prodicus

quite ironically, it is nevertheless true that there is an acceptance of

Prodicus" method of determining the meanings of words. Aristotle,

certainly, would not be insensitive to such attempts at determining

the meanings of words and the relationships between various meanings,

the establishment of synon)Tns, etc.

Prodicus" explanation of how the gods arose is of interest. Those

things which are necessary and beneficial to man are transformed into

divinities. Thus, bread becomes Demeter, wine Dionysius, water

Poseidon, Hephaestus, and so on. This approach to tlie oflBcial gods was

continued by later thinkers and led to eharges of atheism. Prodicus is

depicted as in rivalry with Gorgias, and it seems likely that their com-

petition for students would lead to sharpness.
/

D. Some Other Sophists

Thrasymachus of Chalcedon, also prominent at the end of the

fifth century, was often in Athens. He is said to have written much
and among his works were a Great Text book and Subjects for Oratory.

He is known primarily as a rhetorician and the fashioner, aceording to

Theophrastus, of the middle diction, a style between the austere and

the plain. We are told that he devised methods of eliciting pity and

anger in audiences. Plato thought little of this method, and in the

Laws outlaws it; Aristotle is thought to have profited from the work

of Thrasymachus in writing his own Rhetoric. Thrasymachus is most

famous for the view of justice that he is made to propose and defend

in Plato"s Republic. According to that dialogue, Thrasymachus held

that justice is nothing else than the advantage of the strong.

Hippias of Elis is mentioned in several Platonic dialogues, the

Protagoras and the Apology; two are named for him and he figures in

the seventh epistle of Plato. Although writings are attributed to Hip-

pias, nothing has come down to us. Hippias appears to have been a

man of universal ability as a craftsman, for there is a story that he once

journeyed to Olympia entirely clothed in things he had made himself.

Moreover, in mathematics, he was interested in squaring the cirele.

His views on the relationship between nature, virtue and law will be

discussed in our summary statement on the Sophists.

Antiphon the sophist, so ealled to distinguish him from otliers of

the same name, is believed to have been a native of Athens. He wrote

a book entitled Truth of which we possess sizeable portions; indeed, we
have more of the writings of Antiphon than of any other Sophist. It

seems that Antiphon accepted the Parmenidean view that all things

are really one, although they appear many to the senses. He, too, was

interested in squaring the circle, and is mentioned by Aristotle in this

connection. The large fragments we possess of Antiphon deal with
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justice, imlicating Antiphon’s view that there is an opposition between

the laws of the state and the laws or nature, a theme to wliich we shall

come in a moment.

In conclusion, we may mention the Dissoi logoi, or 1 wofold

Ar^mnicufs, work which is thought to epitomize the method common

toihe Sopliists. Thus, the first argument concerns the good and the

bad: some say they are different, others that they are the same. Aigu-

incnts are adduced to prove now one side of the opposition, then the

other. Next, arguments are given to show that the honorable and

dishonorable are different; then that they are the same. The same

thing is done w'ith just and unjust, and true and false. Fifthly, some

maintain that the mad and the sane, the wise and ignorant say and do

the same things. This is argued pro and con. The sixth twofold

argument has to do with whether knowdedge and virtue can be taught;

the seventh with whether offices should be awarded by lot; the eighth

wdth whether it pertains to the same man to be politician, speaker and

scientist. The manuscript concludes with a discussion of memor\ ,
its

utility for knowledge and for life, with a number of rules for

memorizing. This anonymous work is taken to indicate the effect of the

Sophists. One should train himself to argue either side of conflicting

v'icw's; it is the implication that, as Protagoras explicitly said, the one

side is as defensible as the other, that they are equally true, that

Socrates, Plato and Aristotle criticize and which led to making the

term “sophist” an abusive one.

E. Conclmling Summary

The role of the Sophist was the practical one of training men for

the life of the polls and if, beginning with Protagoras, there is the

implication that one opinion is as good as another and that they

could teach the method wdiereby one could make his owai v iew's most

persuasive before the assembly, there is as well the view that underly-

ing the opinions ol men and the varying laws which expiess these

opinions is a common nature which l)inds all men together whether

they are Creek living in tlillerent city-states, or Greek and barbarian.

True justice is to be had when men live in accord with their nature,

not witli the laws of the assemblies. This is expressed by the Athenian

sopliist, Antijffion.

Justice, then, is not to transgress tliat which is the law of the city

in which one is a citizen. A man, therefore, can best conduct himself

in harmony with justice if when in the company of witnesses he

upholds the laws, and when alone without witnesses he upholds

the edicts of nature. Imr the edicts of law's are impo.sed artificially, but

those of nature are compulsory. And the edicts of the laws are ar-

rived at by consent, not hy natural growth, whereas those of

nature are not a matter of consent. So, if the man who transgresses
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the legal code evades those who have agreed to these edicts, he
avoids both disgrace and penalty; otherwise not. But if a man violates

against possibility any of the laws which are implanted in nature,

even if he evades all men’s detection, the ill is no less, and even if

all see, it is no greater. For he is not hurt on account of an opinion,

but because of truth. The examination of these things is in general

for this reason, that the majority of just acts according to law are pre-

scribed contrary to nature. (Fr.44;Freeman)

Such a view is at once constructive and destructive. It is destructive,

because it inculcates a cynical attitude towards the life of the polis;

howeyer, ,the view that there are edicts of nature, of man’s nature,

which bind eyerywhere and always whateyer their relation to human
laws, should have led to the enunciation of what these laws were and
an attempt to bring the laws men make into accord with them. This

does not seem to be the direction in which the influence of the Sophists

went. Rather, as we haye seen in Thrasymachus, nature’s law was
sometimes interpreted as meaning that the strpng should rule, that

men are not equal, as the structure of the polis implied; for in the

polis each citizen had a voice in the government of the community even
when military affairs were to be decided. Pericles, the great leader of

Atliens was subject, even during the trying days of the Peloponnesian

war, to the judgment of his fellow citizens. The oligarchs made use of

the teaching of the sophists about the law of nature to argue against

Athenian democracy. As Cleon says in the debate about the fate of the

citizens of Mitylene who had revolted against Athens, “This debate

only confirms me in my belief that a democracy cannot rule an empire.”

Now Plato too will be of the opinion that men are not by nature

equipped to make the decisions necessary to rule themselves or others,

but he thinks the sophists’ teaching is simply the formulation of the

method by which the polis was in fact run. What the sophist did was
teach a method whereby one could succeed in a popular democracy.

It is the Sophists’ emphasis on method that gives them importance

in the development of philosophy. Indeed, as Jaeger argues in his

Paidcia. (Vol. I. pp. 313-4), they can be credited with the elaboration

of what was to be called the trivium of the liberal arts: grammar,
rhetoric, dialectic, since these had never been separate studies before

their time. All later writers on these subjects, and particularly Plato

and Aristotle, can be thought of as profiting from the attempts of the

Sophists. Tlie remnants of what can be called the doctrines of the

Sophists strike us rather as exercises in a method than presentation of

held beliefs. The Dissoi logoi, again, indicate that one can argue

either side of a matter; in Protagoras we have the view' stated that one

opinion is as good as its opposite; but even if this be not accepted, the

method involved in arguing either side is something which comes

to the fore in these exercises. If the rhetoric of the Sophists tended to

be sample speeches rather than principles, as Aristotle complained; if
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their dialectic was largely fallacious and led to the use of sophistic

to describe an argument that was only apparently valid, they nonethe-

less paved the way for the fuller development of these instruments of

reasoning in the hands of Plato, but principally in those of Aristotle,

the founder of logic.

The paucity of fragments of the writings of the Sophists makes it

difficult to give anything like an accurate assessment of their efforts;

equally, nothing in the fragments we do possess gives us a reason for

tliinking that Plato and Aristotle were unjust in their assessment of

the Sophists. If we accept their estimate there is an element of de-

spair in the Sophists’ activity, for they pride themselves on their ability

to manipulate words, to sway their hearers; and yet this is done to no

justifiable purpose. What is lacking in the Sophist, even if his logic

were unimpeachable, is the moral dimension of the use of dialectic.

Perhaps it is not too great a simplicification to say that Plato was pri-

marily concerned with this moral lack while Aristotle was primarily

interested in devising a valid logic to supplant the eristic of the

Sophists.
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CHAPTER I

Socrates
A. llis Life

t

Socrates was born about 470 B.C. and lived for seventy years until

his execution in 399. His life thus covers the time when Athens rose

to political prominence and glory and then moved tragically towards
the fatal Peloponnesian war. In his lifetime Aeschylus, Sophocles,

Euripides and Herodotus were active; Thucydides was about Socrates’

age and Aristophanes, somewhat younger than Socrates, was to give

Socrates one of the forms of immortality he "enjoys in the Clouds.

As we have seen, it is not unlikely' that Socrates met Parmenides and
Zeno when they visited Athens and he lived at the time when some of

the more important Sophists were flourishing. Protagoras was older

than Socrates but nonetheless alive; Gorgias, Hippias and Prodicus
were active. Socrates was an Athenian in an almost exaggerated sense

of the term; tradition has it that he left the city only infrequently,

mainly on military service. Plato presents liim as uninterested in the

countryside and longing for the city streets and the possibility of dia-

logue with the citizens, on the rare occasion when he was in the

country. Nature had nothing to teach him, he felt, but with men and
through conversation, knowledge became a possibility. But if Socrates’

attachment to Athens was partly a native gregariousness, there was
also a deep sense of patriotism. It was this concern for his city that can
be seen to underlie the Socratic reaction to a time when the political

horizon was changing rapidly, when empire was the goal and Athens
its champion; this is the time when the Sophists, too, offered training

for life in the city, for the future statesman. It may be said that

Socrates’, efforts as well as the Sophists were directed mainly at those

who would one day assume political responsibility; indeed, we find

that Socrates was often called a Sophist in antiquity, and we may won-
der how he differs from them. The difference will be clearer to us if we
recall that the sophistic position can be summarized in the denial that

there is any truth apart from the convictions of men, that this is quite

obvious in the matter of moral principles and that, consequently, the

search for ihe truth is the search for a chimera and can hardly be the

109
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object of intellectual effort. The point we are making is that Socrates

stands at a critical juncture of Western thought, when the previous

efforts of Philosophers arc made an object of ridicule by paid teachers

who call the very validity of knowledge into question. Socrates

emerges not as one who furthered the destructive purpose of the

Sophists but rather as one who set philosophy on a route which led to

its Golden Age in the fourth century B.C. This role of Soemtes is

indicated in the time-honored designation by historians of all his pred-

ecessors as presocratics; by the same token, Plato and Aristotle can be

called Socratics. Such designations, as well as the few timid affirma-

tions recorded above, would indicate that we have determinate knowl-

edge about Socrates as a person and about the content of his teaching.

That we do not constitute what is called with simple eloquence the

Socratic Problem.

Socrates wrote nothing. He was, however, written about a good

deal. Seemingly then we are in a position with respect to Socrates

similar to that we were in with respect to his predecessors. What we

must do is glean from the writings about him what appear to be

quotations or near paraphrases. That no such simple procedure is

possible becomes clear when we consider our sources. On the face of

it, they are four: the dialogues of Plato; various writings of Xenophon,

particularly the Memorabilia; Aristophanes; and a few remarks by

Aristotle. With respect to Aristotle, it must be pointed out that if our

knowledge of Socrates were dependent on what Aristotle wrote, we

would know extremely little about the man. The comedy of Aristoph-

anes, although as a successful lampoon it must have borne some

relation to the historical Socrates, could hardly be taken as the princi-

pal source of our knowledge. This leaves the more extensive accounts

of Plato and Xenophon. Xenophon certainly knew Socrates, but there

was a great difference in their ages and Xenophon was absent from

Athens during the last three years of Socrates’ life. Moreover, Xeno-

phon is primarily concerned with defending Socrates against charges

similar to those brought against him in the trial which led to liis execu-

tion. And if Xenophon entitles one relevant work the Memorabilia,

it soon becomes clear that he is not recording personal recollections of

Socrates but borrowing those of others. Plato, who probably knew

Socrates over a long period, was not an intimate of his and the style of

the dialogues produces a Socrates who looks very much like a literary

creation. It is unlikely, to say the least, that the extensive exchanges in

the dialogues are verbatim reports of the philosophical activity of

Socrates. Thus, if we think of Plato’s method as artistic, as analogous

to that of Aristophanes-if, indeed, we suspect that the Socrates of the

dialogues is simply a convenient vehicle for Plato’s personal thought—

we end by calling into question the basie sources for any knowledge of
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Socrates and what he taught. The skeleton of our certitudes then be-

comes what a scholar has recently described.

We can only point with any real conviction to the facts that Socrates

lived; that he was called Socrates; that the name of his father was

Sophroniscus while that of his motlier was Phaenarete; that he be-

longed to the deme Alopece; that he was an Athenian citizen: that he

probably participated in some military campaigns; that he was con-

nected with the trial of the generals in 406; that he was tried and

condemned to deatli; and that he died in 399.^^

To add that he had a wife named Xanthippe and was a father

hardly puts flesh on the bones of this portrait. As will have been

guessed, there are also those who deny that there ever was any histori-

cal personage underlying the various Socratic legends. What seems

called for now is more of that speciahzed detective work we call his-

tory. If the historical Socrates is not conveyed by tlie sources but rather

obliterated, the prospect of sifting truth from the testimony of wit-

nesses all of whom must be treated as on a level with liars is indeed

a melancholy one. Against what do we test our guesses? There was

a time when the Socrates of Xenophon was taken as the model and

the Socrates of Plato brought into corroborate and expand the emerg-

ing picture. The assumption was Xenophon was too unimaginative

and prosaic to distort his portrait, an assumption which looks fool-

hardy when it is pointed out that Xenophon gives us a composite por-

trait. Others would take Plato as a guide and use Xenophon as a check.

No matter what procedure is adopted, however, the historical Socrates

remains an elusive object and the only end in sight seems scholarly de-

spair.

If it was necessary to introduce the Socratic Problem it is equally

necessary to exorcise it. From the point of view of the history of philos-

ophy it is really not an important issue at all. This can be seen by

reflecting on the fact that if, per impossible, some intrepid scholar

succeeded in unearthing the historical Socrates, that Socrates would be

a distinctly modern entity; the fact of the matter is that the Socrates

who has been influential in the history of philosophy is precisely the

one conveyed by our sources, preeminently the personage in the

Platonic dialogues. Now as we shall see when we turn to Plato, this

sweeping away of the Socratic Problem can be productive of only

temporary elation, for we are then faced with unearthing from the

dialogues those which can be called Socratic and those which are more

properly Platonic. This is not a new problem, of course; it has always

been involved in attempts to discover the chronology of the dialogues.

At any rate, we are now permitted to postpone the problem and to

apply to Plato for a picture of the doctrine of Socrates. We shall also

21 A. H. Chroust, Socrates Man and Myth (Notre Dame: University of Notre

Dame Press, 1957), p. xii.
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make appeal to the other sources to depict what may he (or the His-

torian the socratic legend, but what nevertheless constitutes, from the

point of view of influence within the history of philosophy, the

factual Socrates.

B. The Character of Socrates

As important as any doctrine or method which can be traced back

to Socrates is the influence on later thinkers of his character. That

character is inevitably seen against the background of the trial am

death of Socrates and it is there that we must begin. In 399 B. .

Socrates was aceused of speaking against the official religion o^

introducing new gods and of leading youths astray. Here is Socrates

reaction in the Euthyphro of Plato.

What is the charge! Well, a very serious chc^ge, which shows a good

deal of character in the young man, and for which he is ceitain

not to be despised. He says he knows how the youth are corrupted

and who are their corruptors. I fancy that he must be a wise man,

and seeing that I am the reverse of a wise man, he has found me

out, and is going to accuse me of corrupting his young friends And

of this our mother the state is to be the judge. Of all our politica

men he is the only one who seems to me to begin in the right way,

with the cultivation of virtue in youth; like a good husbandman, he

makes the young shoots his first care, and clears away us who are

the destroyers of them. This is only the first step; he will afterwards

attend to the elder branches; and if he goes on as he has begun, he

will be a very great public benefactor. (2-3)

Socrates is here speaking of Meletus, his chief accuser; Meletus

was joined by Anytus, a champion of Athenian democracy and Lyco.

In the Apology, Plato gives us Socrates at the trial, replying to his

accusers.

The Apology is, of course, a literary piece, but one in which the

character of Socrates is revealed by the claim that he will not defend

himself by means of a carefully written speeeh prepared by a pro-

fessional rhetorician-the usual courtroom procedure.

For I am more than seventy years of age and appearing now for

the first time in a court of law, 1 am quite a stranger to the language

of this place; and therefore I would have you regard me as if I were

really a stranger, whom you would excuse if he spoke in his native

tongue . . .
{Apology 17)

Socrates first divides the charges he must answer into old ones that

will have affected the present accusers in their youth and the actual

charges. The old charges are that Socrates speculates about the heaven

and earth, makes the worse appear the better cause, and teaches such

things to others. Aristophanes is one who makes it appear that

Socrates is concerned with natural philosophy and Socrates is intent
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to show that he knows nothing of physics, though he respects those

who do. This same disavowal is found in the Phaedo, a dialogue whose

setting is the death cell of Socrates. “When I was young, Cebes, I had

a prodigious desire to know that department of philosophy which is

called the investigation of nature; to know the causes of things, and

why a thing is and is created or destroyed appeared to me to be a

lofty profession. .
.” (Phaedo, 96) Socrates goes on to review the

natural questions which agitated him and adds that mathematics too

aroused his interest and wonder. Anaxagoras particularly interested

Socrates because he had said that Mind is cause and director of all

things, and yet Socrates was disappointed to find that Anaxagoras

never seemed to invoke this cause when he dealt with particular things.

Plato goes on to make Socrates a proponent of his own doctrine of

Forms or Ideas, but what we are especially interested in is the turning

away from natural philosophy.

The second old charge Socrates is anxious to meet is that he is a

Sophist who dispenses wisdom for a fee; he denies having wisdom at

all in the usual sense. Why then is he accused? ^

Men of Athens, this reputation of mine has come of a certain sort

of wisdom which 1 possess. If you ask me what kind of wisdom, I

reply, wisdom such as may perhaps be attained by man, for to that

extent I am inclined to believe that I am wise; whereas the persons

of whom I was speaking have a superhuman wisdom, which I may

fail to describe, because I have it not myself; and he who says that

I have it, speaks falsely, and is taking away my character. And
here, O men of Athens, I must beg you not to interrupt me, even if

I seem to say something extravagant. For the word which I will

speak is not mine. I will refer you to a witness who is worthy of

credit; that witness shall be the god of Delphi—he will tell you about

my wisdom, if I have any, and of what sort it is. You must have

known Chaerephon; he was early a friend of mine, and also a friend

of yours, for he shared in the recent exile of the people, and returned

with you. Well, Chaerephon, as you know, was very impetuous in

all his doings, and he went to Delphi and boldly asked the oracle to

tell him whether—as I was saying, I must beg you not to interrupt—

he asked the oracle to tell him whether any one was wiser than I

was, and the Pythian prophetess answered, that there was no

man wiser. (Apology, 20-21)

When Socrates heard of tliis reply, he did not know what to make

of it; he knew that he did not possess wisdom and he knew that the god

would not lie. He hit upon the plan of seeking for some one wiser than

himself so that he could take this refutation to the god. Socrates

sought among the politicians and what he found were men who,

though not wise, were thought by themselves and others to be wise;

when Socrates pointed this out, he earned enemies. Moreover, he began

to see that he himelf had a slight advantage, namely, that in not being

wise lie knew himself not to be wise. In this he was better off than
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philosophers and poets as well as politieians. "This inquisition has led

{o my having many enemies of the worst and most dangerous kind,

and has given oeeasion also to many calumnies. And I am called wi ,

for my hearers always imagine that 1 myself

I find wanting in others: but the truth is. O men of Athens, that God

only is wise; and by his answer he intends to show that the widom

men is worth little or nothing; he is not spealdng of

^
using my name by way of illustration, as if he said. He, O men, is the

wisest, who, like Socrates, knows that his wisdom is in truth

(Apolomi 23) Tliis is the socratic ignorance which is its ovyn kind ot

wisdom, not to know but to know that one does not know. Unwisdom

is tlie not knowing which fancies itself to be knowledge.

The note of piety struck by Socrates in this reference to the oracle

is sounded ever more strongly in the sequel Socrates makes short

work of Miletus, who at once accuses him of atheism and the intiodim

tion of new gods. More important is the belief expressed that his

activity of pWlosophizing, of seeking for wisdom, is a service to the

gods, rae which nothing, not even the threat of death, could induce

him to stop.

if you say to me, Socrates, this time we will not mind An>-tus

and you shall be let off, but upon one condition, that you are not

to enquire and speculate in this way any more, and that if you are

caughl doing so again you shall die;-if this was the condition on

which you will let me go, I should reply: Me^n of Athens. I honor

and love you; but I shall obey God rather than you, and while 1

have life and strength I shall never cease from the practise and teach-

ing of philosophy, exhorting any one whom I meet and saying to Inm

after my manner: You, my friend,-a citizen of the great and mighty

and wise citv of Atliens,-are you not ashamed of heapmg up the

greatest amount of money and honor and reputation, and caring so

little about wisdom and truth and the greatest improvement of the

soul, which you never regard or heed at all? {Apology, 29)

Socrates describes himself as a sort of gadfly, given to the city by

God to stir it to life. The sense of a divine mission is given a quite

unique basis.

Some one may wonder why I go about in private giving advice

and busying myself with the concerns of others, but do not venture

to come forward in public and advise the state. I will tell you why.

You have heard me speak at suncby times and in divers places of

an oracle or sign which comes to me, and is the divinity which

Meletus ridicules in the indictment. This sign, which is a kind of

voic-e, first began to come to me when I was a child; it aways for-

bids but never commands me to do anything which I am going to

do. This is what deters me from being a politician {Apology, 31)

This same daimonion induces him to accept the death verdict

when it is passed.
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Hitherto the divine faculty of which the internal oracle is the source

has constantly been in tlie habit of opposing me even about trifiles,

if I was going to make a slip or error in any matter; and now as you

see there has come upon me that which may be thought, and is

generally believed to be, the last and worst evil. But the oracle

made no sign of opposition, either when I was leaving my house

this morning, or when I was on my way to the court, or while I

was speaking, at anything which I was going to say; and yet I

have often been stopped in the middle of a speech, but now in

nothing I either said or did touching the matter in hand has the

oracle opposed me. What do I take to be tlie explanation of this

silence? I will tell you. It is an intimation that what has happened

to me is a good, and that those of us who think that deatli is an

evil are in error. For the customary sign would surely have opposed

me had I been going to evil and not to good. (Apology, 40)

As will have been guessed, the nature of Socrates’ inner voice has

been the subject of a great deal of discussion, and it has been variously

explained as the voice of conscience and as a type of abnormal psychic

experience which, it is said, is well understood today. We shall take it,

together with the reply of the Delphic oracle, as indicating Socrates’

sense of mission, that he was doing, the work of God. That mission has

been stated by Plato’ in words which have become unforgettable. “I

say again that daily to discourse about virtue, and of those other things

about which you hear me examining myself and others, is the greatest

good of man, and that the unexamined life is not worth living.”

(Apology, 38)

The person who emerges from the trial is one who is so totally con-

vinced of the rightness of the manner in which he has spent his life,

of his philosophizing, tliat he prefers death to ceasing to act as he

always has. Not to live in the way he has is no life at all. The death of

Socrates thus becomes a seal, what would be called nowadays the exis-

tential proof of the sincerety of his convictions. When we turn to

Plato, we shall be assessing the arguments for the immortality of the

soul therein offered by Socrates to the small band which gathers

around him as he awaits the hour when he must consume the hemlock

and carry out the death sentence. It has been wisely pointed out that

tlie true proof of immortality in that dialogue is not the arguments

which are formulated, but the conduct of Socrates in the face of death.

He is, as it were, living proof of the conviction that death is not the

end, that we have here no lasting home, that we go through death

to a better Ufe. The Apology ends with these words “The hour of

departure has arrived, and we go our ways—I to die, and you to live.

Which is better God only knows.” But, in the Phaedo, where several

Pythagoreans, Simmias, Gebes and Phaidondas, are listed among the

close friends of Socrates, philosophy is described as the study of

death, as a species of purgation whereby the soul is freed from the

chains of the body and fitted for a better life elsewhere.
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And what is purification but the separation of the soul from

the body, as I was saying before; the habit of the soul gathering

and collecting herself into herself from all sides out of the body;

the dwelling in her own place alone, as in another life, so also in

this, as far as she can;-tlie release of the soul from the chains of

the body? And the true philosophers, Simmias, are always occupied

in the practise of dying, wherefore also to them least of all men is

death terrible. {Phaedo, 67)

This sympathy with Pythagorean and Orphic attitudes is an

undeniable trait of the Socrates Plato presents. Philosophy is a way of

life which prepares for death beyond which the soul can enjoy a truer

and better existence. The body is an impediment, a drag on the

flight of the soul; the natural state, then, is a kind of sickness, and

philosophy provides a remedy; through it the soul will gain health.

If there is a mystical side to this portrait, we cannot think of

Socrates as an ascetic who eschewed all pleasures. The charge of

pederasty is, after all, not entirely without basis, though it is difficult to

concede that it is proved. We hear of Socrates as able to drink his

companions under the table and begin early the next morning his

interrogation of his fellow citizens as if nothing had happened. There

is, however, the description of trances into which Socrates fell some

of which lasted a full day.

One morning he was thinking about something which he could not

resolve; he would not give it up, but continued thinking from early

dawn until noon—there he stood fixed in thought; and at noon atten-

tion was drawn to him, and the rumor ran through the wondering

crowd that Socrates had been standing and thinking about something

ever since the break of day. At last, in the evening after supper,

some lonians out of curiositv (I should explain that this was not

in winter but in summer), brought out their mats and slept in the

open air that thev might watch him and see whether he would

stand all night. There he stood until the following morning; and with

the return of light he offered up a prayer to the sun and went his

wav. {Symposium, 220)

We can end this discussion of the character of Socrates most fit-

tingly by cpioting the deseription of the death of Soerates in the

Phaedo.

Crito made a sign to the servant, who was standing by; and he

went out, and having been absent for some time, returned with the

jailer carrying the cup of poison. Socrates said: You, my good friend,

who are experienced in these matters, shall give me directions how

I am to proceed. The man answered: You have only to walk about

until your legs are heavy, and then to lie down, and the poison will

act. At the same time he handed the cup to Socrates, who in the

easiest and gentlest manner, without the least fear or change of color

or feature, looking at the man with all his eyes, Echecrates, as his

manner was, took the cup and said: What do you say about making

a libation out of this cup to any god? May I, or not? The man
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answered: We only prepare, Socrates, just so much as we deem
enough. I understand, he said: but 1 may and must ask the gods

to prosper my journey from tins to the other world—even so—and

so be it according to my prayer. Then raising the cup to his lips,

quite readily and cheerfully he drank off the poison. And hitherto

most of us had been able to control our sorrow; but now when we
saw him drinking, and saw too that he had finished the draught,

we could no longer forbear, and in spite of myself my own tears

were flowing fast; so that I covered my face and wept, not for

him, but at the thought of my own calamity in having to part from

such a friend. Nor was 1 the first; for Crito, when he found himself

unable to restrain his tears, had got up, and I followed; and at that

moment, Apollodorus, who had been weeping all the time, broke

out in a loud and passionate cry which made cowards of us all. Socra-

tes alone retained his calmness: What is this strange outcry? he said.

I sent away the women mainly in order that they might not mis-

behave in this way, for I have been told that a man should die in

peace. Be quiet, then, and have patience. When we heard his words

we were shamed, and refrained our tears; and he walked about until,

as he said, his legs began to fail, and then he lay on his back, ac-

cording to the directions, and the man who gave him the poison

now and then looked at his feet and legs; and after a while he

pressed his foot hard, and asked him if he could feel; and he said.

No; and then his leg, and so ifpwards and upwards, and showed
us that he was cold and stiff. And he felt them himself, and said:

When the poison reaches the heart, that will be the end. He was be-

ginning to grow cold about the groin, when he uncovered his face,

for he he had covered himself up, and said—they were his last words—
he said: Crito, I owe a cock to Asclepius; will you remember to pay
the debt? The debt shall be paid, said Crito; is there anvthing else?

There was no answer to this question; but in a minute or two a

movement was heard, and the attendants uncovered him; his eyes

were set, and Crito closed his eyes and mouth. Such was the end,

Echecrates, of our friend; concerning whom I may truly say, that of

all the men of his time wliom I have known, he was the wisest

and justest and best. (Phaedo^ll7-8)

C. The Doctrine of Socrates

When Aristotle considers Socrates, he pays him the same courtesy

he extends to most of his predecessors and seeks a description of his

teaching. We can set the stage for the subdivisions of this section by

setting down a number of Aristotelian remarks on the philosophical

activity of Socrates.

Socrates, however, was busying himself about ethical matters and

neglecting the world of nature as a whole but seeking the universal

in these ethical matters, and fixed thought for the first time on defini-

tions; Plato accepted his teaching, but held that the problem applied

not to sensible things but to entities of another kind—for this reason,

that the common definition could not be a definition of any sensible

thing, as they were always changing. {Metaphysics, 6,987bl-5)

We will see in a moment why Aristotle describes the enquiries
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of Socrates as a search for definitions as well as why he thinks of this

search as confined to ethical matter. That Aristotle is not simply re-

peating what we can read in Plato is indieated by his assertion that

the theory of Forms or Ideas was not something maintained by Socra-

tes, but an innovation of Plato; in the Fhaedo, Plato presents Soerate

as teaching the doctrine of Forms.

But when Socrates was occupying himself with the excellences of

character, and in connexion with them became the first to raise the

problem of universal definition (for of the physicists Democritus

only touched on tlie subject to a small extent, and defined, alter a

fashion, the hot and the cold; while the Pythagoreans had before

tliis treated of a few things, whose definitions-e.g., tliose of oppor-

tunity, justice, or marriage—they connected with numbers; but it was

natural that Socrates should be seeking the essence, for he was

seeking to syllogize, and ‘what a thing is’ is the starting point ot

syllogisms; for there was as yet none of the dialectical power which

enables people even without knowledge of the essence to speculate

about contraries and inquire whether the same science deals with

contraries; for two tilings may be fairly ascribed to Socrates-induc-

tive arguments and universal definition, both of which are concerned

with tlie starting-point of science) :-but Socrates did not make the

universal or definitions exist apart. They, ho\yever, gave them sep-

arate existences, and this was the kind of thing they called Ideas.

{Metaphysics, XIII, 4, 1078bl7ff.)

This reiterated information that Socrates stopped short of the

theory of Forms and confined his attention to ethical matters, gives

us something like a criterion for distinguishing Socratic from properly

Platonic doctrines in the Platonic dialogues, even when Socrates is

the spokesman for Plato’s own vievv^s. A charteristically Socratic doc-

trine, according to Aristotle, {Eudcmidii Ethics, 1, 5, 1216b6-S) is that

virtue is knowledge, so that it is the same thing to know the just and

be just. A corollary of this is that no one errs knowingly.

Now we may ask how a man who judges rightly can behave in-

continently. That he should behave so when he has knowledge,

some say is impossible; for it would be strange—so Socrates thought—

if when knowledge was in a man something else could master it

and drag it about like a slave. For Socrates was entirely opposed

to the view in question, holding that there is no such thing as in-

continence; no one, he said, when he judges, acts against what he

judges best—people act so onlv bv reason of ignorance. {Nicoinachean

/'//iic.9,
VII,2, 1145b21-27)

Wc can summarize the testimony of Aristotle by saying that Socra-

tes has as his distinctive characteristic the search for definitions which

arc the principle of syllogism; that, in fact, he indulged in inductive

argumentation, confining his attention to the ethical realm, and that

he thought knowledge about the object of virtue was in fact the virtue

in question. We must concern ourselves, these reports suggest, with

Socrates’ method of procedures and his ethical doctrine.
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Socratic Method In the Theaetetiis, Plato has Socrates describe at

some length his own method of interrogation, a method called maieu-

tics or midwifery. The comparison becomes rather elaborate, with

Socrates pointing out that the midwife is one who is herself past the

age of bearing and one who knows better than others who is pregnant

and who is not; moreover, the midwife is able to apply potions and

the like to make easier a difficult birth; finally, the midwife is tlie best

of matchmakers.

Well, my art of midwifery is in most respects like theirs; but

differs, in that I attend men and not women, and I look after their

souls when they are in labor, and not after their bodies: and the

triumph of my art is in thoroughly examining whether the thought

which the mind of the young man brings forth is a false idol or

noble and true birth. And, like the midwives, I am barren, and the

reproach which is often made against me, that I ask questions of

others and have not the wit to answer them myself, is very just-

the reason is, that the god compels me to be a midwife, but does

not allow me to bring forth. And therefore I am not myself at all

wise, nor have I anything to show which is the invention or birth

of my own soul, but those who converse with me profit ... It is

quite clear that they never learned anything from me; the many fine

discoveries to which they cling are of their own making. But to me
and the god they owe their delivery. {Theaetetiis 150)

The method practised by Socrates, then, purports to be a method

of releasing what is already in the mind of the one being questioned;

Socrates has nothing positive to teach, there is no question of trans-

ferring something from his mind into that of the object of his ques-

tions. Socrates openly professes his own ignorance, and appeals to the

other for the benefit of his wisdom. The irony of Socrates appears most

forcibly when one who with some condescension has agreed to en-

lighten Socrates finds himself revealing that he does not possess the

knowledge he so confidently admitted to possessing. A less painful

instance of this evokes the following description of Socrates from Meno

in Plato’s dialogue of that name.

O Socrates, I used to be told, before I knew you, tliat you were

always doubting yourself and making others doubt; and now you

are casting your spells over me, and I am simply getting bewitched

and enchanted, and am at my wits end. And if 1 may venture to

make a jest upon you, you seem to me both in your appearance

and in your power over others to be very like the flat torpedo fish,

who torpifies those who come near him and touch him, as you have

now torpified me, I think. 1 or iny soul and my tongue are really

torpid, and I do not know how to answer you; and though I have

been delivered of an infinite variety of speeches about virtue before

now, and to many persons—and very good ones they were, as I

thought-at this moment I cannot even say what virtue is. (Meno,SO)

Socrates goes on to assure Meno that he really knows what virtue
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is. But we have here, it would seem, Plato making use of Soerates’

maieutie art and finding its possibility in the theory of anamnesis

which wo shall be considering later. With Soerates, the search for def-

inition usually ends without tlie discovery of the object of the quest,

and the eonclusion is not tliat the knowledge still lies unconeealed in

the mind of the person being questioned; rather, the implieation

usually is that the one questioned would be bettei advised to confess

his ignoranee.

The Socratie method, then, eonsists of earefully marshalled ques-

tions direeted at discovering what something is its essence, often a

particular virtue, sometimes virtue itself with the inquiry usually end-

ing without success. Thus, in the Charniides, Socrates is inquiring what

is temperance. The Lijsis asks, what is friendship; the Protagoras asks

not only wdiat is virtue but is there more than one and ean virtue be

learned. The Lysis asks what courage is but the question turns into an

asking after virtue in general. And so on. Now before asking w'hat

Socrates had to say about \drtue and its acquisition as such, let us by

following the general development of the Charmides try to discern

the method of Socrates.

Socrates has asked what temperance is and the first reply is that

it is doing things quietly and in an orderly way; temperance is quiet-

ness. Socrates allows that it is possible that many w'ould identify the

quiet W'ith the temperate, but he wants to know if Charmides would

say that temperance falls in the class of the noble and good. Charmides

agrees and Socrates asks if it is better to write quickly or quietly.

Charmides replies, quickly. So too with reading, playing the lyre, and

wrestling—quickness or sharpness is better than quietness. Socrates

continues to mention such activities and in every case quickness is

desirable. In summary, Socrates asks and gains an affimative answer to

the question whether in all bodily actions agility and quickness is

noblest and best and not quietness. But is not temperance a good?

Since it is, temperance in bodilv matters would seem to involve quick-

ness and not, as Charmides had originally proposed, quietness. Socrates

next moves to activities which are not bodily. Teaching, learning,

remembering, understanding—in each of these, facility and quickness

of operation and not quietness is best. In this way, Socrates has done

away with Charmides’ first essay at a definition of temperance.

Characteristically, he asks the young man to try again. This time Char-

mides suggests tliat temperance is tlie same as modesty. By now we sus-

pect that Charmides is not goifig to do too well, but w^e can also sense

the pull of Socrates’ methocl; not satisfied with a simple assertion, he is

going to draw out its implications and see if they leave the original

22 See T. G. Tuckey, Plato’s Charmides (Cambridge, England: University

IVess, 1951).
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remark as tenable as it sounds at first. Temperance, now, has been

identified with modesty. Earlier Charmides had admitted that temper-

ance is noble and he now agrees that the temperate are good. Socrates

asks if that can be good which does not make men good. Charmides

says that it cannot, and Socrates reminds him of Homer’s remark that

“Modesty is not good for a needy man.” If modesty can be good only

sometimes, it cannot be identified with temperance which is always

good. Undaunted, Charmides suggests a third definition of temperance,

namely, that temperance is doing one’s own business. This sounds to

Socrates like a definition Charmides has gotten from someone else and,

as it happens, when Socrates begins to make fun of the definition, ask-

ing if it requires the temperate man to do his own laundry, Critias

steps foiAvard to take responsibility for the definition and offers to de-

fend it. Critias introduces a distinction between making and doing,

the upshot of whieh is a fourth definition of temperance; it is now said

to be the doing of good actions. If the shoemaker makes shoes for some-

one else, this making is a doing, an action, which cannot be alienated

from the artisan. As Taylor has pointed out, Socrates could have

seized here on Critias’ assumption that we already know what is meant

by good, something which would have brought him quickly to the

point made at the end of the dialogue. Nevertheless, the dialogue takes

another turn. In answer to Socrates’ queries, Critias admits that a man

may do good unknowingly and thus be temperate unknowingly if

temperance is simply the doing of good actions. Critias backs aw^ay

from the notion of someone’s being temperate unwittingly and is

willing to withdraw everything in favor of a fifth definition: temper-

ance is self-knowledge. Now we might expect Socrates to w^elcome this

definition, but in fact he is most wary of it. If temperance or wisdom

(sophrostjne) is a science, of what is it a science? Critias replies that

it is the science of itself, to which Socrates objects that of other tilings

wliich are called sciences there is an effect or product; of medicine

health, of architecture houses and so on. Critias then introduces a dis-

tinction between sciences which have a product and those which do

not, a distinction to be made much of by Aristotle; computation and

geometry do not have effects although architecture does. Socrates re-

joins that at least these non-practical sciences have different subject

matters; computation is concerned with odd and even numbers and

such numbers are not themselves the art of computation. In other

words, every science differs from the object of its concern. “Now, 1

want to know, what is that which is not it is just in this that wisdom

differs from other sciences: wisdom is the science of other sciences

and of itself. This soon appears to be the reduction of wisdom to the

recognition of the presence or absence of knowledge without knowl-

23 See A. E. Taylor, Plato, The Man and llis Work (New York: Meridian

Books, 1956).
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edge—of what the knowledge whicli may be present is about. To tliis

Socrates objects that wisdom should not be made to consist of such

ignorance, since then it is useless. To live according to knowledge is

desirable only when the knowledge in question is assigned some

object; if there were such a universal knowledge, surely to possess it

and live according to it would constitute happiness, but with what

would such knowledge be concerned, as the art of shoemaking is

concerned with shoes? Critias is gradually brought down from the

notion of the knowledge of knowledge, to knowledges which have an

object. lie is asked successively if worknng with leather or brass, or

the art of computation or of health can make one happy. Suddenly it

dawns on him that the knowledge which can make one happy is that

whereby he discerns good and evil, a remark which brings a joyful

outburst from Socrates.

Monster! I said; you have been carrying me round in a circle, and

all this time hiding from me the fact that the life according to knowl-

edge is not that which makes men act rightly and be happy, not

even if knowledge include all the sciences,' but one science only,

that of good and evil ... But that science is not wisdom or temper-

ance, but a science of human advantage; not a science of other

sciences, or of ignorance, but of good and evil: and if this be of

use, then wisdom or temperance will not be of use. (174)

By wisdom here, Socrates means any of the definitions which

have been given, particularly the explanation of the fifth defini-

tion to the effect that wisdom is the science of science. Critias tries to

reduce knowledge of good and evil to wisdom, but Socrates is able to

prevent this by pointing out that medicine is concerned with good and

evil and Critias has been rather insistent on the difference between

medicine and wisdom. The upshot of the dialogue is that wisdom has

eluded all attempts at definition and that they have been brought to

the unfortunate conclusion that temperance or wisdom is useless.

It goes without saying that no paraphrase can convey the living

movement of a Platonic dialogue; but perhaps this summary will

give us something on which to pin a number of generalities concerning

the Socratic method. In the first place, we can see quite clearly why

Aristotle should say that Socrates was in quest of definitions. Once

one is offered, Socrates secs what consequences follow from accept-

ing the definition, a procedure which is often sufficient for rejecting

the proposed formula. Consequences are shown to follow by a process

of analogy; what is to be defined falls into class A, but so does some-

thing else which has such-and-such a characteristic. Does that which

we are defining have this characteristic? This procedure involves

assuming things not directly in question, but Socrates does not make

assertions so much as he solicits assent to seemingly innocent remarks

from wliich devastating consequences soon follow. And he is much
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trentler \vith the tentative suggestions of a young man than with

the initially confident replies of one who thinks he knows. With the

latter, a series of fairly vicious thrusts achieves a salutary deflation,

which is then made somewhat less unpalatable by Socrates’s suggestion

that the trial balloon be thought of as a common effort and not the

carrier of anyone’s reputation. But whoever the one questioned,

Socrates cannot resist the ironic touch; someone who is led by the

nose to make a certain remark is pounced upon as a sly character who

has all along been restraining himself from stating what he knows.

Aristotle has also characterized the method of Socrates as inductive

reasoning. Instances of what he means are present in the sweep of the

Charmides. For example, if the art of shoemaking produces shoes, and

the art of building houses, what is the product of the art which is

temperance? Several times this method calls for a division among

things which fall into a common classification and, as Critias points

out, Socrates is ever on the lookout for the notes had in common by

things which the conversation has agreed are grouped together. His

method always leads Socrates to demand that one who utters a gener-

rality about a given matter show how it applies to instances; e.g., if

art is such-and-such, can this be ''Shown in the case of shoemaking?

Finally, the Charmides is not untypical in failing to achieve its object;

at the end of the dialogue, temperance remains undefined, but no par-

ticipant is left unaware of the collective ignorance of what it is they

have been talking about. This Socratic ignorance is qualitatively differ-

ent from the scepticism of the Sopliists. Kierkegaard, for example,

conjectured that the reason the dialogues which seek after the defini-

tion of a virtue or of virtue itself do not reach a conclusion is that

their indirect point is precisely that knowledge of the definition of

virtue is a misplacement of the problem facing one who desires to be

virtuous. Unfortunately, as we shall see in a moment, this suggestion is

wide of the mark, although it tells us something important. The

thing which separates Socrates sharply from any scepticism is the

note of optimism that the failure to acliieve a definition carries

with it. The knowledge not presently possessed is nonetheless attain-

able, and nothing is more important than the continued search for it.

Socrates will have nothing to do with the position that one opinion

is as good as another, or as good as one s ability to sustain it in argu-

mentation. He is not interested in triumphing over an opponent.

When he is accused by Critias of desiring to refute him, he answers.

And what if I am? How can you think that I have any other motive

in refuting you but what I should have in examining into myself?

which motive would be just a fear of my unconsciously fancying that

I knew something of which I was ignorant. And at this moment I

pursue the argument chiefly for my own sake, and perhaps in some

degree also for the sake of my other friends. For is not the dis-
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covcrv of things ns they truly nre n good common to nil mnnkind? . . .

nttend only to the nrgument, nnd see whnt will come of the refutn-

tion. (166)

The assumption always is that there is a truth founded in reality

and that it makes sense for man to pursue it.

Knowledge and Virtue. In several of the Platonic dialogues we find

Socrates dealing ironically with a Sophist who purports to be able

to teach men virtue. His opposition to them is not prompted by the

impossibility of the task, but by the fact, soon revealed by the questions

he puts to the Sophist, that the meaning of virtue, what virtue is,

cannot be explained by the man who would teach it to others. We
have seen earlier Aristotle’s reports that, for Socrates, knowledge and

virtue are one—that virtue is knowledge. Thus, to know what is

just and to be just are one and the same. On the face of it, this is an

extraordinary position; we are all painfully aware that it is possible

to know what one ought to do and yet not do it. Socrates retort to this

would be that, if we really know, then knowledge and virtue are

one. Let us look first of all at a place in Plato where Socrates is shown

defending his position; afterwards, we can indicate what Plato

and Aristotle made of this position.

The passage in question is to be found in the Protagoras (351-

358) and we propose to reproduce it in full. Socrates is speaking;

his interlocutor is Protagoras, the Sophist.

I said: You would admit, Protagoras, that some men live well

and others ill?

He assented.

And do you think that a man lives well who lives in pain and grief?

He does not.

But if he lives pleasantly to the end of his life, will he not in that

case have lived well?

He will.

Then to live pleasantly is a good, and to live unpleasantly an evil?

Yes, he said, if the pleasure be good and honorable.

And do you, Protagoras, like the rest of the world, call some

pleasant things evil and some painful things good?-for I am rather

disposed to say that things are good in as far as they are pleasant,

if they have no consecjuences of another sort, and in as far as they

are painful they are bad.

I do not know, Socrates, he said, whether I can venture to as-

.sert in that un([ualified manner that the pleasant is the good and

the painful the evil. Having regard not only to my present answer, but

also to the whole of my life, 1 shall he safer, if I am not mistaken,

in saying that there are some pleasant things which are not good,

and that there are some painful things which are good, and some

which are not good, and that there are some which are neither good

nor evil.

And you would call pleasant, I said, the things which participate in

pleasure or create pleasure?
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Certainly, he said.

Then my meaning is, that in as far as they are pleasant they are

good; and my question would imply that pleasure is a good in itself.

According to your favorite mode of speech, Socrates, ‘let us reflect

about this/ he said; and if the reflection is to the point, and the

result proves that pleasure and good are really the same, then we
will agree; but if not, then we will argue.

And would you wish to begin the enquiry? I said; or shall I begin?
You ought to take the lead, he said; for you are the author of the

discussion.

May I employ an illustration? I said. Suppose someone who is en-

quiring into the health or some other bodily quality of another:—

he looks at his face and at the tips of his fingers, and then he says,

Uncover your chest and back to me that I may have a better

view;—that is the sort of thing which I desire in this speculation.

Having seen what your opinion is about good and pleasure, I am
minded to say to you: Uncover your mind to me, Protagoras, and
reveal your opinion about knowledge, that I may know whether you
agree with the rest of the world. Now the rest of the world are of

opinion that their notion is that a man may have knowledge, and
yet that the knowledge which is in him may be overmastered by
anger, or pleasure, or pain, or love, or perhaps by fear,—just as if

knowledge were a slave and migl;^ dragged about anyhow. Now
is that your view? or do you think that knowledge is a noble and
commanding thing, which cannot be overcome, and will not allow a
man, if he only knows the difference of good and evil, to do any-
thing which is contrary to knowledge, but that wisdom will have
strength to help him?

I agree with you, Socrates, said Protagoras; and not only so, but I,

above all other men, am bound to say that wisdom and knowledge
are the highest of human things.

Good, I said, and true. But are you aware that the majority of the
world are of another mind; and that men are commonly supposed
to know the things which are best, and not to do them when they
might? And most persons whom I have asked the reason of this

have said that when men act contrary to knowledge they are over-

come by pain, or pleasure, or some of the affections which I was
just now mentioning.

Yes, Socrates, he replied; and that is not the only point about which
mankind are in error.

Suppose, then, that you and I endeavor to instruct and inform them
what is the nature of this affection which they call ‘being overcome
by pleasure,’ and which they affirm to be the reason why they do
not always do what is best. When we say to them: Friends, you are

mistaken, and are saying what is not true, they would probably
reply: Socrates and Protagoras, if this affection of the soul is not
to be called ‘being overcome by pleasure,’ pray, what is it, and by
what name would vou describe it?

But why, Socrates, should we trouble ourselves about the opinion

of the many, who just say anything that happens to occur to them?
I believe, I said, that they may be of use in helping us to discover

how courage is related to the other parts of virtue. If you are dis-

posed to abide by our agreement, that I should show the way in
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which as I think, our recent difficulty is most likely to be cleared

UD do you follow; but if not, never mind.

You areV'i'e right, he said; and I would have you proceed as you

Wen ffiln,’'l said, let me suppose that they repeat their question

What account do you gir e of that which, in our way ^p^akan^

termed being overcome by pleasure? I should answer thus. Listen,

and Protagoras and 1 will endeavor to show you. When men are

overcome L eating and drinking and other sensual desires which

are pleasant and they, knowing them to be evil, nevertheless indulge

in them, would you not say that they were overcome by

Thev will not deny this. And suppose that you and I f
and’ ask them again; ‘In what way do you say that they are

evil,-in that they are pleasant and give pleasure at the moment, or

because thev cause disease and poverty and other like evils m

future? Would thev still be evil, if they had no attendant evil con-

sequences simply because they give the consciousness of pleasure

oAvhaterer nahirc?- Would they not answer that they

on account of the pleasure which is immediately given by them,

but on account of the after consequences-diseases and the liker’

I believe, said Protagoras, that the world in, general would answer

Anrhi causing diseases do they not cause pain? and in causing

poverty do they not cause pain;-they would agree to that also, if

I am not mistaken?

Protagoras assented. a • u

Then I should say to them, in my name and yours: Do you tlunk

them evil for any other reason, e.xcept because they end m pain and

rob us of other pleasures:—there again they would agree.

We both of us thought that they would.
. r •

And then I should take the question from the opposite point of view,

and say: “Friends, when you speak of goods being painful do you

not mean remedial goods, such as g>^mnastic exercises, and military

service, and the physicians use of burning, cutting, drugging and

starving? Are these the things which are good but painful. - they

would assent to me?

He agreed.

‘And do you call them good because they occasion the greatest im-

mediate suffering and pain; or because, afterwards, they bring

health and improvement of the bodily condition and the salvation of

states and power over others and wealth? -they would agree to the

latter alternative, if I nm not mistaken?

lie assented.

‘Are these things good for any other reason except that they end

in pleasure, and get rid of and avert pain? Are you looking to any

other standard but pleasure and pain when you call them good?-

thev would acknowledge that they were not?

I think so, said Protagoras.
., .

‘And do you not pursue pleasure as a good, and avoid pain as an

evil?’

1 10 QssGntccl*

‘Then you think that pain is an evil and pleasure is a good; and

even pleasure you deem an evil, when it robs you of greater pleasure
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than it gives, or causes pains greater than the pleasure. If, however,

you call pleasure an evil in relation to some other end or standard,

you will be able to show us that standard. But you have none to

show.*

I do not think that tliey have, said Protagoras.

‘And have you not a similar way of speaking about pain? You call

pain a good when it takes away greater pains than those which it has,

or gives pleasures greater than the pains: then if you have some

standard other that pleasure and pain to which you refer when you

call actual pain a good, you can show what that is. But you cannot.’

True, said Protagoras.

Suppose again, I said, that the world says to me: ‘Why do you spend

many words and speak in many ways on this subject?’ Excuse me,

friends, I should reply; but in the first place tliere is a difficulty in

explaining the meaning of the expression ‘overcome by pleasure’,

and the whole argument turns upon this. And even now, if you see

anv possible way in which evil can be explained as other than pain,

or good as other than pleasure, you may still retract. Are you satisfied,

then, at having a life of pleasure which is without pain? If you are,

and if you are unable to show any good or evil which does not end

in pleasure and pain, hear the consequences:—If what you say is

true, then the argument is absurd which affirms that a man often

does evil knowingly, when he might -abstain, because he is seduced

and overpowered by pleasure; o? again, when you say that a man
knowingly refuses to do what is good because he is overcome at the

moment by pleasure. And tliat this is ridiculous will be evident if

only we give up the use of various names, such as pleasant and pain-

ful, and good and evil. As there are two things, let us call them by

two names—first, good and evil, and then pleasant and painful. As-

suming this, let us go on to say that a man does evil knowing that

he does evil. But some one will ask. Why? Because he is overcome

is the first answer. And by what is he overcome? the enquirer will

proceed to ask. And we shall not be able to reply ‘By pleasure,’ for

the name of pleasure has been exchanged for that of good. In our

answer, then, we shall only say that he is overcome. ‘By what?’ he

will reiterate. By the good, we shall have to reply; indeed, we shall.

Nay, but our questioner will rejoin with a laugh, if he is one of the

swaggering sort, ‘That is too ridiculous, that a man should do what

he knows to be evil when he ought not, because he is overcome

by good. Is that, he will ask, because the good was worthy or not

of conquering evil’? And in answer to that we shall clearly reply.

Because it was not worthy; for if it had been worthy, then he who,

as we say, was overcome by pleasure, would not have been wrong.

‘But how,’ he will reply, ‘can the good be unworthy of the evil, or

the evil of the good’? Is not the real explanation that they are out of

proportion to one another, either as greater and smaller, or more

and fewer? This we cannot deny. And when you speak of being

overcome
—
‘what do you mean,’ he will say, but that you choose

tlie greater evil in exchange for the lesser good’? Admitted. And

now substitute the names of pleasure and pain for good and evil,

and say, not as before, that a man does what is evil knowingly, and

because he is overcome by pleasure, which is unworthy to over-

come. What measure is there of the relations of pleasure and pain
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other tlian excess and defect, which means that Uiey become greater

and smaller and more and fewer, and differ in depree? For if anyone

savs: ‘Yes, Socrates, but immediate pleasure differs widely from future

pleasure and pain-To that I should reply: And do they differ m
anything but in pleasure and pain? There can be no other rneasure

of them. And do you, like a skilful weigher, put into the balance

the pleasures and the pains, and their nearness and distance, an

weigh them, and tlien say which outweighs the other. If you weigh

pleasures against pleasures, you of course take the more and greater,

or if you weigh pains against pains, you take the fewer and t le

less; or if pleasures against pains, then you choose that course of

action in which the painful is exceeded by the pleasant, whether me

distant by the near or the near by the distant; and you avoid that

course of action in which tlie pleasant is exceeded by the painful.

Would you not admit, my friends, that this is true? I am confident

that they cannot deny this.

He agreed with me.

Well then, I shall say, if you agree so far, be so good as to answer

me a question: Do not the same magnitudes appear larger to your

sight when near, and smaller when at a distance? They will ac-

knowledge that. And the same holds of thickness and number; also

sounds, which are in themselves equal, are greater when near, and

lesser when at a distance. They will grant that also. Now suppose

happiness to consist in doing or choosing the greater, and in not

doing or avoiding the less, what would be the saving principle of

human life? Would not the art of measuring be the saving principle;

or would the power of appearance? Is not the latter that deceiving

art which makes us wander up aud down and take the things at

one time of which we repent at another, both in our actions and in

our choice of things great and small? But the art of measurement

would do away with the effect of appearances, and, showing the

truth, would fain teach the soul at last to find rest in the truth, and

would thus save our life. Would not mankind generally acknowledge

that the art which accomplishes this result is the art of measurement?

Yes, he said, the art of measurement.

Suppose, again, the salvation of human life to depend on the choice

of odd and even, and on the knowledge of when a man ought to

choose the greater or less, cither in reference to themselves or to each

other, and whether near or at a distance; what would be the saving

principle of our lives? Would not knowledge?-a knowledge of

measuring, when the ([uestion is one of excess and defect, and a

knowledge of number, when the (Question is of odd and even? The

world will assent, will they not?

Protagoras him.sclf thought that they would.

Well then, my friends, 1 say to them; seeing that the salvation of

human life has been found to consist in the right choice of pleasures

and pains,—in the choice of the more and the fewer, and the greater

and the less, and the nearer and remoter, must not this measuring be

a consideration of their c.xccss and defect and equality in relation to

each other?

This is undeniably true.

And this, as possessing measure, must undeniably also be an art and

science?
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They will agree, he said.

The nature of that art or science will be a matter of future considera-

tion; but the existence of such a science furnishes a demonstrative

answer to the question which you asked of me and Protagoras. At

the time when you asked the question, if you remember, both of

us were agreeing that there was nothing mightier than knowledge,

and that knowledge, in whatever existing, must have the advantage

over pleasure and all other things; and then you said that pleasure

often got the advantage even o\er a man who has knowledge;

and we refused to allow tliis, and you rejoined: O Protagoras and
Socrates, what is the meaning of being overcome by pleasure if not

this?—tell us what you call such a state:—if we had immediately
» ¥

and at the time answered ‘Ignorance,’ you would haye laughed at

us. But now, in laughing at us, you will be laughing at yourselyes:

for you also admitted that men err in the choice of pleasures and
pains; tliat is, in their choice of good and eyil, from defect of knowl-

edge; and you admitted further, that they err, not only from defect

of knowledge in general, but of that particular knovyledge which is

called measuring. And you are also aware that the erring act which
is done without knowledge is done in ignorance. This tlierefore is

the meaning of being oyercome by pleasure;—ignorance, and that

the greatest . . . Then, I said, no man yoluntarily pursues evil, or

that which he thinks to be evil. To prefer evil to good is not in hu-

man nature; and when a man is compelled to choose one of two evils,

no one will choose the greater when he may have the less.

This particular presentation of the identification of knowledge
and virtue owes a good deal to the assumption of the strict equation of

good and evil and pleasure and pain; we need not take it that Socrates

himself accepted this identification, although it is difficult to see that

his point could be made with anything like the facility of this passage

without it. Once one insists on a distinction of goods or of pleasures,

say between rational and bodily goods or pleasures, the troublesome

phrase “overcome by pleasure” cannot be translated out of the way as

Socrates has just done. Now of course it is just such a distinction that,

as we shall see, Aristotle has in mind in his discussion of the inconti-

nent man, who, while knowing that he should do, does not do it

because of the pull of the senses; with this distinction comes also a

distinction in the use of the terms “knowledge” and “ignorance.”

A man may know the demands of justice in general but, because of

bad dispositions, not recognize them in a particular instance.

The great question, then, is the meaning Socrates attaches to

“knowledge” when he identifies it with virtue. If he means general

knowledge, then the identification is absurd, provided one does not

identify pleasure and good, pain and evil. If he meant what Aristotle

means by practical wisdom, then of course knowledge is virtue and is

involved in the possession of virtues which are not dispositions of a

cognitive faculty. Aristotle, in the passage quoted earlier, takes Socrates

to be identifying virtue with that universal knowledge expressed irx
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the definition-an understandable interpretation when we remem-

ber that for Aristotle. Socrates’ characteristic concern is with univer-

sals. Nevertheless, a case can be made for the view that Socrates does

not intend this universal knowledge when he identifies knowledge

and virtue. As we have just indicated, this would not make his position

acceptable to Aristotle, but it is not quite so repellent as m the first

interpretation. The examined life, which for Socrates is the only

one worth living, must finally be our own. and the result of this exam-

ination would be that self-knowledge which, while ideally including

awareness of what we have in common with all men, is constituted

precisely by the knowledge of what is peculiar to ourselves m the

particular circumstances in which wo find ourselves. Moreover, the

Socratic view that philosophizing is precisely a purgation of the senses,

a way of escaping from the chains of the body, suggests that he was

alive to those factors which, for Aristotle, are essential to the acquisi-

tion of the moral virtures.

We can conclude tliis brief treatment of Socrates by once more

contrasting his efforts with those of the Sophists. As has been men-

tioned earlier and as is evident from the dialogues of Plato, Socrates

does not hold every Sophist in contempt; the Protagoras, for example,

exhibits quite a different attitude towards the Sophist who pves his

name to the dialogue than that exhibited in the Euthydemus

where the Socratic irony hardly masks his contempt for Eu^ydemus

and Dionysiodorus. Generally speaking, however, Socrates differs from

the Sophist in his concern, everywhere evident, for the improve-

ment of his interlocutor when this is a young man desirous of such

improvement. Socrates is not interested in money; he is not inter-

ested in triumph; he is not interested in getting his ideas into some-

one's head or in providing others with models of dialectical exerc^e

for copying. Nothing delights him more than the awakening of inde-

pendent thought on the part of his interlocutor; moreover, he is dis-

mayed when a young man begins to imitate the Sophists (e.g., Ctesip-

pus in the Euthydemus). From this point of view, Kierkegaard is not

perhaps far wrong. Socrates wishes to inculcate moral virtue, and the

habit of self-examination, but he cannot teach this as a doctrine he

possesses and which needs only to be grasped intellectually by the

other. His maieutic art gives birth to an impulse towards self-knowl-

edge and that is the only way in which he can teach virtue. This

gives us a somewhat Kierkegaardian Socrates, of course; but such a

Socrates is surely there in the dialogues and the man who considered

himself to be another Socrates was not the first to find him.

D. The Socratic Schools

We have already indicated that, if all Socrates predecessors can

meaningfully be called presocratics, Plato and Aristotle can fittingly be
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considered to be socratics. Before turning to these men who, with

their genius, dwarf their esteemed predecessor, we must say a few

words about other men and other schools spoken of in terms of the

imperfect socratic or minor socratic movements. Some of the men
involved were not without influence on the Stoic Philosophy and

thereby deserve mention; moreover, we find efforts made to connect

Socrates more or less directly with presocratic doctrines.

The School of Socrates. Under this heading we may mention Xeno-

phon and Aeschines, two students of Socrates not associated with any

of the later socratic schools. To those who receive a classical education,

Xenophon is often the first author encountered, enjoying a place

analogous to that of Caesar among Latin authors. And the work is,

of course, the Anabasis, the account of the retreat of the 10,000 to

the sea, under tlie leadership of Xenophon. The march took place

about 401 or 400 B.C.; Xenophon himself was probably born around

439. Xenophon’s claim to mention here rests on liis authorship of

the already cited Memorabilia, and on his Apology, Oeconomicus,

Symposium and Cyropaideia. With respect to Socrates, Xenophon

is primarily interested in defending his old teacher; the main attack

is thought to be an Accusation of Socrates by Polycrates. While his

style is often praised, Xenophon is never awarded high marks for

philosophical penetration. His writings have retained pliilosophical

interest largely because of the belief that they convey valuable infor-

mation on the historical Socrates.

Aeschines is credited with seven dialogues and is also liighly

praised for tlieir style. Diogenes Laertius (II, 62) says that Aescliines

was in Sicily at the court of Dionysius at the same time as Plato and

Aristippus; the former kept aloof from him while the latter be-

friended him. When the three were back in Athens, Aeschines did not

venture to lecture in competition with the other two. The names of

many other pupils of Socrates can be found in the dialogues of Plato,

but very few others need arrest our attention even this fleetingly.

The Megarian School. The founder of this socratic school was

Euclides of Megara who is known chiefly for the attempt to bring to-

gether Parmenidean and socratic teaching. This is thought to be

examplified in the following passage.

He held the supreme good to be really one, though called by many
names, sometimes wisdom, sometimes God, and again Mind, and
so forth. But all that is contradictory of the good he used to reject,

declaring that it had no existence. {Diogenes Laertius, II, 106)

Eubulides of Miletus, a member of the school, is famous for the

formulation of several dialectical arguments and paradoxes; he seems

to have set the school in a direction which had its impact on the later

Stoic logic. The paradox of the liar, to be discussed later when we
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turn to the Stoics, is attributed to Eubulides. Both Eubulides and

Diodorus Cronus are said to have made attacks on Aristotelian doc-

trines. The following is found in Sextus Empiricus. {Adversiis Phijs-

icos, II 85-6)

^And another weighty argument for the non-existence of i^ion is

adduced bv Diodorus Cronos, h\’ means of which he establishes that

not a single thing is in motion, but has been in motion. And the tact

that nothing is in motion follows from his assumption of indivisibles.

For the indivisible body must be contained in an indivisible place

and therefore must not move either in it (for it fills it up, but a

thing which is to move must have a larger place) or in the place in

which it is not; for as yet it is not in this place so as to be moved

therein; consequently it is not in motion. But, according to reason, it

has been in motioiu for that which was formerly observed in this

place is now observed in another place, whch would not have oc-

curred if it had not been moved.

Aristotle tells us that members of this school denied the reality of

possibility.

There are some who say, as the Megaric school does, that a thing

‘can’ act only when it is acting, and when it is not acting it cannot

act, e.g., that he who is not building cannot build, but only he who

is building, when he is building; and so in all other cases. It is

not hard to see the absurdities that attend this view. {Metaphysics,

IX,3,1046b29ff.)

Another member of the Mcgarian school is Stilpo who taught at

Athens around 320 B.C. and was the teacher of Zeno, the founder of

Stoicism. lie is known for his denial of predication, feeling that this

implies that things which are other are not other. In ethics he taught

a theory of self-dependence or autarchy which foreshadows the ethical

theories of the Stoics and Epicureans.

No special remarks need be devoted to the schools of Elis and

Eretria other than pointing out that Mcnedemus accepts Stilpo’s

argument against the possibility of predication. Diogenes Laertius (II,

135) also credits him with formulating the proper answer to such

questions as “Have you stopped beating your wife?” According to this

account when asked “if he had left off beating his father, his answer

was, ‘Why, 1 was not beating him and have not left olf.

The Cynics This socratic school is of importance because, when

fused with the Mcgarian school, it exerted great influence on Stoicism.

Antisthenes, pupil of Gorgias and then Sophist in his own right before

coming under the influence of Socrates, is said to be the founder of

the Cynics. A great many writings were attributed to Antisthenes.

What seems to have struck Antisthenes in Socrates was not the seeds

of a doctrine so much as a rule of conduct, and the Cynic is set aside

from his fellows primarily by his mode of life. Indeed, the term

“cynic” itself may derive from the Creek word for dog and thereby
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indicate the nature of that mode of life. Independence from and in-

difference to his surroundings followed from the Cynic’s conviction

that only virtue is good, only sin evil and all else indifferent. Virtue is

wisdom and it can be taught by means of training. Other members of

this school worthy of mention are Diogenes of Sinope and Crates of

Thebes.

It is customary as well to mention a Cyrenaic socratic school

founded by Aristippus of Cyrene; as with the Cynics, this school

was primarily concerned with moral virtue. We must now turn to the

great successors of Socrates, Plato and Aristotle.



CHAPTER II

Plato

A. The Man and His Work

Plato was born in 428 or 427 B.C., probably at Athens, into a

family distinguished both in paternal and maternal lines, and died m

347 giving him a lifespan of approximately eighty years. It may
^

e

that “Plato” is simply a nickname and that his real name was Ans-

tocles; whatever the truth of this, it is as Plato that he is known and

recognized as standing in the very front rank of philosophers of all

time. Pathetic attempts to discount his claim to greatness are no

wanting, but nothing can change the fact of his awesome reputation

in antiquity, and in the early middle ages when little else of his was

known than the Timaeus, and in the West generally after t e

introduction of the rest of Iris writings. The dialogues of Plato repre-

sent one of the few indispensable sources of philosophizing, so much

so that ignorance of them is tantamount to ignorance of philosophy

itself. A mark of their greatness is their inexhaustibility; as insta-

ments of philosophizing, they are at the disposal equally of the novice,

the adept and the scholar. Philosophers of every view feel kinship

with Plato and are at pains to show that he anticipated them. If it is

difficult not to profit from a reading of Plato, it is equally true that

the dialogues do not yield a comprehensive meaning easily, for

reasons we shall be hinting at in a moment. For now, suffice it to say

that they are the vehicles of a genius which has put its indelible stamp

on what we call philosophy, the man who is the greatest pupil o

Socrates and the master of Aristotle.

Plato’s father was Ariston, whose ancestry can be traced to the

kings of Athens; Plato’s mother, Pcrictione, was descended from

Solon. Adeimantus and Glaucon, who turn up as characters in the

Republic were Plato’s older brothers; he had a sister, Potone, whose

son Speusippus succeeded Plato as head of the Academy. Char-

midcs and Critias, both uncles of Plato, appear as characters in dia-

logues. After the death of his father, Plato’s mother remarried and her

son, Plato’s half-brother. Antiphon, appears in the Parmenides.

134
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Plato’s aristocratic connections are sometimes invoked to explain his

distaste for tlie Athenian democracy—a distaste abetted, no doubt,

by the execution of Socrates. We have Plato’s own word for his politi-

cal attitudes.

Once upon a time in my youth I cherished like many another the

hope, directly I came of age, of entering a political career. It fell

out, moreover, that political events took tlie following course.

There were many who heaped abuse on the form of government

then prevailing, and a revolution occurred. In this revolution fifty-

one men set themselves up as a government, eleven in the city, ten

in the Piraeus (both of these groups were to administer the market

and the usual civil affairs), and tliirty came into power as supreme rul-

ers of the whole state. Some of tliese happened to be relatives and

acquaintances of mine, who accordingly invited me forthwith to

join them, assuming my fitness for the task. No wonder that, young

as I was, I cherished the belief that they would lead the city from

an unjust life, as it were, to habits of justice and really to administer

it; so that I was intensely interested to see what would come of it.

Of course I saw in a short time that these men made the former

government look in comparison like an age of gold. Among other

things they sent an elderly man, Socrates, a friend of mine, who I

should hardly be ashamed to say was the justest man of his time, in

company with others, against one of the citizens to fetch him forcibly

to be executed. Their purpose w^s fo connect Socrates with their

government, whether he wished or not. He refused and risked any

consequences rather than become their partner in wicked deeds. When
I observed all this-and some other matters of similar importance-I

withdrew in disgust from the abuses of those days. Not long after

came the fall of the thirty and of their whole system of government.

Once more, less hastily this time, but surely, I was moved by the

desire to take part in public life and in politics. To be sure, in those

days, too, full of disturbance as they were, there were many tilings

occurring to cause offence ... As it chanced, however, some of those

in control brought against this associate of mine, Socrates, whom I

have mentioned, a most sacrilegious charge, which he least of all

men deserved. They put him on trial for impiety and the people

condemned and put to death the man who had refused to take part

in the wicked arrest of one of their friends. {Ep. VII)

If these events turned Plato away from an active political career in

Athens, the problem of government never ceased to occupy a primary

place in his thoughts. And, as we shall presently see, Plato came to be

involved in political events in Sicily which must have done little

to strengthen his belief in the practicality of the ideal expressed

in the seventh letter and in the Republic, that the only solution was

that philosophers become rulers or that rulers become pliilosophers.

Plato’s distaste for democracy, tlien, must be seen as part of a recogni-

tion that all existing governments were bad. The fact that Plato lived

at the time of the Peloponnesian war would not, of course, liave in-

duced in him a high opinion of the Athenian democracy’s ability to

cope with so serious a situation. Plato’s lively sense of the imperfec-
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tioii ol men and of the institutions of his day doubtless has something

to do with the combination of visionary ideals and nostalgia for the

Tiast in the dialogues. Buniet cannot be far wrong in seeing the dia-

logues as memorials not only to Socrates but as well to the better days

of Plato’s own family.21

If Plato has no hesitation to introduce members of liis family into

the dialogues, he himself shows up rarely. From them, we learn that

he was present at the trial of Socrates {Apology, 38) and was among

those who expressed their willingness to pay the fine if that should be

the court’s punishment. From the Vhaedo (59), we learn that due to

illness he was not present at the death of Socrates. If the acquaintance-

ship of members of his family with Socrates, everywhere evidenced in

the dialogues, is not pure fiction-an unlikely possibility-Plato must

have been aware of Socrates throughout his own youth. There is no

evidence that he was among the intimates of Socrates, however; in-

deed, the seventh letter seems to suggest that he was definitively con-

verted to philosophy by the death of Socrates. This does not do away

with the fact that he learned from Socrates, of course; other philos-

ophical interests, in the doctrine of Cratylus, the Heraclitean, reported

by Aristotle {Metaphysics, I,6,987a32fl'. ), may also go back to his

youth.

According to Hermodorus, an early biographer, Plato, along with

other followers of Socrates, left Athens for Megara after the death of

the master; there they spent some time with Euclides. Nothing is

known for ’certain about Plato’s life between the death of Socrates

and twelve years later when Plato was forty. There are stories of

extensive travels, to Egypt, for example, and to Cyrene, but we are

only certain of a voyage to Sicily at the age of forty. This was the be-

ginning of an extensive involvement in Sicilian politics which lasted

into Plato’s old age.

What were Plato’s reasons for going to Sicily the first time.^ He

probably went there to converse with Pythagoreans. At any rate, we

know that he made the acquaintance of Archytas; Diogenes Laertius

tells us that Plato wanted to see Mount Etna. Whatever brought him

there, Plato met Dion, the brother-in-law of the tyrant of Syra-

cuse, Dionysius, and thereby hangs the tale. Dion showed great en-

thusiasm for philosophy, and his contact with Plato brought about

a great change in his life. Plato spent perhaps a year at Syracuse on

this first visit and, when he returned to Athens, founded the Academy.

Plato’s first visit took place around 388/387; twenty years later, in 367,

Dionysius died. He was succeeded by his son, Dionysius II, and Dion

sent a request to Plato, asking him to come and influence the young

24 John Burnet, Greek Philosophy, Thales to Plato (London: Macmillan, 1928),

p. 208 .
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king probably hoping that the change Plato had wrought in him

could be reproduced in the young tyrant. “He thought that Dionysius

might perhaps become one of these [i.e., those who held virtue dearer

than pleasure] through the cooperation of the gods. Moreover, if he

were to become such a one, the result for him and for the rest of the

Syracusans would be the attainment of a life beyond all calculation

blessed. Furthermore he felt it to be absolutely necessary that I come

to Syracuse as soon as possible to lend a hand in the work.” (Ep.VII,

327c;Post) Now 60, Plato set off, accompanied it is said, by Xenoc-

rates, a member of the Academy (Diogenes Laertius,IV,6). When

he got to Syracuse, he found that Dion was in jeopardy due to accusa-

tions that he was intent on deposing the tyrant. A few months after

Plato’s arrival, Dion was sent into exile, and Plato found himself in

a sticky position. Dionysius fils kept Plato a virtual prisoner, but finally

let him go. Back at the Academy, Dion was enrolled as a pupil, but

Plato continued to keep in contact with the Syracusan tyrant, not yet

in despair of winning him over to philosophy. In 361, Plato responded

to the request of Dionysius II that he visit Syracuse once more. The

offer was made attractive in a number of ways; a trireme w^as sent to

bring Plato, and Archedemus, a disciple of Archytas, came along to

persuade Plato; moreover, Dionysitis offered to accept any plan Plato

might propose with respect to Dion. Not to be forgotten was the for-

lorn hope that the tyrant might be won over to philosophy. Thus, for

the third time, with his nephew Speusippus, Plato set out for Sicily.

Plato failed to accomplish either of the purposes for which he made

the trip, and managed to leave Syracuse only at the intervention of

Archytas. Plato seems to have continued a correspondence with Dion-

ysius despite these set-backs. Dion had long since despaired of persuad-

ing Dionysius of anything; in 357 he returned home with an army

and captured Syracuse. Dion held shaky control for three years; in 354

he was assassinated at the instigation of an Athenian companion,

Calippus, who set himself up as tyrant. A year later, the party of

Dion set up a son of Dionysius as tyrant and the whole sorry business

came full circle. The seventh and eighth letters of Plato are addressed

to these followers of Dion and partly at least they amount to an

apologia by Plato of his role in the sequence of events in Syracuse.

Academy. We have already noted that Plato founded the Academy

after returning to his home city from his first visit to Sicily, perhaps

after twelve years of exile from Athens. It is suggested that the

Academy—it drew its name from a gymnasium outside the walls

of Athens where Plato had a house and garden—was modeled on al-

ready existing schools. That of Euclides at Megara, which Plato had

known, the Pythagorean society with which he had contact on his

travels, the contemporary school of Isocrates in Athens—all of these

are thought to have influenced Plato. The academy was organized
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somewhat on the lines of a religious society, with a temple and. per-

haps. days of special observance. Tim work of research was earned on

by individuals, particularly in mathematics, and it is said diat Plato

himself posed problems for solution, indicating that such individu

efforts ^Lre part of the common task. The view of the Academy as a

research institute is bolstered by the fact that Eudoxus is said to have

moved his whole school of mathematics to Athens and ‘"eorpora^^^

it with the school of Plato. Now, since men of the caliber of Eudoxus,

Speusippus and Xenocrates and Aristotle remained at the Academy

for many years, whereas some were there for relatively short periods

and then went into the world, very often into poUtics it seems neces-

sary to say that there were grades of membership. Plato, of course

was undisputed head; then there would be senior members an

junior members. It appears that there were public lectures a

since we have reports that Aristotle remarked on the reaction of those

who came to hear Plato’s lecture on the good, a lecture, incidentally

of which Aristotle and several others were said to have published

versions. There is reason to believe that

were candidates for entrance into the Academy, and in ths connec-

tion the seventh letter gives us some important mdicahons as to

Plato’s method of introducing another to philosophy After a pro-

trcptic” discourse, whetting the candidates appehte for

there came the grim picture of the program to be followed if one

were to achieve the goal, a program consisting largely of mathemaUcs.

Here is Plato’s description of his procedure with the younger Dion-

ysius at Syracuse.

When I had arrived, I thought I ought first to put it to P™°f

whether Dionysius was really all on fire

the frequent reports that had come to Athens to that ettec

amounted to nothing. Now there is an experimental method for de-

termining the truth in such cases that, far from bemg vulgar, is truly

approprifte to despots, especially tliose stuffed with second-hand opm-

LT which I perceived,‘ as soon as I arrived, was very much &e

case with Dionysius. One must point out to such men that

whole plan is possible and explain what prelimmary steps and how

much hwd worT it will require; for the hearer if he is genuinely de-

moted to philosophy and i/a man of God with a

fitness for the work, sees in the course marked out a path

chantment, which he must at once strain every nerve to follow or

die in the attempt. Thereupon he braces hmiself and his guide to

the task and does not relax his efforts until he either crowns them

with final accomplishment or acquires the faculty of tracing his o™
way no longer accompanied by the pathfinder. When this conviction

has taken poss'ession of him, such a man passes his life in whatever

occupations he may engage in but through it all never ceases

practise philosophy and such habits of daily life as will be most

effective ?n making him an intelligent and retentive student, able to

reason soberly by himself. Other practices tlian these he shuns to the
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end. As for those, however, who are not genuine converts to philos-

ophy, but have only a superficial tinge of doctrine—like the coat of

tan that people get in the sun—as soon as they see how many sub-

jects there are to study, how much hard work they involve, and how

indispensable it is for the project to adopt a well-ordered scheme of

living, they decide that the plan is difficult if not impossible for them;

and so they really do not prove capable of practising philosophy . . .

This test then proves to be the surest and safest in dealing with

those who are self-indulgent and incapable of continued hard work,

since they throw the blame not on their guide but on their own

inability to follow out in detail the course of training subsidiary to

the project. (340b-341a;Post)

The test described here would have fairly general application

to anyone seeking admission to the academy; moreover, if there is

validity in the information we have about the Pythagorean society to

the effect that in the final analysis it was appeal to the authority of

the master which counted-ipse dixit-the Platonic Academy would

rather be defined by its effort truly to teach, to make the doctrine a

possession of the student himself; his to defend on its own basis and

not because he had gotten it from the master. This could only come as

the fruit of long, sustained effort in the company of others so that

dispute and dialogue would be the means of achieving the goal.

Personal interaction, not the reading of books, is the way to philoso-

phy.

I certainly have composed no work in regard to it, nor shall I ever do

so in the future; for there is no way of putting it in words like other

studies. Acquaintance with it must come rather after a long period

of attendance on instruction in the subject itself and of close com-

panionship, when, suddenly, like a blaze kindled by a leaping spark,

it is generated in the soul and at once becomes self-sustaining.

(341c-d;Post)

What was this long program of study which would issue in the

possession of philosophy? Scholars have always thought that we have

a good indication of the practice of the Academy in the educa-

tional program set forth in the Republic. That program is ordered to

the formation of the ruler, of course, but it is predicated on the ideal

that the best ruler is the philosopher. The most striking thing about

this for the higher education of the guardians scheme is the require-

ment tliat then years, from the age of twenty to thirty, be devoted to

study of mathematics. The disciplines are arithmetic, plane geometry,

solid geometry, astronomy and harmonics. We will see later, in our

analysis of the Phaedo particularly, how the ascetic and pedagogical

concerns become one in Plato; it is sufficient to point out now that

mathematics are propaideutic not only because they seem to be the

only sciences recognized by Plato, but because they wean the soul

from the sensible world and train its eye to see the truly real. After

this decade of mathematical work, the future philosopher is
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to be introduced to dialectics. Plato’s reason for postponing what we
think of as characteristic of Socrates to this age is of great importance.

There is a danger lest they should taste the dear delight too early;

for youngsters, as you may have observed, when they first get the
taste in their mouths, argue for amusement, and are always contra-
dieting and refuting others in imitation of those who refute them;
like puppy-dogs, they rejoice in pulling and tearing at all who come
near them . . . and when they have made many conquests and re-

ceived defeats at the hands of many, they violently and speedily
get into a way of not believing anything which they believed before,
and hence, not only they, but philosophy and all that relates to it

is apt to have a bad name with the rest of the world. {Republic, 539)

Plato is not interested in eristic—in arguing solely to maintain a

point; dialectic for Plato is the search for truth. We are reminded of

those dialogues in which Socrates is gently prodding a Sophist to be-
come serious. We shall see later that the precise meaning of the Pla-

tonic dialectic is not easy to discern, that it is argued that we have
a change of attitude towards it in the dialogues, but the passage in

question indicates that prior to the free give and take of dialectic, there

must be firm grounding in mathematical subjects. Thanks to this

grounding, the student comes to an appreciation of what true being
and science are, and is prepared to seek such being and knowledge in

a realm which transcends the mathematical. With the taste acquired
in the study of mathematics, dialectic, the method of this further

pursuit, is not likely to be abused and degenerate into the eristic of

the Sophists. Philosophy is patently no game for Plato; it is indulged
in with deep earnestness and only continuous, sustained effort can
bring one to the goal. It is because philosophy has become detached
from such seriousness that, according to the Republic, it has fallen

into such disrepute. The fault lies with the men and with the com-
munity in which they live; both must be changed-this is the whole
point of the Republic.

If mathematics was obviously stressed in the Academy, we have
some indirect evidence that concern for the natural, biological,

world was also present. A fragment of a comic poet, Epicrates, de-

scribes the ellorts of students at the Academy poring over a pumpkin
trying to decide what species it is. It seems likely that the anecdote is

rather evidence of practice in the search for definition than of the

kind of interest in tbc natural world we find later in Aristotle.

1 he Academy was at once a school, a training ground for politi-

cians, a reasearch institute, and a religious fraternity. There seems
to be no single analogue for it in the modern world; what sets it off

most definitively from what today is the general view of philosophy,

is that the society Plato hoped to form was conceived of as a way of

life. The perfection of the intellect was never divorced from the

perfection of the man. The identification of the two movements,
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towards truth and goodness, must be remembered if we are to undei -

stand many remarks of Plato concerning the nature of philosophy

and the steps to its acquisition. The Academy, founded to form new^

men and, hopefully, a new society based on the truth of things, was

destined to have a long history. Although it changed its character a

number of times, and even for a long period drifted into the scep-

ticism against which Plato warned so eloquently, the Academy con-

tinued at Athens, though not in precisely the same location, until

529 A.D. when the philosophical schools were closed by Justinian.

This was far from being the end of the influence of Plato, however;

from the material influence evident in our use of the term “academy

and its derivitives, to the continuing role the dialogues have played

as sources for philosopliizing, it is evident that, for philosopheis con-

sciously and for all men unconsciously, Plato of Athens is a contempor-

ary.
^

.

Writings. Plato’s written work consists of thirteen letters, some o

disputed authenticity, and the dialogues. The function of the letters

is fairly obvious from their content; that of the dialogues is obscure

and much disputed. That the nature and purpose of the dialogues can-

not easily be decided upon becomes evident when we look once more

at Plato’s seventh letter (which is quite generally considered authentic).

Plato there discusses the rumor that Dionysius has taken it upon

himself to write about philosophy.

One statement at any rate 1 can make in regard to ^o have

written or who may write with a claim to knowledge of the subjects

to which I devote myself-no matter how they pretend to have ac-

quired it, whether from my instruction or from others or by theu

own discovery. Such writers can in my opinion have no real ac-

quaintance with the subject. I certainly have composed no work in

mgard to it, nor shall I do so in the future; for there is no way ot

putting it in words like other studies. (341 b-c; Post)

The same thought is expressed in the second letter.

Take precautions, however, lest this teaching ever be disclosed among

untrained people, for in my opinion there is in general no doctrine

more ridiculous in the eyes of the general public than this, nor on

the other hand any more wonderful and inspiring to those naturally

gifted. Often repeated and constantly attended to for many years

it is at last gold with great effort freed from alloy. Let me tell you,

however, the surprising thing about it. There are men, and a good

many of them, too, who have intelligence and memory and the

ahilitv to judge a doctrine after examining it by every possible test,

who are now old men and have been receiving instruction not less

than thirty years who have just reached the point of saying that

what formerly they thought most uncertain, now appears to them

quite certain and evident; while what seemed most certain then, ap-

pears now uncertain. Consider these facts and take care lest you

some time come to repent of having now unwisely disclosed the doc-

trine. It is a very great safeguard to learn by heart instead of writing.
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It is impossible for what is written not to be disclosed. That is the

reason why I have never written anything about these things, and

why there is not and will not be any written work of Plato’s o\^.

What are now called his are the work of a Socrates grown beautiful

and young. Farewell and believe. (314a-c;Post)

Dionysius is urged to read the letter many times and then burn it.

Thus far, we may feel that Plato’s reluetanee to publish is not due to

the impossiblity of writing bis doetrine but to the faet that those who

understand it imperfeetly or not at all will thereby have occasion

to ridicule it; to the initiate, we might feel, the written work would

speak and speak the truth. Flowever, in the seventh letter, (the same

thoughts are found in the Phaedrus), Plato goes on to argue that

words cannot be vehicles of the ultimate truth, that the stricture

against writing is caution against attempting the impossible. It will

be well to record here his argument for the inefficacy of words; not

only does it pertain to our present subject, but it will give us a first

taste of Platonic doctrine.

For everything that exists there are three classes of objects through

which knowledge about it must come; the knowledge itself is a

fourth; and we must put as a fifth entity the actual object of knowl-

edge which is the true reality. We have, then, first, a name; second,

a description; third, an image; and fourth, a knowledge of the

object. (342 a-b;Post)

Plato exemplifies what he means by the case of circle. There is

the thing itself-the circle-and there is the word “circle.” There is the

description of the circle which is composed of nouns and other verbal

expressions. Ne.xt there are the objects which are drawn and erased,

made in wood and destroyed, and so forth. But when the wooden

wheel is broken, nothing untoward happens to the circle as such.

Finally, there is our knowledge of correct opinion concerning the

circle itself. Since our understanding is in our mind where things do

not have the qualities sensible bodies have, of all the things men-

tioned, our knowledge has most affinity with the real object in ques-

tion, namely, the circle itself. These remarks can be applied to any-

thing whatsoever, mathematical objects, the good and beautiful,

artificial and natural things.

For if in the case of any of these a man does not somehow or other

get hold of the first four, he will never gain a complete understanding

of the fifth. Furthermore these four-names, descriptions, bodily

forms, concepts—do as much to illustrate the particular quality of

any object as they do to illustrate its essential reality because of

the inadequacy of' language. Hence no intelligent man will ever be

so bold as to put into language those things which his reason has

contemplated, especially not into a form that is unalterable—which

must be the case with what is expressed in written symbols. (342e-

343a;Post)
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Language seems as much concerned ^vith the particular quality,

that is, with the circles we draw and make, and consequently see,

touch, etc., as with the essential reality, that is, circle itself. The object

of philosophy is knowledge of essential reality which cannot be con-

veyed by language, since language will be taken to be about sensible

particulars or observable instances and the whole discussion will seem

involved in contradictions. Names and verbal descriptions and particu-

lar instances are necessary if one is to achieve knowledge of essential

reality, but once this knowledge is attained its vast diffeience from the

means of achieving it will be seen and, consequently, the impossibility

of expressing it in words. But the way is difficult and arduous and

Plato once more insists on this.

To sum it all up in a word, natural intelligence and a good memory

are equally powerless to aid the man who has not an inborn

affinity with the subject. Without such endowments there is of

course not the slightest possibility. Hence all who have no natural

aptitude and affinity with justice and all the other noble ideals,

though in the study of other matters they may be both intelligent

and retentive-all those too who have 'affinity but are stupid and un-

retentive—such will -nev^er any of^ them attain to an understanding

of the most complete truth in regard to moral concepts. The study

of virtue and vice must be accompanied by an inquiry into what is

false and true of existence in general and must be carried on by

constant practice throughout a long period, as I said in the begin-

ning. Hardly after practicing detailed comparisons of names and defi-

nitions and visual and offier sense-perceptions, after scrutinizing

them in benevolent disputation by the use of question and answer

without jealousy, at last in a flash understanding of each blazes up,

and the mind, as it exerts all its power to the limit of human capaci-

ty, is flooded with light. (344a-b;Post)

Now all this would lead us to suspect that the dialogues that have

come down to us do not and cannot represent the authentic teach-

ing of Plato such as it could have been learned by a member of the

Academy. There is, as we shall see, some ground for this interpreta-

tion. Nevertheless, the dialogues do exist, they do convey a doctrine

and, as works of Plato, they can be said to convey a Platonic doctrine.

That it may not be the very same sort of thing as was taught in the

Academy to the initiate need not keep us from studying it with great

care.

In one of the passages quoted, we heard Plato describe his

writings as giving not his teacliing but that of a Socrates grown young

and beautiful. Now this will be seen to cover a good number of the

dialogues, but certainly not all of them, since there are dialogues in

which Socrates does not appear and several in which, though he

appears, he is far from being the main speaker. The fact is, as Field
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has pointed oiit,2>'> that we would not be well-advised to ask ourselves,

what is the purpose or function of the dialogues? Not all the dialogues

proceed in the same way nor seem to address themselves to the same

audience. Of many of them, particularly of what are called the early

dialogues and in which Socrates is far and away the main figure, it can

be said that they are addressed to the general public; their effect if

not their purpose was to make known to the outsider what interested

the Academy and often to induce him to enter. Difficulties arise when

we find discussed in the dialogues precisely those points which Plato

claimed he would never discuss in writing. Thus, in the Republic

everything finds its focus in the doctrine of essential realities or Ideas

or Forms-the things that really are and towards which the mind

strains in philosophv. Moreover, in the later dialogues the discussions

become much more abstruse and difficult than in the so-called socratic

dialogues” and it does not seem likely that they were directed to a

popular audience. Field suggests that one possible explanation is that

Plato is addressing himself to philosophers outside the Academy who

could be expected to profit from such advanced discussions which,

nevertheless, fall short of any attempt to put into writing, statements

about essential realities themselves. This is not unlikely, nor is it un-

likely that more difficult dialogues should have been used within the

Academy as loci for discussion. Indeed, it is possible to multiply mo-

tives with the inspection of particular dialogues; the important thing

is that we refrain from seeking some one motive which covers all the

dialogues without exception. This is important because, while we

must accept th.e fact that there is a distinction between Plato’s

dialogues and what Aristotle calls his unwritten doctrine (knowledge

of which we obtain from Aristotle), it is equally necessary to accept

a difference in the philosophical content of the dialogues them-

selves. It has been maintained that Plato gave no oral teaching, that

everything he taught is in the dialog! les and finally, that whenever

Aristotle ascribes something to Plato which is not to be found in the

dialogues it must be rejected as at best a misunderstanding. Ross26 has

drawn attention both to the implausibility of this image of a Plato

completely aloof doctrinely from the members of the society he had

formed and to the sufficient evidence for accepting Aristotle’s remark

that there were indeed things which Plato taught but did not write

down. One example is the lecture on the Good given before a

public audience. Wc need say no more of this now, since it can be

discussed more fittingly when wc come to those doctrines ascribed to

Plato which arc not clearly present in the dialogues themselves.

G. C. Field, Plato and His Contemporaries (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1930),

pp. 59(1.

Sir David Ross, Phito’s Theory of Ideas, (O.xford: Clarendon Press, 1951),

Chap. IX.
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There is some evidence that we possess, in tlie dialogues that have

come down to us, all that Plato wrote-no dialogue is referred to by

name in ancient authors that we do not have today. The question is,

are all thirty-five of the dialogues attributed to Plato actually his We

know for certain that twenty-four dialogues are generally recognized

as authentic works of Plato. These are: Apology, Crito, Euthyphron,

Laches Protagoras, Charmides, Lysis, Gorgias, Meno, Euthydemus,

Hippias Maior, Cratylus, Symposium, Phaedo, Republic, Phaedrus,

Thcaetetus, Parmenides, Sophist, Statesman, Philehus, Timaeus, Grit-

ias. Laws. There seems to be insufficient reason to reject: Ion, Hip-

pias Minor, Menexenus and Epinomis. The question of the chronolog-

ical order in which the dialogues were written is often discussed.

One way of deciding the question is from internal evidence

such as the mention of historical events. The Apology, for example,

could hardly have been written prior to 399 B.C. when Socrates was

put to death. From ancient sources as well as such internal evidence,

the Laws can be taken to be among the very last things Plato wrote.

On the basis of the Laws as ultimate, it has been possible to subject

the other dialogues to a stylometric te^t and guess their relative dis-

tance from the last work insofar as they'^are near or far from it in style.

It goes without saying that any proposed chronology will amount

only to a more or less educated guess.

Why is it important to decide on the order in which the dialogues

may have been written? From many points of view, the question

obviously has no importance. Acceptance of a chronology often

leads to the quest for changes of mind, a search which usually finds

its object, and we are left with several conflicting Platos. Now while it

may seern that if one Plato is good several are better, the quest for a

unified doctrine is surely to be commended; however, divergence be-

tween the dialogues is not something the recognition of which is in-

extricably wedded to matters of chronology. We shall have to address

ourselves to the question of the unity of Platos thought since some

dialogues ( those which happen to be put later chronologically )
seem

to differ considerably from others (which, as it happens, fall towards

the beginning of most chronological lists). We will want to see if argu-

ments for the unity of the Platonic method go hand in hand with

indifference to the chronological question while those who profess to

find more or less irreconcilable differences base their claim on a de-

velopment from a young to an older and perhaps wiser Plato. We

have our own interest in chronology, of course, since, when we were

discussing the Socratic Problem we grandly dismissed it in favor of the

acceptance of the Socrates who has come down to us in the Platonic

dialogues and disavowed all concern with the unknown and mayhap

unknowable historical Socrates.

Dialogues which have been located as early ones are also often
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called “Socratic dialogues” because in them Socrates occupies the

central position. These dialogues exhibit that interest in definition in

moral matters whicli Aristotle says was characteristic of Socrates,

meaning no doubt the historical Socrates. These dialogues are of

course artistic presentation, indeed in the judgment of those in a

position to say, the best literary style and imagination of Plato are

more uniformly present in the early dialogues. There is no point, of

course, in denying that the Socrates of these dialogues is, as Plato

confessed, a Socrates grown young and beautiful. This cannot simply

mean that Socrates has achieved immortality by being caught and

held in the net of art; there seems to be as well the admission of con-

scious idealization. Of course, even if, (though it is impossible),

these were simply records of actual conversations, the editorial hand

would alter them by selecting which ones were to be preserved for

posterity and, doubtless be evident as well in omissions and ordering

wherebv the vagaries of daily intercourse would take on that begin-

ning, middle and end they seldom have in real life. Plato cannot be

regarded as the recording secretary of the Athenian Socratic Society;

he is no Boswell. There is nevertheless some evidence that these

artistic reconstructions bear an intended relation to what Socrates

actually did. We need only mention the admission in the Republic,

when Socrates urges the study of solid geometry on the part of the

guardians, that this science has not yet been discovered. Burnet makes

much of this, arguing that if the Socratic Dialogues were pure inven-

tion there would be no need for pointing out any anachronisms they

might contain; that is, if Socrates were simply the vehicle of Plato’s

own thought, he could take this as sufficiently evident to those of his

readers who had known Socrates and would not have to make a point

of his putting in Socrates’ mouth remarks that he could not possibly

have made. Dialogues which are placed earlier than the Republic can

generally be taken to present conversations based on those Socrates

actually engaged in and as hewing rather closely to what he actually

did say or might have said. Plato, accordingly, either identifies him-

self entirely with his memory of Socrates or is quite self-effacing with

respect to his own interests and allows Socrates to speak for Irimself.

In a dialogue like the Phacdo, we find Socrates presenting the doctrine

of Ideas without apology on Plato’s part. This can mean either that

Aristotle is wrong in saying that Socrates never taught this doctrine

or that Plato is now using Socrates in a somewhat different way. We
adopt the latter possibility and claim that there are dialogues in

which Socrates is presented more or less as Plato thought him to have

been, whereas in other dialogues Socrates takes on a more or less

symbolic function, while things are discussed that Socrates him-

self never discussed. If this is tenable, our earlier dismissal of the
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Socratic Problem does not entail that we have no further right to dis-

tinguish between Socrates and Plato.

B. The Doctrine of Forms

Tlie distinctive characteristic of the philosophy of Plato is the doc-

trine of Forms—the "essential realities” of the seventh letter. In the first

book of his Metaphysics, where he is offering a synopsis of his pred-

ecessors’ views on causes, Aristotle gives us brief statement on this

fundamental Platonic doctrine, indicating that it is the point of

difference betw'een Socrates and Plato.

After the systems we have named came the philosophy of Plato,

which in most respects followed these thinkers (i.e., the Pytrm-

goreans) but had peculiarities that distinguished it from the

philosophy of the Italians. For, having in his youth first become

familiar with Cratylus and with the Heraclitean doctrines-that all

sensible things are' ever in a state of flux and there is no knowledge

about them—these views he held even in later years. Socrates, how-

ever, was busying himself about ethical matters and neglecting the

world of nature as a whole but seeking the universal in these

ethical matters, and fixed thought for the first time on definitions;

Plato accepted his teaching, but held that the problem applied not

to sensible things but to entities of another kind-for this reason,

that the common definition could not be a definition of any sensible

tiling, as they were always changing. Things of this other sort,

then, he called Ideas, and sensible things, he said, were all named

after these, and in virtue of a relation to these; for the many

existed by participation in the Ideas that have the same name as

they. Only the name ‘participation’ was new; for the Pythagoreans

say that things exist by ‘imitation’ of numbers, but Plato says they

exist by participation, changing the name. (987a29-987bl3)

Something of this same movement seems to show up as we pass

from the “Socratic Dialogues” to subsequent ones.

Such dialogues as the Charmides, Laches and Euthyphro are asking

about a particular moral quality-temperance, courage, piety-what is

it? Socrates is interested in seeking an answer to such questions as

“What is piety?”, because he thinks that few people can answer cor-

rectly. And they do not even know they cannot answer them. Not know-

ing what a virtue is, they cannot possess that virtue-since knowledge

of the virtue and possession of it are one and the same thing. Socrates

assumes knowledge of Greek in his interlocutor; he does not expect

or try to induce puzzlement concerning the grammar of the word

“Piety” for example. The word is known and certain actions to which

the word is applied are known. The question then becomes, what

does the word mean when it is applied to those actions? If we call

several actions courageous, isn’t there something in all actions that

is one and the same? And can’t we formulate a definition which will

express this one, same thing they have in common?
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And therefore, I adjure you to tell me the nature of piety and im-

piety, which you said that you knew so well, and of murder, and

of otiicr offences against the gods. What are they? Is not piety in

every action always the same, and impiety, again-is it not always

the opposite of piety, and also the same with itself, having, as

impiety, one notion which includes whatever is impious? (Euthyphro, 5)

There must be some one thing, piety, in terms of which all pious

acts are said to be pious; so too with impiety and the rest. That is what

we are seeking when we ask, what is piety? That is why Socrates is

impatient with replies to the question which consists of giving an in-

ventory, piling up examples of pious acts.

Remember that I did not ask you to give me two or three examples

of piety, but to explain the general idea which makes all pious

things pious. Do you not recollect that there was one idea which

made the impious impious, and the pious pious? . . . Tell me

is the nature of this idea, and then I shall have a standard to which

I may look, and by which 1 may measure actions, whether yours

or those of any one else, and then I shall be able to say that such

and such is pious, such another impious. (Ibid., 6)

The occiu*rence of the word ‘"idea” in this passage permits us to

remark that, for our purposes, “Idea” and “Form are synonyms. The

Greek terms they translate both derive from the verb “to see”; their

first meaning, accordingly, would be, that which is seen; soon they

come to mean the visible shape-that whereby things seen are distin-

guished from one another, their visible difference. Gradually the

terms come to mean distinguishing mark of specific characteristic

without restriction to what can be grasped by the sense of sight. It is

just this distinguishing mark, grasped by thought and expressible in

words, that Socrates is after in his questions about virtue. Thus, he is

after what anyone is after when he asks, “Well, what is goodness?

This question can be thought of as prompted by the bewilderment

consequent on noticing what diverse things are called good. It is

not necessary that the posing of such a question follow on the recogni-

tion of the wider problem it involves. Recall the divisions that Plato

gave in the seventh letter. There is the word, the verbal description;

there are observable things to which the word is applied and which

are accordingly instances or examples of what the word means. It is

fairly easy to accept this breakdown; it is the next step that causes

difficulty; and Plato, by taking it, seems to go beyond what Socrates

cpiest involved. Plato asks, must there not be, besides the word “circle”

and our verbal expression of what it is and particular circles, the

Girclc itself? This Gircle itself, the essential reality, the Form or Idea—

Plato’s view of it is what takes him beyond Socrates to a distinctive

doctrine of his own.

In the Phaedo, Socrates is made to recount his dissatisfaction with

the actual practise of Anaxagoras after he had been struck by the view
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that Mind governs the universe and had hoped to be told why things

are better as they are than otherwise. But Anaxagoras does not tell

him this, giving instead the same kind of explanation of things that

the other natural philosophers give. Socrates feels that they only re-

count those things without which the cause cannot be a cause but

leave the cause itself unstated. He turns from natural philosophy to

what he caUs a second-best way of proceeding-second-best to discover-

ine the Good which would explain why things are better as they are

The method described gives us one way of seeing into the doctrine of

Forms. And because of its generally recognized importance, we le-

produce it here.

Socrates proceeded: I thouglU that as 1

'f l"did‘'norior'the
tion of true existence, I ought to be careful that 1 did not lose the

eye of my soul; so people may injure their bodily eye by observing

and gazing on the sin during an eclipse, unless they take the precau-

tion If only looking at the image reflected in the ™
,

similar medium. So in my own case, I was afraid that my soul

might be blinded altogether if I looked at things with my eyes “

tried to apprehend them by the help of the senses. And ug

that 1 had better have recourse to the world of mind and seek

there the truth of existence. I dare say that the-simile is not peifect

for I am very far from admitting fliat he who contemplates exis-

tences through the medium of thought, sees them only m images

any more than he who considers them in action and operatiom

However, this was the method which I adopted: I hist assumed

some principle which I judged to be the strongest,
}

affirmed as true whatever seemed to agree with this, whethei le at

ing to the cause or anything else; and that which disagreed I re-

garded as untrue. But I should like to e.xplain my meaning more

clearly, as I do not think that you as yet understand me . . . there

is noting new, he said, in what I am about to tell you; but only

what I have been always and everywhere repeating m the previous

discussion and on previous occasions: 1 want to show you the nature

of that cause which has occupied my thoughts. I shall have to g

back to those familiar words which are in the rnouth of every-

one and first of all assume that there is an absolute beauty and

goodness and greatness, and the like; grant me tins, and 1 hope to

be able to show you the nature of the cause, and to prove the im-

mortality of the soul . . . Well, he said, then I should like to

know whether you agree with me in the next step; for I cannot

help thinking, if there be anything beautiful other than absolute

beauty should there be such, that it can be beautiful only insofar

as it partakes of absolute beauty-and I should say the same of

everything . . • He proceeded; I know nothing and can understand

nothing of any other of those wise causes which are alleged; anc

if a person says to me that the bloom of color, or form, or any such

things is a source of beauty, I leave all that, which is only confusing

to me, and simply and singly, and perhaps foolishly, hold and am

assured in my own mind that nothing makes a thing beautiful but

the presence (paromia) and participation {koinonia) of beauty m

whatever way or manner obtained; for as to the manner I am un-
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certain, but I stoutly contend that by beauty all beautiful thmgs

become beautiful. This appears to me to be the safest answer which

I can give, either to myself or to another, and to this I cling, in me

persuasion that this principle will never be overthrown, and that

to myself or to anyone who asks the question, I may safely reply,

that by beauty beautiful things become beautiful. (99-100)

The Forms or Ideas are appealed to here through a second best

way of arriving at an explanation of the things around us; the best

way would to trace in detail the working of Mind in the universe,

which method would enable us to see that things are better the way

they are. The second-best way explains something’s becoming beauti-

ful or big or two or just by participation in, respectively, beauty, big-

ness, twoness or justice. The method of the second-best way consists in

turning away from sensible things, since the object of true knowledge

cannot be conveyed by sensation (c/. 6o-66), and concentrating on

propositions which are said to be images. They are images, not of the

sensible world, but of the intelligible, the world of Forms. The sup-

position of the method of hypothesis which the passage describes is,

as Hackforth puts it27, that the world of discourse is a faithful represen-

tation of true being. The method of hypothesis consists in accepting

a proposition as true as well as everything which follows from its

acceptance, while rejecting whatever is incompatible wdth it. In the

Phaeclo, the hypothesis in question is precisely the doctrine of

Forms; if there are Forms or Ideas, then the soul is immortal. We are

interested now in the doctrine of Forms and not in the attempt to

prove the immortality of the soul.

The situation Socrates presents here is the following. We are in a

world surrounded by objects; we speak about these objects and

in doing so we are, of course, applying a given word to a number of

objects. If we say of an action that it is just, we can also say this of

another; if we say of some stones that they are two or three, “two” and

“three” can be applied to other groups as well. As Plato will say in

the Republic, the point he is getting at is suggested whenever we

have a group of things which share a common name. Now a just act

is one which has the note of justice; this action is not justice itself, nor

is that thing one, and so on; nor is the group of all just acts what justice

is, since justice is that whereby we recognize the particular acts as just.

Justice is not the word, nor is it the mental notion we form and ex-

press verbally in the definition. Plato is suggesting that we are led in-

exorably to recognize another type of entity, something apart from

tlie word, eoncept or instance: Justice itself. Now earlier in the

Phaedo, the question has arisen as to how we acquire knowledge of

such entities as Justice itself, and so forth, with the true object of

27 See R. Hackforth, Plato’s Phaedo (Cambridge, England: University Press,

1952), p. 138.
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every common name. The body is denied any role in such knowledge.

Then must not true existence be revealed to her in thought, if

at all? . . . And thought is best when the mind is gathered into

herself and none of these things trouble her—neither sounds nor

sights nor pain nor any pleasure—when she takes leave of the

body, and has as little as possible to do with it, when she has no

bodily sense or desire, but is aspiring after true being? ... Is

there or is there not an absolute justice?—Assuredly there is.—And

an absolute beauty and absolute good?—Of course.—But did you

ever behold any of them with your eyes?—Certainly not.—Or did you

ever reach them with any other bodily sense?—and I speak not of

these alone, but of absolute greatness, and health, and strength, and

of the essence or true nature of everything. Has the reality of them

ever been perceived by you through the bodily organs? or ratlier,

is not the nearest approach to the knowledge of their several natures

made by him who so orders his intellectual vision as to have the

most exact conception of the essence of each thing which he con-

siders?—Certainly.—And he attains to the purest knowledge of

them who goes to each with the mind alone, not introducing or

intruding in the act of thought, sight or any other sense together

with reason, but with the very light of the mind in her own clear-

ness searches into the very truth of each; he ,who has got rid, as

far as he can, of eyes and ears and, so to speak, of the whole

body, these being in his opinion'' distracting elements which when
they infect the soul hinder her from acquiring truth and knowl-

edge—who, if not he, is likely to attain to the knowledge of true

being? (65-66)

This withdrawal of the mind into itself is, in the Phaedo, described

in such a way that the movement from the sensible order and the

triumph over sensuality are but different ways of viewing the same

process. In this fashion, there are steps by wliich the soul is weaned

from the sensible order so that its eye can turn to the true essences of

things. This true essence or being of things is not to be thought of as

in particulars; it is apart from them, separated, in another realm.

The world of the Forms or Ideas is another and better world than

that around us. The influence of Orpliic and Pythagorean religious

doctrines on die Plato who wrote the Phaedo is often mentioned and

is undeniably there; but if there is mysticism, it is a mysticism which

is wedded to science. Plato is not interested in elevating what we might

call “existential affinity” with real being above the cognitive grasp

of it; in the seventh letter he speaks of those who have a natural

affinity with moral ideals but no intellectual capacity. They are not

apt students of philosophy and it is philosophy that is being discussed

in the Phaedo.

If the senses do not enter into the knowledge of reality as constit-

uents of such knowledge, they nevertheless have a role to play in ac-

quiring knowledge. It is the fact that many sensible things have a

common name diat presents the problem which can lead to the
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recognition of tlic Forms. And yet, involved in the recognition of the

problem would seem to be the very knowledge we seek. If we are able

to recognize some acts as just, must we not have some sort of imper-

fect knowledge of justice already? A first answer to this problem can

be found in the Meno, although it is not there explicitly connected

with the Forms. In that dialogue, Socrates elicits from a slave boy, by

means of carefully ordered questions, the solution to a mathematical

problem although the boy has had no training whatsoever in

mathematics. Socrates makes use of the incident to suggest that the

boys soul had already possessed the knowledge in question, but had
simply forgotten it. What he needed was a diagram and a few ques-

tions and the knowledge comes back to him. “And if there have been

always true thoughts in him, both at the time when he was and was
not a man, which only need to be awakened into knowledge by put-

ting questions to him, his soul must have always possessed this knowl-

edge, for he always either was or was not a man?” {Meno, 86) Here
we have the Platonism of the Ode on the Intimations of Immortality.

Issued from the hand of God, the soul lives in the presence of the

Forms, of true being; its being placed in a body is the death of that

former pure existence and, due to the corrupting and obscuring

effect of the body, the previous knowledge is pushed into subcon-

sciousness. When it is elicited by questions, it is rather a matter of

rememl)ering (ariamnesis) than of learning. This notion that the soul

is imprisoned in the body and that it must purge itself from the body—
that what we call death is in fact the release and rebirth of the soul

to its true life—is everywhere present in the Phaedo. Moreover
the notion of anamnesis is also involved there. When we say that

two sticks are equal, we have an instance of equality. But the recogni-

tion of them as equal involves a knowledge of equality which is

neither derivable from the instance before us nor from any other

instance. Close inspection of any pair of equal sensible things

would reveal that they are not perfectly equal. We cannot, then,

have gotten the notion of perfect equality, of equality itself, from
such instances. Nevertheless, the recognition of instances can prompt
us to ask what is the ideal to which they approximate and, further, to

ask how we acquired knowledge of such ideas.

Thus far, then, Plato seems to have divided the world into sensible

things and the Forms which are the causes of sensible things. If these

are the poles of the emerging Platonic universe, there is more than
emptiness between. There is first of all the question as to the status of

the soul. It would appear to be neither Form nor sensible thing; con-

sequently, it must be an intermediary kind of entity. Moreover,
although when it comes to exemplifying what he means by Forms,
Plato speaks as often of mathematical as of moral Forms; mathema-
tics itself will introduce a kind of multiplicity which is not that of the
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sensible world. If 2 und 2 ure 4, the two 2’s in question need not be

sensible instances and, as more than one, they seem to fall short of the

Form, Twoness itself. We will see later that this is precisely the prob-

lem of intermediate entities which in turn is part of the problem of

the unwritten doctrine and the reliability of the testimony of Aris-

totle It is well to recognize from the outset that the Platonic uni-

verse is susceptible of greater comple.vity; that the written doctrine of

Plato itself makes that universe more complex is something that wil

emerge.

Republic. We find, in the middle books of the Republic, three con-

nected passages which have importance for determining what P ato

conceived to be the relationships between the Forms and things and,

indeed, among the Forms themselves. These passages present the

analogy of the sun and the Good, the “divided line, and the alle-

gory of the cave. The Fifth Book begins with a discussion of the

difference between knowledge and opinion. To know has as its object

what truly is; not to know in anyway would have nothing or non-being

to respond to it. To have opinion or to believe jias as its object not

what truly is, for opinion can be false, nor what wholly is no .

Forms or Ideas are what truly are,'^and knowledge will be of them.

Opinion or belief has as its object the instances of the Ideas which can

be grasped through the senses. One who has only opinion is one who

recognizes some things as beautiful, for example, but does not know

what Beauty is. He who knows can discern the essence of beauty as

well as the things which participate in or imitate it, and he never con-

fuses the one with the other. The status of the objects of sense per-

ception is somewhat anomolous, according to this view. They are m

the realm of seeming, of phenomena, of what appears. To know what

sensible things are, their true nature, is to know something other than

the things grasped by the senses. Ignorance, opinion, knowledge,

these three-the greatest, of course, is knowledge and the passages

which interest us now speak of the transition from the other mental

states to knowledge.

The transition in question is once more triumph over the body

as well as progress in knowledge, but the process is taken as aimed at

the Good. The liighest knowledge is possession of the Good.

... I am certain that you have heard the answer many times, and

now you either do not understand me or, as I rather
,

dispoLd to be troublesome, for you have often bem, to d a

the idea of good is the highest knowledge, and that all other

things become useful and advantageous only by their use of

this.®. . . Do von think that the possession of all other things is of

any value if we do not possess the good or the knowledge o a

other tilings if we have no knowledge of beauty and goodness. (I e-

public VI, 504-5)
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The great clifEculty is to acquire this knowledge, for what is the

Good? Whatever it is, tlie guardians of the ideal commonwealth are

going to have to know what it is. Not that Plato conceives the primacy

of knowledge of the Good as of moment only for practical concerns;

we shall see that this knowledge is primary with respect to mathe-

matics as well. It is the comparison of the sun and the Good which

begins to clarify the function Plato assigns to the Good and to knowl-

edge of it.

In the visible order more is required than eyes to see with and

things to see; there is need as well of light. The source of light is

preeminently the sun, and the sun is spoken of by Plato as the child

the Good has created in the visible world as a symbol of itself.

And the soul is like the eye: when resting upon that on which truth

and being shine, the soul perceiv’es and understands and is radiant

with intelligence; but when turned towards the twilight of becom-

ing and perishing, then she has opinion only, and goes blinking

about, and is first of one opinion and then of another, and seems

to have no intelligence. . . . Now, that which imparts truth to the

known and the power of knowing to the knower is what I would have

you term the idea of good, and this you will deem to be the cause

of science, and of truth in so far as the latter becomes the subject

of knowledge; beautiful too, as are both truth and knowledge,

you will be right in esteeming this other nature as more beautiful

than either; and, as in the previous instance, light and sight may
be truly said to be like the sun, and yet not to be the sun, so in

this other sphere science and truth may be deemed to be like the

good, but not the good: the good has a place of honor yet

higher. (508)

We have here the suggestion of a hierarchy among the Forms or

Ideas themselves. Just as the Forms take precedence over sensible

things, so in the realm of Forms, the Good takes precedence over the

others. Whether or not we are to take all other Forms to be on the

same level, there is no doubt as to the primacy of the Good. “And so

with the objects of knowledge; these derive from the Good not only

their power of being known, but their very being and reality; and
Goodness is not the same thing as being, but even beyond being, sur-

passing it in dignity and power.” (509) We will see the implications

of that passage drawn out by Neoplatonism.

We have seen a division of opinion from knowledge, of the visible

from the invisible. Plato proposes to illustrate this by an example.

Now take a line which has been cut into two unequal parts, and
divide each of them again in the same proportion, and suppose

the two main divisions to answer, one to the visible and the other

to the intelligible, and then compare the subdivisions in respect of

their clearness and want of clearness, and you will find that the

first section in the sphere of the visible consists of images. . . .
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{Republic VI, 509-510) Let us first set before us the illustration

Plato intends.

Visible Intelligible

Images Visibilia Mathematicals Forms {Objects)

eikasia

(imagining)

pistis

( belief

)

dianoia

( thinking

)

noesis/ {States of

episteme Mind)

(knowledge)

Previously the role of the sun in the visible world provided a

bridge to 'the discussion of the role the Good plays in the intelligible

world; here Plato first examines that part of the line devoted to the

visible. By images Plato tells us he means “in the first place, shadows,

and in the second place, reflections. . . what we have designated

as visibilia in our diagram includes animals which we see and

everything that grows and is made.” The images (shadows or reflec-

tions
)
relate to visible things as copy to reality;, moreover, knowledge

of a thing tlirough its image is likened to opinion, while knowledge

of the visible thing in' itself is likened to science. The same relation is

to be found in that part of the line devoted to the intelligible.

There are two subdivisions, in the lower of which the soul uses

the figures given by the former division as images; the enquiry can

only be hypotlietical, and instead of going upwards to a principle

descends to the other end; in the higher of the two, the soul passes

out of hypotheses, and goes up to a principle which is above

hypotheses, making no use of images as in the former case,

but proceeding only in and tlirough the ideas themselves.

This is a difficult passage and is recognized to be such by Plato,

who goes on to clarify his meaning. Let us follow his development.

. .
.
you will understand me better when I have made some pre-

liminary remarks. You are aware that students of geometry, arith-

metic and the kindred sciences assume the odd and the even and

the figures and three kinds of angles and the like in their several

branches of science; these are their hypotheses, which they and

everybody are supposed to know, and therefore they do not deign

to give any account of them either to themselves or others; but

they begin with them, and go on until they arrive at last, and in a

consistent manner, at their conclusion. . . . And do you know also

that although they make use of the visible forms and reason

about them, they are thinking not of these but of the ideals which

they resemble; not of the figures which they draw, but of the ab-

solute square and the absolute diameter, and so on—the forms

which they draw or make, and which have shadows and reflections

in water of their own, are converted by them into images, but

tliey are really seeking to behold the things themselves, which can

only be seen by the eye of the mind? (510)
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The geometer makes use of diagrams drawn in sand; these

diagrams have the status of the objects which fall into the second

division and as such they can have reflections and shadows (we can

sec now perhaps why Plato puts things made into the class of visible

things opposed to images). For the geometer, however, the diagram

is only a means of turning his eye on the Form itself, e.g., triangle

itself, of which the illustration is but an image and copy.

So much is fairly clear; what is not so clear is what Plato means by

hypothesis. The hypotheses of the geometer seem to be the axioms

which are not proved by the geometer but assumed to be true. The

suggestion is that the soul must rise above these hypotheses.

And when I speak of the other division of the intelligible, you

will understand me to speak of that other sort of knowledp

which reason herself attains by the power of dialectic, using the

hypotheses not as first principles, but only as hypotheses-this is to

sav, as steps and points of departure into a world which is above

hypotheses, in order that she may soar beyond them to the first

principle of the yvhole; and clinging to this and then to that which

depends on this, by successive steps she descends again yvithout

the aid of any sensible object, from ideas, through ideas, and in

ideas she ends. (511)

Now it is difficult to avoid interpreting all this as coming doyvn

to the following. Among the sciences, mathematical sciences enable

the soul to rise above the sensible world; they accomplish this by

making using of sensible diagrams which are not the object of

study, but yvhieh are instruments enabling the eye of the soul to gaze

upon Forms. The mathematical concern with Forms, however, does

not establish their existence so much as it assumes that there are

Forms. Consecpiently, the mind must turn to these Forms which are

assumed to exist and rise to the point where their existence is no

longer a matter of assumption. This would seem to be precisely the

accpiisition of knoyvledge of the Good, knowledge which permits

us to perform a contrary movement, thanks to which, by what appears

to be a deduction, all of the Iu)rms are seen to depend upon the Good.

This concern with the Forms as such, without having recourse to the

sensible as mathematics must, is called Dialectic. The culmination of

philosophy, it is, in a sense, philosophy. Moreover, the methodology

of this passage bears obvious rcscmlflances to that presented in the

Phaedo (99d-102a). We recall that there Socrates had introduced a

second-best method yvhieh consisted of assuming something to be true

and accepting what follows and rejecting what docs not follow from

it. This aspect of the methodology of the Phaedo answers to the de-

scription of the procedure of mathematics in the Republic. What is

more, there is a hint of the procedure of dialectic, of the passage be-

yond hypotheses, in the Phaedo.
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And if anvone assails you there, you would not mind him, or answer

him until vou had seen whether the consequences which follow

agree with one another or not, and when you are further required

to give an explanation of this principle, you would go on to as-

sume a higher principle, and a higher, until you found a resting-

place in the best of the higher. (101a)

Let us turn now to the allegory of the cave. In a deep cave prison-

ers are chained vith their backs to the entrance, facing the wall, a

condition they have been in since childhood. Behind them a fire burns,

but between them and the fire is a raised screen. Behind it walk men

carrying images of men and animals, which they hold up in such a

way that the shadows of the images are projected on the wall for the

prisoners to see. It is only these shadows that the prisoners have ever

seen; they cannot turn and look at the graven images. Due to the

acoustics of the cave, when those carrying the images speak, the

sound seems to come from the shadows on the wall, and if the prison-

ers talked among themselves, their words would be taken to refer to

the shadows before them. (“You have shown me a strange image,

and they are strange prisoners.—Like ourselves, I replied. . . . 515)

Suppose now that one of these prisoners is unchained and turned

towards the light and the images. His eyes would be dazzled, and

he would not discern them clearly. If questioned, he would say that

the images are less real than the shadows he is used to, and since his

eyes would ache at the brightness of the fire, he would want to return

to his wall and shadows. But suppose he were dragged back through

the lone entrance to the mouth of the cave, and out into the sun-

light which had never penetrated to his original habitat. He would be

doubly dazzled now and unable to look at any of the things he is told

are real. Here, too, he would first see their shadows and images

reflected in water, and only later the things themselves. Finally he

would turn his gaze to the heavenly bodies and, last of all, the sun it-

self could be studied in its reflections.

We shall not now concern ourselves with Plato’s penchant for

telling a story like this one to illustrate or substitute for a difficult

doctrine. What we must be concerned with is the connection between

the three passages we have considered: Sun /Good; Divided Line; the

Cave. In the first of these passages, Plato has distinguished between

the visible and intelligible, the world of becoming and the world of

being. By an analogy with sight and its need for the sun by whose light

the visible is seen, the Good is spoken of as that borm or Idea in

terms of which all other Forms are intelligible. In the divided line

passage, a gradation of mental states was pointed out, answering to

the way in which the mind must be led from its immersion in the sen-

sible world through mathematics to dialectic which attempts to ana-

lyse Ideas into the Good and then deduce the structure of the world
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of Ideas from the Good. The cave parable seems to go over the steps

of tills ascent in story fashion, returning to the symbol of the sun-

the child of the Good in the visible world.

It is after the story of tlie cave that Plato outlines the various

sciences which, we have already seen, were to constitute the higher

studies of the guardians. These are all on the intelligible plane of

course, and it is a quesbon of arithmetic; geometry, plane and solid;

astronomy and harmonics. Finally, by means of dialectic, one turns to

the Ideas themselves without any dependence on the visible order.

We might ask ourselves here whether Plato leaves us with severa

sciences or one alone, dialectic. Gornford is of the opinion that the

five disciplines mentioned are truly sciences for Plato. He observes

that Plato has added solid geometry to the four traditionally recog-

nized, and adds,

These sciences are here described and criticized with respect to

their power of turning the soul’s eye from the material world to ob-

iects of pure thought. They are the only disciplines recognized by

Plato as sciences in the proper sense, yielding apriori certain knowl-

edge of immutable and eternal objects and truths. For him there

could be no “natural science” no exact knowledge of perishable and

changeable things.-®

One wonders whether this judgment is in accord with Plato s remark

on these disciplines in 534. In Gornford s own translation. From force

of habit we have several times spoken of these as branches of knowl-

edge; but they need some other name implying something less clear

than knowledge, though not so dim as the apprehension of appear-

ances.” (p. 254) Shortly thereafter Plato groups these mathematical

disciplines under “intelligence concerned with true being” and we re-

call that mathematics earlier seemed to be drawn into dialectic itself:

“.
. . because they start from hypotheses and do not ascend to a princi-

ple, those who contemplate tlicm appear to you not to exercise the

higher reason upon them, although when a first principle is added

to them they are cognizable by the higher reason.” {Republic VI,

5IId) It is as if mathematics is distinct from dialectic only in its im-

perfect state; at the term of the ascent, all is one science-triangle it-

self, circle itself, etc., arc Forms and thus objects of dialectic.

To summarize our discussion thus far: it was the seaich for defini-

tions which led Plato, following Socrates, to the view that there

are Forms or Ideas in which individual sensible things participate.

How do we recognize the need for Ideas or Forms? “Whenever a num-

ber of individuals have a common name, we assume them to have also

a corresponding idea or form. {Republic, X, 596) Such Ideas are the

objects of knowledge as distinct from opinion. Not only are there Ideas,

-8 F. M. Gornford, The Republic of Plato (London: Oxford, 1941), p. 236.
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but they have certain relations, either of mutual exclusion (coldness

is opposed to and excludes heat and vice versa—cf. Phoedo, 102a-105b

)

or of subalternation (whatever participates in threeness also partici-

pates in oddness). In the Republic the point is seemingly made that

tliere is one supreme Form or Idea in terms of which all the others

have their being and their intelligibility. That is why tiue knowledge,

which is of true being or the Ideas, must ultimately terminate in the

Idea of the Good.

It should be pointed out that Plato explicitly excuses himself, in

the Republic and elsewhere, from saying what the Idea of the Good,

or indeed any other Idea, truly is, or from saying what exactly the

method he calls dialectic is. We have seen that, in the seventh

letter, Plato disavows ever having written about his doctrine of Ideas;

surely this is why Plato s thought as it has come down to us in the

dialogues is in so many respects both teasingly attractive and madden-
ingly frustrating. Despite the difficulties, the dialogues we have thus

far looked at present a picture of a realm of entities over and above,

separate from, the sensible things in the world around us; these

separate entities are true being—a nota they have largely because of

their immunity from change and apparent contradiction. They are

causes of sensible things because these exist by participation in or

imitation of the Forms. Obviously it is not easy to see how there can

be any one type of relation of particular changeable things to the

world of Forms, especially when we consider the difference between the

two types of things which usually figure in attempts to describe the

theory of Ideas, namely, mathematicals and moral ideals. It is easier

to see how a particular action can be described as striving to imitate a

perfect pattern of action than to see how a figure in the sand is

striving to imitate triangularity itself. Not that the Forms are restricted

to the essential realities behind mathematicals and moral actions. We
have just quoted a passage in the Republic which makes it clear that

any common name requires that we posit a Form—even ‘‘bed.” In the

Phaedrus, there is a mythical account which speaks of the Ideas as

dwelling above the heavens. “There abides the very being \\ath which
true knowledge is concerned: the colorless, formless, intangible essence,

visible only to mind, the pilot of the soul” (247) Since these

words occur in a myth, we need not take too seriously, perhaps, the

location of the Ideas. Nevertheless, because Plato stresses so strongly

the separation of the Ideas from sensible particulars, the question as

to where these Ideas are naturally arises. Doubtless it is legitimate to

point out that, since the Ideas are conceived to be utterly different

from things that are in place, the question is nonsense. For all that,

Plato is quite clear as to where the Ideas are not: they are not in sen-

sible things and they are not concepts in our minds. The latter

denial is made most emphatically in the Parmenides, a dialogue
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which alone with several others, can be looked upon as a product of

Plato’s own critical rellection on the doctrine of Ideas and the method

of dialectic he had set forth with reference to the Ideas. We can point

out that already in the Phacdnis, which is thought to have been

written prior to the dialogues we shall be considering in the next

section, a slightly different conception of mediod is described Soc-

rates, looking back over a previous discussion, points out that it

involved two principles: (
1

)
a gathering of particulars under one

Idea which is then defined; that is, first a process of generalization

(stinafroEc); (2) the division into species. “I am myself a great lover

of these processes of division and generalization; they help me to

siDeak and to think. And if I find any man who is able to see a One

and Many’ in nature, him I follow, and ‘walk in his footsteps as if

he were a god.’ And those who have this art, I have hitherto been m

the habit of calling dialecticians; but God knows whether the name is

ri"ht or not.” (266) Let us turn now to those dialogues in which

Plato casts doubt on the doctrine of Ideas itself and has things to say

about dialectic which seem cpiite different from the descriptions he

has previously given.

C. The Crisis in PUitos Thought

Under this heading we intend to examine a number of dialogues,

in particular four which seem intended by Plato to form a group, the

Parmenides, Theaetetus, Sophist and Statesman. In them there seems

to be a change of attitude on Plato’s part as to the nature of the Ideas,

their relations among themselves and their relevance for knowledge

of the physical world. IIow radical this shift is and indeed whether

it constitutes a shift at all, are matters of dispute among scholars.

Quite apart from this controversy, there is a prima facie shift in atti-

tude at the outset of the Parmenides; where before the doctrine of

Ideas was assumed as familiar and eminently reasonable, there is now

hesitation and doubt. The devil’s advocate in the dialogue is Par-

menides, a significant fact, and Socrates, grown young and beautiful, is

in this dialogue the one to be convicted of ignorance.

The Parmenides, Theaetetus, Sophist and Statcsmian, often called

the metaphysical dialogues, are (piite obviously meant to be read to-

gether. One binding note is the meeting of Socrates with Parmenides

with which the Parmenides begins; this is referred to in the Theaete-

tus (I83L) as well as the Sophist (2I7C) in such a way that the refer-

ence seems obviously to be to the dialogue, Parmenides. The Theaete-

tus ends in such a way that the Sophist is its immediate continuation;

the Statesman refers to the Sophist as to its immediate predecessor.

The four dialogues form a literary whole and, as we shall see, involve a

progression of thought of the utmost importance. There is some

evidence that the Theaetetus may have been written in an interval
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between the opening section and the dialectical close of the Parmen-

ides, but this in no way affects the order intended by Plato. We are

going to try to present in as neutral and objective a way possible the

content of these dialogues, with special reference to the doctrine of

Ideas; afterwards we shall indicate the extremes of interpretation these

dialogues have prompted with respect to the continuity of Plato s

thought in the dialogues generally.

We have already discussed, in our section on Parmenides, the

reasons for accepting the meeting of Socrates, Parmenides and Zeno

as historical. This is not to say, of course, that the Parmenides of the

dialogue represents tlic philosophical position which historically was

his. There is, nevertheless, good reason why he sliould have been

chosen to" interrogate the young Socrates on the doctrine which,

again only in the dialogues, is characteristic of him. Plato s brothers,

Glaucon and Adeimantus, and his half-brother. Antiphon, figure in

the opening section, since it is Antiphon’s recounting of someone s

recollection of the visit of Parmenides and Zeno that forms the body

of the dialogue. Zeno is said to have given one of his arguments in

favor of the One of Parmenides, after which Socrates poses a question

which leads into the theme of the first''part of the dialogue. “What is

your meaning, Zeno? Do you maintain that if being is many, it must

be both like and unlike, and that this is impossible, for neither can

the like be unlike, nor the unlike like-is that your position?” ( 127

)

It is, and Socrates is right in seeing that all Zeno’s arguments aim at

showing the non-being of the many. Then Socrates expresses the

doctrine which will be shown to involve many difficulties not alluded

to in the earlier dialogues.

But tell me, Zeno, do you not further think that there is an idea of

likeness in itself, and another idea of unlikeness, which is the op-

posite of likeness, and that in these two, you and I and all other

things to which we apply the term many, participate-things which

participate in likeness become in that degree and manner like; and

so far as they participate in unlikeness become in that degree un-

like, or both like and unlike in the degree in which they participate

in both? And may not all things partake of both opposites, and be

both like and unlike, by reason of this participation?-Where is

the wonder? Now if a person could prove the absolute like to be-

come unlike, or the absolute unlike to become like, that, in my

opinion, would indeed be a wonder; but there is nothing ex-

traordinary, Zeno, in showing that the things which only partake

of likeness and iinlikeness experience both. Nor, again, if a person

were to show that all is one by partaking of one, and at the same

time many by partaking of many, would that be very astonishing.

But if he were to show me that the absolute one was many, or the

absolute many one, 1 should be truly amazed, (129)

We have here the doctrine of Ideas, familiar from the earlier dia-

logues; while one Idea cannot be another, since this would in-
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volve a contradiction, it is not surprising that sensible things be both

X and not-X. Socrates is both small and large, small with respect to

Alcibiades, large with respect to Xanthippe. He is not taller by a

head because he might also be smaller by a head; rather he is small

by participating in smallness, large by participating m largeness. By

means of participation, particular things can involve a veritable

hodgepodge, but the Ideas must be solitary and serene, utterly other

from one another, and so forth. Generally, the Ideas other than die

Good are spoken of as if they were all on the same level; participation

is of sensible things in Ideas, not of one Idea in another. It is the very

thintr that Socrates here says he would be surprised and amazed to be

shown, that the sequence of the dialogues which now interest us

seems aimed at showing.

If however, as I just now suggested, some one were to abstract

simple notions of like, unlike, one, many, rest, motion, and similar

ideas and then to show that these admit of admixture and separa-

tion in themselves, I should be very much astonished. ... I should

be far more amazed if any one found in the ideas themselves which

are apprehended by reason, the same puzzle and entanglement whic

you have shown to exist in visible objects.” (129-130)

The theory of Ideas interests Parmenides and he begins to ques-

tion Socrates about it. Socrates is sure there are Ideas of one and

many, likeness and unlikeness; he is equally sure that there are Ideas

of the just, the beautiful and the good. In other words, mathematical

and moral Ideas present no problem; however, when asked if there is

an Idea of man apart from us, and of fire and water, Socrates hesi-

tates. Parmenides increases the difficulty by asking if Socrates would

maintain that there are Ideas of mud, dirt, hair and other vile and

paltry things. . . .

Certainlv not, said Socrates; visible things like these are such as

they appear to us, and I am afraid that there would be an absurd-

ity in assuming any idea of them, although I sometimes get dis-

turbed and begin to think that there is nothing without an idea; but

then again, when I have taken up this position, I run away, be-

cause I am afraid Uiat I may fall into a bottomless pit of nonsense

and perish; and so I return to the ideas of which I was just now

speaking, and occupy myself w'ith them. ( 130)

Parmenides, however, reassures Socrates and tells him the time

will come when he will no longer despise even the meanest of

things. We remember that in the Repuhlic that any common name

was taken to be sufficient indication tliat an Idea was involved. This

may be thought of as the first problem presented, namely, the extent

of the world of Ideas. The second problem turns around the relation

between particular things and Ideas.

Socrates maintains that there are Ideas ‘of which all other things

partake, and from which they derive their names.” (131) Parmenides
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wants to know the nature of this partaking. There are two possi-

bilities: either the thing partakes of the whole of the Idea, or a part

of it. The first possibility does not seem acceptable, for then something

which is one will be in different places. “Because one and the same

thing will exist as a whole at the same time in many separate individ-

uals, and will therefore be in a state of separation from itself.” ( 131

)

The Idea cannot be like a cloth that covers many men, since only a

part of the cloth is over any individual head. This seems to leave only

the possibihty that individuals partake of part of the Idea. But this,

too, leads to an absurdity. If a small thing is small by partaking of only

a part of smallness, then the Idea of smallness would be larger than the

small thing. How, then, can all things participate in Ideas if they are

unable to partake of them as wholes or as parts?

Parmenides then takes another line.

I imagine that tlie way in which you are led to assume one idea

of each kind is as follows: You see a number of great objects, and

when you look at them there seems to you to be one and the same

idea (or nature) in tliem all; hence you conceive of greatness as

one. . . . And if you go on and allow your mind in like manner to

embrace in one view the idea of greatness and of great things

which are not the idea, and to 9Dmpare tliem, will not another

greatness arise, which will appear to be the source of all these? . . .

Then another idea of greatness now comes into view over and
above absolute greatness and tlie individuals which partake of it;

and then another, over and above all these, by virtue of which
they will all be great, and so each idea instead of being one will

be infinitely multiplied. (132)

This argument, that participation involves an infinite regress,

since similars wull always call for an Idea to explain their similarity, is

more devastating than the previous criticism, and recurs in somewhat
different form in Aristotle’s critique of Plato. It is important to see

that Plato first poses the difficulty.

Socrates attempts to avoid the infinite regress in a very interesting

manner. “But may not the ideas, asked Socrates, be thoughts only,

and have no proper existence except in our minds, Parmenides?

For in that case each idea may still be one, and not experience this

infinite multiplication.” (132) But a thought must be a thought of

something, and of something which is a single form or nature that

the mind recognizes as one and the same in many. “Then, said Par-

menides, if you say that everything else participates in the Ideas,

must you not say either that everything is made up of thoughts, and

that all things think; or that they are thoughts but have no thought?”

Socrates agrees that his suggestion is irrational and attempts

to restate the relation of particulars to the Ideas. “In my opinion, the

ideas are, as it were, patterns fixed in nature, and other things are like

them, and resemblances of them—what is meant by the participation
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of otluT things in the ideas is really assimilation to them.” (132) But

this is really no hnprove.nent. If things are like

inevitably the Ideas must be like the things which are like them; that

is Idea and participants must both participate in some further Idea

of likeness, and we are hack to the infinite regress Socrates wants to

avoid What is needed, I’arineiiides suggests, is some other mode of

participation than that of resemblance, not that there are not many

otlicr clifRculties.

There are many, but the greatest of all is this: If - “PP--'

argues that these ideas, being such as we say they ought to be,

mmt remain unknown, no one can prove to
^ ^

unless he who denies their existence be a man of g eat abiht) c

knowledge, and is willing to follow a long and
‘f

stration; he will remain unconvinced, and still insist that they can

not be known. (133)

The whole doctrine of Ideas becomes utterly trivial if it cannot

be shown that they must exist. The Ideas, being absolute essences,

cannot exist in us, for that would make them relative to us. Parmemc es

now suggests that the cUfficulties concerning participation arise from

Socrates^ attempt to talk about the Ideas in terms of something other

than Ideas. But if Ideas are what they are

in relation to one another, their essence is determined by a relation

among themselves, and has nothing to do with the resemblances

or whatever they are to be termed, which are in our sphere and

from which we' receive this or that name when we partake ot

them. And the things which are within our sphere and have

the same names with them, are likewise only relative to one

another, and not to the ideas which have the same names with

them, but belong to themselves and not to them. (133)

One man is master, another slave, and there is nothing absolute

about this: one is relative to the other. So too the Idea of mastership

is relative to the Idea of slavery. The one realm would seem to have

nothing to do with the other. Moreover, absolute knowledge will

answer to these absolutes, to Ideas, and the kind of knowledge we have

will answer to the relative things around us. In other words, the Ideas

will be unknown to us, since we do not have absolute knowledge i.e.,

the Idea of knowledge, but simply the knowledge we have. Absolute

knowledge sounds like the kind of knowledge God would have,

Socrates agrees, but that leads, Parmenides observes, to the blasphe-

mous conclusion that (iod would have no knowdedge of us. The rea-

son is that God, having absolute knowledge, would have knowledge

of absolute things which are unrelated to the things around us or to us.

No one can think that the difficulties here put in the mouth of

Parmenides could be put forward lightly by the author of the earlier

dialogues; indeed, we might think that Plato is here making a public
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rejection of his previous views. It soon becomes apparent, however,

that these objections amount to a prelude to a new program of ap-

proach to the Ideas.

These, Socrates, said Parmenides, are a few, and only a few of the

difficulties in which we are inv’oK^ed if ideas really are and we
determined each one of them to be an absolute unity. He who

hears what may be said against them will deny the very existence

of them—and even if they do exist, he will say that they must of

necessity be unknown to man; and he will seem to have reason on

his side, and as we were remarking just now, will be very difficult

to convince; a man must be gifted with very considerable ability

before he can learn that everything has a class and an absolute

essence;, and still more remarkable will he be who discovers all

these things for himself, and having thoroughly investigated them

is able to teach them to others. (135)

It will be noticed that Parmenides does not consider that the

difficulties raised cancel out the theory of Ideas; the next move is not

to reject Ideas, but to devise a way to defend them against such objec-

tions as have been raised. Plato undoubtedly takes all the liberty we

can allow him when he makes Parmenides the defender of the Ideas,

although they have in common with liis One the notion of immuta-

bility and separation from the things of sense experience. The youth

of the Socrates of the dialogue and the eminence of Parmenides, make

it fitting that Socrates be instructed in the art which will enable him

to defend the Ideas against such objections as Parmenides has been

raising, namely, the art of dialectic. The rest of the dialogue consists

of the exemplification of this art by discussing the theory of Parmen-

ides that being is one. What Socrates must learn to do is to consider

not only the consequences which follow from a given hypothesis but

also the consequences flowing from denying the hypothesis—“that

will be still better training for you.” (136) The important thing to

notice is that this new conception of dialectic is introduced with a

view to defending the Ideas.

And yet, Socrates, said Parmenides, if a man fixing his attention on

these and the like difficulties, does away with ideas of things and

will not admit that every individual thing has its own determi-

nate idea which is always one and the same, he will have nothing

on which his mind can rest; and so he will utterly destroy the power

of reasoning, as you seem to me to have particularly noted. (135)

The problem of the One and the Many has been raised by the

initial criticism of the Ideas in the first part of the Parmenides;

if there is an absolute Idea from which many things receive their

name, what is the relation between that one and these many? It

seems that the many cannot participate in it as a whole nor as part.

A new explanation of participation is called for and, at the same

time, an appreciation of the vagaries of “one” and “many.” This is
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at least one of the funetions performed by the dialeetieal training of

the second part of the dialogue. The position of Parmenides is that

being is one, or the One is. The dialectical exercise can be thought

of as testing eight hypotheses, which is somewhat surprising since

we should expect only bvo, namely, the One is and the One is not.

What has happened is that each of these is broken into four. Thus, on

the supposition that the one is, it is shown (I) that it cannot exist

and that it admits of no predicates whatsoever; it is then shown (II)

that if One is, it exists, can be known, spoken about, etc. Then (III)

that if the One exists, the others (the many) are susceptible of con-

tradictory predicates and (IV) that nothing can be predicated of

them. On the other hand (V), if the One does not exist, each

member of opposed predicates belong to it, and (VI) neither of such

predicates can be said of it. Finally, (VII) if the One does not exist,

the others admit of both of contrary predicates and (VIII) of neither

of contrary predicates.

The conclusion of this exercise is not precisely positive in tone.

Let this much be said; and further let us affinn what seems to be

the truth, that, whether one is or is not, one and the others m
relation to themselves and one another, all of them, in every way,

are and are not, and appear to be and appear not to be. (166)

There have been many diverse interpretations of the significance

of this exercise in dialectic; a recent book groups them under five

headings: Anti-Eleatic, according to which the point is the refutation

of Parmenides; Neoplatonic, according to which the indirect point is

that the One is above and beyond our cEorts of understanding;

the Hegelian, whereby we have here a foretaste of the Hegelian logic;

the Logical, according to which this is an exercise in formal logic;

and, finally, the Metaphysical interpretation which sees the testing of

the hypotheses as incorporating positive statements about reality.2^^

The puzzling truth is that there is some merit in each of these in-

terpretations. It is not our purpose, of course, to present these

divergent views and judge them; it is sufficient to have mentioned

their existence. Our own procedure will be to look for any influence

of the dialectical training in the dialogues we know to have been

conceived as sequels to the Parmenides.

Theaetetus.—Mter he has brought forward objections to the Ideas

which the youthful Socrates confesses are devastating, Parmenides

adds that without the Ideas there is no anchor for knowledge. This

suggests that knowledge itself must be reexamined against the back-

ground of the difficulties facing the doctrine of Ideas and, fittingly

enough the Theaetetus concerns itself precisely with knowledge.

29 W. F. Lynch, An Approach to the Metaphysics of Plato (Georgetown:

University Publishing Co., 1959), pp. 4-5.
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In the opening section of the dialogue, tlie sight of the wounded
Theaetetus being brought back from battle reminds Euclid of Socrates’

estimate of the mathematician when Theaetetus had been young

and how well Socrates’ predictions of his future success have been

borne out. This provides an occasion for having an early conversa-

tion between Socrates and Theaetetus which had been written down
read for the benefit of Terpsion, who has often desired to hear it.

The dialogue proper is thus introduced as a memorial to Theaete-

tus fallen in battle.

The dialogue proper begins with Socrates and the matliematician,

Theodorus, a Cyrenian, who introduces his student Theaetetus as

worthy of the attention of Socrates. Theaetetus having been singled

out as a knowledgeable boy, Socrates poses to him tlie question that

has long bothered him and which he has never been able to solve to

his satisfaction: what is knowledge? The initial exchange is reminis-

cent of the early dialogues and indeed this one is often compared

with the Charmides. Theaetetus first says tliat knowledge is what he

learns from Theodorus, sciences like geometry, as well as the art of the

cobbler and other craftsmen. Socrates protests that Theaetetus is

giving him much more than he asks for; he wants a single answer, a

definition of knowledge, not an enumeration of men who have knowl-

edge. Socrates indicates the kind of answer he wants by pointing out

that if he asked Theaetetus what cobbling is he would want to be

told that it is the art of making shoes, if he asked him what carpenter-

ing is he would want to be told it is the art of making wooden im-

plements. In other words, the answer sought is a definition. Now can

Theaetetus give that kind of answer to the question, what is knowl-

edge? If Socrates asked what clay is, Theaetetus would not tell him

that there is a clay of potters, a clay of oven-makers, and another of

brick-makers.

In the first place, there would be an absurdity in assuming that he

who asked the question would understand from our answer tire

nature of ‘clay’, merely because we added “of the image-makers,” or

of any other workers. How can a man understand the name of any-

thing, when he does not know the nature of it? (147)

Now this is just the nature of Theaetetus’ response to

the question, what is knowledge? Theaetetus, of course, understands

Socrates well enough, since he has recently made a successful generali-

zation concerned with roots in mathematics, but he says that he is un-

able to give Socrates the kind of answer he wants to his question.

It is at this point that Socrates gives the description of liis

method of questioning as a kind of midwifery, a maieutic, which will

bring forth from Theaetetus the answer to the question if the answer

is within him. We have discussed this section in Chapter One of this
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part when Socrates liimself was our main interest. Here it raises

anotlier point. We have seen that, in the Mono, Plato speaks of learn-

iim as recollection (aiuimnesh)-, now. as Cornford points out in

his coinincntary on our dialogue (pp. 27-8), the exchange w nc i

in the Meno leads up to the statement of the nature of recollection is

exactly like the exchange in the present dialogue which calls forth

the description of the maieiitic method. Cornford points out t la

anmnnesis cannot be appealed to in the Theaetetus, because it is in

effect a causal explanation of knowledge and presumes that what

knowledge is is already understood or accepted. Here the nature of

knowledge itself is in ipiestion and the midwifery of Socrates less ob-

viously begs the question. We must see the Theaetetus in the wider

context of the metaphysical dialogues, those which follow on the

Parmenides, which will explain as well the absence of any explicit

mention of the Ideas in the dialogue before us. One very obvious pur-

iiose of the Theaetetus is to analyse in detail and tlien reject claims

that knowledge can be furnished by the world of sense. It is well to

emphasize this here, since it is the claim of many that the crisis rep-

resented by the questioning of the Ideas in the Parmenides indicates

a new-found interest in the physical world, an interest which takms

Plato very far in the direction to be pursued with such vigor by

Aristotle. But let us return to the dialogue and the results of Socrates

maieutic art.

Knowledge is sensation—Encouraged by Socrates, Theaetetus

essays the kind of answer wanted and suggests that knowledge is sen-

sation (aisthesis). There will be two other attempts at definition in

the sequel, but this first one receives the most attention. The treat-

ment of it’ can be divided into an exposition of the implications of

the definition and then a criticism of it, relieved by a lengthy compar-

ison of the philosopher and the lawyer. The first move on Socrates

part is to observe that Theaetetus’ attempt at a definition is another

way of expressing the claim of Protagoras that man is the measure of

all things, of the things that are, that they are, and of things that are

not, that they are not. Socrates suggests that they try to understand

why a wise man has said such a thing. The wind is not hot or cold

absolutely speaking, but only in relation to us; the wind is cold to

him who is cold, but not to him who is not cold. Thus, for the wind to

])e cold is for it to appear to be cold to him who perceives it as such.

Now, on this showing it would seem tliat perception is only of exist-

ence and is thus unerring; there is a heavy price exacted by this in-

fallibility.

I am about to speak of a high argument, in which all things are

said to be relative; you cannot riglitly call anything by any name,

such as great or small, heavy or light, for the great will be small

and the heavy light—there is no single thing or quality, but out of
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motion and change and admixture all things are becoming relatively

to one another, which becoming is by us incorrectly called being,

but is really becoming, for nothing ever is, but all things are be-

coming. Summon all philosophers—Protagoras, Heraclitus, Em-

pedocles, and the rest of them, one after another, and with the

exception of Parmenides they will agree with you in this. (152)

The view that knowledge is sensation, first identified with the

Protagorean dictum that man is the measure, is now further identified

\\'ith what is called the doctrine of Pleraclitus, and indeed of all the

natural philosophers, to the effect that sensible things are in con-

stant flux, always becoming and never possessing any stable being.

This doctrine that all things are in process is applied to the percipient

as well as to the perceived object, in such wise that sensation becomes

the intersection of two dynamic lines, an active and passive motion;

thus, what we call white is just an eddy in the flux and not something

independent of the percipient. This in turn leads to the view that

sensation, provisionally equated with knowledge, is infallible, since

things are what they seem to me to be because for them to be is to

seem such-and-such to me.

Dreams, however, pose a threat to jjie infallibility of sensation or

perception or awareness, since in fhy dreams I am aware of things

which later I say were not as they appeared. This suggests that reality

cannot be reduced to appearance. The difficulty is handled by a

thorough-going relativism: dreams are real to the dreamer. In the

same fashion, the wine which tastes bitter to the sick man is bitter for

him, though it is sweet to the man in good health. Despite the ap-

parent difficulties, then, things are as they seem to be as long as we

are careful to let the one sensing them be the judge of what they are.

Then you were quite right in affirming that knowledge is only per-

ception; and the meaning turns out to be the same, whether with

ffomer and Heraclitus, and all that company, you say that all is

motion and flux, or with the great sage Protagoras, that man is the

measure of all things. . . . (160)

Socrates now turns to the attack. His first point is that, if the in-

dividual is the only judge of what he perceives, Protagoras might

just as well say that the dog-faced baboon is the measure of all things

as that man is, since the baboon too has sensations of which he is the

only adequate judge. He tlien makes some initial criticisms of the

identification of knowledge and sensation: we hear a foreigner

speak, but we do not know what he is saying; generally we sense

sounds, colors, and so forth but claim to know more than these;

moreover, we could not be said to know what we remember seeing

since we are not now seeing it. At this point, Socrates fabricates a de-

fense for Protagoras. The latter admits that he teaches that what is

is what appears to a man, but that nonetheless the wise man exists.
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for the wise man is he who would make the evils that are and appear

to a man come to seem goods which are and appear to him. Now it is

just the opinion that not all opinions are of equal worth that is most

widespread and if, where opinions conflict, the test should be to

discover what seems to be the case to most men, then Protagoras

view is rejected because it seems false to most men. But perhaps

Protagoras’ statement applies only to sensible things and not to opin-

ions about just anything. Certainly in politics Protagoras thinks that

his opinion outweighs those of other men since he offered to teach

others how to get along politically.

It is at this point that there is a long digression, in the course of

which the philosopher and lawyer are compared. The philosopher of

course cuts a pathetic figure in the law court and the sophist can

make him look ridiculous. But the cleverness of the advocate is counter-

feit and the goal of his striving is not worth the effort; small wonder

then that the philosopher is not adept in that which makes a goo

lawyer: the philosopher is striving for wisdom.

But, O my friend, you cannot easily convince mankind that they

should pursue virtue or avoid vice, not merely in order that a

man may seem to be good, which is the reason given by the vvorld,

and in my judgment is only a repetition of an old wives fable.

Whereas, the truth is that God is never in any way unnghteous-he

is perfect righteousness; and he of us who is the most righteous is

most like him. Herein is seen the true cleverness of a man, and also

his nothingness and want of manhood. For to know this is true

wisdom and virtue, and ignorance of it is folly and vice. All other

kinds of wisdom or cleverness, which seem only, such as the wis-

dom of politicians, or the wisdom of tlie arts, are coarse and vul-

gar. (176)

We need not detain ourselves here with the array of arguments

Socrates makes use of when he returns to attack the position that all

opinions are of equal worth. We do not think that the carpenters

opinion about health is worth as much as the physician s, nor vice

versa when it is a question of furniture. Kxperts are part of everyday

hfe. What is most important is the final rejection of the identifica-

tion of knowledge and sensation. Plato makes the point that the

senses do not know but we know by means of the senses, this is par-

ticularly evident with respect to our knowledge of what seeing and

hearing have in common. What is at issue are being and not-being,

Hkeness and unlikeness, sameness and difference, and also unity and

other numbers which are applied to objects of sense. ( 185 )
The

soul, in other words, views some things by herself and some things

through the bodily organs, but in no case is knowledge identifiable

with sensation. “Then knowledge does not consist in impressions of

sense, but in reasoning about them; in that only, and not in the

mere impression, truth and being can be attained.” (186) The upshot
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is the same point made in tlie Phaedo: sensation can have no part

in what we mean by knowledge.

Knowledge is true opinion—Theaetetus happily concedes that his

first effort to define knowledge was unsuccessful and offers a second

definition: Knowledge is tiue opinion. The word here translated

opinion is doxa; perhaps a better translation would be judgment.

The reader should bear this in mind; we shall use opinion, however,

Jowett’s choice, since we shall be quoting from his translation. Knowl-

edge has been said to be reasoning about sense impressions; thus

Theaetetus is led to suggest that knowledge is true opinion. He will

not say opinion simply, since false opinion is possible. That observa-

tion is important since much of the present discussion is concerned

with the possibility of false opinion. How can there be such a thing?

Something is either known or not, and opinion accordingly must be

concerned with the known or the unknown. But false opinion can be

neither thinking what is known to be something else which is known
and thus be ignorance of two known things, nor thinking one un-

known thing to be another unknown thing; to complete the picture,

false opinion cannot be explained as thinking that a known thing is an

unknown thing nor vice versa. Fal§e (Opinion then seems impossible.

Its impossibility seems to emerge with equal clarity if we shift the

discussion from the sphere of knowing to that of being, and suppose

that false opinion consists of thinking what is not. But isn’t this like

seeing something and at the same time seeing nothing; this is im-

possible, for to see something is to see something that is. So too,

Plato suggests, to think something is to think something that is, so

that false opinion cannot be explained as thinking what is not.

Perhaps then false opinion may be explained solely in terms of

what is.

May we not suppose that false opinion or thought is a sort of

heterodoxy: a person may make an exchange in his mind, and say

that one real object is another real object. For thus he always

thinks that which is, but he puts one thing in place of another,

and missing the aim of his thoughts, he may be truly said to have
false opinion. (189)

Theaetetus thinks this is truly false opinion defined. But his sense

of security is, of course, unfounded. Can a man who knows two

things ever think that the one is the other, or can he think one thing

he knows is another thing he doesn’t know? Despite the difficulties, a

way is sought which will permit a man somehow not to know what he

knows. Socrates suggests a distinction between the possession and

having of knowledge, where possession would be that latent knowledge

we have as the result of the impressions on a wax block each of us can

be thought to be equipped with, a block blank at first but gradually

filled with impressions; the having of knowledge is the actual use of it.
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It then we presume ;i clistiiiclion t)etween sensation and knowing, the

possible mixup of present sensation and knowledge or knowletge

ami remembered sensation seems to give ns an explanation of lalse

Opinion.

The only possibility of erroneous opinion is, when knowing

'rheodoius, and having on the waxen block the impression of bot i

of YOU given as by seal, but seeing you imperfectly and at a dis

tance, 1 try to assign the right impression of memory to the righ

visual impression, and to fit this into its own print: if I succeed

recognition will take place; but if I fail and transpose them, putting

the foot into the wrong shoe-that is to say, putting the
^

either of you on to the wrong impression, or it my mind like die

sight in a mirror, which is transferred from right to left, err by

reason of some similar affection, then “heterodoxy and false opinion

ensues. (193)

This entails that error and deception are confined to the things a

man knows and perceives; false opinion arises not from the compari-

son of one perception with another, nor in thought alone, but in the

union of thought and perception. Though a valiant try, this attempt

at a definition of false opinion must be set aside because it does not

account for error which takes place in thought alone. W hen someone

says that seven plus five equals eleven, his error cannot be e.xplained

in the way described.

A new attempt is made to explain false opinion by likening our

knowing to the catching of birds; we have a cage within where we

emprison the thoughts we catch. Having them and catching them are

different processes, and once they are had we can pluck them out like

birds from a cage and this is using our knowledge. False opinion, then,

would consist of coming forth with the wrong bird. The aviary here

takes the place of the earlier image of the wax block with this diffei-

ence that, whereas the wax block was the storehouse of sense impres-

sions, the aviary houses opinions or beliefs, falsehood seems explic-

able now in terms of a plucking of the wrong bird from the aviary.

Now this is precisely the flaw, since the birds stand for bits of knowl-

edge, and falseliood presupposes, on this view, knowledge of that con-

cerniiig which one is mistaken. More drastically, although the dis-

cussion has gone off in search of tlie explanation of error, it has now

turned into a begging of the original (piestion, what is knowledge?

We are explaining error in terms of the confusion of what is already

known; thus, we must already be able to answer the question as to

what knowledg(‘ is-or our statements about error arc vitiated. If this

theory of error be accepted, knowledge would consist of plucking

out a true belief; the difficulty with this, however, is that our attitude

towards a true belief is indistinguishable from that we have towards

a false belief. That is, if we assume, as we may, that the essence of

error is to assert what is not so while believing it is so, our attitude
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wlieii we make a mistake is the same as when we do not make a mis-
take. It is just this that leads to the third and last attempt at a defini-

tion of knowledge.

Knowledge as True Opinion plus an Account. The breakdown of the

previous definition of knowledge leads naturally enough to the

thought that, by adding something to true belief, we can turn it into

knowledge and thus exhibit it as something quite diflFerent from false

belief. This added note will be an account (logos). Knowledge
thus is not only stating a truth but possessing the grounds for the

truth. This explanation is suggested as a theory presented by philoso-

phers and, generally, it depends on a distinction between elements

and the things composed of them. Of the elements there can be no
account but everything else can be explained by having recourse to

the elements. Thus, by way of illustration, let the elements be letters

and the things to be explained words or, better, syllables. The sylla-

bles are explained by enumerating their component letters. Notice

that, if knowledge consists in giving such an account, there can be no
knowledge of the elements; however, when knowledge is had it is

had by enumerating that of which ^po 'knowledge can be had. We
can try to escape this, and Socrates urges that we do, by making the

whole something different from the sum of its parts; however, if we
move in this direction, such a whole cannot be known by enumerating
parts which are not, precisely, its parts.

It is only after this preliminary criticism that Socrates suggests a

search for the meaning of “account” intended in the proposed defin-

ition of knowledge. “Account” (logos) is assigned three meanings.
The first is speech, an unimportant meaning here, since those who
have not knowledge in the sense sought can express themselves in

words. A second meaning is the enumeration of the elements of the

thing. Here it is not presupposed that the elements are unknowable;
the point is rather that one can reduce a thing to its elements and still

not have knowledge of what it is. The illustration is the child learn-

ing to write his name. When he has done it once, he has thereby set

down all the elements ( letters
) of the thing, but this is no assurance

that he has in one fell blow learned to spell it. His answer is correct,

but it could be that he does not know it. A third meaning of “account”

is the citing of a distinguishing mark. Altliough the passage may seem
to suggest that Plato is here speaking of including the specific

difference in the definition of a thing, Cornford has shown (pp. 161-2)

that what is at issue is rather the singular thing. Since this is the case,

the demand is an impossible one, since we must be able to locate the

individual whose distinguishing mark we seek before we start on our

quest; in other words, we must already have in hand what we think

we must find. Thus, no satisfactory meaning of “account” is dis-
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covered which will enable us to add an account to a true opinion and

come up with knowledge.

The dialogue ends in failure; knowledge had eluded all efforts

at defining it. Nowhere in this dialogue do we find any mention o

Ideas; what is crystal clear, however, is Plato’s unwavenng conviction

that knowledge cannot be had in sensation. The Theaetetus, accord-

ingly, far from evidencing a newly found predilection for sensation on

Plato’s part, is rather a thorough e.xploration of what earlier dia-

logues had always assumed, namely that sensation is powerless to pro-

duce knowledge, with a view towards rehabilitating the doctrine o

Ideas in the face of the objections set forth in the Parmenules.

If the net effect is negative, the dialogue is nonetheless part of a larger

literary whole, and we must now turn to the other parts of that woe

to see what new positive direetion, if any, Plato has taken.

Sophist. The opening section of this dialogue places it on the day

after the conversation in the Theaetetus. Once more we have Socrates,

Theodorus and Theaetetus, but Socrates’ interlocutors of the previous

day have brought along an Elcatic Stranger, a disciple of Parrnenides

and Zeno, a true philosopher. Socrates asks the Stranger how tnose of

his persuasion would define the philosopher in order to distinguish

him from the statesman and the sophist. Since the present dialogue is

concerned with the sophist and is followed by another concerned

with the politician, it is felt that Plato originally intended to devote a

dialogue to the philosopher himself but for some reason changed his

mind. This four-dialogue project may have importance with re-

spect to the altered role of Socrates in the Sophist. Although his re-

quest sets the stage for the following discussion, Socrates himself with-

draws quickly to the wings, leaving the center of the stage to the

Eleatic Stranger. Thus while Socrates and Theaetetus are the mam

speakers in the Theaetetus, the Stranger and Theaetetus are such m

the Sophist; in the Statesman, young Socrates, a contemporary of

Theaetetus, replaces the latter. Cornford’s argument that Socrates

and the young Socrates were to carry on the discussion in the pro-

jected dialogue on the philosopher (p. 168) suggests that the eclipse

of Socrates is only temporary and surely cannot be construed as a

repudiation by Plato of his old teacher.

This dialogue has as its purpose the definition of the sophist but

it is not too much to say that its importance lies rather in two sub-

sidiary issues; the method whereby a definition is to be achieved,

and the settling of the problem of false opinion by the granting of a

kind of being to non-being. This last point represents a definitive

break with Parmenides and one reason at least for Socrates fading

into the background is that both in the Parmenides and Theaetetus,

Socrates has shied away from any criticism of the great Eleatic. We
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shall confine our comments to the various divisions made in the first

part of the dialogue and the definitions of the sophist oflfered; the

method involved in arriving at these definitions; and the problem of

non-being.

First as to the method. The Theaetetus ends without resolution

since there is no sense of account wliich would permit us to add an
account to true opinion and achieve knowledge. The failure is due
to that dialogues attempt to speak of knowledge without having
recourse to the Ideas, to restrict knowledge to the sensible order. In

the Sophist, we are no longer interested in the individual, but in the

type, the species, the intelligible reality. Account or logos now means
definition and this in terms of what we would call genus and differ-

ence. The Stranger illustrates the method he wishes to employ in

seeking the definition of the sophist by a preliminary exercise bearing

on a more accessible type, the angler. What we must do is begin with
a wide class which will include the angler and then by the addition of

distinguishing characteristics, set him off from all other members of

the general group. Thus angling is an art, acquisitive rather than

productive and by means of capture ralher than trade, resulting from
hunting. The illustration is well-chosen, since the Stranger will be
able to use members of this original division in his quest for the

sophist. Five definitions of tlie sophist emerge: he is a paid hunter
after wealth and youth; he is a merchant in the goods of the soul; he
is a retailer of the same sort of wares; he is the manufacturer of the

wares he sells; finally, he is a member of the fighting class, a hero of

debate professing the eristic art. There is as well a sixth division,

descriptive rather of the Socratic method tlian that of the Sophist.

It consists of purifying the soul of ignorance by the maieutic method.
The Stranger says that he would hesitate to call the practitioners of this

art sophists. If the sophist appears as a many-headed beast there is

nonetheless one overriding characteristic of the man and that is dis-

putation which he not only engages in but offers to teach others. The
sophist is willing to dispute about all things; but, since he cannot
possibly know all things, he is held in honor because he appears to

know all things. What the sophist says appears to be the truth yet is

not; that is, what he says is false, and the problem of the possiblity of

falsehood now comes to the fore.

He who says that falsehood exists has tJie audacity to assert the
being of not-being; for this is implied in tlie possibility of false-

hood. But, my boy, in the days when I was a boy, the great Par-

menides protested against this doctrine, and to tlie end of his life

he continued to inculcate die same lesson—always repeating both in

verse and out of verse: ‘Keep your mind away from this way of

enquiry, for never will you show diat not-being is.’ (237)

The discussion begins in a familiar fashion. Not-being can not be
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attributed to being; not-beiiig is neitlier one nor many, it cannot be

spoken of or thought about. The Stranger then expresses the objection

that occurs even to the undergraduate in reading the fragments of

Parmenides: what are we to make of all this talk about non-being,

the burden of which is that nothing can be said of non-being? When

I say that non-being is inelfablc, my assertion involves attaching an

“is” to not-being, a verb which is singular and not plural; that is,

some kind of being and some kind of unity seem asserted of non-being

in our very attempt to deny being and speech and unity of it. This

recognition will lead the Stranger to become a parricide. Because,

in self-defense, I must test the philosophy of my father, Parmenides,

and try to prove by main force that in a certain sense non-being is,

and that being, on the other hand, is not.” (241) Not only Parmenides

is put to the test, however; the Stranger turns to an assessment of

early philosophy in general.

Before turning to tlie opinions of the ancients, the Stranger points

out that the difficulty is not simply posed by non-being.

And very likely we have been getting into the same perplexity

about ‘being,’ and yet may fancy that when anybody utters the

word, we understand him quite easily, although we do not know

about not-being. But we may be equally ignorant of both. (243)

Tliis is made clear through consideration of the teachings of the

early philosophers as falling under two headings, monism and

dualism. Some philosophers speak of hot and cold as principles and

say that they must be two; and yet if both are, being would seem to

be some third principle prior to them both. And yet if we ask what

is meant by being, they can give us no answer. As for those who deny

plurality, their contention that being is one involves two names,

being and one, leading to the conclusion that they are either syno-

nyms or that the real is multiple. But Parmenides cannot maintain

that being and one are synonyms because he has said that being is the

whole, having the fullness of a well-rounded sphere. Thus being has

parts and can be one as a whole is one, that is, by participating in

unity, but it cannot be unity itself. But let us try to avoid this by

denying that being is a whole, then wholeness and being will differ

and being will contain a defect and become in some sense not-being.

And, whether being be called a whole or not a whole, we are faced

with plurality. On the supposition that being is other tlian wholeness

and unity, being cannot be said to exist nor to have come to be. The

meaning of being and not-being becomes a matter of some perplex-

ity when we consider this view, but the Stranger wants to pass to

another opposition among philosophers.

There are some philosophers who will admit as real only that

which can be grasped in the hand; Plato calls them giants, i.c. sons of
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the earth. For them being and body are one. The Stranger imagines
tliem agreeing nevertheless tliat living bodies have souls, and that

some souls are wise and just, and further that such things as soul,

justice and wisdom are not corporeal. With this agreement, it is

necessary to formulate a notion of being which can apply as well to

die incorporeal. The Stranger has a suggestion.

My notion would be, that anything w-hich possesses any sort of

power to affect another, or to be affected by another, if only for a

single moment, however trifling the cause and however slight the
effect, has real existence; and I hold that the definition of being
is simply power. (247)

The Stranger adds that we may change our minds about this

definition, but that it can suffice for now as an agreement ^vith the

giants or materialists.

Opposed to the giants are the friends of the Ideas. There has been
some dispute as to the identity of these friends; the most plausible

interpretation seems to be that Plato has in mind earlier views of his

own on the Ideas. The Stranger finds that these friends would distin-

guish being and becoming and continues:

And you would allow that we participate in generation with the
body, and through sensation, but we participate with the soul

through thought in true essence; and essence you would affirm to

be always the same and immutable, whereas generation or becoming
varies? (248)

They would, and the Stranger tries to get at what they mean by
participation by asking their opinion of the definition of being jusd

proposed. The Friends reject it, because to affect or to be affected

seems to belong to the realm of becoming and not that of being. The
Stranger counters by pointing out that “to know” is active and
“to be known” passive, and we eome to what has always been re-

garded as one of the most crueial passages of the dialogues. “And, O
heavens, ean we ever be made to believe that motion and life and soul

and mind are not present with perfect being? Can we imagine that

being is devoid of life and mind, and exists in awful unmeaningness
an everlasting fixture?” (249) If only the immutable can be said to

be, then mind, soul and life must be exeluded from being; on the

other hand, tlie opposed position that change is everything would
equally do away with intelligence, depriving it of any anchor. The
upshot of this discussion with the giants and the Friends of the Ideas

is that eaeh group must admit that reality includes both changing

and unchanging things.

The Stranger now points out that these admissions do little towards

clearing up the problem of not-being and being. If both motion and
rest are, neither one can be identified with being since then motion
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would have to be rest and viee versa; let us say, tlren, that being is

some third thing in which motion and rest participate and which m

its own nature is different from both. Thus things that are are nm

being and being is dilFerent from the things that are. How is t us

possible? .\re wo not making one thing many and many things .

To resolve this problem, the Stranger first observes that any statement

involves the same difficulty. We say of Socrates, who is one man, that

he is many things: wise, white and wizened. In other word.s, predica-

tion always presents the problem of parUcipatioii w nc i can

thought of in tluee ways (1) Participation is impossible; nothing

participates in anything else. This denial is taken to be a denial of

predicLon itself and thus self-defeating. (2) Partieipahon can be

indiscriminate; all things participate in everything else. T us is im

possible, however, since then motion would be rest and

(3) The remaining possibility, that participation is limited calls for

a special art to determine when participation obtains.

And as classes are admitted by us in like manner to be some

them capable and others incapable of intermixture, must not

who woJild rightly show what kinds will unite and what wall no

proceed by the help of science in the path of argument. A

he not ask if the connecting links are universal, and so e «

intermixture with all things; and again, in divisions, whether t e

are not other universal classes, which make them possible? . . . B>

Zeus have we not lighted unwittingly upon our free and noble

science, and in looking for the sophist have we not entertained the

philosopher unawares? (2o3)

It is the knowledge of which Forms pervade a scattered multitude

and which are separate and aloof which is provided by the art of

dialectic, possession of which is the mark of the philosopher. It is just

this art that must now be applied to the problem of being and not-

being.

The discussion begins by assuming three of the most important

genera, being, rest and motion. Motion is not rest and vice versa; that

is, they cannot participate in one another but both participate m be-

ing. Of these three, each is the same as itself and different from the

other two. Our three genera tlien involve two more, same and

“other.” Moreover, these, like being, are shared by both motion

and rest. Thus, motion is the same as itself, yet not the same, that is,

not sameness itself, since, if it were, rest in order to be the same as

itself would have to be motion. So too motion is other than rest but is

not otherness since, if it were, rest in order to be other than motion

would have to be motion. The same could be shown with respect to

motion and other, and the Stranger observes that we now have a

legitimate way of saying that motion is the same and not the same,

other and not other. We can see that the same argument can
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apply to motion and being: motion is and is not being since, while it

participates in being, it is other than being.

Then not-being necessarily exists in the case of motion and of every

class; for the nature of the other entering into them all, makes each

of them other than being, and so non-existent; and therefore of all

of them, in like manner, we may truly say that they are not; and
again, inasmuch as they partake of being, that they are and are not

existent. (256)

Not-being or otherness is a class like being, motion, etc., and the

analysis has arrived at a way of asserting that not-being is, contrary

to the doctrine of Parmenides. It seems fairly clear from the sequel

that Plato fully intends that not-being is a form, a changeless reality,

since it is appealed to, to explain falsehood; it is the objective com-

plement of error in thought and speech.

If not-being has no part in the proposition, then all things must be

true; but if not-being has a part, then false opinion and false speech

are possible, for to think is to say what is not—is falsehood, which
thus arises in the region of thought and in speech. (260)

The Stranger is now able to explain the possibility of the sophist

since falsehood itself has been shown to be possible. The sophist of

course can object that language and thought are not among the

things which can participate in not-being, but this is shown not to be

the case. Of course the not-being which underlies falsehood is just the

kind of not-being which has been shown to exist, namely being other.

The Sophist has as its major internal problem the explanation of

the possibility of false statements. Viewed in a wider context, this

dialogue reveals that the problem of participation has been shifted

to the realm of the Fonns or Ideas and that these form a coherent

system. The art of dialectic bears on the discernment of the commun-
ion or non-communion of Forms. Not-being exists as an objective

reality, but is otherness in which all things participate. False statement

bears on realities but consists of a statement reflecting a communion
of Forms which are in fact other.

Statesman. This dialogue is connected with the preceding, as we have

already seen, witli the younger Socrates taking the place of Theaete-

tus as the interlocutor of the Eleatic Stranger. The purpose of the

dialogue is achieved without the detours which make the Sophist

important for an understanding of the doctrine of Forms and the

art of dialectic which bears on the Forms. There is an aside which

warns of the necessity to make all the intermediate steps in perform-

ing a division of a class in order to isolate a species like statesman

(261-266), but on the whole the dialogue sticks to its subject and we
need not consider it here. The Forms or Ideas continue to be looked

upon as a structured univer.se but, as has been pointed out (Ross,
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pp. 118-119), the aim of dialectic seems to l)e miicli more modest than

that set fortli in tlie Repuhlic. It is not so much a cpiestion of deriving

all Forms from one supreme Iu)rm, as of dealing with those necessary

to settle a particular rpiestion.

Conchidino The earlier dialogues of Plato, those which go beyond

what can be taken as a heightened but not inaccurate description of

the teaching of Socrates, do not explicitly present the Forms or Ideas

as entities apart from and indeed far more real than the things of

everyday life, particidar actions, sensible particulars. In the Phciedo

and Republic, however, the Forms are quite clearly better beings,

other than the explanatory of particulars of our experience, and

philosophy is precisely the ascent to knowledge of these beings.

Indeed, in the Repuhlic, a lengthy training is described the result

of which is the purgation of body and mind so that the soul can ascend

to the contemplation of the Forms. Ihis is achieved in dialectic

which bears primarily on the Form of the Good from which all other

Forms are seen to emanate, although the notion of a hierarchical

structure among the Forms is not stressed. With the Parmenides

a highly critical attitude towards the Forms comes to the fore and a

list of difficulties is compiled, difficulties which are to be taken not as

a refutation of the Forms but as a program to be followed if this doc-

trine is to be saved from ridicule. What is the nature of the relation

between Forms and particulars; how are the Forms related to one

another? These may be taken to summarize the objections of the

Parmenides, and it is rather the latter than the former question

which seems answered by the Sophist. The Theaetetus we have taken

as showing what had hitherto only been assumed, that sensation is

not knowledge and cannot be productive of knowledge in the rich

sense. If the Forms have emerged as involving in their interrelation-

ships the participation which at one time seemed to express only the

relation of Form to particular, the (piestion of sensible particulars

seems yet to be examined. In the Republic the things of this world

were granted a shadowy kind of being, sufficient for inducing opinion

but not knowledge. We shall now turn to a dialogue in which Plato is

concerned with the physical world, its relation to the Forms, and the

nature of oiir knowledge of the pliysical world.

D. Plato's Natural Doctrine

The dialogue to which primary appeal must be made for Plato’s

views on the natural world is the Tirnaeus, a dialogue written quite

late in the life of its author and one which forms part of an uncom-

pleted trilogy the purpose of which indicates that the story of the

fashioning of the visible world was meant to provide an analogue .

of the moral life much as, in the Republic, the structure of the
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individual soul provides the model for the ideal state. The persons
of the dialogue (it is not really a dialogue at all) are four: Socrates,
Timaeus of Locris in Italy, Critias and Hermocrates. Of these, only
Tiinaeus seems to be a purely fictional character. They meet the day
after Socrates has outlined to the others tlie plan of an ideal state, the
characteristics of which he summarizes now, something he would
hardly need do if the discourse in question were the Republic,
as some have thought; moreover, the outline suggests something a
good deal less extensive than the perfect commonwealth of the early
dialogue. Socrates now wishes to put flesh on his skeletal outline,
pleads his own disability and enlists the help of the three others!
Critias provides the setting for what is to follow by recalling a story
his grandfather had told him of a visit by Solon to Egypt. The Egyp-
tian attitude towards the Greek sage is summed up in the following
remark: O Solon, Solon, you Hellenes are never anything but
children, and there is not an old man among you.” (22) The Athen-
ians, it seems, are ignorant of their own past; their history has been
much longer than they realize, since before the flood tliere was an
Athens and it had the glory '''of defeating the forces coming from
the isle of Atlantis. The story of this battle will be told by Critias in
the dialogue of that name and its purpose is this: the ideal state
Socrates speaks of is to be shown to be one that actually existed in
antediluvian Athens. Thus, Socrates’ political theory will no longer
be fiction but fact. There follows the plan for a trilogy of dialogues.
In the first of them, Timaeus, who is an astronomer, will discuss the
nature of the universe, the generation of the world including the
creation of man. In the second, Critias was to take up the story of man,
and show him as the beneficiary of the education Socrates has spoken
of and identify him with the citizen of that Athens described to
Solon by the Egyptian priest. We may surmise with Cornford^o that
Hermocrates was then to continue the story into the liistorical
period, to give us in effect the material that we find in the Laws.
Of this project, only the rimaeus and part of the Critias were finished;
nevertheless, it is important that we see the intended context of the
7 itnactis; it is part of a larger discussion the import of which is

clearly moial and political. The implication is that we must look to
the structure of reality if we are to grasp the structure of morality.
Certainly this does not diminish the importance of the Timaeus
for gaining knowledge of Plato’s views on the natural universe; it

does, nonetheless, indicate the survival in the aged Plato of the inter-
ests of the author of the earlier dialogues.

Once Timaeus begins his alloted task, the dialogue becomes an
unalleviated monologue, quite unlike anything else of Plato’s we

30 F. M. Cornford, Flato s Cosmologti (New York; Humanities Press, 1957),
pp. 7-8.
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nossess-excciH perhaps the Critias. Despite its apparent strangeness

It is not too^mucl. to say that the Timaeus is the most 'nfl'^entral

writing of Plato on the subsequent history of philosophy, both m

antiqity and in the middle ages. Much commented on m an ^ity.

ir was earlv a focal work in the Academy, if figures often m Aristotle s

discussioi/of Platonic doctrine, it looms lar^ in Hellenistic pMoso-

nhies and in the Latin translation of Chalcidius, made m

lentury of the Christian era, it exercised tremendous influence. i

h;,:rdo'little^lse here but suggest

attempting that, however, we must say
.

view of the value of the teaching to be found in the Timaeus.

It is a commonplace of earlier dialogues that knowledge cannot be

sought in the sensible world, since knowledge is of the unchang

whereas the sensible world is precisely the arena o

deed, of ceaseless change. The best we can

narticulars, is conjecture and opinion, since sensible things are not

quite real. Now this would not lead us to expect a wnting like the

Timaeus. Perhaps we must accept tlie view Aat Plato suffered

some change of attitude, but we should not be misled as to *c extent

of the change since, as it happens, the Timaeus

questions which occur to one who has familiarized himself xvith the

Llier dialogues. Indeed, Timaeus begins his discourse by making a

distinction between being and becoming.

That which is apprehended by intelligence and is always

in the same state: but that which is conceived by opmion wit

the help of sensation and without reason, is always in P'ceess o

becominc and perishing and never really is. Now everything that be-

l^omes of is created must of necessity be created by some cause,

for without a cause nothing can be created. The work of the crea-

tor whenever he looks to the unchangeable and fashions the form

and nature of his work after an unchangeable pattern, must neces-

sarily be made fair and perfect; but when he looks to the created

only! and uses a created pattern, it is not fair or perfect. (-8)

Now the world has been created, since it is visible and tangible

and has a body. The world, being sensible, is apprehended by sense

and opinion. Since it is created, the world must have a cause,

thouirh it is dilficult to find; this cause must have looked to a pattern,

and tiie perfection of the created world makes it clear that the creator

looked to an eternal pattern in making it.

And having been created in this way, the world has been framed in

the likeness of that which is apprehended by reason and mind and

is unchangeable, and must therefore of necessity, if this be ad-

mitted be^a copy of something. Now it is all important Uiat the

lieginn’ing of everything should be according to nature. And in

speaking^of the copy and the original we may assume that woids
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are akin to the matter they describe; when they relate to the lasting
and the permanent and intelligible, they ought to be lasting and
unalterable, and, as far as their nature allows, irrefutable and im-
movable-nothing less. But when they express only the copy or like-

ness and not the eternal things themselves, they need only be hkely
and analogous to the real words. As being is to becoming, so is

truth to belief. If then, Socrates, amid the many opinions about the
gods and the generation of the universe, we are not able to give
notions which are altogether and in ev^ery respect exact and con-
sistent with one another, do not be surprised. Enough, if we adduce
probabilities as likely as any others; for we must remember that I

who am the speaker, and you who are the judges, are only mortal
men, and ought to accept the tale which is probable and enquire
no further. (29)

This passage makes it quite clear that the Timoeus does not
repudiate the early Platonic belief that there is no knowledge of the
sensible world. That world is only an image of the real world, the
world of Forms; the most we can expect is a likely story. The question
arises as to whether one story can be more likely than another and,
if so, in virtue of what its greater likelihood is gauged. There is no
basis for assuming that what Plato means is that one account is

closer to the way the sensible world actually is as if that world con-
tained its own intelligibility. The source of intelligibility must be
sought in those Forms which are utterly other than the sensible
world and of which the sensible world is the pale copy. Thus a story
will be more likely insofar as it refers the sensible world to tlie

Forms. In the Statesman, Plato has pointed out that some Forms
have sensible copies whereas others have none (285-6); where there
are such sensible copies, these are not examined for their own sakes
but for the sake of the Form of which they are copies. In the
Timneus Plato is not so much moving from the sensible world to the
Forms as the other way round, but the Forms remain of the utmost
importance; they are, after all, the only true anchor for thought, and
if the sensible world is said to be perfect and good this is because
it is an image of the intelligible and eternal. Insofar as it is about
tlie sensible world, the Timaeus can give us only a likely story, con-
jecture; Plato will return to this again and again in the course of the
dialogue. But the ultimate ground of the whole enterprise is the
realm of Forms which are not in the sensible world (52). Any story of

the universe which ignores the Forms or suggests that the physical

universe has its intelligibility intrinsic to itself will be for Plato un-
likely and indeed downright false.

The nature of the maker or demiurge is something that has been
much discussed. There are those who maintain that Plato is here

speaking of an agent indistinguishable from the creating God of

Genesis; others claim that tlie demiurge or maker is simply a mythical

expression of the familiar Platonic doctrine to the effect that the
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sensible world minors the intelligible world. There are a number of

positions between these extremes, but what every position must

accept is that Plato is asserting by means of the likely story of the

Timaeus that the sensible universe is a product of an intelligent

power. The demiurge can l)c taken to be symbolic of this intelligence

insofar as he looks to the eternal patterns in fashioning out of the

given chaos the proportioned universe. These eternal patterns cannot

be conceived as thoughts in the mind of the demiurge; rather they

are realities apart from him and independent of him. In other words,

he is not making the world in his own likeness, but to the likeness of

the eternal patterns other than himself. As a symbol of divine power,

the whole story suggests the revealed story of creation, but Christian

thinkers like St. Augustine will touch up the account considerably,

particularly by their interpretation of the location of the Forms or

Ideas, to bring it into line with Christian faith. The very least we

must take from the story of the making of the universe is that for

Plato the source of order in this world comes from without, that there

is an intelligence responsible for the way sensible things are, that

they represent imperfectly the patterns according to which they

have been fashioned.

There is a connected controversy as to whether Plato is here

maintaining that the world had a beginning in time. The talk of be-

coming and its cause would seem to indicate that wiiat has become

beforehand was not; in a word, that it has a beginning before w^hich it

simply was not. There is no doubt that Plato speaks as if there is

a beginning of becoming, and tliis is how Aristotle interpreted him,

namely as asserting that time itself had a beginning. (Cf. Physics,

VIII, 1, 251bl7) A far more common interpretation w'as that origi-

nating in the early Academy of w'hich Aristotle himself speaks.

Some of those who hold that the w’orld, though indestructible, w'as

yet generated, try to support their case by a parallel which is illusory.

They say that in their statements about its generation tliey are doing

what geometricians do when tliey construct their figures, not implying

that the universe really had a beginning, but for didactic reasons

facilitating understanding by exhibiting the object, like the figure,

as in the course of formation. (De caelo,l,10)

Aristotle is no doubt right in maintaining that you cannot say that

something has come to be and yet never was not—that is, unless you

are using words in a new sense which requires exposition. Plato’s

own point seems rather to be that the sensible world as copy must

always be dependent on the eternal model. The image of the maker

of tlie w'orld fashioning it as a craftsman makes artifacts is less import-

ant surely than the central point.

What is the motive of the demiurge in fashioning this world?

The answer that Plato gives here recalls a good many things, his
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dissatisfaction vvitli tliosc cxplantions wliicli d<) not explain natural
things in terms of finality and the good, the primacy of the Good
in the Republic.

Let me tell you then why the creator made this world of generation.
He was good, and the good can never have any jealousy of anything.
And being free from jealousy, he desued that all things should be as
like himself as they could be. This is in the tmest sense the origin
of creation and of the world, as we shall do well in believing on the
testimony of wise men: God desired that all things should be good
and nothing bad, so far as this was attainable. Wherefore also finding
the whole visible sphere not at rest, but moving in an irregular and
disorderly fashion, out of disorder he brought order, considering
that this was in every way better than the other. (29-30)

The primacy of the good, of what Aristotle will call the final
cause, makes this account particularly attractive to men of faith; it

is not simply the imaginative translation of Jowett that suggests the
biblical account of creation here. We do not wonder that the men of
the middle ages will come to treat the^ Timaeiis almost as they
treated Scripture itself. Aristotle will make^ use of the notion that the
gods are not jealous to indicate the fittingness of striving for the divine
science; more importantly, his own ultimate explanation of reality
will l)e anchored securely in the Good towards which the whole world
strives as its end and justification.

Timaeus first describes the formation of the body of the world
and then of the world soul. Tiie world is a living creature, an animal,
composed of body and soul. That on wliich the universe is patterned
contains every intelligible thing; the universe consequently should
be an animal which contains every kind of animal. The body of the
world is composed of fire, air, earth and water, proportioned to one
another. The world exhausts these four, they are entirely within it,

and it is thereby incapable of changing as a whole. The shape of the
body of the world is a globe, a perfect sphere, the figure which com-
prehends within itself all other figures. Timaeus then says that a
soul was formed, placed in the center of the world body, from which
point it diffused itself thioughout the body. Actually, he cautions, he
should have begun with the soul, since in order and excellence it is

prior to the body: the soul is master, the body subject.

Just as the world body is composed of the four elements, so the
world soul is composed of the same, the other and being. The passage
in question (35) indicates that Plato is striving to describe a kind of
being intermediate between the Forms on the one hand and bodies
on the other. The elements of which soul is composed are taken over
fiom the Sophist, and just as in that dialogue life and motion (i.e.

thinking) are said not to be excluded from reality, so here the soul
is shown to have affinity with the Forms and yet to be lower than
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them- by tlie same token it is linked with the world of becoming al-

though its acting or power is on a higher level than the dymmns

of the sensible world. The world soul is then divided and the par s

are joined to form two motions, that of the same, and that o die

other. The motion of the other, at first enclosed like a band revolving

horizontally by the band of the motion of the same revolving verti-

cally and around the same center is divided into seven lesser motions

whose orbits arc those of Sun, Mercury, Venus, Moon. Saturn, Mars

and Jupiter. Once more. Timaeus speaks of the joining of the world

soul and world body.
. , . , ^

The account of tlie creation of time is of particular interest; the

demiurge is said to have been moved to create it m order to make t e

copy even more like the original.

Now the nature of the ideal being was everlasting, but to bestow

this attribute in its fullness upon a creature was iinpossib e. ^there-

fore he resolved to have a moving image of eternity, and when he

set in order the heaven, he made the image eternal but moving

according to number, while eternity itself rests in unity; and this

image we call time. For Uiere were no days and nights and months

andVars before the heaven was created, but when he constructed

tlie heaven he created them also. They are all parts of time, and tlie

past and future are created species of time, which we unconsciously

but wrongly transfer to the eternal essence; for we say ^at he was,

he is, he will be, but the truth is that ‘is’ alone is properly attributed

to him, and that ‘was’ and ‘will be’ are only to be spoken of becoming

in time . . . (37-8)

Time and the heaven are interdependent. Plato says both that

they “came into being at the same instant” and that “the created

heaven has been, and is, and will be, in all time.” (38) The planets

serve to distinguish and preserve the numbers of time; moreover,

the planets are living creatures, one of the four kinds that are made.

“There are four such; one of them is the heavenly race of the gods;

another, the race of birds whose way is in the air; the third, the

watery species; and the fourth, the pedestrian and land creatures.

(40)

The demiurge delegates the task of fashioning the bodies of men

and lower animals to the created gods, reserving for himself the

task of furnishing the immortal principle, the soul. The souls of men

are composed of the same elements as went into the making of the

world soul. Moreover, the knowledge presupposed by the doctrine of

anamnesis is explained.

And having made it he divided the whole mixture into souls equal

in number to the stars and assigned each soul to a star; and having

there placed them as in a chariot, he showed them the nature of

the universe, and declared to them the laws of destiny, according to

which their first birth would be one and the same for all-no one
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should suflFer a disadvantage at his hands; they were to be sowai in

the instruments of time severally adapted to them, and to come
forth the most religious of animals; and as human nature was of two

kinds, the superior race would hereafter be called man.” (41-2)

Each soul comes to its body in its first birth with equal knowledge

of reality, with an equal chance of being good. But each of them must

come to a body and this leads to the necessity that each should be

provided with the faculty of sensation; moreover, union with the

body entails the possession of emotions and being subject to the

opposition of pleasure and pain. To conquer these emotions is to

live righteously; to be conquered by them, to live unrighteously. “He

who lived well during his appointed time was to return and dwell

in his native star, and there he would have a blessed and congenial

existence.” (42) If he did not live well, his soul would pass into the

body of a woman at its second birth, a state which could be the start

of a further declension into the body of a brute. Of course there are

women at the outset so that, in the first generation at least, women,

though less than men, are not bad men.

After a brief discussion on the composition of the human body,

Timaeus indicates that this disco'urse has reached a point where a

new beginning is necessary. What has been recounted thus far is the

work of intelligence; we must now take into account the role of

necessity in the constitution of the universe. We are told that the

universe has been able to come into being because reason has per-

suaded necessity, which is represented as a variable or errant cause.

It is necessary to take into account the nature of fire, water, earth

and air as they were prior to the creation of heaven; the generation of

the elements is something usually left out of account, and Timaeus

intends to reduce these to something yet more primary. Nevertheless,

he does not intend that what he has to say should be the ultimate

answer to the question, what are the elements of all things? Once

more, he reminds us that he is stidving for a likely story, a probable

account.

From the very outset, Timaeus has spoken of the demiurge as imi-

tating in his production the eternal patterns; it is taken for granted

tliat being cannot be perfectly mirrored in becoming, that the eternal

can have only an image in time. Necessity is introduced to explain

this defect in the world of time and becoming. Accordingly, Timaeus

begins once more and where earlier he had divided all things into

being and becoming, he now sets forth a threefold division.

There is also a third kind which we did not distinguish at the time,

conceiving that the two would be enough. But now the argument

seems to require that we should set forth in words another kind,

which is difficult of explanation and dimly seen. What nature are

we to attribute to this new kind of being? We reply, that it is the

receptacle, and in a manner the nurse of all generation. (49)
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This receptacle is tlic arena of change, that in which things which

do not have any stable nature but arc alternately hot and cold, pass

into their opposites and back again. “Anything which we see to be

continually changing, as, for example, fire, we must not call a this

or ‘that’, but ratiier say that it is ‘of such a nature’.” (49) To call

them this or that would be to imply that they have some stability,

but they are in constant flux. We notice here the continuity with the

attitude expressed in the Theaetetus and a corroboration of Aristot-

le’s claim that Plato accepted the Ileraclitean estimate of the fluidity of

the sensible universe. The suggestion is that fire, for instance, is not

the name of something but the designation of the state or quality of

something. Timaeus illustrates this by speaking of gold which is

shaped now this way now that way. If we are asked what it is, the

safest answer by far will be gold, since if we cited one of its shapes

which it would quickly lose, our answer would be only momentarily

correct. The usual elements are spoken of as qualities or attributes of

something more basic.

And the same argument applies to the universal nature which receives

all bodies—that must always be called the same; for, while receiving

all things, she nev^er departs at all from her own nature, and never

in any way, or at any time, assumes a form like that of any of the

things which enter into her; she is the natural recipient of all im-

pressions, and is stirred and informed by them, and appears different

from time to time by reason of them. (50)

This receiving principle is likened to a mother, the intelligible

nature which is being imitated is like a father, and the process of

generation is the child or product. In order to be receptive of the

copy of any Form, the receptacle must be taken to be free from any

such imitation in its own nature.

Wherefore, the mother and receptacle of all created and visible

and in any wav .sensible things, is not to be termed earth, or air, or

fire, or water, or any of their compounds or any of the elements

from which these are derived, but is an invisible and formless

being which receives all things and in some mysterious way par-

takes of the intelligible, and is most incomprehensible. (51)

Thus I state my view:—If mind and true opinion are two distinct

classes, then I say that there certainly are these self-existing ideas

unperceived by sense, and apprehended only by the mind; if, how-

ev'er, as some sav, true opinion differs in no respect from mind, then

everything that we perceive through the body is to be regarded

as most real and certain. But we must affirm them to be distinct,

for they have a distinct origin and are of a different nature; the

one is implanted in us by instruction, the other by persuasion; the

one is always accompanied by true reason, the other is without rea-

son; the one cannot be overcome by persuasion, the other can; and,

lastly every man may be said to share in true opinion, but mind is

the attribute of the gods and of very few men. Wherefore also we
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must acknowledge that there is one kind of being which is always

the same, uncreated and indestructible, never receiving anything

into itself from witliout, nor itself going out to any other, but

invisible and imperceptible by any sense, and of which the con-

templation is granted to intelligence only. And there is another

nature of the same name with it, and like to it, perceived by sense,

created, always in motion, becoming in place and again vanishing

out of place, which is apprehended by opinion and sense. And
there is a third nature, which is space, and is eternal, and admits

not of destruction and provides a home for all created things, and
is apprehended with the help of sense, by a kind of spurious rea-

son, and is hardly real; which we beholding as in a dream, say of

all existence that it must of necessity be in some place and occupy a

space, but that what is neither in heaven nor in earth has no
existence. (51-2)

This passage shows that while Plato still retains the basic bifurca-

tion of reality into Forms and their sensible copies, he is now introduc-

ing a third thing which is real without being the copy of a Form.
It is where the fleeting copies reside, their receptacle, and not another

copy. The receptacle is now explicitly identified with space.

We are now invited to think of this receptacle as containing

chaotically fire, earth, and the rest, prior to the persuasive ordering

of the demiurge. This activity consists of imposing form and number
on them. The four elements are generated as the four regular solids

which are seen as built up out of triangles. The mathematics of

this generation and the chemistry subsequently based on it is far too

complicated to go into here. The reader is urged to consult the

concise, clear explosition in Cornfords Platons Cosmology, (pp. 210

ff.)

In the sequel of the Timaeus, we find a discussion of meteorologi-

cal matters, the mechanism of sensation, human physiology, diseases,

and so forth. We can see why this dialogue is said to be the only work
of Plato which can lay claim to being a kind of encyclopedia.

The Timaeus is in many ways an extraordinary and surprising

work to issue from the pen of Plato. Nevertheless, far from under-

mining or repudiating the world of Forms, the distinctive doctnne

of earlier dialogues, the Timaeus exhibits unwavering confidence in

the existence of the Forms. This is manifest in a number of ways.

There is first of all the repeated insistence that an account of the

sensible world can be at best a likely story. The locus of the really

real has not changed; it remains the world of the Forms. What is more,

the attempt to give a likely story concerned with the sensible world

serves to clarify the nature of the Ideas: they are outside of time, non-

spatial, causes of sensible things only in the sense of models. The

one stable element in the world of becoming is the receptacle in

which process takes place; this receptacle which is identified with

space, is grasped by the mind but it has no model in the World of
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Forms themselves which neither receive other things nor go out into

something else. Another clarification in the Timaeus concerns soul, the

world soul but as well the human soul. The soul enjoys an intermedi-

ate existence between Forms and the realm of becoming and the story

of its creation and the manner in which its future history depends on

moral behaviour, while once more expressed in the form of myth,

underlines what appears to be the serious intent of Plato with respect

to the soul. The soul cannot, like the body, come to be by means of

motion and change. The nature of true knowledge, always the take-

off point for the assertion that Forms or Ideas exist, prevents Plato

from seeing in the experience of the things of this world a basis for

knowledge. The soul must already have knowledge of what is truly

existent. Moreover, this knowledge is the ground of true morality.

Let us agree then that the objections of the Parmenides, serious as

they are and, indeed, unanswered as they seem to remain in the

subsequent dialogues, do not dissuade Plato from his belief in the

eternal Ideas of Forms. If anything, this conviction is strengthened.

Doubtless, some kind of change has occurred, since we cannot

imagine the author of the Republic undertaking the task of compos-

ing the Timaeus with anything but distaste. (Of course, as we have

seen, the ultimate purpose of the Timaeus is not unlike that of the

Republic.) But, once more, what has not changed is the insistence

that reality is not to be sought in the sensible thing but elsewhere in

the realm of Forms where exists that from which the perishable

things we perceive receive their name and nature. We may find this

unpalatable and want to interpret this inescapable foundation stone

of Platonism out of existence, but it is finally inescapable and, if

Aristotle directs much of his criticism at it, we cannot say that he has

no target.

We shall not go into any discussion of the myth of Atlantis as it is

given in the Critics; as for the proposed third dialogue of this

trilogy, if Cornford’s conjecture is correct, our discussion of the

Laws will give us an indication of what the sequel might have been.

It is now time to take up the matter of a doctrine attributed to Plato

by Aristotle which does not seem to be taught in any of the dialogues.

Mathematical Intermediates. We have already alluded to the fact

that doctrines arc attributed to Plato by ancient authors which do not

occur in the dialogues that have come down to us. The most interest-

ing information of this sort comes to us through Aristotle and, al-

though it is surely the most natural thing in the world to suppose

that one who was a member of the Academy for nearly twenty years

while Plato was head should have heard the master say one or two

things that are not mentioned in the dialogues, this possibility has

been seriously questioned. Since its proposal by Cherniss this image
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of a mute and aloof Plato has not met with a warm reception and

we shall assume tlie vahdity of the arguments against Cherniss and

entertain seriously an important advance in Plato’s theory mentioned

by Aristotle. Of course a study of Aristotle’s account of Plato’s doc-

trine is one which requires great scope, as is evidenced by Leon

Robin’s La theorie platonicienne des idees et des nombres d apres

Aristotc^^. We shall be interested here only in the view that mathe-

matical entities occupy a place midway between the Forms and sen-

sible things; Aristotle’s criticism of the Forms is something we shall

take up in our next chapter.

We recall that in the seventh letter, in exemphfying what he

meant by a Form or essential reality, Plato chose the example of circle

and there is no suggestion that there is an intermediate entity be-

tween sensible things which are circular and cirularity itself. Indeed,

it may safely be said that the most famihar examples of Forms in the

dialogues are those of moral qualities and the mathematieal aspects

of sensible things. Not that the world of Forms is limited to these. In

the seventh letter, Plato gives us some idea of what he coneeived to be

the scope of the world of Forms by^saying there are Forms of shapes

and surfaces, both straight and curved, of the good, beautiful and just,

of natural and artificial bodies, of fire and water and so forth, of

every animal and every quality and of all aetive and passive states.

In a word, its scope is as unlimited as that suggested in the Republic

where every general name is said to call for a Form or Idea. Phis is

the doctrine that has become quite familiar to us from our previous

discussions; a note of unfamiliarity is added in Aristotle s summary

of Plato’s position.

The passage in question is found in the first book of the Meta-

physics. Aristotle is speaking quite definitely of Plato himself.

Further, besides sensible things and Fonns he says there are the

objects of mathematics, which occupy an intermediate position,

differing from sensible things in being eternal and unchangeable,

from Forms in that there are many alike, while the Form is in each

case unique. (987bl4-18)

First of all, what is meant here by the objects of mathematics? If

we consider that the geometer often uses two circles of the same

diameter and the arithmetician in saying, “two plus two equals four

is employing “two” twice, we can see the problem the intermediates

were intended to solve. According to the doctrine of Forms as we

have it in the dialogues, there is only one twoness which is shared by

all perishable couples. Thus “two plus two equals four” cannot be

about the Form of twoness, nor does it seem to be about perceptible

couples since it expresses a truth which does not perish. The plurality

31 (Paris: F. Alcar, 1908).
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of “two’s” then cannot belong to the realm of Forms nor to tlie

world of becoming and an intermediate realm is called for. Aristotle’s

testimony is that Plato saw this and switched from a twofold to a

threefold division of reality. And, while it is tempting to think that

the divided line of the Republic, with its passage on the side of the

intelligible from the hypotheses of mathematics to dialectic, is

based on just this distinction between intermediates and Forms, it is

extremely doubtful that the passage can bear this interpretation,

although it is possible to see there the seeds of this later change. 32

In the continuation of the passage just quoted, Aristotle tells us

of a hierarchy in the Forms of numbers, as opposed now to mathe-

matical numbers.

Since the Forms were the causes of all other things, he thought

their elements w'^ere the elements of all things. As matter, the

great and the small vv'ere principles; as essential reality, the One;
for from the great and the small, by participation in the One, come
the Numbers. (987b 19-23)

Each number has unity and it has this by participation in the One;

numbers differ from one another by addition and subtraction. We need
not pursue this extremely complicated doctrine here. The point we
are making is simply that the doctrine of Forms as we find it is the

dialogues of Plato cannot be thought of as his final word on the sub-

ject. Whatever may be said of details of Aristotle’s reports on the

teachings of his master, there is far too much evidence for an unvvTitten

doctrine of Plato that extended his views on reality for any dismissal

on grounds of prejudice or misunderstanding on Aristotle’s part. And,
significantly enough, none of the advances recorded by Aristotle do
the slightest bit towards diminishing the fact that, for Plato, there is

another and better realm of things beyond the sensible particulars

around us, a realm of things which is the anchor of knowledge and
which subsists outside of time and space. Forms are not in sensible

things nor are they concepts in our minds; they are objective realities

introduced primarily to save the notion of knowledge as stable and
permanent and to underwrite moral striving.

E. Plato's View of Man

It may seem superduous to introduce this new heading into our

attempt to sketch the doctrine of Plato, since so much of what we have
already said has indicated Plato’s attitude towards man’s plaee in

nature, his ethical goals, the status of the human soul, the nature of

the state. Nevertheless, these matters have hitherto been subsidiary to

our feeble efforts to depict the central doctrine of the dialogues, the

theory of Forms or Ideas. We want now to concentrate explicitly on

32 Ross, Plato’s Tlieonj of Ideas, op. cit., pp. 58-65.
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what Plato has to say of the nature of the human soul, what ethical

doctrine he enunciates, his view of the state. Needless to say it would
have been possible to introduce the Forms in function of these dis-

cussions, but it is our hope that the sequel will indicate the reasons

why we have chosen to proceed as we do.

The Soul. Plato’s view of man is usually expressed in passages whose

goal is the enunciation of what man must do, and moral obligation,

in turn, is usually, or at least most significantly described in terms of

the political order, of man’s place in society. Nevertheless, we can

glean from such passages a doctrine as to what man is, particularly

what the nature of the soul is and, in the Phaedo, we have a discussion

of the perfection of man which concentrates on the individual and

makes no reference to the political context in which self-perfecting

takes place. For this reason, the Phaedo is thought to have been

written prior to the Republic in which the analogy between the

parts of the soul and those of society becomes a major theme.

In asking what the nature of the soul is, for Plato, we shall begin

om discussion with the Phaedo where, as we have already seen,

Socrates is presented in his death cell surrounded by friends. The
point of the dialogue, at least on the surface, would seem to be the

formulation of a proof for the immortality of the soul. We shall see

that there are reasons for qualifying this description of its purpose,

but that proofs are offered is beyond doubt and by examining them

brieffy we can get a preliminary idea of what Plato thought the

nature of the soul to be.

We have already discussed the confidence of Socrates in the face

of imminent death that he is going to a better world. It is just the

basis for this confidence which is sought in the arguments of the

PhaedOy and it is sought against the background of Socrates’ assertion

that philosophy is a preparation for death, since philosophizing con-

sists in the turning of the soul from the body and the realm of

sense, a turning which already suggests the distinction between soul

and body. Cebes objects to the implication that the soul continues to

exist after death and Socrates, though noting that in his present

plight he will find it difficult to be indifferent to the outcome of the

discussion, offers to seek the basis for his belief.

The first argument relies heavily on the notion that opposites

are generated from one another. The just is generated from the un-

just, the good from the bad, hot from cold and so forth, though the

transitions are gradual and not necessarily abrupt: a hot thing

cools and then is cold. If this is so and life has as its opposite death,

must we not say that life comes from death as waking from sleeping?

Thus, if the dead come to be from the living, it seems that the

living must come to be from the dead.
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To this argument is immediately linked another drawn from re-

collection {^(inoTiinesis)

.

An allusion is made to a situation like that

described in the ^feno, where, by means of questions and a diagram,

one can be shown already to know what he has not learned, at least

not learned in this world. In other words, the soul once existed in

another place before its being in a human form, it must have dwelt

with the Forms or Ideas. “There is the same proof that these ideas

must have existed before we were born, as that our souls existed be-

fore we were born; and if not the ideas, then not the souls. (76)

The reader will see that, having set out to show that the soul will

survive the death of man, Socrates has twice shown that the soul

existed prior to its union with the body; but has he shown that it will

survive? Socrates says this is implicit in tne foregoing, if we take tlie

tsvo proofs together. “For if the soul exists before birth, and in coming

to life and being born can be born only from death and dying, must

she not after death continue to exist, since she has to be born

again?” (77) Socrates offers to make this explicit, and he begins by

asking what it is that we think can corrupt. The compounded can

corrupt, be dissolved, but the uncompounded or simple cannot. For

instance, the Forms must always remain the same, unchanging, since

they are identical with themselves. There are not many justices.

Bodily things, on the other hand, are many and compound and

always in a state of change. In an important remark Socrates asserts

the affinity of our body with corruptible things and the affinity of our

soul with the incorruptible Forms.

... the soul when using the body as an instrument of perception,

that is to say, when using the sense of sight or hearing or some

other sense (for the meaning of perceiving through the body is per-

ceiving through the senses)—were we not saying that the soul too

is then dragged by the body into the region of the changeable, and

wanders and is confused . . . But when returning into herself she

reflects, then she passes into the other world, the region of purity,

and eternity, and immortality, and unchangeableness, which are

her kindred, and with them she ever lives, when she is by herself

and is not let or hindered; then she ceases from her erring ways, and

being in communion with the unchanging is unchanging. And this

state of the soul is called wisdom (79)

VVe have here the wisdom the love of which constitutes philoso-

phy and the suggestion tliat there is a sense in which immortality

is won by the accpiisition of moral virtue, i.e. the triumph over the

body. The immortality which is spoken of as deserved in tliis life is,

so to speak, good immortality; in any case the soul will survive, but

those souls which have not purged tliemselves of the effects of tlie

body, will be imprisoned once more but this time in the bodies of

brutes. Pleasure and pain are as nails which fasten the soul ever

more surely to body; these snares can be avoided only by tlie study of
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philosophy which enables us to surmount the ignorance whose sign

is vice and fasten the eye of the soul on true existence, the realm of

the Forms. The passage in which Socrates describes the function of

philosophy (80-84), too lengthy to be quoted and too polished to be

paraphrased, has to be read in order to appreciate how, in this dia-

logue, the conjunction of moral excellence and the contemplation of

the Forms produces an almost mystical view of philosophy.

The difference of soul from body is clearly expressed in the dis-

cussion we have reviewed and, if interaction between soul and body is

admitted, the emphasis is on the deleterious aspect of the interrela-

tionship. This distinction is underlined by Socrates’ response to a

doubt expressed by Simmias. Simmias cannot repress the thought

that the soul may be simply the harmony or attunement of the body.

Socrates responds by pointing out that one who accepts the previous

arguments for the preexistence of the soul cannot make the soul a

harmony, since it would be absurd to suppose a harmony could exist

prior to its elements. Moreover, if soul is a harmony, the discord of

vice is difficult to explain; indeed, this view would seem to make

all souls good. Moreover, the fact that the soul is the ruler of the

body suggests the point that tho' body is not in agreement with the

soul nor vice versa; thus, the soul leads the elements of which she is

said to be composed, opposes them and suppresses them. The souls

otherness from body is thus maintained and the theory that soul is

a harmony of body rejected.

A final argument moves from the fact that whatever is three is also

odd and cannot remain three and not admit of oddness to the asser-

tion that since the soul brings life and life cannot admit death, the

soul withdraws before the approach of death. The procedure is, of

course, a good deal more complicated than this and has often been

criticized. For our purposes, it is one more indication that soul is

taken to be other than body by Plato whether or not he is able to

prove this satisfactorily. In the Tenth Book of the Republic the point

is made that, since the soul is not destroyed by what is its own

greatest evil, vice, it can hardly be destroyed by evils of the body.

In the Phaedrus, the immortality of the soul is based on the notion

of soul as self-mover.

The soul through all her being is immortal, for that which is ever

in motion is immortal; but that which moves another and is moved

by another, in ceasing to move ceases also to live. Only the self-

moving, never leaving self, never ceases to move, and is the fountain

and beginning of motion to all that moves besides. Now, the be-

ginning is unbegotten, for that which is begotten has a beginning;

but the beginning is begotten of nothing, for if it were begotten

of something, tlien the begotten would not come from a beginning.

But if unbegotten, it must also be indestructible; for if beginning

were destroyed, there could be no beginning out of anything, nor
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anything out of a beginning; and all things must have a beginning.

And therefore the selfinoving is the beginning of motion; and this

can neither be destroyed nor begotten, else the whole heavens and

all creation would collapse and stand still, and never again have

motion or birth. Rut if the self-moving is proved to be immortal,

he who affirms that self-motion is the very idea and essence of

the soul will not be put to confusion. For the body which is moved
from without is soulless; but that which is moved from within has

a soul, for such is the nature of the soul. But if this is true, must not

the soul be the self-moving and therefore of necessity unbegotten and
immortal (245-6)

This same definition of soul is found in the Laws as last of the

ten kinds of motion there distinguished, (893 ff.
)

It should be
said in conclusion that the proofs of immortality set forth in the

Phaedo seem to function as much as emotive appeals as appeals to

reason alone. This is true not only because of the setting but be-

cause philosophy itself consists in a movement away from immersion
in the world of sense, a movement which will be begun only on the

assumption that the soul is immortal. But, of course, until one has

made the movement, the eye of his soul is not clear enough to grasp

the truth. Thus, while the purpose of the dialogue may seem to be the

proof of the souTs immortality, its more subtle role is as an exhorta-

tion to philosophy. It is for this reason that, as was pointed out

earlier, the true proof of the dialogue is the represented composure
of Socrates in the face of death.

In the Republic Plato wishes to proceed from an analysis of the

state to that of the individual, a procedure we will be discussing in a

moment. The ideal commonwealth sketched is, of course, an ordered
whole; thus, when Plato turns to the individual, it is perhaps not sur-

prising that he begins to speak of parts of the soul. \\ hat has been said
in the Phaedo concerning the affinity of soul with the Forms does not
prepare us for this, since there the Forms arc argued to be simple
and uncomposed and, presumably, the soul is too. The state has been
shown to consist of three groups: those who deliberate and govern,
those who execute policy, and the craftsmen. Now if the state is the
soul on a larger scale, we should expect this threefold division to ob-
tain in some way in the soul.

But the (jue.sti()ii is not (juite so easy when we proeeed to ask
whether these principles are three or one; whether, that is to say,
we learn with one part of our nature, are angry with another, and
with a third part desire the satisfaction of our natural appetites;
or whether the whole soul comes into plav in each sort of action—
to determine that is the difficulty. (436)

In order to decide the cpiestion, we must first accept the lollovvdng
principle, namely, that the same thing cannot act or be acted on in the
same part or in relation to the same thing at the same time in con-
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trary ways. Thus a man cannot be in motion and rest at the same
time in the same respect; he can however move his liands while rest-

ing in the same place. Now much the same kind of distinction must
be drawn when we consider that a man may at one and the same time

desire and not desire a drink; if both desires are attributed to soul, it

seems we must distinguish that part of the soul with which a man
hungers and tliirsts, the appetitive or irrational, from that with which
he reasons, the rational part. There is as well a part with which v^e

feel indignation and anger, a spirited or courageous part. That this

is distinct from the appetitive part is clear from the fact that they

are often in conflict as when we are angry because we desire some-

thing; /that it is distinct from reason is shown by its presence in

children and brutes who have not the use of reason. This spirited

part of the soul tends to be the ally of reason in disputes with the

appetitive part. Of the three parts of the soul, only the rational

part is immortal
(
Timaeus, 69 )

and it is composed of the same
mixture as the world soul. (ibid. 41).

It is sometimes suggested that when Plato attempts to establish

the immortality of the soul all he ds able to do is to indicate that

spiritual substance -cannot be corrupted, but that he cannot establish

personal immortality, that is, that my soul as mine will survive. This

objection would have force if my soul could be said to be mine
thanks to dwelling in this body, and yet Plato often speaks—although

admittedly this is usually in mythical flights of fancy—of a plurality

of souls being in existence prior to their assuming a body and then

returning once more, certain conditions having been fulfilled, to an

existence apart from body. Thus, the eaidhly career of a soul could

not be said to constitute it as a personal one and its persistence would
be personal. Plato speaks of the soul using a body, taking over a body,

ruling a body; that is, the soul is individual and substantial in its own
right and could not lose these features at death. There is, however,

another side to the matter. Contrary to the view expressed mythically

in the Timaeus according to which all souls are presented as having

an equal chance at least in their first birth into bodies, Plato, speak-

ing more matter-of-factly in the Laws (VI, 775), indicates that the

sins of parents can be visited upon their children, that intemperate

parents, for instance, generate children who will ineveitably stray

from the right way.

Hence during the whole year and all his life long, and especially

when he is begetting children, he ought to take care and not

intentionally do what is injurious to health, or what involves in-

solence and wrong; for he cannot help leaving the impression of him-

self on the souls and bodies of his offspring, and he begets children

in every way inferior.

Such a view presupposes a closer relationship between soul and
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body than other remarks, but the union seems to be that of tvvo things

rather than of two principles of one thing. What seems never to re-

cede is the view that our soul is our better being, our true being,

with the body somehow alien and unnatural. Death, consequently,

is not something the fear of which is justified; rather, philosophy will

enable us to see that death releases the soul—and us—to a better life.

In the Fhaedrus Plato describes the three parts of the soul in the

following way: the rational part is a charioteer, the spirited and

appetitive parts are two horses. Man s task is to bring the two steeds

under the control of reason. It is because Plato asks what man is

when he is seeking the answer to what man ought to do that any

discussion of Plato’s view of the soul must be juxtaposed to his doc-

trine on morality. The latter doctrine, as we have already mention-

ed, seems inseparable from Plato’s political theories and we must

determine why this is so.

Morality and Polities-The seventh letter, although written late in

Pato’s life, describes his outlook as a very young man. The young

man he remembers is one who was vitally interested in the activity of

Socrates, a Socrates who was questioning the assumptions on which

his fellow Athenians based their lives, who seemed always interested

in the problems of the state but who nevertheless kept himself

curiously aloof from practical involvement. The letter recounts that

Socrates refused to be enlisted by the Thirty Tyrants (among

whom were numbered relatives of Plato, relatives who asked the

young Plato himself to join their movement) in an effort to execute a

friend of the exiled democrats, and that, ironically, these same demo-

crats executed Socrates when they had returned to power. Plato indi-

cates how the failure of the Thirty to eradicate the evils of the city

depressed him and how his depression increased when the govern-

ment had changed and Socrates was condemned. The next step, we
should think, would be withdrawal from politics, both as practical

vocation and theoretical interest, but here as always Plato is surpris-

ing. On the practical level, he seems to have kept clear of Athenian

politics, but we have seen his extended involvement in Syracusan

government; moreover, the Academy became a training ground for

men who wrote laws and constitutions for a number of states. On the

theoretical side, as the seventh letter indicates, a question arose which

intrigued Plato throughout his life; if society is corrupt because

lawgivers are corrupt, docs not tlie only hope lie in putting power in

the hands of those who are not corrupt, that is, those who have

studied philosophy? To break the vicious circle of social evil, there

must first be some good men who would so devise a state that its

citizens would be trained in virtue; vicious men in power will only

perpetuate vice in themselves and in their subjects. Two of Plato’s
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works, and they are the two longest, are devoted to this problem

which is touched on in many of the other dialogues as well. The
Republic and the Laws are the great sources; the first dating from

what is called Plato’s middle period, approximately from the time of

the founding of the Academy, the second thought to be the last thing

Plato wrote.

Republic This dialogue has come down to us in the form of ten books,

a division which does not divide the subject matter. The discussion

breaks rather easily into the following parts: (1) introductory: consid-

eration of certain opinions as to the nature of justice ( Book I and the

first tliird of Book II—to 367); (2) the structure of the ideal society (to

the end of Book IV); (3) how tlie ideal society can be achieved: the

philosopher king (Books V-VII); (4) the declension of society:

stages of corruption of the ideal state, (Books VIII—IX); (5) other-

worldly sanctions of justice, preceded by comparison of philosophy

and poetry.

The entertainment of views of justice comes about at the outset of

the Republic in a familiar way with Socrates asking for light on the

matter. He turns his attention first to Cephalus, an old man, retired

from business, and asks him how/life looks to him now that he stands

on the threshold of the beyond. There are a few remarks on the

advantages of being freed from youthful passion the echo of wliich

we find in Cicero’s De senectute; this quieting of tlie flesh provokes

retrospective thought about one’s life and an uneasiness at the thought

that one will be held to account for it. The advantages of ending up
with a tidy fortune are summed up in terms of half of Cephalus’

description of justice; one must pay his debts. The other half consists

in telling the truth. While continuing to pay deference to the old man,

Socrates suggests tliat, if justice be what Cephalus says it is, there are

times when it would be manifestly wrong to be just. For example, if

one has borrowed a weapon from a man who goes mad, it would

surely not be riglit to return it to him nor to tell him the simple

trutli. Cephalus graciously withdraws, leaving the defense of his defini-

tion to his son, Polemarchus.

Polemarchus argues that his father’s position is simply that of the

poet Simonides who had defined justice as giving to each his due.

That the poet is a safe guide in disputes of this sort is something

which will be denied later in the Republic, but at this point Socrates

proceeds as so often elsewhere by interpreting the poetic dictum to

show that it cannot not be true. That is, the poetic utterance is

treated as inspired but requiring subtle exegesis. When Socrates re-

peats the difficulty of the lunatic’s loan, Polemarchus interprets

the poet to mean that we should help our friends and harm our

enemies. Of the many difficulties Socrates raises, we can select the
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following. If justice is doing good to friends and harm to enemies,

and we can be mistaken about our friends, deeming an unjust man
just, justice may require doing good to an unjust man. If however

this is amended to say that we ought to do good to the just and harm
to the unjust, Socrates will not allow that the function of justice is to

do harm to anyone. This assertion that we ought to do good to our

enemies is one of the points that lifts Plato far above the assumptions

on which most men operate. It is as well what triggers off

Thrasymachus, whose attitude towards justice, although it shifts in

his interchange \\ith Socrates, is an articulation of man’s worst mo-
tives.

Thrasymachus (a Sophist mentioned in an earlier chapter) literally

crashes Ins way into the dialogue; he has been represented as

grumbling impatiently through the discussion between Polemarchus

and Socrates. W’hen he finally bursts out it is to take exception to

Socrates’ whole method; Socrates should come out with his own
statement as to what justice is. The implication is that Thrasymachus
himself could do this; he allows that he could, and Socrates applies for

instruction. The definition Thrasymachus offers is this: justice is

nothing else than the interest of the stronger. It turns out that this

means that in any form of government, the ruling party makes laws

for its own interest, thereby making the obeying of these laws on the

part of the subjects the protecting of the interest of the ruler. Socrates

objects that since rulers are not infallible, they can sometimes make
a law which they think to be in their own interest though in reality it

is not; then justice will turn out to be doing that which is not in the

interest of the stronger. The retort of Thrasymachus is of great

importance since it will lead to the downfall of his position. He does

not mean to say that the ruler deserves the name when he is doing

something contrary to the art from which he is named but only

when he is acting in accordance with that art. For example, the

physician as physician does not make mistakes, since he is called a

physician precisely insofar as he posseses the art which enables

him to cure. If the man who is a physician causes harm to a patient, he

does this not insofar as he possesses the art of medicine, but because

of some deficiency. So too the ruler as ruler always legislates in his

own best interest.

What I’hrasymachus has done in this precision is to introduce

the notion of an art and the connected (jiicstion as to the interest of

an art. Arts are devised to make up for certain defects, as the art of

medicine arises from the fact that the human body is susceptible of

disease. Now the interest or end of any art is precisely to supply

those defects which have prompted its emergence; the interest of

medicine is to eradicate illness. Thus the interest of the physician

precisely as physician is to cure illness; if he is interested besides in
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collecting a fee, this is not something which belongs as such to the

art of medicine, since the carpenter and plumber and portrait

painter can also be interested in collecting a fee, but this cannot be
their interest qua carpenter, qua plumber or qua portrait painter. We
can see what Socrates can now say of the art of governing: the ruler

governs for the sake of the governed, this is his function precisely

as ruler; if he is interested in self-aggrandizement, this is not insofar

as he is a ruler. Thrasymachus’ reply to this is not so much an argu-

ment but a stating of the facts of life for the naive Socrates. The
thrust of his statement is that the unjust prosper on every level of life

if only they are skillful in their injustice. In business partnerships

and pickpocketing, in paying income taxes and in governing, it is

the unjust man who profits. A sign of this is the success of tyrants.

But when a man besides taking away the money of the citizens

has made slaves of them, then, instead of these names of reproach,

he is termed happy and blessed, not only by the citizens but by all

who hear of his having achieved the consummation of injustice. For
mankind censure injustice, fearing tliat they may be the victims

of it and not because they shrink from committing it. And thus, as

I have shown, Socrates, injustice, when on a sufficient scale, has

more strength and 'freedom and mastery than justice; and, as I said

at first, justice is the interest of the stronger, whereas injustice is a

man’s own profit and interest. (344)

Socrates returns to the notion of the interest of an art as such

and will not allow that the profit one gets from performing an activity

is the interest of that activity since making a profit is common to many
activities.

The larger question raised by Thrasymachus to the effect that

success in life amounts to acting unjustly is one that elicits the

characteristically Platonic attitude. What we get, however, is not

simply the counter assertion that justice is everywhere to be preferred

to injustice, but an examination of the original assertion. One way
this is done is by pointing out that one cannot be consistently unjust;

a band of thieves is possible only if its members do not rob one

another. Any united action demands justice among the members of a

group and would be undermined by injustice. Thrasymachus then is

prescribing a mode of conduct which is subversive of any joint action

among individuals. W^iat is more, where injustice is prescribed in this

way, it cannot be productive of well-being or happiness. There is no

need for us to consider the caliber of the arguments whereby Thrasy-

machus is made reluctantly to admit that justice is the good of the

soul and injustice its defect; from this it follows that, when the

soul is deficient in its proper excellence, it cannot perform its task

well nor can the well-being or happiness of the agent result.

That justice is desirable in itself is not thought to have been
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proved, and Plato’s brothers, Glaucon and Adeimantus, now urge

Socrates to continue. This implies the division that Glaucon spells out:

goods are either sought for themselves alone; for themselves but also

for their results; and simply for the sake of something else. Socrates

would put justice in the first class, but most men would disagree,

placing it rather in the third. One is just because it pays, with money,

honor or reputation. What Glaucon proposes to do is to adopt a posi-

tion like that of Thrasymachus and see if Socrates can convince him

that justice is truly a good in itself. Is not the order of justice simply

a compact men have made? They will not wrong others if they them-

selves will not be wronged; this is the origin of law and justice

which are not sought for their own sake; they are a compromise

reached by those who despair of ever fully triumphing over their

neighbors. Moreover, without the constraint of law, there would be no

distinction between the just and unjust. If one could act with impunity,

would he avoid doing what is called unjust; if I could act just as I

please, would it please me to do what is now called the right thing?

Finally, if we take the just and unjust as perfect types, could the

just man who is truly just but is not honored as such, but rather

punished and pilloried by his fellows possibly be called happier than

the perfectly unjust man who prospers and is praised? Adeimantus

supplements his brother’s case by arguing that justice is always

commended, not for itself, but for the advantages it brings, respecta-

bility, advancement, etc. One thinks of Yeats’ line to Lady Gregory:

“Only God could love you for yourself alone and not your yellow

hair.”

Plato’s brothers have presented this description as something

commonly accepted and as something they want Socrates to dissuade

them from accepting. They pose the central problem of the Republic

which is to show that justice is an intrinsic good wliich does not re-

quire certain concomitants and effects to be seen as good and that

injustice is such an evil that any concomitant or resultant advantages

cannot lessen its evil.

The problem having been set, it remains to sketch tlie program of

the subsequent discussion. On the assumption that justice is some-

thing to be found not only in tlie individual but in the state as well,

Socrates argues that it will be easier to discern in the state and that,

once discerned there, they can argue by analogy to justice in the

individual. lie proposes therefore that they examine the evolution of

political society, and Socrates’ first point is that the state comes into

being out of natural needs—as against the previous assumption that

it is a kind of unnatural imposition which thwarts tlie individual.

This can be seen by observing the dependence of men on one another

for such elementary things as food, shelter and clothing. A division

of labor is preferable among tlie arts, with an exchange of products.
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and Socrates is enabled to move rather swiftly from an imagined

group of four or five men to a complex society comprising artisans

and farmers, merchants and sailors and so forth. The sketch ends

with the suggestion that, in such a situation, justice will be looked for

in the economic dealings of the members of this society with one

another.

It has been observed that Plato is not so much constructing an

imaginary state as he is describing such a city as Athens on its funda-

mental level. This being so, the diet and dwellings and diversions of

the citizens are of the simplest order and Glaucon would allow them

a few luxuries. This entails enlarging the community, to include not

only hunters and fishers, but also poets and other artists, nurses and

servants, barbers, etc. etc. This seems to require expansion of terri-

tory, hence war whose origin is thus located in desire for things be-

yond the necessities of life. The need for war implies warriors,

guardians of the state and these must be chosen because of natural

gifts. Guardians must possess courage, they must have a gentle nature

and great spirit and be, like a watch dog, kind to friends and fierce

with enemies. The ability to discern friend from foe comes with

knowledge, so the guardian will possess a love of wisdom, of philoso-

phy. The problem then becomes’' how are we to train persons of this

nature that they might become good guardians?

In describing the early training of the guardians, Plato continues

to work with the existent Athens as his model, correcting where he

feels correction is due. If we think of this primary education as con-

sisting of grammar, music and gymnastic, we find that, with respect to

the first two, Plato is concerned with what is read, the way it is read

and the musical accompaniment. As to content, he does not want the

future guardians filled with stories of the immoral exploits of heroes

nor with absurd and contradictory statements about the gods. He
suggests, in effect, a censoring of the poets traditionally read in the

schools, and Homer is by no means exempted. The fact that the

student had to give a dramatic recitation of poems, throwing him-

self into the story and identifying himself with the characters, in-

creases the importance of tliere being acceptable heroes with which to

identify himself. Finally, the musical accompaniment of the poetry

has to be scrutinized to make sure that the modes employed inculcate

the proper disposition in the young, harmony and the harmony of the

soul. This transition indicates the role poetry was intended to play

in the moral education of the young, giving them a first glimpse of

that beauty the love of which enables one to transcend the order

of images.

The education Plato has described is to continue to the age of

twenty; at that age, a few will be selected to receive a higher train-

ing and ultimately to become rulers. That is, the state will consist of
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rulers, guardians who execute the wishes of the rulers, and the class

of artisans. Members of each level arc determined by natural apti-

tude, not by birth or wealth and so on. The guardians themselves

will lead an ascetic life, having no private property. Given these

elements of the state, Socrates can go on to inquire after the virtues of

the state.

Plato assumes that there are four virtues: wisdom, courage, tem-

perance and justice. The question now is, how are these—particularly

justice—the virtues of the state, meaning by this, as Cornford points

out (p. 119), not the virtues of some abstraction but the virtues of

individuals precisely as they are citizens of the state described. Wis-

dom will be a kind of knowledge and can only be that which resides

in the rulers, a group much smaller than any other that can be said to

possess knowledge of the function it fulfills.

And so by reason of the smallest part or class, and of the knowledge

which resides in this presiding and ruling part of itself, the whole

state, being thus constituted according to nature, will be wise;

and this, which has the only knowledge worthy to be called wisdom,

has been ordained by nature to be of all classes the least. (429)

The state will be said to possess courage too because those guar-

dians who are not as well rulers possess it. This courage is defined in

terms of right opinion as to what is to be feared and what not

feared, an opinion that the guardians have thanks to their early edu-

cation. The temperate man is sometimes said to be the master of him-

self, which seems to imply that he is also in some sense the subject of

liimself; let us understand this to mean that there is a better and

worse part of a man and that temperance consists of the mastery of the

better over the worse. In the state, temperance will be a virtue, not

simply of a part, but of all the citizens insofar as they willingly

accept the hierarchical structure of the state. This leaves us with the

need of describing what it is in which the justice of the state will con-

sist. Socrates recalls that in describing the state on its most primitive

level, it was suggested that justice had something to do with each man
performing his own task or job. Can justice be something like mind-

ding one’s own business? If we had to decide whether the wisdom,

courage or temperance of the state, as these have been described, are

more important than each citizen doing his own job, we would be

faced with a diilieult choice. One reason for the difficulty appears

when we consider that the rulers, in judging lawsuits, will want to

take care that each man is given his due, what properly belongs to

him. Now if carpenters could become soldiers and soldiers rulers and

one man generally usurp the function of another, we would have what

might be called a community of injustice. “Seeing then, I said, that

there are three distinct classes, any meddling of one with another, or

the change of one into another, is the greatest harm to the state, and
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may be most justly termed evil-doing.” (434) Justice will be llie qual-
ity whereby each citizen wants to preserve the order of the state.

It is at this point that, on an analogy with the state, the soul is said
to have three parts corresponding to the ruling, executive and pro-
ductive classes. The genesis of virtue in the individual is linked
here with the program of primary education.

And ought not the rational principle, which is wise, and has the
care of tlie whole soul, to rule, and the passionate or spirited principle
to be the subject and ally? And, as we were saying, the united in-
fluence of music and gymnastic will bring them into accord, nerving
and sustaining the reason with noble words and lessons, and moder-
ating and soothing and civilizing the wildness of passion by harmony
and rhythm? (421-2)

Wisdom and courage will then rule over the appetitive and lead to

temperance. Once more now the question becomes, what is justice?

We must see this question against the background of the statement
of it by Glaucon and Adeimantus. Remember that they wanted a
description of justice which would show that possession of it was an
intrinsic good, apart from advantageous consequents.

But in reality justice was sucji as we were describing, being
concerned however not with the outward man, but with the inward,
which is the true self and concernment of man: for the just man
does not permit the several elements within him to interfere with
one another, or any of them to do the work of others,-he sets in
order his own inner life, and is his own master and his own law,
and at peace with himself; and when he has bound together the
three principles within him, which may be compared to the higher,
lower and middle notes of the scale, and the intermediate inter-
^‘^Is when he has bound all these together, and is no longer many,
but has become one entirely temperate and perfectly adjusted nature,
then he proceeds to act, if he has to act, whether in a matter of
property, or in the treatment of the body, or in some affair of
politics or private business; always thinking and calling tliat which
preserves and cooperates with this harmonious condition, just and
good action, and the knowledge which presides over it, wisdom, and
that which at any time impairs this condition, he will call unjust
action, and the opinion which presides over it ignorance. (443-4)

We have here a suggestion that justice is in some way the totality
of virtue, a view that will be pursued by Aristotle. Moreover, we see
the retention l])y 1 lato of the Socratic maxim that knowledge is virtue,
and vice ignorance. The description of justice as a harmony in the soul,
permits Plato to liken it to the health of the body; this metaphor can
apply as well to the state as a whole, and a gradation of types of
government l)e drawn in terms of a greater or lesser approximation
to true health. The l)asic analogy of state and soul will permit Socrates
to equate the best form of government, that which he has been describ-
ing and wliich can be called monarchy or aristocracy depending on the
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number of rulers, and the best form of soul, and then move tlirough the

types of government which fall short of the ideal and have as their

analogues imperfect conditions of soul, dhis is not taken up until

what we have given above as part 4 of the Republic'^ Plato discusses

the status of women first and then the central doctrine of the philoso-

pher king.

The Republics attitude towards women follows on the view that

nature prepares individuals for one or anotner role in society and,

while Socrates admits that nature has devised for male and female

different roles in procreation, he does not see that this in anyway

stands in the way of their performing the same role in other tasks.

Thus women of talent can be trained as guardians and even be

selected from the guardians as rulers. Socrates is willing to accept

the fact that, generally speaking, women are inferior to men with

respect to the best pursuits, but does not feel that this precludes the

possibility that some women are better than most men even with

respect to what is best. A second point is that the guardians are to

have wives and children in common, so that a man will not know

which children are his. Nor is the breeding of human beings to be

left to chance; rather the rulers will contrive to bring together

males and females who stand the best chance of producing perfect

offspring. The children will be put in the care of nurses; defective

children will be destroyed. In this way, it is is argued, the interests of

the guardians will not be distracted from their civil function by pri-

vate attention to wife and family. Needless to say, having wives in

common cannot be construed on the model of a harem, the limitless

possibility of orgy and promiscuity. The nature and training of the

guardians will ensure their virtue and temperance in matters of sex.

Plato is swept so far as to see no difficulties in mixed gym classes with

all participants nude. But then, returned from his flight into theoreti-

cal eugenics, Socrates admits that he is contemplating only a possible

state to which existing ones can only approximate. This approxima-

tion will take place in actual states only when philosophers are kings

or kings philosophers: we have reached the famous and central Pla-

tonic contention.

\Vc need only sketch here the procedure of this famous discussion;

its most important doctrines have already entered into our presenta-

tion of Plato’s doctrine of Forms, dhe first step consists in establishing

the distinction between knowledge and belief with the corresponding

demand that the rulers differ from the guardians by passing from

belief to knowledge. It may seem that tlie philosopher’s preoccupation

with Forms makes him unfit for the practical task of ruling, but

Plato argues that this is a preoccupation which precisely rids him of

impediments to right ruling. Invoking the image of the ship of

state whose captain is the people with a mutinous crew, the politicians,
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the role of pilot is assigned to the philosopher. Tliis story enables
Socrates to argue tliat the apparent uselessness of the philosopher
amounts to little more than mankind’s failure to make use of his
wisdom. This is not to say that philosophical natures are not often
corrupted in the present state of society. Rare spirits, their virtues
militate against achievement of their ultimate possibilities. For
example, abounding in courage, the potential philosopher will be
called upon to perform tasks wliich prevent him from devoting him-
self to study. Even should he study, the actual state of education will

turn him into a veritable monster; corruptio optimi pessima. What
is more, it is now possible for people of little or no talent to
devote themselves to philosophy, a faet whieh is not ealeulated
to bring philosophy to a plaee of honor.

Turning from the actual to the possible, Socrates begins to diseuss
how the situation can be rectified. This calls for a return to the dis-

cussion of the four virtues, a discussion which can now be shown to
have been inadequate. There is a knowledge higher than that in-

volved in justice and the other virtues discussed

:

You have often been told that th^ idfea of good is the highest know-
ledge, and that all other things become useful and advantageous
only by their use of this ... Do you think that the possession of all

other things is of any value if we do not possess the good, or tlie

knowledge of all other things if we have no knowledge of beauty
and goodness? (505)

It is here that the Form, Goodness is likened to the sun in the
visible order; this is followed by the discussion of the divided line
and then Socrates tells the parable of the cave. These connected pas-
sages lead to a description of the higher education of the rulers, rulers
who have now been described as philosophers, which in turn is taken
to involve contemplation of the Forms. Now we have already seen
that the program of primary education was to have been pursued
until the age of twenty; the years from twenty to thirty are now de-
signated as those to be spent in the study of mathematics, of arith-
metic, plane and solid geomeby, astronomy and harmonics. From the
age of tliirty to that of thirty-five, future rulers are to be instructed in
dialectic. By acquainting the young man with the realm of the Forms,
it is hoped that his soul will be brought into harmony with them,
that he will become attuned to genuine reality.

Just as earlier the division into members of the productive class
and the guardians was treated as a simple division, to be made more
complex later by a division in the latter class between those who would
be selected as rulers and those who would not, so now Plato is in a
position to speak of the cut-off points on the route to the term of
philosophical studies. Some of those who study mathematics for ten
years vill be selected to study dialectic. From the age of thirty-five to
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that of fifty, these men will fill posts of public service. Fifty will be

an age at which some will have arrived at the vision of Goodness

and their remaining days will be divided between study and service

in the highest deliberative council of the state. This part is concluded

by saying that the ideal described can be approximated if only there

are well trained philosophers who are given the right to refashion

societv.

Books VIII and IX of the Republic present, as Nettleship observes

(p. 294), the counterpart to the preceding description in which

Plato has described the ascent of the human soul to its highest possible

condition; now Plato will show how low the soul can fall and

through what stages it may be seen to pass to its nadir. Since evil is a

kind of negation, its gradation can be measured in terms of its de-

gradation from the ideal already described. The relation between tlie

ideal society Plato has endeavored to describe and the soul of man is

given by Nettleship. “The best man would be one whose self was as

nearly as possible identified with the life of the society of which he

was a member, and ultimately with the laws of order of the world

of which he, and the society also, were parts.” (p. 299) The just man,

like the just society, is such because of the organization of his

parts according to their natural priority and posteriority. WTere tins

order is lacking in a sufficient number of individuals, their disorder

can come to be reflected in the state of which they are citizens. Thus,

in what Plato calls the timocracy, where the spirited element takes

the ascendency and those who would be simple guardians occupy

the highest rank, praise (time) becomes the object of action. A lower

type of society, oligarchy, is the reflection on the level of government

of the predominence of the acquisitive sense in the individual:

oligarchy thus is plutocracy, government by those whose sole coneern

is wealth. The descent to democraey is to a condition where the state

reflects the individual driven by all the baser appetites. The lowest

type of government is the despotic or tyrannical where the t)'rant

balanees on one end of the scale the philosopher king on the other.

The tvrant is the exact counterpart of the philosopher. The philo-

sophic king is at one with everybody and everything about him.

The tyrant—his personality concentrated in a single dominant pas-

sion—is absolutely alone; he is the enemy of his own better self,

of the human kind, and of God. Theoretically the owner of the

state, in reality he is absolutely poor. (Nettleship, p. 300)

The tyrant so described meets the specifications of the unjust man
described by Thrasymachus and Plato will now deny, in answer as

well to the problem posed by Glaucon and Adeimantus, that such a

man can be happy. He is slave of his passions and the licence he can

allow himself cannot be confused with freedom since he is unable to

perform those just actions which alone answer to the nature of man
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and produce his well-being. It is because his being has been made to

harmonize with the pattern laid up in the heavens that the just

man is happy; his happiness does not depend upon pleasure or
wealth or honor. In this life, then, justice is its own reward, but at the
end of the Republic, Plato introduces the belief in the immortality
of the soul, indicating that one’s condition in the afterlife is deter-
mined by the mode of existence chosen in this. It matters little then
if the just man be mocked and scorned in this life-Plato is doubtless
thinking of Socrates—his true reward awaits him beyond the grave.
Despite this, Plato will not allow that it is injustice men prize and
justice they contemn. Even in this life, justice has external rewards,
though these are not of course constitutive of it nor the true source
of the happiness it brings. In order to stress that it is not this world
which confers his true reward on the just man, Plato concludes the
Republic with the myth of Er, a story of the souls journey after

death. Similar stories are to be found in the Gorgias, Phaedo and
Phaedrus. It is as if Plato, dissatisfied with arguments to prove im-
mortality or recognizing the need of supplementary images, desires to

give a fabulous portrayal of what lies beyond. We shall say something
about this appeal to myths in our concluding section; at the same
time w’e can take into account Pianos remarks on the relation between
poetry and philosophy, another feature of the last book of the
Republic.

Laws. While any complete account of Plato’s political theory
would have to take account of the Statcstiiaii, our brief sketch must
content itself with indicating the relation between the Republic
and the work of Plato’s extreme old age, the Laws. The Laws,
while it earries on the pretenee of being a dialogue, is aetually a long
disquisition by an Athenian Stranger strongly reminiscent of Plato
himself to two other old men, one from Crete, the other from Sparta.
Estimates of the work vary, some holding it to be patchwork without
connecting theme, others arguing that the absenee of the literary

flights of the earlier dialogues blinds us to the tight logieal organiza-
tion of the pieee. The immense detail of the work make it impossible
to give of it anything like the summary we attempted to give of the
Republic; nevertheless, we must ask ourselves what relation this late

work bears to the Repidjlic.

The Lows has eome down to us in twelve books and it ean be
divided in two, the first three books forming an introduetion to the
planning of a eity whieh will approximate the ideal. That the task of
tlie dialogue is indeed to frame a state is not made known until the
end of the third book; the remainder of the Laws is devoted to that

task.

The introductory books leave little doubt that Plato is not writing
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the Laws to record basic differences with the views he expressed in

the Republic. The judgment that Sparta had overemphasized the

spirited element suggests the notion of oligarchy described in the

earlier dialogue. The primacy of pleasure and pain and their con-

secjiient importance for moral education reveal the characteristic

Platonic concern with education. “Pleasure and pain I maintain to be

the first perceptions of cliildren, and I say that they are the forms

under which virtue and vice arc originally present to them. (653)

Education is the training of these impressions, making the young take

pleasure in the good. The whole of book seven of the Laws concerns

itself with education and what one notices is the vast detail, psycholo-

gical and historical; there is no doubt that the Republic is a more

exciting work to read, but from the point of view of content, it seems

a sketch which is filled out at great length in the Laws. The same

may be said of the descriptions of the genesis of the state in the t\N O

works. In the earlier work, Plato was content to take the fundamental

commercial aspect of Athens and treat it in abstraction from the other

aspects of the city; now he attempts a truly genetic description of the

state, based on a cyclic view of history: civilizations advance and then

are destroyed. Let us begin then with the remnants of society left

after a flood: we find a few shepherds left in the hills. They have no

arts or metals or means of transportation; they lead an utterly

simple life, with no letters and no law, the form of authority being

patriarchal. Gradually there is a movement to the foot of the

mountains and the beginning of agriculture, the grouping of families,

the need for a legislator. In discussing the task of the legislator, Plato

insists that he must be concerned with all four cardinal virtues and

not just one. That this is so, that states have in the past collapsed be-

cause of the lack of harmony described in the Republic, is illustrated

by appeal to the Persian monarchy and the Athenian democracy. It

is at this point that Cleinias the Cretan indicates that he and nine

others from Cnossus have been commissioned to found a colony on

the site of a destroyed town and he suggests that the Athenian

indicate how one should go about framing such a state. The remain-

ing nine books have this as tlieir purpose.

The topography of the proposed city is first discussed and it turns

out that it will fit the Athenian’s specifications; he wants it sufficiently

far from the sea so that it will not become engaged in exports and, we

may surmise, go llie way of Athens once it had become a sea power.

The fact that the land is not extraordinarily good will prevent a sur-

plus of crops and the temptation to trade. What the Athenian wants is

a self-sufficient community, fairly isolated from neighbors and the

dangers of dispute, not productive enough to go into trade. There is

then the matter of the selection of the colonists, followed by a dis-

cussion of the kind of ruler who will be most likely to bring about
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the best possible state. Plato argues that a gifted despot will be best:

it is far easier to convert one man to the cause of good government
than to try to persuade the multitude; moreover, the example of the

ruler will be most powerful in bringing about the proper attitude in

the citizens. One can hear echoes here of Plato’s efforts in Syracuse.

The laws themselves must be presented as leading the citizens to vir-

tue; for this reason they must at once command and persuade, and
the Athenian suggests a great preamble to the laws. The basic prin-

ciples to be stressed are: respect for the gods; respect for parents; re-

spect for self and for others. There is an order in self-respect, for one
must first honor his soul and then his body. The greatest threat to law-

ful society is selfishness.

The size of the population is next discussed; Plato proposes 5040,

meaning, it seems, that number of homes and not of people. The
population is to be divided into twelve tribes; there will be thirty-

seven men between the ages of fifty and seventy w4io will be the

guardians of the constitution. The representative chamber will

have three hundred and sixty members. The most important post of

all is that of minister of education. (766) Before turning to the sub-

ject of education in Book Seven, Plato discusses courtship, marriage
and procreation; what he is concerned with is that children be con-

ceived with a view to the good of society, which will in turn provide

apt subjects for the education he will next describe.

The discussion of education begins with the need for exercise on
the part of the expectant mother and goes on to suggest frequent

rocking by the nurse during the first years of the child’s life. The life

of the child should be happy and content, free on the one hand from
softness and coddling and on the other from exposure to objects of

fear. From three to six years children are to play in the village temple;

at the age of six, boys and girls are to be separated for the study of

music and for gymnastics. They are to be trained in the use of arms
and to become ambidextrous, something useful in battle. Reading
and writing are to be taught from ten to thirteen years of age after

which three years are to be devoted to the study of music which in-

cludes arithmetic, geometry and astronomy. We have already sugges-

ted the relation of this book to the discussion of primary education in

the Republic; the Laws can be said to contain at once both more and
less than the earlier work, less because the Republic seems clearly

presupposed, more because the Laws is almost tedious with detail.

Tlie discussions of the proper melodies to inculcate virtue, of the

education of women, of the value of tradition in poetry add to those

of the earlier work; besides there are discussions of memorization,

hunting, and the value of astronomy.

Books Eight and Nine are devoted to discussions of contests and the

connected question of sexual morality; boundary disputes; com-
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merce; conservation of resources; craftsmen; homicide and crimes

against the state. So too Books Eleven and Twelve concern themselves

in great detail with the various aspects of the state, the discussion

ranging from the cjiiestion of the marriage of fatherless daughteis to

funeral arrangements. Book Ten is of special interest since it con-

tains the theology of Plato.

The Tenth is doubtless the most elocpient book of the Laws;

it finds it place there since respect for the Gods is one of the basic

presuppositions of the gi'eat preamble to the laws and yet there are

those who would either reject the existence of the gods or entertain

attitudes towards them which would defeat the function of belief in

the schema of the laws of the state. However, although the Tenth

Book has this justification for inclusion in the Laws, it is admittedly

a great digression, though ultimately a necessary one. Its length

is justified by making appeal to the leisurely procedure throughout*

the work; haste is not required, no one is pressing on the heels of the

three old men.

There are three positions that Plato wishes to confront in Book

Ten: the denial of the existence of the gods; the characterization of

the gods as having no concern for the affairs of men; the claim that

the gods can be bought and won over the cause of injustice. With

respect to the atheists, it will not do to allude to the order of the

universe, as Cleinias suggests. The Athenian observes that there are

tfiose who would mock the attempt to prove the gods exist by appeal

to the heavenly bodies, since these bodies are nothing f)ut earth and

stone in orbit. The reference seems to be to those natural philosophers

who suggest that if only one can get down to the basic stuE of things,

to the elements, he will see that everything else is built up from

them and cannot transcend in nature the nature of the elements:

that is, nothing can be more divine than fire, air, earth and water.

The Athenian thus makes clear that he is not concerned with the

barroom atheist, but rather with those who profess to have philosophi-

cal reasons for rejecting the gods. With these, as he observes, it is

diEicult to be calm.

Who can avoid hating and abhorring the men who are and have

been the cause of this argument; I speak of those who will not be-

lieve the tales which they have heard as babes and sucklings from

their mothers and nurses, repeated by them both in jest and earnest,

like charms, who have also heard them in the sacrificial prayers . . .

(887)

d’hev have seen their parents exhibit the conviction that gods

exist; they arc aware that such belief is common to Greeks and bar-

f)arians—and still they disbelieve. Is Plato here indiscriminately en-

dorsing every popular religion? He, like the nurse he describes, would

repeat these tales in jest and earnest: we have seen his impatience
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with tales of the gods which demean the divine; nevertheless, every

religion embodies the essential truth there there is intelligence in the

universe, that man is subject to a higher principle, that there are sanc-

tions for conduct, that death is not the end. Plato seems to feel that

whatever the form these convictions may take from place to place and

from people to people, one would do well to respect it for what it

involves. Shorey suggests that Plato has no ambition to make every-

man a theologian. Disbelief is equated with youth by Plato and the

Athenian, stressing the need to suppress the anger one must feel when

faced with disbelief, is made to address the atheist thus:

O my son, we will say to him, you are young, and the advance of

time will make you reverse many of the opinions which you now

hold. Wait awhile, and do not attempt to judge at present of the

highest things; and that is the highest of which you now think

nothing—to know the gods rightly and to live accordingly. (888)

But Plato does not intend to content himself with pious exhorta-

tion; he goes on now to the philosophical root of atheism.

The key tenet of the position he wants to reject is that things

come about by nature, by chance or by art, and that of these

nature and chance are primary, art secondary.

They say that the’ greatest and fairest things are the work of

nature and of chance, the lesser of art, which, receiving from nature

the greater and primeval creations, moulds and fashions all those

lesser works which are generally termed artificial. (889)

Politics is thereby relegated to the realm of art, having some

connection with nature, but legislation is entirely a work of art

being based on assumptions which are not true. In order to reject this

Plato proposes to assert the superiority of art over nature and chance,

a superiority which is in effect that of intelligence and soul over the

inanimate. The elements listed by the natural philosopher are not

the first explanation of things. We shall make no attempt to trace

Plato’s proof in detail (891-899); it involves the same view of soul

that we have seen in the Phaedrtis, the motion which can move it-

self. In other words, soul is the source of those motions to which the

natural philosopher appeals and his explanation is accordingly one

that begins in the middle. Plato suggests that a good and an evil soul

are involved in the universe.

If, my friend, we say that the whole path and movement of hea-

ven, and of all that is therein, is by nature akin to the movement

and revolution and calculation of mind and proceeds by kindied

laws, then, as is plain, we must say that the best soul takes care of

the world and guides it along the good path. (897)

When we consider the ordered movement of such a body as the

sun, we must appeal to soul to account for this motion, a soul
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which may be thought to be related to tlie solar body in one of

three ways.

Either the soul which moves the sun this way and that, resides

within the circular and visible body, like the soul which carries us

about c\ery way; or the soul provides herself with an external

body of fire or air, as some affirm, and violently propels body by

body; or thirdly, she is without such a body, but guides the sun

by some extraordinary and wonderful power. (898-9)

These souls which guide the heavenly bodies are gods and we can

therefore assert that in some sense all things are full of gods.

To the second position that, though the gods exist, they have no

concern for human affairs, Plato observes that it seems prompted

by undeniable difficulties. “Perhaps you have seen impious men
growing old and leaving their children’s children in high offices, and

their prosperity shakes your faith.” (900) Once it is admitted that

the gods see and know all and that they have all power, it seem im-

pious to declare that they are not concerned with every singular

thing and event. What the doubter must realize is that the order of the

universe was not created for him, but that he is for the sake of the

order of the universe. (903) What one can be sure of is that all

things work for the good of the whole. This second view is said by
many, for example Shorey and Taylor, to anticipate the Epicurean

view. The third view, that the gods can be bribed to serve the ends of

injustiee, is more or less summarily dismissed as an affront to reason.

It is fitting that we have brought our discussion of Plato’s views

to a close with a few remarks on the theology of Book Ten of the

Laws. The close connection between man’s scientific and moral ad-

vance, present from the earliest dialogues, indicates that man’s

chief concern must be to inscribe in his own soul the pattern of the

divine. It may be mentioned here that in the Epinomis, whose very

title indicates its connection with the Laws, Plato goes on to discuss

the education of those who will be members of the highest council of

the state. We are not surprised to learn that the study stressed is that

of number—without knowledge of number man must remain ignor-

ant and immoral. What Plato means is that knowledge of astronomy,

of the heavenly bodies, will lead us surely to knowledge of the divine,

a view which Aristotle will share. For both men, the heavenly bodies

are not merely analogues of immaterial substances but, as the pas-

sage from the Laws suggests, the means of knowing them. It is in

knowing the changeless and eternal beings, in contemplation of the

gods, that the term of philosophy, the wisdom for love of which one

subjects himself to the years of apprenticeship in mathematics, is

reached. Plato describes this movement in passages of unsurpassed

literary (piality; he is, so to say, the poet of science. The dialogues do

not establish the existence of the the Forms in a satisfactory way,
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their dialectic seldom achieves even more limited objectives; rather

they present the movement of thought, exhortations to virtue, but
very little of what could be called an established doctrine. We liave

observed that Plato has a penchant for drifting into mythical tales

when very important doctrines are at issue and we get, in lieu of an
argument, a likely story. It seems best to interpret the frequency of

such mythical explanations against the background of Plato’s own
remarks on the function of his written works. He does not claim to

strive for rigor there or to establish liis most basic positions. This is

left to the personal contact of master and pupil within the Academy.
As a result, we find an unwritten doctrine attributed to Plato by
students of his. In turning now to Aristotle, we will find that the bulk
of his writings consists of lecture notes, precisely the doctrinal

effort that, in Plato’s case, has not been preserved. This is not to say
that Aristotle serves simply to bolster up the written positions of

Plato, but if there are fundamental differences between the two
men, it will have to be remembered that we are comparing quite

different types of source. Moreover, it will be seen that Aristotle

emerges quite naturally from the Plato we know.

'



CHAPTER III

Aristotle

A. The Man and his Work

Aristotle was born in Stagira, an Ionian colony in northern

Greece, in 384 B.C. We know very little about his life, but certain bare

facts seem beyond dispute. His father, Nicomachus, was a physician

who died when Aristotle was still a boy; it is said that Nicomachus

was both friend and physician of Amyntas II, king of Macedonia.

Since his father belonged to the Asclepiad society, it is conjectured

that Aristotle’s interest in biology can be traced to a period when he

watched his father at work. At the age of eighteen (367-6 B.C. ),

Aristotle came to the Academy of Plato, although perhaps the master

was engaged in Syracusan business when he arrived. Aristotle remain-

ed at the Academy until Plato’s death in 348, when he left for Assos

where, under the patronage of the tyrant Hermeias, some students of

the Academy had formed a shcool; indeed Hermeias himself is

thought to have been a former student at the Academy. Aristotle

stayed at Assos for a few vears, perhaps three, married the niece of

Hermeias, Pythias, and had by her a daughter of the same name.

After her death, he had a son, Nicomachus, by a common-law wife.

When Hermeias was executed by the Persians—with whose help he

had gained power—because of a correspondence with Philip of Mace-

don, Aristotle fled to Mitylcne on the isle of Lesbos. Some of Aristotle’s

biological investigation depends on specimens peculiar to Assos and

Lesbos. In 343-2, Aristotle was invited by Philip of Macedon to

educate his son Alexander, then a boy of thirteen. There has been much
conjecture about this incident which is, of course, an extremely pro-

vocative one, but there seems to be little evidence that Aristotle exer-

cised much influence on the future conquerer of the world. In fact he

seems to have had little more than three years in the post; at the

most he could have had six: Alexander became king at the age of

nineteen. His friendship with Antipatcr, an extremely valuable one

for Aristotle, must be traced from this period. In 335-4, Aristotle

returned to Athens and began his own school, the Lyceum or Peri-

216
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patos (named after a covered loggia where Aristotle lectured) under

the patronage of Antipater. We are told that he lectured on difficult

matters in the morning (logic and first philosophy) and gave public

lectures in the afternoon on ethical and political subjects. When

Alexander died in 323, Aristotle fled Athens; feeling against the

Macedonian empire was high and Aristotle is said to have feared lest

the Athenians should sin twice against philosophy. He went to

Chalcis where in 323 he died at the age of sixty-three.

These few facts and connected conjectures are all we know of

Aristotle’s life. The dearth of information does not matter. The only

Aristotle who can be truly meaningful for us is to be found in the

writings that have come down to us; in them we find Plato s greatest

pupil, the culmination of all the philosophy that had gone before

him. The fact that he himself is inclined to point tins out should not

dissuade us from seeing that it is the case. Above all we must guard

against tliinking in terms of two autonomous abstractions. Platonism

and Aristotelianism; to do so is to leave oneself open to discoveries

of many points of contact between the two which in turn leads to the

most breathtaking discovery of all, namely that the man who spent

nearly tw'enty years in the Academy had a Platonist period! Aristotle

himself has dwelt on his differences with Platonism, but so too, in a

sense, did Plato himself. It is difficult to think of arguments more de-

vastating to the doctrine of Forms than those set forth in the Parmen-

ides; where Aristotle differs from Plato is in taking them to be con-

clusive enough to indicate that another direction is desirable. Witli-

out minimizing this difference it must be said that there are countless

instances where Aristotle simply takes over Platonic doctrine and

builds from it, that, generally speaking, without Plato there could

have been no Aristotle. It is a fact of no small importance that

Aristotle looked upon himself as the true heir of Plato and had little

sympathy with Speusippus and Xenocrates, the successors of Plato

at the Academy. Aristotle himself had a keen sense of the way in

which philosophy developes and we shall merely be employing some-

thing of that sense if we see his thought as an outgrowth of Plato’s.

It is only when we look on a man’s philosophy as his biography

that such commingling suggests the diminution of personality.

We have said that the important Aristotle for us is the author of

the writings which have been handed down as his. As it happens,

however, these writings present something of a problem and Aristote-

lian studies since the second decade of this century have been largely

concerned with that problem and with the hypotliesis that it can be,

if not solved, made explicable enough to live with by seeing the

writings as containing layers indicating different stages of their

author’s intellectual history. What we must imagine is an attitude

somewhat like this. The Platonic dialogues present us with a
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thinker who, over a long period of time, undergoes a number of shifts

in liis basic attitude: Stenzel for example would have us see a Plato

who was moving inexorably towards an interest in natural science.33

On the other hand, we have Aristotle whose “system” came to liim

whole as if, as someone has suggested, he was able to sit down
and write it out in the sequence in w'hich it appears in the Bckker
edition. The corpus aristotelicum contains Aristotelianism, of course,

which is opposed to Platonism. There is a class of writings of Aristotle

which disturb this picture, the dialogues, which were famous in anti-

quity, praised by Cicero and Quintilian for their style, but which
exist today only in fragments. The strange thing is that several of

these exhibit a doctrine which is much closer to that of the dialogues

of Plato than to the Aristotelian” writings. At one time, the reaction

was to reject them as not Aristotle’s at all. A much different approach
was suggested by the most influential Aristotelian of our century,

Werner Jaeger.34 The dialogues suggested to him that Aristotle, as a

member of the Academy, was won over to Plato’s doctrine and
wrote dialogues in imitation of those of the master and only gradually
came to doctrines peculiarly his own. Moreover, this transition is not
simply a matter of the character of the Aristotelian dialogues on the

one hand and the treatises on the other; Jaeger began to see that some
passages, indeed books, of Aristotle’s Metaphysics were Platonic, some
Aristotelian, and others a curious melange of both which suggested
that Aristotle had tried unsuccessfully to smooth over the change in

his mind with later additions. It is no overstatement to say that this

approach caused a revolution in Aristotelian studies. Where the
earlier view that the works of Aristotle form a well-wTOught whole
had dictated that apparently incompatible passages be reconciled,

the tendency now became to assign such passages to different periods.

One by one tlie works of Aristotle turned from literary wholes into

patchworks of disparate and irreconcilable elements. And, even when
the analysis of particular ev'olutions were called into question, critics

were hasty to add that the overriding assertion was not thereby
struck down—as if the notion of an evolution in Aristotle’s thought
were somehow an a priori certainty and not an induction from the
texts. More recently there seems to be growing doubt concerning the
fruitfulness of the shelves of scholarly works Jaeger’s suggestion has
produced. Randall, Barker, Allen and many others feel, as Mure35
had long before, that the feverish efforts of the philologists were per-
haps somewhat irrelevant; Barker indeed went the whole distance
and asserted that any genetic approach was basically subjective. While
it is difficult to see any wholesale repudiation of Jaeger’s approach just

over the horizon, the problem which prompted that approach re-

33 Julius Stenzel, Plato's Method of Dialectic (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1940).
3^ W. Jaeger, Aristotle, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1948).
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mains. There are tlie dialogues, after all, and we must say something

about them here. As to the supposed evolution within the treatises,

there is no point in making any generalization; we have suggested

that tlie general theory is only as good as particular interpretations of

troublesome texts. Accordingly, we shall infrequently make allusions

to those interpretations in the exposition which follows. We can say

now that Jaeger’s opinion that Aristotle moved from a metaphysical

period in the manner of Plato to empiricism not only suggests a

quite different picture of the Plato Aristotle would have known
from that given by Stenzel, but seems unable to account for the de-

tailed interest in nature exhibited during the Assos and Lesbos

periods. Moreover, Theophrastus, Aristotle’s successor as head of the

Lyceum, is concerned with metaphysics; and this does not suggest that

Aristotle had become disenchanted with such pursuits. Finally of

course, all other things being equal, it can scarcely matter to us at

what stage of his life Aristotle was occupied with one science or the

other; if a given treatise presents a unified doctrine, that will be suffi-

cient reason for its engaging our philosophical interest. We have drawn
consolation from the fact that the genetic approach to Aristotle has

not prevented the appearance of effprts to grasp Aristotle’s thought

as a whole in works written by men fully aware of the new approach

to Aristotle and far more competent than we are to assess its validity.

Dialogues. The foregoing indicates that the writings of Aristotle

must initially be divided into two main groups (we shall exclude

the lists of Olympic winners and other factual data he is said to

have collected, but feel constrained to mention that of the 153 con-

stitutions of Greek and barbarian cities collected under his direction,

only that of Athens is extant): first of all there are the works

Aristotle referred to as exoteric. These works were destined for gen-

eral publication and the dialogues must be placed under this heading.

Secondly, there are acroamatic or lecture treatises, the writings for

which Aristotle is principally known and which formed the basis of

his instruction in the Lyceum. The exoteric writings have been lost

and what we possess of them are fragments gleaned from ancient

writings and, more recently, from Arabian authors. One will ap-

preciate that Jaeger’s theory has increased interest in these writings;

his own speculation was based primarily on an edition of the frag-

See Sir Ernest Barker’s edition of Aristotle’s Politics (Oxford: Clarendon

Press, 1948); j. H. Randall, Aristotle (New York: Columbia University Press,

1960); D.
J.

Allen, The Philosophy of Aristotle (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1952);

G. R. G. Mure, Aristotle (London: E. Benn Ltd., 1932). The following works

contain invaluable surveys of the problem. Joseph Owens, The Doctrine of Be-

ing in the Aristotelian Metaphysics (Toronto: Pontifical Inst, of Medieval Studies,

2nd, ed., 1957); S. Gomez-Nogales, Horizonte de la Metafisica Aristotelica (Mad-
rid: Facultades de Teologia y de lulosofia del Colegio Ma.xima S. 1. de Ona,

1955).
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ments made by V. Rose, an editor who never believed the fragments

to represent genuine works of Aristotle. Nevertheless, Rose grouped

the fragments under the titles listed by Diogenes Laertius; since that

time and largely under the impetus of Jaeger’s work a great amount

of scholarly literature has been devoted to the fragments, new edi-

tions have appeared, notably one by Ross. Quite recently, there has

been doubt cast on the methods hitherto followed to collect the

fragments of the lost works and it becomes clear tluit a good deal of

work must yet be done before we can speak confidently of the relation

between the fragments and the treatises. What we have to say about

the lost works is based on Ross’s edition of the fragments.

Perhaps the three most important lost works, certainly the three

on which we can form an opinion most easily, are the Eudemus

or On Soul; the Protrepticus and On Philosophy. The fragments of

the Eudemus appear to be little more than the assertion by Aristotle

of \iews familiar to us from the Platonic dialogues. Thus, death is

the return of the soul to its home (Fr. 10); the immortality of the

soul is in fact the immortality of reason and can be proved in three

ways, by appeal to the doctrine of recollection (anamnesis), from

the definition of the soul as self-moved and from the soul’s likeness to

God. (fr. 2) Aristotle is said to have spoken of the state of the soul

prior to its descent to body as well as after its return (fr. 4) and he

explains why the descent entails the forgetting of what it had hitherto

known, (fr. 5) Moreover, the arguments of the Phaedo against the

conception of the soul as a harmony are also said to have been given

in the Eudemus. In short, testimony on the contents of the dialogue

indicates that in it Aristotle held views which are either quite different

from those in the acroamatic works or which do not enter into the

treatises at all. The commentator Elias suggests that in the dialogue

Aristotle contents himself with probable-we might say, popular,

literary, mythical—arguments, reserving conclusive arguments for the

treatises. Sucli a view is prompted by a disinclination to find a serious

difference between the exoteric and acroamatic works; while this

attitude is generally rcpiuliated today, Elias’ remark does prompt us

to recognize that while it is Plato’s popular works that we possess in-

tact ami liis lectures which are known to us only on the testimony of

others, the exact reverse is the situation with respect to Aristotle.

There is no evidence, however, that the doctrine of Forms was some-

thing Plato pnt out only for popular consumption; Aristotle makes it

clear that Plato held firmly to this doctrine. Thus, while Elias’

3^ Cf. Paul Wilpert, “'I’lic Fragments of Aristotle’s Lost Writings,” in ARIS-

rOTLE AND PLATO IN THE MID-FOUimi CENTURY, edited by I. During

and G. E. L. Owen (Gotehorg; Alrngrist and Wiksell, 1960) pp. 257-264. This

eollection of the papers of the Symposium Aristutclicum held at Oxford in 1957 is

of the highest importance.
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interpretation should not be dismissed summarily, the primn facie

evidence does not favor its accuracy. As with the other dialogues, it

is extremely fruitful to ask whether the initial impression that Aris-

totle is simply repeating what we can find in Plato is in fact true;

moreover, since the affinities are with the Phacdo, a dialogue presum-

ably written well before Aristotle’s entrv into the Academy, we must

ask with which Plato Aristotle is in agreement or disagreement.

The Vrotrepticus, an exhortation to the study of philosophy, was

addressed to Themison, a prince of Cyprus, about whom we know

nothing. The assumption of the work is one with which we are fam-

iliar from Plato, namely that it is in the study of philosophy that

a man wall achieve his proper perfection and thus happiness. The

implication seems to be that there is a link betw^een moral perfection

and intellectual contemplation such that, in some sense of the phrase,

knowledge is virtue. Jaeger argued {Aristotle, p. 81) that Aristotle

had found this link in the conception of phronesis. Once more, while

the echoes of Plato are quite distinct in the fragments of the

Vrotrepticus, the doctrine of the acroamatic works is also fore-

shadowed. There is some controversy as to the extent of the Plato-

nism exhibited in the Vrotrepticu^.^'^' The dialogue On Philosophy is

noteworthy for its rejection of Idea-Numbers and for its assertion of

the Prime Mover.

More than this we can not say about Aristotle s early writings; we

have already indicated the increased interest in them and it would be

impossible in a work of this nature to indicate the direction or direc-

tions in which contemporary researcli is leading. Something how^ever

had to be said of the fragments since, if certain estimates of the stages

of Aristotle’s development represented by this lost dialogue or that

be accepted, and if we should find close affinity between fragments of

a dialogue and portions of an acroamatic work, we may find ourselves

led in the direction Jaeger himself took. In other words, we may

begin to despair of the possibility of finding a single, coherent doc-

trine in the Aristotelian treatises. Needless to say we feel no such

despair. There is much to be learned from studies of Aristotle s frag-

ments; there is infinitely more to be learned from the treatises. That

the treatises present difficulties is neither news nor surprising, but

the difficulties are not such as to dissuade us from sharing the opti-

mism of those who from antiquity to the present day feel that the trea-

tises contain a coherent and intelligible doctrine.

Treatises. The works w^e shall now mention were not intended for

popular publication; they w^ere rather written woiks which cir-

culated among members of Aristotle’s school. Their language and style

^7 For one of tlie best analyses, see the essay by S. Mansion, Contemplation

and Action iji Aristotle’s Protrepticus/’ in During and Owen, op. cit.
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and the frequent cross-references among them are sufficient indi-

cation tliat they were intended for the initiate. We shall mention

these works under headings which will later be justified as in accord-

ance with Aristotle’s own views. First, there are logical works:

Categories, On Interpretation, Prior Analytics, Posterior Analytics,

Tof)ics and Sophistical Refutations. The natural works are: Physics,

On the Heaven, On Generation and Corruption and the Meteoro-

logica; On the Soul and the Parva Naturalia, the latter including

works on sensation, memory and reminiscence, sleep and so forth.

There are also the History of Animals, the Parts of Animals, the

Motion of Animals, the Progression of Animals and the Generation

of Animals. In moral philosophy the Eudemian Ethics as well as the

Nicomachian Ethics seems to be genuine work of Aristotle. There is

the Politics as well; we can also mention here the Rhetoric and

Poetics. Finally there is the Metaphysics.

B. The Nature and Division of Philosophy

We can attain a preliminary understanding of what philosophy

is for Aristotle by asking what non-philosophy might be. This is not

as negative as it may sound, because Aristotle shows what philosophy

has in common with that from which he would distinguish it. In the

Theaetetus Plato had traced the genesis of philosophy to wonder; so

too in the first book of the Metaphysics (982bl2) Aristotle says that

it is because of wonder that, now and in the beginning, men begin to

philosophize, the objects of their wonder varying from obvious matters

to celestial phenomena. The idea here is that wonder is a concomitant

of our observing an event without understanding why it has taken

place; the impetus to grasp the “why” of the event is the impetus to-

wards philosophy. Philosophy is the flight from puzzlement and

wonder. Aristotle adds that the lover of myth (philomythos) is in a

way a philosopher (philosophos) because the myth is made up of

wonders. (982bl8-9) We might wonder just wherein the similarity

alluded to is supposed to lie, asking ourselves if m)i:h and philosophy

are alike in that both attempt to dispel the ignorance which is produc-

tive of wonder, or whether Aristotle means that, whereas the phil-

osopher attempts to dispel wonder, the mythmaker strives to produce

it by creating stories that elicit our awe and amazement. In other

words, we may be puzzled by the ambiguity of our word “wonder.”

Sometimes we wonder what the explanation of an event is, some-

times we wonder in the sense that we stand in awe of a certain happen-

ing. Now it may be argued that these are connected uses of the same
term, but they are different enough to make us doubtful of the

similarity Aristotle is suggesting. Fortunately, we can apply to Aris-

totle himself for an elucidation of the matter.

Let us first consider the term “myth” (mythos). It is possible to
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trace the history of tliis word in sucli a way that a special use of it

made by Aristotle in the Poetics can cast light on the difficulty just

posed. From signif)dng speech as opposed to action, the word came to
signify advice, a command, and then purpose or plan. Finally it

meant a story which was distinguished from a merely historical narra-
tive. We have here a use of the term that answers to many instances
of its use by Plato; moreover, it is the meaning of the term present in

the Poetics of Aristotle on which he founds his peculiar use of it to

mean what we translate as plot. (Cf. Else, Aristotle s Poetics, pp.
242ff.

) The tragedian takes the old stories (mythoi) and imposes a
plot (mythos) on them. (1451b24 ff.) The myth or plot of the play is

the principle of intelligibility of the actions depicted; what is more,
the plot not only explains the sequence but causes admiration and
awe in the spectator. We have here the root of Aristotle^s famous
comparison of history and poetry according to which poetry is more
philosophical and serious than history, (cf. 1451bl ff.

)
Poetry is not

simply a narrative of what has happened; rather it involves a kind of

generalization of a type of occurence. This entails that poetry is

more explanatory than history. Now what we have done is to move
from a comparison of myth and philosophy to the use of the term
“myth” in the Poetics of Aristotle, a movement which suggests not
only a link between myth and poetry, but a similarity between poetry
and philosophy in terms of universality and consequent explanatory
power. That is, while we began by seeking the meaning of philoso-
phy by asking what philosophy is not, we have actually arrived at a
rough indication of what Aristotle thought philosophy is.

Aristotle derived the notion that philosophy arises from wonder
from Plato. Let us now ask if he would assent to Plato’s asser-

tion that there is an ancient quarrel between pliilosophy and
poetry. The answer to this question is going to involve an odd
consequence; not only does Aristotle agree with Plato that poetry
is one thing and philosophy another, he accuses Plato of being too

poetic in his explanations. The way in which Aristotle speaks of the

oposition between myth and philosophy is genetic in the sense that he
sees philosophy arising out of a background of myth. We can see this

in his criticism of Hesiod and the other poetic theologians. These
men would explain immortality^ in terms of the consumption of nectar

and ambrosia, an explanation Aristotle finds quite over his head.

Aristotle concludes that it is not worthwhile to examine seriously

mytliical sophistries; he will only concern himself with those who
speak apodictically, who use the language of proof or demonstration.

( lOOOalSff.
)
What is the sense of this opposition between mythical

and demonstrative language? If we look at Aristotle’s criticism of

Plato’s language, the meaning becomes clear. Aristotle says that to

hold the Platonic view that all things are from the Forms, that they
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share in or participate in them, is to speak idly and in poetic

metaphors (991a20). Mythical language as opposed to philosophical

language thus emerges as metaphorical language. Now to speak

metaphorically, for Aristotle, is to speak of one thing in terms of

something else (1457b6-7), incapable of manifesting the proper

causes of that which is to be explained. \Vc might say that Aristotle

is here contrasting literal and fanciful language, that philosophy foi

him is not the concoction of a tale but the formulation of an explana-

tion in terms of the things to be explained. This contrast, coupled

with the criticism of Plato, leads us to expect that Aiistotle will have

much to say about what constitutes an argument and about the

nature of pliilosophical language. Neither expectation will be dis-

appointed.

Philosophy is like poetry in that both attempt to dispel wonder,

both attempt to explain a puzzling fact, but the two diffei in the kind

of language each uses. Let us now seek a more positive description of

philosophy. Aristotle takes seriously the etymology of the term

'philosophy”: love of w’isdom. For him the phrase indicates not onlv

the efficacious desire that is a prerequisite for learning philosophy,

but as well has significance in terms of his division of the sciences.

When we have identified the meaning of ‘wisdom” for Aristotle

and gone on to see the division of philosophical sciences it implies

we will be able to give an interpretation of “love” in the etymologi-

cal definition which will free it from emotional overtones.

The term “wisdom” is discussed by Aristotle in a number of

places, notably in the opening chapters of book one of the

Metaphysics, and he uses it in such a way that we can see a continuity

beLveen his extended usage and Homers use of it to signify the art

of carpentery. A reading of the chapters just cited will reveal this

and give one an unforgettable taste of Aristotle s mode of procedure.

He begins with a sv^'eeping generality: all men naturally want to

know. There is no need to ready the example of the boy who des-

pised geometry; Aristotle turns immediately to sensation. Everybody

likes to have a look at things, even when no action is contemplated.

We know immediately what Aristotle means; what he says can be

verified by the shopper who tells the clerk he is “just looking” or by

the person watching the sun set. However, Aristotle is beginning with

the obvious in order to arrive at something quite obscure. His choice

of sight is important, since it is the verb signifying this type of activity

which is extended to mean intellectual activity as well; we have be-

come familiar with this analogy in Plato and saw that it underlay

the terms “Idea” and “Form.” Moreover, Aristotle at the very outset

of the passage is suggesting the distinction between the practical and

speculative (notice once more the connection with sight in “specu-

lative” and “theoretical”)—even when we have no further end in view.
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we enjoy looking. Notice as well the way in which Aristotle moves

from the most elementary and indisputable type of knowledge, that

of the external senses, through the collating of various memories

in what he calls experience, to intellectual knowledge. A sign of the

difference between knowledge and experience is that one who has the

former can teach another whereas the man of experience cannot

properly teach. The man of experience knows that a particular potion

cures a given illness; the man with knowledge knows why it does. It is

typical of Aristotle’s good sense that he should point out that, where

results are wanted, the man of experience is to be preferred over the

man who has knowledge but no experience, e.g. the old midwife to

the bright young intern. Nevertheless, it is the one who knows why
who is called wise. Aristotle now moves from knowledge to wisdom.

Even more deserving of the appellation “wise” is the one who knows

the causes of many particular operations which he directs to an end

unknown by those who have knowledge of a particular operation. His

example is the master builder, the arcliitect, what we would call today

the project manager. He must direct tlie carpenters, bricklayers,

plumbers, etc. so that a powerhouse, say, wilLresult. Only the mana-

ger can truly be said to know how to build a powerhouse. Wisdom
then is the knowledge of the first causes, the ultimate principles, in

any given area, whether in the realm of production or in the realm

of things knowledge of which is sought for its own sake.

Aristotle goes on to enumerate several characteristics of the wise

man and shows that they are saved preeminently by a certain kind of

theoretical knowledge. The wise man is he who knows all things inso-

far as this is possible, who knows things which are extremely difficult

to learn. This is the kind of knowledge God has and it will be an ap-

proximation of divine knowledge to know everything in its ultimate

why: that is just the wisdom involved when we say that philosophy is

the love of wisdom. Philosophy is the progressive conquering of won-

der and ignorance which will culminate in the acquisition of this

kind of wisdom.

Speculative and Practical. In the text of the Metaphysics just re-

ferred to, Aristotle has distinguished knowledge sought for a utili-

tarian purpose (e.g., learning how to build a house) from that which

is sought for its own sake (e.g., wanting to know what man is or what

the course of the planets is or what an eclipse is). It may be well to

examine somewhat more closely this distinction, for it is fundamen-

tal to an understanding of the doctrine of Aristotle.

It would be more accurate to say that Aristotle divides philosophy

into the practical and speculative or theoretical than to say he divides

knowledge this way. He gives us a threefold division of knowledge:

theoretical, practical and productive. (Metaphysics, 1025b25) We
shall be seeing more of the difference between the practical and
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productive later; for the moment it will suffice to indicate the differ-

ence by way of examples. Productive knowledge is exemplified by car-

pentery; practical knowledge by discussions of how justice can be

saved in such-and-such circumstances. As for the practical and

speculativ^e, one way of distinguishing them is by their respective

ends or goals. The end of theoretical knowledge is truth, that of

practical knowledge action. (Metaphysics 993bl9; Soul, 433al4). The

difference in end suggests a difference in the objects considered by

theoretical and practical philosophy. Truth, Aristotle suggests, is of

the changeless; action and the knowledge concerned with it are of

the changeable and relative. In the Metaphysics (1025bl9) Aristotle

says that when the artist wants to shape a material ( think of the shoe-

maker), or when a man makes a moral decision, the principle of what

they do is within them. T)ie artisan has an idea he wants to realize in

matter; the moral agent has his own assessment of the situation in

which he must act and his reason and will are principles of what he

does. The object of theoretical concern, on the other hand, is such that

it has the principles of its movement within itself. Aristotle is here

speaking of physics and, as we shall see, is employing the notion of

nature which he will manifest in his natural doctrine in just this way

by opposition to art. To express his point somewhat differently, in

practical philosophy we are concerned with things of which we are

the principle; in theoretical philosophy we are dealing with things

which are not products of our making or doing and our only cognitive

relation to them is to know what they are. For example, we don’t

study human nature as something that can be produced by us, but

with a view to knowing what man is.

It follows, further, that there will be a different method in

these two branches of philosophy. In theoretical philosophy we will

try to analyse things into their causes. In practical philosophy we be-

gin from causes and study how something can be brought about,

whether it be a right action or an artifact.

Actually, then, there are three criteria for distinguishing specula-

tive from practical philosophy: the end, the object and the method.

Among the many difficulties which arise from this doctrine, we can

entertain the following. Sometimes we study tilings which we could do,

but our purpose is not to do them—at least not while we are stuffing

them. For example, an examination of just actions in an ethics class

is not the same as the consideration which precedes immediately the

performing of a just act. We will encounter this difficulty when we

examine Aristotle’s ethical doctrine, but for the moment we can

suggest a distinction between our purpose and tlie purpose

of a givien kind of knowledge. In terms of our purpose, many

practical considerations are in a sense theoretical. However, what is

most basic in the distinction between theoretical and practical philos-
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ophy is die object. When what we are considering is something of
wliich we can be the principle, our knowledge is practical even if our
purpose, and indeed even our method of studying it, is theoretical.

Division of Theoretical Philosophy. Not only did Aristotle distinguish
between theoretical and practical pliilosophy, he also distin-

guished several theoretical sciences. In order to see that his division is

not arbitrary nor simply the product of liistorical observation, it is

important to see what the principles of this further division are. We
have already seen that the object of theoretical knowledge exists inde-
pendently of our doing or making. Let us call it the theoretical ob-
ject. As such it has two characteristics, one that is due to the faculty

with which we grasp it, our intellect, the other due to the determina-
tion or perfection of the faculty as it bears on the theoretical object.

We shall see later Aristotle’s argument to the effect that the operation
of intellection is immaterial; given this, its object too must be imma-
terial. Moreover, Aristotle teaches that science is concerned with what
is necessary ( Posterior Analytics, 74b5-75al7

) The two characteristics

of the theoretical object then are immateriality and unchangeability.
That is to say, in order for something to be an object of speculative
science, it must be removed from.ma'tter and motion. Insofar as there

can be differences among theoretical objects with respect to these

two characteristics we can speak of different theoretical sciences.

Aristotle exhibits the variation in terms of these characteristics in

a manner which makes his point easily grasped. Let us consider snub
and curve. In order to define snub, a material must be mentioned,
since snubness is always of something, namely nose. So too, Aristotle

suggests, with water, man, plant or horse: in order to grasp what these

things are, we must include sensible matter in their definition. All of

the objects of natural science, physics or philosophy of nature are of

this kind. Of course, it is not this nose which is included in the

definition of snub, but simply nose. In defining curve, on the other

hand, we do not allude to sensible matter. For example, take a straight

line AB with C a point on the line between A and B, and on the

same plane with the original line and points. Any line on the same
plane which passes through A and B but does not pass through C is a

curved line. We can thus arrive at what is meant by curve without

speaking of hot or cold, smooth or rough, heavy or light, etc. Where
are the lines we study in geometry? Any lines which exist in the full

sense of the term are the edges of physical bodies, like the contour of

the nose. But of course the mathematician is not concerned with

existent lines—nor do such lines have the properties of the lines he

studies. The fact that such things as lines can be defined without

including sensible matter is enough for there to be a science of mathe-

matics.

There is a third possible kind of theoretical object, one which
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would not only be defined wilhout reference to sensible matter but

which unlike matbcinatieal entities, also exists apart Iroin such matter.

If indeed there are such olijects, there is need for a science other than

physics and mathematics. (Metaphysics, 1026al0) The science con-

cernecl witli such objects is wisdom or First Philosophy, what has

come to be called metaphysics.

The bases for this division of theoretical philosopliy into three

sciences are extremely difficult and we will return to them in subse-

quent discussions. A preliminary statement of the doctrine serves not

only to familiarize us with matters of extreme importance m the

philosophy of Aristotle, but as well to give a foundation for the

divisions of our own subsequent presentation.

Division of Practical Philosophy. Aristotle will also speak of differ-

ent sciences in practical philosophy, but the principle of division here

will not be the same as in the theoretieal or speculative order. We

have seen that the practical differs from the theoretical because

its end is different, operation and not truth. But operations or actions

are performed with a view to attaining a certain good, and insofar as

we can distinguish a difference in the goods to which actions lefer, we

can speak of different practical sciences. This mode of distinguisliing

is taken from Plato who spoke in the Republic of the virtues of the

state and of the individual soul, which we saw to mean the virtues of

man insofar as he is a citizen and insofar as he is a private individual.

So too, for Aristotle, it is the difference between the good of the in-

dividual, his private good, and the good he shares with others as a

member of the family, and the good he shares with others as a mem-

ber of the political community which underlies the division of practi-

cal philosophy into ethics, economics and politics. (P.udctuian P^thics,

12181)13)

The Order Ainon^ the Philosophical Sciences. We have accepted love

of wisdom as a sufficient indication of what philosophy is for Aristotle.

W'isdom, as we have seen, can mean many things, but in this context

it must i)e taken to be First Philosophy, the theoretical science be-

yond physics and mathematics. In other words, philosophizing is the

activ'ity w'hercby we accpiirc various sciences with a view to acquiring

the ultimate in llu* order of theoretical science. First Philosophy,

wisdom, metaphysics, \\3ien Aristotle calls this First Philosophy, he

means first in the order of importance' and (h'sirability, not the science

which is or could be first learned by us. As a matter of fact, not only

does Aristotle hold that we should Icarii this science last, he seems

also to suggest the order in which the other philosophical sciences

should be learned if the t('rm of wisdom is to be reached and reached

more or less easily.

There seems little doubt that Aristotle held that logic should be
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learned first. {Metaphysics, 995al2) Notice that Aristotle is not speak-

ing historically of the order in wliich what he argues are diflerent

sciences may have been discovered; he is not maintaining the absurd

thesis that logic was the first concern of man when he had the leisure

to pursue study. He is speaking of one in the advantageous position of

being helped by a teacher along the path to wisdom, a teacher who

has gone this road himself. The reason that logic should be learned

first is that it teaches the method to be observed if one is to acquire

science, and one cannot simultaneously learn the method and use it.

Indeed, unless one first knows what the logical demands of science

are, he will not possess the common methodology or procedure

which must be followed if science is to be acquired. Obviously this

position does not preclude the use of philosophical examples by the

logician, nor exclude a familiarity on the part of the student with some

such discipline as mathematics, a familiarity which will not be

equivalent to scientific knowledge.

Why was no mention made of logic when we discussed the divi-

sions of philosophy? Is logic a part of philosophy? If so, is it theore-

tical or practical? These are good questions; unfortunately, Aristotle

neitlier asks nor answers them. The^ will form a basis for controversy

between Stoics and later Peripatetics a controversy which will be

carried into the Middle Ages by way of Boethius’ commentaries on

Porphyry’s Introduction to Aristotle s Categories.

Given that one has studied logic, what should he study next?

Aristotle’s answer seems clear—mathematics. This science, he observes,

can be learned even by the young, whereas moral philosophy, the

philosophy of nature and metaphysics cannot. {Niehomachean Ethies,

1142al3-23) For reasons which will soon become clear, it is the philos-

ophy of nature which should next be learned. The order to be

followed in tlie study of nature is set forth at the outset of the Physics;

Aristotle teaches that the study of living things, and hence psycho-

logy, is a part of the philosophy of nature. (On the Sold, 403a27)

That moral philosophy should be learned after the ]-)hilosophy of

nature seems suggested by two remarks by Aristotle. The first, that

one must be quite mature before engaging in ethical studies

{Niehomachean Ethics 1095al-ll); the other, wliich is somewhat

more conclusive, that moral philosophy presupposes psychology.

(I102al4-29) A general reason for studying metaphysics last is that,

in its character as wisdom, it has the function of defending the other

philosophical sciences against attacks on their principles. This the

particular science cannot do, since it would have to argue from the

principles in question. We can see one indication of this in the re-

marks Aristotle makes about Parmenides in the first book of the

Phijsics. The special dependence of First Philosophy on the philos-

opiiy of nature in the order of learning philosophy is clear from the
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fact that, if we did not have demonstrative knowledge of immaterial

or separated substance there would be no grounds for supposing a

theoretical object different from those of physics or mathematics.

As Aristotle remarks, if there were no substances other than natural

ones, physics would be First Philosophy. (Metaphysics, 102Ga28-9).

^^'e find in Aristotle a view of philosophy which presents an order-

ed whole of sciences, both theoretical and practical, a fact which may
make his writings seem unduly formidable. Indeed, we may tend to

think of it as a “system”, a body of doctrine with that perfection

Aristotle demands of the good tragedy, namely, that it have a begin-

ning, a middle and an end. This notion of system is of fairly recent

origin, connoting not only finality but also personal ownership; it is

much easier to verify in Hegel than in any Greek. It could be argued

that Parmenides and perhaps Heraclitus were confident that they had

said nearly all there was to say, but it is a monumental blunder to

look on the efforts of Plato and Aristotle as systems in our latter-

day sense. Of course both men saw earlier philosophy as reaching

fruition or rejection in their own efforts, and each of them had a

quite justified sense of accomplishment. But even if Plato or Aris-

totle had thought they had done all the philosophy there was to do,

they would not have taken this as any indication that there would be

no further need for philosophers. Neither man was writing an auto-

biography or contemplating his own navel; rather each was striving

to understand the way things are, and this is a task passed from one

generation of philosophers to the next. It would be a melancholy

thought if all that was passed on were the task; solutions to problems

are also transmitted, and these are the property neither of their dis-

coverer nor of the one who learns them. They are common goods.

Nowadays we deplore systems largely, it would seem, as an attempted

check on the expansion of our own personality. Aristotle’s system

is as much program as accomplishment, but both can best be under-

stood in terms of what he took philosophy to be about and how its

efforts can be broken up in terms of various subject matters. In what

follows we shall be concentrating on what Aristotle accomplished,

leaving it to the good sense of the reader to see what he did not do

and how what has been done since his time can profitably be thought

of in terms of his delineation of the basie structure of philosophy.

C. Aristotle's JjOgic

I'he logical works of Aristotle which have come down to us are

known as the Organon, that is, instrument or tool. The term seems to

have been applied to logic first by Alexander of Aphrodisias and
came to be applied to logical works generally in the sixth century of

our cra.'^^ We have already indicated that a controversy arose on this

38 See W. D. Ross, Aristotle (London: Methuen & Co., 1930).
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matter insofar as some held that logic was not a part of philosophy,

but only its instrument. The Stoic division of philosophy, as we shall

see, was threefold: logic, physics, ethics. That controversy does not in-

terest us now, but a diflBculty we must face is this: Aristotle does not

himself use tlie term “logic” to cover what is under discussion in

those books of his we call logical ones. If tlien we make statements

about Aristotehan logic, we shall be referring to the contents of what
we call the logical works and not to the way in which Aristotle used
the Greek term logike from which we get our “logic.”

The following works constitute the Organon: Categories, On
Interpretation, Prior Analytics, Posterior Analytics, Topics and Sophis-

tical Refutations. It became the view of at least one eminent Aristotel-

ian of the Middle Ages that the Rhetoric and Poetics also belong to

logic; we shall attempt to say something of the nature of Aristotelian

logic as exhibited in the books which are undisputed candidates for

membership in the Organon.

Nature and Subject Matter of Logic. Presumably something other

than historical accident explains the plurality of works which make
up the Organon, just as we should expect that, despite their differ-

ences, these works have something in common. We want now to see if

there is some principle dividing these works; then we shall ask what
all of them are concerned with and what significance tlrere is in the

traditional ordering of these works. After these points have been dis-

cussed, we can profitably turn to a brief analysis of important features

of the contents of the works.

In the Categories, we find a distinction between complex and

incomplex expressions (chap. 2, IaI6-I9). Examples of the former

are “the man runs” and “the man wins,” of the latter, “man,” “ox,”

“runs” and “wins.” In the first chapter of On Interpretation we find

a distinction made between thoughts which do not involve truth or

falsity and those which must be either true or false. What are called

simple or incomplex expressions in the Categories are not true or

false; however, it is not just any complex expression which is either

true or false, but only the enunciation or proposition. In the

Prior Analytics, the syllogism is defined as a discourse (logos) in

which if certain things be maintained, something else necesssarily

follows. (24bI8-20)

What these distinctions and definitions indicate is that there is

an ascending order from incomplex terms, of themselves neither

true nor false, to complex expressions which are such that they must

be either true or false, to discourse or reasoning which involves

several propositions ordered in a rather special manner. Moreocver, it

seems that the Categories is concerned with incoinplex terms.

On Interpretation with sentences which are true or false, and the
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Prior Analytics and all other works of the Organon with discourse.

The very title of the Categories indicates that things which are ex-

pressed incoinplcxly or simply are viewed in that work from the

point of view of their being possible predicates (kategoriai)

.

Indeed,

it is just in this light that the list of categories in introduced.

Expressions which are in no wav composite signify substance,

quantity, ([ualitv, relation, place, time, position, state, action oi

affection. To sketch my meaning roughly, examples of substance

are “man” or ‘the horse,’ of ((iiantity, such terms as “two cubits

long” or “three cubits long,” of quality, such attributes as white,

“grammatical.” “Double,” “half,” “greater” fall under the category

of relation; “in the market place,” “in the lyceum,” under that of

place; “yesterday,” “last year,” under that of time. “Lying,”

“sitting,” "are terms indicating position; “shod,” “armed,” state; “to

lance,” “to cauterize,” action; “to be lanced,” “to be cauterized,

affection. No one of these terms, in and by itself, involves an

affirmation it is by combination of such terms that positive or

negative statements arise. For every assertion must, as is admitted,

be either true or false, whereas expressions which are not in any

way composite, such as “man,” “white,” “runs,” “wins,” cannot

be either true or false. (Ib25-2al0)

The Categories, then, appears to contain discussions necessary for

the treatment of true and false expressions in On Interpretation.

By the same token, as we shall see, the analysis of the syllogism into

term and premiss points back to the two works just mentioned.

If we should now say that the Categories is concerned with simple

terms, the elements of assertions. On Interpretation with proposi-

tions wiiich are either true or false, and the Analytics and subsequent

works with reasoning or discourse, w'ould this enable us to say what

these different books have in common? At the outset of On Interpreta-

tion, Aristotle refers to On the Soul when lie is distinguishing be-

tween thoughts which do and thoughts which do not involve truth

and falsity. The passage he has in mind seems to be this.

The thinking then of the simple objects of thought is found in those

cases where falsehood is impossible: where the alternative of true

or false applies, there we always find a putting together of objects

of thought in a c[uasi-unity . . . For falsehood always involves a

synthesis; for even if you as.sert that what is white is not white you

have included non-white in a synthesis. It is possible also to call

all the.se cases division as well as comhination (430a26-430b3)

Now this reference to a work on soul and to a distinetion be-

tw'een the mental aet of eonceiving, on the one hand, and that

of judging, on the other, can make it appear that what is being dis-

cussed in the books of the Organon is psyehological activity.

There is a first reason w'hy such an interpretation seems wTong.

We have already seen that the discussions in On the Soul form part
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of the philosophy of nature. Apart from their lacking the principles

of natural things, the matters of the Organon seem presupposed by

natural philosophy as by any theoretical discipline. Aristotle, we have

seen, argues that one must first be trained in the art of argumenta-

tion for it is absurd to seek knowledge and the mode of attaining

it at the same time. {Metaphysics, 995al2-14) Secondly, there is the

very manner of reference in On Interpretation. Tlie distinction

alluded to is said to belong “to an undertaking distinct from the

present one.” ( 16a8-9 )
That is, we are told as clearly as possible that

the psychological doctrine is quite another matter than that of

On Interpretation. To generalize, the logical works do not have

psychological acts as their object of concern. This is not to say, of

course, that these works are indifferent to distinctions made else-

where, particularly in the study of the soul; the reference we have

been discussing seems clearly to indicate that the psychological doc-

trine is presupposed.

This poses a problem. If logic is to be learned before any other

discipline and if logic presupposes psychology, aren’t we moving in

a vicious circle? The answer is no. Aristotle has .pointed out that the

pupil must trust his master {Sophistical Refutations, 165b3), must

accept things not directly involved in what he is being taught. One

who teaches tlie doctrine of the Organon must know the disciplines of

which logic is the instrument, and he will make use of a number of

things which will be learned later by the aspiring philosopher. The

latter, in being taught logic, accepts on trust matters drawn from

psychology which he will learn later.

If it is clear that the works of the Organon are not concerned with

psychological activity, it may appear that they are concerned with

language and grammar. The constant occurence of “incomplex ex-

pressions,” “sentences,” etc., seems to fortify this interpretation. It is

of course a highly subtle matter to contend that logic, for Aristotle,

has as its concern grammar and language. We do not have a definition

of logic given by Aristotle and it is questionable that grammar, even

in the ancient sense, had developed by the time of Aristotle. In the

Topics (142b33-4) Aristotle entertains, as a definition of grammar,

knowledge of writing and reading. Now this surely does not cover

what is being discussed in tlie books of the Organon. Nevertheless, it

is certainly true that these books are concerned with the nature of

language. That concern, however, although it presupposes grammar,

is not itself a grammatical one. The justification of this assertion

will be given later.

Thus far, we have tried to indicate that the logical works of

Aristotle do not have as their subject matter either psychological

activity or language understood as grammar. A third possible inter-

pretation is that the concern of the works of the Organon is with
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things “out tliere.” This position might take its rise from the opening

sentence of the Aristotelian corpus. “Things are said to be named
equivocally which have a common name but the definition signified

by the name differs for each.” This seems clearly to be a statement

about things. So too, in the second chapter of the Categories,

beginning a highly important division for what is to follow, Aristotle

writes, “Of things themselves, some are predicable of a subject and

are never present in a subject.” Predicability, it would seem, is

something of things themselves {ton onton). And, still with reference

to this book, are not substance, quantity, quality, etc. designations of

things “out there”? The demonstrative syllogism discussed in the

Posteriora seems also to involve things out there in a special way.

Does logic then concern itself with things? Or should we, as many
today seem inclined to do, reject the Categories and Posteriora,

denying that they are logical works at all? In order to do so it would

seem that we must already know what /Vristotelian meaning can be

assigned to the term “logic,” since it is of little help towards an

understanding of Aristotle to be told that some works in the Organon

contain no logic in our sense of the term.

What is logic for Aristotle and with what is it concerned? Logic is

not as such concerned with things in themselves. As we have al-

ready indicated, this assertion is not a denial that the books of the

Organon presupose Aristotle’s psychology and are unintelligible

without it. Nor are we saying that the logic of Aristotle has nothing to

say about things. This last remark can be understood in two ways.

Aristotle’s logic presupposes that, in reality, there is a distinction be-

tween substance and accident: this is not a logical doctrine although

it has ramifications in logic. It is also true that logical entities, though

distinct from natural entities, things-out-there, are defined and dis-

cussed with oblique reference to things out there, for the reason that

they have an indirect dependence on natiural things. Logic, we shall

see, is concerned with natural tilings from the point of view of what

happens to them when we know then, and this in a fashion different

from psychology.

Perhaps the most economical way to illustrate the nature of logi-

cal entities is to consider a problem wluch will loom large in the his-

tory of medieval thought, that of universals.

The universal as universal does not exist. This is Aristotle’s con-

stant rebuke of the Platonists. What does he mean? The universal

is not a substance. “Substance, in the truest and primary and most

definite sense of the word, is tliat which is neither predicable of a sub-

ject nor present in a subject; for instance, the individual man or

horse.” (Categories, 2all-14) By “present in a subject,” Aristotle

means the mode of being of accidents such as “white,” moving,” “six

feet tall.” (la24-5) Not only is substance in tlie primary sense not an
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accident of a subject, it is not the species “man” or “horse.” Neverthe-

less, the species and genus can be called substance. “But in a second-

ary sense those things are called substance within wliich, as species,

the primary substances are included; also those which, as genera, in-

clude the species.” (2al4-16) In this extended sense of the word,

“man” and “animal” can be called substance. When, in tlie seventh

book of the Metaphysics, Chapter Thirteen, Aristotle denies that the

universal is a substance, he is denying that it is substance in the

first and primary sense, that is, man in general does not exist and can-

not exist in the way in which Socrates does. “Further, substance

means that which is not predicable of a subject, but the universal is

predicable of some subject always.” (1038bl5) “Man” expresses

the substance of Socrates and yet Socrates is most properly an instance

of substance whereas Man is not. Why is this so? “Man” expresses

what Socrates is in such a way that it can be predicated of many, e.g.,

of Socrates, Plato, etc. For the moment we need not go into what

justifies this situation. But it is this predicability of many that is

meant by calling Man a universal. “But the universal is common,

since that is called universal which is such as to belong to more than

one thing.” (1038bll-12) The universal is one' and it can be pre-

dicated of many. Socrates is one and he can be predicated of nothing

else. Socrates is not a universal; he is substance in the strictest sense.

Man is a universal. Does this mean that predicability of many is part

of the definition of Man? Certainly not, for then Man could not be

predicated of Socrates. Universality is something that happens to what

Socrates is as a result of our knowing that whatness. It is a relation be-

tween the nature as grasped by our mind and the individuals whose

nature it is, e.g., Socrates. This relation of predicability is something

following upon our knowing a thing, not part of what is known, the

concept which terminates the mental act. The relation of universal-

ity, of predicability is precisely the sort of thing which concerns logic.

This universality may be that of species (what is predicable of many

differing in number, e.g. Man of Plato and Socrates, etc.), or genus

(what is predicable of many differing specifically; e.g.. Animal of

man and beast). Such relations, consequent upon our mode of know-

ing, are examples of the subject matter of logic.

We can see now that logic, although it is not directly concerned

with things out there, is indirectly concerned with tliem. The mental

image is an image of what exists out there, e.g. what Socrates is. This

nature, as known by us, becomes the subject of logical relations, e.g.,

it can be called a species, a predicate in an assertion, a term in a

syllogism, etc. These are quite accidental to the nature itself (not

part of its definition) and accrue to it thanks to its existence in our

mind. It is only because we know real things that the relations

which concern the logician are there to be studied. T hough only in-
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directly dependent on the real thing, the thing “out there," logical re-

lations can never be severed from this indirect dependence. It is cer-

tainly not Aristotle’s task, in logic, to examine what it is in things

which permits theii' abstracted nature to be suject of a given logical

relation; but logic, as he envisages it, assumes and anticipates this

natural (or metaphysical) cncpiiry. Not just any conceived nature

can become the subject of the relation of species, for example; but,

again, it is assuredly not the task of logic to decide which ones can

and which cannot. Aristotle has a knack for picking effective examples

in his logical works, relying sometimes on common sense, often on re-

ceived philosophical opinion and sometimes, finally, on his own philo-

sophical doctrines.

Some of these points can be illustrated by alluding to a text intro-

duced earlier as a possible corroboration for another interpretation

of Aristotle’s position on the subject matter of logic. The Categories

begins with the remark that things are said to be named equivocally if

they share a common name but that name has different definitions as

used of each. What Aristotle has in mind is the way in which the cow

in the pasture and the figure in a picture on the wall can both be

called animal. These two things are equivocal: they receive a

common name, but the definition corresponding to the name differs

in each case. Let us say that, when speaking of the cow in the pasture

we take “animal" to mean a living thing having senses. In calling an

arrangement of paint on canvas an animal we would want to alter the

definition and say it is an image or likeness of a living thing having

senses. Now when we say things are equivocal, we do not mean that,

taken by themselves they have equivocation as a property in the way

both may have the same color. Their color would be known by us,

but would not be attributed to them because they are known by us.

But when we call things equivocals we are sa)ing that they are

named equivocally and we are certainly attributing something to them

which is consequent upon our knowing and naming them. Unknown

and unnamed things simply are not equivocals. When things are said

to be equivocals, or species, or genera or middle terms, etc., we are

speaking of things, not as “out there,” but insofar as when known

by us they take on certain relations. That is why universality is not a

property of any existing thing as such, why Aristotle says the universal

does not exist.

This discussion of the subject matter of logic and our aside on uni-

versals will stand us in good stead when we consider Aristotles’ criti-

cism of Plato’s doctrine of Forms. We can now summarize any light

the foregoing may have cast on the Categories after which we will go

on to discuss the other logical works. We have seen that the

Categories is concerned with incomplex things, that is, things which

can be so expressed that neither truth nor falsity is involved in the
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expression. The discussion seems thought of as preliminary to that

of On Interpretation where expressions involving truth and falsity

are composed of such incomplex things as are discussed in the

Categories. The latter work came to be thought of as divided into

three parts: antepredicaments, predicaments, postpredicaments. The
first tliree chapters discuss things presupposed by the doctrine of

categories: equivocity, univocity, denomination; the distinction of

simple from complex expressions; the notion of predicability. The
heart of the Categories is the discussion of substance (Chap. 5),

quantity (Chap. 6), relation (Chap. 7), quality (Chap. 8) and

action and passion (Chap. 9). What are called postpredicaments are

discussed in Chapters Ten through Fifteen, the discussions of oppo-

sites and particularly of contrariety being most important.

On Interpretation. We have a preliminary idea of what this work is

about from the foregoing; our procedure now will be to analyse in

some little detail the first half of the work, Chapters One through

Seven, and then indicate more sketchily the nature of the sequel.

At the outset of the work, Aristotle tells us that he wants to talk

about the nature of the noun and verb, about negation and affirma-

tion, and about the proposition and “speech.” He will go on to indi-

cate the order of treatment, but first he says a few things on the

nature of signification. Words, generally, are signs of what is in the

mind and written words are signs of spoken words. Just as written

language differs from one people to another, so does the spoken, but

that of which both are signs, namely what is grasped by the mind, is

the same for all men. Moreover, what is in the mind is significative

of things, something discussed in natural philosophy, in On the Soul.

Mental states or concepts are the first or immediate signs, referring

directly to things. Spoken or written signs, on the other hand, refer

to things through our concepts of them. Concepts are taken to

signify things naturally as opposed to the conventional manner in

which language signifies. As has already been indicated, Aristotle is

not here concerned with discussing the relationship between concept

and thing; he assumes that doctrine from natural philosophy. Civen

this view on the nature of such signs, he compares them with conven-

tional signs, the nature of which he takes to be sufficiently manifest.

We know there are different languages; hence there is no natural

relation between this spoken or written word and the concept it is

taken to signify. If “man” stands for what we know of certain tilings,

“homo” and '\inthropos' could do and have done just as well.

Continuing to borrow from his treatise on the soul, Aristotle

notes that there is a difference between the mental state which does

and that which does not involve truth or falsity. Truth or falsity is

had when the mind composes or divides tilings which can be known
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apart from this synthetic act. Now if language signifies mental states,

we can expect to find this same division in the spoken and written

word: language sometimes expresses what is neither true nor false

and sometimes what must be true or false. The noun and verb are

elements of the linguistic expression of truth or falsity. Man and

“white” are neither true nor false and do not become so until at

least is or is not is added to them.

We are now in a position to explain the title of the work as well

as the order of things to be discussed. An interpretation is an

expression signifying what is true or false. Nouns and verbs are not

interpretations, but the proximate elements of interpretations. Thus

Aristotle’s procedure consists in moving from the components to the

compound which is the subject of his treatise.

We are now faced with a difficulty. If the noun and verb are simply

what can enter into the complex which is true or false, shouldn’t they

have been discussed in the Categories? In defence of Aristotle s proce-

dure, it can be pointed out that to be a noun or verb is something

which happens to concepts only in the proposition. These relations

are not prior to the proposition but what the proposition can be

formally analysed into. For tliis reason their treatment has been

postponed to the present work.

Aristotle defines the noun as a vocal sound which signifies by

convention and without reference to time, no part of which signifies

alone. The definition of the verb is identical except for the replace-

ment of “without reference to time” by “with reference to time.” The

first two elements of the definition, vocal sound and signifying by

convention, are sufficiently clear from our previous considerations.

After discussing the last part of the definition, w'e will turn to the dif-

ference between the noun and verb.

What does it mean to say that no part of the noun or verb signifies

separately? If we take the noun “liberty,” it is clear enough that no

syllable alone means anything in English. But what about “woman”

and such compounds as “breakfast”? Obviously Aristotle’s restriction

does not apply to these, since “break” and “fast” and “man,” if not

“wo,” are significant apart from the original nouns in which they

occur. Although this is true, it does not affect the point Aristotle is

making. “Man” is a word, but it is not a word insofar as it is taken to

be part of “woman;” moreover, it does not signify part of what

“woman” signifies. The same is true of the compound noun. “Break”

and “fast” are both words but not precisely insofar as they are parts of

“breakfast” nor does either apart signify part of the morning meal. We
will see that this part of the definitions of noun and verb is introduced

to set them off from that of which they are parts.

Aristotle clarifies the notion of conventional signification in his

discussion of the noun. Not every sound that issues from the throat
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is significant conventionally. Thus a groan, though a vocal sound, is

significant not of a concept but of pain. Despite the fact tliat groans

and exclamations may differ from one language and culture to another,

the difference between them and those sounds which happen to be

used to signify concepts or mental states is clear. We need only con-

sider the difference in the way the word “pain” and a groan signify

pain to see what Aristotle is getting at. It might be noted parentheti-

cally that if we want every significant activity, from groans to gestures,

to be included under the heading of language, Aristotle’s procedure

must appear a narrow one. Precisely, since there is an overriding pur-

pose governing what is relevant to the treatise. Aristotle is not en-

gaged in setting down a general theory of signs. We will see more in-

dications of narrowing in this work, but what Aristotle does is always

wide enough to attain the end in view.

Aristotle now rejects what he calls the indefinite noun and the

cases of the noun as irrelevant. Non-man and not-to-be-running do

not signify any one thing; whatever is not a man, e.g., a tree, a horse,

an angel, indeed what is nothing at aU, is non-man. So too any activity

other than running, all non-activity and even nothing at all are signi-

fied by not-to-be-running.
^

The verb is the sign of what is affirmed of another and af-

firmations involve time. Verbs imply a composition but do not of

themselves signify a composition. In this they are like nouns, not being

of themselves true or false.

Aristotle now turns to a discussion of discourse or speech (logos);

“speech” seems an acceptable translation since we speak of parts of

speech. The speech differs from the noun and verb in this that its parts

signify separately, although they do not separately signify the true

or false. This should be understood as meaning that the phrase or

sentence includes nouns and verbs and not that any element of a

phrase or sentence signifies in the way the noun and verb do. Aris-

totle is not saying that “to,” “in,” “every,” etc., etc., signify concepts.

Moreover, not every speech (logos) will be a proposition or inter-

pretation since not every compound of noun and verb signifies what

is true or false. We are faced here with another narrowing on the

part of Aristotle. As his commentators point out, he is excluding

from the scope of the present work questions, pleas, commands, etc.

He does not however banish these from logic if we accept the view

that die Rhetoric and Poetics are parts of the Organon.

The interpretation or proposition is, in its simplest form, the

aflBrmation of one thing of another. It is not simple in the way a word

or definition is. We should not be misled by the fact that in reply to a

question a single word may suffice to signify what is true or false. What

are you doing? Reading. If “reading” signifies what is true or false

here diis is only because we understand a composition, e.g. I am read-
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ing. A compound proposition will have simple propositions as its

components, e.g. “Socrates is white and Plato is tan,” or “If you are

cold, then you are ill.” We might ask if “Socrates, assailed by pangs of

hunger and seeing the cupboard was bare, set out, without having put

on his coat, for the corner grocery where a sale was in progress” is

simple or compound. For Aristotle’s purposes, it is simple. The rela-

tive and adverbial clauses modify the simple conjunction of Socrates

and going to the store.

We have said that the affirmation asserts one thing of another.

Whatever can be affirmed can be denied and vice versa. Aristotle

calls this opposition of affirmation and negation contradiction. Opposed

propositions are those one of which affirms the other of which

denies the same predicate of the same subject, e.g., John is white;

John is not white. If John is a Negro whose family name is White,

we could object that the two propositions are not opposed and we
would be right, for we would be understanding them to have

different predicates. The question of the opposition of propositions

continues to occupy Aristotle in Chapter Seven,

There is an initial distinction between universal and singular

things. We have already seen how such a division of things must be

understood in a logical work; it is clear that Aristotle is here dis-

tinguishing kinds of subjects of propositions. “Man” is an example of

a universal, “Callias” of a singular subject. With respect to universal

subjects, something can be predicated either universally (e.g., “Every

man is white.”) or not (e.g. “Some man is white”). When something

is not predicated universally of a universal subject, the result is

either a particular (“some man is white”) or indefinite proposition

(“man is white”). It is because of the nature of the universal that

we cannot say, “Every man is every animal,” for, since Socrates

is a man, we would then have to agree that he is every animal.

Confining ourselves to propositions which have a universal sub-

ject, we can distinguish a number of oppositions and arrive at what

came to be called the square of opposition. First, the opposition

of contradiction. This obtains between the universal affirmative and

particular negative, on the one hand, and between the universal

negative and particular affirmative, on the other. Thus, “some

man is white” is the contradictory of “no man is white.” To contradict

the universal proposition it suffices to adduce one instance in which

it does not hold. Obviously it is not necessary to say that every man is

white in order to oppose the claim that no man is white. The oppo-

sition between “every man is white” and “no man is white” is called

contrariety. Like contradictories, contraries cannot be true simultane-

ously, but, unlike contradictories, it is not necessary that either con-

trary be true. Thus, in our example, since some men are white and

some are not, neither the universal affirmative nor universal negative
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is true. It is clear that “some man is white” and “some man is not

wliite” are not opposed propositions strictly speaking, since they do

not satisfy the condition that one should affirm and the other deny the

same predicate of the same subject. These two propositions can be

simultaneously true because they have different subjects. Aristotle

maintains that a proposition has only one opposite and by this he

means contradictory opposite.

Aristotle’s doctrine of the opposition of proposition has come in for

a good deal of criticism from modern logicians, not all of it relevant.

An informative and judicial discussion of this can be seen in P. F.

Strawson’s, Introduction to Logical Theory.

The foregoing presentation gives a good deal of the basic doctrine

as well as the flavor of O71 Interpretation. It is difficult to indicate

briefly the remaining doctrine and we must content ourselves with

saying that Aristotle goes on to discuss the truth and falsity of pro-

positions having a verb in the future tense, indulging in a lengthy

aside on the difficulties which attend future propositions with a singu-

lar subject, e.g. “Socrates will arrive tomorrow.” Much of this discus-

sion goes far beyond logic and we shall be speaking of it elsewhere.

Aristotle discusses a variety of problems consequent on the positions

we have examined, and introduces a discussion of modal proposi-

tions, i.e. those which qualify the synthesis as possible, impossible,

contingent or necessary.

Prior Analytics.—The opening chapter of this work follows naturally

enough on the matters we have just examined. The overriding con-

cern of the Analytics is demonstration, the demonstrative syllogism.

We should know that the division of the work into prior and posterior

occurred after Aristotle’s death,40 and the opening sentence of the

Prior Analytics indicates the continuity of the two parts: the demon-

strative syllogism is not discussed until the Posterior Analytics and yet

it is mentioned as the subject of interest. We are told that the present

treatise is concerned with demonstration, that it is for the sake of

demonstrative science. We will see in a moment that the discussions

of the Prior Analytics are a common introduction to the Posterior

Analytics and Topics.

If our goal is to discuss demonstrative science, we must deal first

with premise, term and syllogism. The term, it soon emerges, is a com-

ponent of the proposition insofar as the latter is a component of the

syllogism which is the genus of demonstrative syllogism. Having

determined the presuppositions of the discussion of the demonstrative

syllogism, Aristotle will distinguish the perfect from the imperfect

39 (London: Methauen, 1952).

40 W. D. Ross, Aristotle s Prior and Posterior Analytics, (London: Oxford Univ.

Press), p. 1.
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syllogism and then say sometliing about the relationship between the

terms.

The premiss is defined as a statement in which one thing is affirmed

or denied of another and which is either universal, indefinite or par-

ticular. The division of the premise excludes the singular proposi-

tion for reasons which will become clear. The division recalls doctrine

with wliich we are familiar from On Interpretation. The division of

the premise into demonstrative and dialectical is something quite

new. First of all, we are referred to contradictory opposition. (1)

“Every man is risible” is the contradictory of (2) “Some man is not

risible.” As we have seen, one of these must be true, the other false.

The demonstrative premiss is such that one who proceeds from it

knows it to be true. The dialectical premiss, is understood somewhat

like this: either (1) or (2) is true and if (1) is true, (2) is false and

vice versa. Let us take ( 1 ) to be true and see what can be infer-

red. Aristotle says that the premiss can be settled on dialectically in

one of two ways. By question, as: which do you think is true, (1) or

(2)? Given one or the other, we proceed. Or: (1) may simply be

asserted, not because it is known to be true, but because the majority

(either of the learned or simply the majority) holds it. The impor-

tant thing at this point, however, is not to achieve absolute clarity in

understanding this distinction, since it is not now formally under dis-

cussion; the present point is not so much how we acliieve our

premisses, but how we proceed from them. “But this will make no

difference to the production of a syllogism in either case; for both

the demonstrator and the dialectician argue syllogistically after

stating that something does nor does not belong to something else.”

(24a26 ff. )
This tells us something rather important about the nature

of the Prior Analytics. When Aristotle says that he has made clear the

difference between the syllogistic, demonstrative and dialectical

premisses, he is not speaking of three species of premisses. Both the

demonstrative and dialectical premisses are syllogistic ones and

Aristotle proposes that we teleologically forget their differences and

consider only what they have in common. Thus “syllogistic premiss”

is, as it were, the genus of demonstrative and dialectical premisses.

Indeed, the logic of the Prior Analytics, came to be called formal,

that of the Posterior Analytics and Topics material for just this reason.

After this diseussion of premisses, Aristotle says that terms are parts of

premisses, i.e. the predicate and that of which it is predicated. With

these matters behind him, Aristotle can now define syllogism.

“A syllogism is discourse in which, certain things being stated,

something other than what is stated follows of necessity from their

being so.” (24bl8-20) “Discourse” (logos) implies here at least the

complexity of the proposition; as it turns out, it involves several

statements. In this discourse which is the syllogism it is the case that
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certain things being stated, or certain statements being made, some-

tliing else, another statement, follows necessarily from their being so.

Much of the sequel will concern itself with the order of terms in the

original statements which necessitates that another statement should

follow from them. Aristotle explains this necessity by adding (24b20)

that he has in mind the necessity of the consequence being drawn or

recognized; he is not saying that what the syllogism is about is always

necessary.

This series of definitions with which the Prior Analytics begins is

extremely difficult to understand. This is only to be expected; Aristotle

is in effect setting forth a program to be developed in what follows

and in the subsequent discussions the enigmatic pronouncements with

which he begins are gradually clarified. If we look now at the final re-

marks of Chapter One, we will be able to give a better idea of what he

means by syllogism and can then indicate what he endeavors to do in

the rest of the work.

The final remark has to do with the relation of terms. If A is said

of all B, it must be said of everything of which B is said. So too, if A
is said of no B, it is said of nothing of which B is said. These definitions

of what it means to be said of all and to be said of none enable us to

flesh out the definition of syllogism. An example of syllogism is

usually stated in this manner: Every A is B, Every C is A, therefore

every C is B. Aristotle would not put it just that way and he would

express and explain the above as follows. If B is said of all A and A

is said of all C then, with necessity of consequence given the meaning

of “to be said of all,” B is said of all C. The definitions of “to be said of

air and “to be said of none” are the principles on which syllogism is

based. Given these principles as well as the division of propositions

into aflfirmative and negative, and into universal, indefinite and par-

ticular, Aristotle goes on to develop the logic of syllogism. It would be

impossible to find a logician who does not accept the logic of

syllogism, although it is often a matter of doubt whether every

logician means by this what Aristotle would have meant by the

phrase. In any case, no elementary logic course fails to acquaint the

student with the doctrine of syllogism; there is justification, then,

for giving the most summary statement of the remainder of the

Prior AnahjticSy while at the same time impressing on the interested

reader that no modern account of syllogism or what Aristotle

taught on this matter should be taken to do away with the need for a

careful study of the Prior Analytics. Only such a study will enable

him to assess the anachronistic analyses of logicians who may have a

radically different view of their discipline than Aristotle had.

The subject and predicate of the conclusion of the syllogism occur

in the premisses together with another term which serves to connect

them. Since in the conclusion the predicate is said of the subject, in
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the premisses we may find the predicate said of the third term and

the third term said of the subject. This distribution of terms is the

first figure of the syllogism and it enables us to see why the predicate

of the conclusion is called the major term, the third term the middle,

and the subject of the conclusion the minor term. These compara-

tives have to do with universality and the principle of “to be said

of air makes us see that the major must be said of the minor.

Different moods of this figure of the syllogism can be had by varying

the premisses in terms of affirmation and negation, universality and

particularity, although not every combination turns out to be valid.

There are two other figures of the syllogism, each of which has many
moods. If the middle term is in the predicate position in both

premisses or in the subject position in both we have figures

different from the first. Since these figures are less obvious than the

first, Aristotle is concerned to show how, by means of such devices as

the conversion of terms, discussed in Chapters Two and Three of

Book One, they can be reduced to the first. It will be appreciated that

we cannot have a syllogism in which the middle would be predicated

of the major, and the minor of the middle; this does not serve to link

them, as the definition of “to be said of all” makes clear. A good deal

of Aristotle's discussion concerns syllogism involving modal proposi-

tions. After lengthy and complex discussions relating to the syllogism,

Aristotle, at the end of the second book of the Prior Analytics, dis-

cusses arguments akin to syllogism among them induction and argu-

ment from example.

Posterior Analytics. We have already seen that demonstration involves

a syllogism whose premisses must be of a definite sort, a point Aristotle

made by contrasting them with dialectical premisses. Let us see how
Aristotle elaborates the notion of demonstrative or scientific syllogism.

All instruction given or received by way of argument proceeds
from pre-existent knowledge.” (71al) Aristotle establishes the truth

of this assertion by means of an induction. This is the case in the

mathematical and other science; it is the case as well in dialectical

arguments whether syllogistic or inductive; finally, it is involved in the

use of enthymemes (Cf. Prioranalytics, II, 27) and examples. Appeal
is always made to what is already manifest when new knowledge is to

be acquired. It should be noted that Aristotle’s statement is not that

all knowledge, not even all intellectual knowledge, comes from pre-

vious knowledge. He is concerned only with intellectual knowledge
got by reasoning or argumentation.

The foreknowledge referred to is of two kinds, Aristotle continues;

either it is knowledge of a fact or knowledge of the meaning of a
word. Sometimes both types of foreknowledge of the same thing are

assumed. In order to understand this distinction, we have to keep in
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mind that Aristotle is here speaking of the demonstiative syllogism

and the syllogism, generally, is a discourse by means of which, given

the premisses, the conclusion follows. Thus, in order to arrive at

knowledge of tlie conclusion, we must first know the premisses and

the facts and meanings therein involved. Now, in tlie conclusion, we
affirm something of something else and, according to the distribution

of terms in the syllogism, the predicate and subject of the conclusion

first appear in the premisses. Thus, since we know the premisses

prior to the conclusion, we must have some kind of prior knowledge

of the terms of the conclusion; and, since tlie subject and predicate

are simple terms, we will have one kind of foreknowledge of them inso-

far as we know the propositions in which they oeeur are true. Of

the premisses as sueh we know not what they are (since they are

complex in a way defined things are not), but that they are true. The

example Aristotle gives of what must be known to be true is

extremely general, namely that every predieate can be truly affirmed

or denied of any subjeet. (Later he will show that sueh a principle,

because of its generality, is never a premiss of a demonstration.) Of

the predicate of the conclusion we must know beforehand what its

name means, i.e. have a nominal definition of it. Aristotle gives the

example of triangle whieh is a predicate in the demonstration where-

by a triangle is eonstrueted on a line. Of the line or unity, which are

not predicated of other subjeets ( elearly triangle ean be both a predi-

cate and a subject of which something is proved), we must know

both what the words signify and that they are. As is made elear in

the second book, this is tantamount to saying that we must have a

real definition of the subject. Before deciding whether or not some-

thing exists, we must know what its name means; if something in

reality answers to what the name means we either have or can

seek its definition, although the definition itself does not inelude any

assertion that such a thing exists. With respect to that which in the

conclusion is shown to belong to the subjeet, we do not know before-

hand both what the word means and that it exists, since the fact

that for it to be, is for it to be in the subjeet, is preeisely what we
learn in the conclusion of the demonstration strictly so called.

Aristotle hints in Chapter Two (71bl6) and makes explicit later in

Chapter Thirteen that “seienee” and eonsequently “scientifie or

demonstrative syllogism” are equivoeal, but equivoeal by design.

(This will be diseussed later.) Thus, he will first diseuss the demon-

strative syllogism in the most proper sense of the term and go on to

discuss less rigorous demonstration.

We can say by way of conclusion to these remarks on fore-

knowledge tliat a demonstration presupposes that we first know the

truth of the premisses, have a real definition of the subject and a nomi-

nal definition of the predicate of the conclusion. Aristotle makes it
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clear that it is not always temporal priority that is involved in such

toreknowledge. Thus, one may assent simultaneously to one of the

premisses and to the conclusion, but knowledge of the premiss will

always be [>rior in the sense that it grounds the conclusion.

If there are certain things which must already be known if the

conclusion is to be drawn, we can also ask if there is any way in which

the conclusion itself might be said to be known before it is demon-

sti-ated. Aristotle has in mind here Plato’s doctrine of recollection.

Prior to its being demonstrated, the conclusion may be said to be

known and not known. Absolutely speaking, it is not known, but in

another way, since we must aheady know that from which the con-

clusion follows, we may be said to know the conclusion potentially.

Thus, when we come to know the conclusion thanks to demonstra-

tion, we are not learning what we already knew in the same sense:

what beforehand we knew only potentially, we now know actually.

In Chapter Two of the first book of the Posterior Analytics, Aris-

totle sets out to define the demonstrative syllogism; his procedure is

of the utmost importance.

We suppose ourselves to possess unqualified scientific knowledge

of a thing, as opposed to knowing it in the accidental way in which

the sophist knows, when we think that we know the cause on which

the fact depends, as the cause of that fact and of no other, and

further, that the fact could not be other than it is. (71b9-12)

Aristotle states here what he thinks anyone would mean when he

says he knows, really knows, that something is so. In other words, he

is proceeding from a nominal definition. Whether or not a person

actually has knowledge of something when he claims to have it, he

thinks he knows why the thing is as it is, the cause of its being so; and,

given that cause, the thing cannot be otherwise than it is. We have

such knowledge, Aristotle says, only as the result of a demonstrative

syllogism. What is the nature of this syllogism?

First of all, and repetitiously, it is that syllogism which enables us

to have the kind of knowledge anyone thinks he has when, rightly or

wrongly he says he knows. The point is to discuss what sort of syllo-

gism can produce such knowledge. Its premisses, Aristotle asserts, must

be true, primary, immediate, better known than and prior to the con-

clusion which is related to them as elfect to cause. A syllogism can be

had without such premisses, but only with premisses like these can we

get the knowledge defined at the outset. Before examining these char-

acteristics of the premisses of the demonstrative syllogism, something

can here be said of the division of logic into formal and material.

There is, first of all, a way in which logic in general is formal to

any matter we may reason about. Secondly, we can distinguish in the

syllogism a form and matter, that is, the terms are material, their
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proper distribution formal. Neither of these distinctions is the one

whereby we speak of formal and material logic; the first is not, be-

cause it distinguishes logic from that about which we hope to be logi-

cal; formal and material logic is presumably a distinction within

logic. So too the second distinction is one which lies on the side of

formal logic in the sense we are trying to determine. We said earlier

that the Prior Analytics proceeds on a common or abstract level

because it discusses syllogism apart from its division into demonstia-

tive and dialectical. This suggests that what makes a syllogism demon-

strative, for example, is a less abstract, more material consideration.

In the text we have just been considering, the characteristics of the

premisses of the demonstrative syllogism indicate how material

logic goes beyond formal logic of syllogism. The discussion presup-

poses the doctrine of the syllogism and adds to it something which

goes beyond the notion of necessity of consequence. These additions

do not take us out of the realm of logic; we are still discussing the

method to be pursued in seeking knowledge, a method which, de-

spite the many references to geometry in the Posterior Analytics, is

not the method of some particular science. In that sense, material

logic, like all logic, is formal with respect to the objects we might

reason about.

To return to the nature of the premisses of the demonstrative

syllogism; they must be true. It is possible to conclude something

from false premisses, but if we want to know something in the

sense defined above, we must proceed from true premisses. Moreover,

the premisses must be first and immediate. “First suggests a relation

of order and “immediate” the basis for the order. Immediate proposi-

tions are those in which the connection of predicate and subject is

evident without appeal to something else, to some mean which justi-

fies the connection. Such propositions are prior to those which require

a mean, of course, but we may understand first in a further sense.

The premisses of any demonstration need not be immediate in the

full sense, for they may have been demonstrated in their turn;

yet tliis must be considered to be accidental to their role in the

demonstration in which they are premisses. If referred to prior

premisses, however, they will be mediate; ultimately, Aristotle is

saying, the demonstration must be reducible to immediate proposi-

tions. Thus, though not every demonstration in geometry proceeds

from immediate or indemonstrable propositions, all demonstiations

are reducible to such propositions which are first in that order. More-

over, the premisses must express the cause of what is expressed in

the conclusion; for this reason the premisses are prior and better

known than the conclusion. The priority and greater knowability is

not to be equated with what is most obvious and familiar to us,

but rather ^vith that which in the nature of tilings is prior. It may
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happen tliat tlicse two orders eoincide, but Aristotle is here speaking

of a priority of nature, as eauses are always prior to their effeets.

After this initial explieation, Aristotle returns to the notion of

immediate propositions whieh are sueh that nothing is prior to them
in the way that they are prior to mediate or demonstrable proposi-

tions. The proposition is one side of a contradietion, Aristotle says,

reealling here the distinetion made in the Prior Analytics between
dialectical and demonstrative premisses. The demonstrator knows
that his premisses are true and that their contradictories are false.

\\^ith respect to immediate propositions, Aristotle makes a number of

divisions. Some immediate propositions are such that anyone will

assent to them once they are stated, so much so that disagreement

with them is merely verbal and self-defeating. (Cf. Metaphysics

IV, 3-8) These immediate propositions, known to all, are called

axioms and no demonstrator need worry about their acceptance.

Other propositions, though immediate in the sense of indemonstrable,

are not so commonly recognized. With these it is necessary to explicate

their terms in order that their indemonstrability be manifest. Some
propositions, further, may be called immediate because they are inde-

monstrable in a given order, although they can be proved elsewhere.

Aristotle has in mind the notion of a subalternated science: something

may be proved of natural things by appeal to geometrical truths

which are indemonstrable in natural philosophy.

Aristotle goes on to speak of theses which are either suppositions

(hypotheses) or definitions. Suppositions seem to be the immediate
propositions already discussed; only in tlie third case would we have
a supposition or hypothesis in a sense close to our use of the term,

but even there, propositions borrowed from another science are not

considered to be of doubtful truth, simply the rules of a game.
The introduction of definition here may seem strange. We have been
discussing immediate propositions and it is clear enough that the

definition is immediate in the sense that it cannot be proved (al-

though, in the second book, Aristotle will present a very nuanced
qualification of this assertion) that plus the fact that it is a principle

of demonstration seems to explain its mention here.

Wliat we have done thus far is to present the doctrine contained
in the first two chapters of Boole One of the Posterior Analytics; in

Chapter Three Aristotle argues that circular demonstration is impossi-

ble, i.e., that we cannot first prove the conclusion from the premisses
and then a premiss from the conclusion. This is another way of es-

tablishing the need for first and immediate propositions. The rest of

the first book falls into two parts: the discussion of the conditions of

demonstrative science (Chapters 4-23). Chapter Four is particularly

important; the commensurately universal property tliere described is

necessary if the notion of knowledge set down at the beginning is to
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be attained. Chapters Thirteen tlirough Fifteen indicate that there is

a less perfect kind of demonstrative syllogism than that hitherto

described. The next major part comprises Chapters Twenty-four

through Thirty-four where demonstrations are eompared from various

points of view. The second book can be divided into two parts:

the first (Chapters 1-18) diseusses the middle term of demonstration;

the second ( Chapter 19 )
concerns the knowledge of the first principles

from which demonstration proeeeds.

Topics. Let us listen to Aristotle’s description of what this work is

about.

Our treatise proposes to find a line of inquiry whereby we shall be able

to reason from opinions that are generally accepted about every prob-

lem propounded to us, and also shall ourselves, when standing up to

an argument, avoid saying anything that will obstruct us. First, then,

we must say what reasoning is, and what its varieties are, in order

to grasp dialectical reasoning: for this is tlie object of our search in

the treatise before us. (lOOalS)

To the kinds of syllogism mentioned at the outset of the Prior

Analytics, Aristotle here adds the contentious, fallacious or apparent

argument. This will be his concern in his Sophistical Refutations.

To carry out the program outlined will provide us with something

useful for three things: intellectual training, casual encounters, and

the philosophical sciences, (cf. 101a25) This last point is developed

in a way which enables us to appreciate Aristotle’s procedure in

his treatises.

For the study of the philosophical sciences it is useful, because the

ability to raise searching difficulties on both sides of a subject will

make us detect more easily the truth and error about the several

points that arise. It has a further use in relation to the ultimate bases

of the principles used in the several sciences. For it is impossible to

discuss them all from the principles proper to the particular science in

hand, seeing that the principles are the prius of everything else: it is

tlirough the opinions generally held on the partieular points that these

have to be diseussed, and this task belongs properly, or most appro-

priately, to dialectie: for dialectic is a process of criticism wherein

lies the path to the prineiples of all inquiries. (101a34 ff.)

Noting that problems arise with respect to genus, property or

accident, Aristotle sets the stage for the subsequent development.

In Books Two and Three he discusses problems respecting accident;

in Book Four those involving the genus; in Book Five, property;

in Book Six, definition. Book Seven concerns the question of iden-

tity and definition and, in Book Eight, Aristotle discusses the use

of dialectie. The Refutations discusses the origin of fallaeies and how

they may be solved.
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D. Aristotle's Philosophy of Nature

The bulk of tlie writings of Aristotle is devoted to the philosophy

of nature which, of course, he in no way distinguishes fiom the

science of nature. In pursuing the study of nature, Aristotle shows

himself to be uncommonly interested in everything his predecessors

had to say, making use of their opinions and findings at almost

every step of the e.\position of his own doctrine. We should not ex-

pect, however, that Aristotle is interested in the mere enumeration

of previous opinons. He quite consciously uses his predecessors as

stepping stones to what he takes to be the truth of the matter. We
would be well advised to look on th.is not as a cavalier abuse of

historical truth, but as a way of taking seriously the intent of earlier

thinkers. Aristotle’s assumption is that whoever talked about nature

was not merely providing biographical data, but was concerned with

explaining the way things are. If the explanations break down for

reasons that can be shown, the positions can still be used for establish-

ing the truth of the matter. Thus, for Aristotle, not every mobile

thing is alive and no divine thing is mobile in the proper sense of

the term. If this is so, the use of statements of a philosopher who

thought that the basic stuff of things is God-Soul-Matter is going to

entail ignoring certain aspects of a statement and concentrating

on those aspects relevant to a particular consideration. Aristotle is

always less interested in what an author intended to say than he is

in a statement’s relation to what tlie author intended to talk about.

The first problem the science of nature faces, Aristotle seems to

think arises from the fact that its possibility had been denied by

Parmenides and, somewhat differently, by Plato. As Aristotle makes

clear, this is really a problem that the philosophy of nature cannot

solve: for natural science to answer fundamental attacks on itself

is for it be in a position similar to that of the man painting the eaves

of a two-story house when his partner tells him to get a good grip on

his brush because he is taking away the ladder. Despite this, Aristotle

feels constrained to discuss Parmenides at the very outset of the

Physics; his reply to Plato we will reserve for the proper arena for

such disputes, metaphysics. A problem more peculiar to natural

philosophy has to do with its order of procedure; we will turn immed-

iately to Aristotle’s doctrine on this point.

Order of Procedure —In pursuing scientific knowledge of nature, as in

any other scientific pursuit, we are after an explanation of the subject

in terms of its principles, causes and elements. We observe the world

around us, we wonder why it is what it is and as it is, and our wonder

is dispelled when we can assign reasons. In saying this, Aristotle

may be thought to be making explicit what is implicit in the endea-

vors of his predecessors. He goes on to make an important distinction.
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What we must not fail to recognize, he insists, is that what we

first come to know about the natural world and in terms of which

give our first explanations of it, must not be identified with that in

nature which is most properly the cause of the phenomenon in ques-

tion. What is most easily known by us is not the same as what is most

knowable by nature,” the determinate cause of things. We have first a

global, confused knowledge of the things around us and our first

explanations are on this level. Aristotle is not arguing that there are

things other than the things we first know by sensation. Rather, he is

saying that what we first know about these singular things is some-

thing very general, common and confused. That is, we first know that

there are mobile things, things which come into being, change cease-

lessly while they are, and then pass out of being. To be changeable is

something seemingly characteristic of everything in the sensible

world. Thus, if we examine what is proper to them under this most

universal aspect, we will be on our way towards knowledge of

natural things. The next step will be to distinguish different kinds of

mobile being and to study their characteristics as different, and by

proceeding downwards through steps of universality, we aim to ar-

rive at determinate knowledge of this particular, specific mobile

tiling, e.g., horse.

Nothing is more important for an understanding of Aristotle than

this notion of the order of procedure in the study of nature. And

nothing is more commonly overlooked. In his PhijsicSy Aristotle is

concerned with examining the common characteristics of mobile being.

What he discovers there should be true of every physical thing, but

the Physics does not pretend to show how this kind of physical thing

differs from that. For what is being sought is that which every physi-

cal thing has in common. Furthermore, it is foolish to think that

Aristotle proceeds deductively from one level of universality to

another, as if from the notion of "changeable being” he could infer

the existence of any species of mobile being. Aristotle is the first to

warn against attempting this, urging that acquaintance \^nth nature

is the only road to more determinate statements about it.

We will come back later to the way in which Aristotle s mode

of procedure can be traced through his many works on nature. For

the moment, let us keep in mind that the analyses of the Physics are

intended to be true of every physical thing, but should not be con-

fused with specific and proper knowledge of any physical thing.

This work of Aristotle’s is the first step in an orderly approach to

nature: the order to be followed is the first thing Aristotle treats in

the Physics and he keeps coming back to it in his other natural writ-

ings.

The Historical Background. We must here recapitulate some of
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the points raised in the first part of this book concerning the doctrine

of Parmenides and its aftermatli. Parmenides, we recall, denied the

possibility of change because it seemed to involve a passage from

non-being to being, from nothing to something. Discussed on this

stratospheric level, his argument appears to be irrefutable. Here is

being. You say that it has come to be. But from what previous state

could it come? There are two possibilities: being or non-being. But if

being comes from being, there seems to be no change; where before-

hand there was being, there is now being. If we should say that being

came from non-being, this is to say too much. Thus, change is im-

possible; there is only being. For somewhat the same reasons, being

must be one, unique, without parts, an utterly indistinguishable

sphere; for how could two beings differ? Surely they would not differ

insofar as they are being; this is what they have in common; and,

should we say that they differ in non-being, this is tantamount to

saying there is no difference between them, that is, they are the same.

Now the obvious retort to Parmenides is oblique; we see many things

each of which is. Parmenides is ready for us; sensation cannot be

trusted if it appears to conflict with the logic of the foregoing argu-

ments. The student will learn to sympathize with thinkers who
followed on Parmenides by exercising his own wits to find a solution

or way out of the Parmenidean dilemma. These thinkers, as we have
seen, attempted to devise ways of accepting both change and the

denial of change. What could not change or come to be, is what
truly is. Ignoring the Parmenidean strictures against multiplicity

considered apart from the problem of change, the atomists and
Empedocles and Anaxagoras simply posited a multiplicity of ultimate

building blocks of macrocosmic entities, which building blocks were
the alphabet (elements) from which the world of appearance was
spelled. What can l)e said to come to be is that which is a conglomera-

tion of ultimate things, the things which really are and do not

themselves come to be; it follows that what comes to be cannot

truly be said to be; only what has not and cannot come to be truly is.

There is no denying that this is one way out of the difficulty posed

by Parmenides; our own cultural climate may lead us to find it quite

attractive, for we are accustomed to think that the things of our
everyday experience are, in a mild sense at least, quite different from
the way they appear to be. The solid quality of our desk, for

example, is misleading if we think of the swarms of electrical

charges which we believe compose the desk. Its surface then must be
thought of as anything but solid, since there are more interstices

than “components.” This should indicate why Democritus’ plenum
and void arc looked upon as a crude but interesting premonition

of later scientific explanatory elements. If we have dwelt a bit on
this supposed affinity of atomist doctrine and modern physics, it is
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because our culture does set up a block to our reoccupying the posi-

tion from which Aristotle siirv'eyed these attempts and found them
wanting. What exactly is Aristotle’s viewpoint?

It \vill be well to recall here our earlier methodological remarks.

Aristotle is attempting to begin at the beginning, at what for us at

any rate is the beginning of knowledge of the physical world. Tliis

beginning cannot be equated with what we nowadays for a number
of reasons find familiar. By this we mean that our ready acceptance

of elements and electrical charges and so forth can blind us to the

fact that it is certainly not such tilings as these that we first know.

We can imagine Aristotle expressing it somewhat as follows. You tell

me that what truly exist are things I do not directly encounter but

components of the latter; the things I do directly encounter are said

by you not truly to be. I protest that, if I am to have some acceptable

notion of what it means for a thing to be, I must have recourse to the

very things you claim are not, in the rich sense of the term. You are

saying, in effect, that a tree or a horse or a man is not one in the sense

of one being. I cannot accept this because it is of the unity of such

things that I must think when I attempt to im^agine the impercep-
tible things you assure me are really ^ne and really are. In other

words, Aristotle refuses to accent the presuppositions of earlier

attempts to adjust to Parmenides. He takes seriously his initial certi-

tudes because he sees that, by one kind of prestidigitation or

another, these are assumed even when they are being called into

question. Obviously, then, he is faced with the problem posed by
Parmenides all over again; Aristotle will insist that a tree truly is

and that it has come to be and that there are many such beings.

Parmenides would reply, if the tree is a being and has come to be, it

must have come either from being or non-being. Aristotle has to con-

front that objection head on; it is because he sees the role Par-

menides’ argument has played in the history of natural science, and
because he feels he can meet the argument head on and answer it

that Parmenides looms rather large in the first book of the Physics,

despite the fact that Aristotle’s questioning of the basic assumption
of natural science precludes an answer from the viewpoint of the

contradictory assumption. Aristotle is quite clear on this point in

Chapter Two, but he also feels justified in considering Parmenides.

We physicists, on the other hand, must take for granted that the
things that exist by nature are, either all or some of them, in motion—
which is indeed made plain by induction. Moreover, no man of science

is bound to solve every kind of difficulty that may be raised, hut only

as many as are drawn falsely from the principles of the science: it

is not our business to refute those that do not arise in this way: just

as it is the duty of the geometer to refute the scjuaring of the circle by
means of segments, but it is not his duty to refute Antiphon’s proof.
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At the same time the holders of the theory of which we are spealdng

do incidentally raise physical questions, though Nature is not their

subject: so it will perhaps be as well to spend a few ^^or^ on them

especially as the inquiry is not without scientific interest. (18oai-.-ZU;

A careful reading of Chapters Two and Tliree of the first book of

the Physics reveals tliat Aristotle’s ultimate weapon is that Parmenides

and Melissus use terms like “being” and one in sueh a way that

they must assume a meaning for these words which can be grasped

only when their referents are the very things these non-physicists

wish to reject.

Dialectical Summary. In Chapters Five and Six of the first book of

the Physics, Aristotle asks if there are any points on which his

predecessors agree despite their many disagreements. Such efforts as

this are often looked upon as attempts by Aristotle to show that is

predecessors were groping towards his ONvn view. Now this is

perfectly true, though badly expressed. Aristotle is not putting forth

a doctrine expressive of his personal way of looking at the world and

his eEort should not be construed as an attempt to show that

Anaxagoras, for example, was trying in a lisping way to attain the

timbre of Aristotle’s voice. Aristotle is infinitely more serious than

the neutralist, unengaged historian of ideas. Plis viewpoint is at once

obvious and profound. Ilis predecessors looked hard at the world,

the same one Aiistotle and you and I are confronted by, and they

said a number of things about it. Some of what they said can be

understood by taking into account what others had said, but finally

their statements must stand the test of comparison with the world

they hoped to explain. Now it is quite clearly the latter test that

most interests Aristotle. Moreover, he, like most of us, is disinclined

to feel that men can look at the common universe and explain it in

ways which arc utterly different and utterly false. It is against this

background that we must read Aristotle s efforts to discern in the

cocophony of previous natural doctrines some concordant views.

Their first agreement is in their recognition that contrariety is

involved in change. This is true of the Presocratics; it is true of Par-

menides (in the Way of Opinion) who secs the hot (fire) and cold

(earth) as principles of other things. The atomists opposed the full

and empty, others spoke of the rare and dense, yet others of congre-

gation and separation. Thus, hot comes from cold and vice versa;

white comes from black and vice versa and, generally, a thing comes

to be from its contrary and passes into its contrary. Changes are not

capricious and their non-capriciousness is expressed by this appeal to

contraries as the terms of change. This basic assumption involves

another. Tliere must be something besides the contraries, something

which underlies them. To say that hot becomes cold is to say that
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something which is hot becomes cold, not tliat heat becomes

its opposite.

Aristotle’s conclusion is that, despite their diversities, and even

when appearing to speak of only one principle, previous philosophers

had all relied on two contraries and a subject of these contraries in

speaking about change. For example, Anaximenes says that all things

are air, but in order to explain the diversity of things, he takes

air as capable of possessing two contrary states, rarefaction and

condensation. The diversity of things thus comes to be looked on as

forming a scale read in terms of the extreme states. None of these

tliinkers alluded to these assumptions but, since they all made them,

it is probable that these three, two contraries and their subject, will

enter into the explanation of changeable being.

Principles of Changeable Being. Turning to the elaboration of the

truth of the matter in Chapter Seven, Aristotle reveals the import-

ance of his talk about order and methodology. One need expect no

mention of fire, air, earth and water. What is first presented for our

consideration is something we can ail be reasonably expected to

understand: the change involved when a man becomes a musician.

With deceptive simplicity, Aristotle observes that such a change can

be expressed in three- ways: (1) Klan becomes musical. (2) The

not-musical becomes musical. (3) The not-musical man becomes a

musical man.

These three expressions of the same change indicate that Aristotle

is interested in the different ways in which we express that from which

a change begins. Otherwise he would have set down a fourth ex-

pression of the change. The three ways of expressing the beginning

of the change are “man,” “not-musical” and “not-musical man.” Let

us call the first two simple expressions and the third composite.

Why is it that we sometimes say “X becomes Y” and at other

times “From X, Y comes to be”? The grammatical distinction seems

to suggest the recognition of a real difference. We would hesitate to

say, “From man, musical comes to be,” whereas “From not-musical,

musical comes to be” feels all right. Why? Is it not because, in the

first instance, man does not cease to be when he has become musical,

whereas in the second, not-musical is replaced by musical? If this is

so, we can speak of things which survive the change and things

which do not. Only in the first expression of the change, that is in

(1), does the subject of the sentence stand for what survives the

change. In (3), the composite “not-musical man,” like the simple

term “not-musical” of (2), does not survive the change. When we

have a musical man, we no longer have a not-musical man.

In our instance of a man learning how to play the lyre, there is

something which is there both before and after the change, namely
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the man. And, as the other two expressions of the change indicate,

opposites or contraries are involved: there is a change from not

possessing musical art to possessing it on the part of the man. In the

first expression, consequently, although only man is mentioned, he

has to be understood as not being already musical, since he would

hardly be said to become what he already is.

What the analysis of this change reveals, then, is that there is a

subject of the change, man, where subject is understood as what is

there before and after the change occurs. Understood in the subject

is the negation of that which is acquired as the result of the change,

a negation opposed to the new quality, i.e. not-musical to musical.

What results from the change is a composite of the subject, man, and

the quality, musical. What does not survive the change is the nega-

tion of the acquired quality.

Aristotle next wants to analyse another more basic kind of

change in terms of what has been clarified in the more obvious

instance of a man becoming musical. In the instance already ana-

lysed, something came to be such-and-such, a man came to be musical.

But what of changes where something comes to be, not such-and-

such, but comes to be without qualification? For example, a tree or a

man comes to be. Can we explain such changes by appeal to a sub-

ject which survives the change?

We have already insisted on the fact that Aristotle is going to

take seriously the certitudes of everyday life. Before a man comes

to be, he is not; before a tree comes to be, it is not. When man and

tree exist, they are things in a more fundamental way than the quality

musical or color or the composites musical man and green tree. A
man and a tree are in themselves beings in a basic sense; tliey are

not modifications of some basic being, nor are they accidental com-

pounds of basic beings. In a word, they are substances (Aristotle’s

word is oiisia: being). Now this is something that we all already

know; the fact is certain. But how can we understand the fact? Aris-

totle, recall, does not want to explain it away, but to explain it. If a

man and a tree come to be as the result of a change, this suggests,

on an analogy with man becoming musical, a subject of the change.

But, if we posit some such subject as earth or air or fire or atoms,

we would be in agreement with the Presocratics and the post-

Parmcnidean natural philosophers. It is a costly agreement, however,

for if we appeal to such subjects as these, a tree and man would be

modifications of it in the same way as musical is a medication of man.

We know why the post-Parminidcan physicists took this route; by not

claiming any substance came to be, they skirted the difficulties of the

Eleatic’s argument. Aristotle does not want to avoid Parmenides,

however, and as a result he asserts there is a subject of unqualified

change, a subject which he calls elsewhere prime matter.
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If a tree's coming to be is a change, there must be a subject of

change. “But that substances too, and anything else that can be said

to be without qualification, come to be from some substratum, will

appear on examination. For we find in every case something under-
lying from which proceeds that which comes to be; for instance,

animals and plants from seed.” (190bl-5) This instance may seem
difiBcult to understand, but it is remarkably well chosen. Great oaks
from little acorns grow here; From X, Y comes to be. Now if a tree is

appreciably different from a musical man, its coming to be will have
to be explained in an appreciably different way. Just as in “Man
becomes musical” there is a subject, man, so too in “a tree comes to

be. In the first case, the subject of the change is a substance and
the result of the change is a new accidental determination of the
substance. In the second case, the subject cannot be a substance, for

then any new determination of it will be an accident, and we are
taking seriously our conviction that such things as trees are substan-
tially one. But what then are we to make of Aristotle's example above,
an example which can be expressed as “A seed becomes a tree.”

Notice that this is not on a par with “A man becomes musical”
since, almost biblically, unless the seed die, the tree cannot be. Thus,
“The seed becomes a tree” is much more like “The non-musical
becomes musical” or, better, “The hot becomes cold.”

The subject of unqualified becoming, Aristotle remarks, is known
by a comparison or analogy.

The underlying nature ... of the coming to be of substance ... is an
object of knowledge by analogy. For as the bronze is to the statue, the
wood to the bed, or tlie matter and the formless before receiving form
to anything which has form, so is the underlying nature to substance,
i.e., the ‘this' or existent. (191a7-12)

Notice that in this statement Aristotle is appealing to a change in

the realm of art as to something readily comprehensible by us; more-
over, the terms he uses, “matter” and “form,” seem drawn from the

realm of art. The Greek equivalents of these terms, hyle and morphe,
call to mind the modification of wood by imposing a new shape or

form on it. The argument from analogy, then, goes beyond the

example of man becoming musical, to the imposition of a shape on
wood, a form on matter. When we make a bed, we impose on lumber
(which is a more primitive instance of imposing an artistic shape on
natural material) a new shape or form. Let us now talk of a man's

becoming musical in these terms, altering their meaning somewhat
as we go. Man may now be called the matter, musical the form of

the product of the change. If we are to retain these same terms in

speaking of the change whereby a man comes to be, their meanings

must once more change; tliat this extension of meaning occurs is

signalized by designating the matter as prime matter and the form as
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substantial form. Since prime matter is not a substance in its own

right, it is said to have no substantial determination of itself, and thus

cm only be known by comparison with the subject of accidental

change in the natural order or to the subject of an artificial change.

If we speak of the subject of a substantial change, however, we need

not think that what is meant is that it appears as the subject of

sentences which express such changes. “The seed becomes a plant

is much more like what we are apt to say but, in saying it, we are

not sa)ing that the seed persists throughout the change. If we

accept the fact that trees are substantial beings, that they come

from seeds, and that a subject or matter must be involved if we are

to speak of change—we would be using “change in a Pickwickian

and mysterious sense if by it we meant that seeds disapptai and

plants appear on the analogy of a change of scenery—then we must

inevitably be led to an ultimate subject of substantial change, itself

not a substance but a component of substance. Notice that this is to

explain a fact of which we are certain, not to explain it away. The

determination of matter whereby a substance is constituted is called

form, but unlike musical it does not make something to be such-and-

such,' but makes it be absolutely and in the first instance. And, of

course, matter could not be determined by a form it already possessed,

but only by one it did not possess. Thus in all change, whether quali-

fied (accidental) or unqualified (substantial) there are three princi-

ples necessary: matter or subject, form or determination and the

previous privation of this determination on the part of the subject.

Patmenides Confronted. The test of a solution is its ability to with-

stand objections, to make things clearer than rival solutions to indi-

cate how allied problems should be dealt with. It is to the second test

that Aristotle wishes to put his solution to the problem of change,

for he wants to show that Parmenides got into an unnecessary diffi-

culty, thereby leading himself and others astray. The Parmenidean

problem, once more, is that if we say that something has come to

be we must show that it has come either from being or non-being and

this we cannot do. It is wholly ty'pical of Aristotle to subject to

analysis the troublesome sentences, ( 1 )
Being comes from being,

and (2) “Being comes from non-being.” Parmenides obviously under-

stands them in such a way that ( 1 )
could be taken to mean some-

thing like “A trained seal becomes a trained seal” where after the

supposed change we end up with what we began and ought not to

talk of any change having occurred. Statement (2), on the other hand,

becomes something like k rom absolutely nothing at all, a trained

seal came to be.” Now this is one way to understand (1) and (2),

but it is not the only way and it is not the way we would take them if

we wanted tliem to agree with our certitude that change is real.
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Aristotle suggests there is another manner of understanding the way
something comes from another, just as there are several ways to

understand an activity attributed to a physician. For example, in

“The physician heals,” and “The physician golfs,” we are speaking

of the physician and what he does, but in the first sentence we are

speaking of him qua physician, that is, just insofar as he is a physi-

cian, whereas in the second the activity ascribed to him is not so

ascribed just because he is a physician. So too if we say hot comes
from non-hot, we need not understand our remark in the way Par-

menides would understand it, nor do our words imply the further

assertion that hot comes from cold. Aristotle sees Parmenides" position

as a result of thinking that being comes from either privation or pre-

vious determination. For example, hot (being) comes from cold

(being) or from non-hot (non-being). Now, Aristotle says, hot does

comes from cold and non-hot, but neither of these is a principle of

what has come to be, where by a principle of what has come to be he

means what is a component of the result of the change. Only the sub-

ject (water) is this kind of subject-from-which. Let us listen to

Aristotle himself on tliis solution.

We ourselves are in agreement with tliem in holding that nothing

can be said without qualification to come from what is not. But never-

theless we maintain that a thing may ‘come to be from what is not—
that is, in a qualified sense. For a thing comes to be from the priva-

tion, which in its own nature is not-being—this not surviving as a con-

stituent of the result. Yet this causes surprise, and it is thought im-
possible that something should come to be in the way described from
what is not. In the same way we maintain that nothing comes to be
from being, and that being does not come to be except in a qualified

sense. In that way, however, it does, just as animal might come to be
from animal, and an animal of a certain kind from an animal of a

certain kind. Thus, suppose a dog to come to be from a horse. Tlie

dog would then, it is true, come to be from an animal (as well as

a certain kind) but not as animal, for that is already there. But if

anything is to become an animal, not in a qualified sense, it will not

be from animal: and if being, not from being—nor from not-being

either, for it has been explained that by ‘from not-being’ we mean
from not-being qua not-being. (I91bl3-26)

Aristotle by identifying Parmenides’ not-being with privation

and Ins being with the previous determination of the subject, effec-

tively does away with the old difficulty by showing that neither

privation nor the previous form is that from which the result of the

change comes in an unqualified sense. That from which the result of

the change comes without qualification is the subject as capable of

possessing the new determination. That is, water from being hot

only potentially comes to be actually hot. This is why we often read

that Aristotle solves the difficulty of Parmenides by introducing the

distinction between act and potency. It sliould be said, however, tliat
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this is only half the story and that the identification of being and

not-bcing with two of the principles necessary for any change is the

solution developed in the first book of the Physics.

Notiirc. The term “physics ”
is derived from the Greek term physis

which Aristotle analyses in the Metaphysics, V, 4. There he points out

that the term had first meant the process of being born, then the

principle of that process, and then had been extended to signify the

principle of any change whatsoever. It is this third sense that is opera-

tive in the Physics and, in the second book of that work, Aristotle

undertakes to define it by comparing it with art. Things, he begins,

are either natural or artificial. We say that animals, their parts,

plants, fire, air, earth and water exist by nature, that is, are natural

products. What we mean is made explicit by contrasting such tilings

with works of art. A pair of shoes is not a natural product. The thing

that distinguishes what exists “by art” from that which exists “by

nature” is that the latter has the principle of its change within itself.

Nature consequently can be defined as follows: it is the principle of

motion and rest in that to which it belongs primarily, per se and not

accidentally. By calling nature a principle, Aristotle leaves the way

open to understanding it as an active or passive principle of the

change, that is nature may be a power to act or a power to be acted

upon. By saying that nature is a principle of motion and rest,

Aristotle is alluding to the view he does not argue for here that

things have a natural place in the universe: when they are in that

place they are naturally at rest. By saying that it is a principle in

the moved thing, Aristotle is contrasting nature to art. By calling

nature a first principle, Aristotle is suggesting that change can be

called natural not necessarily with respect to a compound as such,

but with reference to a component of it.

Now we have already seen that the components of natural com-

pounds are, for Aristotle, matter and form. Thus we should e.xpect

that both these will save the definition of nature, and this is precisely

what Aristotle goes on to show. The change of something may be

described as natural either with respect to the matter of which it is

composed or with respect to its form. To indicate what this means

in a very general way, let us notice that death may be natural to man
because of matter and reasoning and immortality because of form.

Aristotle gives several arguments to prove that form is more deserving

of the appellation nature than is matter. The discussion of the

second chapter of book two turns on the difference between physics

and mathematics, a point we discussed earlier.

The effect of the opening considerations of the second book is to

establish the meaning of “physical things” (ta physica) in a way
that connects with the analyses of the first book. We now have a fairly
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clear idea of what it is of which we seek scientific knowledge, a know-
ledge which is had tlirough causes.

Now that we have established these distinctions, we must proceed to

consider causes, their character and number. Knowledge is the object

of our inquiry, and men do not think they know a thing till they have
grasped the ‘why’ of it (which is to grasp its primary cause) . So clearly

we too must do this as regards both coming to be and passing away
and every kind of physical change, in order that, knowing their princi-

ples, we may try to refer to tliese principles each of our problems.
(II, 3, 194bl6-23)

This sets the stage for the analysis of causes into four types, each

of which will be a principle of explanation in physics. The material

cause is that out of which something is made and which remains as a

component of the result. The examples, are from art: bronze is the

material cause of the statue. The formal cause is that which is ex-

pressed in the definition of the thing. For example, if we are asked

what a statue is, we would say, not bronze, but bronze shaped in

such a way. The eflBcient cause is the primary cause of the change;

e.g. the sculptor who makes the statue. The final cause, that for the

sake of which something is done, is also a cause. Why does one exer-

cise? To be healthy. This is the end dr purpose explaining why one is

sweating in the gym. It can be seen that a physical thing can be

explained in terms of one or all of these four causes. Moreover, each

type of cause can be designated in several ways. In terms of prior

and posterior (distinguished according to universality) v/e may de-

signate the efficient cause of health as, respectively, the trained man
or the physician. A cause may be designated accidentally as when we
say Polyclitus is the cause of the statue, since it happens that the

sculptor is named Polyclitus. Finally, causes can be either actual

or potential causes of their effects. The physicist's interest in the four

causes is described thus by Aristotle.

Now, the causes being four, it is the business of the physicist to know
them all, and if he refers his problems back to all of tliem, he will

assign the ‘why’ in the way proper to his science—the matter, the

form, the mover, ‘that for the sake of which.’ The last three often

coincide; for the ‘what’ and ‘that for the sake of which’ are one,

while the primary source of motion is the same in species as these

(for man generates man) . . . (II,7,I98a2I-27)

The form or essence of the generated things is that for the

sake of which the process took place and the moving or agent cause

is of the same species as its effect in natural generation. Aristotle

has much to say of finality in nature, but before looking at that

doctrine, we must say something about the discussions in Chapters

Four through Six on accidental causes.

Chance and Fortune. We say that some tilings come about by chance.
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and Aristotle wants to investigate our reasons for doing this to see if

we are speaking of a real cause. It is important to realize that Aristotle

is concerned vvith chance as cause, something evident in our use of

the phrase “by chance.” Aristotle first notes a surprising range of

opinions on chance. Some deny its reality and claim that anything

ascribed to chance can be ascribed to a determinate cause. Meeting

an old friend does not come about by chance but because one went

to the market place and ran into him. Moreover, the early natural

philosophers did not list chance as a cause, though some, like Emped-

ocles, assign things to chance as to a cause. Indeed, some who do not

attribute to chance the formation of lesser entities, say that the

heavenly sphere is a result of chance. Finally, there are those w o

believe chance to be real but mysterious, inscrutable and beyond our

ken. ,

Since some things always come about in the same way, whereas

others occur in a certain fashion only for the most part, there are

some rare occurences as well. It is this last class of events that we

ascribe to chance. In arriving at an analysis of chance in the natural

realm, Aristotle proceeds by analysing chance in human affairs,

what we would call fortune or luck. Very briefly, his teaching is this.

Something can come about by chance only where there is an agent

acting for an end. Thus, if on the way to the store I find a ten dollar

bill, I would call myself lucky, the beneficiary of good fortune. In

other words, I am ascribing the finding of the money to chance. What

now of the first objection Aristotle recorded? Someone might say

that I am guilty of fuzziness when I ascribe such an occurrence

to chance; there is a determinate cause of the event. If I had not gone

to the store, I would not have found the money; since I went to the

store, I found the money. This objection is extremely useful, for it

forces us to ask what kind of cause of my finding the money going to

the store is-that it is the cause is evident enough. But if we observe

that going to the store does not usually have as its result my finding

ten dollars, we are in a position to say that this is not a determinate

cause of my discovery-a determinate cause produces its effect always

or for the most part (or at least, intentionally; the pole vaulter does

not always or usually surpass his previous feats, but when he does it

would not be advisable to congratulate him on his luck until he has

laid aside his pole). The event ascribed to chance comes about

rarely, outside the intention of the agent, and is good or evil for the

agent. Now the regularity in nature suggests intention; freaks of

nature suggest that chance is a real cause in the natural order. The

universe, then, is not a concatenation of necessary occurrences for

Aristotle. There are things that come about by chance, an element of

caprice and unpredictability; moreover, it would make no sense to

say that obviously ordered things come about by chance, since this
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would mean, not that there is no purpose, but that in pursuing one
purpose nature accidentally brought about another. In other words,

chance in nature, as Aristotle has analysed it, makes sense only against

the background of nature as purposive.

Finalitij. Arguments against finality seem to be as old as arguments for

it and Aristotle commences his discussion of nature as purposive

principle by setting down objections to this view. Why can’t we say

that things simply come about by necessity and, rather than say that

rain falls so that the crops will grow, say it rains because vapor rises

and condenses and falls as rain, with the growth of the crops as an
incidental effect of this necessary chain of events? So too we need not

say that some teeth are for tearing and others for chewing, but tliat,

simply given the teeth we have, it happens we find them useful for

various purposes of ours. Aristotle’s rejection of these objections

are straightforward. Why should we ascribe to chance what comes
about usually or normally? “If then, it is agreed that tilings are

either the result of coincidence or for an end, and these cannot be tlie

result of coincidence of chance, it follows that they must be for an
end.” (II, 8, 199a3-5) This view that nature acts for an end suggests

the kind of necessity we may expect in our explanations of natural

events.

But in things which come to be for an end, the reverse is true. If the

end is to exist or does exist, that also which precedes it will exist or

does exist; otherwise just as there, if the conclusion is not true, the
premiss will not be true, so here the end or ‘that for the sake of which’
will not exist ... If then there is to be a house, such-and-such things

must be made or be there already or exist, or generally the matter
relative to the end, bricks and stones if it is a house. But the end
is not due to these except as the matter, nor will it come to exist be-
cause of them. (II, 9, 200al9-27)

Motion. Having defined nature as a principle of motion, Aristotle

must determine what motion is if he is to have a proper understanding

of the subject of physics. The discussion of motion will carry him
on to allied subjects: infinity, place, void, time. We shall give

a brief exposition of what Aristotle has to say concerning motion and
then indicate his doctrine on the allied nob'ons.

Motion is defined by Aristotle as the act of what exists in potency

insofar as it is in potency. To understand this definition, we must
make a threefold division of things into those which are wholly in

act, those which are only potentially, and those which are midway
between these extreme conditions. What is only potentially is not in

movement; e.g., the seated man is standing only potentially. So too

what is wholly in act is not in motion; e.g. the man, having stood

up, is actually standing and tliat’s that. The act of getting up out of

the chair is motion and it is identified by contrast with the extreme
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states of potency alone and act alone. It is an imperfect act: one who

is getting up is not wholly in act, i.e., not actually standing, nor

wholly in potency, that is simply seated, but somewhere in between.

Motion, therefore is not the potency of something existing in potency

nor the act of something existing in act, but the act of something

e.xisting in potency just as such, where “just as such indicates the

relation of the imperfect act to further act. The thing existing in

potency alone, o.g., the man seated, can be seen as in potency to

two acts; the imperfect act which is motion and the perfect act

which is the term of the motion, standing erect.

Related Notions. Since motion involves the continuum and this

is said to be infinite, Aristotle goes on to define infinity. “A quantity

is infinite if it is such that we can always take a part outside what

has been already taken.” (III,6,207a7-8) Infinity is always potential,

it is that which is always further divisible. Aristotle argues against

the possibility of an actual infinite. The physicist must define place

as well, if only because locomotion, change of place, is the most gen-

eral and common kind of motion. Place is the innermost motionless

boundary of the container (IV,4,212a20-l) As to the void, Aristotle

rejects it. Time he defines as the number of motion with respect to the

before and after. (IV, 11, 219bl-2)

In the fifth book of the Physics, Aristotle divides motion into its

species, locomotion, alteration, augmentation and decrease, motions

in the categories of place, quality and quantity, respectively. He then

discusses the unity and opposition of motions. In the sixth book, he

discusses the quantitative parts of motion.

In the last two books of the Physics, Aristotle discusses the Prime

Mover. That such a mover exists is proved by appeal to two truths:

whatever is moved is moved by another and there cannot be an infin-

ite series of moved and moving things. Thus there must be a first

unmoved mover if motion is to be explained; Aristotle proceeds here

on the assumption that motion is eternal and has not had a begin-

ning. The Prime Mover is shown to be witliout parts or magnitude.

Having arrived at an entity wliich is immobile and incorporeal,

Aristotle has encountered a being which does not as such fall under

the scope of natural science. As we will see, it is this proof that some-

tliing immaterial and immobile exists that permits Aristotle to say

that “being” need not be taken to mean mobile being alone; in other

words, there is a possibility for another science whose subject is being

as being. That science is First Philosophy, what has come to be called

Metaphysics, and in discussing it, we will examine Aristotle’s notion

of a Prime Mover.

Treatises Consequent on the Physics. We saw earlier Aristotle’s con-

cern for orderly procedure in natural science. This attention to
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method is not confined to the materials of one work, but applies as

well to the relation of the various works to one another. In this wider

:

perspective, the Physics presents doctrine presupposed in the other

; natural works and is thus prior to all the rest. In this introductory

work we find a general analysis of motion, a comparison of types of

I motion, and so forth. It is in terms of types of motion that the later

works can be seen to be divided, and since there is an order of priority

and posteriority among the species of motion, there is also an order

among the works concerned wdth them. It has been proved in the

• Physics that local motion is the first and most common motion;

] thus, in On the Heavens both heavenly and terrestial bodies are

( treated insofar as they are subject to local motion. Subsequent

1 motions, that according to quality and that according to quantity, are

j thought not to be common to every natural thing: alteration, taken

; as ordered to generation, is confined to terrestial things and On Gen-

eration and Corruption is concerned with such things from that view-

:
point. The discussion of the transmutation of the elements (fire,

: air, earth and water) is continued in the Meteorology. Augmentation

: and decrease, looked upon as following the taking of nourishment,

f lead to the discussion of living beings, a discussion commenced in

' On the Soul and carried on in On Sense and the Object of Sense,

I On Memory and Reminiscence and in the many works on animals.

[ The whole sweep of Aristotelian natural doctrine thus appears as

a movement from general truths which cover natural things indis-

• criminately to determinate, concrete statements about natural things

! in their specificity. We must here satisfy ourselves with a few remarks

: on his general treatise on the soul.

The Soul. Aristotle begins his discussion of the nature and properties

I of the soul by indicating the desirability and value of possessing such

: knowledge as well as the difficulties which face one who would ask of

soul, what is it? There is no one method to be followed when one is

seeking knowledge of essence as there is one method for demon-

strating properties. What we must ask is what genus contains soul;

I whether soul is a substance, quality or something quantitative, or

I
something else; further, we must ask if it sometliing potential or

;
actual. Moreover, we must be careful to ask whether soul can be

I defined in general witliout regard to its species, or whether we must

I from the outset seek the definition of a determinate type of soul.

We must be careful not to ignore the question whetlier soul can be

I

defined in a single unambiguous formula, as is the case with animal, or

whether we must not give a separate formula for each sort of it, as we
do for horse, dog, man, god (in the latter case the ‘universar animal—

and so too every other common predicate—being treated either as

nothing at all or as a later product). (I, 1, 402b5-9)

Again, if there are parts of the soul, should these be considered
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before or after soul itself? A question also arises concerning the

mode of defining the passions or affections of soul, since it seems

necessary to include the body in such definitions. That is precisely

why the study of the soul must fall within the science of nature, at

least so far as in its affections it manifests this double character.

(403a27-8) Before turning to his own answers to these and allied

questions, Aristotle polls his predecessors to see what they had to

say on the subject of soul, a survey that occupies the remainder of the

first book.

When he turns to the task of defining the soul in the second

book, Aristotle begins with a number of divisions. First, he points

out that there is a threefold sense of “substance:” matter, form, and

the compound of the two. Furthermore, matter is potentiality, form

actuality. Finally, actuality is of two sorts, exemplified by the pos-

session of knowledge and the use of knowledge. Now the most obvi-

ous instances of substance are natural bodies and of these some have

life, others do not. A sign that a body is living is self-nutrition or

growth. Thus, living natural bodies are substances in the sense of

compounds of matter and form.

But since it is also body of such and such a kind, viz. having life, the

body cannot be soul; the body is the subject or matter, not what is

attributed to it. Hence the soul must be a substance in the sense of the

form of a natural body having life potentially within it. But substance

is actually, and thus soul is the actuality of a body as above character-

ized. Now the word actuality has two senses corresponding respec-

tively to the possession of knowledge and the actual exercise of knowl-

edge. It is oDvious that the soul is actuality in the first sense, viz.

that of knowledge as possessed, for both sleeping and waking presup-

pose the existence of the soul, and of these waking corresponds to

actual knowing, sleeping to knowledge possessed but not employed,

and, in the history of the individual, knowledge comes before its em-

ployment or exercise. That is why the soul is the first grade of actuality

of a natural body having life potentially within it. (II, 1, 412al6-28)

The soul is the substantial form of the living body; for this

reason, body is described as that which has life potentially. The gene-

sis of the living thing is a substantial generation and cannot be the

addition of life to an already constituted body as if this were the

addition of an accidental determination. Soul is tlie first actuality of

living body, determining it as to what it is.

Aristotle goes on to say that the body which has life potentially is

an organic body; a diversity of parts is required for the diversity of

vital functions.

Aristotle^s procodure indicates that he is in effect answering

several of the questions he posed at the outset of the first book. The

soul is substance in the sense of form; furthermore, it is sometliing

actual, indeed the first act of living body. To the question as to
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whether soul in general can first be defined, Aristotle is answering

in the aflSrmative. “We have now given an answer to the question,

What is soul?—and answer which applies to it in its full extent.”

(412bl0) Finally, the soul is considered before its parts.

Having given a definition of the soul, Aristotle wants to explain

it and to do this he returns to his distinction of natural bodies into

those which are living and those which are not. How do we come to

say that some bodies are living? Obviously, because they manifest life,

but this is done in a variety of ways, and if any of them is present

this suflBces to say that a body is alive. “Living, that is, may mean
thinking or sensation or local movement and rest, or movement in

the sense of nutrition, decay and growth.” (413a23-5) The soul is

that whereby the living thing performs any and all of these opera-

tions, but their diversity suggests parts or faculties or powers of soul,

and these faculities are related as prior to posterior. Thus, self-

nutrition can not only be considered apart from other powers or

faculties, it can also exist apart in the sense that some hving things

possess only this grade of life. When living things also possess the

power of sensation, we say that they are animals, and among the

faculties of sense, touch is the most basic, since any animal must have

this at least. Thus, self-nutrition enables us to group plants and ani-

mals, possession of touch enables us to group all animals together.

The power of thinking sets the human soul apart from other animal

souls. There are three species of soul, then, the plant, the animal

and the human, and of each of them the definition of soul given at

the outset can be predicated univocally. Nevertheless, when we turn

to the species of the soul, we notice that there is a certain order

among them; the human soul has the capacities of the animal soul

and more besides; the animal soul has the capacities of the plant soul

and more besides. The most basic type of soul, consequently, is

the plant soul. Aristotle likens the relations among the species of soul

to those obtaining among the species of figure: the triangle is con-

tained in tlie square, etc. (414b20 ff.

)

The remainder of tlie second book is occupied with the discus-

sion of the nutritive power and the external senses, sight, hearing,

smell, taste and touch. In the third book, Aristotle speaks of inter-

nal senses. The common sense is that which accounts for sensible

awareness of the differences among the objects of external sense. As

St. Thomas puts it: “We know the difference between white and

sweet, not only with respect to what each is, for this is done by intel-

lect, but also with respect to a diverse immutation of sense and this

can only be done by sense.” (In HI De Aninm, 1.3, n. 601) Imagi-

nation is the internal sense whereby we have sensory awareness of

objects no longer present to the external senses.

The highpoint of On the Soul is reached in the discussion of that
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faculty with which the soul knows and thinks. Aristotle first compares

intellection with sensation and then makes this important statement.

Thus that in the soul which is called mind (by mind I mean that

whereby the soul thinks and judges) is, before it thinks, not

any re.al thing. For this reason it cannot reasonably be regarded as

blended witli the body: if so, it would acquire some quality, e.g.,

warmth or cold, or eyen haye an organ like the
f

is it Ins none It was a good idea to call the soul the place of form

though (1) this descripUon holds only of the intelleetiye soul and

(2) even this is the forms only potentially, not actually. (Ill, 4,

429a22-9)

An indication of the difference between sense and intellect is found

in the fact that our ability to see can be impaired by an object too

brierht whereas when mind concentrates on what is more knowable it

is alterwards more able to think of objects less intelligib e: the reason

is that while the faculty of sensation is dependent upon the body mind

is separable from it.” (429b4-5) It is the realization that inteUectual

activity is independent of body that leads Aristotle to the assertion that

the intellective soul is immortal and eternal.

And in fact mind as we have described it is what it is by virtue of be-

coming all things, while there is another which is what it is by virtue

of mafeng all things: this is a sort of positive state like ^

sense light makes potential colors into actual colors. Mind m this sense

of it is separable, impassible, unmLxed, since it is in its essential nature

activity . . . Actual knowledge is identical with its object: m the m-

dividual potential knowledge is in time prior to actual knowledge,

but in the universe as a whole it is not prior even in time. Mmd is

not at one time knowing and at another not. When mind is set free

from its present conditions it appears as l^^f
nothing

more: this alone is immortal and eternal . . .
(430al4tl.)

Aristotle speaks of two intelleetual faeulties: the agent, here

compared to light, and the passive, that whieh actually becomes what

it knows. Since the activity of each is separable, not involving the

body, the soul of which they are faeulties survives death.

This passage is extemely diffieult and the interpretation we have

given of it would be rather generally contested. In the Middle Ages

Aristotle’s doctrine of a passive and agent intelleet, the separability

of each, and whether they are faculties of the human soul will be

points of great contention. Whether one aeeepts or rejeets the view

that Aristotle demonstrates the immortality of the soul in the third

book of On the Soul, it is clear that neither in that work nor in any

other treatise does he undertake to discuss the status of the human

soul as separated from the body.

In Chapter Six of the third book, Aristotle establishes the two-fold

operation of intellect he had presupposed in On Interpretation. Men-

tion must be made of the famous Aristotelian remark that the soul is
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in a way all tilings, since existing things are either objects of sensa-
tion or thought. He stresses the dependence of intellection on sensa-
tion, and teaches that intellectual activity always involves concomi-
tant imaginative activity.

If it is accepted that Aristotle proves in On the soul that the
human soul does not perish at death, we find two instances in natural
pliilosophy where thought is led to the reasoned realisation that
there is an existent separable from matter and motion: the Prime
Mover and the intellectual soul after death. It is against the back-
ground of these discoveries that Aristotle is able to go on to speak of a
speculative science which has as its subject being as being, a phrase
that suggests that his interest is no longer confined to being as
mobile. Of course, it would make little sense to speak of being as be-
ing if this were tantamount to being as mobile: tliere would be no
distinct science of it. Before turning to an examination of Aristotle’s
doctrine contained in the books of the Metaphysics, we must first con-
sider his practical philosophy.

E. Moral aiid Political Philosophy ^
'/

The main sources for this exposition of Aristotle’s practical
pliilosophy will be the Nicomachean Ethics and the Politics. As essays
in practical philosophy, these two works will be seeking knowledge
which is ordered to doing, to human action. It is always from the
viewpoint of its relevance for action that we must consider the proce-
dure of Aristotle in practical philosophy; the study of ethics and
politics should not be considered something of interest for its own
sake. One who would listen to discussions of what ought to be done,
take copious notes and commit these to memory, without applying
this knowledge to his own actions would be like one who expects to
get well, not by doing what the doctor prescribes, but by listening
attentively and remembering everything he is told. (cf. Ethics II,

4, II05bl3 flF.
) One does not become good by philosophizing, but

by performing good actions; the hope, of course, is that the con-
siderations of practical philosophy will facilitate the choice of the
correct course of action. Somewhat the same point is made in the
first book of the Ethics (I095a5) when Aristotle observes that the
young are not apt students of moral philosophy. The young in heart,
whatever their age, pursue now this object, now that, as passion
directs. We might object that no one needs moral philosophy more
than the immature, but Aristotle will reply that, since such persons
are indisposed with respect to action and the end of moral science
is not knowledge but action, its study is vain and unprofitable for
them.

What is it that the properly disposed student has that the im-
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mature lack whicli enables the former to profit from moral plnl-

osophy? Moral science, Aristotle notes, in common with every discip-

line, must begin with those things which the student knows and of

which he is a good judge. But the things with which the moral

philosopher is concerned are good and just acts and the recognition

of these as such requires a special disposition on the part of the

student, a disposition that the science presupposes and does not con-

fer. We will see later that Aristotle does not deny that there is a sense

in which the morally immature man can learn ethics, but its true

import, which is not for knowledge but for action, will be lost on such

a student. It is against this background that Aristotle makes the

following \'cry important methodological remark.

Now fine and just actions, which political science [Aristotle’s generic

name for moral philosophyl investigates, admit of much variety and

fluctuation of opinion, so that they may be thought to exist only by

convention, and not by nature. And goods also give rise to a similar

fluctuation because they bring harm to many people; for before now

men have been undone by reason of their wealth, and others by reason

of their courage. We must be content, then, in speaking of such sub-

jects and with such premisses to indicate the truth roughly and in

outline, and in speaking about things which are only for the most part

true and with premisses of the same kind to reach conclusions that are

no better. {Ethics, I, 3, 109blo-23)

As practical knowledge, moral philosophy is directed to action, to

singular actions, as to its term; because the circumstances in which

we act and we as agents vary considerably, the generalizations of

ethics and political science, both premisses and conclusions, will be

unable to achieve a perfect fit with action. Nevertheless, sinee such

knowledge, though remote and tentative, is of some value when we

must decide, its pursuit is justified; we notice once more that the

justification comes on the side of a disposition to make use of this

knowledge. The unsatisfactory character of practical philosophy

just as knowdedge makes the pursuit of it for its own sake, and not

for the sake of using it in action, an endeavor of little moment.

If Aristotle insists again and again that the doctrine of the

Ethics and Politics is only probable, more or less likely, and so forth,

we must not think that h.e is of the opinion that convention and

custom are the only rules of action and that nature has no role to

play. We saw how Plato, faced with the question as to what man

ought to do, turns immediately to ask what man is. Practical norms

must be anchored in knowledge of mans nature. (Cf. Ethics, V, 7)

So too, in the first book, Aristotle will ask, what is mans proper

function? The answer to this question presupposes knowledge of

what man is. Before turning to that discussion, however, we must

first say a word on the relation between ethics and politics.

We have already alluded parenthetically to the fact that political
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science” is sj^onymous with moral philosophy for Aristotle. His
reason for this usage is to be found in his contention that man is
naturally a political animal. This statement has no more alarming
p^port than tliat man, inevitably, is born into a society; that of
the family since a man must have parents; that of a community of
arnilies, since men are better enabled to survive if there is a division

,5' “Naturally,” in the statement “man is naturally a political
animal, obviously does not mean that states are natural products in
t e way tees are. Rather, man’s nature suggests the state, since the
mdividual cannot achieve human perfection easily if at all in a soli-
tary condition. The formation of the state follows, then, on the pur-
suance of the goal suggested by man’s nature. If man is part of various
communities, these communities or wholes can possess ends which are
not simply the end of the individual taken as such; but, because the
family and the state are the kinds of whole they are, their parts,
individuals, can have ends or goals which are not those of the whole
as such. This, as we have already seen, is the basis for the division of
practical philosophy into ethics, economics and politics. Politics
smce it is concerned with the common good of citizens, is preeminent
in the practical order, and its direction of various activities to an end
has more the nature of wisdom. For this reason, as terminal and
preeminent, politics lends its name to the whole of practical philoso-

The End of Man. Since every study, action and pursuit seems ordered
to an end or good, Aristotle suggests that we inquire whether there
is some end of the things we do which is desired for its own sake and
for which all other tilings are desired. It does not seem likely that
one thing could be desired for another, that for yet another, and soon infinitely; rather, there must be some chief good towards which
all activities are directed. Knowledge of such an end, he feelswou d clearly have practical import and, of the sciences, politics’would be chiefly concerned with it. A sign of this is that it is left to
political science to order business, the military and education itself
to an end. That happiness is what all men seek in all their actions
IS a matter of widespread agreement, altliough the nature of happi-
ness IS riot agreed upon. Most men seek happiness in pleasure
honor and wealth; some philosophers in tlie Form or Idea of the good,^e hfe lived for pleasure is the first of tliree ways of life distinguished
y Aristotle; it is not a human life, he observes, since it places human

happiness m something common to men and animals. A second way
o Me IS the political and this seems aimed at honor. Nevertheless
the man of practical wisdom seems desirous of honor because he is
v^tuous, and the suspicion arises that virtue and not honor is the end
of the political Me. A third way of life is the contemplative, but
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discussion of this Aristotle defers until the tenth book. Money is

palpably not an end, since it is wanted for something else. The

Platonic Good is dismissed as not taking sufficiently into account the

variety of goods which also deserve the name.

The ultimate good is one achievable by action; obviously there

are many goods which can be achieved by our action, but there may

be one which is not sought because it is conducive to yet anot er

good but as terminal and final. Indeed, happiness seems to be such a

good: everything else seems sought in order that we might be happy.

Not only is happiness an ultimate or final good, it seems also to be

self-sufficient; it is easier to agree that we would be satisfied wit

happiness alone than with any other good we seek. Given these two

characteristics of happiness, we really have said next to nothing abou

it. To say a trifle more, we must ask what man s function is. It would

be incredible if man had no proper function when the carpenter and

plumber do, as do the eye, hand, ear, etc. Mans function is not

merely to live if life is sometliing he has in common with plants; nor

can sensation be his proper function, since animals too possess that,

'"here remains, then, L active life of the element that has a

rational principle; of this, one part has such a principle in the sense

of being obedient to one, the other in the sense of possessing and

exercising thought.” (I, 7, 1098a3ff.) The properly human fife is a

rational one, and this can mean that an activity is m accord with

reason or of reason. If this is man’s function to live rationally, then

we have something in terms of which we can say a man performs

well or ill. But to perform well is to perform virtuously and the

human good, human happiness, thus appears to be an activity of

soul in accord with virtue or virtues or the best of virtues. And,

since “one swallow does not make a summer” (one of Aristodes

most quoted remarks), this activity must be fairly continuous if it is

to constitute happiness.

Having arrived at a general designation of the ultimate human

good as happiness which in turn is a life lived in accordance with

virtue, Aristotle turns to other views to see if he has hit on something

others would agree with. Those who divide goods into external,

corporeal and goods of the soul, with the last type the best, would

seem to be in agreement with the proposed description of tlie ulti-

mate good. Others have located happiness in virtue, but Aristotle

wants not only this corroboration of his own view; there may be a

difference. “But it makes, perhaps, no small difference whether we

place the chief good in possession or in use, in state of mind or in

activity.” (I098b32) Happiness, for Aristotle, is an activity. More-

over, it is pleasant activity since the virtuous man will take pleasure in

virtuous actions. Finally, those who say that happiness requires

external goods are not wrong; the virtuous life can be lived properly
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only if one has a minimum of worldly goods. Nevertheless, Aristotle

does not want to identify happiness with good fortune; good fortune
by definition is not something one acquiies by deliberate action.

The remark of Solon that no man should be called haj^py while
he lives, prompts an interesting digression. What the sage seems to

be getting at is that only the dead are beyond the reversals and
vagaries of fortune, and yet the dead may not be blessed in their

descendants. Aristotle does not feel that the dead can be affected by
the bad fortune or vices of just any of their descendants; at the
same time he thinks those of some of their descendants must have
some effect on their happiness. All this is quite tentative, of course,
but it reveals Aristotle's appreciation of the strength of family ties,

ties which, with the immortality of the soul, become transcendant.
His more direct reply to Solon is that the sage seems to allow us to

say only tliat a man has been happy, not that he is happy, and
Aristotle wonders how something can have a past if it had no present.

His final statement on how the fortunes of living descendants
affect the dead is found at the end of Chapter eleven. “The good or
bad fortunes of friends, then, seem to have some effects on the dead,
but effects of such a kind andvdegree as neither to make the happy
unhappy nor to produce any other change of the kind.” ( 1101b4ff.

)

Aristotle’s view of the effects of fortune, good and bad, on the
happiness of the virtuous man steers a middle course behveen making
happiness result as such from these and making them a matter of
total indifference. A prolonged siege of bad fortune can affect happi-
ness, though it can also make the nobility of the good man’s soul
shine forth and this not because he does not feel pain. Aristotle

does not think pain a matter of indifference; he feels it can diminish
happiness, but he hesitates to say it can stamp it out utterly. In short,

Aristotle outlines a notion of happiness consonant with man’s nature,
a happiness which is an activity and to be possessed in this life,

although it is not utterly unrelated to another life. Nevertheless, he
hesitates to speak of the happiness of the separated soul except insofar

as this may seem to be affected by events here below. Obviously, this

reserve is quite in keeping with the purpose of practical philosophy.

ViHue. Happiness having been defined as an activity of soul in

accordance with virtue, Aristotle must now turn to the discussion of

the nature of virtue. Earlier, he had introduced virtue into his des-

cription of human happiness by saying that a function may be per-

formed well or ill, and that performing it well is what we mean by
virtue or excellence in that order. It is human virtue as such that

now interests him and since the activities which can be performed
well or ill are those of the soul, the moral philosoper must presup-

pose knowledge of the soul. We saw earlier that psychology is presup-
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posed by moral philosophy and took that as suggesting the place of

the latter in the proper order of learning tlie various philosopliical

sciences. Now since it is a question of accepting from elsewhere a doc-

trine of soul, Aristotle is willing to make use of the Platonic doctrine

because he feels it is adequate enough for his purposes here. What

he has in mind is the division of the soul into a rational and an ir-

rational part. (lie suggests that he would tend to discuss the related

questions dilferently from the Platonists, but that does not matter

here.) The irrational part of the soul is further subdivided into

the vegetative and sensitive; the vegetative activities do not seem to

require any specifically human direction, so they are of little interest

here. Digestion is not something we concern ourselves about; indeed,

it takes place, and perhaps best when we are asleep. The other ele-

ment of the irrational part of the soul seems to fight against reason;

nevertheless, it can be brought under the control of reason and is thus

rational by participation. This leads to a division of virtue, since

the good activity of reason will be one kind of virtue, the good activity

of die irrational part of the soul as it is brought under the suasion

of reason, another kind. Let us call these intellectual and moral vir-

tues respectively. Books Two through Five are concerned with moral

virtue; Book Six with the intellectual virtues; Book Seven is concerned

with continence and incontinence and we will find there Aristotle s

discussion of the claim that knowledge is virtue; Books Eight and Nine

concern themselves with friendship and, in Book Ten, Aristotle re-

turns to the discussion of happiness.

Acquisition of Moral Virtue. Intellectual virtue can be gotten from a

teacher, but moral virtue is the result of habituation. Moral virtues

are not products of nature, but neither are they acquired quite inde-

pendently of nature. “Neither by nature, then, nor contrary to nature

do the virtues arise in us; rather we are adapted by nature to receive

them, and are made perfect by habit.” (II, 1, 1103a24-5) We become

just by performing just acts; we become temperate by performing

acts of temperance, and so on with the other moral virtues. Aristotle

observes that it is the purpose of law to make citizens perform good

actions and thus to acquire the habit of virtue so that sanctions are

no longer the motive. There is a clich6 we hear often nowadays to the

effect that you cannot legislate morality, meaning, it seems, that a law

can’t make people good. It can nevertheless make people perform

good acts and thus, hopefully, be conducive to the acquisition of

virtue. “It makes no small difference, then, whether we form habits

of one kind or of another from our very youth; it makes a very great

difference, or rather all the difference.” (1103b24-6) Virtuous action

seems to be a matter of avoiding extremes, since the virtue of temper-

ance is destroyed both by an excess and a defect with respect, say, to
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food and drink. Moreover, moral excellence has to do with pleasures
and pains; pleasure can induce us to do bad things and pain to re-
frain from good, so that the virtuous man must be well disposed wdth
respect to pleasure and pain. Aristotle endorses Plato’s view that a
good deal of moral education has to do with training the young to
take pleasure in and be pained by the proper objects. Virtue and
vice are concerned with the same things, then, but they differ in the
manner of their relation to them.

Aristotle concludes his general remarks on the acquisition of moral
virtue by comparing art and virtue; one learns an art by repeated
action, but the acquisition of moral virtue requires a number of
things x)f the agent which are not necessary for art.

The agent also must be in a certain condition when he does them; in
the first place he must have knowledge, secondly he must choose the
acts and choose them for their own sakes, and thirdly his action must
proceed from a firm and unchangeable character. These are not
reckoned in as conditions of the possession of the arts, except the bare
knowledge; but as a condition of the possession of the virtues knowl-
edge has little or no weight, while the other conditions count not for a
little but for everything, i.e. tl^ very conditions which result from
often doing just and temperate acts. (II, 4, 1105a31-b4)

Definition of Moral Virtue. Turning to an attempt to define moral
virtue, Aristotle first seeks its genus. Virtue has been referred to soul
and the soul comprises passions, faculties and habits and virtue
must be one of these. Virtue is not passion, no more than is vice,
Aristotle remarks, since we are not praised or blamed for the
feelings we may have, but for what we do when we have such
feelings as anger, desire and so forth. Moreover feelings are not
matters of choice, whereas virtues are. The same objections would
have to be brought against the supposition that virtues are faculties
of the soul; in addition, we are provided witli faculties by nature, but
virtue we must acquire. This leaves only habit and this, Aristotle
says, is the genus of moral virtue.

Given the genus of virtue, we must now seek the mark that sets it

oflF fiom other habits. Now any virtue in the sense of excellent per-
formance makes both the performer and his work good; so too human
virtue will make a man good and enable him to do his proper work
well. It has already been suggested that virtue is destroyed by excess
or defect.

For instance, both fear and confidence and appetite and anger and
pity and in general pleasure and pain may be felt both too much and

little, and in both cases not well; but to feel them at the right
times, with reference to the right objects, towards the right people,
with the right motive, and in the right way, is what is both inter-
mediate and best, and this is characteristic of virtue. (II, 6, II06bI8if.)

All these conditions have to be determined by reason under whose
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guidance wo act; to fall short of any of these conditions is to fall

from excellence to some extreme, whether of defect or excess. For

this reason, Aristotle will say that the virtue in a given order lies

between two vices. The determination of the mean is made in con-

crete circumstances by a particular individual and consequently does

not have a hard and fast character. Moreover, not every action admits

a mean in the sense at issue; the judicious execution of a crime can-

not be called virtue.

Aristotle goes on to make these remarks more concrete. The mean

with respect^o fear and confidence is courage; the extremes in this

area are timidity and foolhardiness; with respect to money, liberality

is the virtue, prodigality and miserliness the vices; with regard to

honor, the virtue is proper pride, the vices vanity and obsequious-

ness, and so on. The two vices related in terms of excess and defect

wdth respect to the same passions are further removed from one

another than from the virtue, and the virtue is closer to one vice

than to the other; e.g., coiu-age is more closely related to foolhardi-

ness than to timidity. One source of this is our own tendency towards

one extreme and this suggests that the way to hit the mean is to

strive to avoid the excess to which we are most inclined. A sign

of our inclination will be the mode of action which gives us the

most pleasure, and the acquisition of moral virtue will thus entail

controlling pleasure.

Involuntary Acts. A person is praised or blamed for those actions he

performs voluntarily; if he does something involuntarily he would be

pardoned or pitied, but not praised or blamed. What is an involuntary

action? Aristotle says that they are those caused by compulsion or ig-

norance. In this way two essential aspects of the voluntary act are

removed. By compulsion or violence he means an activity the princi-

ple of which is outside the agent in such a way that the agent contri-

butes nothing to it. He exemplifies this by a man begin tossed by the

wind or dragged about by others. Of some actions it is difficult to

determine whether they are voluntary or involuntary; parents of

the child accede to the wishes of kidnappers out of compulsion, but

they act to get their child back. So too the captain who dumps his

cargo in order to save his ship and crew. “Such actions, then, are

mixed, but are like voluntary actions; for they are worthy of choice at

the time when they are done, and the end of an action is relative to

the occasion” (III, 1. lllOallff.) Speaking generally, no one wants to

give his life-savings to strangers or to dump his goods into the sea,

but the force of circumstances can make these actions which are

chosen.

Ignorance too can be the cause of involuntary action; by ignor-

ance here Aristotle means a lack of knowledge of the circumstances of
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an act. For example, the man shoots his son thinking liim an intruder.

When he discovers what he has done, he is abject; only ignorance

productive of a result contrary to what one wills involves the involun-

tary; one who collects bits of metal and learns afterward that they

are extremely valuable has acted out of ignorance, but ignorance is

not productive of an involuntary act since the result does not go con-

trary to the will of the agent. Aristotle rules out the ignorance conse-

quent upon rage and wine as causative of the involuntary, since in

such cases ignorance is a concomitant of something else to wliich the

act must be ascribed.

Choice and Deliberation. Choice is involved in voluntary action

but is' not synonymous with it; choice is taken here to mean that

which bears on means to an end and not on the end itself; wish
or intention has the end as object. It is choice, and not action for an
end, which sets the human agent off from all others. We deliberate

or take counsel about the ways to achieve an end we intend, but it is

not this cognitive activity alone which is choice. Aristotle makes
this point by asking whether choice is identical with opinion.

That opinion is involved in choice 'is not denied, but the question is,

are the two one arid the same thing? A sign of their difference is that

we are not praised or blamed for what we think so much as for what
we choose.

And we choose what we best know to be good, but we opine what we
do not quite know; and it is not the same people that are thought to
make the best choices and to have the best opinions, but some are
thought to have fairly good opinions, but by reason of vice to choose
what they should not (III, 2, llla7 ff.)

Choice, Aristotle will say later, can be looked upon either as a

knowing wilHng or a willing knowing. Deliberation and choice are

important for the consideration of virtue, since the latter is concerned
widi the means.

Knowledge and Virtue. After the points just mentioned, Aristotle

alludes to the Socratic position that no one does evil knowingly. He
will turn to this position again in Book Seven after discussing in

some detail the virtues of courage, temperance, liberality, magnani-
mity, ete. in the remainder of Book Three and in Book Four, and a

diseussion of justiee in Book Five. Book Six is devoted to virtues he

had earlier opposed to moral virtues, namely the intellectual virtues.

Of partieular interest in that book is the discussion of practical wis-

dom or prudence. We shall turn immediately to the discussion of the

Socratie position and make allusions to the doctrine on prudence

from that vantage point.

In Book Seven, Aristotle is concerned with the continent and
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the incontinent man. Virtue is a state of character thanks to which

the one having it and his operation are rendered good. It is a deter-

mination to the good of action so fixed and habitual that it is accom-

panied by pleasure. When the virtuous man must decide, he is dis-

posed to see his circumstances with an eye to the good and to follow

with ease and pleasure tlie dictates of reason as to how the good

can be obtained. The continent man is something less. He is not

totally indisposed to the good; he can judge the circumstances in

which he must act with an eye to the good and even do the right

thing. However, he does not do this easily and with pleasure, but by

means of a certain constraint, despite himself, so to speak. It is in

this context that the problems of incontinence and the incontinent

man are approached and immediately the position of Sociates looms

large.

Is it possible for a man who judges rightly to behave incon-

tinently? Socrates, we are reminded, rejected this possiblity and

maintained that no man can act contrary to what he judges is best.

If a man does the wrong thing, this is only because of ignorance.

Noting tliat this view plainly contradicts the observed facts, Aristotle

suggests that one must ask what is the manner of ignorance to which

Socrates refers. The incontinent man is one who, before he acts, does

not think that he should act as he does. Perhaps then it was not

really knowledge that the incontinent man had, but only opinion.

Aristotle feels that this would be too great a concession, for we might

sympathize with a man who acts contrary to a weak as opposed to a

strong conviction, but we do not sympathize with wickedness. One

thing is certain as far as Aristotle is concerned and that is that tlie

knowledge which the incontinent man has is not that of practical

wisdom or prudence. This he has earlier defined as the virtue of the

practical intellect which complements the possession of moral vir-

tue. Thus prudence is the knowledge of the one possessing moral

virtues who will act on the knowledge he has. The knowledge of the

incontinent man, on the other hand, allows for actions which are not

in keeping with it.

Is the distinction, made by those inclined to agree with Socrates,

the distinction between knowledge and opinion, relevant here? Aris-

totle thinks not. From the point of view of action, there seems to

be little perceptible difference between those who have opinion and

those who know. Striking a wry note, Aristotle says that in general

men seem no less convinced of what they opine than of what they

know-“as is shown in the case of Heraclitus.” What is of relevance

here is the twofold way in which we use the word “know.” Both the

man who has knowledge and is not using it as well as the man actually

using it are said to know. Thus, there would be an important differ-

ence between the man who has knowledge and uses it in acting and
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the man who, although he has knowledge, does not make use of it

in action.

In the reasoning involved in action, there are included general

judgments and singular ones; for example, “Dry food is good for

every man, on the one hand, and, on the other, such judgments as

“I am a man” and “This is dry food.” Obviously, there is a difference

between these kinds of judgment, and Aristotle observes that it would
indeed be surprising if the incontinent man had both the knowledge
involved in the general judgment as well as that involved in the

singular ones when he acts incontinently. As a matter of fact, he
claims, what the incontinent man knows is expressed in general judg-

ments /md, though he may be said to have the knowledge expressed
in singular judgments, he is not using that knowledge when he acts.

And, since action is concerned with the singular, the use of general

knowledge by the incontinent man is compatible with not making
certain singular judgments when he acts. What is important in

action is seeing the singular circumstances in the light of the uni-

versal and it is just this that the incontinent man fails to do.

Since what Aristotle is doings in effect, is pointing out that

knowledge has many more senses than Socrates apparently suspected
and that, once these various meanings are brought to Hght, the identi-

fication of knowledge and virtue appears unduly simplistic, resting as

it does on a univocal acceptation of “to know,” it is not surprising

to find him going on to point out further nuances in the distinctions

he has already made. Thus, the distinction between having knowledge
and not using it necessitated by a variety of causes. The geometer
who is asleep, gone mad or drunk is not using his knowledge and,
moreover, is incapable of using it. Now this is also the case with one
buffeted by passions, particularly such passions as anger and sexual

appetite. Just as tliose mad or drunk are incapable of making use
of the knowledge they have, so too the incontinent man. Nor does
it matter that he can even then “use the language that flows from
knowledge”—even tlie mad and intoxicated can do this. Aristotle

employs another important analogy, that of beginners in a science

who can orally repeat what pertains to the science although they
do not know it, for it has not yet become a part of themselves, an in-

dependent possession. In a moment, we will be able to say something
about what it means for practical knowledge to become part of one-

self.

Continuing his analysis, Aristotle next compares the reasoning

of the speculative intellect with that of the practical intellect. In

speculative matters, the mind need only affirm a conclusion, whereas
in practical considerations the conclusion of the reasoning process is

precisely an action. For example, given “Every injustice should be

avoided,” and “This action is xmjust,” it is theoretically a simple
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matter to formulate and assent to the eonclusion. But in praetise, the

judgment about the singular ean involve a host of diffieulties. Con-

sider the ‘'practical syllogism of a temperate man. Assume that he

knows as true that every sweet ought to be tasted as well as that the

tidbit on the table before him is sweet. Unless his hands are tied, the

action dictated is obvious and follows smoothly. Taking a more realis-

tic example, the just man, knowing that every injustice is to be avoid-

ed and recognizing a possible course of action as unjust, avoids it.

So too, to give vice its due, the intemperate man, working in terms

of the general view that every delight is to be pursued, goes in pursuit

of what appears delightful to him. What, in terms of such practical

syllogisms,” is the procedure of the incontinent man?

The incontinent man is distinguished from the virtuous man

because he does not have his passions disciplined and under control.

Nevertheless, the incontinent man knows as well as do the virtuous

and continent man that delights are not to be pursued inordinately.

Such a universal, however, is not decisive for action, since actions are

singular. The incontinent man, whose passions are by definition

uncontrolled, when faced with a concrete possibility of pleasure has

present to his mind, so to speak, conflicting general judgments: that

delights are not to be pursued inordinately, and, what is involved in

the uncontiolled movements of his emotions, that every delight is to

be caught on the wing. His passions being aroused in the presence of a

pleasurable object, the universal that he and the virtuous man both

know is pushed rudely aside. Then, judging somewhat in tliis way,

“But of course this is not prohibited,” a judgement prompted by his

aroused passions, he dismisses the general view that prohibits seek-

ing this pleasure and acts, in effect, under the formality of the gen-

eral judgment that every delight is to be pursued.

What does all this have to do with the position of Socrates?

Aristotle leads the discussion back with the surprising remark tliat,

from his considerations, “the position Socrates sought actually seems

to result.” Does this mean that Aristotle agrees that knowledge is

virtue and evil doing a matter of simple ignorance? We have al-

ready seen Aristotle’s concern to take into account the various

meanings “to know” has. Insofar as knowledge refers to a theoreti-

cal, general, knowledge about actions, knowledge is not virtue. Actions

are in the singular, arc concrete. What Socrates is right in suggesting

is that, when a man knowingly does wrong, he is not considering the

general knowledge relevant to the circumstances in which he acts,

but Aristotle will insist that there is no contradiction in saying that

such a man knows that general knowledge to be true. In the case of

tlie incontinent man, this knowledge is pushed aside by passion and,

when he acts, he is not using it.

It is just this distinction between judgments made in moral
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science and judgments made by one who possesses practical wisdom
or prudence that is expressed by later distinctions between judgments

“by way of knowledge” of, and judgments “by way of inclination” to,

or connaturality with the good. The virtuous man is determinately

disposed in his appetite with respect to the good of reason. That is

why there is no impediment in his appetitive condition when it

comes to judging his particular circumstances in the light of a ration-

ally recognized norm. Well-disposed appetite is indispensable for

the kind of knowledge which is efficacious for action, i.e., for practical

wisdom or prudence. Lacking this disposition, that is, lacking virtue,

the incontinent man does not apply the knowledge he has.

Jujdgments made by way of knowledge are those made in moral

philosophy where it is not circumstances which are at issue, but typi-

cal cii'cumstances. We have already seen that an efficacious study of

moral philosophy presupposes a well disposed student. But whether

morally well disposed or not, judgments in moral philosophy require

the assignment of communicable reasons for a proposed course of

action. These reasons and their validity do not depend on the sub-

jective condition of the one giving them, a sign of this being that

even the intemperate man can give useful advice on the acquistion of

temperance.

Aristotle’s point with reference to Socrates, then, is that knowledge

is and is not efficacious for action—it all depends on what one means

by knowledge. There is on the one hand general knowledge, the sort

of thing one is after in moral science, but possession of such know-

ledge is compaible with actions contrary to it. There is as well

practical wisdom or prudence, the kind of knowledge had by one who
possesses moral virtue which disposes him to judge correctly the con-

tingent and particular circumstances and to act in conformity with

that judgment.

Justice. The fifth book of the Ethics is eoncerned with the virtue of

justice; we shall hint here in but the briefest way the direction the

discussion takes. Noting that we can often arrive at the nature of

something by examining its contrary, Aristotle observes that injustice is

the unlawful and unfair or unequal. This suggests to liim that jus-

tice is action in accordance with law and concern for equality. The

equality or fairness is guaged in terms of goods connected with

prosperity and adversity, and this suggests that we have to do with two

meanings of injustice and justice. iTe justice winch is synonymous

with living in accord with the law is not restricted to those goods

mentioned above, since the law sanctions the practice of every virtue

insofar as a virtue brings us into relation with our neighbor. In other

words, there is a form of justice, legal justice, which is the same as

virtue as such; but when we designate all virtue by the term justice
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we arc specifying virtuous acts, not absolutely, but insofar as tliey

bring one man into relation with others. The type of justice which is

concerned with those goods involved in prosperity and adversity is a

special virtue included in legal justice and divided from other vir-

tues also included in justice in the wide sense, e.g., courage, temper-

ance and so forth. This particular justice is divided by Aristotle into

tu'o species, one of which is concerned with the equitable distribu-

tion of goods to citizens of a state, the other of wliich has to do with

transactions among citizens. Aristotle has much to say about how

equality, the just mean, is established in each of these species of

justice, and how they compare on this basis.

Friendship. It falls to moral philosophy to discuss friendship because

this is either a virtue or dependent upon virtue; moreover, it is

necessary for life. Indeed, at all stages of our life we are in need of

others, of friends. It is not the necessity and usefuUness of friends

alone which commends friendship, however; we praise it as some-

thing noble in itself and feel that there is a connection between being

a good friend and a good man. In describing friendship, Aristotle

always has one sense of the term in mind and, if he speaks of kinds

of friendship, these are not so much species of a genus, as imperfect

imitations of friendship properly so-called. Generally speaking, friends

are those who bear goodwill to one another in such a way that this

is mutually obvious and they wish one another well for reasons of the

good, of utility or pleasure. “Perfect friendship is the friendship of

men who are good, and alike in virtue; for these wish well alike to

each other qua good, and they are good in themselves.” (VIII, 3,

Il56b7ff.
)
Friendship based on utility or pleasure falls short of this.

Therefore we too ought perhaps to call such people friends, and say

that there are several kinds of friendship—firstly and in the proper

sense that of good men qua good, and hy analogy the other kinds;

for it is in virtue of something good and something akin to what is

found in true friendship that they are friends, since even the pleasant

is good for the lovers of pleasure. (VIII, 4, 1157a30)

Aristotle’s view of friendship, even of perfect friendship, is some-

times thought to be deficient because it appears to involve egocen-

tricity. Such remarks as the following cause difficulty.

And in loving a friend men love what is good for themselves; for the

good man in becoming a friend becomes a good to his friend. Each,

then, both loves what is good for himself, and makes an equal return

in goodwill and in pleasantness; for friendship is said to be equality,

and both of these are found most in the friendship of the good.

(VIII, 5, I157b33)

A minimum of reflection enables us to grasp Aristotle’s point. We
love that which is good and a good for ourselves. Now when a good

man becomes the friend of another he becomes a good for that other
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and good men when they are friends love what for them is good in

loving one another. What the good man loves for himself, he loves

or desires for his friend; self-love accordingly is the basis of love for

another, but this must not be construed in terms of utility. Even in

the supernatural order, only God can be loved more than oneself

(See St. Thomas, Summa theologiae, II-II, q. 26, a. 4) so that the

primacy of the self in love among men can hardly be thought of as

pagan.

Contemplation. In the tenth book of the Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle

returns to tlie notion of happiness, man’s last end, and endeavors
to say a few more things about it. Pie recalls his earlier remarks
to tlie effect that happiness must consist in activity and in an activity

which" is sought for its own sake. Virtuous activities seem to

meet this requirement and happiness should be activity in accord
with the highest and best virtue. Contemplation, the activity of

philosophic as opposed to practical wisdom, constitutes human happi-

ness.

For firstly, this activity is the best (since not only is reason the best
thing in us, but the objects of reason are the best of knowable objects)

;

and, secondly, it is the most continuous, since we can contemplate
truth more continuously than we can do anything. And we think
happiness has pleasure mingled with it, but the activity of philosophic
wisdom is admittedly the pleasantest of virtuous activities; at all events
the pursuit of it is thought to offer pleasures marvellous for their purity
and their enduringness, and it is to be expected that those who know
will pass their time more pleasantly than those who inquire. And the
self-sufficiency that is spoken of must belong most to the contemplative
activity. For while a philosopher, as well as a just man or one possess-
ing any other virtue, needs the necessaries of life, when they are suffi-

ciently equipped with things of that sort the just man needs people
towards whom and with whom he shall act justly, and the temperate
man, the brave man, and each of the others in the same case, but the
philosopher, even when by himself, can contemplate truth, and the
better the wiser he is; he can perhaps do so better if he has fellow
workers, but still he is the most self-sufficient. (X, 7, 1177a20-bl)

He goes on to point out that it above all is loved for its own
sake and depends on leisure; in a word, contemplation best saves the

characteristics of happiness discerned in the first book.

Despite this, contemplation seems to be somewhat more than a

human activity and a secondary type of happiness must be recognised,

also rational activity, but that involved in the exercise of the moral

virtues. Aristotle characteristically is not carried away by his own
eulogy of contemplation to the extreme of saying that only in it can

happiness be secured.

Politics. The Ethics ends with a discussion which provides an easy

transition into the Politics, for Aristotle begins to point out that
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legislation is rcc|iiirc(l if the end of man is to be achieved. We must

content ourselves with the barest outline of the contents of the

Politics. Aristotle begins with a discussion designed to show that the

state is natural, that man is by nature a political animal. The state is

the perfect community and aims at the perfect good; its difference

from other communities is discovered by examining the parts of which

it is composed, villages and households. The state is organized to

provide necessities but it is also the vehicle for securing the good

life. In discussing the nature of the household, Aristotle argues that

there is a natural basis for slavery insofar as some men require

to be ordered to the good of others. This is easily one of the most

controversial doctrines in the Politics. Aristotle classifies constitutions

in three groups: the good ones are monarchy, aristocracy and polity;

their perversions are tyranny, oligarchy and democracy. He has much

to say on the variations in the three types of good constitution as well

as on revolutions. The Politics we possess is not a completed work; it

ends witli a discussion of education which advances no farther than

a treatment of music and gymnastic.

The moral pliilosophy of Aristotle is most striking because of its

judicious blending of the ideal with the possible; the movement from

the way things are to the way they can and should be is present

throughout, from the appeal to human nature to discover that func-

tion in terms of which man’s peculiar excellence can be computed to

research into existing constitutions as a background for the treatment

of what the best constitution would be.

F. First Philosophy

The Platonic doctrine of Ideas is the assertion that there exist

things separate from matter and motion. As we will see shortly,

Aristotle was convinced that this doctrine was based on a confusion

of our mode of knowing with the way in which things are. This is not

to say that Aristotle lacked interest in the possibility of separate or

immaterial being; the work of his which has come to be called the

Metaphysics is precisely ordered to make defensible statements about

such beings. However, the separated substance that Aristotle can

admit will be seen to be quite different from the Platonic Idea.

Given this, an examination of Aristotle’s criticism of the Ideas

followed by a presentation of his ascent to separated substance

in tlie twelfth book of the Metaphysics will provide us with an ade-

quate glimpse of Aristotle’s First Philosophy.

Aristotle’s criticism of the Ideas occurs in a section of the

Metaphysics where he is inquiring into the essence of material sub-

stance. Before turning to it, we must say a few words about the nature

of First Philosophy, the discipline in which the criticism in question

occurs. We have already seen, in our effort to describe Aristotle s
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division of the sciences, that philosophical wisdom, the term of

philosophizing, is one of the speculative sciences. As such, its subject

must be distinguished from those of other speculative sciences and

there will only be a speculative science other than natural philosophy

and mathematics if an immaterial substance exists.

We answer that if there is no substance otlier than those which are

formed by nature, natural science will be the first science; but if

there is an immovable substance, the science of this must be prior

and must be first philosophy, and universal in this way, because

it is first. And it will belong to this to consider being qua being — both
what it is and the attributes which belong to it qtm being. {Metaphy-
sics, VI, 1. 1026a27 ff.)

Each of the sciences considers being, but none of them studies

being just as such, but rather some particular kind of being; physics

considers mobile being, mathematics quantity. When we see that

Aristotle holds that there will be a science beyond these only on the

supposition that there is an immaterial substanee, we might think

that the subject of that further science is immobile being. Yet this

cannot be the case, first, because First Philosophy is a general science

and is about all beings just insofar as they are beings and, secondly,

because there can be no science of simple or uncomposed things in

the sense that these cannot be the subject of any science. (See

Metaphysics, VII, 17) If immaterial substance is to be known, it must

be known by way of material substance; this will suggest the mode of

procedure we can discern in the treatises which make up the

Metaphysics. Aristotle will first of all examine material substanee,

striving to discover attributes of it, not as material, but as substance.

Then, if there are immaterial substances they will be known and

named from material substance. And since Aristotle will attempt to

show that material substance is an effect of immaterial substance,

it becomes clear that the order we follow in knowledge is just the

opposite of the order in reality.

Why is it that, when he is speaking of being, Aristotle speaks

almost solely of substance? Aristotle points out in many places that

“l)eing” means a number of things. (See Metaphysics, IV 2; V, 7;

VII, 1, etc.) Moreover, like many other words, “being” is not a purely

equivocal term, since we can discern an order in the various meanings

assigned to it. Aristotle often exemplifies this by an appeal to

“healthy.” We say of an animal, of food, of urine and of exercise that

they are healthy and, while we don’t mean the same thing in each

case, we don’t mean utterly different things either. By “liealthy” we
mean most properly what possesses a certain quality; secondarily, it

can mean what is productive of, significative of or restores that

quality. There is then a focal meaning in the various uses of the

term, something which is either simply meant or at least referred to
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in the above uses of the term. Much the same thing is true of "being.”

The term means most properly what is without qualification, sub-

stance; if substance is not meant, it is involved in any secondary

meaning of the term. This is why the science which is concerned with

being as being is primarily concerned with substance.

Criticism of the Ideas. One of the lengthiest criticisms of Plato’s

doctrine of Ideas is found in Book Seven of the Metaphysics; Aristotle

has begun the consideration of substance and is inquiring first of all

into the essence of material substance. We can distinguish three stages

of his critique of Plato’s views on this subject. First, he maintains

that the essences of material things cannot be separate from them;

secondly, that Ideas are unnecessary to explain the coming into be-

ing of material things; Ideas are neither efficient nor exemplar causes;

finally, as Plato speaks of them, the Ideas cannot be substances.

Having determined that “being” means a number of things but

that there is an ordered diversity in its meaning with substance

primary, Aristotle commences the discussion of substance. For reasons

we have suggested, he begins with the study of material substance:

if any substance is obvious to us, it is this kind. Of material sub-

stances Aristotle asks whether it is possible that their essence, what

they are, can be separate from them in the way in which the Ideas are

said to be separate.

On the face of it, he observes, the assertion that the essence of a

thing is separate from it is contrary to the common view. Each thing

is thought to be not different from its substance, and the essence is

said to be the substance of each thing.” (1031al7) What a thing is,

does not seem to be separate from it. Nevertheless, there are some

cases where a thing and its essence differ, notably in things accident-

ally one, for example, “white man.” The essence of whiteness, what

white is, is not the same as man, for to be man and to be white are not

llie same. Moreover, if the accidental unit, white man, were one with

the essence of man, the same would be true of musical man and man.

From which it would seem to follow that whiteness and musical were

the same. It seems better to maintain that the essence of white is not

identical with the man who is white. This is not to say, however, that

the essence of whiteness is separate from white. Later Aristotle will

point out the ambiguity involved in asking what is essential to what

is white or musical. What is said of white or musical may be taken to

refer either to the quality or the subject of the quality. In the case of

man, however, what man is and man would seem to be the same and

inseparable.

If the Platonists want to maintain that the essence of a thing is

other than the thing, why do they not say this of the Ideas themselves?

That is, v/hy is not the essence of goodness separate from the Idea of
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the good, and being from the Idea of being, unity from the one, and
so on? If they were separable, the good would not be goodness,

nor the one unity nor being being. But if what man is, is separate

from man, how can man be man? Moreover, if we have knowledge of a

thing when we know what it is, and its whatness is separate from it,

we are in the absurd situation of not knowing the thing we claim

to know precisely when we know what it is. This is not a simple
tour cle force on Ai'istotle’s part. Plato had posited the Ideas with
the express purpose of saving the notion of science with respect to

the things around us; he did this by claiming that when we know in

the rich sense what we know are the Ideas in which sensible things

participate. Aristotle’s reaction is to say that it is odd to run to some-
thing 6lse when we ask what the things around us are.

Before these difficulties, Aristotle feels that we must abandon the

doctrine of separate essences and say that what a thing is, is insepar-

able from it, and that to know what a thing is is to know the thing

itself and not something else. In a final flourish, he observes that

once we separate an essence from that of which it is the essence, we
have embarked on an infinite regress: if the essence of horse is separ-

ate from this thing we call a horse and the essence too is a thing,

its essence must be separate from it and so on to infinity.

A possible objection to Aristotle’s view which the reference to

sophistical procedure at the end of chapter six of Book Seven
prompts is the following. The essence of man is humanity; but
Socrates is not humanity; therefore the essence of Socrates and Socrates

differ. The difficulty with this distinction is that “humanity” is not a

proper answer to the question, “What is Socrates?” “Humanity”
signifies the essential principles of man but to the exclusion of, pres-

cinding from, the accidents which each man has. Now although acci-

dents are not of the essence of man, nor are they formally signified

by “man,” nevertheless “man” does not signify in such a way that

the individual accidents of Socrates are in every way excluded.

“Man” signifies as a whole, “humanity” as a part. And since the

essence or whatness of Socrates is expressed in his definition, and the

definition can be predicated of the dcf.niemhnji, “man” and not

‘Tiumanity” expresses the essence as it is spoken of here.

If Ideas are not necessary for the existence of material substances

nor for our knowledge of material substances, neither are they

necessary for an explanation of the coming into being of these sub-

stances. To understand Aristotle’s argument here we must recall his

doctrine of the coming into being of material substance. We saw
above that the result of any coming into being is a composite being.

That is, a compound of matter and form. What comes to be, accord-

ingly, is not the matter as such, for that is presupposed, nor the

form as such, but the compound of the two. Thus, to begin with an
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artificial change, in the coming into being of a bronze circle, it is not

the bronze that comes to be, nor roundness, but precisely the bronze

circle. So too when Socrates comes to be. Matter does not come to be

as a result of a change—it is presupposed by the change. The form as

such does not come to be, for whatever comes to be as a result of

generation is composed of matter and form. What it is to be a man

does not come into being when Socrates does, except accidentally.

What properly comes to be is the compound of form and matter, i.e.,

Socrates.

Before continuing tliis exposition, we must advert to a difficulty

wliich comes up here. Earlier we said that Aristotle teaches that a

thing and its essence are one. If this is the case, when Socrates comes

to be, his essence should come to be at the same time-if Socrates

and his essence are one. But we have just said that what man is does

not properly come to be when Socrates does. It is only later in

this book (Chap. 11, 1037bl ff.) that Aristotle solves this problem,

after he has considered what formally enters into the definition; we

must turn now to that solution. When we said that man and his essence

are one, we were careful not to say that Socrates and his essence are

one in the sense of coexistence; there is of course no question of

Socrates’ essence existing separately in a Platonic world of Ideas.

Also, when we pointed out the different ways in which “man and

“humanity” signify we laid the grounds for the distinction we must

now try to make. “Humanity,” since it signifies only what is essential

to human nature and prescinds from individual accidents, signifies

as a part and is not predicated of Socrates save obliquely. “Man”

formally signifies only the essential principles of human nature, but

it does not prescind in its mode of signifying from the accidents of

the individual; it signifies as a whole and is predicated directly of

Socrates. Nevertheless, there are many things peculiar to Socrates

unexpressed in the definition of his essence or quiddity. It is because

the essence signified by the definition of man is, in Socrates and every

man, individualized by matter that each of them has individual traits

not expressed in their definition. Material individuals cannot be

defined as individuals; what can be known and defined is what is

essential to them. Since this is so, Aristotle must deny any one-to-one

correspondence between Socrates and his essence. What is peculiar

to Socrates is not expressed in the definition of his essence. Now,

it is obvious that this precision docs not take Aristotle back to the

Platonic position of the separated essence. The essence exists only in

the individuals of the species; but in each of these individuals there

is much that is not their quiddity of essence.

To return to our present concern, Aristotle is maintaining that the

essence does not come into being properly speaking when Socrates

comes to be. Tlie composite which comes to be properly speaking is
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generated from matter and is of such and such a form. Aristotle goes

on to say there is no need to postulate a separate form, that of man
as such, to explain the coming into being of Socrates. In the realm of

art, he explains, we see no need to assert the existence of some
separate roundness to explain the coming into being of the bronze

circle, nor a separate house to explain the coming into being of this

house. (Aristotle reports that the Platonists did not posit Ideas of

artificial things.) If there were a separate man, he could hardly be a

determinate individual like Socrates and Plato. Such a separate

man would be the type of determinate individuals like Socrates and
Plate but not itself a determinate individual man. But when a deter-

minate individual Like Socrates comes to be, there seems always to be
a cause"who is also a determinate individual and the effect produced
is like the generating cause. The point is that it makes sense to say

that Callias generates Callias junior, but that to say that Man gen-

erates or causes Callias junior is devoid of sense. Man is an abstiac-

tion and causes nothing. We will see a bit later that Aristotle’s general

criticism of the Ideas or Forms is that they are projections into

reality of logical entities.

By the same token, Aristotle sees no need for Ideas as exemplar

causes of the particular things that come to be in the order of nature.

The form of the composite generated is similar to that of its cause,

and even in cases where the cause and effect seem to fall to different

species, as when a mule is generated, there is sufficient similarity

and no need for appeal to a separate hovering pattern of mulehood
to explain the effect. This suggests something the importance of which
will become plain when Aristotle turns to God’s causality.

We turn now to the central criticism of the doctrine of Ideas.

It is clear enough that there are individual men, Socrates, Plato,

Callias, Alcibiades, etc. Each of them, we can say, is a man. But what
of Man? The term signifies something which can be said of many, it

is in some way one, and it refers to many. That is what we mean
when we say that Man is universal. But if the only men who exist are

individuals, none of whom can be predicated of the other (e.g.,

Socrates is not Callias, nor vice versa), where do we get this Man who
is said of many? Does Man too exist? We must certainly admit that

what Man signifies, i.e., rational animal, exists, for this is found in

Socrates, Plato, etc. What is signified by the universal, then, exists,

but it exists only in individuals. If we consider Man as universal, as

something one but predicable of many, then we are taking it as it is

in our mind, as we consider it. What Plato has done, so runs the criti-

cism of Aristotle, is to locate the universal outside the mind and

outside the individuals of which it can be said. The Ideas, therefore,

are reified concepts. Viewing them in this light, Aristotle asks;

can the Ideas be substances?
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Tlicre is this about substance, that it is proper to one being

and cannot be in another. The universal, however, is by definition

common to many. If the universal were a substance, it would have to

be the substance of something, but of what? Either it is the substance

of everything of which it is said, or of one of these tilings. It cannot

be the substance of many, for many men are many substances. If the

universal is said to be the substance of only one of the things of

which it can be said, everything else of which the universal is said

would be the one thing of which the universal is the substance. Since

this seems absurd, we must conclude that the universal is the sub-

stance neither of one nor of all the things of which it is said.

Moreover, substance is by definition not in a subject. But the

universal is precisely predicable of a subject. Therefore the universal

is not a substance. One may object that Man is universal and signifies

substance. Man is an example of what Aristotle calls in the Categories

a second substance, not of first substance, the concrete existing thing

which he is here concerned with. Indeed, the point Aristotle is

making is precisely that Man does not signify a substance over and

above concrete individual men.

Aristotle’s judgment of the source of the Ideas is that Plato, not-

ing that with respect to Socrates, Plato, etc. we have a notion of man

that is not exclusively proper to any individual, makes of Man
another substance. This notion of man, one in our mind and

predicable of many, is granted the same kind of existence had by

those things of which it can be said: it is outside the mind and outside

particular men. Thus, a new order of substances is postulated. It is

these Ideas, taken as subsistent, tliat Aristotle argues cannot be the

quiddities of individual material things, nor can they be the causes

of the coming into being of material singulars. Finally, since

Plato wants his subsistent Ideas to retain the note of predicability,

Aristotle argues that they cannot be substances, for what subsists is

not common to many.

Tlie consequence of this criticism is that Plato is seen to have

gained access to a realm of beings apart from material things only

because of a confusion. On his own part, Aristotle feels that there

are legitimate ways of arguing that there are immaterial substances.

It is to his own effort to arrive at such beings that we will now turn.

Aristotle s Ascent to God. Aristotle on tlie one hand rejects tlie Ideas

as constituting a realm of beings other tlian tlie material ones

of our acquaintance, and on the other teaches that tlie human soul,

since it has an operation independent of matter, does not cease to

exist when the human composite does. But, if souls continue to exist,

they do not do so as complete substances. Nor is their separate exis-

tence a fully natural one: as substantial forms they belong with matter.
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Aristotle does not toy with the notion of the transmigration of souls,

as Plato does in the Phaedo. On the other hand, he certainly presents

no obstacles to the Christian theologian's arguments for the fitting-

ness of the resurrection of the body. What we have now to consider is

Aristotle’s proof of the existence of a being which is not a separated

substantial form, but a complete substance which exists immater-

ially. We find such a proof in the twelfth book of the Metaphysics.

Aristotle has said in the beginning of the Metaphysics that his in-

quiry is directed to things as incommensurate with the capacity

of the human intellect as daylight is to the eye of an owl. We
need expect no facile soaring into the beyond as to a realm more con-

genial to the eye of the soul. Predictably enough, in setting about to

prove tlie existence of God, Aristotle recalls a good number of things

said elsewhere about the kind of substance most knowable to us,

material substance. Material substances are the products of change;

they are compounds of matter and form. It is not matter that comes
to be; it is not form that comes to be; the product of generation is a

composite of matter and form. What is the efficient cause of such

substance? “Note, next, that each substance comes into being out of

something that shares its name.”-^ (1070a5) A man is the cause of a

man, a dog of a dog, etc. What a thing is, its essence, exists before it in

tlie sense that it exists in its cause. This is not a separated imiversal, a

reified definition, as Plato thought; it is something as concrete as

the effect, e.g., the father preexists his son: the son has the same
nature as his father, not numerically, but in kind. Thus form pre-

exists the compound which is the result of generation only in the

sense that the efficient cause which “shares its name” does. This shar-

ing of name leads to the notion of a univocal cause. “Man” is said

of both father and son and the term signifies the same thing in each

case; that is, the term is univocal and, where cause and effect are

so named we have a univocal cause. Now in the case of the human
soul the form survives the corruption of the compound substance.

(1070a25) “Evidently then there is no necessity on this ground

at least for tlie existence of the Ideas. For man is begotten by

man, a given man by a individual father. . .
.” ( 1070a27)

Aristotle goes on to observe that matter, form and privation would
seem to be elements common to all the categories, but he must deter-

mine in what sense they can be common. There cannot be any

matter, form or privation apart from the categories, nor can tlie

matter and form and privation of substance be identical with those

of other categories. He resolves the difficulty in several ways, all of

which are difficult. Suffice it to say that the principles of substance

are said to be causes of the principles of accidents, a sign of which is

that when substance is destroyed so too are its accidents. The

principles of substance, then, are common to the categories, not in
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the sense thiit they are univocally preclicahle of the other categories,

but in the sense that they are causes of the principles of the other

categories. In a certain way matter, form and privation are univer-

sally prcdicable of the categories, but as such they are not causes.

Furtlier, one must observe that some causes can be expressed in

universal terms, and some cannot. The proximate principles of all

tilings are tlie ‘this’ which is proximate in actuality, and another

which is proximate in potentiality. The universal causes, then, of

which we spoke do not exist. For it is the individual that is the

originative principle of the individuals. (1071al7)

The cause named in a universal manner does not give another

cause. This is not to say that there are no causes other than the

proximate one which shares the name of its effect. Earlier, Aristotle

had seen the need for something more than the intrinsic principles

of a man, “something else outside, i.e. the father, and besides these

the sun and its oblique course, which are neither matter nor form nor

privation of man nor of the same species with him, but moving

causes.” (1071al5) It is a moving cause not of the same species nor

even of the same genus—and thus not sharing its name univocally—

as material substance that Aristotle goes on to show must exist. If

man is a univocal cause of man, father of son, the sun is an equivocal

cause of the generation of man. And the first cause of coming into

being and of being will a fortiori not be a cause which shares the

name of its effect, material substance.

At the outset of Chapter Six of Book Twelve, Aristotle is not

begging the question as to whether or not there is a substance which

exists in separation from matter and motion. When he says “since

there were three kinds of substance” one of which is immovable, he

is actually referring to the first chapter of the same book where the

views of the Platonists concerning the separate existence of the Forms

and numbers are given. (1069a30) Aristotle now intends to show the

necessity of maintaining that there is an “eternal immovable sub-

stance.”

He has already shown that substance is prior to accidents, for

when substance ceases to exist so too do its accidents. If every sub-

stance were destructible and non-eternal, it would follow that there

is nothing eternal and that everything (i.e., both substance and acci-

dents) is corruptible. Since this is impossible, there must be some

eternal substance. The puz/ding element of this argument is the

claim that it is impossible that there be nothing eternal. Aristotle

argues for tlie truth of this by noting that it seems impossible that

there should have been an absolute beginning of motion or that

motion should ever cease entirely. He has given a proof of this in the

eighth book of the Physics; motion is eternal. Likewise it seems im-

possible that time should ever have had a beginning. What was before
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time? And, since Aristotle teaches that time is the measure of motion

with respect to before and after, the eternity of motion and time

are not entirely separable questions. Moreover, if time is continuous

and eternal, it must be the measure of some continuous and eternal

motion. Now the only motion that can satisfy these demands is

local motion and, indeed, a circular motion. But of such a continuous

and eternal motion, there must be some cause. In the Physics,

Aristotle has shown at great length that whatever is moved, is moved

by another; on the basis of this, he now says that there is an eternal

substance which is the cause of the first and most regular continuous

and eternal motion of which time is the measure. This agent cause

must have always been exercising its causality: first because of the

position'already taken with regard to the impossiblity of motion hav-

ing an absolute beginning and, secondly, because it would seem that

for this cause to begin causing would be for it to pass from potency to

act. This last possibility is to be rejected because the cause of the first

motion cannot itself be moved; if it were, we would have to seek a

cause of it. Being always actually causing and unmoved itself, this

substance has no matter and is only actuality. Thus, by basing his

inquiry on the eternity of motion and time, Aristotle arrives at a

substance which is immaterial and immobile.

Is there any diflBculty in maintaining that such a substance is

actuality alone? One might object that possiblity precedes actuality

and, consequently, that before this substance is actual it must have

been possible. Aristotle notes that if this objection were valid, at one

time there would have been nothing: but then how could there now

be something? A passage from potency to act always requires an

actually existing cause. Actuality, therefore, is absolutely prior to

potentiality.

Again, given the eternity of motion and time, there is a cycle of

generations and corruptions which involves generable and corrup-

tible causes. Such a cycle is possible on the basis of some cause

which always acts in the same way. Thus, the sun exerts its causality

through eternal generations of corruptible things. The perpetuity of

such a cause as the sun is in its turn reducible to that which is first; a

second cause such as the sun, since it is moved, acts in virtue of a first

unmoved agent. Aristotle is assuming as given “not in theory only

but in fact” that there is a first cosmic movement, that of the outer

sphere of the universe. “Therefore the first heaven must be eternal.

There is therefore also something which moves it. And since that

which is moved and moves is intermediate, there is something which

moves without being moved, being eternal, substance, and actuality.”

(1072a22) In order to explain how the first unmoved mover moves,

Aristotle stresses the notion of final causality. The end or good is not

changed by being sought or loved. The end involved here is not
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something yet to be, but a substance which is the term or good at

which a motion is directed. Tlie first unmoved mover, then, is seen

to be such because it is the final cause. Does this mean that God is not

an efficient cause of tlie universe? It is increasingly being said that

Aristotle’s God is “only” the final cause and not the efficient cause

of everything else. It would be difficult to come up with a more super-

ficial criticism. First of all, the hypothesis of an eternally existing

world does not preclude that the world has an efficient cause. Second-

ly, if Aristotle teaches that God is the final cause of the universe

a fortiori he must be the eflBcient cause of it, since the final cause is the

cause of all the other causes. Moreover, nature acts for an end and if

the whole of nature is ordered to the first unmoved mover as to its

end, this can only be because it is adapted to this end; that is, nature

must be so fashioned as to seek the ultimate good. That this ordina-

tion of the universe towards the unmoved mover cannot be the result

of chance is clear from the second book of the Physics. Aristotle has

arrived at a principle on which “depend the heavens and the world of

nature.”

The proof for the existence of God involves the recognition of

some divine attributes. He is immaterial, since he is actually—there

is no potency in this principle and, since potency and matter seem

synonymous, it is clear that God is immaterial. He is immobile, since

the first cause of all generation and change must be himself free from

change. Moreover, it is fitting that we speak of the first unmoved
mover as a person for, if it is intelligence which is the note of per-

sonality, God is the first of personal beings. Moreover, he is supremely

happy. Aristotle shows this by noting the pleasure we find in thought,

in the activity of thinking. This pleasure is had by God to a supreme
degree, since he is thought itself always perfectly in possession of

its object which is again itself. And, since thinking is a vital opera-

tion, God must also be said to be alive. It is important to see that the

diversity of these attributes is not meant to imply any diversity

or multiplicity in God. God is thought; God is life. When we name
him in these ways, we are moving from perfections in the world

around us and trying to say something about the limitless and simple

perfection of God. Thus, by holding that God is thought, thinking

itself, Aristotle is asserting God’s utter independence of others. It

has sometimes been concluded that God does not know an)i:hing

other than himself. Aristotle seems to suggest this in Ghapter Nine,

and yet it is difficult to accept this interpretation as consistent with

other things he teaches. We have earlier seen that the whole universe

is directed to God as to its final cause and that this cannot be by
chance; if not by chance then by design, and intelligent design, and if

by design then whose but God’s? It sould seem that God must know
everything in order to be the first cause of the universe. When Aristotle
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seems to restrict God’s knowledge to himself alone, he is concerned

with the mode of such knowledge; moreover, he seems to be bothered

by the problem of evil, “for there are even some things it is better

not to see than to see.” Such a remark can hardly apply even to the

humblest of natural things; in his natural writings Aristotle rebukes

those who disdain the detailed study of physical things, urging them
to pursue the inquiry because they will find everywhere evidence

of intelligent design: “there are gods even here.”

Having established the existence of God and some of liis attributes,

Aristotle goes on to ask whether there are other separated substances

besides the Prime Mover. He argues that there are, below God, other

separated substances arranged in a hierarchy answering to the var-

ious spheres within the supposed ultimate sphere of the universe.

These lesser immaterial movers are ordered to the Prime Mover in

much the same way as the lesser motions are to the first. The separated

substances which are as final causes of lesser spheres seem to be re-

lated, given their function, in terms of degree of power and knowledge.

“That the movers are substances, then, and that one of these is first

and another second according to the same order as the movements of

the stars is evident.” (1073bl) The immaterial substances are hierar-

chically arranged, ordered to the first, and this not by chance. Their

nature and operation must thus depend upon the first immaterial sub-

stance which above all deserves the name God. Aristotle sums this

up by quoting Homer: “Tlie rule of many is not good; one ruler let

there be.”

The sketch of the doctrine of Aristotle we have attempted may
serve to give some indication of the breadth of his interest, his

method with respect to the opinions of his predecessors and the

manner in which, while retaining Plato’s interest in the immaterial

and eternal, he insists that only knowledge of material substance can

provide us with knowledge of such entities. If we should say that it is

difficult to think of a branch of knowledge which did not attract

the attention of Aristotle, we should have to add that it is largely due

to Aristotle that many branches of knowledge came into being; more-

over, Aristotle, as we have seen, provides us with criteria for distin-

guishing areas of knowledge. Coming when he did in the development

of Greek philosophy, he was able to discern and describe the common
method of philosophical research and demonstration; because of this

he is called the father of logic. With respect to the natural world,

Aristotle rescued an area of knowledge which had hung under the

indictment of Parmenides and not only gave a timeless description of

the general principles of natural science, but engaged in extensive

research, particularly with respect to living things. Because of this

he is called the father of biology. In the field of morals, Aristotle

is most obviously dependent on his predecessors, on Plato above all.
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Nevertheless, his contributions here are by no means negligible. Witli

respect to the term of philosophy, wisdom or metaphysics, it is unfor-

tunately in fashion to be so impressed by certain considerations first

proposed by Jaeger that the unity of a science present in the

treatises grouped under the title Metaphysics has been lost sight of.

On this score, much can be learned from the medieval commenta-

tors who, while they may seem to sense few difficulties in the state of

the text, justify their interpretation of the Metaphysics as containing

a unified doctrine by close textual analyses. One is struck by the fact

that it is by analyses of the same kind that it is argued that the work

contains contradictory attitudes. In otlier words, when the philologist

has had his say, we are faced with the same task as has always faced

the student of the text of Aristotle and we must be careful lest we

bring to it the a priori conviction that we can expect no unified doc-

trine.

It is difficult to find a more pithy description of the immediate

wake of Aristotle than that given by Mure.

The wisdom of Socrates was a prophecy; Plato’s philosophy was a

vision half seen and half communicated and his death an urgent

challenge to make good his uncompleted conquest. But Aristotle’s

triumphant fulfilment of his inherited task was a climax from which

the tide of speculation could only recede. We can trace through

two and a half centuries the names of his successors at tlie Lyceum,

but each is a lesser and a dimmer figure than the one before. In

Theophrastus survived some ember of Aristotle’s universal genius,

and for later generations his repute remained within a still measur-

able distance of his master’s; but Strato devoted himself almost en-

tirely to natural science, and his brother Lyco, the fourth head of

the school, seems to have been distinguished chiefly by an enthus-

iasm for adolescent education, and by an eloquence of speech which
failed him sadly when he came to write. {Aristotle, p. 233)

It is surprisingly the case that Aristotle’s influence in the final

period of Greek philosophy is often difficult to discern; certainly his

own school showed none of the tenacity for survival exhibited by
the Academy (even when it bore little relation to the school Plato

founded). The influence of Aristotle cannot be easily placed in one

school or another; it is not too much to say that it pervades all the

schools, though Plato will exercise far greater influence in the last

great effort of Greek thought.
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CHAPTER I

Epicureanism
Epicurus was born on the island of Samos in 341 B.C. He was an

Athenian citizen since Samos was in league with Athens; consequently,

in 323, Epicurus went to Athens to fulfil his two year military obliga-

tion. In 321, Epicurus rejoined his family, which had moved to

Colophon. A ten-year period was devoted to study and then, in 311,

when Epicurus was thirty, he set himself up as a teacher at Mytilene;

the following year he transferred to Lampsacus where he taught for

four years after which, in 306, he and the school that had gathered

around liim, moved to Athens. Epicurus spent the rest of his life in

Athens, though we are told of several visits to Lampsacus; in 271 B.C.

Epicurus taught in the garden of the home he bought in Athens; it is

thought that he chose this location because it exempted him from a

law then in effect which required approval of the Senate and the

Assembly to open a school. Indeed, Theoplirastus, Aristotle's successor

in the Lyceum, was in exile and the Academy was under attack.

Epicurus decided against public teaching.

Epicurus and the philosophy named after him have been objects

of vituperation since ancient times. This was due in no small part

to the cavalier way in which Epicurus dealt with other philosophies.

He is said to have studied under the Platonist Pamphilus, perhaps

for four years, at Samos, beginning at the age of fourteen. After

his military service, he studied in Rhodes with Praxiphanes, an

Aristotelian. Epicurus denied having studied under him, however,

and this contributed to his reputation as an ingrate. Diogenes

Laertius records some of the accusations leveled against Epicurus in

antiquity, and adds.

But these people are stark mad. For our philosopher has abundance

of witnesses to attest his unsurpassed goodwill to all men—his native

land, which honored him with statues in bronze; his friends, so

many in number that they could hardly be counted by whole cities,

297
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and indeed all who knew him held fast as they were by the siren-

charms of his doctrine. . . (Z,9)

As significant as anything is the information that of all the

philosophical schools, only the Epicurean was still flourishing when

Diogenes wrote in the third century of our era. DeWitt’s book^i is a

lengthy attempt to rescue Epicurus, not so much from personal deni-

gration as from interpretations he attempts to show have little or no

basis in the evidence we have.

Diogenes Laertius says that Epicurus was a prolific author, sur-

passing all his predecessors in the number of his writings. Diogenes

liimself transmits his will and three letters, one being known as the

Little Epitome. He also tells us what the division of philosophy is

according to Epicurus.

It is divided into three parts—Canonic, Physics, Ethics. Canonic

forms the introduction to the system and is contained in a single

work entitled The Canon. The physical part includes the entire

theory of nature: it is contained in the thirty-seven books Of Nature,

and, in a summary form, in the letters. The ethical part deals with

the facts of choice and aversion: this may be found in the books

On Human Life, in the letters, and in his treatise Of the End. The
usual arrangement, however, is to conjoin canonic with physics, and
the former they call the science which deals with the standard and
the first principle, or the elementary part of philosophy, while physics

proper, they say, deals with becoming and perishing and with nature;

ethics, on the other hand, deals with things to be sought and avoided,

with human life and the end-in-chief. (X,30)

A. Canonic

This indispensable first part of philosophy concerns itself with

sensations, preconceptions and feelings as standards of truth.

Every sensation Epicurus says, “is devoid of reason and incapable of

memory; for neither is it self-caused nor, regarded as having an
external cause can it add anything thereto or take anything there-

from. Nor is there anything which can refute sensations or convict

them of error: one sensation cannot convict another and kindred sen-

sation, for they are equally valid; nor can one sensation refute another
wliich is not kindred but heterogeneous, for the objects which the

two senses judge are not the same; nor again can reason refute

them, for reason is wholly dependent on sensation; nor can one
sense refute another, since we pay equal heed to all.” (X,32)

Reason, as Plato and Aristotle would speak of it, plays no role in

the Epicurean explanation because Epicurus, as we shall see, simply

does not recognize such an entity. The passage just quoted indicates

that he held to the infallibility of sensation, a position reminiscent, as

DeWitt notes, of Aristotle's. Sight is not deceived with respect to its

proper object, nor is hearing, nor any other sense. Error arises only

with judgment. Sensation itself is the momentary registering of a
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quality—it is this momentary character that Epicurus seems to have in
mind when he says sensation has no memory. Moreover, it is depen-
dent on the external, incapable of eliciting itself, a passive reaction,

therefore. Does Epicurus want to maintain that the senses never mis-
lead us, that the problem of wine tasting sour to the sick man and
sweet to the well man is fictional? It seems plausible that he would
reply that sourness and sweetness are different reports, and equally
true relative to the tasters. It is not here that error lies. “He was conse-
quently at pains to locate the source of error, and he found it in the
hasty action of the automatic mind. For example the boat on which
the observer is a passenger is standing still but it seems to be moving
when a second boat is passing by. In such an instance tlie eyes are not
playing the observer false; it is the hasty judgment of the automatic
mind that is in error.” (DeWitt, p. 137) As Diogenes puts it.

For all our notions are derived from perceptions, either by actual
contact or by analogy, or resemblance, or compostion, with some
slight aid from reasoning. And the objects presented to madmen
and to people in dreams are true, for they produce effects—i.e.
movements in the mind—which that which is umeal never does.
(X,32)

It is obvious that “true” here is synonymous with “real;” that is,

dreamers really dream dreams, truly dream dreams. “Notions” at the
beginning of this passage indicates something over and above the
direct impression of qualities in sensation, and their derivation from
sensation is emphasized. This has led to the interpretation that

Epicurus allows for no knowledge which is not derived from sensa-
tion, an interpretation which can be traced in no small part to the
fact that Lucretius concentrates on sensation and has nothing to say
of the preconceptions and feelings as criteria. When the preconcep-
tions are taken into account, we find a somewhat different teacliing

than is usually attributed to Epicurus. To conclude the statement
on sensation, we can say, following DeWitt, that when Epicurus says

that all sensations are true he means the proper objects of the five

senses and not judgments made in terms of notions formed on the
)asis of such immediate sensory reports; e.g., if one tastes sweetness
he tastes sweetness and no mistake; but to judge that he is tasting

honey, though based on the sensation, is liable to error.

Preconceptions.

By preconception they mean a sort of apprehension or a right

opinion or notion, or universal idea stored in the mind; that is, a

recollection of an external object being presented, e.g., Such and such

a thing is a man: for no sooner is the word ‘man’ uttered than we
think of his shape by an act of preconception, in which the senses

take the lead. Thus the object primarily denoted by every term is

then plain and clear. And we should never have started an investiga-
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tion, unless we had known what it was tliat we were in search of.

For examples Tlie object standing yonder is a horse or cow. Before

making this judgment, we must at some time or otlier have known

by preconception the shape of a horse or a cow. We should not

have given anything a name, if we had not first learnt its form by

way of preconception. (X,33)

This account of Diogenes is vehemently rejected by DeWitt who

now calls Diogenes a “stodgy compiler” though earlier his account

was said to be excellent. DeWitt would distinguish between the gen-

eral and the abstract, an example of the former being “horse,” of

tlie latter justice. Now, Diogenes has made preconception or antici-

pation (prolepsis) refer to the general; DeWitt feels it must be re-

ferred rather to the abstract, and what is involved in an anticipation

of experience, an inborn conception not reducible to sensation. Per-

haps to speak of preconception or anticipation as instinct would

not be too misleading, since we use this word in a way which sug-

gests what is prior to actual experience. DeWitt makes the suggestion

that, as Plato appealed to preexistence and anamnesis to explain the

learning process, Epicurus, for whom the soul neither antedates nor

survives the body, opts for innate ideas. Thus, we have an idea of

justice and, as well, an idea of god. These ideas are sketches and

anticipations of future experience and to that degree are introduced

by Epicurus as canons of thought. Needless to say, if, as many have

said, Epicurus did not mean something like innate ideas by preconcep-

tion, it is difficult to see why preconception would be an element of

the canonic.

Feelings. “They affirm that there are two states of feeling, pleasure

and pain, which arise in every animate being, and that the one is

favorable and the other hostile to that being, and by their means

choice and avoidance are determined.” (X, 34) The elevation of

pleasure and pain into criteria underlies the hedonism of Epicurus.

Tliis is not to say that the only pleasure recognized by Epicurus is

that of the flesh; although for him soul was also corporeal, neverthe-

less, its pleasures were of a higher kind than those of the body and to

be preferred. In the first instance, of course, pleasure and pain are

consequent upon sensation. And we can easily see what he meant by

speaking of these feelings as criteria. Pain alerts us to be harmful,

pleasure is an indication that something is conducive to our well-

being; hence the role pleasure and pain are made to play in the train-

ing of the young. But pleasure is the goal as well as the beginning of

the happy life, that is, happiness becomes that for which one con-

sciously strives. From this point of view, happiness becomes a criterion

according to which we judge. We shall have more to say about the

feelings as criteria when we speak of the etliics of Epicurus.
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B. Physics

We shall base ourselves here on the letter to Herodotus, pre-

served by Diogenes Laertius, in which Epicurus attempts an epitome

of his physical doctrine. That doctrine, accordingly, is reduced to

a few key doctrines, suitable for memorization, from which the

details of the system are deducible. “To the former, then—the main
heads—we must continually return, and must memorize them so far

as to get a valid conception of the facts, as well as the means of

discovering all tlie details exactly when once the general outlines

are rightly understood and remembered. . .” (X, 36) In pursuing tlie

elementary doctrine, we must be aware of the proper meanings of the

words we use and subject what is said to the criteria set forth in the

canonic. Epicurus begins with the problem of presocratic physics,

with the Parminidean difficulty.

To begin with, nothing comes into being out of what is non-existent.

For in that case anything would have arisen out of anything, standing

as it would in no need of its proper germs. And if that which
disappears had been destroyed and become non-existent, every-

thing would have perished that into which the things were dis-

solved being non-existent. Moreover, the sum total of things was
always such as it is now, and such it will ever remain. For there is

nothing into which it can change. For outside the sum of things

there is nothing which could enter into it and bring about the

change. (X,39)

We have here the acceptance of the dilemma of Parmenides:

matter cannot come to be nor can it cease to be. Everything is as it

has always been, since no fundamental change is possible. For a more
positive account, Epicurus takes over the atomic doctrine of Demo-
critus: . . the whole of being consists of bodies and space.” (X, 39)
The existence of bodies is clear from sensation; that of space from
the fact that, were there none, bodies would have nothing in which
to be and through which to move. There is nothing besides bodies

and space. The beginning of the Epicurean physics, then, brings us

back to very familiar ground. Being cannot come to be; being cannot

cease to be; what is are bodies and the space in which they are and
move.

Again, of bodies some are composite, others the elements of which
these composite bodies are made. These elements are indivisible

and unchangeable, and necessarily so, if tilings are not all to be
destroyed and pass into non-existence, but are to be strong enough
to endure when the composite bodies are broken up, because they

possess a solid nature and are incapable of being anywhere or

anyhow dissolved. (X,41)

These elements or atoms are fundamental beings and there is an

infinite number of them just as the void in which tliey are and move
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is infinite in extent. Tlie atoms differ from one another by shape,

weight and size and are always in motion. Since atoms are infinite

in number and space infinite in extent, there is an infinity of worlds.

If atoms and void exhaust being, the soul like the body is com-

posed of atoms. Bodies are constantly giving off a stream of atoms,

which does not diminish them, since other atoms immediately take

the place of those departing. As atoms leave the body, they retain the

shape of the body; thus the air is filled with images or eidola of

bodies and it is thanks to contact with these that vision takes place.

Given this, no vision can be uncaused although, as was indicated

above, this does not mean that we never make mistakes about things

seen.

For the presentations which, e.g. are received in a picture or arise

in dreams, or from any other form of apprehension by tlie mind,

or by the other criteria of truth, would never have resembled what

we call the real and true things, had it not been for certain actual

things of the kind with which we come in contact. Error would not

have occurred, if we had not experienced some other movement in

ourselves, conjoined with, but distinct from, the perception of that

which is presented. And from this movement, if it be not confirmed or

be contradicted, falsehood results; while, if it be confirmed or not con-

tradicted, truth results. (X,51)

Error here is seen to arise, not from sensation itself, but from a

conjoined movement whose source is witliin us. Epicurus explicitly

states that he is here concerned to defend the criteria of truth set

forth in the canonic.

If sensation is explained by the flow of atoms from bodies, we
must not conclude that the atoms have the qualities we perceive.

Moreover, we must hold that the atoms in fact possess none of

the qualities belonging to things which come under our observation,

except shape, weight and size, and the properties necessarily con-
joined with shape. For every quality changes, but the atoms do not
change, since, when the composite bodies are dissolved, there must
needs be a permanent something, solid and indissoluble, left behind,
which makes change possible. (X,54)

The soul itself is said to be composed of fine particles which
are dispersed throughout the bodily frame “most nearly resembling
wind with some admixture of heat, in some respects like wind, in

others like heat.” If there is a gradation of the atoms wliich accounts
for the difference between body and soul, there is also a gradation
in the soul atoms. Epicurus spoke of a rational and an irrational part
of the soul and it is the irrational part which is dispersed throughout
the body; the rational resides in the breast. Sensations are borne
from the periphery of the body to the mind while emotions move
from the mind in the contrary direction. “Move” here is not metaphori-
cal, since both sensation and emotion consist of movement of- atoms.-
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The activity of mind is conceived by Epicuius as being either auto-

matic or volitional. The automatic mind receives the data of sensa-

tion and speedily assesses and judges. Such judgments are often in

error because they go beyond tlie sensory reports, from sweet to honey,

for example. The volitional mind operates in terms of the preconcep-

tions or anticipations and passes judgment.

C. Ethics

The philosophy of Epicurus moves towards the ethics as to its

term. In the letter to Menoeceus, recorded by Diogenes Laertius, the

ethical doctrines are preceded by a general statement concerning the

pursuit of wisdom. There follow considerations which will aid

one in the pursuit of happiness. First, Epicurus warns against accept-

ing the usual view of the gods wliich makes of these vindictive enti-

ties, angered by our misdeeds, pleased by our virtues. Nor must we
entertain any fear of death. Death is neither good nor evil, since

these can be said only of things sensed and death is the end of sen-

tience for us.

For life has no terrors for him who has thoroughly apprehended
that there are no terrors for him in ceasing to live. Foolish therefore

is the man who says that he fears death, not because it will pain

when it comes, but because it pains in the prospect. Whatsoever
causes no annoyance when it is present, causes only a groundless

pain in the expectation. Death, therefore, the most awful of evils,

is nothing to us, seeing that, when we are, death is not come, and,

when death is come, we are not. (X,125)

The wise man neither deprecates life nor fears death. Those who
say that it were best for a man not be born are wrong as well as in-

consistent; if they believed themselves, they should quit talking and
commit suicide.

We must also reflect that of desires some are natural, others are

groundless; and that of the natural some are necessary as well as

natural, and some natural only. And of the necessary desires some
are necessary if we are to be happy, some if the body is to be rid

of uneasiness, some if we are even to live. (X,127)

For the end of all our actions is to be free from pain and fear, and,
when once we have attained all this, the tempest of the soul is laid;

seeing that the living creature has no need to go in search of some-
thing that is lacking, nor to look for anything else by which the
good of tlie soul and of the body will be fulfilled. (X,128)

Pleasure is the beginning and the fulfillment of a happy life.

Epicurus takes a genetic view of human life. The standard of

choice and aversion of the child, of man, that is, in a natural state,

is clear and obvious. In this sense feeling is a criterion of choice, not

that every pleasure is pursued and every pain avoided; rather, there is
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a calculus, an art of perspective, whereby some pains are sustained in

view of a future pleasure which outweighs them; some pleasures are

ignored because they would lead to a pain incommensurate with the

pleasure. “It is, however, by measuring one against another, and by

looking at the conveniences and inconveniences, that all these matters

must be judged.” (X, 130) The mark of this hedonism is not a surplus

of bodily goods and pleasures, but contentment with a minimum.

Indeed, the Epicurean ideal is indifference to external goods, an

effort whereby one habituates himself to simple fare, to the neces-

sities of life. Despte the connotation “epicure” has taken on, sensual

pleasure is discounted. “When we say, then, that pleasure is the end

and aim, we do not mean the pleasures of the prodigal or the pleasures

of sensuality, as we are understood to do by some through ignorance,

prejudice, or wilful misrepresentation.” (X, 131)

As the canonic indicates, Epicurus wants to make nature the guide;

he seeks the fundamental indication of nature and, in ethics, the drive

of our own nature towards certain goals. Having rejected the Platonic

and Aristotelian views according to which the soul is capable of

existence apart from the body, Epicurus must secure his etliical doc-

trine within the confines of birth and death. There has been no

previous state, there will be no state subsequent to that in which we

now find ourselves. The great good then is life. When he wants to indi-

cate what the good, what pleasure is, Epicurus speaks of narrowly

escaping death. The pleasure we then feel indicates that the radical

good is to be alive. Pleasure is the fulfilment of life, but life itself is

the fundamental good. Paradoxically, tliis placing of ultimate value

in life is coupled with an exhortation to indifference towards death.

Tranquility of mind is impossible when one fears death; death is quite

simply the end, should not be feared; to know this is to be on the

way towards peace of mind. How can nature be a guide if everytliing

is atoms and void? In accepting the Democratean physics, Epicurus

has adopted a world which is not the product of intelligence as is

the world of Anaxagoras or Aristotle; it is the result of a chance colli-

sion of atoms. And yet, Epicurus introduces a doctrine of a “swerve”

in the perpetual movement of the atoms, which is supposed to allow

for spontaneity, freedom and consequently responsibility. Contrary to

what we might think his atomism would suggest, Epicurus says the

wise man will not be fatalistic.

Destiny, which some introduce as sovereign over all things, he

laughs to scorn, affirming rather that some things happen of neces-

sity, others by chance, others through his own agency. For he sees

that necessity destroys responsibility and that chance or fortune is

inconstant; whereas our own actions are free, and it is to them that

praise and blame naturally attach. (X,133)
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Better to accept the myths about the gods than the philosophical

doctrine that all is determined.

The passage quoted earlier about the differences between desires

contains a doctrine which led Epicurus to conclude that nature has

set a limit to pleasures. If we have a natural desire for food, this

does not mean that nature prompts us to eat always or in any

amount. The distinction of desires is not to be taken as implying that

some pleasures are better than others. Epicurus recognizes a grada-

tion among the atoms, a difference of body and soul, but he will not

allow that pleasure, any pleasure, is other than good. Pursuit and

avoidance are decided on the basis of consequences, but each pleasure

is a good in itself, each pain an evil in itself. The emphasis on mental

pleasure, the joy of contemplation, by Plato and Aristotle is not un-

connected with their conviction of the destiny of the soul after this

life; Epicurus tends to reduce pleasures to a kind of sameness, al-

though, according to Diogenes Laertius, he differs from the Cyrenaics

by holding that mental pain is worse than bodily. Nevertheless, the

keynote of the Epicurean ethics is to be found in ataraxy, the mental

state of tranquility which differs from kinetic pleasures in being a

state of repose and rest. Perhaps it is this state of mind that is en-

visaged when Epicurus denies that virtue is its own reward, that it

can somehow be justified apart from the pleasure it brings. Pleasure

is the end or fulfilment of life, not virtue seen as possibly opposed to

pleasure.

The role played by friendship in the Epicurean ethics deserves

emphasis. The foregoing should have indicated that the ideal that

Epicurus sets for man is, in effect, to make the best of a bad situa-

tion. The goal is to acquire a trouble-free state of mind, to avoid

the pains of the body and mental anguish. The Epicurean wants to

be let alone by society and by chance, good as well as bad. If a

fortune should come his way, he ought to distribute it and win

friends, thereby securing the double advantage of ridding himself

from a possible source of anguish and gaining esteem and gratitude.

The political order is to be avoided, since it brings little but trouble.

Is this a repetition of the Platonic and Aristotelian view that the

philosopher is superior to the politician? Epicurus rejects the paideia

which for Plato and Aristotle would lead into the life of wisdom. If

Epicurus has a Canon and a Physics, these are rigorously subjected to

the pursuit of happiness. He goes so far as to say that if men had no

fear of the gods and of celestial phenomena, there would be no need

of physics. That science, then, has as its sole function to remove im-

pediments to happiness. To conceive of mathematics and physics as

goods in themselves is wrong; they are of no use in helping us live

well. If the Epicurean is not interested in the honor and renown the

political life can bring, he is no more interested in the praise know-
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ledge can elicit: his only reason for doing philosophy is to attain

peace of soul. It is because Epicurus did not feel that the spirit could

be healed in solitude that friendship is important for him, that the

society in his garden was indeed a gathering of friends. They were of

mutual help to one another in understanding the teaching of the

master and the discrimination present in other schools was
largely absent there; women were allowed, even courtesans,

and the love they bore one another is said to have remained the

most attractive thing about the Epicurean way of life during the cen-

turies it flourished. However, while friendship as well as pleasure was
said to be desirable for its own sake, it is difficult not to see a selfish

motivation in this mutual love. The friend, finally, would seem to be

one who is eminently useful for attaining one’s tranquility of spirit; if

the friend used you in the same way and the advantage was mutual,

this does not necessarily seem to broaden the motivation for friend-

ship.

A final word on Epicurus’ attitude towards religion. We have

seen that Epicurus was intent on freeing men from fear of the gods.

Nevertheless, he held that there were gods—they were material beings

hving in the rare spaces between the numberless worlds, blessed

beings whose happiness was in no way affected by the deeds of men.

Since it is a false notion of the gods which leads to unhappiness, a true

notion of what they are should be conducive to happiness. Epicurus

feels that we have natural knowledge that the gods exist and that if

we would stick to that, make it the criterion of statements we make a-

bout them, we must inevitably arrive at views contrary to the common
ones.

The gods are immortal and happy; to think of them as concerned

with man or assigned the task of keeping the heavenly spheres moving
is to attribute to them something inconsonant with the freedom
from worry and care which is happiness. Nor are the gods in any need
of our praise or sacrifice. Nevertheless, and this is an important fact,

it is natural for us to honor them. This explains the way in which
Epicurus liimself was so devout, observing pious practises, inaugura-

ting in his school religious feasts. Epicurus’ vigorous rejection of the

ordinary fears of the gods did not lead to atheism or impiety. Once
more, however, there is the paradox. Since the gods do not need our
praise, the justification for praising them becomes the happiness this

affords us.

It is difficult to take a view of Epicureanism which does not grant

a good deal to the traditional criticism of this school of philosophy.

The goal is a practical one, and a severly limited one, the achieve-

ment of freedom from pain and worry. In this achievement, in ataraxy,

happiness consists. Perhaps the best way to judge it is on its own
assumptions, namely that birth is the beginning and death the end.
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On that basis, what would be tlie best human ideal? Doubtless

happiness here and now, but tliis is not to be sought in sensual orgies

nor in abstraet seience for its own sake. Epieurus wants to make

nature the guide and he finds indications to the effect that good and

bad are synonymous with pleasure and pain. But if pleasure is the

fulfihuent of fife, there are natural bounds set to pleasure and he is

issuing no call for a riotous existence. Quite the contrary. It seems to

be a matter of hedging one’s bets, sticking to the possible, being

content with a minimum that will not be the cause of envy or care.

This materiahstic ethic does little to stretch the aspirations of men,

but its concern for the individual at a period of history that saw the

Greek political order disappearing and giving way to empires of a

scale such that the old ideal of the political hfe became meaningless,

would seem to account for its steady appeal over a period of seven

centuries.

D. The History of the School

When Epicurus came to Athens he brought with liim Metrodorus

and Plynaeus, both natives of Lampsacus who died before their mas-

ter, Hermarchus of Mytilene, who succeeded to the headsliip of the

school upon the death of Epicurus, and many others. During the first

century of the school’s existence its main competition came from the

Platonists and Peripatetics, though its doctrines were directed against

many schools, not least the Cynics and Sceptics. In the next two cen-

turies, the main opposition came from the Stoics; there seems to be

little evidence of any clash between the Epicureans and the early

Stoics, Zeno, Cleanthes; the quarrel begins with Chrysippus. The

reader is referred to DeWitt for a fairly detailed history of the school.

Centers were set up in Antioch and Alexandria, and in the Christian

era. Epicureanism finally met a victorious foe. It would not do to omit

mention of Lucretius who in 54 B.C. published the De rerum

natura, a poem intended to present Epicureanism in its fundamentals.

Cicero devoted the last years of his life to an attempt to discredit the

contents of that poem and emerged as a defender of Stoicism. Plu-

tarch, much later, was to be another outstanding foe of Epicureanism.

But the final assault came from Christianity, bringing to an end the

school which had had the longest and greatest impact on ancient

times.

N. W. De Witt, Epicurus and His Philosophy (Minneapolis: University of

Minnesota Press, 1954).



CHAPTER II

The Stoics
Stoicism is a philosophical school which came to prominence

during the Macedonian ascendancy and continued when the Roman

Empire had extended its sway over Greece. The founder of the Stoic

school was Zeno of Citium on Cyprus. He came to Athens about 320

B.C. and was first associated with the Cynic, Crates. It is thought

that Zeno was born about the middle of the fourth century, so he

came to Athens as a young man, somewhere between the ages of

twenty and thirty, shortly after the death of Aristotle. After Crates,

Zeno studied with Stilpo the Megarian. Pie is also said to have studied

under Xenocrates, head of the Platonic Academy. Diogenes Laertius

says that Zeno studied altogether some twenty years before beginning

to give lectures at the stoa poikile, the place from which his school

took its name. Some twenty written works are attributed to Zeno by

Diogenes Laertius, but very little of Zeno’s actual teaching has come

down to us; indeed, with the early Stoics, we are in much the same

position we are with the Presocratics, for we must rely mainly on

what later writers say they said. This should be kept in mind in

assessing expositions of Stoic doctrine, including the one to follow.

Zeno’s successor as leader of the Stoic school was Cleanthes, a native

of Assos, who has a reputation for retaining but not advancing the

doctrine of his master and of being of exceptionally admirable

moral character. Of the other students of Zeno, mention must be

made of Persaeus who was a countryman as well as a follower of the

master. Zeno himself is said to have enjoyed a long life and to have

brought it to an end himself.

The successor of Cleanthes as head of the school is often called

the second founder of Stoicism; he is Chrysippus, born in 280 B.C.

in Cilicia. He may have been a student under Zeno; he was certainly

a student of Cleanthes. Chrysippus is said to have listened to

Arcesilaus and other philosophers of the Academy, and from them to

have learned a critical attitude which exerted an influence on his

own thought. He had a reputation for having differed widely in

doctrine from Zeno and Cleanthes and is said to have been a prolific

308
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writer, author of more works than Epicurus, but, once more, very little

of his actual teaching has come down to us. Chrysippus died in 206

B.C. having, we are told, brought Stoicism to a form which it con-

tinued to retain. His successor was Diogenes of Seleucis who was

followed by Antipater whose successor, Panaetius of Rhodes, intro-

duced Stoicism to the Roman world. We will consider the Stoics

of the Greek world, but say a word or two about the Romans as well.

While we know that the above mentioned men, as well as a num-

ber of others, were members of the Stoic school and that many of them

wrote, it is nevertheless the case that our sources for Stoic doctrine

are extremely limited and indirect. For this reason, it is necessary to

speak of Stoicism rather than of this Stoic or that, and to attempt to

set forth the common tenets of the school. Among these common

tenets is the view that philosophy is knowledge of things human and

divine. Moreover, the Stoics divided philosophy into parts. “They

assert that philosophic argument has three parts. One part of it con-

cerns physics, another ethics, and the third logic. This division was

first made by Zeno of Citium in his work On Logic’* (S. V. F. 45)^2

Tliis division was illustrated in a number of ways, according to the

following testimony.

And they compare philosophy with an animal, representing logic as

the bones and sinews, ethics as the flesh, and physics as the soul. Or

again, with an egg. Tlie outside is logic, next is ethics and the inner-

most part is physics. Or it is like an enclosed field. Its enclosing fence

is logic, the fruit is ethics, and the earth and trees are physics. Or
they compare philosophy with a walled city rationally governed.

(38; Clark)

For some time it was the fashion to see tlie Stoics as primarily

interested in the ethical, subordinating logic and physics to the roles

they might play in the acquistion of virtue. On this view, the Stoics

appear to reject the Platonic and Aristotelian doctrine that contempla-

tion is the goal of philosophy and any contribution the Stoics may
make should be sought in the ethical doctrine attributed to them. The

obvious corrolary is that their logic and physics do not amount to

much. Recently, with a new assessment of the logic of the Stoics and,

more recently, of their physics, the supposed priority of the ethical

in Stoicism becomes less acceptable. It must be said that the testi-

monies concerning the order in which one should learn the parts of

the philosophy do not seem to bear out the view that everything was

subordinated to the acquisition of moral virtue.

Chrysippus tliought it was necessary for the young student first to

attend lectures on logic, second on ethics, and then on physics, and

similarly at last to take up theology. Since he very frequently made

^2 Quoted from Gordon II. Clark, Selections from Hellenistic Philosophy (New
York: F. S. Crofts, 1940).
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these assertions, it will siifhce to add a quotation from the fourth

book on Lives. ‘First of all it seems to me, conformably to what was
so correctly stated by the ancients, that there are tliree types of

philosophic speculation, logic, ethics and physics. Next it is neces-

sary to arrange them by putting logic first, ethics second, and physics

third. Now the final division of physics is theology, therefore also

they named the teaching of this subject the initiatory rites.’ (42;Clark)

This passage indicates that there were subdivisions of the main
parts of philosophy, and Diogenes Laertius (VII,41) tells us that

Cleanthes spoke of six parts of philosophy. Dialectic, Rhetoric, Ethics,

Politics, Physics and Theology. The order of learning the parts of

philosophy was based on principle.

The Stoics teach that we should begin with logic, continue with
etliics, and place physics last. For first it is necessary to make the
mind sure so that it will be an invincible guardian of the teachings.
And dialectics serves to make the reason secure. Second we must
subscribe to ethics to improve our character, for the study of ethics
is without danger to one who has previously mastered logic. And
finally we must proceed to physics, for it is more divine and requires
more profound attention. (44;Clark)

It must be said that those who maintain that the Stoic philosophy
was primarily directed to a practical end, the acquisition of moral
virtue, are not insensitive to the difficulties presented to their position
by such texts. Zeller obserx'es that the relationsliip between ethics
and physics is difficult to understand.

On the one hand, ethics appears to be the higher science, the crown-
ing point of the system, the subject towards which the whole
philosophical activity of the school was directed; for philosophy is

practical knowledge and its object is to lead to virtue and happiness.
On the other hand, virtue and the destiny of man consist in con-
formity to the laws of nature, which it is the province of science
to investigate. Therefore, natural science has the higher object. It
lays down the universal laws which in ethics are applied to man.
To it, tlierefore, in tlie graduated scale of sciences, belongs the higher

Whatever the value of Zeller’s opinion that the Stoics have al-
ways a practical end in view, the texts we have cited indicate the pro-
cedure we must follow. We shall examine the doctrine of the early
Stoics under the three headings of logic, ethics and physics, in that
order. In the course of our examination we shall encounter facts
which will enable us to assess the views that a practical end is and is
not the goal the Stoics have in mind in their philosophy.

A. Logic

With regard to the ultimate aims of their philosophy, there

X
Epicureans and Sceptics, (London: Longmans, Green,

w Go., 1892), p. 67.
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seems to have been some difference among tlie earliest Stoics them-

selves, a difference which emerges when the value of logic is discussed.

Thus Aristo, who was a pupil of Zeno, holds that the sole business of

man is to pursue virtue and that logic is justified to the extent that

it furthers this end, having at best a therapeutic function. Unfortun-

ately, in practise, logic does more harm than good. By the same
token, he disparaged physics, holding with Socrates that it transcended

the capacity of the human mind. (Zeller, pp. 59-61) Zeno, while he

is concerned with the tricks of the dialectician and with sophisms

generally, does not equate logic with its abuse. Indeed, he is said to

have urged its study. “The business of a philosopher is what Zeno

says: to know the elements of argument, what type each of them is,

how they harmonize with each other, and what their implications

are.” (51;Clark) The importance the Stoics attached to logic is per-

haps nowhere more evident than in their insistance, as against the

Peripatetics, that logic was a true part of philosophy and not simply

its instrument. Indeed, the Stoics came to be called Dialecticians and

there is increasing concentration on logic during the headship

of Clirysippus. This emphasis causes interpreters like Zeller some

consternation, (p. 65)

Division of Logic. The Stoics divided logic into rhetoric and dialec-

tic, but sometimes mention is made of a part which deals with defin-

itions and a part which deals with the criterion of truth. This latter

part is said to deal with the discovery of truth and to concern itself

with the kinds of perceptions we have. It amounts to a theory of

knowledge and was thought to have priority over the other parts of

logic. Definition is concerned with the recognition of the truth, with

apprehension by general notions. Rhetoric is the science of speaking

well on matters set forth by plain narrative. Dialectic is the science of

correctly discussing subjects by question and answer, or the science of

statements, the true, the false, and those which are neither.

Criterion of Truth.

It pleased the Stoics to place first their tlieory of representation

(phantasm) and sensation (aisthesis), because the criterion by

which the truth about things is known, is generically a representa-

tion, and because the theory of assent and of comprehension and
thought, the presupposition of everything else, cannot be formulated

without involving representation. For representation comes first,

then articulate thought puts into words what representation has

conveyed. (52;Clark)

Theory of knowledge precedes any concern with the other parts

of logic. Cicero has given us Zeno’s graphic description of the degrees

of knowledge. Extending his right hand, palm upwards, fingers ex-

tended, Zeno said, this is representation (phantasm); bending the
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fingers, he said, this is assent (sungkatathcsis); making a fist, he said

this is comprehension (katalcpsis); smashing the fist into the palm

of the other hand, he said, that is science. The representation is an

impression made on the soul, and it is either comprehensive or non-

comprehensive.

The comprehensive representation, which they assert is the criterion

of things, is that which is produced by a real object, resembles the

object itself, and is sealed and stamped on the soul. The non-com-

prehensive representation either does not come from a real object,

or if it does, it does not resemble the object. It is not well formed

and distinct. (53; Clark)

As Sextus objects, the Stoics say that the comprehensive repre-

sentation is that produced by a real object and a real object is one

grasped by a comprehensive representation. Sensation is always true;

representation is sometimes true, sometimes false. The following pas-

sage, reminiscent of Aristotle, indicates how the Stoics viewed the

genesis of knowledge.

The Stoics say: When a man is born, the ruling part of the soul is

like a sheet of paper suitable for writing. On this he writes off each

single thought.—That which comes through the senses is the first

thing written down. For those who perceive something, like white,

have a memory which comes from it. And when many similar mem-
ories have arisen, then we say people have experience, for experience

is the manifold of similar representations.—But of thoughts, some

arise naturally in tlie aforementioned ways without technical skill,

while others come by our teaching and conscious effort. These latter

are called thoughts only (ennoia) but the others are also termed

preconceptions.—Now reason, because of which we are called ration-

al, is said to have received all its preconceptions by the time a child

is seven years old. And a notion {ennoema) is an image of the mind
of a rational living being, for when the image strikes a rational soul,

then it is called a notion, taking its name from the mind.—Therefore

all those which strike irrational animals are images only, but those

which we or the gods have are both images, generically, and notions,

specifically. (83; Clark)

If the images of animals and thoughts of men differ only thanks

to their subjects, it is ecpially clear that knowledge is viewed as a pas-

sive reception on the part of the knower of images thrown off by

things. Truth and falsity consist in an assent with respect to represen-

tations, and the comprehensive representation is one whose falsity is

unthinkable; it simply has built into it its own justification. The

Stoic theory of knowledge is complicated by the admission of in-

corporeal entities, things which do not produce images in us, but

of which we have representations. Such incorporeals are void, place

and time, but most important of all the lekton, which is the concern

of dialectics.

Categories. Our sources do not indicate to us where the Stoic doc-
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trine of categories was situated in logic; the reports on which we

rely most heavily for Stoic logic, have little to say about the categories.

The Stoics speak of four categories and also of a highest notion, that

of being or of the indefinite something. Being or something is

called a highest genus, a designation which perhaps would separate it

from Aristotle’s doctrine of the way being is common to the various

categories. Moreover, also in opposition to Aristotle, for whom cate-

gories are mutually exclusive, the Stoics maintained that the cate-

gories telescope, so that the first is contained or more accurately

determined in the second and so on. We have no information as to

how this was actually exemplified. The four categories are substrate

or subject, quality state and relation. Tlie substrate seems to be matter

with qjuality giving it identifiability and distinctness. We have here

something like the Aristotelian matter and form spoken of as different

categories. The two remaining categories, according to Zeller (p. 107),

can be taken to cover whatever is taken to be non-essential, state re-

ferring to it as taken by itself, relation in its reference to other things.

It is generally felt that this doctrine of categories is a physical and

not a logical doctrine; this being so, we shall let this skeletal state-

ment suffice for now.

Dialectic is said to be concerned with signs and with things

signified; thus, a first part of dialectic dealt with language, the notion

of articulate sound, the letters of the alphabet, syntax, parts of speech.

The lekton is the thing signified and is the principal subject of dialec-

tic. To grasp what the Stoics meant by lekton, we must recall the

triadic explanation of meaning we have already encountered in Aris-

totle. There is the sign, the spoken or written word which con-

sists of articulated sound or ink arranged in a certain fashion. It

stands for another corporeal thing but not directly; the external,

corporeal thing for which the word stands is not the meaning of the

word, but its reference or denotation. The meaning or sense of

language is what we understand when we hear another speak a lan-

guage we know; it is not as such the image in his mind. This meaning

or lekton is incorporeal and that with which dialectic is concerned.

The lekton is said to be that whose content corresponds to some

rational presentation.

We have then three things: the sign or sound; what is signified,

the meaning or lekton; and that to which the sign refers via the

lekton, namely the external object. The lekton is divided into com-

plete and incomplete lekta, the incomplete being the elements

of a proposition, the subject alone or the predicate alone. The com-

plete lekton is a proposition, a judgment (axioma) which is either

true or false. Complete lekta are simple and non-simple. Diodes,

“*4 See S. Sambursky, Physics of the Stoics (London: L. Routledge, 1959), pp.

17-18.
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quoted by Diogenes Laertius, gives the following division of simple

complete lehta. Negation (e.g. “It is not day”); denial (e.g., No
one is walking”); privation (e.g., “This man is unkind”); affirmation

(e.g., “Dion is walking); definite (e.g., “This man is walking”);

indefinite (e.g., “Some one is walking”). Examples of non-simple or

complex letka are the following, hypothetical (e.g., “If it is day, it

is light”); inferential (e.g., “Since it is day, it is light”); compound
(e.g., “It is day and it is light”); disjunctive (e.g., “Either it is day or

it is night”); eausal (e.g., “Because it is day, it is light”); more and
less (e.g., “It is rather day than night”). The Stoics also divided pro-

positions into possible and impossible, necessary and non-necessary,

with each of these adjectives referring to truth and falsity.

Argument. An argument consists of premisses and conclusion, as

for example, “If it is day, it is light; but it is day. Therefore it is light.”

This would be called a full argument. A mood (tropos) is an outline

of an argument; e.g. “If the first, then the second; but the first,

therefore the second.” Sometimes, for sake of brevity, a combination

(logotropos) is used; e.g. “If Plato is alive, he breathes; but the

first, therefore the second.” Arguments were divided into the incon-

clusive and conclusive. An inconclusive argument is one the contradic-

tory of those whose conclusion is compatible with the premisses.

Conclusiv'e arguments are either non-syllogistic or syllogistic. An
example of a non-syllogistic argument is: “ Tt is both night and day’ is

false; now it is day, therefore it is not night.” Or, “If Dion is a horse,

he is an animal; but Dion is not a horse, therefore he is not an
animal.” These arguments seem to be called non-syllogistic because
their major premiss is not true. The syllogistic argument is best

exemplified by the five types of immediate inference.

Diodes’ account states that Chrysippus taught five kinds of in-

demonstrable or immediate arguments. In the text these are given

as arguments or as moods or with alphabetical symbols. (I) “If the

first, then the second; but the first, therefore the second.” This argu-

ment consists of two premisses, a conditional proposition and its

protasis, from which the apodosis follows. (2) “If it is day, then it is

light; but it is night, therefore it is not day.” Here the premisses are

a hypothetical proposition and the contradictory of the apodosis,

from which the contradictory of the protasis follows. The mood of

this argument would be: If the first, then the second; but not the

second, therefore not the first. (3) “It is not the case that Plato is

both dead and alive; but he is dead, therefore he is not alive.” Here
the premisses are a conjunction of a negative proposition and one
of the conjoined propositions, from which the contradictory of the
other follows. (4) “Either A or B, but A, therefore not B.” The
premisses here are a disjunctive proposition and one of the alterna-

tives from which the contradictory of the other alternative follows.
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(5) “Either it is day or it is night; but it is not night, therefore it is

day. The premisses here are a disjunctive proposition and the

contradictory of one of the alternatives from which the other alterna-

tive follows.

The foregoing gives something of the flavor of Stoic logic as

it has come down to us by hearsay, with most of our informants un-
sympathetic to what they are reporting. We know that there was a

goodly amount of disagreement among the Stoics on points which
we have had to attribute to them as a group; moreover, the Stoics

were in fairly Lively debate with members of other schools on logical

questions. In recent times, judgments about the value of Stoic logic

have swung from one extreme to the other, with Zeller and Prantl

dismissing it almost venomously as trivial and decadent and with
historians hke Bochenski and Mates^ 5 feeling that the Stoics have
reached a level of logic which can best be appreciated from the van-
tage point of contemporary formal logic. The late commentators on
Aristotle were quite severe with Stoic logic, although the traditional

logic came to incorporate a treatise on the “hypothetical syllogism”

which owes something to the Stoics. The trend of recent evaluation

of Stoic logic makes any assessment of the argument depend on the

large and vexed question of the relationship of contemporary formal
or symbolic or mathematical logic to ancient logical works, parti-

cularly those of Aristotle. In this connection, the views of Virieux-

Reymond are not without interest. She accepts the judgment that

the logic of the Stoics is nominalistic.

Of essentially nominalistic inspiration, it is quite differently oriented
than is Aristotelian logic. There are no genera and species in nature
for nominalism . . . there are in fact only individual facts under
the form of things, beings and properties. Only propositions having
a singular subject can correspond to these individual facts, (p.150)'^®

On this view, the theory of the proposition becomes the study of

the links and connectives between singular propositions.

From the moment that there are no longer universal propositions,
reasoning bears exclusively on individuals and groups of qualities

connected by certain laws. The problem of the modes and figures
of the syllogism disappears. The only task incumbent on us is to

reduce all the types of conditional syllogisms to the least number
possible (namely five) of elementary forms, which indicate the con-
nection of consequent to antecedent, these latter being indicated by
ciphers to show clearly that ‘it is question, not of a relation of con-
cepts, but of an order of succession’ between concrete events.

(pp.150-1)

I. Bochenski, Formal Logic (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press,

I960; B. Mates, Stoic Logic (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1953).

A. Virieiix-Reymond, La Logique et Vepistemologie des Stoiciens, Lausanne:
Librairie de 1’ Universite, 1949, p. 150.
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She summarizes the differences between Aristotelian and Stoic

logic thus. (1) The principle of dictum de omni et de nullo is in-

operative, since universal propositions are suppressed. (2) The

connection of subject and attribute is no longer a relation of inher-

ence or inclusion but of concomitance or sequence. (3) With con-

stant sucession replacing inference, the idea of law replaces that of

essence. (4) The Aristotelian teaching that there is science only

of tlie general is replaced by the teaching that there is science only

of the necessary. That is. Stoic logic is the expression of a particular

view of knowledge and of reality, one in conflict with the Aristote-

lian. But of course for the Aristotelian there are singular propositions

and even if he should incorporate the Stoic indemonstrables, he will

tend to make remarks about them that the Stoic would find unaccep-

table.

No one is satisfied with the information we have of Stoic logic

and every attempt at assessment must be qualified with an indication

that it is founded on an arguable construct of what is largely lost to

us. To praise or blame the Stoics for their logic is always a risky

business.

B. Physics

The physics of the Stoics proceeds in terms of a doctrine of two

principles of all things.

They believe that there are two principles in the universe, the agent

and the patient. The patient is unqualified reality, viz. matter, and

the agent is the reason inherent in the matter, viz, God. For he is

eternal and, present throughout matter, is the artificer of each

thing. (300;Clark)

Zeller takes the Stoics to be accepting the notion of reality Plato

sets down in the Sophist, namely that being is that which acts or is

acted upon. The two basic principles of the universe, then, are the

passive matter and the active God. God is not looked upon by tlie

Stoic as something extrinsic to the universe; he is, in one sense of the

term, an element of it, the world soul. If man is a compound of body

and soul, what is compounded is not the corporeal and the incor-

poreal, but rather two corporeal things, since soul too is a kind of

body, a body which pervades what we usually mean by body, although

there is a governing part of the soul, located in the chest or head. So

too God pervades the universe, one corporeal thing pervading another,

although individual Stoics would locate God in different places, in

the heavens, in the center of the earth, etc. If Stoicism is a materialism

it is also a pantheism.

At the very beginning of the discussion, in their assertion of two

principles of all things, matter and God, of which one is tlie maker
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and one the patient, we might reasonably accuse them of saying that

God is mixed with matter, extending dirough all of it, arranging,

forming, and making the cosmos in this way. For if God is a body,
as they say, being an intelligible and eternal spirit, and if matter is

a body, then, in the first place there will be a body extending
through a body, and second, this spirit will be either some one of
tlie four simple bodies, which they also call elements, or a compound
of them, as even they somewhere state—for they conceive spirit to

derive its reality from air and fire—or, if it should be anything else,

their divine body will be some fifth reality, asserted without demon-
stration or defense by those who object to a person who asserts this

by proper proofs, on the basis that he is asserting a paradox.
(310;Clark)

Sambursky (pp. 18-19) has pointed out the relation of the Stoic

categories to this physical doctrine. Matter, the passive principle, is

the category of substrate or subject; the pervading Pneuma or spirit

gives matter all its qualities and is then the second category. The
third category is the specific quality of the body resulting from the

proportion of the two principles. The fourth category is the state with

reference to an opposite term of change.

Whatever our views on the conscious relationship between the

Stoics and the Presocratics, the Stoic Physics seems to bring back the

ancient notion of the divine as that whieh runs like a continuum
through the cosmos, which grows and its growth is the history of the

cosmos. If the divine is not substrate, it is nonetheless corporeal.

Zeller feels that matter and force are simply different aspects of the

divine for the Stoics. The justification of this interpretation is to be
found in the Stoic cosmogony.

In the beginning there is fire which turns into vapor and thence

into moisture. Some of the moisture condenses to earth, some re-

mains as water, some by evaporation becomes air from which fire is

enkindled. This is taken to describe the separation of the active and
passive, the soul and body of the world, with air and fire being

active, water and earth being passive. The present state of the cos-

mos will terminate in a general conflagration, something the Stoics are

thought to have borrowed from Heraclitus, the result of which is that

pure fire, the primary being is once again alone and the process can

begin again. The inexorability of this process seems to have led to

the Stoic notion of Fate or Destiny, which is at once a name of God or

the primary being and the law governing the cosmos. Indeed, "nature,”

“God” and “fate” all name the same thing. One argument for fate or

destiny has especial interest, because of its logical overtones.

The argument is attributed to Ghrysippus and Gieero records it

as follows.

Ghrysippus concludes as follows: If there is a motion without a

cause not every proposition, which the dialecticians call axioma,
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is eitlier true or false; for whatever does not have efficient causes

is neither true or false. However, every propostion is either true

or false. Therefore, there is no motion without a cause. And if this

is so, everything that happens, happens by antecedent causes. And
if this is so, everything happens by fate. Therefore, whatever

happens, happens by fate . . . (952;Clark)

Everything happens by necessity because every proposition must

be either true or false and some propositions refer to the future, e.g.,

“Socrates shall die on such and such a day.” Aristotle discussed tliis

matter in On Interpretation and distinguished among propositions

about the future those we can call future contingents. These as

simple proppositions (e.g., “It will rain on this date two years from

now.”) are neither true nor false, but a disjunction can be formed

wliich is true ( e.g., “Either it will rain on this date two years from now
or it won’t.”—where the negative covers the possibility that the world

will be destroyed in the meantime ) . The Stoic view seems based on an

absolute determinism, something Aristotle rejects. It is a nice ques-

tion how Stoic fatalism is compatible with the view of possible pro-

positions. Plutarch points out this difficulty.

How could there be no contradiction between the doctrine of the

possible and the doctrine of fate? If indeed the possible is not that

which either is true or will be true, as Diodorus postulates, but

everything is possible that admits of coming true though it may
never come about, then there will be many things possible among
those whieh will not happen in accordance with unconquerable,

unassailable and victorious Fate. Either the power of Fate will

dwindle or, if Fate is as Chrysippus supposes it to be, that which
admits of happening will often become impossible. For all that is true

will necessarily be, being compelled by supreme necessity, but all

tliat is false will be impossible, the strongest cause preventing it

from becoming true. {De stoic, repugn., I055d-e; tr. Sambursky)

As Sambursky points out, the Stoics reconciled Fate and possible

propositions, not by making the course of events less determined, but

by referring possiblity to the imperfection of our knowledge. Things

seem possible as opposed to necessary because of our ignorance of a

determined world.

Monistic, materialistic, deterministic—these adjectives best des-

cribe the cosmology of the Stoics. Other salient features are the accep-

tance of the supposedly Ileraclitean notion of the divine fire and the

notion of eepyrosis, the destruction of the cosmos by a general con-

flagration which returns all things to fire from which the process

begins again.

C. Ethics

Before turning to the Stoic doctrines on human conduct, its

goal and the means to achieve the goal, we must take notice of their
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teaching on the nature of man. The world soul was spoken of on an
analogy with the human soul and the latter as well as the former is

considered to be material by the Stoics. The materiality of the soul is

proved by remarking that it is afflected by bodies, and that it is three-
dimensional, extending through the obviously dimensional body. The
soul is spoken of as fire or as breath diflFused throughout the body so
as to form with it one thing. The Stoics speak of seven parts of the
soul, the five senses, the power of reproduction and the power of
speech. Speech and reasoning are almost equated and the reasoning
part of the soul is the ruhng part with the others reduced to it as
to their origin. Personal identity is located in the ruling part of the
soul. This is not to say that the Stoics taught personal immortality.
Finally all souls will be consumed in the fiery destruction of the
cosmos, though some Stoics thought some souls would continue after

death until this conflagration. In other words, the human soul is a
part of a determined universe, a view which would seem to preclude
any ethical theory. Nevertheless, the Stoics had a moral philosphy
and, indeed, it was to be the most influential part of their doctrine.

How can there be freedom and responsibility in a world from
whose determined course the soul is not excepted? Doubtless, we must
recall the manner in which the Stoic could retain the notion of chance
by an appeal to ignorance. More important is the Stoic view that
the individual must see resignation to the law of the universe as
the great goal and this resignation is seen as one to a higher reason
than man s. This ideal is expressed in Cleanthes* hymn to Zeus and
it is one to which we must return as to the culmination of any presen-
tation of the Stoic ethics.

Harmony with nature. The goal of conduct is happiness and this is

achieved in rational activity or virtue. Every creature has a natural
impulse to act in accordance with its nature, and happiness will be
sought in that which is conformable to nature. This remark has a
meaningful ambiguity in Stoic doctrine, since “nature” may be taken
to refer to man’s nature or to the cosmos; both are intended. Every
creature must willy-nilly be in accord with the law of the cosmos; a

rational creature has a natural impulse to become conscious of this

law and to live in recognition of it. Virtue will consist in action in

conformity with the recognized course of the world. Only virtue is a

good for the Stoics; only vice is evil. They will not allow that

riches and honor or pleasure are goods, though of a lesser order,

than the good of reason. Best not to call them goods at all, but
rather indifferent to the distinction of good and evil Stoic happiness

becomes, accordingly, a rather austere affair; it can consist only in

the good of reason, the rational good and nothing else can increase or

diminish happiness. The only pleasure that can be considered ,a
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good is that which is the concomitant of righteousness, the inner

peace of the virtuous man. This ought not to be made into the object

of action, however; some Stoics toyed with the idea that every pleasure

was contrary to nature. If pleasure cannot be constitutive of happi-

ness, pain cannot be destructive of it. The Stoic ideal is to rise above

the gifts and blows of fortune and to place happiness where it is

unassailable, the rectification of reason, bringing it into conscious

conformity with the course of the world. The conformity was

a conformity with law, with the law of nature and consecjuently the

divine law; human law is at best an attempt to §ive expression to this

law. Obedience to human law thus gains a foundation in the divine

and the guidance of law is an expression of our natural call to a life of

morality and virtue.

We have remarked that the Stoic ideal of virtue is an austere one.

It seems to §ive little heed to tlie emotions and passions. The Stoics,

however, were not silent on these matters. Emotions and passions are

movements contrary to nature; they result from the rational part

of tlie soul, indeed, but from its abuse, for they follow from precipi-

tous judgments. Emotion, then, is not looked upon as something which

may sway judgment wrongly, but as a consequent of wrong judg-

ment. This puts the emotions in our power and makes virtue apathy,

a state of being free from all emotions. In short, virtue is simply a

matter of knowledge, vice of ignorance, and the Stoics had no hesita-

tion in saying the virtue could be taught and learned. The knowledge

involved is, of course, ordered to action and cannot be taken as an

end in itself.

To complete this picture of the ethical idea, the Stoics drew a

hard and fast line between the virtuous and vicious and place the

vast majority of men in the latter class. A man was either wholly good

or wholly bad, there being such a connection between the virtues

that to possess one is to possess them all and to lack one is to lack them

aU.

Qualifications of the Ideal The foregoing may be seen, as Zeller

would have it, as the general doctrine of morality with subsequent

modifications and qualifications as the special tlieory; or, as Hicks

would have it,47 the Stoics first set up a moral ideal, impossible of

realization, and then went on to talk of action in terms of a striving

for this ideal. In either case, we find qualifications of the doctrine

just sketched, a bringing of it into line with the possible. Thus,

while only the good of reason is said to be a good, the Stoics came to

recognize that other than rational impulses are also part of our nature

and thus intended. The objects of such impulses are then described

as analogous to true goods and a scale among them spoken of. This

^7 R. D. Hicks, Stoic and Epicurean (New York: Russell, 1961),
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tends to dimmish the scope of objects indifferent to the dichotomy
of good and evil. Now things wliich are conducive to virtue or
tend to distract one from its pursuit are made objects of pursuit or
avoidance and things of little relation to virtue or vice or none at all

are called indijfferent. The Stoics continue to insist on the difference

between what is truly good and what is good only because it is con-
ducive to the true good. By tlie same token, the Stoics come to recog-
nize a role for the emotions or passions. While the ideal would seem to
call for a complete eradication of emotions, the Stoics come to speak of

the affections of the wise man and, indeed, it is difficult to read the
hymn of Cleanthes without experiencing the deep-seated emotion
which suffuses his statement of the need to be subject to the will of

God, to 'the law of nature. Moreover, while the ideal permits of no
intermediate stage between good and evil, the Stoics speak of a progress
towards the good, the acquisition of virtue, of imperfection and
perfect possession of virtue. They were led to this because of the
difficulty of citing any concrete example of the virtuous man. Would
Socrates be such? No, he was only tending in the right direction.

Now this implies that Socrates, not being wholly good, was not wholly
evil either and there is, consequently, an intermediate stage, perhaps
the best any of us can make of our lives.

There is little point in emphasizing the contradictions which can
be pointed up between the theory and its qualifications. Rather let

us underline what was influential in Stoicism and gave it, in the days
of the Roman empire, an undisputed primacy among the philosophi-

cal schools inherited from the Greeks. The Stoic made it incumbent
on every man, as a law of nature, to seek after virtue, to bring him-
self into conformity with the will of God which is equated with the

course of the cosmos. It is this rational consciousness of and assent
to the law of fate that is the peculiar demand of Stoicism. Its equivo-
cal attitude towards the goods of this world, does not obscure the
fact that it created a general climate in which the good of man was
identified with the rational direction of his life, a life which was not to

be the plaything of the emotions or passions, but whose affective

side consists of the peace which follows on the ordering of one^s life

in conformity with the law of nature. The generality of this demand
made the individual’s pursuit of virtue the pursuit of the common
ideal, a matter of social consequence. Moreover, it lifted the moral
ideal to a cosmopolitan level and the Stoic looked upon himself as a

citizen of the world.

A seemingly paradoxical feature of Stoicism is found in its atti-

tude towards suicide. We have already seen that legend has it that the

founders of Stocism ended their own lives. This is regarded, not as an

escape, but as an expression of a man’s triumph over circumstances,

his indifference to pleasure. To die for one’s country, to avoid being
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forced to do somctliing unlawfid, to avoid poverty, illness or the

weakening of the mind-all these are cited as reasons for suicide.

Now we notice that these are things, which, from the standpoint of

the Stoic ideal, would seem to be matters of indifference. Zeller

would resolve the paradox by saying that life and death are equally

indifferent to the Stoic and that in themselves they cannot constitute

an aet as moral or immoral. How the acceptance of suicide eonforms

with the Stoie goal of resignation to the course of events is a problem

apparently incapable of solution.

We must also notice the way in which the Stoie explained the

existence of evil. For the Stoic, the world is governed by reason, and

we should therefore expect that everything happens for the best.

And yet there is evil rampant in the world, both physical and moral

evil. Physical evil, pain and suffering, would present little difficulty

for the Stoic since these are not truly evils, but moral evil is some-

tiling else again. Moral evil is real evil and, by the Stoic account,

there is much more of it in the world than moral good. Why does

God permit it? Is he perhaps impotent to prevent it? The Stoic

explanation was one which would have a long history. Gods

ways are not our ways. If the world is governed by reason it is a

reason a good deal more perfect than ours and if evil is permitted it

is for the sake of the good. Virtue is acquired by resisting vice, and if

vice did not exist, how would we know how to act? Thus, moral evil

plays a role with reference to moral good and finds its justification in

this. This enables us to return to something we posed as a problem at

the outset of this presentation of a sketch of the ethics of the

Stoics. If ours is a deterministic universe and men are but parts of

the universe, how ean one man be virtuous and another vicious?

There seems to be no room for responsibility and freedom if all men

are fated to act as they do. Now the Stoics quite clearly want to make

a man responsible for his actions and to retain a qualitative differ-

ence between good actions and bad. This difference is had by speaking

of a conscious direction of actions in accord with the law of nature. As

in the case of moral evil, tlie Stoic wall have it that every element of

the whole is governed by the law of the whole, that evil may be con-

dueive to the good of the whole although it is not thereby the good

of the individual guilty of it. There is, then, a responsiblity to be

resigned to the law of nature, freely and consciously. Whatever we

may think of this as a solution, it seems to have been considered one by

the Stoics.

D. The Roman Stoics

We cannot close this chapter on the Stoics without mention of

the Latin authors who subscribed to Stoicism and were the instru-
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merits for giving its ethical doctrine the influence it was to have. The
first of these is L. Annaeus Seneca, bom about 4 B.C. not in Rome but
in Cordoba, Spain, died by his own hand at the command of the
Emperor Nero in 65 A.D. He was brought to Rome in his infancy,
became a successful and affluent lawyer and amateur philosopher, in
the etymological and redundant application of the adjective. A dis-
turbing fact about Seneca is that his own life does not seem to have
been guided by the precepts he expressed so eloquently in his philo-
sophical essays and letters. He has been called the favorite pagan of
the Latin church, something resulting from the belief that he had car-
ried on a correspondence with St. Paul. Seneca was the author of a
number of tragedies, based on Greek themes, e.g. Hercules Mad, Tro-
jan Wdmen, Medea, Oedipus, etc. Among his more philosophical
works is a collection of Dialogues which includes treatments of the
happy life, tranquillity, leisure, providence and so forth. There are one
hundred twenty-four Letters to Lucilius, seven books of Natural
Questions. Seneca is not generally regarded as contributing to Stoi-
cism but as disseminating it in an extremely polished style.

Epictetus (c. 50-138 A.D.) perhaps a native of Phyrigia was in
his youth a slave in Rome. Granted his freedom he remained in
Rome, leaving in 90 A.D. when the Emperor Domitian expelled
philosophers from the city. Epictetus repaired to Nicopolis in Epirus,
where he taught until his death. His teachings are preserved for us in
the writings of his pupil, Arian, the Discourses and the Enchiridion.
As was Seneca, Epictetus is concerned almost exclusively with ethical
matters.

Marcus Aurelius, Emperor from 161 to 180 A.D., is author of the
Meditations, which he wrote in Greek. The fact that a lawyer success-
ful in the maze of imperial politics, a freed slave and an Emperor
were all three exponents of Stoicism gives some indication of the
scope of its appeal. With Marcus Aurelius there is a slight in-

dication that the radical materialism of earlier Stoicism is being left

behind. The Emporer distinguishes in man a body, soul and mind,
with the latter in some sense transcending matter. It is mind or
nous which is the spark of divinity (as Epictetus had said) in every

'

man. Nevertheless, this nous will be consummated in the conflagra-

tion which ends the cosmos.



CHAPTER III

Sceptics and the New

Academy
In this chapter, we want to discuss a number of Sceptics who

actually antedate the Epicurean and Stoic school; our reason for

postponing discussion of them will be made clear in a moment as well

as the desirability of seeing in them a preliminary for a discussion

of the New Academy. We will take the occasion of this chapter to

indicate the subsequent history both of Scepticism and the Platonic

Academy.

A. Pyrrho of Elis

Pyrrho was born about 365 B.C. at Elis and came to philosophy

after an unsuccessful career as a painter. He is said to have studied

philosophy under Bryson, the sophist, and Euclid of Megara; there is

no doubt that he studied with Anaxarchus a Democritean, with

whom he accompanied Alexander the Great on his campaign in Asia.

The variety of cultures and customs and ideas to which this

journey exposed the young Pyrrho are thought to have had their in-

fluence in the philosophical position he adopted. After the death of

Alexander, Pyrrho returned to Elis where about 330 at the age

of thirty-five, he opened his philosophical school. lie lived a long

life; he died around 275 B.C. It is said that Pyrrho composed a

poem in honor of Alexander, but apart from that he wrote nothing

and we are dependent for an account of his doctrines on his pupil,

Timon of Phlius, the so-called Sillographer whose name we have

encountered in our discussion of Xenophanes, as well as on other

secondary soiurces.

Acclaimed by later Sceptics as their founder, Pyrrho is a man

whose personal doctrine is most difficult to determine, since there

was always a tendency to read later formulations back into the

founder. It is said that Pyrrho posed three questions as fundamental:

324
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What are things in themselves? How should we be disposed towards
them? What is the result of these dispositions? The answers he pro-
posed are somewhat bleak. Things do not differ from one another;
they are equally uncertain and indiscernable. Our sensations and
judgments can be productive of neither truth nor falsity. Conse-
quently, we should trust neither sense nor reason, but strive to be
without opinions, choosing neither one side nor the other of con-
tradictories. No matter what is at issue, we should neither affirm

nor deny. The result of these dispositions towards things is apathy,
ataraxy, a suspension (epoche) of judgment, universal indifference.

This attitude explains the claim that “I define nothing.” One opinion
is as good as another; the ideal is to suspend judgment, say nothing,
make no commitments. Pyrrho is asking us to be wary of treating
either our sensations or our judgment as revelatory of reality and we
may see in this both the acceptance and the surpassing of Democritus.
Democritus, we remember, had cast doubt on the validity of sensa-
tion: sweet and color are only conventions, telling us nothing of
what is, since what is, is exhausted by atoms and the void. Now if

Democritus called sensation into question, he did so in the interest

of a knowledge in no way dubitable. Pyrrho does not give reason or
judgment any privileged position: a judgment is no more valuable
than its negation. Indeed, there seems to be some justification in

distinguishing the immediate and mediate, with judgment being
mediate and dependent on sensation. The value of judgment accord-

is dependent on that of sensation. In speaking of sensation,

Pyrrho does not advocate doubt as to the reality of what seems to us.

When we taste sweetness, there is no reason to doubt that we do in-

deed have a sensation of sweetness. But this is what seems, a pheno-
menon, and is no infallible index of what is. That, reality, Pyrrho
suggests, is unknowable. Pyrrho has no doubt that honey tastes sweet,
but he would not have the temerity to assert that it is sweet.

It is sometimes suggested that such a distinction must be referred

to later Scepticism and that Pyrrho himself would subject everything
to doubt: it is just as likely that I taste bitterness as sweetness. On this

view, Pyrrho s tendency is a complete and utter withdrawal and
he could have nothing to say even about his own sense impressions

that could not be contested. In a word, he would have nothing

positive at all to communicate, flis message would be that we must
cultivate indifference, complete apathy, a universal suspension of

judgment and commitment. What then are we to make of the fact

that Pyrrho started a school? A teacher may come to see that he has

nothing to offer to others, but it seems unlikely that one would become
a teacher to teach nothing. The reply is that Pyrrho was teaching an

attitude and that he did it as much by example as by words. The
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anecdotes in Diogenes Laertius are then interpreted as bearing out

this point.

Wdiatever the extent of Pyrrhos own position, it seems clear

that it was intended as a way of producing happiness. The notion

of ataraxy and apathy, which we have seen constitute the respec-

tive aims of the Stoic and Epicurean ethics, have their source, it would

seem, in Pyrrho. Actually we can trace a connection between Pyrrho

and Epicurus, since Pyrrho’s pupil Nausiphanes is said to have been a

teacher of Epicurus. As we shall see, the Stoic and Epicurean schools

were objects of attack by later sceptics; by the same token, it seems

that later Sceptics were somewhat less hardy than Pyrrho himself.

Even Pyrrho, however, is said to have possessed the great certi-

tude that suspension of judgment and indifference is the key to happi-

ness. Perhaps we would not trivialize his stand too greatly if we
should say that, in a time of incredible political upheaval, when
there was such a proliferation of philosophical doctrines, represented

by warring schools, Pyrrho, who had seen tyranny at first hand as well

as the variety of cultures and customs and perhaps had been struck

by the impassivity of Indian holy men, chose to find happiness in a

despair of philosophy, with one being considered as good as

another, and total indifference to the vicissitudes of life. If one has

to act, let him do so in such a way that he follows the customs of

his time and place.

We have already indicated the possible influence of Democritus’

critique of sensation on Pyrrho. This could be expanded, and the

Eleatic doctrine and that of Heraclitus, insofar as both opposed sense

and logos in fav^or of the latter, could be seen as influential. Apart

from this, we may wonder about Pyrrho’s affinity with tlie Sophists.

If Pyrrho is an iconoclast, calling everytliing into question, he

does not seem to differ in this from the sophists who, despite the

attack of Socrates, Plato and Aistotle, were still around at the time

of Pyrrho. The great diflerence would seem to be that the sophists

sought to have a practical impact, going among men and seeking

payment for their services. Pyrrho chracteristically withdraws. Pie

preaches resignation and, like Socrates, becomes an object of ven-

eration. Bevan suggests,'*® with some persuasiveness, tliat Pyrrho

sums up the attitude of the common man before the multitude of

philosophical schools and the rapidly shifting political scene. And
yet, obscure as his own doctrine is, Pyrrho is hailed as their great fore-

runner by later sceptics, and their deference to him is qualitatively

different from their attempts to find the root of their attitude in all

previous philosophies.

Before turning to Timon, a word on the term "sceptic.” Speak-

ing of the later Sceptics, Diogenes Laertius writes,

“*8 E. Bevan, Stoics and Sceptics (New York: Barnes & Noble, 1959).
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All these were called Pyrrhoneans after the name of their master,
but Aporetics, Sceptics, Ephectics, and even Zetetics, from their
principles, if we may call them such-Zetetics or seekers because
they were seeking the truth. Sceptics or inquirers because they
were always looking for a solution and never finding one, Ephectics
or doubters because of the state of mind which followed their
inquiry, I mean, suspense of judgment, and finally Aporetics or
those in perplexity, for not only they but even the dogmatic philos-
ophers themselves in tlieir turn were often perplexed. (IX,70)

Like the term sophist,’ "sceptic” acquired the meaning we would
normally associate with it only gradually.

B. Timon of Phlius

Pyrrho had a number of disciples whose names are known to us.
One Eurylochos who is said to have fled from the questions of his
students, plunged into the sea, and swum away; one Philo of Athens
who if he was a teacher was himself his only pupil-both anecdotes
indicate how difficult it was to attain the Pyrrhonian ideal of avoid-
ing all philosophical wrangling. Timon Phlius (c. 325-c. 235 B.C.)
is considered the more direct successor of Pyrrho. He is said to have
started as a dancer, dropped that and gone to hear Stilpo at Megara;
returning home, he married and went with his wife to Elis to hear
Pyrrho. He went to Chalcedon to teach, went thence to Athens
which became his permanent home where he died. Timons way
of following Pyrrho was unlike that of Eurylochus and Philo:
Timon did not embrace proverty, liked his wine and was a conten-
tious soul. He is known as the sillographer because of the lampoons
he wrote with philosophers as his target. Indeed, it appears that
Timon was a prolific writer: epic poems, tragedies, satires, comedies
and other works are attributed to him. We possess only a few frag-
ments of his writings, drawn from Images and the Lampoons (Silli).
The latter was, at least in part, a poem whose sub-title might have
been Timon in Hades ’ where he poses questions to Xeno-
phanes concerning ancient and modern philosophers and elicits

mordant and unflattering descriptions. There was as well a battle of
the philosophers in which, we may suppose, they were allowed to
show forth their absurdity. It also seems likely that Timon distin-

guished the dogmatic and anti-dogmatic philosophers, and locating
the figures of tlie New Academy, notably Arcesilaus, among the latter,

was able to point out their borrowings from Pyrrho. Certain philoso-
phers are treated somewhat gently by Timon i Democritus, of course,
but also the Eleatics, Protagoras. It goes without saying that he held
Xenophanes in esteem. Apart from his willingness to involve himself
in philosophical wrangling, at least to the point of lampooning,
and his rejection of the Stoic katalepsis, Timon serves only to indi-
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cate the as yet negative side of Scepticism. As a philosophical doc-

trine Scepticism undergoes change at the hands of the New Academy.

C. Arcesilaus

Arcesilaiis was born at Pitane in Aeolia about 315 B.C. He

studied mathematics in his native city and then came to Athens with

the intention of studying rhetoric. Taken by philosophy, he studied

under Theophrastus and then Grantor. He became quite devoted to

the latter and continued in the Academy after Grantor s death, lis-

tening to Polemo and Grates as well. After the death of Grates,

Arcesilaus took over the headship of the Academy. He Uved to the

age of seventy-five. Arcesilaus was a wealthy man and his mode of

life was anything but austere. He had a good number of enemies;

Timon of Phlius maligned him while he was ahve, but praised him

after his death. Epicurus is said by Plutarch to have been jealous of

Arcesilaus’ fame. Arcesilaus delighted in attacking the Stoics; never-

theless Gleanthes is said to have defended him, saying that his actions

made up for what was lacking in his teaching. Arcesilaus wrote

nothing and we are possessed of quite scanty information about his

doctrine. What information we do have indicates that Arcesilaus was

most concerned with refuting the Stoic claim to certitude in knowl-

edge.

We have seen tliat the Stoics held that the first task of philosophy

is to provide a criterion of truth, something they found in the com-

prehensive representation, the representation which commanded as-

sent. That is, this representation is so clear and precise that it cannot

be confused with anytliing else and thus bears witliin itself the con-

firmation of the truth of its object. Such representations were com-

pared to an open hand by Zeno, and they are the first degree of

knowledge. These representations eUcit from the superior part of

the soul an assent which, while a response to a stimulus, comes from

a willed act. The soul cannot fail to give this assent when con-

fronted with a comprehensive representation, and its assent is the

second degree of knowledge, i.e., a hand with fingers partially bent.

Gomprehension (katalepsis) is represented by a fist and science by

tlie fist clasped by the other hand. Thus, the wise man is defined

ultimately in terms of comprehensive representations: if this first

degree of knowledge cannot be defended, tlie Stoic theory collapses

in its entirety. Arcesilaus, accordingly, addresses himself precisely to

the doctrine of the comprehensive representation.

In questioning the comprehensive representation, Arcesilaus first

attacks the notion of assent, for it is the assent to the representation

which makes it comprehensive. Now, the objection runs, the assent

is said to be produced by the will and is prior to or constitutive of
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knowledge and not consequent upon it. True assent, however, should

follow on knowledge and the Stoic assent is something precip-

itous and unjustified. Moreover, this doctrine of assent is incompatible

with the Stoic notion of the wise man. If assent is necessary to found
knowledge, it must precede it; consequently the result of assent is

not knowledge but opinion. However, the Stoics speak of the wise

man who gives his assent only to the truth.

As to the notion of comprehensive representation itself, the Stoics

would not want to make it the prerogative of the wise man and
accordihgly sometimes speak of it as between opinion and knowledge.
This goes contrary to other statements which seem to say that only

the wise man has such comprehensive representations. Apart from
this inconsistency, Arcesilaus rejects the comprehensive represen-

tation itself as contradictory. Such a representation implies approval

or assent if it is to be spoken of as always true; but judgment and
approval are acts of reason, not of the senses. That is, if certain sense

representations are said to be always true, truth is not something
which belongs to them as sense representations, but is, as it were,

superadded by reason. It seems likely that Arcesilaus also rejected the

idea that there can be sensation which necessarily elicits the mental

judgment that there are correlates of it in the real world, by appealing

to dreams, fantasies and optical illusions. At times, such represen-

tations are equally irresistible to reason which gives assent to them.

Consequently, the ideal must be the suspension (epoche) of judg-

ment; the wise man despairs of ever possessing absolutely certain

knowledge.

Like the earlier Sceptics, Arcesilaus* doctrine is a negative one; it

goes beyond them in being dialectical, in delighting to take up the

opinions of others and show they cannot command assent. Arcesilaus

shies away from proposing anything like a positive doctrine, and is

shrewd enough to agree that he cannot even be certain that he can

be certain of nothing. But this is not the sum total of what we know
of Arcesilaus. The earliers Sceptics saw the ideal of indifference and
suspension of judgment as a way out of controversies which upset

and distress; in a word, their negative approach was to be productive

of happiness. The dialectical approach of Arcesilaus made it impera-

tive that he answer his Stoic critics as to how action is possible if we
know nothing for certain. If knowledge, both sensible and rational,

is called into question, how can we perform the simplest tasks of

our daily lives?

Arcesilaus, however . . . certainly seems to me to have shared the

doctrines of Pyrrho, so that his Way of thought is almost identical

with ours. For we do not find him making any assertion about the

reality or unreality of anything, nor does he prefer any one thing

to another in point of probability or improbability, but suspends
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judgment about all. He also says that the End is suspension—which
is accompanied, as we have said, by ‘quietude.’ He declares too

that suspension regarding particular objects is good, but assent re-

garding particulars bad. (Sextus, Outlines of Pyrrhonism, I, 232-3;

tr. Bury)

Arcesilaiis rejects probability in the sense that he denies that any

representation can outweigh another; they are of equal value and one

is no more worthy of assent than another. But he does admit a scale

in terms of which choice is possible, and the founding note of this

scale is the reasonable (eulogon). Thus, while rejecting any canon of

truth, of knowledge as such, Arcesilaus introduces the reasonable as

a canon or criterion of choice. In order to act, we do not require cer-

tain knowledge; indeed perceptions can influence the will without

reason judging that they are absolutely true. The reasonable would

seem to amount to a justiflcation of action in terms of consistency

but without any pretense that the statements involved in such a justi-

fication are any truer than their contradictories. The doctrine of the

reasonable is thought to have been as mucli another attack on the

Stoics as a positive doctrine of Arcesilaus; this attack won from the

Stoics the concession that in acting the wise man does not rely on

certain knowledge.

Before ending this discussion of Arcesilaus, something must be

said of the view that his scepticism was a public stance and a device

for testing students for entry into the profound reaches of Plato’s

philosophy.

And if one ought to credit also what is said about him, he appeared
at the first glance, they say, to be a Pyrrhonean, but in reality he
was a dogmatist; and because he used to test his companions by
means of dubitation to see if they were fitted by nature for the

reception of the Platonic dogmas, he was thought to be a dubitative

philosopher, but he actually passed on to such of his companions as

were naturally gifted the dogmas of Plato. (Sextus, ibid., 234;
Bury)

This supposition of a dogmatic teaching at the interior of the

school is fairly universally rejected by modern scholars: it is put for-

ward by those who want to denigrate Arcesilaus or to mitigate his

scepticism. Sceptics who resented the Academy’s intrusion into their

domain countered with the claim that the scepticism of Arcesilaus

was largely for external consumption and that his true interest was to

pass along the dogmas of Plato; Platonists, distressed by Arcesilaus’

negations, found the hypothesis pleasant for obvious reasons. But if

Arcesilaus is not to be thought of as teaching the positive philosophi-

cal doctrines of Plato, whose successor after all he was, it is argued that

he did preserve and pass on to others the method of dialectics and

that he doubtless used the dialogues themselves for this purpose.

Since Xcnocrates had extracted the “dogmas” from the dialogues.
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and this retail version was widely known, opponents hearing that
Arcesilaus made use of Plato would think of the doctrinal precis of
Xenocrates and formulate the accusation of dogmatism among the
initiate of the supposedly sceptical Academy.

D. Carneades of Cyrene

Carneades was born about 219 B.C. and is said to have lived eighty-

five years. A certain date in his life is 156/5 when in the company
of Diogenes of Babylon and Critolaus, the embassy of philosophers,

he visited Rome. On this occasion, Carneades presented the argu-
ments of Aristotle, Plato and the Stoa on justice, and tlie following
day refuted them all. It was dazzling performance and is thought to

be indicative of Carneades' unusual procedure. Carneades wrote no-
thing; he studied under the Stoic, Diogenes of Babylon, was greatly

influenced by the writings of Chrysippus, but joined the Academy
and became its head. He is sometimes called the third founder of

the Academy, (Arcesilaus being the second).

Carneades carries on the refutation of the Stoic theory of know-
ledge, repeating some of the arguments of Ajcesilaus and adding
some of his own. These have to do with the perception of sense

qualities. Carneades wants to show that sight does not perceive

color; by this he means that we never see the color of the object just

as such, since its color can be seen to vary depending on changes in

the object and changes in the viewer s position. We are aware of these

variations in our sensations of a particular object, but we can never
know wliat its color truly is. Sense qualities, in other words, are rela-

tive to the one perceiving them and the conditions in which he finds

himself. There is no comprehensive representation which would be
its own guarantee of truth and a foundation for science.

Carneades launched a direct attack on the Stoic dialectic which
is of no little interest. We have seen that in the Stoic logic every

proposition is true or false. Carneades borrows the paradox of the

liar from the Megarians to contest this claim. If you say that you
are lying and it is true that you are lying have you lied or are you
telling the truth? The reply of Chrysippus was that this is an in-

soluble paradox, an exception, which does not disturb logic as such.

Carneades will not accept this as a reply: one cannot simultaneously

maintain that every proposition is true or false and that there are

exceptions to this rule. Carneades makes use of the same difficulty

to question the view that a syllogistic (in the Stoic usage) form guar-

antees the validity of an inference. The Stoic would say, “If you say

that it is now day and this is true, it has to be day; but you say it is day,

this is true, therefore it really is day.” Carneades asks if the follow-

ing is equally irreproachable. “If you say that you are lying and, in
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saying it are telling the truth, you are lying; but you say that you lie

and are telling the truth, therefore in telling the truth you are lying.”

There is a relatively easy way to get rid of the difficulty posed by this

paradox, for one might point out that I am lying and it is day-

time” are not on the same level, since the first statement must be

attached to another to have any significance, i.e., it is about a proposi-

tion or propositions in the way that the second is not. Carneades,

receiving no effective reply, used the difficulty to call into question

the validity of logic. Nor was he at all half-hearted in his rejections.

He is said to have regarded the mathematical proposition, “If equals

are added to equals the result is equals’ as dubious; so too Two

quantities each of which is equal to a third are equal to one another

is not necessarily true. In effect, nothing is certain, neither in the order

of sense nor in that of reason. This claim is directed against every

positive philosophv and not simply against the Stoics. We have

the individual impression (pathe) and have no way of distinguishing

one from the other in such a way that some are seen clearly to stand

for external realities, and others not.

Carneades, then, teaches the absence of all certitude in knowl-

edge; there is no criterion of truth, no comprehensive representation.

There is on this score a definite continuity between him and Arcesi-

laus. A doctrine peculiar to Carneades is that of the probable

(pithanon) which demands comparison with what Arcesilaus called

the reasonable (eulogon). Brochard^^ has drawn attention to the fact

that there are conflicting accounts of Carneades’ doctrine on the

suspension of judgment (epoche), one stemming from Clitomachus,

the pupil of Carneades, the other from Metrodorus. According to

Clitomachus the epoche can be understood as meaning that the wise

man affirms nothing, or it can mean that the wise man, while affirm-

ing nothing, prefers certain representations as being more likely. In

action, of course, the wise man must choose, but this does not entail

having opinions or giving assent to what is not certain. According to

Metrodorus, on the other hand, Carneades did not hesitate to give

assent to representations which are not certain. Thus, following

Metrodorus, Carneades would apear in a midway position with

respect to Arcesilaus and the Stoics. These would agree that the wise

man gives his assent only to true representations and would disagree

on whether there are any; Arcesilaus, feeling there are none, counseled

a universal suspension. Metrodorus suggests that Carneades would

let the suspension go and assent to what would be recognized as only

opinions. It is this suspension of the suspension which seems to have

led Carneades to his doctrine of the probable.

Victor Brochard, Les Sceptiques Grecs (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1932),

pp. 133-4.
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Sextus Empiricus reports that the probable was possessed of de-

grees.

And respecting the probable impressions they make distinctions:

some they regard as just simply probable, others as probable and
tested, others as probable, tested, and “irreversible.” For example,

when a rope is lying coiled up in a dark room, to one who enters

hurriedly it presents the simply “probable” appearance of being a

a serpent; but to the man who has looked carefully round and has

investigated the conditions—such as its immobility and its color, and
each of its otlier peculiarities—it appears as a rope, in accordance

witli an impression that is probable and tested. And the impression

that is also “irreversible” or incontrovertible is of this kind. When
Alcestis had died, Heracles, it is said, brought her up again from
Hades and showed her to Admetus, who received an impression of

Alcestis that was probable and tested; since, however, he knew that

she was dead his mind recoiled from its assent and reverted to

unbelief. So then the philosophers of the New Academy prefer the

probable and tested impression to the simply probable, and to both

of these the impression that is probable and tested and irreversible.

( OwfZme^,I,227-9;Bury

)

From the point of view of the subject, not all impressions are of

equal value, some have more probability than others and can thus

merit our assent. More importantly, what is called the probable seems

to involve a whole nest of impressions and the degrees of probability

seem to be read in terms of the compatibility of various impressions.

It is thought that Carneades was not attempting to judge the rela-

tionship of impressions and external objects, so much as the subjective

differences among impressions. At times we cannot put an impression

to the test by comparing it with others; when we do have time for this,

an incompatibility may emerge, or a compatibility, in terms of which

what was originally probable becomes less or more so. The notion of

the probable, of giving assent to what is recognized to be merely an

opinion, does not seem to have been simply a response to the exigen-

cies of the practical life. Whether it is a question of actions to be per-

formed or of speculative positions, Carneades is able to examine

them in terms of the probable and make his choice. In this way, for

example, he can assent to the proposition that nothing is certain as

to something probable and thereby avoid a difficulty.

In destroying, to his own satisfaction, the Stoic theory of know-

ledge, Carneades had toppled the whole system; nevertheless, as we
have seen, he did go on to discuss its logic. It must also be said that he

argued against the notion that the cosmos is an intelligent being,

against the Stoic attributions of divinity and acceptance of the popu-

lar gods and against the notion of fate or providence.

E. Some Later Sceptics

The immediate successor of Carneades as head of the Academy
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was Clitomacluis, followed by Philo of Larisa who was listened to

in Rome by Cicero in 87 B.C. The successor of Philo, Antiochus,

rejects scepticism, attempts to reconcile Platonism and Aristotelian-

ism and, according to Cicero, is in reality the most authentic Stoic,

meaning doubtless a Stoic of the stripe of Panaetius and Posidonius.

W^ith the death of Antiochus, the Academy ceases to have adherents

at Athens, according to Cicero; its immediate continuation in the

Creek world is to be found at Alexandria in Egypt. At the end of this

chapter we will give a brief indication of the subsequent history of tlie

Platonic Academy.

We shall not be detained by the difficulties which attend any at-

tempt to trace the history of the Sceptic school after Timon of

Phhus. We have already seen that Pyrrhonism was fairly effectively

usurped by the Academy and that it flourished there until the time

of Antiochus. Diogenes Laertius (IX, 116) suggests a continuity of

heads of the Sceptic school, but scholars are agreed that acceptance of

this chronology involves insuperable difficulties. Accordingly, we shall

content ourselves with a brief mention of two of the most important

later Sceptics, each of them separated by a large temporal gap from

one another and from the earliest non-Academic sceptics.

1 )
Aenesidemus of Cnossiis

Very little is known of the life of Aenesidemus; a good deal is

known of his teachings. A native of Cnossus, on Crete, he is

thought to have been alive in the first century before Christ. He
taught at Alexandria in Egypt. He was the author of Pyrrhonian

Discourses, Against Wisdom, On Inquiry and perhaps several other

works. We possess information of the content of the Discourses.

Aenesidemus is intent on showing that scepticism and the Academy
must not be confused; the Platonists are essentially dogmatists, he

feels, whereas the sceptic is never certain that something is true or

not true. He always and everywhere suspends judgment.

Aenesidemus argued against the possibility of truth, causality

and proof, and is famous for his doctrine of the ten tropes, or modes
by which suspension of judgment can be brought about. As to truth,

he argues that it cannot be sensible, cannot be intelligible and cannot

be both. (Cf. Sextus, Ad. Log. II, 40-47) His arguments against

causality consist in showing that body cannot cause body, nor the

incorporeal the incorporeal, nor can body cause the incorporeal or

vice versa. (Sextus, Ad. Phys. I, 218-226) Various arguments against

the possibility of proof which are set forth by Sextus Empiricus are

taken, as by De Vogel'^^ to have Aenesidemus as their source. The
arguments against proof attempt to show that the propositions from

C.
J.

DeVogel, Greek Philosophy, Vol. Ill, (Leiden; Brill, 1959), pp. 221tf.
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which something is shown are themselves in need of proof and that,

ultimately, the validity of proof itself is in need of proof. Nor will the

sceptic accept the admission that not everything stands in need of

proof nor can be proved.

But, say they, one ought not to ask for proof of everything, but
accept some things by assumption, since the argument will not be
able to go forward unless it be granted that there is something which
is of itself trustworthy. But we shall reply, firstly, that there is no
necessity for their dogmatic argumentations to go forward, fictitious

as they are. And, further, to what conclusion will they proceed?
for as apparent things merely establish the fact that they appear, and
are not capable also of showing that they subsist, let us assume also

that the premisses of the proof appear, and the conclusion likewise.

But even so the matter in question will not be deduced, nor will

the truth be introduced, so long as we abide by our bare assertion
and our own affection. And the attempt to establish that apparent
things not merely appear but also subsist is the act of men who are
not satisfied with what is necessary for practical purposes but are
eager also to assume hastily what is possible. ( Sextus,Ad.Log., II,

367-8)

But, if assumption lies at the beginning, is what is assumed trust-

worthy because it is assumed, and if not, why say that the true is such
by assumption?

The ten modes attributed to Aenesidemus have the same object
as any sceptic device, to show that aflBrmation is as ungrounded as
negation in the same matter. This leads to the suspension of judg-
ment. Thus, appearances are opposed to objects of thought, or ap-
pearances to appearances, thoughts to thoughts. A tower appears
round from a distance, square close up; the order of the heavens in-

duces to a belief in providence, the sufferings of the good calls

providence in question. Let us see how the ten modes of Aenesidemus
operate.

(1) The first mode is based on the variety among animals, e.g., as
to sense organs, some being more keen sighted than others, some hav-
ing a more acute sense of smell. Thus, it would seem that when con-
fronted with the same objects, they have different impressions. On
what basis would preference be given to one impression over another?

(2) The second mode has to do with differences among men, on the

assumption tliat, faced with tlie diflBculties of the first mode, one re-

torted that the impressions of men are to be taken as normative.

But are men so much alike? Some men sweat in the shade and shiver

in the sun; some go a long time without water, others not.

(3) The third mode is ’based on the differences between the senses:

to sight, an apple is red; to taste, sweet, and so forth. The eye finds

dimensions in a painting whieh touch does not; some things are

pleasant to taste and not to smell, and vice versa.
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(4) The fourth mode is based on differences of condition: things

appear differently to us depending on whether we are well or ill,

sleeping or awake, young or old, happy or sad, etc.

(5) The fifth mode relies on the different customs of men with re-

spect to what is beautiful or ugly, good or bad, true or false. A

Persian father may marry his daughter while this shocks the Greek.

(6) The sixth mode takes its rise from the fact that a color differs

in moonlight, sunhght and lamplight; that a stone in water can be

moved by one man, while two are needed to lift it on land.

(7) The seventh mode proceeds by observing that in different posi-

tions and from different distances things appear differently (e.g. the

sun at rising, at noon, at sundown), and concludes that we never

know them as they are in themselves.

(8) The eighth mode notes how the properties of things are said to

vary in quantity and quality: thus what is hot or cold is not absolute,

but relative to us and our condition, as is the amount of wine which

is healthful.

(9) The ninth mode points out that things are called rare for sub-

jective reasons. For some, earthquakes are rare occurences, for others

usual.

(10) The tenth mode has to do with relatives of all kinds, and sug-

gests that, since we can know them only with reference to something

else, we cannot know them in themselves.

Sextus Empiricus devotes much time to these modes {Outlines^

I 36-163), which he lists in a slightly different order than that of

Diogenes Laertius whose order we have followed. Sextus feels these

tropes are based on differences in the judging subject, on variances

in the object, or on both, and he groups the tropes accordingly.

2 )
Sextus Empiricus

Sextus Empiricus is thought to have lived in the second century of

our era; he was head of the Sceptic school, a physician (hence the

EmpiricuSy denoting a particular approach to that art). It is diflBcult

to say where he lived ; he exhibits knowledge of Rome, Athens and

Alexandria. For our purposes, his main interest is the fact that he is

our primary source for the Sceptic school in general. As it happens,

his summary of sceptic attacks on the Stoics makes him a source for

Stoic doctrine as well. We shall confine our comment here to the

purely bibliographical level. This is justified in any case, since Sextus

is primarily a compiler of the teachings of the school he represents and

we have been relying on him heavily for that teaching.

The surviving works of Sextus can be thought of as two in num-

ber, Outlines of Pyrrhonism and Adversus Mathematieos^ The • lat-
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ter is often subdivided, as in the Loeb Classical Library edition by

Bury, something which makes references hard to verify by the

beginner when equivalences are not given. In that edition, volume

one contains the Outlines; volume two contains two books "Against

the Logicians” which are books VII and VIII Adversus Mathematicos,

respectively, the first six books being found in volume four. Volume

three contains two books "Against the Physicists” (IX and X of

Adversus Mathematicos) and a book "Against the Ethicists” (XI).

F. The Subsequent History of the Academy

With Antiochus, the identification of the Academy with Scepti-

cism ceased and his eclectic efforts to show the fundamental agreement

of Stoicism, Aristotelianism and Platonism was carried on at Alex-

andria, whence Antiochus had gone to Athens to succeed Philo as

head of the school. The Athenian Academy seems to have broken up

after the death of Antiochus, but his inffuence remained with what

is called the eclectic Academy'' in Alexandria under the leadership

of Eudorus (c. 25 B.C.) Eudorus is thought possibly to have written

a commentary on the Timaeus and on the Metaphysics of Aristotle,

as well as a work against the Categories of the latter. He is also said

to have written a work on the division of philosophy. Eudorus was

responsible for a new edition of the dialogues of Plato, arranged in

tetralogies, as well as a collected edition of Democritus.

Perhaps the most famous of later Platonists is Plutarch of Chae-

ronia (45 A.D.-c. 125 A.D.) in Boetia. He studied in Athens and pos-

sibly in Alexandria, returned to his home town to what appears to

have been a leisurely life, although he gave lectures. Plutarch went to

Rome in 90 A.D. on public business and lectured in Rome; the lec-

tures were later published as the Moralia. Once more at Chaeronia,

he wrote his Parallel Lives of Illustrious Greeks and Romans.

Plutarch was a deeply religious man and was a priest of Apollo at

Delphi. His Lives have exerted great influence, not least because

they are a source for many of Shakespeare’s plays. Plutarch is regarded

as a forerunner of Neoplatonism. As against the Stoics who identified

God with the world, Plutarch teaches God’s transcendence. Only

God truly is, since he is unchangeable; so too only God is truly one.

God is the highest principle and is goodness; to account for evil in

the world, Plutarch intioduces a principle other tlian God. Moreover,

he intioduces various daimons or spirits as intermediaries between

God and man. In his ethics, Plutarch gives love of one’s fellow men,

philanthropy, as the sum of the virtues.

In speaking of the Academy of the second century of our era, we

are no longer speaking of a group of men at Athens; some Academi-

cians were at Athens, of course, e.g. Atticus, but of equal if not
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greater importance are such men as Albinus and Theon of Smyrna
and Gains; at Alexandria there was, perhaps, Celsus, who made a

written attack on Christianity, and Ammonius Saccas, a Christian

and teacher of Plotinus. Maximus of Tyre was teaching philosophy at

Rome during this period. Apuleius of Madaura expounded the

Platonic philosophy in a number of works written in Latin. Though
some of these men are doubtless of some importance, that importance

is eclipsed by Neoplatonism.



CHAPTER IV

Neoplatonism
In an earlier chapter we have seen that in the later Platonic
Academy attempts were made to reconcile the Plato s thought with
that of other schools, particularly the Peripatetic and the Stoic. It is

this tendency above all others which is characteristic of what is called

Neoplatonism, a movement of thought which can be taken to achieve
its zenith with Plotinus. Before turning to Plotinus himself, we
must mention a number of significant events in the first centuries of

our era.

A. Revival of Pythagoreanism.

We have ample evidence that a revival of Pythagoreanism took
place, perhaps in the first century B.C. Diogenes Laertius records
a brief account of Alexander Polyhistor (VIII, 25-35) which begins
as follows. “The principle of all things is the monad or unit;

arising from this monad the undefined dyad or two serves as a ma-
teral substratum to the monad, which is cause; from the monad
and the undefined dyad spring numbers; from numbers, points;

from points, lines; from lines, plane figures; from plane figures, solid

figures; from solid figures, sensible bodies, the elements of which are
four, fire, water, earth and air; these elements interchange and turn
into one another completely, and combine to produce a universe
animate, intelligent, spherical, with the earth at its center, the

earth itself too being spherical and inhabited round about.” What
is of present interest in Neopythagoreanism, is this notion of all

tilings flowing from the One which prefigures the theories of

emanation we shall find in other late schools. Moreover, coupled
with an exaggerated reverence for Pythagoras and a revival of the

religious practises of the early school, is the effort to apply Pytha-

goreanism to other philosophical schools. Thus, we find Pythagorean

interpretations of Plato. Between the One and the world, there are

daemons whose function it is to govern the world. Nicomachus of

Gerasa who lived in the middle of the second century of our era and

. 339
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who wrote cin Introduction to Arithmetic can be counted among the

Neopythagoreans. He is noteworthy for his insistence on knowledge

of mathematics as a prerequisite for wisdom and for locating numbers

in the mind of God. The order and harmony of the universe indicate

that it is patterned on numbers and their proportions which accord-

ingly must exist in the mind of the fashioner of the world. (Cf. De-

Vogel, III, 2388b)

The Hermetic writings {Corpus Hermeticum) were probably

collected around 300 A.D. These are attributed to Hermes

Trismegistus, a name apparently derived from an attempt to identify

the Greek god Hermes and the Egyptian god Tat. The section of the

Corpus known as Poimander seems to respresent a type of gnosticism,

that is, an amalgam of Ghristianity and paganism, although the

Hermetic writings contain much less Ghristian reference than popular

gnostic writings. The production of the world is explained in the

following fashion. A part of God breaks off and becomes chaotic

nature on which a Logos also proceeding from God descends,

separating the elements from one another. The Father God is present

in the cosmos in the form of innumerable powers which seem to be

akin to the Platonic Ideas which are located apparently in the

divine mind. The original God and the Logos fashion a third god,

a demiurge who is also an intellect and the fashioner of the heavenly

bodies which govern the sensible world. The first §od fashions man

equal to himself, while other living things are made by the second and

third gods. When man comes to see his origin, he faces the task of

returning to it: the route back is by way of purgation as well as by an

illumination from God. In the Hermetic writings there is a tension

between reunion with God by means of knowledge of a scientific type

and by means of a mystical vision. Of interest is the notion of inter-

mediaries between God and the sensible world and the ambiguity

involved in treating the sensible world as evil in itself but also as an

image of God. Man is a compound of light and matter and his task is

to free himself from the clutches of the body and matter and return

to his source: this ascent becomes a matter of celestial geography, a

movement from sphere to sphere and then beyond.

Numenius of Apameia in Syria, who lived in the second half

of the second century of our era, also speaks of three gods, the father,

the maker and the made. The first god is transcendent and has nothing

to do with the formation of the cosmos; the second is the demiurge,

the cause of becoming who forms the world. The third god is the

formed world. The first god is absolutely one and is identified with

Plato’s God as well as with Aristotle’s self-thinking thought. If the

first god is transcendent and indifferent to the cosmos, the demiurge

is not; it is by his thinking of man that man is kept alive. There is a

dispute as to whether the third god’ is to be taken to be the sensible
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world itself or the conception of the world in the mind of the

demiurge. Matter itself is conceived to be positively evil by Numen-
ius; consequently, the souls union with body is an evil and death a

liberation which permits the soul to rejoin its principle.

Mention must be made here of the Jewish philosophers of anti-

quity, particularly those at Alexandria, although with them a factor

is introduced which sets them definitely off from all other tliinkers we
have considered, a factor which gives them far greater affinity with

the men to be considered in the next volume of this series. This can

best be exemplified by Philo Judaeus (c. 25 B.C. - 40 A.D. ), a man
who accepted as revealed truth the Jewish Scriptures and was at the

same time drawn to the philosophy of the Greeks. This led him to

interpret the Scriptures in terms of Greek philosophy, an effort

actually begun, according to Wolfson,5i when the Pentateuch was

translated into Greek around 260 B.G. The effort of Philo carries

with it difficulties which we shall not undertake to discuss here,

preferring to postpone the matter until our consideration of the

confrontation of philosophy on the part of the Cliristians. At that

time, we shall endeavor to sketch the main lines of the effort of

Philo Judaeus. For the present, we must turn to Plotinus.

B. Plotinus

Plotinus was born in Egypt (we are not sure of the city) in 203/

4 A.D. He studied at Alexandria, spending many years as the pupil

of Ammonias Saccas who is said to have been the founder of Neoplat-

onism. When he was forty, Plotinus came to Borne where he was a very

successful teacher, numbering senators among his students and ac-

quiring the favor of the Emperor himself. When Plotinus was sixty,

Porphyry became his student and we are indebted to the latter not

only for a life of Plotinus but also for the present form of the writings.

Porphyry arranged the writings of his master into six groups each

containing nine tractates; it is because each book contains nine

tractates that the work is known as the Enneads. Each tractate is

divided into chapters but there is no uniform number of these. Re-

ferences to Plotinus involve the citation of the Ennead, the tractate,

the chapter; e.g., I, ii, 1. Porphyry tells us that Plotinus was a most

effective teacher. Plotinus, as might be expected from his doctrine,

was a deeply spiritual man, ascetic in his habits, who according to

Porphyry, achieved ecstatic union with God a number of times during

the six years Porphyry was his pupil. There are no references to

Christianity in Plotinus, though he does criticize the Gnostics. We are

told that Plotinus had an unrealized hope of founding a city to be

51 H. A. Wolfson, Philo, vol. I (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,

1948), p. 94.
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called Platopolis in which a perfect society eoiild flourish.

In the Enneads, Plotinus sets forth the strueture of the world and

our plaee in that strueture, the manner in whieh all things proeeed

from the One and return onee more to it. There is multiplieity and

unity, consequently, and Plotinus speaks of the unity in a striking

fashion.

The elements in their totality, as tliey stand produced, may be

thought of as one spheric figure; this cannot be the piecemeal

product of many makers each working from some one point on

some other portion. There must be one cause; and this must operate

as an entire, not by part executing part; otherwise we are brought

back to a plurality of makers. (VI,v,9)

The many things which are in the universe must refer back to one

principle and this one principle contains everything within itself. The

procession of all things from the One is a necessary procession; each

level of reality proceeds necessarily from its superior as the first pro-

ceeds necessarily from the one. If we call this procession creation, a

creation in time is excluded from the Plotinian universe; any priority

and posteriority is based on nature rather than temporal sequence.

In the beginning was everything, but everything is so structured that

there is a first from which all things proceed, if only mediately. Thus,

if Plotinus speaks of production and procession, it is an ontological

dependence only that he wants to speak of; time has nothing to do

with it and the processions are not results of acts of will. This is a

sketch of the Plotinian universe:

The One is all things and no one of them; the source of all things is

not all things; all things are its possession—running back, so to speak,

to it—or, more correctly, not yet so, they will be. But a universe

from an unbroken unity, in which there appears no diversity, nor

even duality? It is precisely because that is nothing within the One
that all things are from it: in order that Being may be brought

about, the source must be no Being but Being’s generator, in what
is to be thought of as the primal act of generation. Seeking nothing,

possessing nothing, lacking notliing, the One is perfect and, in our

metaphor, has overflowed, and its exuberance has produced the new:
this product has turned again to its begetter and been filled and has

because its contemplator and so an Intellectual-Principle (Nous).

That station towards the one (tlie fact that something exists in

presence of the One) establishes Being; tliat vision directed upon
the One to the end of vision, it is simultaneously Intellectual-Prin-

ciple and Being; and, attaining resemblance in virtue of this vision,

it repeats the act of the One in pouring forth a vast power. This

second outflow is a Form or Idea representing the Divine Intellect

as the Divine Intellect represented its own prior, the One. This

active power sprung from essence (from the Intellectual-Principle

considered as Being) is Soul. Soul arises as the idea and act of the

motionless Intellectual-Principle—which itself sprang from its own
motionless prior—but the soul’s operation is not simUarly motionless;
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its image is generated from its movement. It takes fullness by looking
to its source; but it generates its image by adopting another, a
downward, movement. This image of the Soul is Sense and Nature,
the vegetal principle. Nothing however is completely severed from
its prior. (V,ii,l)

W^e have here the three hypostases of Plotinus: the One, Nous
and Soul. Elsewhere Plotinus speaks of them as light, sun and moon
respectively. (V, vi, 4) Nous has received the light into its very
essence, but above Nous must be that which gives the light. Soul has
an essentially borrowed light. Plotinus argues for the exhaustive-
ness of these, arguing that there can be neither more nor less. (Cf. II,

ix, 1). We must examine each of the hypostases in turn, Soul, Nous,
One. \\ e adopt this order because the philosophy of Plotinus is not
merely the depiction of the hierarchy of the universe, but an exhorta-
tion to man to mount to the first principle.

Therefore, first let each become godlike and each beautiful who
cares to see God and Beauty.,, So' mounting, the Soul will come
first to the Intellectual-Principle and survey all the beautiful Ideas
in the Supreme and will avow that this is Beauty, that the Ideas are
Beauty . . . What is beyond the Intellectual-Principle we affirm to
be the nature of Good radiating Beauty before it. (I,vi,9)

The Term at which we must arrive we may take as agreed: we
have established elsewhere, by many considerations, that our journey
is to the Good, the Primal-Principle; and indeed the very reasoning
which discovered the Term was itself something like an initiation.
(I,iii,l)

Soul. Soul occupies a middle position between Nous and the
corporeal world; it is the reflection of the former and the organizer
of the latter. As we have just seen, Plotinus is urging us to ascend to

the first principle, something vv'hich would seem to involve a turning
away from bodies; nevertheless, soul has a function relative to bodies.
This introduces a kind of tension into the Plotinian conception of
soul, although there is no doubt as to which region the soul itself

belongs. “In that allocation we were distinguishing things as they
fall under the intellectual or the sensible, and we placed the soul in

the former class.” (IV, ii, 1) It is because of its reference to body
that the soul can be said to be divisible.

The nature at once divisible and indivisible, which we affirm to be
the soul has not the unity of an extended thing: it does not consist of
separate sections; its divisibility lies in its presence at every point
of the recipient, but it is indivisible as dwelling entire in the total and
entire in any part. (IV,ii,l)

Plotinus is not in agreement with Aristotle’s teaching that the soul

is the form or entelechy of the body. His arguments against this are

not all on the same level. On the one hand, he says that if soul were
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so wedded to body as form to matter, sleep would be impossible, sleep

beinc^ conceived as the soul’s withdrawal upwards. On the other hand,

Plotinus holds that tlic soul serves as a principle of organization for

many bodies, though successively; consequently, it does not come to be

with the coming into being of the living thing.

The substantial existence of the soul, then, does not depend upon

serving as fornn to anything: it is an essence which does not come

into being by finding a seat in body; it exists before it becomes the

soul of some particular, for example, of a living being, whose body

would by this doctrine be the author of its soul. (IV,vii,8E)

The soul is essence or substance {ousia)y the permanent, whereas

body and generally the realm of the corporeal is process and change;

the corporeal comes and goes and is not so much being as it partici-

pates in being, a capacity to participate in what authentically is,

namely, the soul. The soul itself has a superior and inferior part, the

former looking to Nous, the latter to matter which is formed in tlie

image of the soul just as soul is an imitation proceeding from its

superior, Nous.

If soul acts as a genus or species, the various (particular) souls

must act as species. Their aetivities will be twofold: the aetivity

upward is intellect; that which looks downwards constitutes the

specifically different powers; tlie lowest activity of soul is in its

contact with matter to whieh it brings form. (VI,ii,22)

Thus far what we have said would indicate that Plotinus wishes

to speak of the human soul somewhat after the manner of Aristotle,

though with disagreement as to the notion of soul as form of the

living body. But soul, for Plotinus is one of the three Inpostases,

and in his hierarchical universe “soul” has four meanings. There is

first of all a transcendent soul, proximate to Nous and, secondly,

there is the soul of the visible world which, in its totality, is a living

creature. The human soul parallels this division, there being a

superior and inferior human soul. These notions bring us close to

Plato, of course, but Plotinus is careful to point out that he does not

subscribe to the alleged purport of the Philehus to the effect that

particular souls arc simply parts of the universal soul; the Tirnaeus

makes it clear that other souls are of the same nature as the universal

soul but distinct from it. (lV,iii,7) The suggestion is made that we
form part of the cosmic order thanks to the inferior part of our soul,

but transcend that order because of the superior part of the human

soul which is destined for union with the first principle. Nevertheless,

the plurality of souls is not a function of their union with bodies;

the plurality pertains to the intelligible order itself.

The distinctive character of soul is not thought but ordering

and governing. It is this which distinguishes soul from Nous and

explains its progression from Nous.
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There is the Nous which remains among the intellectual beings,

living the purely intellective life; and this, knowing no impulse or

appetite, is for ever stationary in that realm. But immediately fol-

lowing upon it, there is that which has acquired appetite, and, by
this accruement, has already taken a great step outward; it has the

desire of elaborating order on the model of what it has seen in the

Nous: pregnant by those beings, and in pain to the birth, it is eager

to make, to create. (IV,viii,13)

This passage will become clearer when we have examined the na-

ture of Nous; for the moment, we can point out the kinship between

the Plotinian soul and what Aristotle called the practical intellect.

Soul for Plotinus looks outward, fashions matter to the image of

what has been contemplated in Nous, the realm of what Plato called

the Ideas or forms. Thus, the cosmic order is due to a world soul; or-

ganic bodies are due to particular souls. Soul, for Plotinus, is the source

of providence.

We can see that Plotinus speaks of the downward movement of

soul, its emanation from Nous and movement towards matter as or-

ganizing principle, as the natural function of the soul. And yet the

soul is called to transcendence, to retracing the stages of procession

and to reunion with the first principle. Thus, while perfectly natural,

the soul’s involvement with the corporeal constitutes a danger. What
the human soul must do is to seek safety in a return to the universal

soul; in union with the universal soul it can exercise governance with-

out care or trouble. The body is not necessarily the prison of the

soul, but it can become so if the soul should so concentrate on the

particulars of this world as to become forgetful of its origin and des-

tiny. But even in this fallen state there is hope.

But in spite of all it has, for ever, something transcendent: by a

conversion towards the intellective act, it is loosed from the shackles

and soars—when only it makes its memories the starting point of a

new vision of essential being. Souls that take this way have place

in both spheres, living of necessity the life there and the life here

by turns, the upper life reigning in those able to consort more
continuously with the divine Intellect, the lower dominant where
character or circumstances are less favorable. ( IV,viii,5

)

The soul by its very nature is divine, and evil must be looked upon

as an accretion to the soul due to its commerce with the corporeal.

Goodness is of the essence of the soul, evil is accidental and not consti-

tutive. For Plotinus it is hardly necessary to argue that the soul is

immortal; it is not constituted by its union with body, with the

realm where mortality has meaning. It preexists this state and of

itself is divine and eternal. The ontological status of the soul enables

Plotinus to put the oracular dictum “Know thyself” to a use which

epitomizes the ambiguity of his doctrine, a doctrine in which the

religious and the speculative are inextricably commingled, where
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union with the One and knowledge of the structure of the universe

are but two aspects of the same effort. For it is by reflecting on itself

that the soul will discover the order of the universe and begin its

ascent to the Father. The soul must recall that the world that lies

before the eyes of the body has as its author another soul, that every

wonderful thing in the cosmos has as its source soul: this recognition

draws the soul towards knowledge of that universal soul.

That great soul must stand pictured before another soul, one not

mean, a soul that has become worthy to look, emancipate from the

lure, from all that binds its fellows in bewitchment, holding itself in

quietude. Let not merely the enveloping body be at peace, body’s

turmoil stilled, but all that lies around, earth at peace, and sea at

peace, and air and the very heavens. (V,i,2)

By contemplating the heavens and their orderly movements, we
will beeome conscious of the living soul behind that order and har-

mony and the human soul will become conscious of its likeness to the

engendering father of the cosmos. Thus, the awe indueed by this

ascent to the universal soul comes to be direeted on one’s own soul,

whieh is of the same nature as the universal soul. Once aseent is made
to the universal soul, the stage is set for the next step in the upward
movement, for the universal soul, awesome and great as it is, is the

sign of something greater beyond it, the Nous of which it is the image.

As speech is an image of the reason within the soul, so is soul the

utterance of Nous, indeed it is the activity of Nous as the procession

from it. Having arrived thus at Nous, let us leave our preliminary

sketch of Soul and turn to the higher hypostasis.

Nous. We have just seen Plotinus speak of the ascent of the human
soul to Nous via the universal soul whieh is a procession from Nous
and its image. Earlier we have seen Plotinus employ a metaphor of

light aecording to whieh the Soul would be a moon, illuminated not
by its own light but by that of the sun, the Nous. The Nous, if it is

light in a more essential w'ay than the Soul has nevertheless received

its light from a higher source. This indicates that Nous is at a mid-
point between the other two hypostases and will lead us onward to

the summit. Ihis must be mentioned since, just as in speaking of Soul
we had to make reference to Nous, any discussion of Nous requires

reference to both other hypostases. A less metaphorical way of speak-
ing of Nous is to call it beauty and thereby less than the good of

which it is the image. The good is the One, that which is beyond and
the primal principle, whereas Nous is its articulation into Ideas; the

reference to the Republic is clear and intended. Nous is divine, is god
though not the highest god, is the divine intellect in which resides

the multiplicity of ideas and archetypes of the sensible world.

That archetypal world is the true Golden Age, age of Kronos, who
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is the Nous as being the oflFspring or exuberance of God. For here
is contained all that is immortal: nothing here but is Divine Mind;
all is God; this is the place of every soul. Here is rest unbroken; for

how can that seek change, in which all is well; what need that reach
to, which holds all within itself; what increase can that desire, which
stands utterly achieved? All its content, thus, is perfect, that itself

may be perfect throughout, as holding notliing tliat is less than the
divine, nothing that is less than intellective. Its knowing is not by
search but by possession, its blessedness inherent, not acquired; for

all belongs to it eternally and it holds the authentic Eternity
imitated by Time which, circling round tlie Soul, makes toward the
new 'thing and passes by tlie old. Soul deals with thing after thing
—now Socrates; now a horse: always some one entity from among
beings—but the Nous is all and therefore its entire content is simul-
taneously present in that identity: this is pure being in eternal
actuality; nowhere is there any future, for every then is a now; nor
is there any past, for nothing there has ever ceased to be . . .

(V,i,4)

Nous is identical with its objects; knower and known are one. This

may seem to imply that to be is to be thought since Nous has been
said to be being and now is said to be identical with what is thought.

Nevertheless, Plotinus expressly rejects the view that to be is to be
thought; he does this by asserting that Nous does not produce its ob-

jects; it contains them but, as with Plato, Ideas are not taken
to be concepts.

If the Nous were envisaged as preceding Being, it would at once
become a principle whose expression, its intellectual act, achieves
and engenders the Beings: but, since we are compelled to think of
existence as preceding that which knows it, we can but think that
the Beings are tlie actual content of the knowing principle and that
the very act, the intellection, is inherent to the Beings, as fire

stands equipped from the beginning with fire-act; in this conception,
the Beings contain the Nous as one and the same with themselves,
as their own activity. Thus, Being is itself an activity: there is one
activity, then, in both or, rather, both are one thing. (V,iv,8)

Plotinus attributes our difficulties on this score to the fact that

we necessarily separate things which are one in our thinking of them.
In somewhat the same way, the Nous as emanation from the One and
as its image, introduces multiplicity in its very imitation, the variety of

Ideas. Nevertheless, as compared to Soul and to the visible world.

Nous must appear as highly unified and this is explained precisely by
the fact that it is an imitation of the One itself. Looked at from below,

however, in Nous the spatial discreteness and temporal succession of

the visible world are done away with and there each thing is every-

thing and everything is an “each,” although each thing is the whole in

a somewhat different way. Brehier^2 notes the similarity between

E. Brehier, The Philosophy of Plotinus (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1958).
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such descriptions in Plotinus and the inonadology of Leibnitz.

The Nous emerges as most ambiguous. It is the Platonic world of

Ideas, the ground, law and guarantor of the things in the visible

world; it is also that which contemplates these Ideas. But if Nous

has as its function to contemplate its own content, to be a perfect

union of thought and its object, it also is directed beyond and

above itself.

Nous, thus, has two powers, first that of grasping intellectively its

own content, the second that of advancing and receiving whereby

to know its transcendent; at first it sees, later by that seeing it

takes possession of Nous, becoming one only thing with that: the

first seeing is that of Intellect knowing, the second that of Intellect

loving; stripped of its wisdom in the intoxication of the nectar, it

comes to love . . . (VI,vii,35)

Thus once more we see the way open to a further ascent.

It may be well to recall at this point the double aspect of the

doctrine of the Enneads. We find discussed in an essentially inter-

dependent fashion the structure of the world and the journey of the

human soul back to the primary source of itself and the universe. Nous

has proceeded from the One, which involves multiplicity; thus Nous

is other than the One because it is an intelligible universe being the

archetypes of the visible world and the ground for our moral and

aestlietic judgments. Soul in turn proceeds from Nous and, unlike

Nous, is ordered to govern not to contemplate. The human soul is a

being in itself, possessing being prior to and thus apart from its union

with a body; nevertheless it is the organizing principle of the body

and this is natural to it and not evil in itself. Contact with the cor-

poreal and the particular constitutes a danger, however, and the soul

must withdraw within itself and, by knowing itself, know all that is.

It must first arise to its higher sibling, the universal Soul which will

inevitably lead it on to that of which the universal soul is but the

image, namely Nous. Here too we seem to have the objective

counterpart of a function of the human soul itself, intellect. Our

intellect must learn to contemplate what Nous itself contemplates,

the Ideas; in this way our minds become one with the divine

mind although Notis is not the first but only the second god. As we

have just seen, such contemplation leads to a further upward move-

ment to that which is superior to Nous itself, the One or the Good.

The One. We must now attempt to sketch the most difficult aspect

of the teaching of Plotinus, the summit and absolute source of

being. Now, simply to call the One the source of being indicates the

difficulties which face us; we have seen that Plotinus identifies Nous

with being, for to be is to stand off from the One. The One, accord-

ingly, would have to be said not to be. Plotinus does not flinch from
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this consequence. The One is beyond being as it is beyond knowledge;

it is unknowable and ineffable. However, as will appear, Plotinus tends

to speak of the One in an affirmative as well as a negative manner.

The One, then, is not Nous but something higher still: Nous is still

a being but that First is no being but prior to all being: it cannot
be a being, for a being has what vv^e may call the form of its reality

but the One is without form, even intellectual form. Generative of

all, the One is none of all; neither thing nor quantity nor quality

nor intellect nor soul; not in motion, nor at rest, not in place, not
in tjme: it is the self-defined, unique in form or, better, formless,

existing before form was, or movement or rest, all of which are

attachments of being and make being the manifold it is. (VI,ix,3)

To speak of the One as a cause is not to say that something happens
to it, but rather that something happens to other things. For the

One to be a cause is not for it to change or to lose anything but for

other things to gain by coming into being. But is not Plotinus

caught up here in inextricable difficulties? To speak of the One
seems to imply asserting that there is a One, that is, that something is

One, an assertion which seemingly involves a multiplicity; what is

One and the unity whereby it is so? Plotinus is aware of these

difficulties. One is not a predicate of the One, nor is the One a numeri-

cal unity.

That awesome Prior, the One, is not a being, for so its unity would
be vested in something else: strictly, no name is apt to it, but since

name it we must there is a certain rough fitness in designating it

as unity with the understanding that it is not the unity of some
other thing. Thus it eludes our knowledge, so that the nearer ap-
proach to it is through its offspring. Being: we know it as cause
of existence to Nous, as fount of all that is best, as the efficacy

which, selfperduring and undiminishing, generates all beings and is

not to be counted among these its derivatives, to all of which it

must be prior. (VI,ix,5)

The best way to know the One is to know what we can know and
thereby transcend through love and unknowing to the One. Plotinus

is prepared as well to be faced with the paradox of his statements

about the One which is said to be ineffable. To say the One is ineffable

is thereby to make it effable, is it not? His reply is that speech about

the One is not really about the One as if this first principle were
grasped and being conveyed in language; his v/ritings and talk urge

us towards the One, they are an appeal to vision, a pointing of the

path: "our teaching is of the road and the travelling; the seeing must
be the very act of one that has made this choice.” (VI,ix,4) Plotinus

indicates the way by urging self-contemplation, that turning of tlie

soul inward upon itself by which turning it will see that it is to this

that its whole history points, that it is its very nature to turn towards

its own center. The One is not the center of the Soul, but the center
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of the Soul is analogous to the One and provides a kind of bridge

for the necessary transcendence towards the One.

The negative designation of the One can perhaps be best under-

stood if we see the hypostases as objectifications of the spiritual life.

The sensible world is to provide us with an occasion to rise to con-

templation of the organizing principle of the cosmos, the universal

soul; this in turn leads us onwards and upwards to Nous, which,

as the realm of Ideas, is the objective correlative of our intellectual

life, the life in which knower and known become one. In this scale,

the One functions as the yonder or beyond what we can know: it is

the ground ultimately of intelligiblity, unknowable in itself but

drawing us towards it to a union which transcends the cognitive.

From the point of view of the universe, this emphasis of Plotinus

puts the One outside the universe of being although it is the cause

of that universe. Any cognitive efforts to speak of the One must be in

terms of finding analogies in what we do know, saying the One is

like this or that, e.g. the center of a circle, while cautioning about the

inability of our lanugage to convey what transcends the capacity of

our understanding. There is, however, another side of the doctrine

of the One, a more positive side.^s

Porphyry, in his life of Plotinus, tells us that the whole of the

Metaphysics of Aristotle is to be found compressed in the Enneads.

The significance of that remark is nowhere more evident than in cer-

tain statements about the One. First of all, there is the utter simplicity

of the One.

In us the individual, viewed as body, is far from reality; by soul

which especially constitutes being we are in reality, are in some
degree real. This is a compound state, a mingling of Reality and

Difference, not, therefore reality in the strictest sense, not reality

pure .... But in That which is wholly what it is—self-existing

reality, without distinction between the total thing and its essence—

the being is a unit and sovran over itself; neither the being nor the

essenee is to be referred to any extern. (VI,viii,12)

Plotinus goes on to say that the One which is identical with its

essence (ousia) is equally one with its actuality (energeia). We
have here the other side of the coin: when the One is said not to be, the

being denied of it is an imperfect being, one which involves duality

and otherness and thus dependence on something beyond; but if the

One is said not to be in an imperfect way, it is a most perfect being,

is in the most perfect sense of the term. Plotinus is not of course con-

tradicting himself here, since this notion of perfect being is

formed on an analogy with the imperfect being we can know, the

being which is known to be non-self-sufficient and dependent on some-

53 See A. H. Armstrong, The Arcfiitecture of the Intelligible Universe in the

Philosophy of Plotinus (Cambridge, England: University Press, 1940).
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thing further which can thereby be indirectly described. The One is

not-being in the sense that it cannot be like the beings we know; if it

were, we would be involved in an infinite regress.. However, to know

what the One cannot be is to be able to formulate a statement des-

criptive of what it is, ( a necessarily imperfect statement, because made

by reference to something else) of the perfection of its being. Now
there is a momentum to this approach which carries Plotinus on to

admit activities of the One, but activities which are one with its sub-

stance. Thus, the One has will in the sense that it is will; (VI,viii,

13) it is good in the sense that it is goodness. (V,v,13) The One is

not concerned at all with the things which emanate from it, a con-

cern which Plotinus seems to feel would argue against its self-suffi-

ciency and trascendence. Much the same thing can be said of Nous,

of course, since governance and providence are assigned to the third

hypostasis. Soul. And, to correct the possible import of a previous

quotation, we must point out that Plotinus will say that the One is

actuality (energeia) without being (ottsia). (VI,viii,20) It is often

pointed out that Plotinus has a tendency sometimes to speak of the

One in the same way he speaks of Nous while at other times he sharply

distinguishes between them. Various passages are extremely difficult

to reconcile with one another and a certain impatience is justified.

As a consistent theoretical doctrine, the Enneads leave much to be

desired. But even to formulate this criticism is to indicate that one has

lost touch with what is doubtless the most important aspect of

Plotinus' upward journey. He does not promise us speculative ac-

curacy; his many attempts to speak meaningfully of the One must

always give way before what is the essential way to achieve contact

with tlie first principle. This is not had by knowledge, but rather by

presence (parousia).

The main part of the difficulty is that awareness of this Principle

comes neither by knowing nor by the Intellection that discovers the

Intelligible Beings but by a presence overpassing all knowledge. In

knowing, soul or mind abandons its unity; it cannot remain a simplex:

knowing is taking account of things; that accounting is multiple;

the mind, thus plunging into number and multiplicity, departs from

unity. Our way then takes us beyond knowing; there may be no

wandering from unity; knowing and knowable must all be left aside;

every object of thought, even the highest, we must pass by, for all

that is good is later than This and derives from This as from the sun

all the light of the day. (VI,ix,4)

The term of the teaching of Plotinus is the fulfillment of the

spiritual life, the perfection of the individual; it does not seem too

much to say that every theoretical statement is ultimately subordi-

nated to enticing the soul upwards, beyond the theoretical to com-

munion with the One, to that presence to the One in which our

happiness consists. This term of the ascent of the spiritual life is not
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something remote and far off; the yonder or beyond is actually

nearby and our distance from it is in function of our distance from

our true self.

Tlius the Supreme as containing no otherness is ever present with us;

vve with it when we put otherness away. It is not that the Supreme
reaches out to us seeking our communion: we reach towards the

Supreme; it is we that become present. We are always before it: but
we do not always look . . . (VI,ix,8)

The World. The three hypostases, One, Nous and Soul give us the

structure of the intelligible universe in which Nous proceeds neces-

sarily from the One as its image, introducing a multiplicity expressed

in the Platonic Ideas, a multiplicity which is nevertheless unified

with respect to the next hypostasis. Soul, which emanates necessarily

from Nous as its image. With the third hypostasis we have not yet

reached the sensible world: this world proceeds from Soul, according

to Plotinus, and it is to that aspect of his doctrine that we must now
turn.

Something besides a unity there must be or all would be indiscemibly
buried, shapeless within that unbroken whole: none of the real beings
would exist if that unity remained at halt within itself: the plurality
of these beings, offspring of the unity, could not exist without their
own nexts taking the outward path; these are the beings holding the
rank of souls. In the same way the outgoing process could not end
with the souls, their issue stifled: every kind must produce its next;
it must unfold from some concentrated central principle as from a
seed, and so advance to its term in the varied forms of sense
(IV,viii,6)

The universal soul, in its contemplation of Nous is filled with its

object and overflows in an image. Soul as creative inv'olves a secondary
phase of the Soul, accordingly, and its production is something lower
than itself. This creation by the Soul is not to be looked upon as a
fall on its part, since it can create only if it ascends.

We assert its creative act to be a proof not of decline but rather of
its steadfast hold. Its decline could consist only in its forgetting the
Divine: but if it forgot, how could it create? Whence does it create
but from the things it knew in the Divine? If it creates from the
memory of that vision, it never fell. (II,ix,4)

Plotinus asserts that the production of the sensible world does not
take place in time. Creation is an eternal process, coeval with the
hypostases themselves. By the same token, the world is imperishable,
being held together always by Soul.

And is it conceivable that the Soul, valid to sustain for a certain
space of time, could not so sustain for ever? This would be to
assume that it holds things together by violence; that there is a
‘natural course” at variance with what actually exists in the nature
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of the universe and in these exquisitely ordered beings; and that there
is some power able to storm ^e established system and destroy its

ordered coherence, some kingdom or dominion that may shatter the
order founded by the Soul. (II,i,4)

have seen that Soul produces the sensible world as a result of

its primary activity which is contemplation; the lowest part of the

soul responsible for this production is what Plotinus means by
nature (phijsis). In keeping with his doctrine on the emanation of

the hypostases, Plotinus does not intend that nature be a conscious

production. “Nature, thus, does not know, it merely produces: what
it holds it passes automatically to the next; and this transmission to

the corporeal and material constitutes its making power.” (IV,iv,13)

In the fourth tractate of the second Ennead, Plotinus discusses

the notion of matter and decides that he must admit two kinds,

sensible matter and intelligible matter. Thus, in the intelligible order

where there are many ideal forms, these differ from one another pre-

cisely by the differences of their forms; nevertheless, such difference

involves a similarity as well and Plotinus assigns this function to

matter. This intelligible matter is the correlate of matter in the sen-

sible world, but whereas the former has real being and life the

latter does not, it is inert and lifeless. Opposed to the logos flowing

from the creating soul or nature, which is a participation in light,

matter is darkness and opacity. The argument leading to a recogni-

tion of matter is Aristotelian.

An additional proof that bodies must have some substratum different

from themselves is found in the changing of the basic constituents

into one another. Notice that the destruction of the elements passing

over is not complete—if it were we would have a Principle or Being
wrecked in Non-Being—nor does an engendered thing pass from utter

non-being into Being: what happens is that a new form takes the

place of an old. There is then a stable element, tliat which puts off

one form to receive the form of tlie incoming entity. (II,iv,6)

This matter is utterly devoid of determination; moreover, the

advent of form which is productive of body does not affect matter it-

self, and since form is tlie image and vehicle of the good, matter is

other than good and unreachable by it. In a sense, then, matter is

evil; its evil, however, is something negative so that evil is not set up

as a positive being.

Man. Plato had maintained that man is his soul; Aristotle that man is

a compound of soul and body. Plotinus agrees with Plato, but finds

some justification for the Aristotelian view as well.

The soul of that order, the soul that has entered into matter of that

order, is man by having, apart from body, a certain disposition;

within body it shapes all to its own fashion, producing another form

of man, man reduced to what body admits, just as an artist may make
a reduced image of that again. (VI,vii,5)
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There is a way of considering man apart from body, then, “man
yonder” or “man beyond” who differs from man here, man in the

body, in this, that the latter is characterized by discursive thinking

while man yonder, residing in Nous as ideal, has the characteristic of

its abode, namely intuitive thought. (VI,vii,9) Man in the sense of

soul has pre-existed man in the body and once in the body it is his

divine origin which is the keynote of his goodness: as long as he

remains in contact with it, strives towards it, man is good; evil will be

the turning away from that origin, concern with things below. Look-

ing at man below, in the body, it is his capacity for returning whence
he came, his higher soul, which is his true self. Bodily passions are

not states of the soul which use the body as their instrument; the

soul itself is impassible. This produces a difficulty with respect to

sense perception.

The faculty of perception in the soul cannot act by the immediate
grasping of sensible objects, but only by the discerning of impressions

printed upon the animate by sensation: these impressions are

already intelligibles while the outer sensation is a mere phantom
of the other which is nearer to authentic existence as being an im-
passive reading of ideal forms. (I,i,7)

The authentic self remains independent of its involvement in body
and its knowledge is not to be reduced to states of the body. True
knowledge will consist in transcending the body and its passions and
here the homogeneity of human soul and universal soul, human in-

tellect and divine intellect or Nous will be the explanation of know-
ledge.

Evil is possible because of the lower side of the soul.

When we have done evil it is because we have been worsted by our
baser side—for a man is many—by desire or rage or some evil image:
the misnamed reasoning that takes up with the false, in reality fancy,
has not stayed for the judgment of the reasoning principle: we have
acted at the call of the less wortliy, just as in matters of tlie sense-
sphere we sometimes see falsely because we credit the lower percep-
tion, that of the couplement (of soul and body) witliout applying
the tests of the reasoning faculty. (l,i,9)

The curious thing about this ascription of evil to the lower, less

authentic part, is that the soul itself, what is really man, remains
guiltless. It is nonetheless true that man sins and must make recom-
pense for it.

By the soul subject to sin we indicate a groupment, we include that
other, tliat phase ol tlie soul which knows all the states and passions:
the soul in this sense is compound, all-inclusive: it falls under the
conditions of the entire living experience: this compound it is that
sins; it is this, and not the other, that pays penalty. (I,i,12)

Soul as never subjected to body—even the lower part of the soul
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being other tluin and above matter—retains a freedom from the

causes which govern the bodies of the sensible universe. The soul is

not changed by its surroundings; rather the noble soul will change its

surroundings or, where this is impossible, soul can retain its in-

nocence. (III,i,8) Plotinus can accept the view that the course of

the sensible world is necessitated by the sidereal movements and at

the same time insist on the freedom of man. Indeed, Plotinus has a

tendencv to identifv moral evil and involuntariness.

We admit, then, a necessity in all that is brought about by this

comp;omise between evil and accidental circumstance: what room
was there for anything else than the thing that is? Given all the

causes, all must happen beyond aye or nay—that is, all the external

and whatever may be due to the sidereal circuit—therefore when the

soul has been modified by outer forces and acts under that pressure

so that what it does is no more than an unreflecting acceptance of

stimulus, neither the act nor the state can be described as voluntary:

so, too, when even from within itself, it falls at times below its best

and ignores the true and highest laws of action. (III,i,9)

Virtue, for Plotinus, is that state of soul which is devotion to its

like; just as evil results from frequenting things unlike and below it.

Virtue, therefore, while it does not consist in purgation or catharsis,

is consequent upon it. There will be a gradation of virtue insofar as

the hierarchy within the soul reflects the objective hierarchy of

hypostases; this upward path is trod by the use of dialectic. The
whole of philosophy is ordered to getting the soul to retrace the path

to its ultimate origin, the first principle, the ineffable One, which is

attained in a spiritual union which is beyond doctrine and communi-
cable thought. Virtue will describe way-stations on this route, neces-

sary states of the soul as it turns inward, away from the distractions of

otherness, and finds within the correlate of the transcendent and its

own destiny as union with the One, the supreme God.

Summary. If the Plotinian doctrine begins with God, the One, this is

because that is the term of human striving. From the One proceeds

the realm of Ideas, Nous, and from these proceeds the governing

and organizing principle of the material world. The sensible world

itself is the ultimate product of emanation and although Plotinus

speaks of matter as evil, he refuses the Gnostic claim that this world

is itself evil. For one thing, the sensible world is more than matter; it

has logos in it, form, an image even though remote of the good. The
sensible world is good and beautiful, not so much in itself, as because

it particpates in goodness and beauty. This makes it a sign of the

beyond, a token of where we must go. For man, to become aware of

the goodness of the world is to be impelled to transcend it towards its

governing principle and this in turn impels towards the Ideas, Nous,

the realm of law and ideal forms. Here knowledge is intuitive, one
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becomes like what he knows, but in this knowledge becomes aware

of the beyond, of that which is greater than the ideas, of a possession

which is more noble than intellectual knowledge. Love now becomes

the guideline and the union which is its term cannot be communi-

cated as a philosophical doctrine. Plotinus can only hint and urge; he

becomes thereby a spiritual director, his sayings a catalyst which may
bring about union. It is impossible to separate Plotinus’ theoretical

descriptions of tlie intelligible universe from his overriding con-

cern with the spiritual life; the doctrine of hypostases, the story of

the formation of the sensible world, all function in getting man to

see his destiny. In achieving his aims, Plotinus is at pains to take into

account the doctrine of earlier philosophers. It is not difficult to see

that the principal goal of his teaching singles out an important aspect

of Plato and subjects everything else to it; at the same time, he in-

corporates much of Aristotle, particularly from the Metaphysics

and the De Anima. His admission of providence indicates a defer-

ence to the Stoics, but for Plotinus providence cannot mean the

conscious concern of the higher for the lower; rather it is a way of

recognizing the necessary impact of the higher on the lower. So

Plotinus can admit the causality of the sensible world and at the

same time argue for man’s transcendence of that world, thus preserv-

ing human freedom. It may be said that Plotinus represents the culmi-

nation of Greek philosophy precisely by showing the inadequacy of

philosophy just as such, as an intellectual effort alone. Philoso-

phy at its best makes us aware of something utterly beyond the sensi-

ble world, beyond the best efforts of our intellect. In Plotinus tliis

calls for an effort on man’s part to go tlirough philosophy to tliis

recognition and then by means of love and ecstacy to go beyond

philosophy to union with that primal principle of all things. But, if

this is to go beyond philosophy as intellectual exercise, it is to re-

join the notion that pliilosophy is a way of life, man’s way of achiev-

ing his perfection. It is noteworthy that Plotinus’ recognition of the

primacy of the spiritual life does not lead to a repudiation of the

intellectual, or to the degenerate attempt to achieve ecstacy by a

return to the primitive: revivals of the primitive, the sophisticated

attempt to rid oneself of sophistication, is always less innocent than

the primitive itself. For Plotinus the route to ecstacy and union with

the One leads through philosophy as an indispensable element. This

serves as a brake on the willed irrational and the Enneads present

one of the noblest natural attempts to cope with the demands of

man as spiritual being.

C. After Plotinus

Of the pupils of Plotinus, Amelius may be mentioned, but Por-

phyry of Tyre (born 232/3 A.D.
)

is far and away the most impor-
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tant. We have already seen that he was wth Plotinus in Rome for

ii^hrfo
“ fT the writings of his masterAe form of the Enneads. Porphyry is credited with having written

great number of works, notable among them being his Isaeopen introduction to the Categories of Aristotle. This work diseases

to an'" undrT‘'H-
" knowledge of which is presupposed

to an understanding of the Aristotelian logical work. Porphyry ex-cuses lumself from undertaking a resolution of the controversy be-

mod“ t whh r
status of universals, amodest withdrawal from controversy which was destined to providean occasion to take up just that controversy not only for Bwthius

lonraft!
but far into the Middle Ageslong after contact with the literary context of the dispute had bL’

^ Cln-ysaorius, both to the doctrine of Aristotle’s

w/ ’ dilference, species, propTrW andaccident are and also to the assignments of definitions in sLrt sincee investigation of these is useful for those things which belong todmsion and demonstration, I will endeavor byal™S odiscuss for you, as in the form of introduction, what in this siibiecthas been delivered by the ancients, abstaining Meed, from Ireprofound questions, yet dnecting attention in a fitting manner to such

^
are more simple. For instanci, I shall omit to spirabout^nd species, as to whether they subsist (in the natrue of thingsf or inmere conceptions only; whether also if subsistentr*eya7e bodies ormcomoreal, and whether they are separate from oTtaTs most

frogoi!lapT7“ investigation. (Porph^iy.

Der^°'^^d*i^^
discuss five universals, genus, species, pro-

p rty, chfference and accident, their respective natures and themterrelationships between them. Porphyry is also said to have writtentwo commentanes on the Categories themselves, a significant factmce Plobnus had rejected the Aristotelian categoriL "rfavor o

t°L‘°c^
the Sophist of Plato. He is also said to haveivritten comentaries on Plato, e.g., on the Timaeus. Fifteen books^vntten against the Christians have been lost, although a few

^^at Porphyry was an apostate Christian, but it seems to be a moot

SDe^^'^ft ‘I?
Plotinus, it is customary to

P^ticular
of schools associated withparticular geographical areas. Thus lamblichus who died about 330

He is ooTT '"®"'ber of what is called the Syrian school.

ib» r

^ discounted the Plob'nian doctrine tliat

of twi^ ^ it rather by meansof theurgy, occultism and magic. lamblichus describes himself as a
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Pythagorean and considers mathematics as a preparation for know-

ledge of the gods, a doctrine that casts some doubt on the belief that

he emphasized theurgy. Certain mathematical works of lamblichus

have come down to us, a work On General Mathematical Science

and an Introduction to the Arithmetic of Nicomachus; a third mathe-

matical work, often attributed to him, is now thought not to be his.

lamblichus considered the doctrine of Pythagoras to be a gift of the

gods and thought divine grace necessary to comprehend it; he advo-

cated the use of the mathematical method in philosophy. In refer-

ence to Plotinus, lamblichus tends to elaborate the doctrine of eman-

ation by positing intermediate stages between the three Plotinian

hypostases.

The School of Pergamon, an offshoot of that of lamblichus, is

noteworthy for its attempt to bring back polytheism because it in-

fluenced the Emperor Julian who had been brought up a Christian

but during a brief reign was a fierce opponent of Christianity and de-

fender of the traditional polytheism.

The School of Athens produced several commentaries on Aristotle,

e.g., a commentary on the De Anima by Plutarch of Athens and on the

Metaphysics by Syrianus: both men died towards the middle of the

fifth century of our era. Prod us, born in Constantinople in 410,

studied with Olympiodorus at Ale.xandria and then came to Athens

where he studied under Plutarch and Syrianus, suceeding the latter

to the headship of the school. A number of his writings have come
down to us, commentaries on Alcihiades /, Parmenides, Republic

and the Cratylus among them. As well, we have his works on Plato’s

theology, on providence and evil and his famous Elements of

Theology. There is also an Elements of Physics. The Elements of

Theology were destined to have a great impact on the Arabians and

in the Latin West, particularly because much of it appeared in the

work known as the Liber de causis until St. Thomas Aquinas pointed

out its origin in Proclus. The literary form of both Elements of Proclus

consists in setting forth a proposition and following it with a proof.

The one on physics is based largely on Aristotle; it is the Elements of

Theology winch give us a characteristically Neoplatonic doctrine.

If we concentrate on the Elements of Theology, it must be point-

ed out that the form, and to a great degree the contents of this work,

present a difficulty of no little moment when compared to Proclus’

commentaries on Plato and his work on the theology of Plato. Pro-

clus, in common with lamblichus and Syrianus, under whom Proclus

studied, opts strongly for tlie theurgy side of the dichotomy theoria/

theourgia. lamblichus differs from Plotinus in maintaining that union

with the One is not attained through knowledge and speculation,

but rather through a ritualistic magic, by being taking possession of

by the divine. The Chaldean Oracles thereby become a sacred book to
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be interpreted and even the Platonic dialogues are studied for sym-
bolic intent and hints of magic formulae. We must remember that
Proclus believed in mermaids and dragons, automotive statues, the
man in the moon and a whole raft of astral gods. Against this back-
ground the severe literary form of the Elements is almost a shock. If
it does not represent a good deal of material original with its author,
it is nonetheless a sustained attempt at a rigorous and austere form-
ulation of the processions of Neoplatonism as it had been developed
in the wake of Plotinus.

The Elements of Theology consists of 211 propositions each of
which IS followed by what purports to be a proof of it. The pro-
cedure IS not one of citing authorities, then, (though the sources of
the propositions and the proofs can be found), but an argued
presentation of the great synthesis of reality as it moves out from its
ultimate principle according to the familiar Plotinian triad: One
Process, Return. DoddsS4 suggests that the Elements contains two
main sections.

The first of these (props. 1 to 112) introduces successively the general
metephysical antitheses with which Neoplatonism operated—unity
and plurality, cause and consequent, the unmoved, the self-moved and
the passively mobile, transcendence and immanence, declension and
continuity, procession and reversion, causa sui and causatum, eternity
and time, substance and reflection, whole and part, active and
passive potency, limit and infinitude, being, life and cognition. The
remaining part (props. 113-211) expounds in the light of these
antitheses the relations obtaining within each of the three great
orders of spiritual substance, gods or henads, intelligences, and souls;
and the relations connecting each of these orders with the lower
grades of reality.

If we consider the opening propositions of part one, we shall be
able to say something about the doctrine contained in part two of
the Elements.

At the very outset, Proclus wants to establish the absolute priority
of the One. His first proposition is: Every manifold participates
unity in some way.” The proof is by dichotomy and reductio.
Let us take the opposite possibility, a manifold which in no way
participates unity; it will thus not be one whole nor can its parts be
ones. For the part must be either one or not one; and if not one
then either many or nothing; if the part is nothing, the whole is

nothing; if many, we are embarking on an infinite regress. And,
since nothing can be made up of an infinity of infinites we must
accept the original proposition that the manifold in some way partici-

pates unity. Proclus goes on to argue that what participates unity is

E. R. Dodds, Proclus, The Elements of Theoloeij (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1933).
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not unity itself; therefore it must be something else besides the unity

it participates. Having shown that the manifold must be logically pos-

terior to the One, Proclus asserts (prop. 6) “Every manifold is com-
posed either of unified groups or of henads or units.” We have already

noticed that lamblichus had felt constrained to introduce another

One between the Ineffable One and Nous. It is characteristic of later

Neoplatonism that it tends to multiply the strata of the intelligible

universe beyond the three hypostases of Plotinus. One great motiva-

tion for tliis was the desire to achieve a gradual shading ofi into the

sensible world and thereby mask a difficulty of which Plotinus him-
self had been aware: how do you get multiplicity from unity unless

the one is already in some sense many? Proclus’ notion of henads or

units as what first proceeds from the One amounts to a population

increase in the area of lamblichus’ intermediate one. Moreover,
Proclus has no hesitation in identifying these henads with the gods
of Greek mythology.

This proliferation continues in the realm of Nous, in which
sphere of Being, Life and Thought are first distinguished and then

each sphere subdivided; the realm of Soul becomes quite densely

populated. As for the sensible world, it is formed and looked after by
Soul but, as with Plotinus, it is as if matter is there awaiting this for-

mation and is not taken to proceed from the higher order. Of course,

the processions described are not the history of the universe in any
chronological sense: Proclus, like Plotinus, is describing logical

priority and posteriority. From that point of view, the notion of

matter, formless and chaotic, “awaiting” determination and govern-
ance is not a problem for Neoplatonism. What remains the problem
is the initial emergence of multiplicity from the One, and later Neo-
platonism seems in effect to be attempting to obscure this difficulty

by filling in the interstices of the intelligible universe of Plotinus

with more and more grades—as if one could construct a line from
points.

Proclus was succeeded as head of the school of Athens by his

student Marinus who wrote a life of Proclus. The last of the heads of

this school was Damascius. We have a work of his dealing with diffi-

culties and their solutions concerning the first principles occasioned by
the Parmenides of Plato. Damascius insists on the utter transcendence
of the first principle: it is beyond our language and our understand-
ing. All the talk about processions is but a groping way to speak of

what is, after all, quite beyond our grasp. A student of Damascius
was Simplicius, the author of several very important commen-
taries on Aristotle, e.g., on the Categories, Physics, De Coelo and
De Anima. The reader will remember, from Part One above, the
importance of Simplicius’ commentary on the Physics from the point
of view of Presocratic fragments. In 529 A.D. the Emperor Justinian
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closed the school at Athens; Simplicius and Damascius, upon the in-
vitation of the Persian king, went to Persia around 531. They re-
retumed a year or two later but Athens’ long history as the capitol
city of philosophy had come to an end.

The Alexandrian school is particularly important, not only for
its commentaries on Plato and Aristotle, but also because we find
there a sustained proximity with Christianity and the evolution of
something like a modus vivendi between philosophy and religion; in-
deed, we see at Alexandria the entry of a number of philosophers
into the Church. The commentators who may be mentioned are Am-
monius, Johannes Philoponus and Olympiodorus. Since these men
bring us into the sixth century of our era and some of them make an
attempt to reconcile philosophy and the Christian Revelation, dis-
cussion of them must be posponed till volume two of this series, men
one consideres that Johannes Philoponus, a Christian living after
Augustine, in his commentaries on Aristotle is anticipating some
of tlie debates of the thirteenth century, it will be appreciated that it

is difficult to place him among the ancient philosophers.
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INDEX

Academy in Alexandria, eclectic: 337
Academy: 137-41, 143, 215, 308, 334;

as research institute, 138; founded by
Plato, 137; history of, 337-8; mem-
bership 138; no single analogue in

modern world 140; See also New
Academy

Accident: 249
Account (logos): See Logos (account)
Accusation of Socrates ( Polycrates )

:

131

Achilles: 6, 8
Achilles and the Tortoise, 61
“Acousmatics” ( hearers ) : 42
Acragas: 73
Adeimantus: 134, 161, 202, 205, 208
Adversus Mathematicos (Sextus Em-

piricus ) : 336
Aenesidemus of Cnossus: 334-6; Against
Wisdom, 334; On Inquiry, 334; Pyr-

rhonian Discourses, 334
Aeschines: 131; Dialogues, 131
Aeschylus: 109

Aether: 9
Aetius: 26, 70-1

Affirmations: 240
Against Wisdom (Aenesidemus): 334
Agamemnon: 6, 8
Agnostics: Persian Magi considered, 99
Aidoneus (earth): 67
Air: 34, 187; as primary stuff, 25-7; en-

closes whole world, 27; pervades uni-

verse and is divine, 93
Aisthesis ( sensation ) : 168

Albinus: 338
Alcibiades: 162

Alcmaenon of Croton: 46-7; concern(‘d

with medical matters, 47

Alexander of Aphrodisias: 230
Alexander Polynistor: 339
Alexander the Great: 216, 217, 324
Alexandrian school: 361

Alogon or irrational: incommensurabili-

ty of, 42
Ameinias: 51
Amelius: 56
Ammonius Saccas: 338, 341, 361

Amyntlias II, King of Macedonia: 216
Anabasis (Caesar), 131

Anamnesis: doctrine of, 186, 220; (rec-

ollection): 168, 194, 220
Anaxagoras of Clazoinenae: 31, 77-83;

all tilings directed by mind, 82; doc-
trine of Nous, 81; fl. about 460 B.C.,

77; maintains that everything is in

everything, 79-81; paradoxical doc-

trine of change, 79-81; Parmenides'
way of truth, 77; pupil of Anaximen-
es, 77; theory of change, 80-1; theory

on beginning of world, 80; view that

mind governs tlie universe, 149; way
of handling Parmenides, 78

Anaxarchus: 324
Anaximander of Miletus: 15, 20-5; anec-

dotes about, 25; ( boundless, the )

:

34; doctrine of boundless nature, 21-

4; doctrine of “separating off,” 23,

25; kinsman and successor at “school,”

to Thales, 20; On Nature, 21; physi-

cal philosopher, 21; picture of uni-

verse, 21-4; theory of change, 26, 35
Anaximenes of Miletus: 15, 25-7; (air):

34; air as origin of “gods and divine

things,” 25; air as primary stuff, 25-7;

all things are air, 255; formation of

earth, 26; fragment of writings, 25,

27; Ionian, 27; pupil of Anaximan-
der, 25

Angler: 175

Animal gods of the Egyptians: 28

Animals: 267; consumption of, 75

Anthropomorphic interpretation of uni-

verse, 95

Anthropomorphism: 28, 31, 32, 38

Anti-Eleatic interpretation of dialectic

in Parmenides: 166

Antilogiae ( Protagoras ) : 99

Antiochus: 334, 337

Antipater: 216, 309

Antiphon the Sophist: 105-6, 134; frag-

ments dealing with justice, 105-6; in-

terested in s(juaring the circle, 105;

Truth, 105

367
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Antistlienes: 132; founder of Cynics,

132

An)tus: accuser of Socrates, 112, 114

Aphrodite: 7, 69, 74
Apollodorus: 117
Apology (Plato): 112-15, 145
Apology (Xenophon): 131

Apuleius of Madaura: 338
Aquinas, St. Thomas: 267
Arabic authors: writings from, 219
Arcesilaus: 308, 327-31; birth, 328
Archcdemus: 137
Archytas: 136, 137
Ares: 7, 74
Argument: 314-6; contentious, falla-

cious or apparent, 249; definition,

314
Arian: 323; Discourses, 323; Enchiri-

dion, 323
Aristippus of Gyrene: 131, 133
Aristo: 311
Aristocles: 134
Ariston: 134
Aristophanes: 9, 109; Clouds, 109; lam-

poon of Socrates, 110
Aristotelian doctrine: 309
Aristotelianism: 217; opposed to Pla-

tonism, 218
Aristotle: 6; account of Pythagorean

doctrines, 43-50; accounts of Thales'

doctrines, 18-20; acromatic works,

220, 221; appraisal of Empedocles,
65-6; appraisal of Melissus of Samos,
63; birth, 216; Categories, 222, 231-

7, 337; change in mind, 218; criti-

cism of Plato's language, 223-4;
De Caelo: 49, 50, 57; death is return
of soul to home, 220; dialogues, 218-
21; division of practical philosophy,
228-30; division of theoretical philos-

ophy, 227-8; doctrine of opposition
or proposition, 241; early writings,

221; Eudernian Ethics, 118, 222, 228;
Eudernus, 220; evolution in thought,
218; exoteric works, 219; First Philos-

ophy, 228-30, 284-96; Generation of
Animals, 222; History of Animals,
222; importance of order and meth-
odology, 255; influence on Alexander
the Great, 216-17; interest in every-
thing said by predecessors, 250; in-

terest in nature, 219; judgment of
Xenophanes, 30-1; logical works,
230-49; lost works, fragments of,

220; man and his work, 216-22;
Metaphysics, S-6, 16, 19, 218, 222,
224-6, 230, 233, 235, 260, 269, 337;
Meteorologica. 65, 222, 225-6; moral
and political philosophy, 269-84;
Motion of Animals, 222; nature and

division of philosophy, 222-30; Hico-
machian ethics, 222, 229, 269-84;

on Anaxogoras' doctrine of Nous or

Mind, 81; On Democritus, 87; On
Generation and Corruption, 222; On
Interpretation, 222, 231, 237-44, 318;
On Philosophy, 220, 221; On the

Heaven, 222; On the Soul, 220, 222,

229, 265-9; order among philosophi-

cal sciences, 228-30; order of pro-

cedure in natural science, 250-1;
Organon, 230-1; Organon, plurahty
of works in, 231; Parts of Animals,
222; Parva Naturalia, 222; philosophy
of nature, 31, 149, 250-69; Physics,

21, 222, 250, 253-4, 260, 264-5;
Platonist period 217; Plato's greatest
pupil, 217; Poetics, 6, 65, 222, 223,
231; Politics, 222, 269-84; Posterior
Analytics, 222, 227, 231, 244-9; Prior
Analytics, 222, 231, 241-4, 247-8;
Progression of Animals, 222; Pro-
trepticus: 220-2; Rhetoric, 65, 222,
231; sciences of nature, 250; science
of nature, order of procedure, 250-1;
Sophistical Refutations, 222, 231;
speculative and practical philosophy,
225-7; stages of development, 221;
statement on doctrine of Forms, 147;
student in Academy, 138, 216; study
of Gorgias, 104; “system" came to
him whole, 218; Topics, 64, 222, 231,
249; treatises, 218, 221-2; true heir
of Plato, 217; view of philosophy,
230; writings, 218

Arithmetic: 44-5, 158
Arrow: The, 61
Artisans : 204
Asclepiad society:

Assertions: elements of, 232
Assumptions: basic and contradictory,

in natural science, 253-4
Astronomy: 158, 214; Thales' knowl-

edge of, 15-7

Atheists: 212, 213
Athene: 7, 101
Academy: See Academy; democracy:

209*
Society: 146; stranger:

Athenians: 181
Athens: champion of empire, 109; sea

power, 210
Atlantis: isle of, 181; myth of, 190
Atomism: 84-108; and modem history,

252-3; doctrine of Leucippus and
Democritus, 84-5; motivation for
doctrine of, 85-6; reaction of Em-
pedocles and Anaxagoras to, 85

Atomists: belief that world came about
by chance, 88
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Atoms: defintion of, 86; imperceptible,

88; movement of, 86-7; only things
that really are, 87, 88; structure of,

89; weight of, 86
Augustine, St.: 184

Babylon: wisdom of, 16
Barbarians: myths and rituals, 12
Beauty: 153

Becoming: and perishing, 68, 76; be-
ginning of, 184; unqualified, 257

Being: 178; and becoming, 187; and
not-being: 170, 174-9; does not
move, 55; finitude of, 55, 62-3; in-

generable and incorruptible, 55; is

finite, 55, 62-3; is one, 165; mono-
lithically unique body, 58; non-physi-
cal, 57; properties of, 54 ff; source
of, 54

Beings: atoms, as irreducible elements
of, 86

Belief: See Knowledge
Blood: as thought, -72

Bodies: compounded of atoms, 86;
generated from points, 47; living,

267; living natural, 266; mathemati-
cal and physical, identification of,

60; physical, and geometrical solids,

47; physical, composed of points
having magnitude, 60

Body: definition of, 266; organic, 266;
solid, 47; triumph over, 153; world,
185-6

Boethius: commentaries on Porphyry’s
Introduction to Aristotle s Categories,
220

Boundless, the: 34; doctrine of Anaxi-
mander: 21-4

Briseis: 8
Bryson: 324

Caesar: 131; Anabasis, 131
Caldean Oracles: 358-9
Calipus: 137
Calhas: 98
Cannon, The (Epicurus): 298
Canonic: 298-300
Carneades of Cyrene, 331-3; birth, 331
Carpenter: 167
Categories: 312-4
Categories (Aristotle): 222, 231-7, 337
Causes (Democritus): 84; four types

of, 261
Cave: allegory of, 153, 157-8
Cebes: 115, 193
Celsus: 338
Cephalus: 199
Chaerephon: 113
Chalciciius: 182

Chance: 2, 91, 261-2; analysis of, 262-
3

Change: analysis of, 256; Anaxagoras’
paradoxical doctrine of, 79-81; cease-
less, 182; in realm of art, 257-8;
principle of, 26, 251

Changeable being: principles of, 255-8
Chaos: 9
Charmides: 120-1, 134
Chamiides (Plato): 120-3, 145, 147
Children: 211
Choice and deliberation: 277
Christ: 16
Christianity: 358; history of, 307
Christians: 357
Church: entry of philosophers into, 361
Chrysippus: 307, 308, 331; death, 309
Cicero: 307; De senectute, 199
Circle: 148, 191; knowledge of, 142-3,

148
City: planning of, 209; population of,

211
City-state: See Greek polis

Cleanthes: 307, 308
Cleinias: 212
Cleon: 107
Clitomachus: 332-34
Clouds (Aristophanes): 109
Cobbler: 167
Colophon: 27
Commerce: 211-2
Conjecture: 182
Conservation of resources: 212
Contemplation: 283-4
Contests: 211
Continuum: 264
Contradiction: principle of, 100
Contrariety: involved in change, 254-5
Corpus Hermeticum: 340
Corruption: 22
Cosmic cycle : 69
Cosmogony: 9, 12
Cosmography (Democritus): 84
Cosmology: of Diogenes of Apollonia,

93-4; of Empedocles, 69; Pythago-
rean, 46-7, 58; (Plato): 189

Cosmos: 20
Courage: 204, 205; definition: 204
Craftsmen: 212
Grantor: 328
Crates of Thebes: 133, 328
Cratylus: 37, 136
Cratylus: (Plato): 145
Created world: perfection of, 182
Creation: 70-1, 181

Creation of time: 186
Creator: 182; See also Demiurge
Crimes against state: 212
Critias: 121-3, 134, 181

Critias (Plato): 145
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Crito: 117

Crito (Plato): 145

Critolaus: 331

Croesus, King: 17

Croton: 40-1

Cthonic deities: 12

Ctlionic religion: 12; snake god, 28
Cycle of incarnations: 73-5

Cycle of the Great Year: 36
Cynics: 132-3, 307; doctrines of, 132-3;

mode of life, 133
Cyrenaic socratic school: 133
Cyropaideia ( Xenophon )

:

Daemons: 20
Damascius: 360
Day: 9
De Anima (Democritus), 89
De Caelo (Aristotle): 49, 50, 57
De Rerum Natura (Lucretius): 66
De senectute (Cicero): 199
Death: neither good nor evil: 303; not

instantaneous, 88; releases the soul,

198; return of soul to home, 220
Deception: 172
Definition: definition of, 311
Definitions: search for (Plato), 158-9
Delphic oracle: 114, 115
Demiurge (maker), 183-4; motive in

fashioning world, 184-5; See also
Creator

Democracy: 208; cannot rule empire,

107; Plato’s distaste for, 135
Democritean ethics: 90-2; independent

of atomism, 91
Democritus: 84; accounts for man’s

belief in gods, 89-90; Causes, 84;
Cosmography, 84; De Amina, 89;
doctrine of atomism, 84-5; Little

World Order, The, 84; on role of
chance in human affairs, 91; On the
Planets, 84; plenum and void, 252;
works, 84

Demonstration: 244; circular, 248-9

Demonstrative science: 241-2; syl-

logism: 241

Desires: differences between, 303, 305

Despotic or tyrannical government: 208
Destruction: 22

Dialectic: 66, 159, 165, 179, 310, 311;
definition, 156, 311, 313; founded by
Zeno of Elea, 59, 66; Platonic, 140;

See also Logic

Dialecticians, 160

Dialogues of Aeschines: 131

Dialogues of Aristotle: 218-21

Dialogues of Plato: 111, 134, 136, 141,

144-6; authentic, 145; chronology,

145; metaphysical, 160; purpose or

function of, 144; Socratic: 111, 144,

146, 147

Dianoia (thinking): 155
Diodes: 313-4

Diodorus Cronus: 132
Diogenes Laertius: 15, 136, 220; air

as primary stuff, 25; Empedocles
works and feats recorded by, 65; on
perception, 299-300

Diogenes of Apollonia: 92-4; cosmology
of, 93-94; fl. about, 440-430 B.C.,

92; eclectic doctrine, 93; makes com-
mon nature, air, 93; natural philos-

ophers, 92; On "Nature, 93
Diogenes of Babylon: 331
Diogenes of Selencis: 309
Diogenes of Sinope: 133
Dion: 136-7

Dionysius: 131, 136-7

Dionysius II: 136-7, 142; introduction

to philosophy, 138-9

Disbelief: 213
Disciplines: five, 158; mathematical,

158
Discourse ( logos ) : 242-3

Discourse or speech (logos), 239
Discourses (Arian): 323
Diseases: 189
Dissoi logoi, or Twofold Arguments:

anonymous work, 106
Divided Line: 153, 157
Divine: reconciliation of Greek and

Oriental statements about, 99
Divine being: Ionian doctrine of, 53;

Xenophanes view of, 53
Divinity: 20; Empedocles’ description

of, 74; should not be localized, 28
Doctrine of anamnesis: 186
Doctrine of Forms: 118, 144, 147-60,

179, 192, 206, 217, 220; point of

difference between Socrates and Pla-

to, 147; second-best way to discover

Good, 149-51

Doctrine of Forms or Ideas: 118, 144,
192

Doctrine of Ideas: 159-66, 160-80, 160-

6
Doctrine of the One and the Many;

161-6

Doxa (opinion): 171

Dreams: 169
Dualism: 176; of being and non-being,

56; of Pythagorean doctrine, 56

Earth: 10, 34, 36, 70; (Aidoneus): 67;
formation, 26; (Gaia): 8; gods: 12;

origin of heavenly bodies, 26; shape,
26

East-of-Egypt: wisdom of, 16
Echecrates: 116
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Eclectic Academy in Alexandria: 337
Eclipse of sun: Thales’ prediction of,

16, 17

Eepyrosis: 36-7; arguments for and
against, 36-7

Education: 203, 210, 211
Egypt: 16

Egyptian madiematics : 16-7

Eg)^tians: animal gods, 28
Eikasia (imaginary): 155
Elea: 27, 51

Eleatic logic: 78
Eleatic school of philosophy: 27, 30;

summary remarks, 63-4

Eleatic stranger: 174, 179
Eleatics: 57
Elements: 5, 34, 67-8, 70, 78; as quali-

ties or attributes, 188; of number, 44,

46, 47; principle of change among,
26

Elements (Euclid): 16
Elements of Physics ( Proclus ) : 358 ,,

Elements of Theology (Proclus): 358
Elias: 220-1

Emotionf of men: 10

Empedocles of Acragas: 51, 64-76; cos-

mology of, 69; description of divini-

ty, 74; doctrine of formation of

world, 70; explanation of love, 81-2;

fadier of rhetoric, 66; fl. 450 B.C.,

65; influence of Parmenides on, 66-8;

interested in natural world and reh-

gion, 65; on creation of hving things,

70-1; On Nature, 65-72; on roots or

elements of hving things, 67, 70; on
way of truth, 68; Purifications, 65,

72-6; reputation for arrogance, 73;

writings, 65-6

Enchiridion ( Arian ) : 323
End of world: 36-7

Enemies: do good to, 200
Enneads, the (Plotinus): 341-42

Epicrates: 140

Enneads, the (Plotinus): 341-2

Epinomis ( Plato )

:

Epictetus: 323
Epicurean physics: 301-3

Epicurean school: 297-8; history, 307
Epicureanism: 297-307; object of vitu-

peration, 297; traditional criticism

of, 306

Epicurus: 307; accepts atomic doctrine

of Democritus, 301-2; accusations

leveled against, 297-8; Athenian citi-

zen, 297; birth, 297; Canon, The,

298; defends criteria of truth in

canonic, 302; division of philosophy

by, 298; epitomy of physical doctrine,

301; infallibility of sensation, 298-9;

Little Epitome, 298; makes nature

the guide, 304; military service, 297;

Of the End, 298; On Human Life,

298; Of Nature, 298; prolific author,

298; teachi)ig career, 297; says wise

man is not fatalistic, 304
Epinomis (Plato), 145

Equivocal things: 236
Erebus: 10

Eristic: of Sophists, 140
Eros: 10

Error: 172
Essence: of generated things, 261
Essential realities: 143, 147, 149, 191

Eternal flux school of thought, 37-8

Ethics: 303-7, 310, 318-22

Ethics: Democritean, 90-2

Ethiopians: 28
Eubulides of Miletus: 131-2

Euclid of Megara: 16, 167, 324; Ele-

ments, 16

Euclides of Megara: 131

Eudemian Ethics (Aristotle), 118, 222,

228
Eudemus: 16

Eudemus (Aristotle): 220
Eudorus: 337; commentary on Aristo-

tle’s Metaphysics, 337; commentary
on the Timaeus, 337; school of

mathematics, 138
Euripides: 98, 109
Eurylochus: 327
Eurystratus of Miletus: 25
Euthydemus (Plato): 130, 145
Euthyphro (Plato), 112, 147, 148
Euthyphron (Plato), 145
Evil: 129

Evils besetting man: 10-1

“Existential affinitv”: 151

Explanation of sensation, 71-2

Expressions: complex and incomplex,

231-2; true and false, 232

Falsity or truth: 237-8

Fatalism: 304
Falsehood: 52ff; way of, as depicted

by Parmenides, 52 IF

Father: 346
Feelings: 300
Finality: 263
Finite space: traversal of, 60-1

Finitude of being: 55, 62-3

Fire: 23, 34, 35, 36, 38, 187; (Hephais-

tos): 70
First philosoplicr (Thales of Miletus):

3, 4, 15, 18; (Aristotle): 228-30, 284-

96; (Plato), 284-96

Floruit: 84
Foreknowledge: 244-6

Fonn: 224, 260, 261, 266; of good: 180;

substantial, 258
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Formation of world: 181; account of,

attributed to Leucippus, 87; Anaxa-
goras’ tlieory of, 80; Empedocles’
doctrine of, 70; first stage, whirling

vortex, 87-8; Pytliagorean doctrine

of world, 48ff; second stage, collision

of atoms, 88; story of, 180-1

Forms: 147-59, 179, 180; doctrine of:

See Doctrine of Forms; moral, 152;
suggestion of hierarchy, 154; mathe-
matical, 152

Forms of numbers: hierarchy in, 192
Forms or Ideas: 180; doctrine of: See

Doctrine of Fonns or Ideas; structural

universe, 179
Fortune: 262-3
Friends of ideas: identity of, 177
briendship: 282-3; role in Epicurean

ethics, 305-6

Gaia ( earth ) : 8
Gains: 338
Galen: 18
Genera: 175, 178
Generation: 22
Generation of Animals ( Aristotle ) : 222
Generation of world: See Formation of

world
Genesis: 183
Genesis (source): 7
Genus: 249
Geometry: 167; plane, 158; solid, 158;

Thales’ knowledge of, 16-7

Giants (sons of earth): 176-7
Glaucon: 134, 161, 202, 205, 208
Gnomon: 25
Gnosticism: 340
Gnostics: 341
God: 29, 337; Judaeo-Ghristian, 30;

unity of, 29-30

God-Soul-Matter: basic stuff of things,

250
Gods: 4-5, 7-14, 20; bought and won,

212; denial of existence of, 212; dis-

cussion about, 28-9; earth, 12; no
concern for human affairs, 212, 214;
See also Olympian gods

Gold: 78, 188
Golden Age of Greek philosophy: 92,

110, 346; ended, 74
Good: 129, 144, 149; analogy to sun:

153; primacy of, 1^5; role in intelli-

gible world, 155
Goodness: likened to sun, 207
Gorgias of Leontini: 101-4, 109; em-

braces radical empiricism, 103; fl.

in 5th century B.G., 101; On Not-
heine^ nr on Nature, 102; studies
under Empedocles, 101; teacher of
rhetoric, 101; textbook of rhetoric,

101; three propositions in On Not-
being or On Nature, 102-4

Gorgias (Plato): 145

Government: forms of, 208; Plato’s in-

terest in, 135
Great World Order, The (Leucippus):

84
Great Year: 36
Greece: 16

Greek polis: 101, 106; description of,

96-7; milieu for Sophists, 96
Greek primitive religion: 12-4

Greeks: 3
Guardians: 204, 207, 208; early training

of, 203; higher studies of, 156; lead
ascetic life, 204

Hades: 7, 92
Harmonics: 158
“Harmony of the spheres” ( Philolaus )

:

49
Harmony with nature: 319-20
Harrison, Jane: Prolegomena to the

Study of Greek Religion, 13
Hate: 69

Hearing: 34, 26T; 267
Heavens: 23

Hector: 6

Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich: 230
Hegelian interpretation of dialectic in

Parmenides: 166

Helenese: 181

Hephaestus: 101

Hephaistos (fire), 70
Hera: 7, 67

Heraclitus of Ephesus: 4, 15, 32-9; ar-
resting style, 33; belief in Ecpyrosis,
debatable, 36-7; concern with change,
35, 53; concern with conduct, 95;
critical of multitude, 32; doubts
about sense perception, 53; ethical
message of, 39; (fire): 34; founder
of eternal flux school of tliought, 37-
8; obscure utterances, 33; On Nature,
33; theory of end of world, 36; view
of natural world, 36; wealth of quo-
tations throughout ancient literature.

32

Hermarchus of Mytilene: 307
Hermes: 43

Hermes Trismegistus: 340
Hermeias: 216

Hermetic writings (Corpus Ilermeti-
cum): 340

Hermocrates: 181

Hermodonis: 136

Herodotus: 6, 109; concerning trans-
migration of souls, 41
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Hesiod: 4-14, 223; influence on Greeks,

6; Theogony, 8-14; Works and Days,
11-12

Hippasus of Metapontium: 42
Hippias Maior (Plato): 145
Hippias Minor (Plato): 145
Hippias of Elis: 98, 105, 109; in-

terested in squaring the circle, 105;
Sophist, 105

History of Animals (Aristotle): 222
Homer, 4-13; Iliad, 6, 8; influence on

Greeks, 6; Odyssey, 7, 8
Honieric deities: 28
Homeric epics: 7
Homicide: 212
Human body: composition of, 187
Human reproduction: 28
Human soul: 190; ascent to highest

condition, 208; degradation of, 208
Hybris (pride): 7
Hypotheses: of geometer: 156; defini-

tion, 156
Hypothesis: method of, 150

lamblichus: 357; Introduction to the
Arithmetic of Nicomachus, 358; On
General Mathematical Science, 358

Idea: 148, 224; definition of, 148;
synonymous with Form, 148; See also

Form
Idea-number: 221
Idea of Good: 159-60
Idea of knowledge: 164
Ideal: quahfications, 320-2
Ideal state: modelled after individual

soul, 181; plan of, 181; political

theory, 181
Ideas: absolute essences, 164; as dwell-

ing above the heavens, 159-60; criti-

cism of, 286; doctrine of: See Doc-
trine of Ideas; of One and Many:
162, 165; of which other things par-
take, 162-63

Ignorance: 153, 160
Iliad (Homer): 6, 8
Image makers: 167
Images: 155
Images: (Timon): 327

Imagination: 267

Imagining: 155

Immortality: 20; as reward for moral
virtue, 194; of soul, 193-7

Incarnation: 42

Incontinence: 129

Infinity: 25; definition, 264
Instruction: proceeds from pre-existent

knowledge, 244

Intellect; passive and agent, 268
Intellectu^ faculties: 268

Intelligible nature: likened to father,

188

Interpretation: definition, 238; or propo-
sition: 239-40

Interstices and “components”: 252
Introduction to Arithmetic (Nicoma-

chus ) : 340
Introduction to the Arthimetic of Nico-
machus (lambhchus): 358

Involuntary acts: 276-7
Ion (Plato): 145
Ionian natural philosophy: 95
lonians: 14-40

Iris: 29
Isagoge: 357
Isocrates: 103-4

Italian philosophers: 40
Itahan school of philosophy: 27

Jewish philosophers of antiquity: 341

Joy: 69
Judaeo-Christian God: 30
Judgment: 171

Julian, Emperor: 358
Jupiter: 186

Justice: 106-7, 204, 205, 281-2; defini-

tion, 200; in tlie state, 202-3; is in-

trinsic good, 202; Plato’s views of,

199; to be preferred to injustice, 201
Justinian, Emperor: 360-1

Knowing: is active, 177
Knowledge: 33, 34, 37-8, 119-23, 155;

absolute, 164; and opinion, 153; and
virtue, 277-81; as true opinion plus

an account, 173-79; definition, 166-8;

division from opinion, 154; fixed,

possibility of, 100; is sensation, 168-

71; is sensation (aisthesis): 168; is

true opinion, 171-3; of essential

reahty, 142-3; of natural world, 251;
tlireefold division of, 225; validity of,

110; and behef: distinction between,
206; and sensation: identification of,

170; and virtue: identification of,

124-30; of Good: highest possession,

153
Kronos: 7, 10, 11, 74
Kupris, Queen: 74

Laches (Plato), 145, 147

Lampoons (Timon): 327
Lampsacus: 110, 131

Land, 36
Laws, human, 107; (Plato): 20, 145,

209-15

Lawyer: compared witli philosopher,

170

Learning: 34, 168
Letters (Plato): 141-2
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One, the: 59, 161, 165, 343, 348-52;

and the Many: problem of, 161-6

One being: properties of, 54ff

Opinion: 153, 182; and knowledge, 153;

division from knowledge, 154;

(doxa): 171; false, 171-4; false, defi-

nition, 174-5; true, 171-9; way of,

as depicted by Parmenides, 52, 57-8

Opposition of proposition: doctrine of,

241
Order and methodology: importance of,

255
Organon (Aristotle): 230-1; (Aristo-

tle): plurality of works in, 231
Orphic religious doctrines, 151

Orphicism: 76
Ouranos (Sky): 7-8

Outlines of Pyrrhonism ( Sextus Empiri-

cus ) : 336

Pain: 129
Panaetius of Rhodes: 309
Pamphilus: 297
Paradox of the liar: 131-32

Parallel Lives of Illustrious Greeks and
Romans ( Plutarch ) : 337

Parmenidean dilemma: 56, 83, 252-3

Parmenidean poem: 5 Iff; methodolo-

gy, 56; prologue, 51 ff

Parmenidean sphere of being, 56, 57,

102

Parmenidean way of truth, 52ff, 68,

75-6, 92
Parmenides of Elea: 161-6, 174; at-

tempt to reconcile being and non-
being, 53-5; confronted, 258-60;
denies possibility of change, 252;
denies science of nature, 250; doc-
trine about world around, 57, 252;
doctrine, as reflected in poem, 51 ff;

doctrine of, 252; doctrine utterly

arbitrary, 53; fl. about 475 B.C., 50;
inquiry into falsity and truth, 52ff;

interested in Theory of Ideas, 162;

interrogates young Socrates, 161;

natural doctrine of, 58; on finitude

of being, 55, 62-3; pupil of Xeno-
hanes, 51; Pythagorean, 51; rejects

ualism of Pythagorean doctrines,

56; source of being, 54; way of
opinion, 52, 57-8, 254; way of truth,

52ff, 68, 75-6, 92
Parmenides (Plato): 50, 59, 134, 145,

160

Participation: 177; involves infinite re-

gress: 163-5; limited, 178
Particulars: 180, 182
Patroclus: 6
Parts of Animals (Aristotle): 222
Parva Nuturalia (Aristotle): 222

Pausanias: 66
Peleus: 8

Peloponnesian war: 135
Pentateuch, the: 341
Perception: Protagoras statement on,

99-100

Pericles: 98
Perictione: 134
Pcrsaeus: 308
Persian Magi: considered agnostics, 99
Peripatetics: 307
Persian Magi: Protagoras taught by,

98-99

Persian monarchy: 210
Persuasism: art of, 100
Phaedo (Plato): 82, 113, 115-8, 145,

148-51, 220
Phaedrus (Plato): 145
Phaenasete: 111

Philehus (Plato): 145
Philip of Macedon: 216
Philiponus, Johannes: 361
Philo Judaeus: 341
Philo of Athens: 327
Philo of Larisa: 334
Philolaus: 41; “harmony of the

spheres,” 49
Philomythos (myth): 222
Philosopher: compared with lawyer,

170; definition, 174; (Philosophus):

222
Philosophers: as rulers, 206-7
Philosophical sciences: order among,

228-30
^

Philosophy: and non-philosophy, 222;
arises from wonder, 223; definition

of, 224; First, 228-30, 284-96; in-

dispensable first part, 298-9; love of
wisdom, 224; meant to purify reli-

gion, 4; moral and political, 269-84;
natural: See Philosophy of nature;
nature and division of, 222-30

Philosophy of nature: 31, 149, 250-69;
bulk of Aristotle’s writings devoted
to, 250; historical background, 251-4

Pliilosophy: ordered whme of sciences,

230; origins of, 3ff; practical, division

of, 228; preparation for death, 193;
quarrel with poetry, 4-0; six parts
of, 310; speculative and practical,

225-7; Stoic division of, 231; study
of death, 115; theoretical, division

of, 227-8
Phroncsis: 221

Phynaeus: 307
Physical things: definition, 260-1
Physical universe: 183
Physical world: 58
Physics: 260, 301-3, 310, 316-8; 260;

and mathematics, 44; of Stoics:
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316-8; (Aristotle): 21, 222, 250,
253-4, 260, 264-5; (Simplicius)

Physiology: human, 189
Piety: 147-8

Pistis (belief): 155
Place: definition, 264
Planets: 10, 186
Plants: 267
Plato: Academy founded by, 137;

Apology, 112-15, 145; aristocratic

connections, 134; authentic dia-

logues: 145; birth, 134; Charmides,
120-3, 145, 147; claim to greatness,

134; Cosmology, 189; Cratylus, 145;
crisis in thought, 160-80; Critias,

145; Crito, 145; death, 134; denies
science of nature, 250; dialogues:
See Dialogues of Plato; distaste for

democracy, 135; Doctrine of Forms
or Ideas, 118, 144, 147-60; doctrine
of mathematical intermediates, 190-

2; Epinomis, 145; Euthydemus, 130,
145; Euthyphro, 112, 147, 148;
Euthyphron, 145; extensive travels,

136; family, 134, 136; First Philos-
ophy, 284-96; follower of Socrates,

136; Gorgias, 145; head of Academy,
138; Hippias Maior, 145; Hippias
Minor, 145; influence of Orphis and
Pythagorean religious doctrines on,

151; involved in Syracusan govern-
ment, 198; Ion, 145; knowledge is

sensation, 168-71; Laches, 145, 147;
Laws, 20, 145, 209-15; letters, 141-2;
Lysis, 145; man and his work, 134-
47; mathematical intermediates, doc-
trines of, 190-3; members of family
in dialogues, 136; Menexenus, 145;
Meno, 119, 145; method of introduc-
ing students to philosophy, 138-9;
natural doctrine: 180-92; nature of
soul, 193-8; on morality and politics,

198-215; no oral teaching given by,

144; Parmenides, 50, 59, 134, 145,

160; perhaps nickname, 134; Phaedo:
82, 113, 115-8, 145, 148-51; 220;
Phaedrus, 145; Philebus, 145; politi-

cal attitudes, 135-6; present at

Socrates’ trial, 136; Protagoras, 98,
124-9, 145; reasons for going to
Sicily, 136-7; remark on unity of
god, 30; Republic, 4, 134-5, 139-40,
144-6, 150, 153-60, 180, 199-209;
search for definitions, 158-9; search
for truth, 140; Socratic dialogues:
See Dialogues of Plato: Socratic;
Sophist, 145, 160, 174-80; Statesman,
145, 160, 179-80, 183; Symposium,
145; Theaetetus, 119, 145, 160, 166-
74; Tiinaeus, 134, 145, 180-90, 337;

377

unwritten doctrine, 144; view of man,
192-215; views on natural world,
180; voyage to Sicily, 136; writings,
141-7

Platonic Academy: See Academy
Platonic dialetic: 140
Platonic doctrine: 142, 143, 309; funda-

mental: See Doctrine of Forms
Platonic method: unity of, 145
Platonism: 217, 221
Platonists: 307
Platopolis: 341-2
Pleasure: 129; and pain, primacy of,

210; fulfillment of happy life, 303-4
Plotinus: 3, 338, 341-56; birth, 341;

Enneads, the, 341-3; hope of found-
ing Platopolis, 341-2

Plurality: 176
Plutarch of Athens: commentary on

Aristotle’s De Anima, 358
Plutarch of Chaeronia: 71, 337; Lives,

337; Moralia, 337; Parallel Lives of
Illustrious Greeks and Romans, 337

Plutocracy: 208
Plynaeus: 307
Poetics (Aristotle): 6, 65, 222, 223, 231
Poetry: 3-6; and philosophy, relation

between, 209; quarrel with philos-

ophy, 4-6

Poets: theological, 6-12

Points: bodies generated from, 47;
geometrical, 46

Polemarchus: 199, 200
Polemo: 328
Polis: See Greek polis

Politics: 198-215, 310; (Aristotle):

222, 269-84
Polyclitus: 261
Polycrates: 40; Accusation of Socrates,

The, 131
Polytheism: 29
Pontus: 9
Population of city: 211
Porphyry of Tyre: birth, 356; student

of Plotinus, 341; summary of Pytha-
goras’ doctrine, 41

Poseidon: 7, 74
Posidonius: 334
Possibility: reality of, 132
Posterior Analytics (Aristotle): 222,

227, 231, 244-9

Potone: 134
Praxiphanes: 297
Preconceptions : 299-300
Predication: possibility of, 132
Prediction: 178
Premiss: definition, 242; demonstrative,

242; dialectical, 242; division into

demonstration and dialectical, 242
Premisses: 242
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Prcsocratic philosophy: 76
Presocratics: 110, 130, 254, 256, 308
Priam: 6

Pride (htjhris): 7

Priests in Babylonia: 16

Prime mover: 221, 264, 269
Prime Mover: immobile and incor-

poreal, 264
Prior Analytics (Aristotle): 222, 231,

241-4, 247-8

Prochis: 16; birth, 358; commentaries,

358; Elements, 358; Elements of

Physics, 358; works on Plato’s theolo-

gy, 358
Procreation: 88
Proclus: Elements of Theology, 358
Prodicus of Ceos: 104-5, 109; concern

with correct: terminology, 104-5; 11.

end of 5th century, 104; on how
gods arose, 105; On Nature, 104; On
the Nature of Man, 104; Sophist, 104

Productive class: 207
Progression of Animals (Aristotle): 222
Prolegomena to the Study of Greek

Religion: 13

Prometheus: 98-101, 109, 124-30

Properties of being: 541f

Property: 249
Proposition or interpretation: 239-40
Propositions: compound, 240; having

universal subject, 240-1; immediate,

248; simple, 240; truth or falsity of,

241
Protagoras of Abdera: 98-101, 109,

124-30; accused of impiety, 98;
Antilogiae, 99; fl. in 5th century
B.C., 98; On being, 99; On the Gods,
99; On Truth, 99; pupil of great

atomist, 98; Refutatory Amgments,
99; sceptical doctrine of, 100-1;

Sophist, 124; statement on percep-
tion, 99-100; statement that “Man is

measure of all things,” 98, 99-100;
taught by Persian Magi, 98-99; writ-

ings, 98-9

Protagoras (Plato): 98, 124-9, 145
Protrepticus ( Aristotle ) : 220-2
Psychology: 233
Public service: 208
Punishment for misdeeds: 75
Purifications ( Ernpt'docles ) : 65
Pyramids: measured by Thales, 16
Pyrrho of Elis: 324-7; birth, 324;

founder of sceptics, 324
Pyrrhnnian Discourses ( Aenesidemus )

:

‘334

Pythagoras of Samos: belief in identity

between number and sound, 42;
birth, 40; 40-3; incommensurabihty
of diagonal and side of square, 42,

43; son of Hermes, 43; theories of

number, 42, 44-7; pupils, 40-1

Pythagorean communities: rules of

conduct, 42
Pythagorean community: 41

Pythagorean cosmogony, 52; 46-7, 58
Pythagorean doctrines: 43-50; concern-

ing pursuit of truth, 43; identification

of things with numbers, 42; dualism
of being and non-being, 56; magni-
tude of numbers, 46, 50; on forma-
tion of world, 48ff; role of opposites

in world, 47; things are numbers
and aggregates of unit-points, 59;

view of extent of reality, 48; view of

universe, 49, 50
Pythagoreans: 40-50; abstension from

meat, 41; influential in southern
Italy, 50; interest in mathematics,
43-50; renewed for secrecy, 41

Pytliagorean mathematics: as cosmolo-

gy. 48
Pythagorean religious doctrine, 151
Pythagorean society: 42, 137, 139;

scientific contributions, 42
P>4hagorean theorem: 41, 42, 43
Pythagoreanism: revival, 339-41
Pythias, daughter of Aristotle: 216; wife

of Aristotle: 216

Rack track: impossibility of traversing.

60, 61-2
^

Real world: 183
Reality: structure of, 181
Reason: as depicted by Parmenides,

52ff

Reasoning or discourse: 232
Receptacle: arena of change, 188;

identified with space, 189-90; likened
to mother, 188

Recollection (anamnesis): 168, 194, 220
Reflections: 155
Refutatory Arguments (Protagoras): 99
Relativity: 35
Religion: 3; Creek primitive, 12-14;

Cthonic, 12; earth, 12; Epicurus’
attitude toward, 306; Olympian, 12

Remembering (anamnesis): 152
Republic (Plato): 4, 134-5, 139-40,

144-6, 150, 153-60, 180, 199-209
Rest: 177-8

Rhea: 7
Blictoric: 66, 310, 311
Rhetoric (Aristotle): 65, 222, 231
Rituals: of barbarians, 12
Roman Empire: sway over Greece, 308
Roman Stoics: 322-3
Roots: See Elements
Rulers: 204; legislate in own interest,

200



Samos: 40
Saturn: 186
Sceptics: 307, 324-38
School of Athens: 358
“School” of Croton: 41
School of Elis: 132
School of Eratria: 132
School of Isocrates: 137-8

School of Miletus: 20-1

School of Pergamon: 358
Science of nature: 250; and mathe-

matics, 44; basic and contradictory

assumptions, 253-4; dialectical sum-
mary, 254-5; historical background,
251-4; order of procedure, 250-1

Scripture: 185
Sea: 36
Seasons: 10

Second-best method of discovering true

existence, 149-50, 156
Self-knowledge, 130
Self-nutrition: 266, 267 '

Seneca, L.Annaeus: birth, 323; death,

323; Dialogues, 323; Letters to

Lucilius, 323; Natural Questions,

323; tragedies, 323
Sensation: 71-2; ( aistliesis ) : 168; in-

fallibility of, 298-9; Lucretius con-
centrates on, 299; mechanims of,

189; powerless to produce knowl-
edge, 174

Sense and intellect: difference be-
tween, 268

Sense perception: Democritus’ views
on, 88; Parmenides’ view of, 52ff;

validity of, 56
Senses: external, 267; internal, 267
Sensible universe: fluidity of, 188
Sensuality: 151

Sensible things: 151-2

Sensible world: 183; arena of change,
180; cause, 182

School of Plato: 138
School of Socrates: 131

Separating off: 81; Anaxagoras’ theory

of, 80; Anaximander’s theory of, 23,

25; Nous given as cause of, 82

Seven sages: called Sophists, 98
Sextus Empiricus: 51, 132, 312, 333,

336-7; Adversus Mathematicos, 336;
Outlines of Pyrrhonism, 336

Sexual morality: 211

Shadows, 155

Sicily: Plato’s visits to, 136-7

Sight: 267

Simmias: 195

Simonides: 199

Simplicius: 51; commentary on Aristo-

tle’s Physics, 21; Physics, 25

Index 379

Sins of parents: visited upon children,

197
Sky: 10; (Ouranos): 7-8

Smell: 267
Snake god of the Cthonic religion: 28
Society: corrupt, 198; entrusted to

philosophers, 198
Socrates: 5, 50, 109-33, 143, 181; ac-

cepts death verdict, 114, 115; accused

of atheism, 114; accusers of, 112;

attachment to Athens, 109; belief in

immortality, 193; birth, 109; called

Sophist, 109; character, 112-7;

charged with pederasty, 116; charges

against, 112ff; concern with univer-

sal, 130; death, 50, 109, 111, 112,

115-

7, 136; death, description of,

116-

7; doctrine, 117-30; doctrine of

Forms, 118; ethical doctrine, 118;

factual, 112; his life, 109; historical,

145-6; ideal state: See Ideal state;

inner voice, 115; interested in prob-

lems of state, 198; irony of, 119;

lampoon by Aristophanes, 110;

maieutic art, 119, 120; meaning at-

tached to knowledge, 124-30; method
of questioning, 167; midwifery
(maieutic), 167-8, 175; of Platonic

dialogues, 110-1; of Xenophon, 111;

philosopliical activity, 117; Pytha-

gorean and Orphic attitudes, sym-
pathy with, 116; reply to his ac-

cusers, 112; search for definitions,

118; Sophist, teaching for fee, 113;

trances, 116; trial, 112; view of

philosophizing, 130; wisdom, 119;

wrote nothing, 110; writings about,

no
Socratic dialogues: See Dialogues of

Plato: Socratic

Socratic legends: 111

Socratic method: 119, 120-1

Socratic Problem: 110-2, 145
Socratic schools: 130-3

Solon: 134, 181

Sophist: definitions, 174-5; (Plato):

145, 160, 174-80

“Sophistes”: earlier definition of, 97
Sophistical Refutations (Aristotle): 222,

231
Sophocles: 109

Sophroniscus: 111

Sophrosyne (wisdom), 121

Sophists: 37, 94-108; assessment, by
Plato and Aristotle, 108; concern

with man, 95; connotation of word,

97-8; dialectic, largely fallacious,

108; doctrines, as exercises in method,

107; education of men by, 97;

flourish in Greek polis, 96; live by
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tlieir wits: 96; paid teachers, 97-8,

110; training men for life in polis,

106, 109; wanderers, 96; term of

abuse of denigration, 97
Soul: 177, 193-8, 343-8; basic type of,

267; composed of atoms: 89; creation

of, 190; definiUon, 196, 220, 265-7;

determinate type of, 265; exists be-

fore birth, 194; first birth of, 187;

genus containing, 265; Heraclitus’

remarks about, 38-9; human, 267,

268; immortality of, 193-7; im-

prisoned in body, 182; intellective,

immortal and eternal, 268; nature

and properties of, 265; nature of,

193-8; parts of, 265-6; parts or

faculties of, 267; pervades universe,

19-20; rational part immortal, 197;

setting free of, 75; structure of:

model for ideal state, 180-1; sub-

stantial form of living body, 266;
three parts of, 196, 198; threefold

division of, 196; world, 185
Souls: animal, 267; guide heavenly

bodies, 214; transmigration of, 41,

73
State: 90
States of mind: See Mental states

Statesman (Plato), 145, 160, 179-80,
183

Stilpo: the Megarian, 131, 308, 327
Stoa: 331
Stoa poikile: 308
Stoic division of philosophy: 231
Stoic doctrine of categories: 312-3
Stoic katalepsis, 327, 328
Stoicism: 132, 307, 308
Stoics: 36, 307-23
Stoics: Roman, 322-3; theory of end

of world, 36
Strife: 35, 37, 69
Structure of morality: 181
Structure of reality: 181
Styx: 19

Substance: 234-5, 256-7; threefold
sense of, 266

Sun: 38, 186; ordered movement of,

213-4; role in visible world, 155;
source of light, 154

Sun/Good: 157
Survival: 71

Syllogism: demonstrative, definition,

246; demonstrative, nature of pre-
misses, 247-8

Syllogisms: definition, 242; demonstra-
tive, 241-2, 245; demonstrative or

scientific, 244; perfect and imper-
fect, relationship between, 242; sub-
ject and predicate of, 243-4

Symmias: 115

Symposium (Plato): 145; (Xenophon):
116, 131

Syracusan Tyrants: 136-7

Syrannus; 358
Syrian school: 357
Syrianus: commentary on Aristotle’s

Metaphysics

Sound: identified with number, 42
Source ( genesis ) : 7
Species: 175

Speech (logos): 239
Speusippus: 137, 138, 217; head of

Academy, 134, 138
Sphere: description of, 70; of being:

56, 57, 74-75, 102; well rounded:
176

Spheres: See also “Harmony of the

spheres,’’ 49
Spherical being: divisibility of, 63
Stars: 10

Tartarus: 9

Taste: 267
Teachers: fees, 98; travelling. Sophists

as, 98
Teisias: author of first textbook of

rhetoric, 101

Temperance: 120-1, 204, 205; defini-

tions, 121; is a science, 121

Terms: relation of, 243
Tethys: 19

Thales of Miletus: 3-4, 15-20; anecdote
by Plato concerning, 17-8; Aristotle’s

view of, 18-20; doctrines of, 18-20;

first philosopher, 3, 4, 15, 18, 19;

fl. sixth centur)' B.C., 16; knowledge
of astronomy, 15-7; Ionian, 27; knowl-
edge of Geometry, 16-7; measure-
ment of pyramids, 16; mythical
figure, 20; predecessors called non-
philosophers, 3; prediction of echpse
of sun, 15-7; one of seven sages of

ancient world, 15; reputation and
importance, 17; (water): 34

Tlieadorus: 167, 174

Theaetetus, 174; (Plato); 119, 145,

160, 166-74

Themis: 10

Theogony: Hesiod: 28

Theological poets: 6-12

Theology: 214, 310

Tbeon of Smyrna: 338

Theophrastus: 21, 66, 328

Theses: either suppositions (hypothe-
ses) or definitions, 248

Things: universal and singular, dis-

tinction between, 240
Thinking: 155

Thirty Tyrants: 198
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Thought: identified with flow of blood,
72; true existence revealed in, 151

Tliraciaus: 28
Thrasymachus of Chalcedon: 105, 200;

Great Text hook, 105; Sophist, 105;
Subjects for Oratory, 105; view of
justice, 105

Thucydides: 100
Tlmnderbolt: 38
Timaeus (Plato), 134, 145, 180-90,

337; most influential writing, 182;
treated as Scripture, 185

Timaes of Locris: 181; astronomer, 181;
discusses nature of universe, 181

Time and heaven; interdependent, 186
Time; beginning of; 184; definition,
264

Timocracy; 208
“Timon and Hades;” 327
Timon of Phlius; 324, 326-8; Images,

327; prolific writer, 327; Lampoons
(SiUi), 327

Titans;

Topics (Aristotle); 64, 222, 231, 249
Touch; 267
Transmigration of souls;

Treatises (Aristotle); 218, 221-2; con-
sequent on Aristotle’s Physics, 264-5

Trilogy of Platonic Dialogues; depicting
forming of world, 180-1

Troy; fall of

True existence; revealed in thought,
151; second-best way of discovering
149-50, 156

Truth (Antiphon the Sophist), 105; cri-
terion of, 311-2; pursuit of, 43; way
of; as depicted by Parmenides, 52ff,

68, 75-6, 92; way of; Empedocles
on, 68; Parmenidean, 523", 68, 75-6,
92; or falsity; 237-8

Typhaeus;
Tyrants; success of, 201; Syracusan.

137; Thirty, 198

Units; arithmetical, 45, 46; configura-
tions in space, 46; have spatial magni-
tude, 46

r t.

Unity of God; 29-30
Unity of opposites; 37
Universals; 236-7
Universe; 38; Anaximanders picture of,

21-4; anthropomorphic interpretation,
95; nature of, 181; Pythagorean
view of, 49, 50; working of mind in.
150

Venus; 186
Verbs; definition, 238
Virtue; 119-20, 273-4, 355; and knowl-

edge, 277-81; and knowledge, iden-

381

tification of, 124-30; moral, acquisi-
tion of, 274-5; moral, definition of,

275-6; taught by Sophists, 97; four.
204

Visibilia; 155

Void; 264

War; 35; need for, 203
Water; 34, 70, 187; (nestis): 67; pri-
macy of, 18

Way of Opinion (Parmenides), 254
Wind; encloses whole world, 27
Winds; 10

Wisdom; 34-5, 38, 204, 205; and
knowledge, 121-2; definition, 121-2,
224; is a science, 121; love of, 228;
(sophrosyne): 121

Wise man; characteristics of, 225
Women; 206; education of, 211
Works and Days (Hesiod); 11-12
World: 35; beginning in time: 184;
coming into being, 9; common, to
all awake, 38; consumed by fire, 36-
7; divided into sensible things and
Forms, 152; end of, 36-7; formation
of; See Formation of world; of
Homer, 12; private, of men asleep,
38; See also Created world; Natural
world; Physical world; Sensible
world; World of Forms, etc.

World body: 185-6

World of Forms: 183, 189-91
World soul: 185, 190

Xanthippe: 111, 162

Xenocrates: 137, 138, 217, 308
Xenophanes of Colophon: 4, 15, 29-32;

affirmative remark about god: 29;
analogue for Sophists, 96; anecdote
concerning Pythagoras, 41; birth, 27;
complaints concerning Olympian
gods, 28-9; concern with conciuct,
95; divinity, major concern of, 29;
contribution to pliilosophical theolo-

gy, 31; divinity should not be lo-
calized, 28; doubts about sense per-
ception, 53; (earth); 34; founder of
Italian or Eleatic school of philos-
ophy, 27; criticism of poets, 32;
Ionian, 27; natural philosophy, 31;
On Nature, 27; poet, 27; remarks on
unity of god, 29-30; view of divine,
53

Xenophon: Apology, 131; birth, 131;
concerned with defending Socrates,

110; Cyropaideia, 131; Memorabilia,
110, 131; Oeconomicus, 131; Sym-
posium, 131
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Zeno of Citium: 307, 308, 328; birth,

308; founder of Stoicism, 132; On
Logic, 309

Zeno of Elea: 50, 58-62, 174; argu-

ments in favor of the One, 161; birth,

59; founder of dialectic or logic, 59,

66; four arguments against motion,

60-2; Pytliagorean, 59; forty argu-

ments against multiphcity, 59; tra-

versal of finite space, 60-1

Zeus: 7-13, 38, 67, 74, 101
Zeus Meilichos: 13
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